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Is This Book For You? 

Have you had the equivalent of at least two-years of university-level Modern Standard Arabic? If the 
answer is yes, ask yourself the questions below. 

1 .  Has it been a while since you worked with the language, and is a lot of the grammar unclear to you? 

2. Are you currently taking "advanced" Arabic courses and finding that deficiencies in your grammatical 
knowledge are hindering your comprehension? 

3 .  Is the verb system of the language still largely a mystery? 

4. Do hollow and defective verbs scare you? 

5. Do you often have to guess at case endings? 

6. Are you put offby the commonly used introductory Arabic texts? 

7. Do you want to bone up on your grammar before going off to Middlebury for the summer or to 
prepare for some other program? 

8. Do you want to improve your knowledge of the language but find yourself unable to enroll in more 
Arabic courses due to other obligations? 

9. Are you willing to try something on your own? 

If you answer yes to at least one of the questions from 1 -8, and if you answer yes to question 9, then 
this may be the book for you. 

The text is the result of the author' s experiences both as a student and teacher of Arabic. The book is 
a complete self-contained course designed to help students master virtually all of the grammar they will 
ever need in order to be able to read Arabic newspapers, literature, and academic works. The style is 
informal and clear. The presentation ofthe grammar of the language is comprehensive. The text includes 
plenty of drills, authentic Arabic reading passages, and an annotated key which includes translations of 
every Arabic sentence in every drill. 

The author of this text is a native English speaker born in the United States. He has been through the 
learning-Arabic grind in the university system in the States and he knows where you are coming from. 
He also is a graduate of the Center for Arabic Study Abroad program at the American University in 
Cairo, and a former Fulbright fellow to Jordan. He has a Masters degree in Islamic Studies and has been 
teaching Arabic for fourteen years. 

If you think this book may be for you, tum to the following page. 
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How Should You Use This Book? 

I know that students never read the preface to a book so I am including the material below in this 
section instead. Yes, I know that you know everything in the world about how to study Arabic and even 
more about how to work through a self-study guide. That is why your Arabic is weak and your 
grammatical knowledge embarrasses you. So take a minute and read the following. 

This book is divided into three parts. Part I includes all of the basics commonly taught in the first 
semester in a university-level Arabic course. No matter how much Arabic you have had (two years, 
three years, or ten years), you should start at the beginning of Part I and work your way through every 
chapter from beginning to end. You should do this, of course, at your own pace. Most people, even 
those working full-time, find that they can work through one chapter and its drills per day. Since there 
are only five chapters in Part One, you can complete Part I in five days. At the end of these five days you 
will understand the basic elements of an Arabic sentence. You will fully understand the case endings, 
plurals, idaafas, noun-adjective phrases, demonstratives, most of the rules of agreement in Arabic, and 
much more. You will have mastered the equational sentence and will have dealt with simple verbal 
sentences. You will then be ready for the core of the book, Part IT. 

Part II concentrates on the verb system of Arabic. You will start with Chapter One ofPart II. This 
chapter is the most crucial chapter in the book. Take your time with it. Go through just one section of it 
a day, or even one section every two days. When you finish this chapter you will understand how Form I 
verbs work. All of them. Sound verbs, hollow verbs, defective verbs, doubled verbs, and assimilated 
verbs. You will be able to handle these verbs in the past tense, pre�ent tense, and the jussive (a form of 
negation with a past-tense meaning). You will also understand � and bl.S and how they are used. 

You will then go on to the next chapter and gradually work your way through all seven chapters of 
Part IT.  When you have completed Part IT, you will understand almost all of the Arabic grammar you will 
ever have to learn in order to read, write, or speak Arabic at any level you wish. 

How long will it take to finish Part IT? It is hard to say. I recommend that you do just a few pages a 
day. No more than one section of one chapter at a time. If you do this every other day, it will probably 
take about about three months. 

Part ill contains explanations of Arabic grammatical points which are secondary to your over all 
understanding of the language. You may look at any of the first four chapters ofPart ill at any time you 
like. 

Part ill also contains chapters on the use of the Hans Wehr Arabic-English dictionary, and on how to 
be a good Arabic student. You should read these two chapters (chapters five and six) soon after you 
start working on Part I. Just take a break and go look at them. They are very easy to read, entertaining, 
and, in my mind, very, very important. 
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The last chapter in Part III is an annotated key to all of the drills in Parts I and II. You should refer 
to it as you complete each exercise. Now keep reading. 

What This Book Will Not Do For You 

When you finish this book and master all of the material, will you be able to sit down with a Naguib 
Mahfouz novel and read it for pleasure, almost as if it were in English? Will you be able to speak Arabic 
with the eloquence ofGamal Abd Al-Nasir? Will you write with the gracefulness and precision ofTaha 
Hussein? Absolutely not! 

However, you will have all of the grammatical knowledge you need in order to develop your abilities 
to read advanced Arabic works, speak Modern Standard Arabic correctly, write properly, and even to 
learn more grammar. However, in order to be able do these things well, you will need to read extensively 
in whatever field you choose, acquiring the vocabulary and intellectual background that field or genre 
requires. In order to speak well, you will need to practice speaking. You are not going to learn to speak 
from a book. In order to write well, you are going to have to develop writing skills. 

So you will still need to pursue your study of the language. The big difference will be that when you 
do so, you will be grammatically equipped. This fact will be of great benefit to you no matter what 
direction your study of the language may take. However, if you try to pursue your study of the language 
without a good grammatical foundation, the odds are very heavy that you really will not get anywhere. 
The fact that you have read this far is proof that you know that this is true. 

It' s  time to get to work. 
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Author's Preface 

Several years ago I taught a course in newspaper Arabic at a highly-respected Middle East related 
institution in Washington, D.C. The students in the course came from university graduate programs in 
Middle East Studies, the government, and from private industry. All the students had studied Arabic for 
several years. I had been told that the class would have a number of advanced students and was looking 
forward to doing some interesting work with them. 

During the first class session, I discovered that none of the students could read even a paragraph of a 
newspaper article without considerable difficulty. I also soon discovered that if given a great deal of 
time, the best students could understand the gist of an article, but did not grasp significant portions of it. 

Diagnosing some of the major problems was a simple task. Class discussion revealed that most of the 
students had a weak knowledge of the verb system in Arabic, especially of hollow, defective, and doubled 
verbs. They were totally confused by these verbs, but had plodded along in their studies of the language 
hoping that these verbs would be rare and that they could get by. 

Additionally, many of the students were weak in basic grammar, things which are taught in first-year 
university-level Arabic courses. Among the problems were the rules of agreement, the comparative and 
superlative, and case. Even the difference between an idaafa construction and a noun-adjective phrase 
was not clear in the minds of some. 

Other problems were apparent as well. Some students could not read for context, but relied instead 
on a dictionary, the use of which was also unclear to them. Those who did try to read for context were 
so impeded by their weak overall control of the language that they often misinterpreted what they were 
reading. 

In short, reading Arabic was sheer torture for many of the students in the class. It is hard to 
understand why anyone would want to continue to study Arabic while operating under such limitations. 
However, the problems experienced by these students are typical, as far as I can tell. 

In subsequent "advanced" courses which I taught, I saw the same phenomenon. This book is in large 
part a portion of my own response to what I have termed the "Arabic is Really Awful, Boring, and 
Incredibly Complicated Aftliction" (ARABICA). 

This book reviews the grammar which must be mastered by the non-native speaker of the language in 
order to be able to read, write, or speak Arabic. It is intended for students who have had at least two 
years of university-level Arabic and who need to solidify their grasp of the grammar. It is specifically not 
intended for first-time learners of the language. The primary goal of this text is the student's mastery of 
the fundamentals of Arabic grammar in order to help the student improve his or her ability to read Arabic. 
However, mastery of these fundamentals will also contribute to an increase in ability in other skill areas. 

The fundamental premise upon which the pedagogy of this book is based is that the Arabic grammar 
which must be mastered by a non-native adult learner of the language is not intellectually difficult to 
learn. I also maintain that once the student learns the body of grammar presented in this book (or in any 
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of the standard introductory texts used in colleges and universities), the student will have almost all of the 
grammatical knowledge of the language he or she will ever need in order to read Arabic newspaper 
articles, editorials, modern literature, or academic works. That is to say, that while the student may still 
need to acquire the background, vocabulary, and technical terminology peculiar to such endeavors, 
grammar will cease to be an impediment in dealing with these materials and will become a tool facilitating 
the student's understanding ofthem. 

Following directly from the above-mentioned premise, this book differs in tone from other grammars 
of Arabic. I have tried to keep the style of the explanations straight forward and simple in an effort to 
make the language seem learnable - which it is. The explanations sometimes include light-hearted 
comments and examples - all in an effort to make the language of Arabic more accessible to the American 
student. 

. A third premise vital to the production of this book is that many Arabic students, and no doubt 
students of other languages who need to shore up their knowledge, find that it is easier to review and 
master previously covered material through a new medium of instruction rather than returning to the texts 
with which they first started learning the language. 

This book is divided into three parts. Part I is a review of the elements of grammar commonly taught 
during the first semester of Arabic study at a university. It starts with the most basic elements of the 
language in order to give the student a solid base for what is to come in Part IT, and to help build the 
student's confidence. 

In addition to traditional-style drills, which have been included for each grammatical point covered, 
two "authentic Arabic" passages are included in Part I. The students are asked to look in these passages 
for grammatical items previously covered, and to use their discovery of these elements as an aid in 
understanding the passages. They are not asked to translate the passages, nor are they asked to look up 
all the words they do not know. They are expected to rely on their previous contact with Arabic, along 
with the grammar covered before each passage is introduced, to write a short English-language summary 
of the passage. They can check their comprehension by referring to the translations of these passages 
included in the annotated answer key at the end of the book. The answer key also includes answers for 
all of the drills in the entire text, along with a translation of each sentence in each drill. 

Part II focuses in large part on the verb structure of the language, although many other items are 
introduced as well. The order of presentation of the verb system is different than is usually the case in 
most university classrooms or in programs such as that at the Defense Language Institute (DLI). The 
primary difference is that in this book the major categories ofForm I verbs are taught before the 
introduction of the derived forms. What that means is that the student masters Form I sound, hollow, 
defective, doubled, and assimilated verbs before going to Form II. Form II verbs in the various 
categories are then mastered before going on to Form ill. 

The reason for this is that the various categories of verbs which give the non-native student of the 
language difficulty include very common verbs which the student must master. It is better, in my view, to 
get right into these categories, instead of waiting until later and forcing the student to learn doubled, 
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hollow, and defective verbs for all I 0 forms in rapid succession, as is the case with many text books and 
in many classrooms. 

Additionally, once all categories of Form I verbs are mastered, these same categories of verbs in the 
derived forms are easier to grasp. In terms of conjugations, derived verbs require learning very little new 
material if the student has mastered Form I. 

Drills are provided, of course, on all of the categories and forms of the Arabic verb. There are also 
drills on all of the other grammar points covered in Part II. As stated above, the answers to these drills 
are in the key at the end of the book. 

The grammar presented in Part II is also taught with an eye to helping the student's reading 
comprehension. Students are encouraged to read contextually, using the grammar they are learning to 
help overcome deficiencies in vocabulary, and to help them determine the roots of words which may need 
to be looked up in a dictionary. In Chapter Four of Part II, there is an extended discussion of reading 
strategies, dictionary use, and vocabulary acquisition. Ten more "authentic Arabic" passages are 
provided throughout Part II. The student is again asked to find specific grammatical structures, to read 
for comprehension, to use the dictionary sparingly, and to summarize the passages (the student is asked 
to translate one of these passages). Again, the passages are translated in the key, so the student can 
check his or her comprehension. 

Part ill itself can be divided into three parts. The first part is Chapters One through Four. These 
chapters contain material which, based upon my own experience as a student and teacher of the language, 
are either not essential for non-native speakers of Arabic to learn in a classroom, or that seldom interfere 
with a student's comprehension of the written language, especially a student who has studied the 
language previously and needs to concentrate on regaining the fundamentals. Therefore, in these 
chapters the student will find sections on such items as telling time, diptotes, a review of defective nouns 
and adjectives, and a complete discussion of the rules of the Arabic number system. Chapter One of Part 
m focuses on the use of selected words and phrases. This section could easily be greatly expanded and I 
may expand it in the future. No drills are provided for the items discussed in these chapters. The student 
is encouraged to look at these chapters from time to time, but is not expected to work through them 
systematically. 

Chapters Five and Six form a second section of Part m. Chapter Five is a discussion of the 
mechanics of how to use the Hans Wehr dictionary. The student is encouraged to read this chapter as 
soon as he or she begins to seriously work through parts I or II of this book. 

Chapter Six is a discussion of how to be a good Arabic student. It is filled with advice and 
exhortation all based on my experiences as a student and teacher of Arabic. I strongly encourage all 
students who use this book to read that section, either before beginning Part I of this book, or very soon 
thereafter. 

The final section of Part m begins with a chapter containing verb charts for all of the major 
categories of verbs taught in this text. The final chapter is an annotated key to all of the drills and Arabic 
passages in the book. The key provides the answers to the drills, translations of either each model 
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sentence in each drill or of the answer to that sentence, commentary on certain grammatical points, and 
translations of each of the authentic Arabic passages. 

On one level, this text is intended for use by the student entirely on his or her own. The book is 
intended to benefit students who have had at least two years of university-level Arabic but who either 
stopped studying the language and wish to get back into it, or who have realized that their grammatical 
skills are weak and need to shore them up in order to make the most out of their study of the language. 

However, this book can also be used in a classroom setting. I have used earlier drafts of this text in 
such a setting many times. Outside of being used in some sort of grammar review course, this book 
would also be useful as a back-up tool in advanced classes. Often, students in Arabic media, literature, or 
religious studies courses, have started to forget some or even many of the items covered in this text. An 
instructor of an advanced class may find it useful to have students review certain portions of this text 
while they are also doing the work for the class. 

Although this text differs considerably from standard introductory Arabic texts, I am very much 
indebted to a number of them in producing this book. First and foremost among these sources is 
Elementary Modem Standard Arabic, (EMSA) vols. I and IT, edited by Peter Abboud and Ernest 
McCarus. This book became the bible of university Arabic classes during the 1970's and 1980's and is 
still widely used to this day. I have chosen many of the grammatical topics in this book based on their 
being presented in EMSA, incorporated some of EMSA 's grammatical terminology, and have used a fair 
amount of the basic vocabulary found in EMSA throughout this book, especially in Part I. Since many 
potential users of this text will have used EMSA in the past, the vocabulary and grammatical links to 
EMSA should make re-entry into the language a bit easier. 

A New Arabic Grammar, by J.A. Haywood and H.M. Nahmad was also of considerable value as a 
source. A more traditional Arabic text than EMSA, A New Arabic Grammar contains elements of 
grammar that EMSA does not cover. Even with regard to items EMSA does cover, Haywood/Nahmad 
sometimes provides information not included in EMSA. 

Vincente Cantarino's Syntax of Modem Arabic Prose, a marvelous three-volume work, was also an 
important source. His technical terminology is rather obscure, however his examples are superb and his 
coverage of the language is very broad, far eclipsing the material in this book. I often found myself 
referring to him in order to verify specific points mentioned in other texts, or to verify points which I 
could not find in those texts. 

A work called Adawat Al-Rabt (.Ja:JI ��.J�) by Naiman Waraqi and Abbas Tunsi was also a useful 
source. This work focuses on connecting words in the Arabic language and is very popular among 
students at The American University in Cairo and in other places. This book is highly accessible to the 
average American student and I highly recommend one's working through it. 

Finally, the mother of all grammars available in English, W. Wright's A Grammar of the Arabic 
Language, was consulted on a number of points. While Wright contains very much that is beyond the 
scope of the text, and has a style which renders the work inaccessible to many students, it was through 
writing All the Arabic I learned to enjoy reading Wright's grammar. Perhaps a few of those who work 
through my text will later find pleasure thumbing through Wright. 
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Chapter One 

A The Equational Sentence 

B.  The Definite Article 

C. Case 
D. The Nominative Case 
E. Question Words 
F. Helping Vowels and the Elidable Hamza 

G. Demonstrative Pronouns 

H. Gender 

I. Pausal Form 

A. The Equational Sentence 

There are two kinds of sentences in Arabic, those with a verb and those without a verb. For the first 
few lessons we will deal with those sentences which have no verb. These sentences have the fancy name 
"equational sentences" but do not be put off by the terminology. 

Equational sentences are sentences which would have the verb "to be" conjugated in the present tense 

if they were in English. For example, "I am Jim" would be "I Jim" in Arabic. Equational sentences can 
become quite complex; an entire paragraph may consist of a number of equational sentences or of one 

long equational sentence. Alas, the American student all too often never masters even this basic element 
of the language. Over the next few chapters we will learn to use equational sentences of increasing 

complexity. It will be easy. 

In this lesson we will limit ourselves to very basic vocabulary in the examples and in the drills. All of 

the vocabulary items should already be very familiar if you have studied Arabic before. 

Look at the Arabic sentences below. 

I am Samiir. .�ui 
You are Muhammad. - � � 
She is Samiira. .'0� �. 

Each of these sentences contains a subject that is a pronoun. Each of these sentences also contains 

a predicate (something that tells us about the subject) which is a proper name. The meanings of the 
sentences should be obvious if you have had Arabic before. If you have not, you now have examples of 

the most basic equational sentences. 

The subject of an equational sentence does not have to be a pronoun. It can be any noun or proper 

noun. We could have sentences such as: 
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I Muhammad is a student. I -� � I 
Here Muhammad is the subject and "student" is the predicate . Thus the predicate can also be any kind of 
a noun. In fact, the predicate can also be an adjective. For example: 

I Muhammad is tall. -��1 
Here the predicate "J,J....,J=." is an adjective. 

B. The Definite Article 

Words are made definite in Arabic by attaching Ji tQ. the beginning of the word. For example, U:.J� 
means "a teacher" . "The teacher'' is rendered by (.)'1:;�. The only difference is that we have attached 
the definite article Ji to the noun. The definite article is always attached to the noun. Note that there is a 
sukuun over the J of the definite article and that the J is written in medial form. 

If a word begins with the letters 1./ .J " r � J u t t t c: (! y or with a hamza (which wi!! be 
seated on an alit), we place a sukuun on the J of the definite and pronounce the J. Thus (.)'1:;�1 is 
pronounced "almudarris" . 

If a word begins with any ofthe rest of the letters ofthe alphabet something else happens. Let's take 
the Arabic word for Slllb � and make it definite. We add Ji to � just as we would to any other 
word and we get � . Can you see what is different? First of all, there is no sukuun on the J of the 
definite article. Second, there is a shadda over the � which is the first letter of the_ indefinite noun. The 
J has been assimilated into the �and will not be pronounced. Consequently � is pronounced ash
shams. In this situation you can tell that the word is definite by the sound of the hamza and the fatha, and 
by hearing the shadda on the �- You will not hear the J at all. However, the J must be written. The 
letters which cause the J to be assimilated are: 

This group of letters is known as the "sun letters" � u .J� because they all assimilate the J just 
as the � does in the word �- The first group of letters, those which require t�t a sukuun be placed 
on theJ , are known as "moon letters" � u .J� because the word for moon ..)A! begins with J which 
does not require assimilation of the J. 

Students usually balk when they first learn of this phenomenon. Often they try to memorize which 
letters are sun letters and which are moon letters. Normally, I do not recommend that a student do so. 
Instead, under normal circumstances, a student can learn when to assimilate the J and when not to by 
listening to the instructor, to the tapes that usually accompany the standard Arabic text books, and by 
speaking Arabic in class. However, if you are reading this book it is likely that you are not studying 
Arabic under normal circumstances and you may wish to memorize the sun and moon letters. One thing 
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that may help you a lot (and also facilitates learning which letters are which when you practice speaking 
and listening) is that the sun letters are all pronounced near the front of the mouth, while the moon 

letters, with the exception of the � and the _, , are pronounced further back. 

Since Arabic texts are virtually never vocalized, you will not see the shadda on the first letter of a 
definite word beginning with a sun letter, nor will you see the sukuun on the J when a word begins with a 
moon letter. You will already have to know what to do every time you see a word with the definite 
article. At the end of this chapter is a drill which will give you some practice. 

Lest you think that Arabic is a tough language and that even making a word definite entails quite a 
hassle, be aware that the definite article in Arabic does not show gender, number, or case, unlike other 
languages supposedly easier than Arabic. 

It might also interest you to know that the definite article is often part of Arabic names, especially 
surnames. This is why you may have seen Arabic names in the newspapers beginning with "al" and then 

with a dash separating the article from the name. Since most (but not all) American journalists working 
the Middle East are so unfamiliar with the language that they do not even know how to use the definite 
article, you sometimes will see names such as �IJL..JI spelled al-Sadat at one point and as-Sadat at 
another point. When radio and television journalists read these names out loud, they do not know what 
to do with the "al". Sometimes, it becomes a middle initial "L" as in Anwar L. Sadat. Don't be an 
ignoramus like an American journalist. Learn how to pronounce the definite article. Go do the first drill 
at the end of this chapter now. Then come back and start reading below. 

C. Case 

Nouns and adjectives in Arabic are declined for case. Part One of this book will focus a great deal of 
attention on case. If you are new to the language, it may interest you to note that American students of 
this language have a very tough time with cases. But cases in Arabic are very easy. Although case may 
seem to be a foreign concept to you, you should have little trouble with it here. Many languages have 
many more cases than Arabic does and they are much more complicated. 

Case refers to the form a noun or an adjective takes depending on its function in a sentence. For 
example, a noun functioning as the subject of a sentence will have a different case than it would have if it 
were the direct object. In general, different cases are indicated by changes in the voweling attached to the 
ends of nouns and adjectives. In Arabic there are three cases. We will do one case in this lesson, another 
in the next lesson, and the last case will be covered in lesson three. At that point you will know about 90 
percent of everything you will ever need to know about case. The rest of what you will need to know 
will be treated at appropriate times in this book. 

Case endings in Arabic are applied to most nouns and adjectives. They are not applied to the 
pronouns such as \.31 and �. nor do they apply to singular demonstratives such as o1\ and 11\. Case is 
not applied at all to words used to form questions such as � and &a. Furthermore, this text will not use 
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any cases with proper nouns. There will be plenty of examples below so you will see what is going on 
and how easy it really is. 

D. The Nominative Case 

The nominative case is used in an Arabic sentence primarily in two situations. The first is for the 
subject of any sentence. That is to say, until I tell you otherwise, the subject of any sentence will always 
be in the nominative case . 

The only other time a word will be in the nominative case is if it is the predicate of an equational 

sentence.1 

The nominative case is indicated by placing a dhamma over the last letter of a word. For example, to 
put the word �llJI in the nominative case we will write a dhamma over the y and get �llJI . 

Notice that �llJI is definite. When a word is in the nominative and is indefinite, we will write two 
dhammas over the last letter instead of one. The second dhamma is pronounced as a w and not as a "u" . 
Thus "a student" is written '�1...l::a and is pronounced "taalibun" . Arabic does not have an indefinite 
article; thus the second dhamma serves the purpose instead. 

Many texts, including this one, use a modification of the two dhammas instead of writing them both. 
The modification consists of the first dhamma being written, but with a tail attached to it which represents 
the presence of the second dhamma. Our word "taalibun" would look like this �1...l::a instead of this 'YJ1...l::a. 
This text will use the one dhamma with a tail instead of the two dhammas . 

The pronunciatiQn of the w sound instead of the actual sound of the second of the two case markers is 
called in Arabic &s..ji:i, literally "nunation," meaning the pronouncing of the letter w at the end of the 
word. Thus "a teacher" is U.,"_;J:.o (mudarrisun). "A book" is yt:iS (kitaabun), and "a moron" is¥. 
(baliidun). 

Thus the nominative case is indicated by one dhamma if a word is definite and by two 
dhammas if the word is indefinite. The second dhamma is pronounced as a (J and is often written 

as a little tail added to the first dhamma as a sort of short hand. 

As I said above, in an Arabic sentence, the nominative occurs primarily in two situations. First, the 
subject of an Arabic sentence is in the nominative. Look at the sentence below. 

1 The nominative case is also the case used in word lists, or in what is often referred to as "citation form". It is a sort of 
default case when a word is listed outside of usage in a sentence. Students of Elementary Modern Standard Arabic, by 
Abboud, et.al., will be familiar with this. In addition, there are other uses of the nominative case, such as after the vocative 
particle 4. You need not worry about such uses for now. Focus on what is in this chapter. 
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In this sentence Ylll:JI is the subject and it is definite. Therefore it is in the nominative case and has 
just one dhamma. There is no nunation since the definite article and nunation are mutually exclusive. 
The sentence means "The student is new." The predicate of this sentence is��- Since the predicate of 
an equational sentence is also in the nominative case we need to put ��in the nominative also. 
Question - do we write only one dhamma, or do we write one dhamma with a tail (the equivalent of two 
dhammas)? We write the dhamma with a tail because ��is indefinite . So you have�� Ylt.l:JI. 

Here are a few sentences. Write in the correct case endings and then look at the explanation below. 

-�� y\:iSll . ' 
.�ylUJI ·" 

• yl\.1. �.l.JI .Y" 
-�.lA � . t 

• (.)ll.J.l.JI Ul . o 

The first three sentences all begin with a definite subject. The subject of these three should each have 
one dhamma. The first two sentences have an indefinite predicate which is an adjective, while the third 
sentence has an indefinite noun as its predicate. Remember that the predicate of an equational sentence 
can be either a noun or an adjective. The predicates of these three sentences will all have nunation (that 
is, they will have one dhamma plus the tail indicating the presence of the second dhamma), since the 
predicates are indefinite. 

The last two sentences begin with pronouns which are themselves the subjects of those sentences. 
The pronouns do not have case endings. The predicates of both sentences are nouns: the first of the two 
is indefinite and thus has two dhammas; the second is definite and will have only one dhamma. Here are 
the same sentences with the case endings included. 

The book is new. 
The student is handsome. 
The director is a student. 
You are a director. 
I am the teacher. 

.la� �USl\ .. . . 
-� �' 

-� . J.63\ • .)J 
.. , � ·.JJ� � 

0...;J.63\ U\ 

Some other things you need to know before you can do the drills at the end of this chapter: 

I .  Question words 
2. Helping vowels 
3 .  Demonstrative pronouns 
4. Masculine and feminine 
5 .  Pausal form 
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E. Question Words 

Arabic, like English, adds words to sentences in order to fo nn questions. Here we will deal with 
some of the most common inte rrogative wo rds used in Arabic, � , 1A , t:Ya and �-

� is an inte rrogative used in sentences such as "Are you a student?" . In this kind of sentence in 
English, we t ake the app ropriate fo nn of the ve rb "to be" and place it first in the sentence. In Arabic, we 
just put J4 as the first word of a statement in o rder to make that statement into a question. Fo r example, 
�1..1::. '-::.ul "You are a student" is made into a question by placing JA first, so we get !�1..1::. Uil J4 . 
(Note that J4, like all questions wo rds, does not affect the case of any wo rd in the sentence. ) Si mil arly 
we can m ake � ��I "The di recto r is a moron" into a question by putting J4 fi rst and getting 
!� ��I J4 "Is the director a moron?" 

1A has many uses in Arabic. One of them is as the question word "what," used to refe r to t hings. For 
example, !I� 1A means "What is this?" 1A is not used to refer to people. 

�means "who" and is used to refer to people. !I� 0A means "Who is this?" !'-::.ui 0A means, " Who 
are you?" Do not get the question word � co nfused with the p reposition � which means "from". When 
these two words are unvowelled (i.e. always) they look alike and new students tend to read them 
incorrectly. 

;j means "where" and is only used in a question. !��� � means "Where is the directo r?" If you 
want to know where someone is from, you use the p reposition � along with �- For example, "Where 
are you from?" is rendered in Arabic !Uil � �- Note that � comes before � and th at it will look just 
like � since it will not be vocalized. Therefore it is the CONTE XT that tells you what the wo rd is. 
Context is going to pla y a big role in you r study of Arabic in future lessons. 

F. Helping Vowels and the Elidable Hamza 

We have al ready seen the de finite article in Arabic - Ji . The first letter of the article is a ctually the 
hamza. The ha mza is seated on an alif The alif has no phone tic value when it is a seat for the hamza. 
The vowel on the hamza is a fatha. Whenever a de finite word begins a sentence we always pronounce 
hamza and its fatha. However, look at this: ��I '-::.ui "You are the director." The normal Amer ican 
student will read this as " Anta almudii r" but the Arab will read it " Antalmudir." Oh no. 

He re is what has happened . The hamza, when written on the definite article, and on some othe r 
words, none of which pave been introduced yet, will disappear when it is pr �ceded by another word. In 
the sentence above, '-::.ui comes before ��\. The final fatha of the word � kicks out the h amza  (elides 
the hamza) completely along with the fatha written over the hamza. Thus instead of having ''fatha -
hamza - fatha" followed by the J, we now have only the first fatha and the J. The first fatha followed by 
the J m ake the Arab's pronunciation of ou r sentence above sound like one word. The hamza and fatha 
of the de finite article will always be replaced by the final vowel of the preceding word. Thus o ��I � 
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is pronounced "Anti lmudiira." P lease note that in this lesson no other word which begins with h amza will 
lose the ha mza in this way. For now, only the ha mza on the definite artic le will e lide . In fu ture lessons I 
will tell you how to know when to elide the ha mza. 

When the ha mza is e lided a "wasla" is w ritten in its p lace. The wasla looks like a dhamma with a tail 
and is written over the ali f The was la, like other diacritical markers, is usua lly written only in the Qu r' an, 
children' s  books, and in some text books. It will not be used in this text. 

Now, what do you think happens if you m ake a word defi nj.te which begins with a sun lette r and then 
elide the h amza? For example, how wou ld you pronounce Yllbll �i? The Arab will say Antattaalib." 
Here the ha mza and its fatha are elided just as before , but since yllh be gins with a sun letter we do not 
pronounce the J of the definite artic le. Instead we go all the way over to the .h and pronounce it with a 
shadda. 

As you wi ll see as you go through this book, most Arabic words wi ll end with some sort of vowel. 
(This is because nouns and adjectives usua lly have case endings and the case endings are vowels. ) 
However, we have a lready seen some Arabic words which do not. Examp les are �, t:.Yo and �- So 
what happens if we want to say: ! � ��I J,\ ? . In most cases, whenever the hamza of the definite 
article is preceded by a word which does not end in a vowe l, we add the vowel kasra to that word and it 
elides the ha mza. Thus in the sentence above we add a kasra to J,\ getting ��I � pronounced 
"hali lmudiir." The only exception to this rule so far is the word �- When it prec edes the definite article 
we add to it a helping vowe l of fatha. This is the only word in the language to which we wi ll add a fatha 
as a helping vowel. In later lessons you will le arn when to add a dhamma as a he lping vowel - and that is 
all there is to know. 

Reali ty Check 

Some instructors and some te xtbooks are very strict about e liding the hamza and the use of he lping 
vowels. In fact, you will hear a lot of these things done when listening to news broadcasts. However, in 
other situations when native speakers of Arabic are speaking in MSA, especially in inte rviews and in 
discussion formats, there is less elision of the ha mza and the dhamma and fatha are not usually used as 
he lping vowe ls. Instead, when a spe aker uses a he lping vowe l, it is usual ly a kasra, which is what is often 
done in col loquial Arabic. 

G. Demonstrative Pronouns 

I� is a masculine demonstrative pronoun me aning "this". !I� lA means "What is this?". YJlh I� 
means "This is a student" . I� is the subject ofthe sentence but it is not a word that has case. 

�� is a mascu line demon strative pronoun meaning "that" . As in English, �� "that" refers to objects 
which are more distant or is used in contrast: �"_)1..:. ��_, -yllh 1�. 
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. �� a nd � a re the fem inine equivalents for 11\ and ��-

Whenever a ny of these f our words is followed by a definite noun we ha ve one uni t m eani ng "this 
noun" . For exa mple, y\:iSll 11\ m eans " this book" a nd �I ��m ea ns "tha t  m oron" . ( Thes e a re 
phras es, not sentences . Note tha t  a ll four dem onstra tives end in a vowel, so no helping vowel is needed 
for elision.) Al so, be a wa re tha t  ph ra ses such a s  y\.:iS.ll 11\ do not mean " Thi s  is the book" but only " this 
book" . Thes e  phra ses often s erv e  a s  the subj ect of an equa tiona l  sentence as in: � YJlhll 11\ " This 
student is han dsome." 

H. Gender 

Like Spanish, Arabic ha s two genders, ma scu line and femini ne. Most nouns not ref err ing to people 
a re arbitrarily ass igned a gender, again, just like Spanish. For exam ple, y\:iS is ma sculine, but o.Jt;.... is 
fem inine. 

You can usually spot a fem inine word, because, j ust as in Spani sh, it ha s a f eminine suffix a tta ched to 
it. The suffix is a o ( called a "taa marbuuta ") .  The o is alwa ys preceded by a fa tha. Since the o will often 
not be pronounced, you will hear only the fatha which precedes it when som eone says a word which is 
fem inine - it will sound j ust like a Spanish femi nine word. 

With words referring to human beings such as yl� ,  we a dd the fem inine ending in order to indi cate 
that we are talking of the femi nine vari ety of such crea tures. Thus a female student is ��- This is jus t  
like Spanish as well. 

Of course, just as in Spanish, every word that looks fem inine will not necessari ly be fem inine. d 9,:1.> 
"Caliph" is an ex am ple. These words are few and fa r between. Additionally, some words which do not 
end with o are feminine; yJ=.. "war" is one ex ample. ("Peace" � is masculine - interesting.) Spanish 
does the same thi ng. 

When a word ends in a o we will pronounce the o onlY. if we wish or need to pronounce the case 
ending on the word. For example, "a student" is written��- If we wish or need to pronounce the 
entire thi ng, we will say " taalibatun", pronouncing the o as a regular �- But, if we wish to read the word 
without the case ending, we do not pronounce the o at all; we only pronounce the fatha which precedes 
the o . Thus the word can also be pronounced "taaliba". 

L Pausal Form 

The case endings on the last word in a sentence a re usually not pronounced. Nor are they 
pronounced b efore any other natural pause. Thus in this sentence: �� �� 11\ the last word will 
usually be pronounced ') adiid" without the case ending. If the word is feminine, we will not pronou nce 
the o or its case e nding whe n we use the pausal form .  W e  will do j ust as I have outline d in the paragr aph 
above this one. There will be a little more on this later when we deal with the accusative case. 
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A Final Note 

Y ou have now covered quite a number ofbasics which are essential to learni ng this language 
proper ly. I f  you have had Arabic before, the above ex planations should prove helpfu l and should be very 
easy to absorb. I f  you have not had Arabic for a very long time, it m ay take you a little tim e to absorb 
them. That will be normal. But you should be able to see that nothing here is intellectually difficult. 
Take the time to learn all of these things. Start with the drills which begin on the nex t  page and then go 
to the key at the end of this tex t. If you still have problems understanding what is going on, reread this 
chapter and also look at lessons 1 and 2 of EMSA, which cover essentially the sam e grammar. 

Regardless of whether or not you have studied Arabic before, you must know the material in this 
chapter. The eveni ng newscaster may never understand why, but you will. 
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Drill 1 .  Specia l  Drill on the Definite Article. 

Pronounce ea ch word below, one a t  a time. Pa y no a ttention to wha t the word means. There is no doubt 
tha t  a t  lea st some of the voca bula ry below is new to you. Focus on the first letter of ea ch word. If tha t  
letter is pronounced near the front of the mouth nea r the teeth, then indica te tha t  it is a sun letter by 
making the word definite a nd writing a sha dda over the sun letter. I f  the letter which begins the word is 
pronounced farther ba ck in the mouth or on the lips, indica te tha t  the letter is a moon letter by making it 
definite a nd putting a sukuun on the cJ of the definite article. ( Check your a nswers with the key.) 

J 

� y\:;S 
�� .) .. y\.: 

� 4.1_,� 
-

� � 
� .1:.:� --
.)� 4$� 
� . -J:..).J 

�� �Y. 
at:. ,. - J 

(Joll.)..l.a 

J,..L!i 0 -y� 
tl� J=ij 

- UJ.._y:i.. y� 
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u,Jd:J 
..l::a.s -
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J_,� 
u_,.;a.-o 

"' lA  r 
Y.JC 

J 

�y 
�� 
c:J't..;j 

� .. 

_>AJ 

� .) -
.. 

��� 
-y\A� 

O '  (jF-
jJ 

-�.) -
0 • Y.JC 

�� -
� 

.lla..w.1 .. 
--

rli 



Drill 2 :  Answer the questions below. In your answers, if a word should be in the nom ina tive ca se, write 
in the a ppropria te nomi native case marker indicating the presence or a bsence of nunation. (Do not 
include case on proper nouns.) Sam ple a nswers, notes, a nd transla tions of ea ch question below a re in the 
a nswer key. 
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Drill 3 .  Part 1 :  Rea d sentences I and 2 below. Why a re they ma rked for ca se the wa y they are? Now 
wri te i n  the ca se endings for the rema ining sentences i n  this pa rt a nd ma ke sure you can tra nsla te them . 
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.o� UUJI · " .,. . . 

. j� �.J.l.JI 11\ . o 

. jt.u yts.ll 11\ • "\ 

(good = �) -� ��I e;ill� . A  

.o� �.)�\ o1\ • ' . 



Part IT: Answer the sentences below in the affirmative. Provide all ca se endings in your answers. 

(beneficia l = �) !� y\:iS.ll � • ' 

(newspa per = o�.») !0* o�..r.JI � . � 
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Chapter Two 

A. The Genitive Cas e 
B. Prepos itions 
C. The I da afa 

I n  this less on we will cover the s econd of the three cas es in Ara bic, the genitive cas e. I n  less on three 
we will cover the a ccusa tive cas e. 

A. The Genitive Case 

The genitive cas e  occurs in Arabic in two s itua tions .  Both of thes e s itua tions occur very often in the 
langua ge. Firs t, a noun or a djective f ollowing a prepos ition will always be in the geni tive. The only 
other tim e the genitive occurs is if a word is the s econd or la ter term of an idaa fa .  ( The ida afa is 
dis cuss ed below. ) 

The genitive cas e ma rker is one kas ra if a word is definite and two kas ras if the word is indefinite. 
The s econd kas ra is pronounced as a 0 , jus t  like the s econd dhamm a in the nom inative cas e. �tiS is an 
exam ple of the indefinite genitive ( pronounced "kita abin"). So.:-ltiSll is an exam ple of the definite genitive 
( pronounced " alkitaa bi"). 

B. Prepositions 

Prepos itions a re words like OC •  �1 , J , So.:-l• �· �a nd �. In addition, there are large num ber of 
words , which, while they are not technically prepos itioqs as unders tood by Ara b  gramm arians , fu nction as 
prepos itions . Thes e are words s uch as �. �a nd �\£\. Whenever you see any of thes e words you will 
a lwa ys put the following noun or adjective into the genitive. Alwa ys . Every tim e. 

Enter all cas e  endings in the sentences below. 

1 .  The student is in the house. /'.u'l � ylUJI . ' 
2. You are the director in this office. �I I� � �.l.JI dl · " 
3 . .  The library is near the univers ity. .�WI · � � �I • (.)A ·�.J! . 

. i  

Here are the sam e Arabic sentences with the case endings . An explanation f ollows .  
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The first sentence ha s �UJI a s  its subject. Hence tha t  word is in the nom ina tive and ha s no 
nuna tion since it is definite. The predica te of the sentence is (•;:II � , which is a prepositiona l  phra se. 
The noun � .. ·;:11 follows the preposition � so it m ust, m ust, m us t, be in the genitive ca se. Since (•.ull is 
definite it ca nnot a nd m ust not ha ve nuna tion, so it ta kes only one ka sra . 

The second sentence ha s � a s  its subject. Tha t  word is a pronoun, so it will not take a ca se ending. 
�.l.JI is a predica te a nd so m ust be in the nom ina tive ca se. In fa ct, �.l.JI � is itself an equa tiona l 
sentence. However following �.l.JI �I in the sentence a bove is a prepositional phra se �I I� � . 
Y ou s hould know tha t  �I I� is one unit (this wa s discussed in Cha pter One). I� is not a word tha t  
takes ca se but �I is a regula r noun a nd it will alwa ys ha ve a ca se. Since �I I� is one unit, �I 
is put into the genitive beca use of the preposition �-

- , 
The third sentence is very sim ila r  to the second. The first two words �J �I can them selves 

form a n  equa tional sentence. The first word is the subject, the second is the predica te. ;-4J1 Uf4 is 
prepositiona l  phra se so ;-4-11 m ust be genitive. Since ;_4J1 is definite it gets only one ka sra . I hope 
tha t  you did not confuse the preposition � with the interroga tive �-

Before you do any drills a t  the end of this cha pter, read part C below. 

C. The Idaafa 

The idaafa is an extrem ely important construction in Arabic. It is very ea sy, ba sic, and 
ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL for a ny student of the langua ge who wants ever to be able to do a nything 
a t  a ll in Ara bic. I am upset a bout the number of students who ha ve ha d several yea rs of Arabic a nd do 
not know the difference between an idaa fa and a noun-a djective phra se. In fact, m any students do not 
seem to know the difference between an idaafa a nd a French hom. The noun-a dj ective phra se will be 
taught in the next cha pter. The French hom will not. 

The word ida afa mea ns "addition" or even " annexation" . The idaafa is used to indicate possession in 
Ara bic. In English we sa y "John's book" . In Arabic we sa y ''the book (of) John". Below a re som e 
examples of idaafas, their translations into English, and an explanation. 

1 .  A university professor (a professor of a 
university) 
2. The office director (the director of the office) 

3 .  A tea cher's house (a house of a tea cher) 

4. The teacher' s  house (the house of the teacher) 

5 .  An office director's car (a car of a director of an 
office) 
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6. The office director' s  car (the car of the director 
of the office). 

' 
�I ..J:!.l.a o.J� . '\ 

The translations in parentheses are literal translations; the others are what would most likely actually 
be used. 

Now let's study the idaafas above. In sentence one we have a standard two-term idaafa. The first 
term is the thing possessed. It can be in any case depending on its use in the sentence. But, the first term 
of an idaafa never has nunation . The second term ofthis idaafa is in the genitive. IN AN IDAAFA, 
THE SECOND TERM AND ANY FOLLOWING TERMS ARE ALWAYS GENITIVE. Since the 
second term in this particular idaafa �4-- is indefinite, it will take nunation. Because the second term is 

indefinite the entire idaafa is indefinite. Thus we have "a professor of a university" . 

Now look at the second idaafa. The first term is J;.l.a. It does not have nunation because the first 
term of an idaafa NEVER has nunation. The second term of this idaafa �I is in the genitive case 
because the second term of every idaafa in the entire length and breadth of the history of this great 
language is always genitive. 

But we have a difference between this second idaafa and the first idaafa. The second term of the 
second idaafa �I is definite. Because it is definite, it will not have nunation. But there is something 
even more important. Because the second term is definite, THE ENTIRE IDAAFA IS DEFINITE. 

Thus, this idaafa means, literally, "the director of the office" . This means that the first term of this idaafa 
is definite even though it does not itself have the definite article. Now hear this: THE FIRST TERM 
OF AN IDAAFA NEVER HAS THE DEFINITE ARTICLE. This means that the first term of an 
idaafa never has the definite article. 

The third idaafa is indefinite because the second term of that idaafa is indefinite. The fourth idaafa is 
a definite version of the third. 

The fifth idaafa has three terms; the last two terms themselves being an idaafa. The first term is 
nominative because I put it in the nominative. As you know, the first term of the idaafa will be in the case 
that the sentence requires. The second term of this idaafa is genitive, because the second term of all 
idaafas is always genitive. However, the second term of this idaafa does not have nunation because it is 
followed by yet another term. The last term of the idaafa, � , is, of course, genitive. Since it is 
indefinite it has nunation. THE LAST TERM OF AN IDAAFA IS THE ONLY TERM OF AN 

IDAAFA THAT CAN HAVE NUNATION. An idaafa can have an unlimited number of terms, 
although you will rarely see one with more than four. 

The first term of the fifth example is o .J� , which is feminine. When speaking, the o of any term 
except the last term of an idaafa must be pronounced. That is, you would say "sayyaaratu mudiiri 
maktabin" . Often American students forget to do this. 
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The sixth idaafa is a definite form of the fifth. This entire idaafa is definite BECAUSE THE LAST 
TERM OF THE IDAAF A IS DEFINITE. Since the last term is definite there is no nunation in this 
idaafa. THE LAST TERM OF AN IDAAF A IS THE ONLY TERM THAT CAN EVER HAVE THE 
DEFINITE ARTICLE. 

Here are the important rules about an idaafa which you must remember: 

1 .  An idaafa consists of two or more nouns. 
2. If the last term of the idaafa is definite, the entire idaafa is definite. 
3 .  If the last term of the idaafa is indefinite, then the entire idaafa is indefinite. 
4. The first term of the idaafa can be in any case required by the use of that word in the sentence. 
5 .  All terms other than the first term MUST be in the genitive case. 
6. The only term in an idaafa that can have nunation is the last term of the idaafa. It will only have 
nunation if it is indefinite. 
7 .  If you like to memorize lists of things as a means to demonstrating knowledge of a subject, I 
recommend you study Buddhism. 

I know that this explanation may seem repetitive. But you must know these things. If you do not 
understand what an idaafa is, or do not understand the relationship of the words in an idaafa to each 
other, you will never understand Arabic above the level of a two year old, or of an American journalist. 

One question that I am often asked is: How does a student spot an idaafa? What I tell them is this: 
whenever you see two nouns or more in a row, and the first noun does not have a definite article (or a 
pronoun suffix) then assume that you have an idaafa. Pronoun suffixes are discussed briefly below and in 
detail in the next chapter. Remember also that an adjective will never be the second term of an idaafa. * 

Another thing that a student should be aware of is that nothing can come between two terms of an 
idaafa except the demonstratives 1� , ���. �j , � the dual forms of these words, and their plurals. 
(The dual and plural forms will be discussed later on in Part One.) If anything else appears between two 
words that you think are in an idaafa relationship with each other, then you do not have an idaafa - ever. 

Also be aware, while you are reading an idaafa, that as soon as you come to a word with the definite 
article or a pronoun suffix, you have reached the end ofthe idaafa. 

Here are some examples of these things that you should be aware of 

• There is an exception to this rule. Sometimes an adjective can stand in place of a noun. For example, � may be 

known as �I "the generous" or ''the noble." This title can stand in place of the name �. Thus �I � "the house 

of the generous (Muhamad)," is an idaafa with an adjective as its final term. 
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1 .  The director of this office is a moron. 

2. The study of Arabic grammar is enjoyable. 

3 .  Her office i s  a large office. 

" · -¥: �� �� �.l.o . '  
.. ' 

.4�/4 �yJI ;alii �1_,! 4.....1.)..) 

.� � �  .,. . . 

. � 

. r  

The first sentence has an idaafa as its subject - �I 11\ �.l.<l. The word I� does not interfere with 
the idaafa relationship of the noun before it and after it since 11\ forms one unit with the noun which 
follows it. The noun after I� is in the genitive case as it is the second term of the idaafa. The last word 
in that sentence is in the nominative since it is the predicate of the equational sentence. 

The second sentence has as its subject a three-term definite idaafa. The last word in the idaafa is ;.a.u1. 
You know it is the last word in the idaafa because it is the last of the nouns and it has the definite article. 
Even if you did not know the meaning of �yJI , which comes after 4.i.lll, you would know that �yJI 
could not possibly be part of the idaafa since it comes after a word which has a definite article on it. If 
you know that �yJI is an adjective, that would also tell you that it cannot be part of the idaafa. 

The third sentence has � as its subject. You may recall that \.A is a possessive pronoun suffix for 
the third person feminine singular (it corresponds to � ). Since it comes between two nouns, those 
nouns cannot be in an idaafa with one another. (In fact, Arab grammarians would understand the suffix 
\.A to be the second term of the idaafa "�'). Since possessive pronouns are grammatically definite, 
they will always end an idaafa and define it, whenever they are used. Possessive pronouns will be 
discussed in Part D of the next chapter. Do not worry about them for now. 

Now do the drill on the next page. 
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Drill 4. Part 1: Provide all case endings for the sentences below. Make sure that you can translate each 
sentence. 

.�4JI o1t. � �lh Ul . o -� � yllhll . ' 

• y:iS..JI 11\ � ...>=.lA!I Ul . '\  .�1 � ...>=.lA!I . '\'  

.4.S�I o1t. � �)I .JA . v .�4JI t)C- o� �I . f 

• y:iS..JI �� � o ...>=.lA!I � . A  .t..u.J�I 0-- �J �I . £ 

Part II: Provide all case endings for the sentences below. Then underline all of the idaafas. Make sure 
that you can translate each sentence. (The sentences are translated in the key.) 

.4.a:l- ytiS!I 11\ t..ui.J� • ' • 

Part ill: Write out answers to the following questions. Provide all case endings in your answers. 
Sample answers are provided in the key. 
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. �� �Lh w.il JA. • ' • 

• Treat �_;�I ..>.!J.J as a two-term idaafa. 
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Chapter 3 

A. The Noun Adjective Phrase 
B .  The Pronoun of Separation 
C. The Nisba Adjective 
D. Possessive Pronouns 
E. Verbs - Past tense and the Accusative Case 
F. The Pausal Form Revisited 

A. The Noun-Adjective Phrase 

Up until now we have worked with sentences such as: 

.. , .. ot" I ' . y� .». 
-�� ytiSll 11\ 

• �� (..)"'.).l.JI ytiS 

The sentences you have learned to deal with have grown a little in complexity. However, you have not 
yet studied how to modifY a noun with an adjective. In this section of this lesson you will learn how to 
do so. 

Contemplate the following sentences. 

.. .. , .. ot" I ' ' - �� y� .». • 

-� .. ):m we ��� ytiSll 11\ • " 

.�1 � ��I � .J.l.JI ytiS . r 

.�1 � ��I � .J.l.JI ytiS . t 

The first sentence means "This is a new book." Here �� modifies ytiS. Note that both ytiS and 
�� are masculine, singular, indefinite, and are both in the nominative with nunation. 

The second sentence means "This new book is about history." In this sentence ��I modifies ytiSll. 
Note that here the noun and the adjective are both masculine, singular, definite, and are both in the 
nominative case with no nunation. There is a message here somewhere. Now, we will replace y\:jS in 
the two sentences with �\i.o which means "article" as in a newspaper or academic article. The first two 
sentences will now become: 
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, , -�..Jl.:ill c;;c. o��l tl\iJI o� 

In both sentences, I� as been changed to o�. I hope I do not have to explain this. Now, in both 
sentences you see that the adjective is now feminine and that all else remains the same with respect to 
agreement between the noun and the adjective. The message should be sinking in about now. Just in 
case, here are the rules of agreement between nouns and adjectives. 

1 .  Agreement in gender. 
2. Agreement in number (more will be said about this one in chapter 5 .) 
3 .  Agreement in definiteness or indefiniteness. 
4. Agreement in case. 

Never forget that a definite noun must be modified by an adjective which is also definite. Thus 
��I ytiSll is a phrase "the new book" but �.l?- ytiSll is a sentence "The book is new." 

In our third model sentence above we have a definite idaafa followed by an adjective. Most of the 
time only one term of an idaafa will be modified by an adjective. Usually the term modified will be the last 
term, but not always. In our model sentence we know that ��I modifies the first term of the idaafa 
because both words are in the nominative case. The sentence should be translated as "The teacher's new 
book is in the office." 

If we changed the case of the adjective to the genitive we would be modifying the second term of the 
idaafa. This is what has happened in model sentence four. It should be translated as "The new teacher's 
book (the book of the new teacher) is in the office." However, since the case endings are not usually 
written, when you are reading a text you will have to decide which word is being modified on the basis of 
context. Usually, you will find that only the last term of an idaafa is modified. But this is not always the 
case. Sometimes number and gender can be clues. For example: o��l U"'.J.l.JI tll.i.o. Here we know 
that the first term of the idaafa is being modified because it and the adjective are feminine. 

On occasion you will even find that more than one term is modified. Look at the examples below. 

1 .  The new president of the American company 

2. The new student of the American university 

3 .  The new student (f) of the American university 

4. The student (f) ofthe new American university 
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When more than one term is modified, the last term is modified first and the first term is modified last. 
The idaafas in the examples above all have just two terms. The second term is modified in each case by 
the word �.JA�I. Then in examples one through three, �� or o�� modifies the first term. In idaafas 
one and two, we really don't need the case endings because the gender tells us what is being modified. In 
idaafas three and four, the case determines what is modifying what. Again, these case endings are almost 
never written, so you' ll sometimes have to rely on context and common sense. 

Read section B and then do drill 5 .  

B. The Pronoun of Separation 

You have so far dealt with sentences such as �� �tiS I� "This is a new book", and �� y\:iSll I� 
"This book is new." How would you say "This is the new book"? The answer is ��I y\:iSll y. 1�. 

What has happened is that the pronoun y. has been inserted between I� and y\:iSll. As I indicated 
before, I� and o� when followed by a definite noun form one unit with that noun. Thus y\::iSll I� 
means "this book" . The only way to say "This is the book" is to break up the unit. The pronoun y. in 
the example abo'::e is placed between I� and y\:iS to break that unit. It is called the "pronoun of 
separation" (J.-i\1 � in  Arabic). 

, A phrase such as o...,B�I o�, "this director ( f)," is broken up with the feminine pronoun � to get 
o��l � o�, "This is the director ( f)." 

If the phrase is plural, then plural pronouns are used. You will see examples of this later on in Part 
One. Note also that the pronoun of separation does not affect the case of the word following it. 

Sometimes the pronoun of separation is optional. When the demonstratives (and sometimes other 
words) are followed by an idaafa instead of a noun with a definite article, the pronoun of separation does 
not need to be added, although often it is used for emphasis. For example: 

1 .  This is the new professor' s article. 
' 

·��� ���� 4.3\i.a 0� . ' 
2 .  This is the new professor' s article. 

' 

. ��I ���I 4.3\i.a � o� . '\'  
3 .  What is the importance of this article? 

' 
!�t.WI o� �i LA . r 

4. What is the importance of this article? 
' 

!�t.WI o� �i � LA . £ 

Now do drill S .  
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C. The Nisba Adjective 

The nisba adjective is the "relative" adjective in Arabic. It is often used with place names. For 
ex ample, a man from Baghdad can be referred to a s  ��\�. Wha t  we have done is we have a dded the 
s uffix � ( the letter l.j with a shadda) to the name of the city. Thus a m ale from �t�<�� is a ��. We do 
the same thing for countries . So a man from � is �� and one from Tunis is � �. This is pretty 
diffi cult is n't it? 

These words a re m ade fem inine by adding the o. So a wom an from Tunis is �j . .  ;� ( pronounced 
"tunisiyya ") .  

Now as you know, som e Arabic place names com e with the definite article as part of their nam es. 
For exam ple J\yJ\ ,  w�}1\ and wb_,...J\ . Ifwe wish to convert these into indefinite relative a dj ectives we 
m ust drop the definite article and1then add the nisba. If we want to say, for ex am ple, that King Hussein is 
Jordania n, we say that he is ��_;\. What we have done is we have taken off the Ji and then formed the 
indefini te adjective. If we want to say som eone is "the Jordanian" we would reattach the definite article 
and say that he is ��}Ji . If we want to say that a m ale is Suda nese, we drop the definite article a nd are 
left with �b.J-"01. If we want to say ''the Sudanese (sing.)" we say �b_;:.J\. 

Som e  words end in an a1if, I.S.J..JA\ is an ex ample. When this happens, just drop the a1if and then a dd 
the nisba - �..JA\ for exam ple. 

The nisba can be applied to a wide vmi:_ety of nouns in addition to place nam es. For exam ple § JA 
m eans " center" and � j5. JA is "central" . �:., m eans "nation" or " hom elan d".  Som ething which is 
national or a person ;.,ho is a nationalist is called � .J. 

Many nouns to which the nisba is applied are feminine. To apply the nisba to a feminine word, the o 
m ust first be dropped and then the nisba is added to it. For exam ple, t-4o, "university" is fem inine. If 
you want to say a ''university student" (masc.) you would drop the o and add the � to t-4o, to get 
�4o,. "University student" would then be rendered �4o. �ll:.. If the student Is feminine, the o is then 
added to the nisba ending and you have �· <�4o. �ll:.. 

The country of Syria in Arabic can be spelled one of two ways �.J-"01 or lu.J-"01. To form the nisba for 
this country drop the o or the \ ,  as the case m ay be, and then get rid of the �. Then add the nisba' s  
ending. Thus "a  Syrian" (masc. )  is �.J.J-"01 . 

.. 
.. 

o .JAI.il\ is Cairo. How would you say that som eone is Cairene? First you drop the definite article and 
then you drop the o. Then you add the nisba ending to get �y\1.!. So �y\1..! .JA is "He is a Cairene." 
"She is a Cairene" is �1.! � . You add the o to the m asculine l.jy\1.!. 

That does it for the ni sba for now. For plurals of the ni sba, see Chapter Four. Now do drills 6 and 7 .  
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D. Possessive Pronouns 

Arabic uses pronoun suffixes as another way to indicate possession. In English we say "my house," 
"his house," etc. ,  to indicate that something belongs to someone. In Arabic the same thing is done but 
the possessive pronouns are suffixed to the noun instead of written as independent words before the 
noun. Below is a chart of the possessive pronoun suffixes along with their corresponding independent 
pronouns. 

�dependent Pronoun Possessive Pronoun 
ut 'I 
�; i!1 

�t iS 
, _,. 0 

� \A 
, 0 � � u 

. . .  , 

� � 
.,.. l o  � 

� � 
, , � � 

� , � , � ()A 

When we attach pronoun suffixes to nouns, we are indicating who possesses the nouns and we are 
also making the nouns definite. For example, "his book" in Arabic is a combination ofy\:iS and the suffix 
�- When we combine them we get �tiS. Notice that the case ending of the noun is now without 
nunation. That is because the word is now definite. When a word has a pronoun suffix attached to it, it 
will show its case but it will not have nunation. Thus "your book" (masc.) is �tiS and "their book" 
( ) . , ., .... masc. 1s r+:u;:.· 

All of these suffixes begin with a consonant except the suffix for Ul which consists of the letter (..$ 
acting as a vowel. So if we wish to say "my book" we add 'i to y\:iS and get cs=tiS (pronounced 

.. 

"kitaabi"). This word will not be inflected for case because the 'i is acting here as a vowel and we cannot 
have a vowel following the vowel of a case ending. If we did we would have �'US., pronounced 
"kitaabui" which sounds funny and we do not wish to sound funny when we speak Arabic. So know that 
any noun to which the pronoun suffix iS is attached will not ever be inflected for case. Do not confuse 
the pronoun suffix 'i with the nisba suffix �- The nisba suffix will always be inflected for case. 
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When we add a pronoun suffix to a wo\"d whi ch ends in a o , the o is written and pronounced as a 
regular u. For ex am ple " your article" is �liA and is pronounced "m aqaalatuka". The case ending is 
written between the � and the suffix. Of course, "m y article" �liA ("m aqaalati) will not be inflected for 
ca se for the reasons outlined in the above paragraph. 

Since words with possessive pronouns are definite, any adj ectives which m odify them m ust have a 
definite article. For exam ple, " your new teacher" is ��I �.J.lA. 

The suffix es � ,  � and 0A undergo a vowel chan ge whenever they are preceded by a ..p or by a ka sra. 
For exam ple, " in his offi ce" is � �- The dhamm a of the suffix � has been changed to a kasra due to 
the kasra on the y. (The kasra-on the y is there since � is geni tive because of �). In fact, as you 
will learn later, we can attach � itself to � and that yields �-

The sam e  thing happens to 0A and �- For exam ple � � and 0�ps4 �. 

You have now seen the three ways in which a word in Arabic is m ade definite. The first is the 
definite article. The second is by being in a definite idaafa. The third is by attaching a pronoun suffix. 
Any adj ectives m odifying a definite noun m ust be definite and are m ade definite with, and only with, the 
definite article. 

In Part C of the last chapter, I mentioned that Arab grammarians consider the possessive pronouns to 
be in an idaafa relationship with the noun to which they are attached. For exam ple � is an idaafa. 
The first term is � and the second term of the idaafa is the pronoun suffix �- Because the possessive 
pronouns are considered definite, they define the noun to which they are attached. It is quite common for 
an idaafa with two, threp, four or m ore terms to end with a pronoun suffix. The entire idaafa will be 
definite. For ex am ple �_;o!; ...>:.;v. � "the offi ce ofthe director ofyour com pany". The word 4.S_;o!; 
is defini te because of the suffiX rS· Since 4.S _;o!; is definite, the entire idaafa is definite -j ust as if the word 
4.S _;o!; had been defined by having the definite article attached - ;s �I ...>:..l.<l � "the offi ce of the 
director of your com pany" . 

-

Now do drill 8 .  

E. Verbs - Past Tense and the Accusative Case 

We have covered so far two of the three cases in Arabic. Now we com e to the last case, the 
accusative. The accusative is primari ly used for the direct object of the verb b ut appears in other 
situations as well. These other situations will be discussed in other parts ofthis book. The information 
on the accusative below is crucial, essential, an d  fundam ental. Ifyou learn the material on the accusative 
presented in this lesson, you will know much of what you will ever need to know about case in Arab ic 
and will have the foundation to be ab le to understand easily the rem aining m aterial concerning case in the 
other parts of this book. Ifyou don't learn the m aterial in this lesson, go stu dy Spanish. 
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The accusative is easy, but first we will look at some simple verbs so that we can apply the accusative 
in actual Arabic sentences. 

The verb system in Arabic is thought by most, including myself, to be the core of the language. Part 
Two of this text will concentrate on the verb system of Arabic. Here you will review just enough about 
verbs (and that's not much) to enable you to understand the accusative case. 

You will now learn (relearn) how to conjugate some basic Arabic verbs in the past tense. There is 
no infinitive form of the verb in Arabic. Instead the conjugation for the third person masculine singular is 
normally used as the base for conjugations. For example �'.J� is translated as "to study" when it appears 
at the head of a verb chart, but it actually means "he studied." The root of the verb is made up of the 
three consonants. The fatha placed over the UOJ is the conjugation for .JA. In other words, !J'I'.J� is the 
stem or the root, we add the fatha over the last letter of the word and we get �:}J , which really means 
"he studied." 

Arabic verbs are conjugated in the past tense by adding suffixes to the stem of the verb. A nice thing 
about Arabic is that the same suffixes are added to every verb in the language when we conjugate in the 
past tense. Basically, if you can conjugate one Arabic verb in the past tense, you can conjugate them all. 
Isn't this an easy language? 

Below is a conjugation chart for the verb �'.J� in the past tense. No doubt it will look familiar to you 
if you have studied Arabic before, as most Arabic texts (including this one) are filled with conjugation 
charts. Take a look at it and then read the comments which follow . 

. .  

� 

" , � 
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Let's examine these conjugations a little. For ui the suffix b is added to the root U: ;� and we get 
�.J�- Another way to look at it is that we are replacing the final fatha in �'_;� with a sukuun and we 
are then adding the suffix b. This suffix is used for the first person singular conjugation in the past tense 
on every verb in the language. 

For the pronouns � and � we add the suffixes � and � respectively in the same way we added 
the suffix b for the first person. Again, these suffixes will be used on every verb in the language. 

For � we add i.::; to the stem. Another way to look at it is that we are just adding a u with a 
sukuun to the conjugation for the pronoun .JA. We will do this for every verb in the language. 

I won't belabor this by going over every single plural conjugation above, but do note that the 
conjugation for rA is not phonetic. The conjugation consists of a waw and an alif - I.J. The waw is 
pronounced as a long vowel and the alif is not pronounced at all. The verb would be read "darasu" . 
Other than this one, all of the conjugations are phonetic. 

Now when Arabic is written, as you are no doubt aware, the short vowels are almost always not 
written in the text. Thus : "' ·•· ·0� , "I studied," will appear as � .J� . Three of the other conjugations will 
look exactly the same. It is the context that tells you how to read the conjugations. 

Also, the internal vowels ofverbs like �'_;� will not always be only fathas. For example yj:. means 
''to drink." Here one of the vowels is a kasra. That vowel will always be a lglsra, but the conjugations of 
this verb will otherwise be exactly like those for U: ..)::.. Likewise, the verb rJS. ''to be generous" has a 
dhamma for its stem vowel. It will keep the dhamma in all of its past tense conjugations. 

Memorize the conjugations above for �'_;� so you can apply them to the other verbs which will be 
used in the drills at the end of this chapter. Since you have had Arabic before, this should only take you a 
minute or two. Then go on to the next part of this chapter. 

The Accusative Case 

The accusative case is applied to the direct object of the verb. For example "I studied the book" is 
rendered in Arabic as y\:iS!I �..)::.. Notice several things about this sentence. 

First, the pronoun for "1," ui is not used in the sentence. Such pronouns are usually not used, since 
the verb conjugation tells us who the subject is. These pronouns are used sometimes for emphasis. 

Second, notice that I left most of the verb unvowelled. The only vowel I used is the vowel that tells 
you for which person the verb is being conjugated. Sometimes you may see such a vowel included in an 
authentic Arab text if there is a chance of ambiguity. However, usually the verb, like all words, will be 
completely unvocalized. 
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Notice that the verb ends in a vowel and that the vowel will elide the hamza on the definite article. 

Fourth, the direct opject of the verb, y�l ends in a fatha. The fatha is the accusative case marker. 
Look at this sentence: �.J �..J.:l "I studied a document." Notice that two fathas are used here. The 
second fatha gives us the nunation. This is just like the other two cases, nominative and genitive where 
the second dhamma and second kasra provide the nunation. So, we use one fatha if the word is definite 
and two fathas if the word is indefinite. But there is just a little bit more. Look at the following: 

�tiS �..).:l 
This is "I studied a book." Here the indefinite direct object ends in two fathas but we have also added an 
alif What is this? 

Here is the rule. An indefinite word which does not end in a S will have an alif attached to it in 
addition to the two fathas when that word is in the accusative. The alif is not pronounced The alif must 
be written. 

Let's look at the rule carefully. "An indefinite word that does not end in a o ," means words like 
y\:iS, yl� and �- These words will all have the two fathas attached to them when they are 
accusative. But after you do that, you add an alif The alif is a spelling convention and will not be 
pronounced. However, you must write the alif As you know, the short vowels in Arabic, including the 
case endings, are almost never written. However, the alif of the accusative case must be. Thus, the 
sentence above would appear in a newspaper like this: 4\::iS � ..J.:l. The fathas often will not be there, but 
the alif will. 

If a word ends in a o then we do not add the alif The word �� is an e�ample. If we make it 
accusative we will write two fathas over the o but we will not write the alif- ��-

Since you have had Arabic !>c;fore, you know that some words have what are called "broken plurals" . 
The broken plural of yl� is �- The rule about adding the alif applies to broken plurals as well. 
Therefore the indefinite accusative of � is � . Many students believe that the alif is not added to 
broken plurals. But it is added to them unless they belong to a category of words called diptotes (won't 
you diptote, through the tulips . . .  ). Some diptotes are singular, some are plural. They have different rules 
for their case endings. They are discussed in detail in Part ill of this book. For now, you have no need 
to deal with diptotes. 

Remember, the alif is only used for the indefinite accusative and only for words which do not end 
in a o. Any word ending in ; will not have the alif. That means, do not write the alif on such a 
word. 
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F. The Pausal Form Revisited 

In Chapter One we briefly discussed what is known as the "pausal form". We noted that the case 
endings of words at the end of a sentence, or any other natural pause, are usually not pronounced. There 
is one exception to this. If the word in question is in the accusative case with the alif and the two fathas, 
then the first fatha is usually pronounced. This makes the word sound as if it were feminine singular. For 
example: 

I studied a book. 

would be pronounced "darastu kitaba" . Whereas: 

I studied a new book. 

would be pronounced "darastu kitabanjadiida". The first accusative has its nunation pronounced, but for 
the second accusative, the one being read in pausal form, we only hear the first fatha. 

That is it, for now, for the three cases. You now know much ofwhat you need to know about case. 
There is more, but you are now ready to handle the rest. 

Now do drill 9 and the reading exercise which follows it and then go on to Chapter Four. 
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Drill S .  Provide all case endings in the sentences below. Then underline the words in each noun
adjective phrase. Make sure you can translate each sentence. 

Part I: Chapter Three 

. .l.l� ,_JL� I� 0 '  
.,. . . . 

. �1 �I � 11\ . V  

!�I �I 11\ � �I �I �I � · ' ·  
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Drill 6. In each question below, circle every noun-adjective phrase and underline each idaafa. Then 
indicate all of the case endings. Then answer each question, including the case endings in your answers. 
(Starting with this drill, more and more vocabulary is going to be used. Do not worry about new words 
you encounter in the drills. Ifyou know how to use a dictionary, look them up ifyou want. You can 
also refer to the key, which will include translations of most of the questions used in the drills.) 

Part 1 :  Chapter Three 

.. 
! .)� �\.l:l wlii � Ji\ . ,.. 

!4f;JA":il oy\.1JI J_,w:a.J .lC. .JA (when) � . '\ 
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Drill 7. Provide the indefinite masculine and feminine nisba adjective of each word below. Then take 5 
of them and use them in equational sentences. Provide case endings in your sentences. 

;;y\WI cJiyJI 

�fill y_)i.JI 
4.J� · \.lJ (.) .  

LJ� J'il �JAI 
��I � 
��.)� tl41 
YY:. LJ.b_, 
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Drill S.  Part 1 :  Combine the words in parentheses using the correct pronoun suffixes and write the 
answers in the blanks provided. 

! ______ (�\ + yts:) \� � . ' 

______ (�_;1\ + �) rt.J 4.-4-J\ � · "  

.4.-�1 we o� -------- (�4llbll + �.J�) . r  

. \� o�� ----- (� + o.J�) . f  

· w� ,:/JJ .J� J::..J _____ (�\ + �.J) . o 

. \� � yts: ----- (�\ + yts:) . "\ 

Part II : Answer the questions below. Indicate all case endings in your answers. Pay attention -
remember that you are answering the questions, and that you may have

. 
to use different pronoun suffixes 

in your answers than the ones used in some of the questions. 
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Drill 9. Write in the case endings for the sentences below. Then circle each noun-adjective phrase and 
underline each idaafa. Make sure you can translate the sentences. 

. .J_,�I J .. b.JI � �� �I . A  
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Authentic Arabic Exercise. 

For the first three chapters you have worked pretty basic drills designed to get you back into the 
language. Most of the vocabulary was kept very simple until the past couple of drills where a few more 
vocabulary items were included. There are many more drills in this text. But now it is time to get back 
into dealing with what is called "authentic" Arabic. An authentic text is a text created in a particular 
language by a native speaker for other native speakers. The item below is an example. Since it is 
authentic, it will include a great deal of grammar that you have not reviewed at this point. (It contains no 
grammar at all that is not covered in detail throughout this book.) It will no doubt also contain many 
vocabulary items that you have never seen or have long since forgotten. Do not worry about all the 
grammar and vocabulary. Instead, follow the directions below. 

1 .  Scan the article and look for anything you can recognize - such as personal names, place names, job 
titles, and any other vocabulary that you can recognize right away without a dictionary. 

2. Now look for the structures you have studied in this text so far. First, find all of the idaafas you can. 
Remember, you may not know the meanings of the words, but you can probably recognize what words 
are nouns and tell if they are in idaafas. Circle the idaafas or make a note of them some other way. Then 
look for noun adjective phrases (which may well overlap with some of the idaafas) and study the 
agreement and see if it matches what you have learned so far. You may find one or two items that don't 
yet match. This is because we have not yet covered all ofthe rules of agreement in Arabic. 

3 .  Now write in all the case endings on the nouns and adjectives - except for personal and place names. 

4. Write a two-sentence summary of what you think the article is about. 

5 . Now go to the key and see how much you got correct. The key will also include a translation of the 
passage. 

The passage is on the next page. 
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The passage below is a partial transcript of a Voice of America Arabic Broadcast on June 9, 1995 . 

Warren �JA'll �.JWI ..;;j.J.J J.:.ji�I.J � �� j 'C.JAtill � r�l � wl .J..;i.JI ().a 

�)I b ;. . aJ  wl �jWI w-c.J -�.J'll J�l � �I �I � c-!jj Christopher 

4J\Ji1�'11 wl_,ill ' . '.., ' "J � �I.J �I �1�'11 � I.Jj_,ll �.J u-k �.J� � ':?y.-.JI 

�1�1 y�4 \.;.)� ��.J .�_>i.JI �I � wJJiJb. ,li\1 Jbli.o .J w'l�l u\.djJA ().a 
y�"'ll wl W.JJiJb . Jill J_,..i: � �1�1 � �I �I J:li.a w'l�l u\.djJA ().a �\S 
..,Hj.J JU.J ·C� � �I � wl � ��I J.::l� �_>i.JI �I w- �1..)-'-ll'il 

.4.-atA 4...b.JA �� 4;'_1ii..)-'-IIYI-�.J__,..JI wt.:i�b..JI wl �I J:jl..)-'-111 � �JAYI �jl.i..ll 

�L:JI �I w-e J-::..Y w...i.J � �I.J � w=�l 0-o ��I c�till .Jl:S � u�.J 
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Chapter Four 

A. Sound Plurals 
B .  Verb-Subject Agreement 
C. Masculine Sound Plurals in Idaafas and with Pronoun Suffixes 
D. Broken Plurals 
E. Plural Demonstrative Pronouns 
F. The Words � and � 

In this lesson you will delve into the world of the Arabic plural. Unfortunately, no one ever told the 
Arabs that all you have to do is put a (jll on the end of a word to make it plural. Instead, Arabic uses a 
large number of internal and external changes to nouns and adjectives when they are made plural. 

Plurals are divided, in general, into two categories, sound plurals, and broken plurals. Broken plurals 
are words which have undergone internal and sometimes external changes in order to be in plural form. 
We do the same thing in English with a number of words. For example, the plural of"foot" is "feet" and 
f�r "tooth" the plural .if> ''teeth" . An example in Arabic is " .. :;_;... , which has a plural of u .J..J=. as well as 
� whose plural is �- Broken plurals come in many patterns. They are briefly discussed in part D of 
this lesson. 

A. Sound Plurals 

A sound plural is a suffix which is added to the end of the word in order to indicate the plural. The 
suffixes reflect gender and case as well. First we will deal with masculine sound plurals and then with 
feminine ones. 

Masculine sound plurals have the suffix �.J attached to them in order to indicate the plural in the 
nominative case. In the genitive and accusative cases the ending is � For example, the plural of �.lA is 
�.J�.lA in the nominative case and ��.lA if the word is in the accusative or genitive cases. Look at the 
two sentences below. 

The directors are in their office. 

This memo is from the directors. 
, � ... 

. ��.l.JI � o .fi:l.JI o1\ 

In the first sentence, the plural of �.l.JI is written in the nominative case to indicate that it is the 
subject, whereas in the second sentence we see the genitive case because of the preposition. Remember 
that the accusative form will be the same as the genitive form. 

Many students think that the fatha which is written over the w in these plurals (�.J , �) is itself a case 
ending. The fatha is not a case ending. It is just a part of the plural and is really only functional as a 
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helping vowel. Indeed, the fatha is usually dropped in pausal form. The .J and the r..j , in addition to 
being integral parts of the plural, are the indicators of the case of the word. 

Sound plurals are also used with many adjectives. For example jtw:. takes a sound plural ending. So 
do almost all nisba adjectives. For example, we wish to say that "The Egyptian directors are superb." In 
Arabic we get : 

�:a . .>=.l.all is nominative because it is the subject ofthe equational sentence. b_,:;..._,.._JI agrees with the 
word it modifies in every way. It is definite, it is nominative, and it is plural. Also NOTE TilE 
SPELLING OF 0;.....rw-11 . Many students seem to think the � of the nisba adjective disappears in the 
plural. This is not the case. The � of the nisba adjective never disappears when the sound plural suffix is 
added. This is true even when the sound plural suffix is in the accusative/genitive case. w_,:;..y.-11 when 
written in the accusative or genitive is ���- So do not ever drop the � of the nisba adjective when .. 
you make a sound plural. 

Finally, note that 0.Jjti- is plural and nominative as it is the predicate of an equational sentence with 
a masculine plural subject. 

Masculine sound plurals are only used for words which refer to male human beings. In other words, 
a non-human noun such as ' "1-H can never have a masculine sound plural. However, not all masculine 
nouns which do refer to human beings have sound plurals. For example, the plural of '-"" .).lA is W-""" .J.lA 
but the plural of �ti...ai is o�l....ul . Basically, you never can be sure what the plural of any word is in Arabic 
(though you can learn to make educated guesses), so you must learn the plural of each word when you 
learn its singular form. With respect to masculine sound plurals, however, you may generally assume that 
any active or passive participles of derived verbs will take a masculine sound plural if they refer to male 
human beings. If this last sentence is Greek to you, do not worry; you will see what I mean in later 
chapters. 

In order to form a feminine sound plural, we drop the o from the word and then add the suffix �1. 
For example, the plural of�"_;".l.. is t::JL....u"_;".l... For the genitive and accusative cases we use only the two 
kasras. So the accusative or genitive case form of the word in question is �L:J�. If we make a 
feminine plural definite, it loses the nunation. Do not forget that, just like the masculine, the feminine 
sound plural uses the same case markers in the accusative as it does in the genitive. � for the feminine 
and � for the masculine. 

Feminine sound plurals are used for almost all nouns which refer to female human beings, for many 
other feminine nouns which do not refer to human beings, and for some masculine nouns which also do 
not refer to human beings. In addition, adjectives which are made feminine with the addition of a o will 
also take feminine sound plurals when the need arises. 
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Here are some examples. � _,1...1:. is a non-human feminine noun. It takes a regular feminine sound 
plural 'i::.J'i _,1...1:. . .J� (airport) is a masculine non-human noun. Its plural is 'i::.J\.J�. Thus, although .J� 
is masculine in the singular, it takes a feminine sound plural. You must try to learn the plural of each 
word as you learn its singular. 

Most adjectives are made feminine by adding a �- For example �� becomes ��� and �\_;c 
becomes �\_;c. All ofthese adjectives will take a feminine sound plural. So in order to say that the 
Iraqi ( f)  teachers are in their office we say ��ps<� � 2.J�\yJ\ 2.JL.)..l.J\. 

One final note. Look out for nouns which are feminine and end in � but do not have feminine sound 
plurals. Instead they have broken plurals. There are many of them. For example, the plural ofO�..r.-
(newspaper) is ,lj\_» and the plural of"4......'_;� (school) is r.y)iA . .  

You cannot always tell by looking at a word what its plural will be. You will need to learn the plurals 
of new words as you learn their singulars - as I have already said. 

B. Verb-Subject Agreement 

You will like this. This is easy. The typical Arabic sentences begins with a verb. In Arabic such a 
sentence is known as a 4:..r� � "a verbal sentence." The subject, if included in the sentence, normally 
comes after the verb. Here are two examples. 

1 .  The student studied his Arabic book. . �yJ\ �tiS Ylll:Jl (.)II.)� • ' 
2. The student ( f)  studied her Arabic book. , 

.�yJ\ �tiS �U:J\ & .)� . Y 

You will notice that in both sentences the verb agrees with the subject in number and gender. In 
both sentences, if we wished, the subjects could be left out. No other changes would be made in these 
sentences if we did so. By the way, I hope I do not have to explain the case endings for the words in the 
two sentences. Also, what case do you think the last word of each sentence should take? 

Now look at the two sentences below. 

�yJI �tiS w� .)..l.JI (.)II.)� • ' 

�yJ\ �tiS <.::.!L .J..l.J\ & .J� • Y 

The subject of each sentence is now plural. Notice that the verbs are still singular but they agree with 
the subjects in gender. IN A SENTENCE WIDCH BEGINS WITH A VERB FOLLOWED BY A 
PLURAL SUBJECT, THE VERB WILL ALWAYS BE SINGULAR AND WILL AGREE WITH 
THE SUBJECT ONLY IN GENDER. Ifwe were to drop the subjects from these two sentences, then 
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the verbs would indicate the number as well as the gender. That is, the verbs would become plural. Our 
two sentences would then be: 

�yJI f+:\:iS 1_,..., .J..l • ' 

�yJI �\:iS � .J..l • y 

So far, so good. Now look at the following three sentences . 

• �lyJI �I �I o�-' u\.i_;c. Jo"'Y '-:J'\� • ' 

.�lyJI �I �I u\.i_;c. Jo"'YJ o� �� • Y 

.� _, o� �lyJI �I �I �� . r'  

.�_, o� �lyJI �I �I '-:J'\� . t 

In each sentence the subject is made up of more than one individual. Each individual is mentioned in 
the sentence. Sentences 1 and 2 show that the verb will agree in gender with the subject which comes 
immediately after it. 

In sentence 3 we have a situation which occurs sometimes in Arabic. Here, the subjects (or subject as 
the case may be) are separated from the verb by one or more words. When this happens, if the subject is 
feminine, the verb can be feminine singular. Alternatively, the verb can be made masculine singular even 
when the subject is feminine. In sentence 3 ,  the normal agreement would be feminine singular, since o � is the first subject. However, since o � is separated from the verb by one or more words, the 
verb can be made masculine singular. Sentence 4 illustrates this point. Note that the option of using 
either a feminine singular verb or a masculine singular verb does not depend on the presence of more than 
one subject in the sentence. For example, you could easily see the following: 

After years of effort, the employees (f) obtained 
their rights. 

Now we come to verbal sentences which begin with a noun. Any sentence which begins with a noun 
is known in Arabic as a 4o-1 � (a "nominal sentence"). Whenever the subject precedes the verb the 
verb agrees with the subject in number and gender. Look at the examples below . 
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• 4.ll.WI I# w.JJ_,_.JI w_,l..al _,.JI • ' 

.4.ll.WI 1){6 u�l �I_,.JI • Y 

.4Jl.W1 1# .lJ.,._;i_, �_, � · "'  
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.4..1\i.J\ ufJ5. o.l.IJ.J �Ju_, o� . t  

.4..1\i.J\ \.JfiS o.l.IJ.J �Ju_, � . o 

The situations in sentences 1 -4 should be clear. Sentence 5 reminds us that the presence of one man 
in a group renders the group masculine for grammatical purposes. The only exception to that rule is 
when you have two or more subjects all of which follow the verb, as I have outlined above. 

Review of the Verb-Subject Agreement Rules 

Here is a quick run down of the rules. 

1 .  Ifthe subject comes before the verb, then the verb agrees with the subject completely (gender and 
number). 
2. If the subject is not included in the sentence, then the verb will again show full agreement. 
3 .  Ifthe verb precedes a plural subject, then the verb agrees in gender, but is always singular. 
4. If the verb is followed immediately by two or more subjects, the verb agrees with the first of those 
subjects. If the first of those subjects is plural, the verb will remain singular and agree with it only in 
gender. 
5 .  If a feminine subject following a verb is separated from that verb by one or more words, then the verb 
may be either masculine or feminine singular. 

Below is one example for each of the five rules above. The number for each example corresponds to 
the number for the rule. 

C. Masculine Sound Plurals in ldaafas and with Pronoun Suftb.es 

How would you say ''the correspondents of the newspaper" in Arabic? What YOU would probably 
do is what most American students of Arabic usually do : they would say o.l.l.._r.J\ w_,l...a\.)4. Tsk tsk. 
Don't do that. 
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Masculine sound plurals in an idaafa as any term except the last term, loose the w. You must drop 
the w. So instead you will say and see: 9�1 _,l..aiJA. 

The same holds true if the noun is in the genitive/accusative case. For example "I saw the reporters 
of the newspaper" is: '9.lJ.._r.JI �IJA �.lo\ Wi. 

Most students would see the word �IJA in this sentence and immediately assume that it means "my 
correspondent." Furthermore, upon reading the entire sentence they would maintain that assumption 
despite the fact that with that interpretation the sentence would not make any sense at all. They would 
do so for two reasons. The first is that their grammar is weak. The second is even more important: they 
have not learned to read things in context. As you will see constantly in Part II of this book, Arabic must 
be read in context. 

As I said above, the w of the sound plural will drop if that plural is any term of the idaafa except the 
last one. For example: 

In this sentence there is a three-term idaafa. The second term is a masculine sound plural with the w 
dropped. Why is that plural spelled with a c..5 and not a .J? 

# 

We also drop the w of the sound plural when we attach a pronoun suffix. Look at the examples 
below. 

. I  _,i _)WLil w.J:!il yJI � _,il; _,.. • ' 
• ��I � .;.l-6 4.-t.:JI �.; �I • Y 

In the first sentence we have dropped the w from the subject of the sentence and added � , which is 
the possessive pronoun cl. Do you understand the rest of the grammar of the sentence? What word 
modifies the subject? Is it definite? Is it plural? What case is it in? What about the verb? Does it agree 
with the subject? 

In the second sentence the word c.)'J .;.l-6 is made plural in the accusative case. We have dropped the w 
because we always do when we add a pronoun suffix to a masculine sound plural. The suffix we have 
chosen here belongs to the category of suffixes that has its vowel change from a dhamma to a kasra when 
it is . preceded by either the letter '-1 or a kasra. This word is modified by an adjective. The adjective is 
the plural form for ��- This tells us that �� does not have a masculine sound plural. It has a broken 
plural instead. Why is .:��I in the accusative case in this sentence? What are the cases of the other 
nouns? 
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So remember to drop the w of the masculine sound plural whenever you add a pronoun suffix to it. 
Just one more thing. How would you say "my" reporters or employees, etc.? You need to combine the 
sound plural ending with the 'I ,  indicating first person singular possession. For example, we want to say 
"my employees." So we combine 'I with the word wfo .JA. When we do this, the result is as follows: � .JA. This word is pronounced "muwththafiyya." You will use the same word for all three cases. 
Thus you may see a sentence such as the following. 

The plural verb tells you that the subject is not "my employee" but is instead "my employees." 
Sometimes a text may include the shadda over the 'I to give a clue; sometimes not. So it is context that 
tells you what is going on. 

Feminine sound plurals are completely regular in this regard. The ending ul never looses the u. So 
nothing happens to t\J.em in an idaafa or when a pronoun suffix is attached. Nothing. For example, "his 
female students" is �1.:1\..1:.. "The female students of the university" is ;-4-11 b4l\..1:.. 

It is only with the masculine sound plurals that these things happen. 

D. Broken Plurals 

I briefly alluded to broken plurals at the beginning of this chapter. These are plurals which arise 1fom 
internal and �pmetimes external changes to the singular noun, For example, the plural of y� is �
The word � is a broken plural. 

Since you have had Arabic before, you know that broken plurals exist in many patterns. My advice is 
not to try to memorize the patterns themselves. Instead, learn the plurals of new words as you come to 
them. In time you will become familiar with the patterns themselves and may even be able to produce 
the plurals for new vocabulary items on the basis of intuition and experience. Lesson 13  ofEMSA lists 
the plurals of some very common words and incorporates many of the major patterns. You might want 
to take a look at that lesson. Keep in mind that adjectives as well as nouns can have broken plurals. Also 
be aware that some words may have more than one broken plural, and that sometimes these different 
plurals will have different meanings. 

It is important, very important, that you learn the plurals of new words as you come to them. (The 
dictionary by Hans Wehr usually gives the plural under the entry for the singular.) This will help when 
you see new vocabulary items in authentic Arabic texts which are already plurals. You need to be able to 
recognize that a new word may already be plural so that you can discern the root, make a good guess at 
what the singular is, and therefore be able to find the word in the dictionary. 

Again, remember that adjectives as well as nouns have broken plurals. 
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E. Plural Demonstrative Pronouns 

The demonstrative pronouns I� and o� have a lovely broken plural. The plural for both of these 
words is � Y� This plural is only used when referring to people and it is used for both genders. For 
example: 

1 .  These students (masc. )  are from Beirut. . u.J� 0.a �I �Y)A . ' 
-

2. These students (fern.) are from Beirut. . u _,� w.a u\.:llhll � Y)A · " 
-

Please note that the o, the first letter of � Y)A , has a daggar alif 
' 

�� and � also have a common plural. It is � _,i . The J in this word also has a daggar ali£ It too 
is only used to refer to people and is used for both genders. ·  

1 .  Those students (masc.) are from Beirut. ' 

. u.J� 0.a �I �) . ' 
2. Those students (fern.) are from Beirut. ' . u _,� w.a u\.:llhll � _,i · " 

Now do Drill 1 0  . 

.. ' 

F. The Words (js and o;,;S 
.. ' 

� is a noun which means 'each" or "every" and sometimes means "all" depending upon the context. 
When JS is followed by an indefinite noun, it is translated as "each" or "every." For example, �t..l:. � 
means "each student" or "every student." The phrase �t..l:. 0S is an idaafa. That is why there is no 
nunation on JS and why the word ylt..l:. is in the genitive case. ylt.1. also has nunation because it is 
indefinite. 

BecauseJS is a noun it can be in any case as required by its usage in the sentence. For example: 
�I c} �\:JS JS �i.) . Here JS is in the accusative because it is the object of the verb. 

So far, the examples using JS have been indefinite. When JS is followed by a definite singular noun 
JS is usually translated as "all." For example �\:JS!I 0S means "all of the book." 

When the word following JS is plural, that word is usually also definite. In this case also JS is 
translated as "all." For example �4llhll 0S "all of the students (fern)." Below are two columns. On the 

• The software used for this version of the book does not include the daggar alif, so I cannot write it in over the J. The word 
l l � .JI does have another spelling, however. That spelling is: '4":/.JI. Here the alif is actually written in. You may 

sometimes come across this spelling of the word. 
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right are phrases and sentences using JS. On the left are the translations. Cover up the English and read 
the Arabic; then use the translations to check yourself 

1 .  Every student (fern) in this class is from 
Lebanon. 
2 .  All of the students (fern) in this class are from 
Lebanon. 
3 .  In every classroom 

4. In all of the classrooms 

5 .  All of the city. 

6. Every page 

7. All of the page (The whole page) 

8 .  All of the pages 

. .  u.J . u....all 11\ . tJ� '-lS u . (JA � • . 

. wll:l WA u....all 11\ � �41\..l:JI '-JS 

� � � 
;.-i_,i.-11 � � 

�.lJI '-JS 
� '-JS 

�I '-JS 
�b.i...:JI '-JS 

. ' 

. Y 

. i  

. £ 

. o 

. '\  

. V  

. A  

Often you will see JS with a pronoun suffix following the direct object of a verb. In this case JS and 
its suffix are used for emphasis. For example � ytiSJI bi _}. ' "I read all of the book." (Literally "I 
read the book, all of it.") Because ytiSJI is in the accusative JS is also in the accusative. This is called 
apposition and refers to consecutive nouns in the same case. The suffix � refers to y\::iS.ll . The suffix will 
always agree in gender and numbeJ vyith the noun to which it refers. If �lie. ("article") were used in place 
of y� , the sentence would be t.eJS �\i.JI bi _} . 

� It is also pqssibl,e to see the two sentences discussed in the above paragraph rendered as 
4.lS d _} and t.eJS t+Ji _} . Here the nouns y\::iS.ll and �I have been replaced by pronoun suffixes 
attached to the verbs. In each sentence JS and the suffix attached to it, are still being used for emphasis. 

� JS is also used for emphasis fqllowing plural verbs. For example, � � means "All of them 
understood." But the sentence � I� stresses that all of them understood. If JS is placed before the 
verb, the verb will agree with the noun or pronoun following JS. See the examples below. 

� . 1-'="j � . ' 
·�.JJ �41\..l:JI � • Y 

� ·� �  . i 
. u� �jti...al � . t  

Likewise, in an equational sentence, the predicate will agree in number and gender with the noun or 
pronoun following JS. See the next page for examples. 
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.::,� ��� 0� � �..w JS . ' 
. w.J:!3� � • " 

� � means "every one of' or "each one of" For example t �Yl � �_,.Jl ()A Sls b.lAU "I 
saw every one of the employees at the meeting.".  

JS}l means "all of it" or "everyone" if it refers to people. 

O==a;"i is a masculine singular noun meaning "some." It is usually followed by a definite noun (singular 
or ·plural) or a pronoun suffix. Like JS, � is in an idaafa with the noun that follows it. � bi.) 
��� means "I read some of the book" and �� � bi.) means "I read some of the books." The 
latter Arabic sentence can also mean "I read some books" as � is not usually followed by an indefinite 
plural. Thus, "I want to ask you some questions" is usually rendered 4..twa'il � �U wl .ll •. ) . 

When � follows the verb the verb will usually be masculine singular regardless of the gender and 
number of the noun or pronoun following �- See the sentences below. 

·wt-.u"Yl J.fo. c:;c. li.l't �.;all �L..aJ)l � � y . ' 
.�.....,b o..w �yJl � u-a.J-l • " 

However, when � precedes the verb, the verb usually agrees with the gender and number of the 
noun or pronoun following �-

· wt-.u"Yl J.fo. c:;c. 'i;-t w� y �.;all �L..aj)l � • , 
.�.....,b o..w �yJl �.;..l � • " 

On the other hand, the tendency does not always apply, so you may sometimes see the verb following 
� remain masculine singular because � is a masculine singular noun as said above. 

In an equational sentence, the predicate will usually agree with the noun or pronoun following � . 
For example: w.J:!3� �.;..wll �- (You might see �� �.;..wll � but stick with the first 
example for the purposes of this book.) 

Now do drill 1 1 . 
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Drill 1 0. Rewrite each sentence making the underlined words plural. Make all other necessary changes. 
Give all case endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers. 

Part 1: Chapter Four 

, -� o�ti...aYI • .,. 

.. 
• o��l � _,.JI t;o ��I .>.!.l.JI � . £ 

-�J) ylt1. � . o 
. w .J� c)l �\:ill t..u .J':l.JI t •• ;:J.l.o �� • '\ 

. w.J� c)l �YI t..u.J.l.JI U'l"'.J.l.o �� • V 

.o..JAtill � �.l.....a ��� .lA� · " 

.�1 � � _,.. c)l .>.!.l.JI �� . I\  
.. J4;.l! c)l Wa..JI �.J . ' • 

. � � oJ ..P.-_,.. �� o .J:!.l.o • ' ' 
· �.F-_;i:. � � A.lzi?,j � �..)� 4.l,.;_,:;II �.l.....a • ' r 

.�b......:. (prize) o_jj\.;o. � J..- �...JAYI o.ll�l J,..al_,... • ' r 
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, 
• '-4-"'.J.l.o c)l d� \.!ll: . ' 0 

. .:.ufil &o ylUJI 11\ . ' '\  
. �� .>.!.l.JI �� . ' V 



Drill 1 1 . Rewrite each sentence making the underlined word ( s) plural. Make all other necessary 
changes. Give all case endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers . 

Part II: Translate the sentences below. 
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. t-4JI � t} y\:iS � bi.} . ' 
-�_,..ll �\:iS t} !..)"'..)� � :;� �i . " 

.�1 t} �� ' ;l; .JA � c)l 1.!:.1� .J:!.l.JI . r 

._JAJ"j.JI c)l I�.J �.JI �fo � � . f 

·t�YI � Y.J.ll.o � � . o 

. � :; y.;:ab..JI c)l L1-:l....l . '\ 
.ti;.l.JI t} �fo � � t} :;_,.ill l�y!i • V 

-�_,..ll y�l � bi_,! . A 

.�1 c)l l�.) � . " 
-� IJ"'.J..).lll ���.J �i . ,.. 

.� L ·-- · L�j f � u- � · 
• IJ"'..J.lll � I� . o 

• !..)"' ..).lll � � . '\ 
• !..)"' ..).lll � � . v 

-���''I · I · · . .  : 1!. - - '1 · 1� A . · � � .JY- �.YW � .  



Chapter 5 

A. The Rules of Agreement in Arabic 
B.  The Dual ofNouns, Adjectives, Pronouns, and Verbs 
C. Direct Object Pronouns 
D. Prepositions with Pronoun Suffixes 
E. The Preposition � Meaning "belonging to" 

A. The Rules of Agreement in Arabic 

Whether you realize it or not, you already know most of the rules of agreement in Arabic. There is 
really only one more thing you need to learn. First, I will review the rules you have had. Then I will 
discuss the one thing you do not yet know (well, since you have probably had Arabic before you probably 
have heard of it, but I bet you do it incorrectly all the time). 

All ofthe rules of agreement we have had so far appear in the sentences below. First look at each 
sentence and then ask yourself why the verb is conjugated the way it is and why the adjectives appear as 
they do. Then look at my discussion after the sentences. 

1 .  The new student went to the new library. 

2.  The Iraqi teacher (f) went to her house. 

3 .  The Jordanian students understood their 
lessons. 
4. The Jordanian students (f) understood their 
lessons. 

-9��1 �I <,)1 ��I �UJI Y'\� 
, , 

· ' ab c)l � yJI �:_,.l.JI �� 

.�_,_;J w.JilJ.J'JI �I ra-i 
-�.J.JJ b�J.J'il b4IUJI � 

. ' 

· " 

_ ,.. 

. £  

5 .  The Tunisian teachers (m.) saw the new -����� �L..a.J.l.JI l_,.lA.Wi c;.,�jill w�.J.l.JI . o 
teachers (f). 

Now assuming you have meditated upon the esoteric meanings of these sentences, I will give you a 
quick run-down of the rules they reflect. 

1 .  Verbs agree with their subjects in number and gender. This is clear in sentences I and 2. 
2. Adjectives agree with nouns in definiteness, gender, number, and case. This is clear in each sentence. 
3 .  If a verb precedes a plural subject, the verb will always be singular. The verb will agree with the 
subject only in gender. This is clear in sentences 3 and 4. 
4. If a plural subject comes before a verb, the verb will agree with the subject in gender and in number. 
This is clear in sentence 5 .  

I hope you understand why the nouns and adjectives are in the cases they are in and why those cases 
are written the way they are. If not, refer to the appropriate sections of earlier chapters before you do 
anything else. 
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Now comes the one thing that is new. Look at the sentence below. 

Note that the plural noun �"iti.G is modified by THE FEMININE SINGULAR ADJECTIVE 
o�. This is because ALL PLURAL NOUNS WHICH DO NOT REFER TO HUMAN BEINGS 
ARE CONSIDERED TO BE GRAMMATICALLY FEMININE SINGULAR IN MODERN 
STANDARD ARABIC. This rule is difficult for Americans to accept. In fact, sometimes native 
speakers of Arabic who come to this country while they are young have trouble with this rule when they 
learn how to read and write Arabic. But this rule can be internalized with practice. 

This rule does not just apply to adjectives. Anything that has to agree in some way with a non-human 
plural will always be feminine singular. Thus pronouns, demonstratives, and verbs will always be put in 
the feminine singular whenever they must agree with a non-human plural. Here are some examples: 

I .  I read many articles in these newspapers. 

2. Did you read these articles? Yes, I read them. 
They are great. 
3 .  These important articles were published in these 
mag_azines. 

• �l..r.JI o1\ � i _#. �Yli.. bi.} 
J 

.ojti.- � . �_} ,� !�Yli.JI o1\ d.} J,\ 
J 

.�1 o1\ � �I �Yli.JI o1\ �.J.l...a 

. ' 

· "  

. T'  

In sentence I we see that the plural ofO� is modified by the feminine singular demonstrative o1\. 
The demonstrative o"rf. will be used with any non-human plural (regardless of the gender of the singular of 
that noun). Thus �I o1\ means "these books." 

We see that in the response to the question in sentence 2 the person is saying "Yes, I read them." He 
is using the direct object pronoun lA, which is feminine singular, to refer to ''the articles." (Direct object 
pronouns are discussed below.) Then the speaker says that the articles are excellent. He uses the 
feminine singular pronoun � to refer to them and uses a feminine singular adjective in the predicate 
which refers to � but which would be used to refer to �Yti.G as in: o jti.- �Yli.JI o1\. 

In sentence 3 the verb .J.lwl is used. It is an intransitive verb meaning ''to be published." �Yli.JI is 
the subject of the sentence, so the verb must be feminine singular. Note that even if �Yli.JI were written 
before the verb, the verb would still be in the feminine singular. 

So now you should have the idea that any non-human noun, when it is made plural, will have feminine 
singular agreement at all times. Be sure to know that this applies to all non-human plural nouns, 
irrespective ofth1; gender of the noun in the singular. Thus, if we replaced �Yti.G in the sentences above 
with the word � , which is the plural of the masculine '-:-I tiS , there would be no changes to any of the 
sentences. 
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You must learn this rule and work to become accustomed to it. When you read or hear MSA, this 
rule will be very helpful to your understanding of what you are reading or hearing. 

Thus when words in Arabic are said to agree for number and gender you must take into account the 
rules regarding non-human plurals. 

Now do Dri11 12. 

B. The Dual of Nouns, Adjectives, Pronouns, and Verbs 

Plurals in Arabic always refer to three or more things. Arabic has special forms to deal with two 
things. Americans hate the dual. However, unlike the plural business, which I admit is difficult, the dual 
is very easy. We will begin with nouns. 

Nouns are made dual by the addition of the suffix 01 to the noun. Thus, "two books" is rendered 
04\::iS. The 01 ending is for the nominative case. For the genitive and accusative we would have �\:iS. 
This is pronounced "kitabayni." The ending of the dual will not usually be vowelled, so the genitive and 
accusative dual ending will appear like this - � - and will thus look like a sound plural but it will sound 
differently. When you are reading, context will tell you whether you are reading the dual or the plural. 

For feminine words we add the same endings OI)tO the o which will be written as a regular u. For 
example, two students (f) is written as �\:i.:lt..b or �\..b depending on the necessary case. 

There are no irregular words in the dual. There is no such thing as a broken dual. All words are 
made dual in the same way. 

A dual word is modified by a dual adjective. Thus, "two Egyptian (m) students" is 04� 041\..b. 
"Two Egyptian ( f)  students" is 0tiJ� 0\:i.:l\..b. Isn't this easy? 

- -
- -

If a dual word is in an idaafa, or has a pronoun suffix attached, the 0 of the dual will disappear just as 
it does for masculine sound plurals. Look at the sentences below. 

1 .  The two university students are present in the 
library. 
2. I saw the two university students in the library. 

3 .  I saw his two students in the library. 

.�1 � �b�.JA ��I 41\..b 
.�1 . 6b.ll �\..b b�� - . � - . . 

.�1 � �\..b b�� 

. ' 

. Y 

. r  

In sentence 1 we have 41\..b without the 0 due to the idaafa. In sentence 2 41\..b becomes � since 
it is now in the accusative case. In sentence 2 the word appears without the vowels. Thus it could be 
read as "my student" or "the students (of the university)." The knowledgeable reader will immediately 
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rule out both of these erroneous and horrendous reading_s. The first reading makes no sense. The second 
reading is wrong because the plural of yl� is � (� is also a frequently used plural of ylll::.). 
Context is what tells you the meaning and SO DOES THE GRAMMAR. 

The third sentence has the same word and again in the accusative case. The w is dropped this time 
because the possessive pronoun ; is attached. Notice that ; is written � as it always is after a kasra or a 

'i· 
'•t 

Now we come to the dual pronouns. Lc::i,j\ is the second perspn dual personal pronoun for both 
masculine and feminine. The corresponding pronoun suffix is � , which is also used for both genders. 

\....A. is the dual third person personal pronoun for both genders. The pronoun suffix corresponding to 
it is also \....A.. The suffix \....A. will have its dhamma change to a kasra whenever it is immediately preceded 
by a kasra or a 'i just like its three counterparts r-A· �' and ;_ 

There is no dual for the first person singular. Personally, I wish there were. 

Now we come to the verbs. In this lesson we are dealing only with the past tense and are using very 
basic verbs. In future lessons we will cover the dual of the imperfect tense and its moods. 

Although \....A. means "they" dual for both masculine and feminine, there is a separate verb conjugation 
for the two genders. The suffix for the masculine is just an alif Thus � .;J \...\ means "They (masc. dual) 
studied." "They (fern. dual) studied" is �jJ \...\. What we have done in both conjugations is add an alif 
to the third person singular conjugation for each gender so that �jJ becomes � _;J and < "".� .. "_;J becomes 
�"_;J. 

For LWI the conjugation is the same for both masculine and feminine. We apd an alifto the second 
person masculine plural suffix. Thus "You studied (dual, masc. and fern.)" is LU...,.;J Lc::i,jl_ 

Now remember this. When a verb comes first in a sentence and the subject follows, the verb is 
always singular. Thus "The two students went to the library'' is �I �I w41UJI '-:J'\�. If the dual 
subject comes first, then the verb will be conjugated in the dual. 

_ One last note. I� and o� have dual forms. For I� the dual forms are wl1\ for the nominaY.ve and 
,J:.� for the accusative and genitive. For o� the dual forms are w�lA for the nominative and �""lA for 
the genitive and accusative. 

- -

One absolutely last note. Remember all the business you learned above about non-human plurals and 
feminine singular agreement? None of that stuff applies to the dual. Any noun that is dual will have 
dual agreement for the gender of that noun. 
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The dual in MSA is important and is used often. You must know the dual forms and become 
comfortable with them. Otherwise you will misunderstand what you are reading or hearing. It is not very 
hard. 

Now do Drill 1 3  which deals with the dual. 

C. Direct Object Pronouns 

The possessive pronouns which we studied in Chapter Three are also used as direct obje,ct pronouns. 
They are written at the end o,fthe verb. For example, "I stuflied it" (if"it" is masculine) is 4:i.....J.'l. If"it" 
is feminine, then you have �.J.'l. "I saw them (masc) is ��t..!i. However, you should note the 
following points. 

1 .  When a verb is conjugated for rA ,  it ends, as you know, in 1_,. For example 1_,..., .J.'l "they studied." 
The alif at the end is just a spelling convention. When we attach a direct object pronoun to this ending 
the alif is dropped. For example ��.J.'l "They studied it." 

, 

2. When a verb is conjugated for � , we add rJ as a suffix. For example �.J.'l . Whenever a direct 
object pronoun is attached to this suffix we place a _,  between the verb conjugation and the pronoun. So 
to write, for example, "You (masc. plural) studied it," we write �_,..u...,.J.'l. 

3 .  All the possessive pronoun suffixes and direct object pronoun suffixes are the same except one. The 
one that is different is for the first person singular. The possessive pronoun suffix for the first person 
singular is '-1 but the direct object pronoun for it is �- Thus "He saw me" is ��t..!i. 

That is all there is to it. Read the rest of this lesson and then do Drill l4 .  

D. Prepositions with Pronoun Suffixes 

Well, guess what. Those same pronoun suffixes which we have used for possession (non-demonic) 
and as direct object pronouns can also be written with prepositions. The combining of these pronouns 
with prepositions is very common since many verbs have their objects attached to prepositions. When 
prepositions are written with pronoun suffixes, some changes occur in certain situations. Therefore, I am 
now going to present you with a few charts. At first it will seem to be a lot. But once you do the drills, 
you will see that it is not difficult to learn the combinations and the resulting changes. 

The Prepositions de and � 

When the pronouns are attached to these prepositions, no changes are made except for the pronoun 
'-1· When the '-1 is added, the 0 is written with a shadda. Here is the chart for the � belO\y. uc works 
exactly the same way. 
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• • 0 � 0 0 • , .  0 0 

� � � � u.. � � u. � � & �  
The only change here is when we add 11 to either of these two prepositions. When we do so we add 

a shadda over the (.) of these two words. This shadda will usually be omitted in most newspaper articles 
and books. Note that when we add U to these two words we indicate the presence of two (.)' s by also 
writing a shadda. 

The Prepositions t) and � 

Look at the chart below. 
• 

� � LoS;! �  . .  

t..r 
Notice first that the combination of 'i and !.} gives us � pronounced "fiyya." Also note that the 

pronoun suffixes which begin with the letter o and are followed by a dhamma have their dhamma changed 
to a kasra. 

The preposition � works just like !.} except that we need no shadda or fatha over the 'i when we 
add it to �- See below. 

The Prepositions , )c. and , cl! 
• • • 

� �  ·� � � � 4: � � � � � 

These two prepositions both end in an alif maqsuura. When a pronoun suffix i$ �ttached to them, the 
alif maqsuura becomes a 'i which is preceded by a fatha. That is why the phrase � �I is written 
and pronounced the way it is. Also, when w� add 'i to � or �} we get a 'i with a shadda followed by 
a fatha. For example, 'i plus � becomes � and is pronounced "alayya." Below is the chart for � 
and �} . 

�a�e - • . - - - - . - - - ;)c. � �s}e � � � � � � � . .,. "' - "' 

- . - • - - - - . - �} �I rf.!ll �I �} \1JI �} ..:J\ �� �� �I ... . "' • "' • . .,. ... . - ... . "' 

Note that those suffixes with o and a dhamma have the dhamma changed to a kasra with these two 
prepositions. 

The Preposition J 

This preposition, when used with verbs, usually has the meaning of ''to" as in "I listened to the radio." 
It also has an independent meaning which is discussed in part E of this chapter. With one exception, 
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whenever this preposition has a pronoun suffix, the vowel of the preposition changes from a kasra to a 
fatha. See the chart below. 

' - ' - - ' -
0Sl Ul 

When 1.5 is added to J the result is pronounced "lii," just as happened with the preposition � .  "" -

Read the next section and then you will be ready to do Drill 14 .  

E. The Preposition J Meaning "belonging to" 

J has another meaning in addition to "to." It is used to mean "to belong to." Normally, when we 
want to say the Arabic equivalent of "to haye" in English, J and a  pronoun suffix will be used. For 
example, "I have a car" becomes in Arabic �.)� J. The Arabic sentence literally means "To me is a 
car." The Arabic sentence is an equational sentence. �.)� is the subject of the sentence. J and its 
pronoun suffix function as the predicate. This is a different construction and uses different

-
syntax than 

English does, so Americans tend to get the cases confused in sentences using J. Just remember that the 
item owned is the subject of the sentence. 

-

If the item owned is indefinite then J and the suffix appear first in the sentence. Thus sentences such 
as "We have a house" or "He has a doi' have the opposite syntax of English. Look at the sentences 
below. 

1 .  He has a house in Cairo 
• � y\ till � 6:: :u . ' 

2. We have a new car. .. .. -
-��� �.)� Ul - � 

3 .  You have many universities in your country. .. -
·rS� � 0 � �\.-� rSl . r  

If the item which is possessed is definite then it appears first in the sentence and is followed by J and 
the pronoun or the person or thing which possesses the object. See below. 

-

1 .  This house belongs to him. .A..! :"" •. !!1\ 11\ 

2. This exploding car belongs to us. - ' ' Ul �U\1 � .)�1 .,1\ 

3 .  This office belongs to Samir. · � �1 11\ 
4. The new office belongs to the director. 0 

• � �.l::JI �I ..>:. - "" • • 
-

Sentences 1 and 2 should be clear. They reflect the change in syntax when the subject is made 
definite. Sentence 3 reminds you that when � is attached to anything but a pronoun, its vowel will 
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always be a kasra. Sentence 4 is to show you what happens when J is combined with a word which has 
the definite article. Whenever J is attached to the definite article, the alif of the definite article is omitted 
so you will have two J's in a row. They will be separated by the kasra which comes with J. 

Okay you lucky person, you are now ready to do Drill 14.  Then do Authenic Arabic Exercise #2. 
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Dril1 12 .  Each sentence below has a least one word in parentheses followed by a blank space. Put the 
correct form of the word in parentheses in the blank. Then give all case endings for each word in each 
sentence. 

-�� � ------
· u�•:ul: � _____ _ 

_____ (�_;!) WY"�I u�l . i  

·0-\� � 
______ (�) �u.JI _____ (.).A) u\...Ja..JI . Y  
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Drill 1 3 .  Rewrite each sentence below making the underlined word(s) dual. Make all other necessary 
changes. 
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- �' � u�l �UJI . ' 

-�)\ � y.J)I �\ . y 

• (.)'IL..aS:i �4- c)l ; ... li;;\ �.::.ui • r 

.4a...4JI � � � �-"" y�l \� . t 

. 4:\.:iS �\ yJI �U:JI � .J� • o 

-t�YI � o.l.l�l �ly. . '\ 
.o y.::ab..JI o� c)l �I �I yJI . V 

, 
-� o.l.o.l �.l.JI o� � � jta...aYi • C\ 

. .)�1 �tiS bi .J . ' • 



Drill l4 .  In the sentences below, replace the underlined words with the correct pronoun suffix. Be sure 
to attach the suffix to the correct verb or preposition. Give all case endings in your answers. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 2 

It' s  time for more authentic Arabic. Below is a descriptive passage with some fairly complicated 
grammar and vocabulary. As I said regarding the previous authentic exercise, don't worry about 
grammar and vocabulary that you do not know. Instead, do the following. (The passage is translated in 
the answer key. So, if you wish, you can use that to figure out what you do not understand after you do 
the items below.) 

1 .  Find all of the pronoun suffixes attached to verbs, nouns, or prepositions. 

2. find all of the idaafas. 

3 .  Find any masculine and feminine sound plurals. 

4. Find any adjectives modifying non-human plurals. 

5. Write in all case endings on nouns and adjectives. 

6. Write a two sentence summary in English of the paragraph based on what you can understand. 

4.i4 .U....J.J ��I � �.JJA r�l � .la.i �I '-i�l �.JA'il .;'-:!l:J4 w� �)I �Wil 

(.S-Al � � �..P."_,.JI Scott O'Grady �tsl4 �)I J,.Ail .l!.J .�'JI , .. ,u'l �I olc.�.J �..JAI � 
o� C:')L.J �\:i .fo.fo.)A �ly\..h: ��I c.J.o ojli.ll c.J.o .l::.ii �Lc.L.u .la.i ���'il �I � �..JA'il wi-JI 

y_,.,- �I t.J.J� �I .l! F 16  jl.)a c.J.o �.J O'Grady �tsll oy� u.il.S.J ·�..JA'il �I 

O'Grady �tsll wl w.J-'.J.;..- Jtl.J .�YI JW 1.-ihl �.J� �� �� �WI �I f'.J:. ti....a�l 

Jl� o4=JI ¥ � � .l!.J . .l:..ii �I �� ��I.J _;�I �ttll �li:i:..'il � r:;t. �'il � ��.J (.S�\.ij 

._;1  . .1-'il o� yy!i.J �I�I.J �l.WI JSf.: oji.ill o1\ 
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Part ll 

Introduction 

Mastering the verb system of Arabic is essential if you ever wish to attain any degree of proficiency 
whatsoever in the language. In fact, a student with a good grasp of the verb system has learned about 80 
per cent of what he or she needs to know, in terms of grammar, to be considered fluent in the language. 
All too often (translation: almost always), American students of Arabic do not achieve more than a 
superficial proficiency in using Arabic verbs. The result is that these students drop out of their Arabic 
courses believing that the language is just too difficult for them to learn. If you do not believe this, go to 
any second, third, or fourth-year Arabic class at any university in this country. Just listen to the students 
and to their teachers as they struggle through a lesson. You do not need to understand a word of the 
language to realize that the majority of students in the class have become hopeless cases. 

The following chapters are designed for students who have been such hopeless cases in the past and 
for those who would like to avoid becoming hopeless cases. Regardless of which category you are in, 
you must have the desire to learn the language. That is, you must actually be willing to work. If you are 
willing to work, you will find the material here to be of great benefit. If you follow the text carefully, 
you will learn the 80 per cent that you absolutely must have in terms of grammar to become fluent in 
Arabic. Other things that you will need to know have been covered in previous chapters or will be 
covered in later ones. 

The Arabic Verb 

The following chapter assumes the student's ability to conjugate a sound, Form I verb in the past 
tense. If you cannot do this, refer to Chapter Three of Part I where that material is covered. 

The Arabic verb has only two tenses, perfect and imperfect. The perfect corresponds largely to what 
we mean in English when we say "past tense." The imperfect corresponds roughly to what we mean 
when we say "present tense". It has other applications as well. Therefore, in learning the verb system in 
Arabic you need only learn two tenses, unlike other languages where you may have to learn many more 
than two. 

In addition to the two tenses you will have to learn two "moods" which are based on the imperfect.· 

These two moods are called the jussive and the subjunctive. The jussive is used for past tense negation 
(despite the fact that it is based on the imperfect), indirect and negative commands, and in some 
conditional clauses. The subjunctive is used in conjunction with certain verbs and particles. The jussive will be treated in Chapter One ofPart IT.  The subjunctive will be treated in a later chapter. (The 
subjunctive is very easy in Arabic.) 

• Most text books speak of four moods of the imperfect These four are the indicative, subjunctive, jussive, and energetic. 
The imperfect indicative is the equivalent of the present tense and I am not teaching it as a mood. The energetic is archaic 
and is not taught in this book. EMSA includes the imperative (commands) as a mood. I prefer to treat the imperative as a 
separate set of conjugations. 

a 



Arabic verbs also have command forms. These will be treated as we go along. The passive voice will 
be covered in Chapter Three. 

THIS IS IMPORTANT! The Arabic verb exists in 1 5  "forms" which are numbered (surprise) I-XV. 
Forms XI-XV are extremely rare. You do not need to learn them EVER. Forms 1-X are very common 
and MUST BE LEARNED THOROUGHLY! If you do not learn the ten forms you will never, never, 
ever, ever, be able to do anything at all in Arabic. 

If, on the other hand, you take the time to master the ten verb forms, you will have your 80 per cent 
down pat. Chapters One through Four will cover the past tense, present tense, jussive, subjunctive, and 
command conjugations for Forms I-IV. Chapters Five through Seven will each treat two verb forms. 
Chapter Seven will also introduce you to quadriliteral verbs. 

If you have had considerable exposure to Arabic you are no doubt aware of something which the 
hopeless cases usually live in fear of Some Arabic verbs have a waaw or a yaa' as their first, second, or 
third radical. These verbs exist in all of the forms and have their own names. Usually these verbs are 
treated as separate classes of verbs and are taught after the students have already failed to learn the ten 
forms for the verbs which do not have either of those two consonants as radicals. 

In this text, the idea is to get students accustomed to seeing and using these "funny" verbs right from 
the start. They are not a big deal. Each chapter will have a section for "sound" verbs (verbs with no 
waaw or yaa' as a radical), "defective" verbs (verbs whose last radical is either a waaw or a yaa'). 
"hollow" verbs (verbs whose middle radical is a waaw or a yaa'), and "assimilated" verbs (verbs whose 
first radical is either a waaw or a yaa'). In addition, each chapter will have a section on "doubled" verbs 
(verbs whose second and third radicals are the same). 

If the above paragraph is Greek to you, never fear, all will be explained in detail as we come to it. 

b 



A: Sound Verbs, Form I 
B :  Hollow Verbs, Form I 
C. Defective Verbs, Form I 
D. Assimilated Verbs, Form I 
E. Do!!bled Verbs, Form I 
F. � 
G -. \.S. · U 
A. Sound Verbs, Form I 

Chapter One 

You have already learned the past tense for sound, Form I verbs. In this section you will learn the 
imperfect indicative (present tense) and jussive conjugations. 

The Arabic imperfect requires that a prefix and a suffix be attached to the radicals of the verb. Let's  
take the verb W:.;�. The third person masculine singular conjugation for that verb in the imperfect is 
:..,..'.;"i;, Here your prefix is a yaa' followed by a fatha. Your suffix is a dhamma. Note two other changes. 
First, note the sukuun over the first radical. Now look at the short vowel over the second radical. The 
short vowel is a dhamma. In the perfect tense, the short vowel over the middle radical was a fatha. The 
vowel that goes over the middle radical in the perfect or imperfect is called the "stem" vowel. The stem 
vowel for a Form I verb in the imperfect cannot be predicted. You must memorize the stem vowel for 
the imperfect for each new Form I verb. A common way to do this is to think of each verb as a 
combination of the perfect and imperfect third person singular conjugations. What do I mean by this? 

Let's say the verb u.a:.,� is a new verb to you. You need to know this verb in the perfect and 
imperfect. From now on, whenever you learn a new Form I verb, the stem vowel for the imperfect will 
be provided at the same time. When you memorize the verb, think of the verb not just as �:.,� but as 
�:.,� , :..,..'.;"i;, This will help you remember the stem vowel for that verb. This is often done in the Arab 

world as well when children are taught Modem Standard Arabic. 

Now look at the chart below for all of the conjugations for the verb u.a:.,� , :..,..'.;� in the imperfect 
indicative (which we will simply call the imperfect or refer to as the present tense from now on). 

, , . . U"l.J.ll 
,.., , . .. c:J..J*IlYJ 

... 0 , 0 .. �YJ 
, . -c:J.Jo"l''R 

... 0 ,. . ... �.)� 

Plural 
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Let's examine the conjugations above more closely. First, we will look at the prefixes attached to the 
conjugations. Each prefix is composed of a consonant and a vowel. The consonants used as prefixes are 
u , I..S , c.:, , and i (a hamza, which is a consonant, seated on an alif which here has no phonetic value.) 
The #i is the prefix for the pronoun ui. This will be the case for every present tense conjugation for 
every verb in the language, regardless of the Form of the verb or whether it is sound, hollow, 

defective, assimilated or doubled. 

0 

The u is the consonant used as a prefix for dl ,  � ,  � ,  I.Ai.il , t-\ in the feminine, � , and � -
This same u will be used for the conjugations for these pronouns for every verb in the language. 

The '-? is the prefix for the pronouns .JA ,  t-\ in the masculine, rA ,  and �- The '-? will be used as the 
prefix for the conjugations for these pronouns for every verb in the language. 

The c.:, is used a the prefix for the pronoun �- This c.:, will be used for this conjugation for every 
verb in the language. 

In Form I verbs, a fatha is used as the vowel which goes with each of these prefixed consonants. In 
this book, I will refer to the vowel on the prefix as the prefix vowel. The fatha is the prefix vowel for all 
Form I verbs and for all verbs in Forms V-X. In Forms 11-IV, as you will see, the prefix vowel is always 
a dhamma. 

The first radical in the chart above always has a sukuun. This will be the case for the first radical on 
every present tense Form I sound verb. 

The stem vowel in the chart above is a dhamma. As previously stated, for other verbs, the stem 
vowel could l:!e a ka�ra and for others it could be a fatha. For example, �:., , �� has a stem vowel of 
kasra and YA� , �� has a stem vowel offatha. 

-

Remember, the imperfect stem vowel of a Form I verb can rarely be predicted. You must learn the 
imperfect stem vowel for each verb as you learn the verb. The only time you can predict the stem vowel 
for the imperfect is when the stem vowel for the perfect is a kasra. For such verbs the imperfect stem 
vowel is almost always fatha. For example, the verb y � becomes y� in the imperfect. 

The suffixes in the chart above are either a dhamma, �.J , c.:,l , � or � . While there are some 
exceptions, these suffixes will be the same for the vast majoritY of verbs in the language regardless of the 
form of the verb. We will deal with the exceptions as we come to them. 

What the above tells you is that you can look at almost any present-tense verb, no matter whether it 
is Form I or Form X and tell who the subject is. For example, any present-tense verb beginning with a c.:, 
must have � as its subject. If the prefix is a u  and the suffix is a dhamma (which usually will not even 
be written in) then the subject must either be �I or � (third person feminine singular.) In fact, you 
should note that the conjugations for �I and � will always look like one another. 
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Below is a chart with two columns. Don't look at it yet. On the far right are verbs in various Forms 
conjugated in the present tense. The short vowels are not included. On the far left are the pronouns for 
which they are conjugated. Cover up the left side and see if you can tell what the pronouns should be for 
each verb as it appears. 

rA w� 
� � 
�I � 
Lii .le.L..ai 
C.,:UI �y.:i 

I hope the above exercise helps illustrate my point. The conjugations are easy to recognize and are 
not difficult to internalize. 

The Meaning of the Imperfect Indicative 

The imperfect indicative corresponds in meaning to either the English present tense, the present 
continuous, or refers to habitual action. In other words u.a:.,:J Ul can mean "I study," "I am studying" or 
"I study (every day)" . It can also be used to refer to the future. Look at the sentences below. 

I study Arabic. .�yJI WI u.a:_,�i (Lii) 
I am studying now. . d'il U'l.)� 
I study Arabic every day. · r� JS �yJI WI u-a.J..ll 
I will study this problem tomorrow. . l.lt. �� .,1\ U'l.)..ll 

The key point to keep in mind is that the imperfect refers to actions which are unfinished. The 
context will tell you the meaning and how it should be translated. 

The im__perfect indicative is negated by placing 'i ("no") immediately before the verb. For example: 
J)UI u.a:.,ji 'i Ul "I am not studying now." (Note that using the subject pronoun, in this case Lii, is 
optional for all of these sentences. Usually the pronoun is not used except for emphasis. 

Make sure you can conjugate a Form I sound verb in the imperfect indicative (I will usually use the 
term "present tense") and then do the drill on the next page. Then go on to the next section which covers 
the jussive. 
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Drill 1 5 .  Transform the sentences below from the perfect into the imperfect indicative (translation: from 
the past tense to the present tense). In your answers, fully vowel all verbs and provide all case endings. 
Make sure you can translate each sentence. As always, the sentences are translated for you in the answer 
key. Also, if you are unsure of the imperfect stem vowels and are not sure how to find them using your 
dictionary, make a guess and then check with the key . 

. J-1\ t�Y\ \� . ' t  
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Sound Verbs. Form 1: The Jussive 

We have now covered the two tenses of the Arabic verb, the perfect, and the imperfect. In this 
section I'll talk a little (very little) about the "moods" of the imperfect. Then I will show you how to 
negate a verb with past tense meaning. 

Most textbooks like to talk about the four "moods" of the imperfect. These moods are the imperfect 
indicative (the present tense), which we have already studied, the jussive (one of the worst grammatical 
terms ever used anywhere), the subjunctive, and the energetic. All these moods include very minor 
adjustments to the present tense conjugations (adjustments which often cannot even be seen in 
unvocalized texts) in order to say different things. One important use of the jussive is to negate a verb 
with past tense meaning, the subjunctive is used after certain particles most of which mean "in order to" 
and also follows verbs which express some sort of wish or desire. The energetic you do not even need to 
know. It is rarely used in MSA, but is rather common in classical texts. It adds a certain emphasis to the 
verb, as in "he shall (definitely) go to Egypt." I am not going to cover the energetic in this book. 

Since the two other moods you need to learn are both based on the imperfect indicative, the 
conjugations you have to learn for them will be easy to master. Here we go with the jussive. 

There are two ways to negate a verb with past tense meaning. The first of the two is extremely easy 
and is also essentially what is done in colloquial Arabic as well. The word Lo is placed before the past 
tense conjugation. Therefore �.J.l Lo , means "I did not study." No other changes need to be made in a 

sentence in the past tense if Lo is used to negate it. 

In Modern Standard Arabic, however, another method ofneg�ting past-tense meaning is employed 
much more often than using Lo plus the past tense. The particle rJ is placed before the verb instead of Lo 
and the verb is conjugated in what is known as the ')ussive mood." The evil, horrible word ')ussive" is 
from Latin and refers to the form of a word used in commands. (You will see later that the jussive is 
used in deriving Arabic command forms.) As far as I can tell, the term ')ussive" is used in most English
language texts teaching MSA due to a lack of a better term in English. Arabs, not surprisingly, havti their 
own name for the jussive, which, as you will soon see, makes perfect sense. The term used is r:.?.JI�b 
which means the "condition of cutting off (or cutting short)." However, in this text I will use the term 
jussive as it is the most widely used in this country. 

The jussive is actually derived from the imperfect, not unlike English. In English we do not say "I no 
studied." Rather, we take the infinitive form ofthe verb (which is what we use in the present tense) and 
p!Jt "did not" before it. Hence we say "I did not study." Arabic does much the same thing. Understand 
rJ as a particle meaning "did not" which is placed before a modified form of the imperfect verb. The 
modification required is actually a cutting off of a sound or two at the end of the verb. Hence the term 
used by Arab grammarians. Below are the conjugations for the verb UM .J.l , UM .)� in the jussive. Take a 
look at them and see the comments which follow. 
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Plural Dual Sin��ar 
0 J 0 • �.)..l.2 � ��'il � ��� ut 
���'il 

.. . 1 ��� (m) � 0 , 0 ... � � �_)J:l 
... 0 J 0 ... �F � ��'il (f) � , 0 .. �.)� • �I 
I , 0 

� 

0 , 0 � �� rA �.)� � 
... 0 J 0 ... 0 J 0 ... �.)� (.)A �.)� � 

Compare these conjugations with those of the present tense. First, look in the singular column. The 
conjugations for four of the five pronouns in that column end in a sukuun. The conjugations for these 
pronouns in the present tense end in a dhamma. That dhamma has been cut off and replaced by a sukuun. 

For the conjugation for � in that column the final � has been cut off, so the conjugation ends in a 

�-
Now look in the column for the dual. All three conjugations have lost the final w and all end with 

just the alif 

Now look at the plural column. The conjugation for � has lost its dhamma and a sukuun is put in 
its place - just as happened to four of the five conjugations in the singular column. So you have five 
conjugations which in the present tense end in a dhamma, but in the jussive end in a sukuun. These five 
are \.31 , �I , .JA , � and �- (Try to keep these five pronouns in mind and associate their conjugations. 
This will come in handy when we study the subjunctive and when we look at hollow and defective verbs.) 

Now let' s look at the rest of the plural column. The conjugations for � and rA lose the � of the 
present tense. The w is replaced by an unpronounced alif These conjugations are pronounced ''tadrusu" 
and "yadrusu" respectively. In addition, this alif is dropped if a pronoun suffix is attached. For example: 
tAy.»�� rJ "They did not study it." 

The feminine plural conjugations in the jussive are the same as they are for the present tense. 

It should now be easy to see why the Arabs gave the jussive the name they did. It should also be easy 
to see that the jussive is not some horrible impossible grammatical concept developed by people with 
nothing better to do. The suffixes for the jussive (called "mood markers" by those who write the 
textbooks today) are the same for all verbs in the language. So if you can do one sound, Form I verb, 
you can do any sound, Form I verb and many other verbs as well. 
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Here is a quick run down of the rules for going from the present tense to the jussive. 

1 .  If the conjugation in the present tense ends in a dhamma, then the dhamma is replaced by a sukuun. 
2. If the conjugation in the present tense ends in a u  preceded by a long vowel, the w is dropped. Ifthe 
long vowel preceding the u is a waaw, an alif is written in place of the u. 
3 .  The two feminine plural conjugations are not changed at all. 

-
In general, the jussive with rl is used much more than l. followed by a verb in the perfect, in order to 

negate for past-tense meaning in MSA. Therefore it is essential that you not only become familiar with it 
but also become very accustomed to using it yourself in writing and speaking MSA. That being said, 
look at the chart below and the comments which follow. 

Below is a chart with sentences in the present tense on one side and those same sentences negated 
with rl plus the jussive on the other. 

I did not understand this U"l..).lll 11\ � rl ui I understand this lesson. . U"�.;.lll I 1\ �1 Ul 
lesson. 
Samir did not study WI � U"�.J� r! Samir studies Arabic. WI � U"�.J� 
Arabic. 

. ' 

· "  

.�yJI .�yJI 
They did not go to the .�l �l l�� rl They are going to the -�� �� u�� . f  
restaurant. restaurant. 

Note that for sentences two and three, I did not vowel the verbs. It is always clear from context 
whether or not they are jussive. Knowing context will help you greatly in reading comprehension. You 
do not have to be consciously aware of the placement of every single vowel in order to be able to read. 
However, in the drills in this text, I will usually ask you to fully vowel all verbs in your answers. If you 
learn how things are voweled, you will have more control over the language. The more control you have 
over the language, the better you will become. Nonetheless, I encourage you to pick up newspapers and 
magazines and try to read them for comprehension. The jussive, for example, should be easy to spot. 
Even if the verb is new to you or you don't know how to vowel it, you'll at least know that it' s  negated 
for past-tense meaning. So read. 

More detailed notes on reading comprehension will come later. 

Before you go on to the next section, do Drill 16  on the following page. 
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Drill 16 .  Negate the sentences below using rl plus the jussive while at the same time making the 
underlined words plural. Make any necessary changes to the sentence as a result of the underlined word 
being made plural. In your answers, fully vowel all verbs and include all case endings. Below is an 
example: 
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B: Hollow Verbs, Form I 

You have now learned how to deal with Form I verbs in both tenses as well as how to produce the 
jussive. Up to this point we have focused only on Form I verbs and only on Form I verbs which do not 
have a waaw or a yaa' as one of their radicals. This part of Chapter One will treat Form I verbs whose 
middle radicals are either a waaw or a yaa' . These verbs are known as hollow verbs because the middle 
consonant disappears and is replaced by an alif Often, these verbs are not taught to American students 
until they have had a considerable amount of Arabic and are already seriously contemplating giving up the 
language forever. Then, when these verbs are taught, the students drop like flies from class. 

In reality, hollow verbs are only slightly more difficult to learn than sound verbs and can be mastered 
in about ten per cent more study time. Remember that for the past tense, suffixes for ALL verbs in 
Arabic are exactly the same. Remember also that in the present tense, the prefixes for ALL verbs are the 
same and the suffixes are usually the same. Therefore, you do not need to learn to generate completely 
new conjugations when learning hollow verbs. 

By the way, hollow verbs are extremely common and some of them are among the most widely-used 
verbs in the language. There is no escaping them. 

A hollow verb has either a waaw or a yaa' as its middle radical. For example, the verb :;1j is, in 
theory, -_;.Jj. However the pattern of fatha waaw fatha (.J- ) does not exists in Arabic. (Why? Probably 
because it is too hard to say. Who knows?) Instead, the two fathas combine into an alif (in reality, an alif 
is one fatha lengthened by another) and obliterate the waaw. Along the same lines, )w..� exists in theory as 
-.;;;...,. Here the sequence offatha yaa' fatha also does not exist in Arabic. Here, too, the two fathas form 
an alif which obliterates the yaa' . The result in both cases is the same. 

Below are the verb conjugations for the verb :;u in the past tense. Look at them carefully. 
Following the conjugations is an explanation. 

Plural Dual Singular 
J 'U"_;'j � LA:JJj LWl , .,. 0 ' ·  �.).) 'Ui 

J . .. 0 J. . .. . 1 l)j (m) tAl\ ... .. 0 " ·  �I � .).) � �.).) 
J . . Oil .,0 J. �I \f)j (f) tAl\ .. J . �I �.)j So-l.).) 

I.J)j rA )j � 
- • J t::J)j w.JJ � � 

First, look at the conjugations for .JA and �- They differ in no way at all from the conjugations of 
sound verbs you have seen. Notice that the suffixes on those two conjugations begin with a vowel (the 
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fatha in both cases) . Now look at the conjugation for ui. Note that the suffix is the same here as it would 
be for any other verb. However, the alifhas disappeared and been replaced by a dhamma. Yaa habiibi, 
what has happened? 

The suffix for this conjugation begins with a consonant (the �). A sukuun, as usual, precedes this 
suffix. In Arabic, any long vowel is considered to be immediately followed by a sukuun. Therefore, the 
theoretical conjugation of this verb for ui would be �:.,i j . In that situation there would be two sukuuns 
in a row - this cannot happen in Arabic. Thus, one sukuun has got to go. The alif and hence its sukuun 
are dropped and replaced by a short vowel. Since the middle radical of) j is a waaw, its short 
counterpart, the dhamma, replaces the alif The principle of shortening the alif to a short vowel holds 
whenever the sutTJX begins with a consonant. When the sutTJX begins with a vowel, the alif 

remains. Since ) j has a waaw as a middle radical, the alif is always replaced by a dhamma when the 
situation calls for the alif s replacement. 

Study the other conjugations of) j and see how the eternal truths in the above paragraph apply. 

'_;1..... (to walk, to march) is also a hollow verb. It has a yaa' for its middle radical. For this verb, the 
alif will be replaced by a kasra in exactly the same way that the alif was replaced by a dhamma for ) j. 
Look at the conjugations below. 

Plural Dual Singular 
J 

• wt uo � � �I ,.,. 0 

� � w� 
J 

� t ... "' "I I_;� (m) \M\ '-::.Jo "' . �� � � � 
J � � .. ... \f_;� (f) \M\ .,. o  w.:� �� 

\.J..)� rA '_;� .J'4 
� 0 rj/4 r.::..J_;� w� � 

We see, then, that there are two classes of hollow verbs in Form I, those whose middle radical is a 
waaw and those whose middle radical is a yaa' . In most cases you can tell the middle radical from the 
voweling of the past-tense conjugations. That is, most verbs with a waaw as a middle radical conjugate 
exactly like ) j in the past tense. Verbs whose middle radical is a yaa' conjugate just like '_;1..... in the past 
tense. 

Some verbs, however, conjugate just as .JL... does in the past tense, even though their middle radical is 
a waaw. Two such verbs are u� and ru. This class of verbs will be treated in detail when we come to 
the present tense conjugations ofForm I hollow verbs, which we will do as soon as you finish the drills 
on the next page. 
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Drill 1 7. Put the correct past-tense conjugation ofthe verbs in parentheses in the blanks. Fully vowel the 
conjugations. 

.-o�l � _____ (Jt!) �� . ' £ 
, -� � y-- ____ ()j) lJI • ' 

.-o� �J -o� _____ (Jt!) . " 

. o.ll: �I .J:!J)I _
___ _ (�k.) . r  

(rt!) �i . £ .4..;1-11 0� -----

.4.......)�1 � �.)-lA ----- (.JL..:a) � . o 
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- �� �----- (rk.) � . "\ 

-��� tJ� � (.)"1\.lll ------ (.JL...) . v  
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.\.1\ ------ (�4-) rA . A  

·(.)"'AI ..>.a.l411 �� ______ (Jt!) ul . ' " 

.-o).:: . ..JI ______ (�t!) � . ' "' 



Hollow Verbs. Form I. Present Tense 

The conjugations for Form I hollow verbs in the present tense follow rules analogous to the 
conjugations for the past tense. Whenever the suffix of the conjugations begins with a consonant, the 
middle radical is shortened. Whenever the suffix begins with a vowel, the middle radical will be a long 
vowel. We will separate these verbs into three categories in the manner alluded to in the previous 
section: verbs whose middle radical is a waaw, those whose middle radical is a yaa', and those whose 
middle radical is either a waaw or yaa' but whose present conjugations do not reflect the identity of the 
middle radical. 

Middle Radical Waaw 

We now return to the verb :;1 j to illustrate this class of verbs. In the present tense the middle radical 
waaw actually appears in most of the conjugations for the verb. When it does not, it is replaced by a 
dhamma. As I have said, whenever the suffix of the present tense conjugation begins )Vith a vowel, the 
waaw will be reflected in the conjugation. For example, the conjugation for ui is �.Jj . The suffix is a 
dhamma, of course, so the waaw appears as a long vowel. 

Now we know that the suffix for any verb conjugated for WI\ in the present tense begins with a W. 
Any suffix for either the past tense or present tense, that begins with a consonant, always places a sukuun 
immediately before that consonant. Therefore, the theoretical conjugation for ) j for the third person 
feminine plural would be 'w".J.JJ:.. Note the sukuun following the waaw and remember that in Arabic, any 
long vowel is always followed by a sukuun. Thus we have two sukuuns, which, as you know, is 
forbidden in Arabic. In such a case, the first sukuun and its long vowel disappear and are replaced by a 
dhamma. For the present tense, this shortening only takes place for the pronouns WI\ and u:m. Look at 
the conjugations below for the verb :;1 j , �.JJ:.. 

Plural , , 
, . . � r:J'.J.JY .J.JY , , , .. .  , w'-'.J� '-.J.J.J.JY � , 

... 0 , ... W.JY � , 
w'.J.JY 

, •' W.J.J.J...>= rA 
... 0 , ... '-.).)_}; (jA 

Dual 
\...o:ijj 

(m) � 
(f) \...\ 

, � 

.).Jjl 
, 

, ... .J.JY , 
Wi.J.JY 

J •' .J.J...>= , 
, ... .J.JY 

Sin�;ular 
ul 

� 
• �� 

.JA 

� 

Note that this verb conjugates exactly like any sound verb with respect to the prefixes and suffixes 
used in the conjugations. The only difference is in the shortening of the middle radical in two 
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conjugations. Think of the hollow radical as a sort of combination of the middle radical and the stem 
vowel. When I refer to verbs like this in the future, I'll refer to them using the past and present 
conjugations for _y. as I do for sound verbs. For example, the verb in the chart above will be referred to 
as ) j , :.,_,� . You should also think of hollow verbs in this way; it will help you to remember whether 
to put a waaw, a yaa' , or an alif in the middle. 

Middle Radical Yaa' 

The verb J ..... , � has a yaa" as its middle radical. The yaa' is reflected in the present tense 
conjugations for this type of verb, just as the waaw is reflected in the conjugations for ) j , :.,_,� Below 
are the conjugations for ) ...... , � in the present tense. 

Plural 

# 
# .,. W.J� 

# 
# • .,. w� 

Dual Sin�:ular 

(m) � 
(f) � 

As you can see, the principle of shortening the long vowel to its short counterpart applies here just as 
it does for verbs with waaw as the middle radical. The only difference here is that the middle radical is a 
yaa' which is shortened to a kasra. When such verbs are referred to in the text, their character will be 
indicated in the same way as for verbs with middle radical waaw, i.e. :;t.... , � .  

By now you should feel a little bit less concerned about conjugating hollow verbs. You can see that 
they conjugate pretty much as do sound verbs. Remember, the prefixes and suffixes for all of the 
conjugations for every verb you have seen are the same. The only difference is the principle of shortening 
the middle radical. 

This is perhaps a good time to point out that Form I verbs, for all their fine qualities, are the most 
difficult of all verbs in Arabic with respect to conjugations and forming their verbal nouns. In other 
words, Arabic does not actually get harder than it is right now. Forms II-X have patterns which are 
entirely uniform within each form and are very easy to learn. If you can get Form I verbs down now as 
you go through this part of the text you will have no trouble with the rest of the verbs. A pleasant 
thought, is it not? 
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Schizophrenic Form I Hollow Verbs 

We now come to the third class of hollow verbs for Form I. An example of this type of verb is uli. , 
u� These verbs can have either a waaw or a yaa' as a middle radical. In the past tense these verbs 
conjugate just like .J� , � . In other words, the alif is replaced by a kasra for certain conjugations. We 
have noted this phenomenon when we dealt with the past tense of hollow verbs. 

In the present tense for these verbs, the alif remains in the conjugations. In the conjugations for c.JA 
and � , the alif is shortened to a fatha. Look at the conjugations for uli. , u� below. 

Li� 
, 

��� 
. , , 

� 
'· �� (.) .. 

. ,  
� 

Plural 

� 
... 1 � 

� 
rA 
cj/4 

, 
wu� 
· U� (.) .. 

, 
wu� , 

Dual Sin�;ular 
Lwi wW ui 

(m) � Li� � 
, 

(f) � �� � 
Li� .JA .. 

Li� � 
The verbs in this class are all conjugated exactly the same way, regardless of whether the middle 

radical is a waaw or a yaa' . In the past tense a kasra shows when the alif is shortened. In the present 
tense, the alif remains and is shortened to a fatha when shortening takes place. Whenever a verb of this 
type is referred to, it will be noted in the following manner: f.u , r� . 

Why do these schizophrenic hollow verbs exist? The only reason I can think of is to refute the 
assertion of Orientalists that Arabic is a logical, robot-like language. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, a noted 
Harvard Orientalist, used to love to say that if Albert Einstein had invented a language it would have been 
Arabic. In reality, if Einstein had invented a language, none of the words would have had a waaw or yaa' 
as part of its root. 

Hollow Verbs. Form I. The Jussive 

Here is where hollow verbs really become fun. Before you look at the charts I have included below, 
let's talk about how and why these verbs look the way the do in the jussive. 

Let's start with the conjugation for .JA for the verb )j , �.J.» The present tense is, obviously, �.J.» 
Now let's put it into the jussive step by step. The first step is to replace the dhamma at the end of the 
verb with a sukuun, so we would get this: :;.J� . Now remember what I said earlier about every long 
vowel having a sort of hidden sukuun attached. So what we really have here is :;".J.» This gives us two 
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sukuuns in a row - a no-no in Arabic. So, as before, the first sukuun and its long vowel are dropped. 
The long vowel is replaced by its short counterpart. Since the long vowel in this case is a waaw, the 
short counterpart is a dhamma. So we remove the waaw and replace it with a dhamma and we get "..;� 

This principle of shortening will apply to : 

1 .  The five conjugations which in the present tense end in a dhamma. These conjugations are the 
singular conjugations, with the exception of �i, plus the conjugation for �. You should recall that I 
asked you to try to associate �hese five conjugations in your mind. This is one of the reasons. 

2. The two feminine plural conjugations, because the suffixes for these begin with a consonant and thus 
give us two sukuuns in a row as well. For example, for � the theoretical conjugation would be 'w".J".JS:. . 
Here we have two sukuuns in a row, so the waaw is replaced by a dhamma. The result is: 'w".J'J:. . 

For the rest of the conjugations, the final w is dropped as it would be for any verb in the jussive. 

Below is a chart for the jussive conjugations for '_;\ j , �_,$ Study it with the comments above in 
mind, and once again see how these eternal verities apply. 

Plural Dual Singular 
� � :;') ui 0 " · · � ' .J-'Y .JY 

� � I_,.JJY .. . , I.JJ� (m) � 0 ' ·--� .JY 

� � � � ... . 0 J. ... I .JJY (f) � ... 
u.JY t.j.JJY 

IJ.JJ� r-A • J. .... 
.)..);. _,. 

... 0 J .... UA 0 J ... �.)..);. .JY � 
Look at the singular conjugations and look at the conjugation for �. All of the singular 

conjugations except for �i have shortened the waaw to a dhamma as is also the case for the conjugation 
for �. The jussive suffix for these conjugations requires a sukuun which replaces the dhamma these 
conjugations had in the present tense. This gives you two sukuuns in a row. So the hidden sukuun over 
the waaw is dropped. When it goes the waaw goes. A dhamma is put in place of the waaw. 
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For the two feminine plural conjugations, the jussive suffix begins with a consonant. This too means 
that you have two sukuuns in a row. So the waaw is dropped and a dhamma is put in its place. 

All of the rest of the conjugations, when in the present tense, begin with a long vowel and end in a w 
followed by a short vowel. For these, the jussive requires removing that w and its vowel, as usual. 

For verbs of the category of�� , � the principle of shortening is exactly the same. This time, 
though, the '-i will be replaced by a kasra. Additionally, for verbs of the category rti , f.� the alif is 
replaced by a fatha for the same reason and in the same conjugations. 

Below are two practice charts. In the first, put in the fully voweled, jussive conjugations for '_.;\-, 
� and in the second put in the jussive conjugations for ru , f.� Use the above chart and the comments 
as your guide. Then when you are finished, compare your charts to the charts on the next page. 

Write in the jussive conjugations for the verb '..;� , � in the chart below. 

Plural Dual Sin��lar 

� � tl 
.. .  , � (m) � � 

� (f) � �l 
rA .JA 
,y. � 

Write in the jussive conjugations for the verb ru , f.li:! in the chart below. 

Plural Dual Sin��ar 

� � tl 
.. .  , � (m) � � 

� (f) � � 
rA .JA 
,j/4 � 

Now compare what you have written in the two charts above with the charts on the next page. 
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Here are the jussive conjugations for the verb '..;� , �; 1 "J 1 

, 
. � 

, I.J� , , . w� 
I , .J� 
, . , w� 

Plural 

� 
.. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
WA 

, 
I .. � 
I , 
� 

, 
I .. 
� 

Dual 

W3i 
(m) � 
(f) � 

Here are the jussive conjugations for the verb �u , r� . 
Plural Dual 

, , t..wt . . . � Lo\.!i � , I.JA\.!i .. . 1 Lolli (m) � � .. 
, � , 

� Lo\.!i (f) � 
I �  .JA .. rA , , . , � WA 

. i � , . .. 
� 

, .. 
'i� 

• , � 
, . .. 

� 

. :i � 
, . -

� , 
Uj � , 

. •' 

� 
, . -� 

That is it for hollow verbs ofForm I. Do the drills on the following pages. 
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Singular 

ui 
, l � 

• �I 
_JI4 

� 

Sin��ar 
ui 

, t � 
• �I 

_JI4 

� 



-

Drill 1 8 . Convert the sentences below to the present tense. Then negate them using rJ plus the jussive. 
In your answers, fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings . 

. 

. �.lll .J c)c. \!\.:.. • ' 0 

"w�..AY.Y"" � O�.J �� c)c. �.J�' ..l� • ' v  
. �t.....JI � 

-� � · ' "  
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Drill 19 .  Rewrite the sentences below making the underlined words plural. Make all other necessary 
changes. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in your answers. 
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C. Defective Verbs, Form I 

American students generally consider defective verbs to be the most difficult verbs in the language to 
master. Furthermore, although defective Forms II-X are simpler than those for Form I, most students are 
not aware of any difference in difficulty. In all seriousness, defective verbs are not any more difficult than 
hollow verbs in terms of understanding the conjugations. In terms oflearning the conjugations, however, 
they are slightly more difficult than hollow verbs, but only slightly. If you can learn the defective 
conjugations for Form I, you will have no trouble with the conjugations for the derived forms. (Forms II
X are referred to as the "derived forms"). 

Defective verbs are those verbs whose last radical is either a waaw or a yaa' . You will see that, just 
as for hollow verbs, there is a principle of shortening the defective radical. However, due to the nature of 
the suffixes of Arabic verb conjugations, sometimes the suffix and the final radical will blend together. 
This is a major part of the difficulty that students have with defective verbs. 

Past Tense 

Defective verbs, like hollow verbs, are divided into three sub-classes for the purposes of conjugation: 
those whose last radical is a waaw, those whose last radical is a yaa', and those whose last radical is a 
waaw or a yaa' but whose conjugations do not reflect the identity of the last radical. 

- -

The verb � (to be rescued) has a last radical ofwaaw. In theory, the verb exists as �- This gives 
us the pattern offatha-waaw-fatha, which does not exist in Arabic. Thus, as with hollow verbs, the two 
fathas obliterat� the waaw and form an alif The conjugation for this verb for the pronoun � would be, 
in theory, t::J� which would also give us the fatha-waaw-fatha combination. In this case, the �aaw and 
the second fatha are dropped and the � of the third person feminine is added. The result is ; .. ,? i . 

You could also look at the � conjugation in the following way. Since the .JA f<)njugation is � , the 
feminine conjugation should yield t::J� . However, the alif has a hidden sukuun t:J� giving you two 
sukuuns in a row. Thus, the first sukuun is dropped along with the long vowel, just as we have seen so 
many times before. The fatha, the short counterpart of the alif, remains. Thus the result is ,..,,. i. 

For any conjugation whose suffix begins with a �onsonant, these verbs are regular. For example, for 
the first person singular, Ul , the conjugation is b� . Here the past stem shows up as � , and the 
suffix b is added. The same will be the case for any suffix beginning with a consonant. Reflect on the 
conjugations on the next page. 
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Plural Dual Sin� :ular , , 
• ui u· ,  . � 

W" , . \..Aij\ ,..,. 0 ... . _P.-1 _P.-1 W_.P.-1 
, , , , � ... , .. . , I , . 

(m) � ..... 0 ... . 
rw..P.-1 � _P.-1 W_.P.-1 

, .. � , , . ;;, .,.0 ... • 

, .. ;,. ; (f) � ... 0 ... • �I 0J..P.-1 �..P.-1 
- -\" , . _P.-1 rA t,.J _,A , , , . , 0 ... ... • w_,.J � � � 

You can see here that whenever the suffix beings with a conso�t, you have no problem. For 
example, look at the conjugation for (.)\. It consists of the stem � with the suffix '0 attached. It is 
pronounced "najawna." 

When the suffix begins with a vowel, however, as is _the case with rA , there is a problem (except in 
the dual). Theoretically the conjugation would be I.J� . This would sound absolutely ridiculous. Also, 
it includes a combination of a fatha followed by two waaws, which does not exist in Arabic. Therefore, 
the first waaw is droppec.! to eliminate the forbidden sequence and to prevent you from sounding silly. 
This leaves you with I� , pronounced "najaw." Remember that the final alif is merely a spelling 
convention and is not pronounced. 

. .. 
In the dual conjugations, you see that the conjugation for \..ojj\ is regular since the suffix begins with a 

consonant. For \..\ (f) we lose the last radical just as we do for � and for the same reason. For \..\ (m) 
we have an interesting situation. I told you that the combination offatha-waaw-fatha does not exist in 
Arabic and that the two fathas will combine and obliterate the waaw. For \..\ (m) we have a_fatha-waaw
alif combination. This combination, for a change, is permissible; thus the conjugation is I� which is 
perfectly :r:egular. It is pronounced "najawa" and should not be confused with the third person masculine 
plural I� which is pronounced "najaw." 

In the past tense, five pronouns have a suffix which begins with a vowel, .JA ,  � , \..\ (m), L..t. (f) 
and rA· Of these five, one pronoun, \..\ (m) yields a regular conjugation. The other four are irregular as 
you have now seen. All of the remaining conjugations (those whose suffix begins with a consonant) are 
all quite regular. So out of thirteen conjugations, nine are regular. 

Now we come to defectives which have a yaa' as their final radi�. The verb I.S.Y?- is an example. 
This verb will conjugate exactly as � except that a yaa' will show up in the conjugations instead of a 
waaw. Ponder the conjugations in the past tense for I.SY!- below. 
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Plural Dual Singular 

w:; � .. � � �- -.. ..» � � � .. � wi 
... � � .. . 1 \,; � 

(m) � 4;:1; � . 

�� � .. ..» .. ..» �I 
, . � :; ,..,0 " ... �I b' � (f) � s::Ji..» �� ..» 

I " � .J� rA l.S..» _,A 
,... . ... ... (.)14 . .,.. ... ... 0;� '--l� � 

Notice that the conjugations for ..JA and � are the same for this verb as for � ,  whose final radical is 
a waaw. For the ..JA conjugation, the only difference is that instead of writing an alif, an alifmaqsuura is 
written, indicating the presence of a yaa' as a final radical. Notice also that all of the other conjugations 
for this verb follow the exact same pattern as � , with the exception that the yaa' appears whenever the 
waaw does for � . With practice, these defective verbs should be no more difficult than any other verb 
in the language. 

Unfortunately, as I have noted previously, Albert Einstein did not invent this language. So not only 
do defective verbs exist, as we have just reviewed, but there is also a category of defective verbs, which, 
like hollqw verbs, do not indicate the identity of the last radical in their conjugations. For example, the 
verb � (to forget) has a yaa' as its last radical and �'j (to be pleased) has a waaw as its last radi�al. 
These two verbs will conjugate the same way. Below is a chart for the past tense conjugations of�. 
See if you can draw inspiration from it. 

, � .. . � 
, � 

� 

I� 

Plural Dual Singular , � � -

(m) � 

(f) � .. . � 

First, let's take a look at the conjugations for ..JA and � . For both of these conjugations we see the 
pattern kasra-yaa' -fatha which, lo and behold, is PERFECTLY ACCEPT ABLE in Arabic. Therefore this 
verb is completely regular for those two conjugations. Likewise, both third-person dual conjugations are 
regular. 
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Now, look at all of the conjugations which have a consonant as the first letter of the suffix. These 
conjugations are also completely regular. For example, the conjugation for ui is ''"'.t:"; . Here you see all 
three radicals of the root of the verb, just as you would for a sound verb such as (.)M _;.l. Remember also 
that any long vowel in Arabic always has a sukuun immediately following it. Tf!erefore, the theoretical 
conjugation emphasizes the regularity of this verb for such conjugations as ; .. ,j; .. i. 

The only conjugation which is irregular is the conjugation for rA· Here we would have a combination 
of .J:. which does not exists in Arabic. This is because the letter c.j in this situation tends to take on its 
vowel quality. This would give you two long vowels in a row, which is not permitted in Arabic. Here 
the c.j drops and the waaw of the suffix remains. This conjugation is pronounced "nasu." Remember that 
the alif is just a spelling convention. 

Note: 
� 

Sometimes students become confused between the rules governing the c.j in verbs such as � and 
the rules for the � which is used in nisba adjectives. When a word ends with a nisba ending it has two 

.. 

yaa's. The two yaa's are indicated by the writing of one yaa' and placing a shadda above it, i .e. �- The 
letters .J and c.j can be added to the nisba ending as you have seen previ9usly in such words as �;� 
and �� . The nisba ending does not drop out - unlike the c.j in � which does drop if a .J is added 
to the end of a verb. 

You will see in Chapter Two of Part IT that any word ending with a c.j with a shadda such as � 
("built"), or ending with a .J and a shadda such as �"i:A ("invited") will never lose the final ;; or :., no 
matter what may be appended to the word. 

Now do Drill 20, which is on the next page. 
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Drill 20. Put the correct conjugation of the verb at the end of each sentence in the blank. Use the past 
tense. Fully vowel the verb conjugations. 

wi 

(- •\ , ·- '1 - • .  -:<: �I ·4..:::..;- rr.- ------ �I 

(�) · r.J:. JS ul.;ill ____ _ 

� 
� 

(�j) -� (JC 0���� ----

(�) • ..>.!�\ 
---- ufo_,.JI 

(W) .�1 � �.,WI ____ _ 

. ' 

- � 

. r  

. £  

. o 

. '\  

. v  

. A 

- � 

(�) . �1_,1... � � �4JI o� _____ _ rA . ' • 

-o�L...a�l (�.J) .�1 � �t....Sll � ---

(\.c.�) ·V'IyJI �I rA----- � 

(�) - -
.'0��1 �.)�I 'O.J:!.l.<l ------ �L.a.)�\ 

(�) - �� JS ------ rA 
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Defective Verbs. Form I. Present Tense 

No doubt by this point you are probably getting a little tired of conjugating verbs with waaws and 
yaa's as part of their root. Keep in mind that hollow and defective verbs form a surprisingly large number 
of verbs which are commonly used in newspapers and in everyday speech. The more control you have 
over them, the more control you will have over the language as a whole. 

At the end of this section, there will be another exercise using authentic Arabic. You will have an 
article and will identify all of the hollow and defective verbs included in it. This may help drive home the 
point about how important these verbs are. In fact, if you have an Arabic newspaper at hand, you ought 
to take a few minutes on your own and scan the front-page articles for these kinds of verbs and see how 
many you find. 

Another thing to keep in mind, is that Form I verbs as a class are the most difficult to master. Once 
they have been learned (and you are almost there now) you will find that Forms II-X are much easier. 
This is even and especially true with Forms II-X of hollow and defective verbs. If you master these verbs 
in Form I, they'll be an awful lot easier for you in the derived Forms. 

Anyway, the show continues. On to the present tense. 

In the present tense, defective verbs of the first two classes indicate the identity of the last radical in 
their conjugations. However, the final radical for some of the conjugations blends with the suffixes. For 
the third group, the final radical is an alifmaqsuura which tends to disappear when suffixes begin with 
long vowels. 

Final Radical Waaw 
. 

Take a look at the present tense conjugations for � , .J? i) below. 

. , 

� 
o ,  

w� . , , -w� 
0 

w� 
0 

w� 

Plural 
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� 
.. . 1 � 

. �\ 

� 
iJo 

Dual . , 

. \ -w �  � , . 
· I  ·' w �  (m) � 

, . , 

· I  -w �  (f) � 
, 
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· �  . , � 
o ,  -� 
. , 

, -� . 
, � . ,  -� 

Sin1�ar 

ui 
� 

• �I 

.JA 

t.sA 



Look at the conjugation for the pronoun ui. In theory, the conjugation should be ',.;;11 . However, 
the final dhamma blends into the waaw and disappears. Another way to look at it is that the two 
dhammas on either side of the waaw combine into a waaw. In either case, the final dhamma which we 
usually see in the present tense is gone. The same thing happens for the pronouns �i , _yo , � , and 
�- (These are the five conjugations which normally end in a dhamma in the present tense and which I 
have asked you to try to associate together. )  For the pronoun � the waaw disappears completely. 

The dual conjugations are regular. The ending -:,1 does not cause problems when appended to the last 
radical of any defective verb. 

. 

Now look at the conjugations for rA and (.)A . Tqe theoretical conjugation for rA is 0.J.J? ;; . Here 
the two waaws blend into one waaw and give us 0� . For (.)A the conjugation is actually regul.!if. The 
suffix 0 simply follows the waaw of the root. AI! you are doing is taking the imperfect stem .J? ;; and 
adding 0. The result is a regular conjugation 0� . So the two third person plural conjugations look 
and sound exactly the same. However, the roads to their production are different. 

For the pronouns � and � exactly the same processes take place that we have just seen for rA and 
CJA . Therefore, these two conjugations also look and sound alike. 

Final Radical Yaa' 

Look at the conjugations for the verb i.S...P.- , (.j_i:H. below. Ruminate on their inner significance. 
Then read the comments below. 

' 
. 

c;y:..3 
' 

' 0 .. W.J� 
' 

' . ..  w=� 
. ' W.J� 

' . ' w=� 

Plural 

� 
.. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
� 

' 

· L  . .. u .. � 
' ' 

· L  0 -(..) .. � 
' ' 

' 

· L  0 ... u .. � 
' ' 

Dual 

� 
(m) � 
(f) � 

• • {,Sf."-1 .. 
' 

0 .. c.#� 
' 

' . w=� 
. ' 

c.#� 
' 0 .. c.#� 

' . 

Sin�;ular 

ui 
� 

. �I 
� 

� 
Do I have to go through the conjugations for this verb as I did for � , � , or can I just give you a 

brief synopsis? Let 's  try the brief synopsis. 
' . 

Notice that for ALL conjugations which resulted in a waaw for � , � we now have a yaa' . So 
far no problem. Note also that for � the yaa' of the root and the yaa' of the suffix combine, leaving 
only one yaa' . Note that this gives the same conjugation as we had for � , � . 
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Now look at the conjugations for rA and W.t. . For rA the theoretical conjugation would be �;� . 
This would give us two long vowels in a row, which is not possible. Therefore the 'i drops completely. 
The result is pronounced "yajruuna." For W.t. the conjugations is regular. The suffix � is appended to 
I.SYH giving us �� ,  which is pronounced "yajriina." For the pronouns � and � the same principles 

.. 

are applied. 

If you are using EMSA (the orange books) as a reference, you should be aware of an error on page 
1 34 ofvolume two. On that page the verb � , � is used as model for verbs with a yaa' for the final 
radical. For the second and third person feminine plural pronouns they give the conjugations as having a 
diphthong (� and � which would be pronounced ''tabnayna" and ''yabnayna") instead of the correct 
conjugations which I have just given you. For verification see both Wright and Cowan. 

Verbs With a Final Radical ofWaaw or Yaa' (Schizophrenic Defective Verbs) 

The final category of defective verbs is made of those verbs whose final radical is either a waaw or a 
yaa' but whose conjugations do not necessarily reflect the ident!ty of the final radical. These verbs all 
have a kasra for the stem vowel in the past tense. The verb � is an example. In the present tense, the 
stem vowel becomes a fatha. (Remember, earlier I pointed out that if a verb has a kasra as a stem vowel 
for the past tense, it will have a fatha in the present tense.) The fatha causes the final radical to be written 
as an �llllWsuura in the present tense. For your consideration, here are the present tense conjugations 
of� , � -

0 
� 0 � �� 

0 
� o � � 

Plural Dual Singular 
o � 

· L:.w u .. 

(m) Loa\ 

Observe that for the five conjugations which yielded either a final waaw or a final yaa' in the previous 
two categories, we now have an alifmaqsuura. This is the result of a fi!tha-yaa'-dhamma pattern. For 
our model verb, for example, the conjugation for ui is theoretically � . This gives us the pattern of 
fatha-yaa'-dhamma (fatha-waaw-dhamma ifthe last radical is a waaw) which is not possible in Arabic. In 
such cases neither a yaa' nor an alif is the result. Instead we get a sort of average between the two, the 
alifmaqsuura, which is an alifthat looks like a yaa' . 
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For � we have a combination of � and the suftix � .  The alifrnaqsuura is dropped, but the 
fatha remains. When the � suffix is added you get 0;. .. ;; which gives you a diphthong so a sukuun 
confirming this is written over the c.S . The result is pronounced "tansayna." 

.,. 

The dual conjugations are regular. The last radical will always be written as a yaa" with the dual 
suffixes attached. Note that the stern vowel is a fatha and that the combination offatha-yaa' -alifworks 
just as the combination of fatha-waaw-alif we saw using the model verb � , � . 

. 
Now look at the conjugation for rA . Theoretically the conjugation is 0_,;. .. ;� .  This theoretical 

conjugation gives us a suffix as an independent syllable beginning with a vowel. In Arabic, no word or 
syllable begins with a vowel. So the ':? with its sukuun and the _, starting the suffix are incornpa�ible. The 
yaa' and the sukuun are dropped. The fatha over the middle radical remains. The result is 0'J· ... ;; ("they 
forget") which is pronounced "yansawna." Don't forget this. The same thing happens for the 
conjugation for the pronoun p. 

. · -

On the feminine plural side, the conjugations are regular. We add the suffix 0 to either � or � . 
The alifrnaqsuura becomes a ':?  when attached to p. conson3£t (the same principle as we saw putting 
pronoun suffixes onto � and �J) so we get 0J., iJ and 0"i· "ii. 

There is also a fourth category of Form I defectives. These verb� conjugate in the past tense just like 
c.S..?.-· However, in the present tense they conjugate like the verb �- These verbs are few in number. 
The most. common of them is the verb � ,  � (to strive). You will also encounter t.r".J , t-rY.. and 
� , � and a couple of others. If you read classical texts you will encounter more verbs of this 
category. 

Now, before you go on to the next section which deals with the jussive of defective verbs, take a 
break and look through the article on the next page and follow the directions which accompany it. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 3 

The article below is an abridged version of an article that appeared in the newspaper � .J �I ��I on 
July 28, 1 995. Go through the article and find every hollow and defective verb you can. If you can, 
include hollow and defective verbs in Forms II-X in addition to those in Fonn I. 

Then identifY the subject of each of these verbs and the direct object if there is one. 

What percentage of total verbs in the article are hollow and defective? 

Write a two-sentence English summary of the passage. As usual, do not worry about new 
vocabulary. The passage below is translated in its entirety in the key, so you can always look there. 

-�.J.J.J�I FlyJI c.5.l::..l 4} � �L.:a.J\i.JI o� w4 �� \.l::.. � J.Jj.-a.J\ 1� ��,.y.Ai 4Ft.J 
.li.J ·�.Jll:WI ,y;. .1:.�1 ' ;J;;;t �.J�\ ��I (!.J\ia. �L..::..J\i.J\ u�l �Jiil .li �I..)Wll �\S.J 

l_,.w:a.J� t:;;;i;\,,.W\ � '4:.J.J�I F.JWI c.5.l::..l 4} 'i� �L..::a.J\i.JI e;\ �.j.;w-11 �}�I y..J.J u-\ J\i 
.�.r� 

-��� � l;�I.J e;4Jll � �.JA .J U.L.t w� �L..::..J\i.JI e;\ '-?i;\,,.191\ J.Jj.oa.J\ u\...::ai.J 
� �� �;i;\,,.191\ �_,bll � ()A �  �;.nil\ o�" t:;l �I \� o\.;.JI �J. ;,i J_p. �\...::a.J\i.JI �b �.J 

· 

-�' � cY..JU w' � 
�� e;t!.)JI �� .�1 t��l 4} �� &o � .)_,!_,11 JS t:;l ��..)WI�\ �.Jt=JI y..J.J J\i.J 

'' �.l.J\ ��� · t::� Ui:-11 � .:. tl ti....o::JI . ...i ' ·�I �� .� -- 'I t..::lll o.)�� .. li.!"Y . ' - --='1 
'5" 

.. .. U""' .J ... ,J"-' '-r c.r::- ..)WI � 
.) 

• 

"' 1...)1-G ,!jM 

-��� rS=JI � �41.;,;;1 �I.»}.J t:;;;i;\, ... !91\ 
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The Jussive ofForm I Defectives 

You are going to love this. Below is a chart for the jussive conjugations for each of the three 
defective verbs we have used as models. Afterward there is an explanation of what is going on. In all 
seriousness, the principles are quite simple and can easily be internalized. Once you get this down 
nothing else in this book will seem difficult. 

· �  
, . . 

� 
· �  I -� 

· �  � -w� 
• 

I .� � . 
w� 

-
• � 

� I . .. J� 
� - . .. w=� 

I . � J� 
. � 

w=� 

· �  � . . � 
· -I� 
· �  

�J.»;; 
. 

I" � .� � . � . � � 

Plural 

Plural 

Plural 
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· �  

� I -� 
. .. . 1 � I .� � 

� · �  

I -� 
rA 
,y. 

� 

� L . .. .. � 
.. . 1 � L • � 

.. � � 

� � 

L . .. .. � � 

rA 
,y. 

· �  

� � .. 
• .. . 1 � � .. .. 

� · �  � .. 

rA 
,y. 

Dual Singular 

� , 
·
·t 

� ui 
· �  �t (m) � , -� 

· �  � (f) � -� 
. 

, .� 

y. � 
· -

, - � � 

Dual Sin�;ular 

� . \ .» ul 
� 

� � (m) � . .. � 
� � (f) � . .. 'i?--' 

. � � y. 
� 

. .. � � 
Dual Sin�;ular 

� uJ ul 
· �  

(m) � - - � l � u 
· �  

(f) � . � 

� � 
• � .-� y. 
· �  � -� � 
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Let' s first look at the conjugations for the pronouns ui , � ,  .JA , ""' and � .  These are the 
pronouns which always give us a long vowel at the end of the present tense conjugations for defective 
verbs. As you have seen, that long vowel is either a waaw, a yaa', or an alifmaqsuura, depending upon 
the type of the verb. In theory, all of those conjugations end with an unwritten sukuun placed after the 
final long vowel. Now in the jussive, as you know, a sukuun replaces the final dhamma when we are 
dealing with sound verbs (as in u.a:;� rl). Here there is no final dhamma, but we still add a sukuun and 
the principle of shortening still applies. 

. 

For example, the imperfect indicate of the l;.J for the pronoun .JA is .J? ;; . The final waaw in the 
word is a long vowel and thus i� actually followed by a sukuun . Thus if the word were completely 
vocalized it would appear as :,;. iJ . In the jussive we are adding, in theory, a second sukuun to the end 
of the word. This gives us two sukuuns in a row. The first sukuun and Jts long vowel are then removed 
with a dhamma now in place of the .J. Thus the jussive conjugation is � . Another way to look at it is 
to say that we have moved the unwritten sukuun of the present tense of these defectives over one space 
to the right. This eliminates the long vowel and leaves its short counterpart. Whichever way you look at 
it, the point is that those defectives which end in a waaw in the present tense end in a dhamma for the 
jussive. 

The same principle applies to the other two groups of defective verbs. Thus for the veri] � ..;:?- , 'i � 
we see the yaa' shortened to a kasra just as the waaw is shortened to a dhamma for l;.J , .J? iJ . Likewise, 
the alifmaqsuura for the schizophrenic defective verb is shortened to its counterpart, the fatha, for the 
same conjugations that require shortening with the other two verbs. With this principle in mind, learning 
the jussive conjugations for these verbs is not too difficult. 

Now look at the conjugations for the pronoun �i. The final nuun and fatha are cut off just as they 
are for sound verbs. What remains after the cutting off is the conjugation for the second person feminine 
singular. (Note the diphthong for the third group of verbs.) 

The dual conjugations are derived in regular fashion. Merely drop the final � as you would with any 
verb. 

Now let's look at the masculine plural pronouns rA and �i . The jussive is derived here in regular 
fashion as well. The final nuun and fatha are again cut off and are here replaced by an unpronounced alif 
Thus, we now have the ending ofwaaw and alif that we are accustomed to seeing with sound and hollow 
verbs. Of course, the way the waaw and alif come into being with the defectives is somewhat different 
than for sound verbs, but at least the conjugations look somewhat normal. Note that for the third class of 
verbs, the masculine plural conjugations contain a diphthong. The diphthong should be pronounced. In 
other words, the verb in this case should be pronounced ''yansow'"' and not ''yansu." 

Now look at the feminine plural conjugations. Just like sound verbs, the plural feminine conjugations 
are the same for the jussive as they are for the present tense. So there is nothing new to learn for them in 
the jussive. 
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Time to Preach 

One way to help get these conjugations down is to pick up a pen and paper from time to time (maybe 
each day for a while), and write down the conjugations for these defectives from memory. If you get 
stuck, refer to the charts in this text or to those in other texts. It only takes about three minutes to write 
out the present tense and jussive conjugations for one verb. So ifyou spend ten minutes or so you can go 
through the conjugations of all three types of defective verbs. This is exactly what I did when I had to 
learn this stuff 

Another way to get used to these verbs, aside from doing drills, is to read texts which contain them 
and write paragraphs in which you use them as much as possible. This text will incorporate reading 
materials which use these verbs to a considerable extent. You must get used to dealing with them. These 
verbs are very, very common. If you ever want to be able to read an Arabic text with any degree of 
fluency, you must learn them. You cannot just ignore them and hope that you will not see them very 
often. You will see them very often regardless of the kind of texts you wish to read. There will be more 
on this subject in a later chapter. 
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Drill 2 1 .  Each sentence below contains one or two blanks. At the end of each sentence there is either 
one verb or two which have been taken from the sentences. Put the correct conjugations ofthe verb(s) in 
the blank(s) for the past tense, the present tense, and for the jussive with � . 
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D. Assimilated Verbs 

This section deals with verbs whose first radical is a waaw. These verbs are often referred to as 
assimilated verbs because the waaw assimilates to a w in Form VIII, and assimilates into a r.j in Forms IV 
and X when the verbal nouns are generated. This chapter, as whole, only deals with Form I verbs. 
Therefore, this section will only deal with assimilated verbs in Form I. The derived forms of these verbs 
will be dealt with in the chapters treating Forms IV and X. 

Assimilated verbs in Form I are very common. All you have to do is look under the waaw in your 
copy ofHans Wehr to see that they are indeed numerous. They can be divided into several sub-classes 
based upon the behavior of the stem and the waaw. However, the needs ofthe American student do not 
necessitate any sort of complicated division. Here they will be treated in much the same way that we 
treated sound verbs. For a more detailed analysis (that is, if you are a nut about grammar and 
morphology as I am) see Wright starting at the bottom of page 77. In fact, the explanation below will 
make Wright's more meaningful to you. 

First of all, assimilated verbs in the past tense conjugate exactly like sound verbs. There is no 
difference whatsoever. Therefore you will be expected to conjugate them with no problem. 

In the present tense and in the jussive, however, the waaw of the stem is dropped from the 
conjugations. For example, the verb :i?.:, is � in the present tense. It may have something to do with 
the stem vowel in the imperfect which is usually, but not always, a kasra. (For some Form I assimilated 
verbs in which the imperfect stem vowel is a fatha, the waaw remains, as in J;:;.J , �$) It may just be 
that the diphthong was just dropped for easier pronunciation. In any event, the initial waaw is dropped in 
the present tense for the vast majority of these verbs. Any exception will be noted in this text. As a 
practical matter, you will rarely see such exceptions in use today. 

Below are the conjugations for the verb :i?.J , � in the present tense. 

� 
� � � �. 

� 

UJ . � � -- . � 
(...)

. � � � w� � � 0 • .l:lo..l 
(...) .

.. 

Plual Dual � 
� · \� 

(...) 
. W3i � � 

.. . , · \� (m) � � 
(...) 

. .. � � 
� �I � · \� 

(...) 
. (f) � � � 

rA 
!)A 

� �I � � , .. � � � �. 
� 

(...):! . 
, � .l:lo..l . .. � � , .. � � 

Singular 

ui 
2:J 

� �I 
.JA 

� 
Note that the stem vowel for this verb is a kasra in the imperfect. This will be the case for most verbs 

of this type. In fact, many of these verbs have a kasra for the stem vowel in the past tense and maintain 
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� J 

the kasra for the stem vowel in the present tense. Examples of such verbs are I!J .J'.J , .!l .Y.. ; �'.J , � and 
�'.J ' � . This breaks the general rule used with sound verbs such as y � . With sound verbs, if the 
kasra is the stem vowel in the past tense, a fatha will be the stem vowel iii the present tense almost 
invariably. 

A few verbs of this type have a fatha for the stem vowel in the imperfect. For example �.J , � and ... ... ... , ... ... �.J . � . 
There are also a few verbs, those with an imperfect stem vowel of dhamma and some with a fatha, 

which do not lose the waaw in the imperfect. For example, there is �.J , �� .  As I said above, these 
verbs occur only rarely today. We will not be dealing with them in this text. 

You should also be aware of Form I assimilated verbs which are also defective such as �'.J , � and 
1.? .J , � . These verbs tend to have a present tense conjugation like that of the verb (..$ y:. , '-i J:H. 
regardless of their past tense yow�l pattern. For example �.J is � in the present even though it has the 
same past tense pattern as � , � . I love verbs which are both assimilated and defective. 

Aside from the dropping of the waaw in the imperfect, the conjugations for assimilated verbs are 
completely regular for the imperfect and the jussive. For the sake of completeness, below are the jussive 
conjugations for �.J , � . 

Plural � � 
� � I� � � � I �  ... , I� J . � . "' � � � � 

... . � I� (.) .  � 
'J '?'J rA � �- � (.) . .. � 

Dual 

LWi 
(m) \...\ 
(f) \...\ 

� � � . "' � � � 
� 'i �· 

� . "' � � . "' � � 

Sin�;ular 

ui 
� 
� 
JA 

� 
Also for the sake of completeness, here are the jussive conjugations for the assimilated and defective 

verb �'.J , � ("to fulfill s.th."). 
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Plural Dual Sin��ar 

-l_,i.j (m) � 
(f) � 

· Note that the conjugations for the above defective verb are perfectly regular for a defective verb, with 
the exception that the first radical, the waaw, is also dropped. Note also, that for this type of verb, one 
that is assimilated and defective in Form I, the imperfect conjugations are those of!..$...?.- , r..?.J::H regardless 
of the voweling pattern of the past tense. 

Now you can see why I like verbs of this type. 

Do Drill 22 which is on the following page. 
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Drill 22. Convert the sentences below into the present tense, then negate them using the jussive. Fully 
vowel all verbs in your answers and include all case endings. 
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Part E: Doubled Verbs 

Now we come to the last category ofForm I verbs. These are verbs whose second and last radical 
are the same consonant. In such situations the stem vowel disappears in the third person singular and the 
two radicals are written as one with a shadda above as in the verb � (to doubt). In the past tense these 
verbs are very easy to handle. Whenever the suffix begins with a vowel, the second and third radicals 
remain together with a shadda written above. Only the pronouns .JA , � , � and rA give us suffixes 
beginning with a vowel. 

In the remaining past-tense conjugations for Form I doubled verbs, the last two radicals are separated 
by the stem vowel. For example, the conjugation for til begins with a cop.sonant, the letter � . If we 
attach the suffix to � we would have the theoretical conjugations of : .. ,s�t which would give us three 
consonants in a row - the two � ' s  followed by a sukuun and then by the � . As you know, Arabic does 
not allow for such a situation. (Note also "three consonants in a row" means that there will be two 
sukuuns in a row as well. The first sukuun would be on the first � , the second sukuun would be on the 
second � . The first sukuun is dropped and is replaced by the imperfect stem vowel.) Therefore the final 
radical is separated from the middle radical by the heretofore missing stem vowel (in this case, and in 
most cases, a fatha), and a sukuun is p)�ced over the third radical just as it would be for any sound Form I 
verb. Therefore, the conjugation is � and looks perfectly normal. Below are the conjugations for 
the verb �� in the past tense. 

Plural Dual Sin�;ular 
0 � 0 � LUii 0 � ui � � \ 4 .. 6S.;.�� � .. Q:S;a� 
0 � .. 0 � � � .. . , \S:ii (m) � , .. OS'.� � 

,0 � . :;. 0 � � ::, .. .s,.t �I � (f) � .. <<� > 
� l...- a a� 

.. 
\� � �.sr.t .JA 

0 � :;. . "' � � a:� � 
Note that for this verb the stem vowel in the past tense is a fatha. Such will be the case for the 

majority of these verbs. However, occasionally a verb will have a kasra as a stem vowel, for example, �3. 
Therefore its conjugation for til is ���3 . 

In the present tense doubled verbs are easily conjugated. Usually the stem vowel is a dhamma in the 
imperfect. Just as for the past tense, if the suffix in the present begins with a consonant, the second and 
third radicals are separated, the stem vowel is wriJ;\en between them, and a sukuun is placed over the last 
radical. For example, the conjugation for (.)A is � .  
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Now when the imperfect suffix begins with a vowel, as it does in every case but two, a funny thing 
happens. While the second and third radicals remain together with a shadda above, the stem vowel 
appears immediately after the first radical. That is, it moves over one position to the right. For example, 
the conjugation for y. is �.5J'.tj . The dhamma of the imperfect stem radical appears between the first and 
second radicals. Below are the present tense conjugations for the verb � , �.5l'.tj . 

Plural Dual Singular 

;�,��;; "' - � T.st:tJ ui � �\S�ti -
"' - "' T.st�i. � 'w� .. . , - �  (m) � � u .. 

• J - � "' - "' - � 'cJSS •. ti �\<t? (f) � 'c.J§�ti -
"' ;�,��;, - .A  u .... r-A � .. 

• J Tst�i � . .. � � .. 

Jussive ofDoubled Verbs 

Below is a chart with the verb �.5r.t , �.5l'.tj conjugated in the jussive. Please note that there are two 
jussive conjugations for the pronouns I sometimes refer to as "the big five" Ul , �I , y. , � , and �
Below the chart is an explanation of these conjugations. 

Plural 
- J -:4.t; \ 7.sts•.t; � 

"' \JS�t0 • J 

�-. .. .. 

Dual 

(m) � 

Singular 

J :.st: t:, \ 7.sts•. t:, .. .. 

Take a look at the conjugations for the big five. You should be able to see, after all the explanations 
you have read by now, what is going on here. The first conjugation listed in the chart for each of these 
five pronouns requires a sukuun, so the second and third radicals are separated. (Just as they are 
separated for the feminine plural conjugations in the present tense and the jussive since these conjugations 
begin with a consonant which is preceded by a sukuun.) However, in Modem Standard Arabic, the true 
jussive conjugations for these five pronouns are rarely used. Instead, the doubled radical is kept together, 
as it is for the present tense in these conjugations, and a fatha replaces the dhamma these conjugations 
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take in the present. Thus, the second conjugation you see for each of these five pronouns is what you 
will normally see and is what I would like you to use. However, the true jussive conjugations do appear 
sometimes and they are, of course, correct. So, to say "I did not doubt" please use � � . 

You will learn in the next chapter that the fathas used above for the "big five" pronouns are also the 
identifying feature of the subjunctive for virtually all verbs. So the conjugations normally used in the 
jussive of doubled verbs for the "big five" pronouns happen to be indentical to their subjunctive 
conjugations. 

Now do Dril1 23 . 
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Drill 23 . Put the correct past tense conjugation of each verb in parentheses in the blanks provided. Then 
give the verb in the present tense and then in the jussive. Fully vowel the verbs used in your answers. 

. �.) '"'.l...:a � (.)'lUll (�) . ' 

. UlS� JS (�) �I I� - � 

- '  ;.!'t J_,ij ul (�.J) c.J:o..i . T'  
. \.loll: � J4. )I �i 0A J::.. )I I �  ( .le) lll . t 

. .J�I 0A �yJI ��I (_�) . o 

·t�_,..Jl � � � (J�) I� . '\  
·� u.J� uW..J-:11 (�) � . v 

• .4...1:- (�) 0A U..JC-1 01 (�.J) ui · " 

.�.A 4..:J....4 '-'lyJI.J ui..BI (.lA) ��I �I . '\  

·t.J�I � 4.:!�1......:-11 (rJ) . ' . 
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F. � 
-

� is a verb which gives American students fits. I believe the reason for this is that the verb is 
introduced to students too early in their study of Arabic. Often it is the first verb they are taught. The 
verb poses several problems for the novice student. It is hollow, its conjugations are the same as those of 
the past tense of all other verbs even though � has only preset tense meaning, and it takes a direct 
object. For the new student who knows little or nothing about the Arabic verb system, all of these items 
are too much to deal with at once. The usual result is that the student never is comfortable even with the 
conjugations of the verb, never mind. with using it in speech or in writing. 

· However, you have, by now, been through the most difficult aspects of the Arabic verb system. From 
now on, it gets easier. � will be no exception. 

Wright points out that � is a combination of'i and the unused word � meaning "being" or 
"existence." Thus the verb � means "not to be" or "is not." The verb is most often u�ed in order to 
negate an equational sentence. For example �I � .l4::....o is negated �I � .l4::....o � . 

-
� is a hollow verb; however, the hollow root, the letter t..j, is preceded by a fatha but followed by a 

sukuun. Therefore, it does not disappear and become an ali£ Remember, when we talked about hollow 
verbs, we mentioned that the middle radical, whether a waaw or a yaa' , would disappear into an alif due 
to the presence of a fatha on both sides. The verb ) j was used as an example. Theoretically, that verb 
in the third person masculine singular is j.Jj . The .J is then eliminated by the two fathas, which then form 
an alif and we get the past ) j . 

When we conjugate the verb � , we add the same suffixes to it that we use when we conjugate any 
verb in the past tense. Of course, we will only have present tense meaning with �- Below is a chart 
with the conjugations for � .  Enjoy. 

Plural Dual Sinj�lar - J - � \.f..J � w:J � ui 
J - - -

� .. . , � (m) � � 6.ii � .. 
J . - -� �I 1;', ,;l (f) � � ;.J 

- -
\� rA � _,. - -
� i)f4 � � .. 
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The rules we learned for hollow verbs apply to � • Whenever a suffix begins with a consonant, 
we are left with two sukuuns in a row. For example, the suffix for !he first person singular is b . If we 
add it to the stem of � we get the theoretical conjugation of :"",". ujl . This gives us two sukuuns in a 
row. Therefore the first sukuun is dropped, just as with any hollow yerb, and the letter with that sukuun 
is also dropped, as with any hollow verb. Thus, we are left with b7..J once the sukuun and the yaa' are 
dropped. The stem vowel is always a fatha. This is the fatha from the third person masculine singular 
form with which we started. 

Whenever the suffix beings with a vowel, the hollow radical remains, just as with any hollow verb. 

Now that you are able to conjugate � ,  the fun begins. As I said above, � can take a direct 
object. *  The direct object is put into the accusative case. For example 't;.JU:. Ul means "I am a student.:' 
We will now negate the sentence. The subject of the sentence is Ul; therefore � is conjugated as b7..J. 

Now we have to deal with the word �U:. . It is the predicate of the sentence we are now negating. The 
subj_ect of the new sentence we are creating is ul . The verb, conjugated for the first person singular, is 
b7..J . Thus, we already have the subject and verb of this sentence - which is now a verbal sentence. 
�U:. cannot remain in the nominative because it is not the subject of a sentence, nor is it any longer the 
predicate of an equational sentence. It cannot be genitive because it is not in ap. idaafa nor is it preceded 
by a preposition. It !s in the accusative because it is the object of the verb b7..J. Thus, the negated 
sentence is �U:. b7..J meaning "I am not a student." 

Whenever you are dealing with � ,  you must always be aware of what is the subject and what is the 
predicate. The predicate of � should be considered its object. Sometimes this can be a little tricky. 
Examine the two sentences below. 

1 .  The director is not in this office. 

2. He is not the director in this office. 

.�I I� • 
' .lA\1 � - ·  � �  .,. 

�I I� • - .lA\1 � - · � �  .,. 
. ' 

. '\' 

In the first sentence �.lA.\1 is the subject. There is no object of� . The remainder of the sentence is 
a prepositional phrase. 

In the second sentence .JA is the subject. �.lA.\1 is the predicate and is thus in the accusative case. If 
�.lA.\1 were written in the nominative case, then the second sentence would be the same as the first. 

The following two sentences may also help in understanding �-

* Arab grammarians and most textbooks do not say that � or wlS (the next section) take direct objects. They say instead 
that the predicate of these two verbs is put into the accusative. Here I am taking the liberty of using different terminology 

for explanatory purposes. 
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1 .  Samir saw the student. 
2. Samir is not the student. 

.�UJI � �Wi 
.�UJI � . � "' 

. ' 
· "  

In the two sentences above we have a direct correspondence between verb, subject and direct object. 
�Wi is the verb in the first sentence, � is the verb in the secong. Samir is the subject in both sentences. 
�UJI is the direct object in both sentences. In other words, � is working just as any other transitive 
verb works. 

-� can also be used_ with the preposition � instead of having its predicate in the accusative. For 
example �t.h: � � meaning "Sami is not a student." This construction is somewhat rare these 
days. 

In literary contexts, you may see � used to negate a present tense verb. For example, f.#.J�I b...J 
means "I don't know" and is sometimes used instead of f.#.J�I 'i .  This usage is rare today, but you may 
still see it in literary works and in poetry. 

Drill 24 will give you plenty of practice with � . 
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-
Drill 24. Worksheet on �- Negate each sentence below using the appropriate form of �- Fully 
vowel � in your answers and include all case endings. 
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.�U:. �__,! . ' 

.�U:. \..jl · " 

. �U:.ll ui . r  

. �I y:. �1..1:. �__,! . £ 

·w.J#Iy:. � � . o 

. ul..;!l y:. u4lU:. :.yo . '\  
. �1 �� \..jl . v  

• •u.J • A I. A ' £ • (..)J::!-1 • � • 

·w .. u�l .:,..,��� �� . ' '\ 
. 

. ui.J� �ullill . ' v 
. 

. ui.J�I uullill wJ.il . ' " 



G. (J\S 

The verb 01S , 0� is a Form I hollow verb which conjugates exactly like ) j , :_,_,� Therefore, the 
conjugations for this verb for the perfect, imperfect indicative, jussive and subjunctive (once we deal with 
the subjunctive in a later chapter) should pose no problem for the_ student who has mastered the 
conjugation ofForm I hollow verbs. Please note that 01S , like � ,  has a 0 as a final radical. 
Whenever any verb has a 0 as a final radical, that 0 is written with a shadda whenever a suffix beginning 
with a 0 is added to the verb. For example � conjugated in the perfect for � is �- Tqy 0 of the 
verb is combined with the 0 of the suffix. The same thing happens with 01S. Thus we have US for the 
first person plural conjugation. So, other than the fact that the last radical of 01S is written with a shadda 
for certain conjugations, this verb should pose no problem for you with respect to its conjugations. The 
conjugations for this verb will be given at the end of this section. 

01S works exactly like � in that it also takes a direct object. The object of 01S is always in the 
accusative. 

01S is the Arabic verb "to be." One major function of this verb is to gpt an equational sentence into 
the past tense. For example, -yl\.b ui , "I am a student" becomes �\.b � "I was a student" with 01S 
added with the correct conjugation. �\.b is in the accusative just as it would have been had we used � 
instead of 0ts. (The meaning of such a sentence would be, of course, "I am not a student.") 01S used in 
a sentence will always have its object in the accusative in just the same way � does. Whatever would 
be the object of � in an equational sentence if � were inserted, will also be the object of 01S if it were 
inserted. 

The object of 01S will always be accusative, no matter what tense or mood of 01S is used in the 
sentence. Examine the sentences below. 

1 .  You were the new student. • ' 
-��� YJUJI � 

2. You were not the new student. , -. ��I YJUJI � � 
3 .  You will be the new student. -��� YJUJI 0fo -u� 
4. You want to be the new student. , . iJ.l:JI �IJ:JI -. _,s:i "· I � ji , . . u u , 

. ' 

· "  

. r 

. f.  

As you can see, whenever 01S is used in a sentence you must be extra careful in determining the 
subject and object of the verb, just as with �- If you have the � business down, you should have no 
problem with 01S. 

01S is used to form a number of compound tenses (with horrible names) such as the pluperfect, the 
future perfect, past future, past habitual and past progressive. Below are some examples. 
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1 .  I had studied Arabic. .�yJ\ W\ b...a.J.:� � . ' 
2. Samir had studied Arabic. .�yJ\ W\ (.)".).:� (� � wts · " 
3 .  We were going to go to the Middle East. � 

-� .J 'i\ Jy!il\ t)\ y.\:U... us . r 
, 4. The professors will have killed their lazy .t)t...Sl\ � \_,ts ( � o�'i\ w� . t 

students. 
5. Samir used to visit his relatives in Jordan every -� JS wo:�.J'i\ � �.)\!\ .J.JJ:. � wts . o 
year. 
6. Samir was sitting on the chair drinking tea when \...,ljc. '��\ Y� �.fill � � � wts · ' 

, the policeman entered and arrested him and he was 
taken to jail where he died under mysterious � �\... � �\ t)\ 1;J_, �1_, ��I Ji..:� 
circumstances. .t....-tc. u_,� 

Sentences one and two give examples of the pluperfect. The particle .:1! can be inserted between the 
two verbs in the pluperfect, but it is not required. Ifthe subject is included in the sentence, it will appear 
between the two verbs. This is the case for any of the compound tenses. 

Sentence three is an example of the past future. Again, if the subject is written into the sentence it 
appears between the first verb and the second. Sentence four gives an example of this. 

Sentence four is an example of the future perfect. Note that the subject appears in this sentence. The 
first verb is singular since it comes before the subject, but the second verb is plural because the subject is 
plural. Again .:1! is optional here as it is for the pluperfect. 

Sentence five is an example of the past habitual. Usually some sort of time indicator will appear in 
the sentence revealing when something was being done. This will help you distinguish between past 
habitual and past progressive. 

Sentence six is an example of the past progressive. The combination of the perfect of w\S plus an 
imperfect verb is the same as for the past habitual. However, past progressive sentences usually include 
some other past tense event that happened while the past progressive action was going on. In this case, 
the policeman entered while poor Samir was sitting down and drinking his tea. 

Usually when compound tenses are employed, the context will tell you what is going on. The best 
way to get used to them is to use them. 

Below are charts for w\S , w� in the perfect, present tense, and jussive. Take a look at them and 
then do the drills on the following pages. You will then have completed the most complex chapter of this 
book! It is much easier form here on out - but you will still have to work. 
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Past Tense 

Plural 
"'' 

� � 
,. , 

� .. . 1 � 
,. , � � 

lyts � 
, � (.)A; 

Present Tense 

Plural 

�fo � 
-

CJyfo 
.. . 1 � 

, - � � . .. 

CJy� � 
, � (.)A; 

The Jussive 

Plural 
, -

:fo � 
-

lyfo .. . 1 � 
, - (.)lii � . .. 

I ·� _JJ .. � 
, � (.)A; 
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,. , 
� 

\.j\S 
-tilts 

-
wwfo -
· \.j� '-' .. 

-
wwfo -

-
wfo 

\.j� 
-

wfo 

Dual 

� 
(m) � 
(f) � 

Dual 

� 
(m) � 
(f) � 

Dual 

� 
(m) � 

(f) � 

1 10 

Sin�;ular . ,  � wi 
. ,  

� � 
. ,  . � �I 

C.,ts .JA 
-�ts � 

Sin�;ular 

�fl wi 
�fo � 

- �i �fo 

�� .JA 
�fo � 

Sin�;ular 
, . 

::,5.1 wi 
, - . 

� �I 
- � �fo 

, 
� .JA 

, -
� � 



Now do the drills on the following pages. 
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Drill 25. Negate the sentences below using the correct form of �- Then put the sentences into the past 
tense using the correct form of d.S. Then negate each sentence using rJ plus the jussive. In all of your 
answers fully vowel the verbs and give all case endings. For example: 
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w.ul\ . ··.<-. -I w.ul\ . -. \.S w.ul\ • - · .•. t w.u}\ • · - .,.. � � � r · - .... � � u · - .,.. � � � · .,. .,.. � .»-
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Drill 26. Review. Negate each sentence below in an appropriate way. Fully vowel all verbs and give all 
case endings in your answers. Examples: 

.4_,11 we- .;\.p.l'l o.;lj_,ll wi3 • ' .,. 
- -

-�.;..11 �J� rl -�.;..11 � .)� 

.�1 � 1�_,::..-"' � W.;t .�1 � �_,.::.._,... � 
. r:;YI � �.;� c;ll U'I.J.J�I JS � . ' 

.; .>P JjL....; wu .. .s• · ' ' 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 4. Below is another article taken from �.J�\ Jy!ill from July 10, 1995, 
page 4. Go through this article and find every Form I verb and identify it as sound, hollow, defective, 
assimilated or doubled. Then identify the subjects of these Form I verbs and identify the direct objects if 
they have one. Then write up in English a two or three sentence summary of what the article is about. 
Don't worry about new vocabulary. If you wish to use your dictionary you may do so, but I would 
recommend using it little or not at all. The passage is translated in the key. 

� &All U:H 'IJMA e�! ".\oil � J.JS.Jll\ �� �JJ 
� �WI t��' w.o .A�I r.,;. w.ill � � 'i.J'Wl 9-l..il we- yli.ill �'_)oWl' � .Jolt....- � 

�)I �I �  9-l..ill\ i.SY:..J -�.J�\ �� ..l� y__;.:.. �j _,.� 0;A�.J w-l.J�I �� � �I 
. �  (): � J::A�I �I �.J •i§.t .J� w.ill ���� t.-WI Y.* �_,11 � � 

_,.� u�l J � ��� �I �I 0.o �� � c)c. 9-� 9-'+ 9-l..illl wl .J..lt...-.JI � ul\i.J 
��.J �WI rWI � �l..)o"'I.J w-l.J�I � �I �\Sj\ �_fJ � �� � w� �..l.J�I t.-WI � 

� w-l.J�I.J �I ..)oWl\ � �_;..!WI J-,11 �.J �.J�I �_,..!ill � � WjWI ��� J� w\!_;YI 
• �l:...J\ � �\.JA 

o4J � J:JI wl i.SY...J �_;ill �I W.O ��.J'Wl�l �I yb...UI �.J� ..l_#l y� wl ft�...J 
· w..l.J�' t:" � c)c. 9-� � w' � �� 

�L-1 ��.J'Wl�l wW�I � ..l_#l yl_,i t:" �Y-.J ��.)oWl�\ �..l.J�I �ti.J"Y\ �\ ..l! _,.� wlS..J 
� � 4:!JI uL-_fJ �I �titi.J"YI .y� yl _,i .J ..l _#I � j � .J� � � Jti!"YI c)c. �jtwa.lll 4.i..ll-.JI 

· wW.J.:ll � L\.l.t..a l.fJ_,.-.J w.ui;k.Jitl t:" ��.J J-1 o..l4i: J-ll y__;.:.. 

y__;.:.. � j y.i'+ 0.o W::- �I.J y\l;iii � c.j_,...JI 9-l..illl '-F- �I � .J-lt...-.JI � c)c. 9-�.J 
�..l.J�I �WI � l;y.u � wl �.J.;i.JI 0.o wlS. ,�WI ��I ('.J-l �_;.::. _p.\ 9-l..il we- �� JiJ -l#l 

.�WI �I � �� y� � 4Jli.tiJ wlc-l c.j�I.J ..l� y� � �l..JI �jll � �..l.J 
�L..a �b ..l! �WI t��l � �..l}J\ �WI.J _,.� � �_;.::. �� ��..lb..JI wl ft�.J 

� t'�' Ai;i, c)c. y.} we- up4 w=- �� �� � ,�l:!-11 �L.:aill w.o ..l,lc. J� �:fiY.J 
·.J::AWi J-1 �fi:=.. � �\y..l\ y..J.J � �WI � � wlS. 'i�\ � yjtl\.J -l#l y__;.:.. �j 
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A. Form II Verbs 
B. Commands - Forms I and II 
C. The Subjunctive with J 
D. Verbal Nouns 

-

Chapter Two 

E. Active and Passive Participles - Forms I and II 

As you can see from the list above, we have quite an agenda for this chapter. While there is a lot to 
learn, you will see that it is not nearly so much as it looks at first. 

A: Form II Verbs 

We leave Form I verbs (at least for a while) and come now to the first group of what are called 
"derived" verbs. As noted earlier, there are fifteen forms of the Arabic verb. It is essential that Forms I
X be learned thoroughly; however, Forms XI-XV need never be learned. 

Forms II-XV are kn9)-W collectively as derived verbs because they are usually baseg _on Form I verbs. 
For example, the verb JS.� is a F�rm I verb meaning "to remember" or "to mention." JS.� is a Form II 
verb meaning "to remind," and JS.I� is a Form ill verb meaning "to study (long)" and "to commit to 
memory." Forms II and III can easily be traced to the root made up of the three consonants <Jttaai, kaaf, 
and raa' . They are said to be derived from these consonants which give us the Form I verb JS�. Be 
aware that a Form I verb does not usually exist in all fifteen or even ten forms. It may exist only as a 
Form I, or only one or two other forms may be derived from it. Sometimes a verb does exist in a number 
of forms. In addition, sometimes a trilateral root (a root made up of three consonants), does not exist in 
Form I but does exist in derived forms. 

The distinguishing feature of a Form II verb from a Form I verb is that a shadda is placed over the 
middle radical in Form II. Usually some sort of meaning is associated with the forms and some texts go 
into great detail on this issue. For Fonp II verbs, the change in meaning from Form I is usu@y that if the 
Form I version is intransitive such as -.;s. "to be numerous", the Form II is transitive as in -_;s. "to make 
numerous." On the other hand, i( !he Form I verb is already transitive, then the Form II is usually 
causative, as in the example for JS� above. In Form I it means "to remember'' but in Form II it means "to 
remind, " that is, to cause someone else to remember something. 

Some Good News 

In the past tense, Form II sound verbs conjugate exactly as Form I sound verbs. There is no 
difference whatsoever. So conjugation for these verbs in the past tense should not be a problem. 
Furthermore, all of the subcategories ofForm II verbs, except the defectives, all conjugate in the past 
tense just like sound verbs, This means, for example, that there is no need to shorten the middle radical 
for hollow verbs. So these verbs should be no problem either. Examples are given below. The same is 
true for the present tense. In this chapter we will treat each subcategory individually but will treat both 
tenses for the subcategory at the same time. 
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Sound Verbs 

As stated above, in the past tense, Form II sound verbs �c_onjugate just as Form I sound verbs do. 
Below, for the record, are the past tense conjugations for jS�. 

Plural Dual Singular 
� - , " - " -

l(fo� � W".fi� � 'wJS.� ui 
, " - " '  " - . �fo .. . 1 l.fi� (m) � 'uJS.� �I � 
, " - . " '  " - � "c)r.fi� �I �.fi� (t) � �JS.� 

" - " -
I.J.fi� rA '.fi� JA 

" - " -

'wJS.� 0A I.:J.fi� � 
As you can see, there is no difference, in terms of the conjugations, between Form II and Form I 

sound verbs. Of course, in Form II there is a shadda over the middle radical. Also, in Form II, the stem 
vowel in the past tense is always a fatha. So, for example, the verb y � , meaning "to drink" exists in 
Form II as yY::, , which means "to give someone something to drink.'' 

:. .... � -

In the present tense, the verb jS.� is �� in the third person masculine singular. Note the differences 
here between the Form II present and the Form I present. In Form II the prefix begins with a yaa' just as 
in Form I, but the vowel with the yaa' is a dhamma instead of a fatha as in Form I. As you know, the 
vowel used in the prefixes ofForm I verbs is always a fatha. For Form II, the vowel used in the prefixes 
is always a dhamma. The consonants of the prefixes, as you will see, are exactly the same in Form II as 
in Form I. In fact, they will be the same for all verbs irrespective of form. 

Now look at the first radical of �� There is a fatha placed over it instead of a sukuun as in Form I. 
Look at the stem vowel. The stem vowel is a kasra. This is the way all (that means gJ[) Form IT verbs 
are conjugated for every person. The first radical always has a fatha and the stem vowel is always a 
kasra. There is no guessing about the stem vowel in Form II verbs. You will see that in each of the 
derived forms, the._s�emy_owel is completely predictable. Now take a look at the present tense 
conjugations for jS� , �� below. 
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Plural 
'lt , J.  � 

!!4 ... J �JP 
'11 ... J dP 

., _ �JA 
., -dA 

� 
.. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
� 

'JI .,. J  wl.fi� 
., _ · lA u .. 
'11 , J  wlfo 

, 

Dual Singular 

� 
., , l �I \.jj 
'11 , J 

(m) ld �� � 
� .... , � (f) ld 0:lfo 

., , � y. 
� ... , � � 

First look at the prefixes. As stated above, the consonants of the prefixes are all the same ones as in 
Fonn I. Each of the consonants is followed immediately by a dhamma as we said above. The stem vowel 
is always a kasra. 

Now look at the suffixes. Lo and behold ! They are the same as for Fonn I. They will be the same 
for every verb in the language. No difference. Viva Ia sameness. Once you can conjugate one Form II 
verb, you can conjugate every Fonn IT verb. Once you can conjugate one Fonn m verb, you can 
conjugate every Form m verb, and so on. 

The jussive is produced, as you might guess, just as it is in Fonn I. T_h.e p$ciple of"cutting off' 
applies in exactly the same ways. Here are the jussive conjugations for :.,S.j , :..,S� 

� ... J 

� 
'11 , J IJ.fi� 
<J4 , J  

�"fo 
., _ IJ.fi"1: 
., _ 

, ".fi. , • J.J u .. 

Plural 

� 
.. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
� 

Dual 
!!i! , J  � 

"' - l lfo :fiji 
., _ IJJ , J 

1§1; (m) ld "fo 
IJI ,.. J '11 .... , lfi� (f) ld t.ifo 

., _ � 
'Jd , J  

"fo 

As you can see, there is no problem producing the jussive for these verbs. 

Hollow Verbs 

Singular 

\.jj 
-.. ·1 � 

� 
y. 

� 

Hollow verbs in Form IT are completely regular. If the middle radical is a waaw it shows up in all of 
the past and present tense conjugations as a regular consonant. The same is true if the middle radical is a 
yaa' . For example, look at the sample conjugations below for the verb J.i; , 'J.iJJ ("to forge"). 
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Jussive Present Past Pronoun 
, , � 0 IJt " ... , '!14 ... ... .... .. . ill ... . .).JY .).JY "--l.) .J.) 

As you can see, the waaw is never shortened. If the middle radical in the example above were a yaa' , 
as in the case of the verb die-, � ("to appoint"), it would never be shortened either. 

Assimilated Verbs 

The WaflW in .assimilated verbs in Form II always remains and acts as a regular consonant. For 
example, ;_;s:, , 2;i� shows that the waaw remains in the imperfect and is pronounced as a consonant. 

Doubled Verbs 

Doubled verbs in Form II are also completely regular. The middle and last consonants are separated 
and a shadda is then placed over the middle consonant. For example, the Form I verb r.; , �� becomes 
J�"_; , 'J"i J:. in Form II. You never have to worry about what to with the doubled radical in Form II. 

Defective Verbs 

I have saved the best for last. Defective verbs in Form II are simpler than they are in Form I, but they 
are not quite as simple as their other Form II colleagues. Here we will use the verb � , � ("to 
name") as our example. 

In the past tense, all Form II defective verbs conjugate just as c.S � , c.S J:H does in the past. In the 
present tense they also conjugate like c.S � , c.j J:H . (Of course the pre� vowel will still be a dhamma 
and there will still be a shadda over the middle radical.) So if you know that verb, you can conjugate any 
Form II defective. Below is the verb � , � conjugated for the past, present, and jussive. Following 
the charts is some stimulating commentary. 
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Past 

Plural Dual Singular 

ui J 

' or:4� ., 
.,. 

(m) lAI\ 

I� 

Present 
Plural Dual Sin��ar 

J J LWi � � f ui � � . � · � � u .. � � 

J J � (.)� .. . 1 · � (m) lAI\ � � .. 
� u .. ..  � � 

J � J J � .... 'II , .,. · � (t) lAI\ ��� � u .. 
-

.. � J 
� � J �� rA � .JI4 

J .. � J 
� � .. � (j/4 � � 

Jussive 

Plural Dual Sin� :ular 
J J LWi � � f ui � � . � � � .. � 

J J I� .,. .1 � (m) lAI\ " � .. � � .. .. � 
J � J J .... Itt ... .. � (t) lAI\ 

.. � .. � � .. � 
I .. 

� , " � J � rA � .JA 
J .. � J � � .. � (j/4 � � 

Note that if the jussive conjugations above were unvocalized, many of them would look like jussive 
conjugations for Form I hollow, doubled, and assimilated verbs. In fact, some of these jussive 
conjugations would look like present tense conjugations for doubled and assimilated Form I verbs. You 
will have to learn to read these verbs from context. 
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In fact, since most Arabic texts have no vocalization whatsoever, many words, especially verbs, can 
have a number of different readings. Context is the only way to determine which reading to give the 
word. The past tense conjugations of � will always look like Form I conjugations of verbs such as 
f.S ..J=!'o. The present tense conjugations of � will also look like the present tense conjugations of I.S ..Y!'-· 
Conjugations of � can also be read in other ways. 

The problem of the many possible readings of a verb will be addressed in detail in Chapter Four. For 
now, you must learn all conjugations thoroughly so that the section Chapter Four dealing with this 
subject will be perfectly clear to you. This is a very important subject for Americans learning Arabic. 
You must learn your conjugations as we go through the text, not just so that my comments on this matter 
will be fully appreciated when you get to Chapter Four, but also so that you will become able to read 
Arabic at a rate faster than my cat. Otherwise you will have extraordinary difficulty with this language. 
I know this sounds harsh, but it is true. If you have not learned the conjugations presented so far, go 
back and review them before you go on to Drill 27. 

All right. Have you learned the conjugations in this chapter? If so, go on to Drill 27. 
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Drill 27. Change each sentence from the past tense to the present and then to the jussive. If a word in 
the sentence is underlined, make it plural in your answers and make all other necessary changes. As 
usual, fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in your answers. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 5 .  We tum now to the world of sports to practice some of what we have 
learned so far. The article is from .la.....JYI J�l from July 10, 1995, page 16 .  Peruse the article below 
and do the following: 

1 .  Find all dual nouns and adjectives and all dual pronouns and pronoun suffixes. Also find any verbs in 
the dual. 

2. Find all Form I and Form ll verbs and identify them as to Form and whether they are sound, hollow, 
etc. 

3 .  Find any other defective and hollow verbs from Forms ID-X if you can. 

4. Tell me who won and who were the heroes of the game. 

One caveat. This article is filled, filled, filled, with all sorts of foreign (that is, non-Arabic) names. Often 
the presence of non-Arabic names and words in an article confuses students. However, many articles 
include such names. So be careful. 

4- u� wi'ii? .J'il u..� ,��� � �� � � ol }� J.JI � n" tHY. c)c. wfi? .J'il � jli 
• V A  4.¥.lll � \H � J.l� wl t llai...al Y �� .J-I�.l j YJ ii.J4JI u-- "\ A 4.¥.lll � \:i �""4 J:u:� 

0#� o�l �l;.Y)I �� ,� c)c. �I "" o�l �l;.Y)I �jli \.e=ilj ��� ud3 � 
u-- e}411 �� Fo'+JI t llai...al o A 4.¥.lll_ � .J . " "\ .J ' o Jl w.iil;i.lll � l.ll\.l.,..J �...;1 Fo'+JI � 
�l.l.JI .l � � �.lo¥i J.lla:ill � � J\...1 � .J 'o� u.lA J:?...U Jl:W..J.J.J w�4-a L..\.c. ' A _,_ll 

• VT' 4.¥.lll � UOJ.JAI.J y\:i �.,.JA'il �yJ UOJ�.JL.. �!.=., 
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B: Commands - Forms I and ll 

Form II 

Commands are as much fun to give people in Arabic as they are in other languages. Arabic 
commands are not quite so simple as they are in English, but they can be mastered easily now that you 
know how to do the jussive. As I stated in a previous chapter, the word jussive refers to the form of the 
verb used in a command. It is from the jussive that Arabic commands are derived. 

Command conjugations exist for i.::J , � , �I , �  and Ui.ii. Therefore you have only five 
conjugations to learn for the commands for each type of verb. Furthermore, although I will give you all 
five command conjugations for each kind of verb, the drills will stress the commands for the first three 
pronouns at the beginning of this paragraph since they are the most commonly used. 

We will start with the Form II verb �:;� , �:;� ("to torture") to illustrate the way commands are 
done for every Form II verb in the language. As I �ve said, the command is derived from the jussive. 
The jussive for this verb for the pronoun i.::J is �:;� . If we take off the prefix b we are left with W:.;� , 

which is the command for l.:::.ul. For � (and for the other pronouns) we do exactly the same thing. The 
jussive for � is �.J�. When we delete the prefix, we are left with �:;� which is the command for the 
second person feminine singular. 

The exact same procedure is followed for the plural commands and for the dual. Here are the 
commands for the verb �:;� , 0:.;� . 

Command Pronoun 
. ., � d �.)� 

., � � �.)J 
t...:_;� Lwi 
��� .. . , � 
.... 0 'II .... �I c).wi.)J 

Assimilated, hollow and doubled verbs will have their commands formed exactly the same way, so no 
examples will be treated here. In fact, defective verbs also form their commands the same way. 
However, defective verbs do look sort of funny so let's take a closer look a them. Maybe they will look 
even funnier. 

- ., 

We will use the defective verb � ,  � and derive the commands for it. For the second person 
masculine singular, the jussive is � . We drop the prefix and we have the command a-. This looks 
funny. Now look at all the command forms for this verb below. 
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Command Pronoun 

� � 
.. 

� � 
.. 

� Lwi .. 
.. I� .. . 1 � 
.. 

� �I 
Remember that commands, like everything else in the language, will be unvocalized. Thus the first 

command in the chart above can look like the past tense of a Form I doubled verb when there are no 
vowels. Likewise, the fourth command in the chart above will look just like the past tense conjugation 
for rA· Another example is the second person masculine singular command for the Form II verb �:JJ, 
also discussed above. The command form and the past tense form look the same when unvoweled. 
Usually you can tell what is going on from context, but your mind must be aware of all the possible 
readings of a group of consonants so that you can make sense of texts and use a dictionary correctly. 
Practice helps a great deal. The more you read, the more quickly you will be able to determine the nature 
of the words you are using. 

Form I 

Sound Verbs 

Form I verbs, like all verbs in the language, derive their command forms from the jussive. However, 
the pattern of the Form I command is different from that ofForm II. We will now see why. 

We will take the verb u; jJ , ��� as our model. The jussive of this verb for � is, as you know, 
���- Now we will drop the prefix, just as we did for Form II. We are left with ��"J . For Form II, 
whatever was left after the dropping of the prefix was the command. Now, however, we have ��"J 
which begins with two consonants with no vowel in between. As you know, a consonant cluster cannot 
begin a word in Arabic. Therefore, for all Form I sound verbs we must add a prefix in order to get the 
command form. If the stem vowel is a dhamma, as is the case here, the prefix is a hamza, seated on an 

J alif, followed by a dhamma 1. If the stem vowel is either a fatha or a kasra, the prero: is a hamza 

with a kasra seated
, 
underneath 'n alif J . In our current situation, the imperfect stem vowel is a 

dhamma, so we add \ and get ��j'j. The same prefix will be used for all the command forms of this verb. 
The commands for u;.JJ , ��� are on the top of the next page. 
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- 0 

Command 

��� 
, 0 l 

�.)�1 

b�� 
I�') 

��� 

Pronoun 

� 
� 
� 

.. . 1 � 
�I 

The verb YA� , �� has a stem vowel offatha for the imperfect. Therefore, the prefix l will be 
attached for all the command forms of this verb. 

Command 
0 

��I � 0 - . I ��� 
0 

��I � 0 
I - �I Y.A .  

0 
��I . . 

Pronoun 

� 
. 

�I 

� 
.. . 1 � 

�I 

The verb �j , �� has a kasra for the stem vowel in the imperfect. It will thus take the same prefix 
as the verb above. 

-

Command Pronoun 
o o I C!".J� � 

0 I 
�

.)� � 
bo l . .). � - -

���J 
.. . 1 � - -

.... ... 0 0 l �.). �I 
- -

These are examples of how all Form I sound verb commands are generated. Please note that no 
Form I sound verbs have a prefix beginning with a fatha. Also note that the hamza used in these Form I 
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sound verbs is elidable. So for example, you might come across (y��IJ �l which would be 
pronounced "ijlis wadrus" . 

-

Now let's take a break and review the rules for forming commands for verbs in Forms I and II. 

1 .  Take the jussive conjugation for the appropriate pronoun. 
2. Delete the prefix for that conjugation. 
3 .  If you now have a word beginning with a consonant and a vowel, you have your conjugation. 
4. If you have a word beginning with a consonant and a sukuun you add a prefix based on the stem 
vowel. , 
5 .  If the stem vowel is a dhamma your prefix is i . 
6. If the stem vowel is a fatha or a kasra your prefix is }. 

The rules above apply to all ten forms with the exception of Form IV and a few other verbs which I'll 
t 

treat at the end of this section. In Form IV the prefix is always l and the hamza is not elidable. Otherwise 
all of the rules above apply. 

Now let 's  see how these rules apply to the other categories ofForm I verbs. 

Hollow Verbs 

We first go to the j,!lssive to derive the command. Let's take the verb Jt! , (J� So, rule number one 
abovt; for d yields (JiJ as I am sure you understand and remember. If we drop the prefix (rule two) we 
get iJ! .  Since we now have a consonant immediately followed by a vowel (rule three) WE NOW HAVE 

THE COMMAND FORM FOR THIS VERB for the second person masculine singular. For all Form 
I hollow verbs, we never need to add a prefix once we drop the prefix of the jussive. Before you look at 
the commands for this verb below, fill in the blank chart below with its commands based on the rules 
above. Then fill in the rest of the blanks for the verbs ) ..... , � and u� , L..i� . Then look at the chart 
which follows and see how you did. 

The Do-lt-YourselfHollow Verb Command Chart 

u� '_;L... Jt! Pronoun 
0 � 

� 
W3i 

• ...  , � 
w:ui 
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The Do-It-YourselfHollow Verb Command Chart - Corrected Version 

ut.=.. ) ..... Jt! Pronoun 
� , . 0 • • 0! �� "-...�:. � 

�G.. l.j� �� � 
\.!G.. '� 'i.� � 
l_,!l:.. IJ� l_,l� .. .  , � 

o � O }  . 
� � 0 019 6i31 w� 

You see that for three conjugations the middle radical remains. This is because the middle radical 
remains for these conjugations in the jussive. So do not think that you shorten the middle radical for 
these verbs for all command conjugations just because you do so for �. This is a common mistake 
which American students make. 

Defective Verbs 

If you can generate the jussive for each type of defective verb, you can generate the command. 
Defective verbs, like sound verbs, require a prefix in the command form. The rules for adding the prefix 
for defective verbs are the same as they are for sound verbs. Just follow the rules in the list I gave you 
above. 

For example, we will begin with the first type o( defective verb we studied, using ts...!i , .A (''to 
complain") as our model. The jussive for � is :.sr.t,-; . When we drop the prefix we have �- Obviously 
we now have the,same problem for this verb as w� do for Form I sound verbs. Since the stem vowel is a 
dhamma we add i as our prefix which gives us :.sr.�J. 

� . 
The other two types of defectives, those like I..S ..,?.-, '-# J:H. and � , � use 1 for the command 

prefix. Therefore, these two types of verbs use the same prefix as do the remainder of the Form I sound 
verbs, those whose stem vowel is either a fatha or kasr�. (V::erbs of the fourth category, such as � ,  
� have the same command patters as verbs like � , � .) Again, use the blank chart below and 
follow the rules you have been given and see if you can derive the command conjugations for defective 
Form I verbs. Remember, first you must know the type of defective the verb is, then you derive the 
jussive for the appropriate pronoun, then you drop the prefix of the jussive, and then you add the correct 
command prefix. 
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Doubled Verbs 

The Do-It-YourselfDefective Verb Command Chart 

0 
- - - Pronoun 0 - � , _A  � ' � c.S _p.. ' 'i ..»-:. 

I.::J 
�i 
\.Aijj 

... , � 
�i 

The Do-It-YourselfDefective Verb Command Chart - Corrected Version 

0 

- •I �-

0 �I 
"' -

• I" - • I _,.,..,.u_ 
• 

- · - I �-

Pronoun 

lfid\ • LWI 
I.Pf 

-. . I w=..»_ 

The commands for doubled verbs can either be derived from the jussive of these verbs or they can be 
derived from the subjunctive. Recall that in the previous chapter I mentioned that usually the actual 
jussive of these verbs is not used today in MSA. As I said, normally, the subjunctive is used instead. I 
then gave you the jussive and subjunctive conjugations for a model doubled verb and pointed out two 
things: 

1 .  For the "big five" conjugations in the subjunctive, a fatha replaces the dhamma of the present tense 
and the sukuun of the jussive. 
2. For all the rest of the conjugations, the subjunctive is the same as the jussive. 

Now, let's look at the pronouns used in deriving command conjugations. Only one ofthem, d ,  is a 
member of the big five. So for �\ two different command conjugations are possible, one based on the 
subjunctive, the other on the jussive. The one based on the subjunctive is more common. 
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The other four pronouns will each have only one possible outcome since the jussive and subjunctive 
conjugations for them are the same. Let's do d first. We will use the verb 'S".J , �� as our model verb. 

In the subjunctive, the conjugation for d is �'). If we drop the � prefix we are left with �:; which 
begins with a consonant followed by a vowel. So �:; is the command based on the subjunctive. 

In #le jussive, the conjugation for �I is ��"j . When we drop the � we get ��:., which requires the 
pre:Qx i (since it begins with a consonant with a sukuun and has a dhamma as a stem vowel) and gives us 
��:.,i . As I said above, the jussive-based command conjugation for d for doubled verbs is rare. 

The oth� four command pronouns are all derived from the jussive. For example, for �I the jussive 
gives us I.J�Y- We drop the prefix and get I.J�:; which is our command. Below is a chart for the 

� _. � ,  .... commands for the verb � .J , �...;:, 

Command 

(��)) j� . . , 

'i�.J 
��� 
I.J�� 

- 0 ,  0 f ��.) 

Pronoun 

� 
� 
� 
.. . i � 

�i 

Keeping in mind that although for d you will want to use the subjunctive, the six rules for deriving 
command conjugations apply to Form I doubled verbs as well as they do to other verbs. 

Three Oddball Verbs 

The verbs � , J?l and :;.J are slightly irregular because they have a hamza as their first radical. For 
each of these verbs, when we derive the command by using the jussive, we cut off not only the prefix 
used with the jussive, but the hamza as well. For example, the jussive for d of the verb 1;.i is �b . If 

• , ! , 
we were to take away only the � prefix we would have �1. We would then have to add a prefix of i 

which would give use two hamza' s  in a row. Arabic does not like two hamza's in a row. Neither do I. 
In order to avoid this most unpleasant situation, the hamza of the root is removed along with the � 

o •  

prefix. This leaves us with �- Since this word begins with a consonant and a vowel it is now the 
command. (I must admit that I am truly bedazzled by this language.) Here are all of the command 
conjugations for � , �� 
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Command Pronoun 
0 � � � 

� � (.$� 
� 

� Lo:i3i \� 
� � ·t ,..,� � 

0 � @ �� 

J?\ and yj form their commands in the same way. If the command for yj is preceded by J ot;. �y u 
it will retain the hamza of its root. In other words, the command for this verb for I.::J is "}a just as � and , • ! ' . '($ are commands for �1. However, if we ad4. J or u to "}a we will have "JalJ and "}ali. This bringing 
back of the hamza is only done for the verb jJ and it will not always be done. 

Negative Commands 

Negative commat}9s for all verbs are done by using 'i in front of the jussive. Thus �'.;� 'i means 
"do not study" and (Ji:i 'i means "do p.ot say." Make sure you use the correct jussive conjugation for the 
person(s) you are addressing - �'.;� 'i - to a woman, for example. Do not ever, not once, not pl!e 
single time, try to negate.� command by putting 'i in front of the imperative. Do not write \)! 'i 
when you mean to say 1� 'i. There is no such thing in Arabic as using 'i with a positive 

' 

command. 

Indirect Commands 

Indirect commands are formed with J and the jussive. �'.;� means "let's study'' and �'.;� means 
"let him study." 

-

Now do Drill 28. 
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Drill 28. Each sentence below contains a verb in the past tense conjugation for the second person 
singular or plural, masculine or feminine. Convert each sentence into the appropriate positive and 
negative command conjugations. Fully vowel all verbs in your answers . 

• �_jll �b � � . .J 

- � c.�bl.J � 

· \.lJ · . � · · · u . we- �  

.u4Li.:iJ"YI �t:u �..J.JJ 

· '-:-1431 � 

.j:.i.ll � 
.�1 �I 6_,AJ� 

. '-'"' .J.J�I JS � 

. r .J:. JS o.l.l.....r.JI d.} 

.�1 �1 &..) � 

. J.llill l� � F 
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. c.�ll:l I.::Ji 

.�yJI �.J� 
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• .le. )4 ;� . .li.J 

.Ui:JI �I �_,c.� 

.4li::JI �I \A _,..:J _,c.� 

. \.lJI I� � � . � . 

• \.lJI I� u.w � . , 
� 

. 

. �, ,� � � 

.�WI 4l..JI y.- � ..JJ 

. ' 

· " 

. r  

. £  
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C. The Subjunctive with � 
The subjunctive as a concept in grammar refers, in general, to that which is uncertain or related to 

emotion. Often it is used for things which are sought, desired, or feared, but which are not necessarily 
realized. In such situation, verbs in many languages reflect the somewhat uncertain nature of what is 
happening through changes in their conjugations. In many languages, Spanish for example, the 
subjunctive exists in more than one tense and the conjugations can become rather confusing. In Arabic, 
however, the subjunctive is only used as a mood of the imperfect tense. As a result, there is only one way 
to conjugate a verb in the subjunctive in Arabic. 

- -
The subjunctive in Arabic occurs in situations. One is after partJcles such as J , � and � which 

essentially mean the same thing: "in order to" or after the particle 01 which is used to negate the future. 
The other situation is after the word � , which is used with verbs of desire, emotion, or intention. In this 
chapter we will deal with the first of the two situations. Regardless of which of the two uses of the 
subjunctive is being employed, the subjunctive conjugations will be the same. 

Below are the subjunctive conjugations for the verb (.)'l'jJ , �:.,� 

Plural Dual Sin�;ular 
... J 0 • 
0"1 _).lJ � �F LWi �� ui 
'�F ...  , �' · -

(m) \..A ... , 0 .. � � R U"'.JJJ 
.... 0 J 0 .. �.)JJ � ��� (f) \..A ' . .. �.)JJ � 
I , . - ' . -
�� � U"'R .JA 

- 0 J 0 .... �R WA ... J . ... U"'.)JJ � 
As you can see, the differences between the subjunctive conjugations and the present tense 

conjugations are minimal. For the "big five" (whenever the present tense suffix is a dhamma), the 
subjunctive suffix is a fatha. For �I we drop the final � just as we do for the jussive. Whenever the 
present tense suffix is �.J the subjunctive is I.J with the alifunpronounced. For the second and third 
person feminine plurals the conjugations are the same as they are for the present tense and the jussive. 

A simpler way to look at it is this: All five present tense conjugations which end in a dhamma end 
instead with a fatha in the subjunctive. For all other conjugations in the subjunctive you use the jussive 
conjugations. 

At this point you may wish to know something rather interesting. Outside of the passive voice, there 
are no more conjugations in Arabic that you will ever have to learn. Yes, we are only through Form II 
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and you will need to learn Forms III through X, but there is nothing new in them. You will see nothing 
that you have not seen before. They will be a breeze. Yes, there is a thing or two in classical Arabic 
regarding conjugations, but you will probably never see them unless you read classical texts. If you do 
wish to read classical texts you can learn the remaining things you need to know by looking at Wright, 
Cowan, or Haywood!Nahmad. As for the passive voice, it is much simpler than the active and will be 
treated in the next chapter. 

You have just seen the subjunctive conjugations for a Form I sound verb. For the sake of 
completeness, I will now give the conjugations in the subjunctive for the other types of Form I verbs and 
for Form II verbs. You will see that everything that was said above will apply to the charts below. These 
are mainly for reference and you can skip them if you wish and go on next part of this section which 
discusses how � is used with the subjunctive. 

Hollow Verbs 

Below are the subjunctive conjugations for the verb Jt! , (J� 

Plural Dual Sim:ular 
� � � J�i \.jj J_,ij � 'J� 

� � � I)� .. . 1 'J - (m) � J� � .J9:l 
o J �  . � � . 

� �I 'J� (t) � �� �I 
I) -.J9:l rA J -.J9:l .JA 

. ,  � 

� � J� � 
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Assimilated Verbs 

Here are the subjunctive conjugations for the verb �J , � ("to promise"). 

Plural Dual Singular - - LWi � � � I� �I 
- -

I � .J - .. . 1 � I� (m) � ¥ - .. - . - --.
� 

�I I� (f) � � U - I,S _  .. 

I.J� - -
rA .A.: - .. 

--.
� 

u - .. � ¥ 
Doubled Verbs 

Below are the subjunctive conjugations for the verb � � , �� ("to reply") .  (The subjunctive 
conjugations for Form I doubled verbs were also given in Chapter One ofPart II.) 

Plual Dual Sin�ular 
;;; J Jy � l�y LWi �) 

I.J�Y .. . 1 � l:i'_i: (m) � �y 
.... 0 j 0 .. 

. l�y (f) � .. , .. WJJy �I �,SJy .. 

I.J�� :fi J. .... rA ..)...>.! 
.... 0 J. 0 .... �y wJJ...):! � 

Defective Verbs 

ui 
. �I 
. �I 

� 

� 

ui 
� 
� 
� 

� 

Okay, now we come to the defectives. Typically, they are just a bit more difficult than the other 
verbs. We will start with the first type of defective that _we �reated in Chapter One using I� ,  .J.li:. ("to 
appear'') as our model. (Do not confuse this verb with i� , i� "to begin.") The chart is on the next 
page. 
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Plural 
,.., ' 0 . 
J� � IJ� 

� 

IJ.l:J .. . 1 � I ' . -
J..l::: 

� . 
'c.JJ.l:J �� IJ.l:J 

I . � 

J..l::: rA 
. -

• .lJ.l WJ ... iJ. 

Dual 

� 
(m) \AI\ 
(t) \AI\ 

... J 0 � 
J..l:l 
... ' 0� � 

� 

l.S� .. . 

... J 0 ... J..l::: 
,.,. J o _. 
J� 

Sin��lar 

ui 
. 

�� 

� 
� 

� 

You will recall that for the present tense conjugations which normally end in a dhamma with sound 
verbs (our "big five"), we get only a waaw with verbs of this kind. That is because the theoretical 
conjugations end in dhamma-waaw-dhamma, which is always rendered as a waaw pronounced as a long 
vowel. In the subjunctive those same conjugations become dhamma-waaw-fatha which is a permissible 
sequence so the fatha remains. All of the other conjugations in the subjunctive, as with all verbs, are the 
same as the jussive conjugations. Cynics might also want to note that since most texts are unvowelled 
the fatha will not appear anyway. These cynics may have noted similar instances with regard to many 
verb conjugations. 

Now we come to the second type ofForm I defective represented here by the illustrious verb � ,  
� ("to decide", "to rule"). 

Plural Dual Sin��lar 
· �  · �  � �) ;.,fl ui � � � -
· �  . · �  • 

�� .. . 1 � (m) \AI\ �) ;.,gj �� � - .. 
· �  � · �  · �  � 'c.J;· ni; � (t) \AI\ � -
. . 

�� rA �: ;.,OJ � 
. · �  

� .. .. iJ. �) ;.,gj � 
This verb is also regular in the subjunctive. In the present tense, you will recall, the combination of 

kasra-yaa' -dhamma becomes simply a yaa' pronounced as a long vowel because the sequence is not 
permissible. Again, as in the case of the first type of defective, the subjunctive sequence is permissible 
and is used. For all other conjugations the subjunctive is the same as the jussive. Cynics take note. 
The subjunctive fathas will not usually appear anyway. 
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Now we come to the third class of Form I defectives represented by the honorable � , � Look 
at this. 

Plural Dual Sin�ular 
· - · - � � ui � � � 

.. 

· - . · - . 

I� .. . 1 � (m) � - �I � .. .. � 
· - Jl3l · - · - � - · - � (t) � . - -� .. � 

. . 

I" - .- -� rA � _,16 
. · -

""' . ... ... -� D/4 � � 

In the present tense, as we saw in the last chapter, the "big five" conjugations for this type of verb 
end in an alif maqsuura, instead of a waaw or a yaa' as we see with the other two types of defectives. In 
the subjunctive, this third class of defectives still ends in just an alif maqsuura. No fatha is added. So 
the present tense and the subjunctive are the same for the big five conjugations. There is no reason to 
add a fatha to a word which already ends with an alif maqsuura, which is itself equal to two fathas. For 
all of the other conj ugations, the subjunctive and the j ussive are the same - just as is the case for 
the other two types of defectives and for all verbs in the language. 

Form II Verbs 

For the sake of completeness, below are the conjugations for a Form II sound verb and a Form IT 
defective verb. Remember that Form II defectives are the only verbs in Form IT which should be thought 
of as a separate category from sound verbs. Furthermore, there is only one kind of defective conjugation 
in Fgrm IT. Form II defectives, always, always, conjugate like Form I defectives of type two such as 
� ,  � and �..?. , r..i..i:s .  That means in both tenses and all moods. That means that they NOW 
AND FOREVER WILL CONJUGATE IN EVERY INSTANCE JUST LIKE THE VERB � ,  
� and the verb �..?. , r..j ...P.-:. in terms of the prefixes and suffixes used in the conjugations. 
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Here are the subjunctive conjugations for ��� , �:;� 

Plural Dual Sin� :ular 
, , W3l �:;11 ul , "' , � ��� '-.)ollF 
, , , .. ·i l�j� .. . 1 t...:_;� (m) � "" � ... ""' � '-.)oll_J.lJ � 
, � , 

,. 
, , � ... 0 , ... ""' t...:_;� (t) � �_J.lJ �F 

��_)� 
"' , , r-A '-.)oll.)J: _,. 

, 
.... 0 'J!. ... .... ... '14 ... ,. 
�_)� rj/6 '-.)oil _).lJ � 

Here are the subjunctive conjugations for the verb � , � 
Plural Dual Singular 

, , W3l , "' ,  f ... '14 ., • � � ul � .. � 
, , � I� .. . 1 � (m) � ... 'l4 ""'  .. 

� .. .. � 
, � , , 

• ... !i!i! ... .. ljo� n; (t) � .. , .. �I � � 
I .. , , , "' ,  , � r-A � _,. 

, .. , , ... IJ4 ... .. � rj/6 � � 
The Particle J 

Now that we know how to produce the subjunctive, we will learn something about how to use it. As 
I said before, essentially there are two situations in which the subjunctive is used. One situation is with 
verbs of desire, emotion, or intention. Again, that situation will be treated later. The other case is after 
certain particles or words, many of which mean "in order to." The most common such particle is J. This 
particle is attached to the verb which is then conjugated in the subjunctive. 

, 

For example, let' s  say "He went to the library in order to study the beautiful Arabic language." In 
Arabic we would have �� �yJl WI �'Ji:J �� c)l y,\:3. 

You can see that we have written J as part of the verb �'Ji; which is put into the subjunctive. That 
is all there is to it. The sentence could also be translated as "He went to the library to study the beautiful 
Arabic language." The use of"in order to" or "to" is one of style in English. 
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• There are other particles y.rhich have the same meaning as J. The most common are � , � and 
�- The last of the three, �' can also mean "until ." You Win have to tell from the context. 

1 .  

2. 

3 .  

4 .  

5 .  

Examine the sentences below. 

We traveled to Lebanon to study peace. 

They went to Lebanon to visit their friends. 

You (fs.) are studying to obtain a degree. 

Samiira went to Tunis to teach English. 

We are waiting here until the teacher comes. 

. 

. �I W., .J� wli:l �I w _)L..a 
·��1.!�1 l .. u.'-� � wli:l �� I.J-:A� 

.:;�� � � � �.)� 
, 

.��"YI W., "_;� � �_jj �I :;� 4� 
�I - , . • - .. 1.1\ �1:.;·;; · �.) � �  -

Note that in the last two sentences the meaning of � comes from the context. 
... - ... ... -

J is negated with � (pronounced "li' ala") and � and � are negated with � and � 
respectively. � is negated with Y �- For example: 

1 .  She studied Arabic, an easy language, in order W., .J� � '� � � .J ,�_;aJI & .J� 
not to study Spanish, a difficult language. 

. ' 

· " 

. r 

. £  

. o 

. ' 

.� � �.J ,�t.:,...YI 
2. He did not say anything about Syrian politics in 
order not to die. 

. � :ill � _,...JI t....WI · � � r! � .. .J .. we .. ..  · " 

Another particle, 01 , is used with the subjunctive in order to negate for future meaning. When wl is 
used to negate the future, the meaning is very strong as in "I will not go (at all, or ever) to that place." 
The future is discussed in Chapter Seven ofPart II and examples with wl are provided there. 

That does it for the subjunctive for this chapter. Read Part D on verbal nouns and then do the drills 
which follow. 

D: Verbal Nouns 

A verbal noun represents a change in the form of a verb which allows it to be used as a noun in a 
sentence. For example, the verbal noun in English for "to read" is "reading." You would say, for 
example, "Reading is good for you." In the previous sentence, "reading" is the subject. If you say "I 
love reading Arabic books" you have made "reading" the direct object. In this section we will study the 
derivation and some of the uses of the verbal noun in Arabic. 
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Derivation ofVerbal Nouns: The Good News 

The verbal nouns for the overwhelming majority of derived verbs (Forms II-X) are extremely easy to 
derive. Within each form if you can derive one verbal noun you can derive almost all of them. Here we 
will look at Form II verbal nouns. 

The verbal noun for ��� is �.)� . Look at the way the verbal noun is constructed. A prefix of� 
is added to the word while a sukuun is placed over the first radical. Then a c.j, acting as a long vowel, is 
placed between the second arid third radicals. The result is pronounced "tadrii�." This is the pattern for 
the vast majoritY., 9fForm I� verbal nouns. For example, the verbal nouns of ft� and c):p. are, 
respectively, _;#.� and � .  What could be easier? Note that for c):p. the verbal noun contains two 
consecutive yaa' s. The first is from the verb itself and acts as a consonant; the second is added as part of 
the verbal noun and is pronounced as a long vowel. The word is pronounced "ta'yiin." 

Defective verbs have a slightly different pattern. The verbal noun for � is � .:L/,.; pronounced 
"tasmiya." Here the c.j of the root and the c.j which is added give us just one c.j preceded by a kasra. All 
Form II defectives have this pattern. 

Form II verbs whose last _radical is a hamza take a pat_!:ern very similar to that of defective verbs. For 
example, the verbal noun of U. ("to congratulate") is �i)si . Note that the hamza sits on a c.J· The word 
is pronounced "tahni' a." 

A few Form II verbs have more than one verbal noun pattern. The two patterns may have different 
meanings. For example, the verb .J".fi mea.I\s_"to repeat" but it also means to "to refine" as in oil r�tining. 
The verbal noun for the first meaning is ) fo while the yerbal noun for the_ second meaning is .;:.fo. The 
verb y� ("to test", "to try") has a verbal noun of �� and one of YJ.....fo..:i. Sometimes the former refers 
to a specific test while the latter usually refers to the act of testing in general. 

The exceptions to the pattern of � are nonetheless rare and you should not worry about them. 

You should also be aware that most ofthe regular Form II verbal nouns take feminine sound plurals. 
A few of them �ay also taken broken plurals. Usually the_broken plural will have a different meaning. 
For example � ("!nstruction") has a sound plural �� meaning "instructions." However, it also has 
a broken plural r&W meaning "teachings" as in the teachings of some popular figure. As with all nouns, 
you should deal with the meanings of the plurals as you come to them. 

The Bad News 

The bad news is that while the verbal nouns of the derived forms are easy to predict, the verbal nouns 
ofForm I verbs come in many different sizes, shapes and patterns. As you learn each new Form I verb 
you will have to memorize its verbal noun just as you memorize the broken plurals for new nouns and 
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adjectives. Be aware, also, that some Form I verbs can have more than one verbal noun and that these 
nouns may differ in meaning from each other. 

There are many patterns. In EMSA vol. 1 ,  Chapter 1 6, there is a good list of some of the most 
common Form I verbal nouns. It would behoove you to pay great attention to that list. Note the many 
patterns. Do not try to memorize the patterns themselves. Just learn the actual nouns. But it is good to 
be aware of the possibilities in terms of patterns so that you can tell what is going on when you are 
reading a text. It is always to your benefit to be able to determine what kind of word you are reading if 
you do not know its meaning. If you know what kind of a word it is, it will be very easy for you to find it 
in a dictionary or to make an educated guess about the word' s meaning if you know other words from the 
same root. 

Just for reference, below is an abridgment of the chart on pages 3 14-3 1 5  of volume one of EMSA 
showing one or two examples of each of the major patterns listed on that chart. 

Verbal Noun 
-yl..\j 

UJ � . -

4......1.)� 
-.. . 

�...J_,:.. 

J.,-j 

Use of the Verbal Noun 

Verb 
- -- . �..) 

-

<.r. 
- -

(.).II.).) 
l.....it.:.. 

s-:, 

Verbal Noun Verb 
-

.. . -� .. - -� 
· -

Jij Jij 
. - -

fi� JSj 
-. , .. - .. Y..)"'l Y..)"'l -

o..)".Jc- �k. 

J.aC. � 

The verbal noun in Arabic has a number of uses. In this chapter I will focus on the three most 
problematic ones. Other uses of the verbal noun (covered in Chapters Five and Six of Part ll) are largely 
stylistic or ornamental and are very easy to learn. Learn what's in this chapter, and you will have the 
verbal noun stuff down. 

The verbal noun in Arabic usually refers to the doing of the action refe"ed to by the verb. Here we 
will focus on three ways it can be used: to replace a verb in the subjunctive, as a concept, or as a 
concrete noun. No doubt, you want examples ofthis. Let's take each item one at a time. 

In our examples we will use the verbal noun for the verb � , � ("to work"). The verbal noun 
for this verb is �- In the first type of usage mentioned in the above paragraph the word � means 
"work" in sentences such as "He went to Kuwait in order to work there." In such situations, the particle 
J is attached to the verbal noun. Examine the following sentence. 
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Note two things about this sentence. First, the J being used here is the same one that is used with 
verbs in the subjunctive. When J is attached to the verbal noun this way it is working as a preposition 
and puts the verbal noun in the genitive. The sentence could be rendered using the subjunctive verb 
instead of the verbal noun and mean the same thing. 

Thus, the verbal noun can be used in place of the verb in the subjunctive and have the same meaning 
as the verb. This is use number one. 

Also, notice that the verbal noun in our model sentence is DEFINITE. When the verbal noun is used 
in place of the verb it is almost always definite. The only time a verbal noun used in this way will be 
indefinite is if it is used as the first term of an indefinite idaafa. For example, compare the sentences 
below. 

1 .  Samiir went to Syria to visit. ·'9.;\.i)ij \.:...;� c)l � y.\� . ' 
2. Samiir went to Syria to visit a friend. 

• �.l.w:a 9 .;\.Dl \.:..;� c)l � y.\.:1 · "  

3 .  Samiir went to Syria to visit the market in -�.:1 � ��1 9J\.Dl l:..J� <,)1 � y.\� _ ,.. 
Damascus. 

In the first sentence, o J� is definite as it should be. In the second sentence, the verbal noun is 
indefinite since Samir went there "to visit ! friend." If the verbal noun had the definite article then there 
would be no idaafa. In cases such as the second sentence above, the verbal noun is left indefinite. 

You will see many instances similar to sentence three. Here the verbal noun is part of a definite 
idaafa and is therefore definite. When the verbal noun is used with J it is very often in an idaafa, either 
definite or indefinite. You will see plenty of examples shortly. 

-

Now we come to the second of the three uses, the use of the verbal noun as a concept. In English, 
when we take a concept as such love, hate, or work, we usually keep the words indefinite. For example 
"Work builds character." In Arabic, we can use the verbal noun to represent concepts just as we do in 
English. However, we keep the verbal noun in Arabic DEFINITE. This is because in Arabic, concepts 
are always definite (and often, but not always, singular) whether or not they are derived from verbal 
nouns. Thus when we wish to us � as a concept we will always make it definite. For example. 

1 .  Work in the path of God is a duty. �I �� � - �  • •  .J - c.r . ' 
2. Cleanliness is a part of faith. ·w�'l ' WA 4.!\..l;jll · " -
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In sentence two �t.J;j is a verbal noun meaning "cleanliness" . The sentence is a well-known Islamic 
statement. If fact, since u� "faith" is also a verbal noun and is being used as a concept, it too is 
definite. 

The third use of the verbal noun refers to its possible use as a "concrete" noun. That is, it can be just 
a regular good old boring noun, an every-day word. In this regard, � can mean "a job" as in: 

I have a job in this ministry. 

The verbal noun here is indefinite since the person is saying he has _! job. The verbal noun used this way 
can also be made definite depending on what is being communicated. If someone wants to talk about 
"the job" instead of"a job" he would make the word definite and then could talk about "his job" being 
great or whatever. 

Remember that a verbal noun will usually be definite with the exceptions noted above. American 
students often forget this. Remember also that there are three ways to make a word definite in Arabic. 
The verbal noun can also be made definite in all three ways for all three uses. Examine the sentences 
below and see how the verbal noun is used. 

1 .  I went to Iraq to study the history of Islam. .�'il t:-;.J\:i ��.J� �lyJI �I �� . '  
2. The study of the history oflslam is very .. , 

. 1� � �'11 �.uti t...l.)� 
important. (Or "StudY!!!g the history oflslam . .  l 
3 .  He wrote a study about the role of Islam in the . ·r!WI � �'11 .J.J� we t...I.J� � 
world. 

Note that in the last sentence the verbal noun is indefinite. This is an example of the third usage of 
the verbal noun which can be indefinite or definite depending on the situation. 

Oh Yes. Just One More Thing 

· " 
. r' 

Sometimes a verbal noun from a transitive verb can take a direct object in the accusative case. I have 
always thought this was sort of cool. What does this mean? Examine the two sentences below. 

1 .  He talked about the study of the Arabic 
language. 
2. He talked about his study of the Arabic 
language. 

.�yJI �I ��.J� ;;c � 
- -.� yJI 4.alll �I � we � ... - - .) 

The first sentence is a typical use of a verbal noun. The verbal noun is in an idaafa with �1. As a 
result the second term of the idaafa is in the genitive case, as usual. 
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Now look at the second sentence. You will recall that nothing can come between the first and second 
terms of an idaafa except for the demonstratives such as I� and o�. In the second sentence we have a 
pronoun suffix attached to ��.)� which makes the verbal noun definite and which comes between it and 
what would otherwise be the second term of the idaafa. Therefore we no longer have an idaafa, so there 
is no reason to put WI in the genitive case. WI is not the subject of the sentence, nor is it the predicate 
of an equational sentence. Therefore there is no reason to put it in the nominative case. The accusative 
case is the only optiOJ:! remaining. Since the verb_ from which the noun ��.)� is derived is transitive, it is 
understood as taking WI as its direct object, so WI is written in the accusative. 

Some writers tend not use the above construction, especially with certain verbs. They get around it 
by using the particle J .meaning here "of' or "belonging to." We can rewrite the sentence we have just 
analyzed as: �y.ll ;i.ll ��.)� CJC- �-

Here we simply add J ,  meaning "of," to WI and put the word in the genitive case since J always 
puts a noun in the genitive . The meaning is the same. Basically the two styles are interchangeable and 
you will see both. 

Now do Drill 29. 
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Drill 29. Write in the case endings and then translate each item below. Then rewrite each item using J 
with the correct form of the subjunctive. 

Part B :  IdentifY the verbal nouns in the sentences below. Then translate each sentence. .. .. 
.tiJ.JAI c) 4.9\.tll � c) �  : .. ,fi< . o . \� o* ofo �yJI �I twa\-'� • ' 

. 1� �� �� �� uts · " 
·c�' �� ylA�I '-i� . v 

.� ofo �.JAY\ u.lAll � c) c:.WI yy! . A 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 6. 

Below is an excerpt from an article in �.J":ll �I dated July 9, 1 995, on page 4. The article 
discusses the area of � located on the Egyptian and Sudanese border. Both countries claim the area 
as their own, so � has been a matter of dispute between the two countries for some time. 

Read the article all the way through one time, without using a dictionary. Then read it a second 
time. This time, use your dictionary, but limit yourself to looking up only two words in each paragraph. 
(There are three paragraphs, so no more than six words.) 

Then write a two-sentence summary ofthe paragraph in English. You can check yourselfby looking 
at the translation of the article in the answer key. 

After you have done the above, do the following: 

The article is filled with verbal nouns, many of them from Forms I and II. Identify each Form I and 
Form II verbal noun in the article. Then see how many of them are in definite or indefinite idaafas and 
how many are not in an idaafa at all. How many of the ones not in idaafas are definite? How many of the 
ones in idaafas are definite? 

If you can, then look for verbal nouns from other forms and ask yourself the same questions as in the 
paragraph above. Then check the answer key and see for yourself. 

� .J lA .Jlbl � � � � .t wl jAl ya � � I.Jj)l <.J.a J� � ��I f' jia:i .J 
wiJ�'il � �.J 4.;�1 ��� G.J�.J . "� 0.:A.:iJl wb_,ll ��"'il w\.c...» oJl;jl' 

.Jb\.i..JI o1\ � �I w\.c..Jy!i..o �� �I 4.;lWI 
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E. Active and Passive Participles Forms I and TI 

The active participle is known in Arabic as JF,\.ill f"'""l · The word Jc.U refers to the form the 
participles take when derived from a Form I verb. The active participle (AP) is essentially an adjective 
closely related in meaning to the meaning of the verb. However, active participles are often also used as 
nouns. For the moment do not worry about how the APs are used. You need to learn how these 
participles are derived. First we will study the derivations ofthe APs. Then we will look at how they are 
used. 

Deriving Form I Active Participles 

Sound Verbs 

As indicated by the name of the AP in Arabic, JF,\.ill f"'""l, the AP is formed by inserting an alif 
between the first and second radicals and a ��ra between the second and third radicals. For example, the 
AP of �:.,"j is U'l _;\.l. Likewise, the AP of � is �\S. The APs of all sound Form I verbs are derived in 
this way. They ire all made feminine by adding o. As adjectives referring to human beings, they will 
usually take sound masculine or feminine plurals. However, when used as nouns, either referring to 
human beings or to non-human things, they often take broken plurals. For each AP you learn, you will 
have to learn its plural(s) . 

Hollow Verbs 

Hollow verbs follow the same pattern as sound verbs. A hamza is inserted in place of the middle 
radical. For example, the AP for J\i is �t! and the AP for ) j is �I j. They are made feminine with o 
and their plurals follow the same rules as the APs of sound verbs. Again, for each AP you learn, you will 
have to learn its plural(s). The identity of the middle radical as a .J or !..$ is irrelevant in forming the AP of .,. 

a hollow verb. They are all done the same way. 

Assimilated Verbs 

These verbs are completely regular in forming the AP. The AP of Jf.J is �I.J. So these verbs are no 
problem at all. 

Doubled Verbs 

When the AP for a doubled verb is formed, the second and third radical remain together. For 
� ,  . 

example, the verb .l.J has an AP of .ll.; (and not .l,ll.;). Note that when we form the AP of a doubled Form 
I verb we have a long vowel followed by a consonant in the same syllable. In other words, there are two 
sukuuns in a row for the AP, the hidden sukuun after the alif and the sukuun after the first daal. The 
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sound plural of this AP is 0.J�I.;. Except for the doubling of the second and third radicals, the APs of 
doubled verbs are quite regular. 

Defective Verbs 

The active participle of the verb � is � U. Every defective Form I verb, regardless of whether the 
final radical is a .J <?r a 'i· has an active participle of exactly the same pattern. The AP for � is �\i 
and the AP for � is (.)'lu. Note that these APs end with two kasras. This is the ending for both ihe 
nominative and genitive indefinite forms. The accusative form for all ofthem will look like �u . 

When these words are made definite, they all end in a long yaa' pronounced as a long vowel, �\ill , 
('judge") for example. In the nominative and genitive, when these words are definite, there is no 
inflection for case. In the accusative, a fatha is added as it would be to any noun or adjective. For 
example, the accusative of �\.ill is �\ill. 

Any adjective or noun whose last radical is either a .J or a 'i and which ends in two kasras is known 
as a defective noun or adjective. Many defective nouns and adjectives are not participles. In this section 
I will focus only on those that are. For more on defective nouns and adjectives see the appropriate 
section in Part ill, Chapter Two, of this book. 

Look at the chart for singular masculine and feminine defective APs on the top of the next page. 
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Masculine Singular Nominative Genitive Accusative 
Indefinite 

�t:i �t:i �t:i -
Definite . lil\ . lil\ , . lil\ � � � 

Feminine Singular Nominative Genitive Accusative 
Indefinite .. . 

�t:i .. li .. li � � - · - -
Definite J , �til\ �til\ �til\ - , _  -

You can see from the charts that the feminine forms are perfectly regular. The feminine forms take 
regular feminine sound plurals as well. The masculine forms can take either a sound plural if they are 
adjectives, or they will take a broken plural if they are being used as nouns referring to human beings. I 
will show how this is done presently. 

For Form I defectives, if the AP is used a� a noun referring to masculine human beings, the plurals are 
all formed like that for u-Ali. Its plural is oW:.! . All of the other Form I defective masculine plurals have 
the same pattern. The pattern takes normal case endings, just like the plural word o�l does. 

If the AP is being used as an adjective modifying a human plural, it will usually have a sound plural. 
Whenever a sound plural ending is added to the defective masculine singular AP, the l.j of the singular is 
dropped and the sound plural ending is attached. For example, we have �li. We wish to make it a 
sound plural. Theoretically we should have ��li. However, the t.S (represented by the two kasras), 
will be dropped leaving us with �__,..4\.i. Look at the chart below. 

"' 

Human Noun 

Human Adjective 

What Does This All Mean? 

Masculine Plurals for Defective Form I APs 

Singular 

�t:i 

�t:i 

Plural (Nom.) .. J 

0� 
, li w_,.;:. 

Plural (A/G) . J J 

0� \ 0� . 
, li � 

With respect to defective active participles, here is what you will usually see. You will see them 
usually in the definite masculine singular, i .e. �\ill . You will also see them in the definite feminine 
singular (�.1· n\£11) and you will see them occasionally in the indefinite masculine and feminine singular 
accusative (�li and �li) when these words are used in what are called "haal" constructions (see 
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Chapter Six). The human plural forms will be rare, and the plural forms modifying human nouns will be 
rarer still. 

When you look these words up in the dictionary, you should be aware that all you will see will be 
something like �\l . You will not see the two kasras nor the yaa' . In fact, look up the word �till 
right now (it is on page 904 of the fourth edition ofHans Wehr). All you find here is �\l. Next t9 it, in 
Latin letters, you will see "qadin" indicating the two kasras. Further on you will see the plural o\....4!. 
Keep this little quirk in mind when you think you are looking up such a word. 

For a full discussion of defective nouns and adjectives see Chapter Two of Part m. 
Deriving Form II Active Participles 

Form II APs, are all formed with the prefix r placed before the imperfect stem of the verb. The 
imperfect stem of I.Y'"..;'i:. is I.Y" "..;�. We attach the prefix to the stem and get I.Y""..;�. So you always start off 
with r and you always have a kasra as the stem vowel. The Form II AP takes regular masculine sound 
plural endings when used as a noun and as an adjective. This will be the case with all derived active 
participles. There are exceptions to this rule, but they are few in number. The feminine form � ".)� 
takes regular feminine sound plural forms. The APs of Form II hollow, assimilated, and doubled verbs 
are all completely regular. 

The AP of a defective Form II verb is also (surprise) a defective word. The AP of� is F· 
When made feminine it is perfectly regular (4 ;a-. �4) and will take a feminine sound plural. In its masculine 
form, it takes case endings in the singular and plural exactly as a Form I defective AP does. The plurals 
of the masculine will always be sound plurals and not broken. Here are charts for both sound and 
defective Form II APs. 

Active Participles Form II 
Sound Verbs (and all others except defectives) 

Singular Plural (Nom.) 
Masculine .. 'J! ... ,. 'J! ... , 

(.)1'1.)-lA w�.J.lA 
Feminine .. "' '!t ... J bL:� �.).l.o 

Active Participles ofDefective Verbs Form IT 

Singular Plural (Nom.) 
Masculine =' ... , - .. - ' 

F w� 
Feminine .. 

.. '14 ... J b� � "' 
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Plural (A/G) 
'!4 .... ,. 

�.).lA 
L.: - ' � .l4 . .) 

Plural (A/G) 
.. - ' � 

� � . "' 



Remember that the masculine AP of a Form II defective will have � final yaa' when made definite, 
just like a Form I defective AP. Thus our model above becomes �� just as is the case for �till. 
Also, in the indefinite accusative, the yaa' and nunation appear - lj"o�.:., - just as we saw with lj.: ot!. 

Summary 

yJl.l:. is the active participle derived from the Form I verb y,tl::. . All other sound Form I APs are 
derived the same way. That is, an alif is insert�d between the first two r'!dicals, and a kasra is the stem 
vowel. The AP of��� is (.)")� , the AP of� is �� and the AP of , .. ;.;] is �4. Active participles 
are made feminine by adding �' as in t:Jl.l:. and ��-

(.)":JiA is the active participle derived from the Form II verb �:;�. All other Form II APs are derived 
the same way. That is, r is �way� added as a prefix aqd the ,$tern vowel is always a kasra. The AP of 
,j� is ,j� , the AP of Jr., is � , and the AP of� is �-. Like all active participles, these are 
made feminine by adding 6. 

The AP§ ofFopn II hollow, assimilated, and doubled verbs are all regular. The AP of .JY-- is .)�, 
the AP ofJS.:, is JS� ,  and the AP of �� is �\;.'., . 

The pattern of adding r and making the stem vowel a kasra is not just used in Form II, but also is the 
pattern for forming the APs of all verbs in Forms III- 1 0. This will be mentioned when we deal with each 
form in future chapters. 

This is core of what you need to know. For items not covered above, refer to the two previous 
sections, preferably while you do Drill 30. For now, go on to the next section and then do Drill 30. 

The Use of the Active Participle 

The AP is essentially an adjective which refers to the action of the verb. In many cases, it may also 
become a noun which is closely related in meaning to the action of the verb. Presently I will give you 
some guidelines on how the AP is used and what it can mean. Practically speaking, however, you will 
have to learn the uses of any particular AP as you come across it. Almost always, the meaning is clear 
from context. 

First of all, the AP can be used as a regular adjective modifying a noun. In such circumstances the 
AP will take a sound masculine or feminine pluralj[ the noun it modifies is a plural human noun. 
Look at the examples below. 

1 .  I know the man living in this house. 

2. I met the students studying Arabic. 
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3 .  These are the women (who are) going to the 
conference. 

Note that in all three sentences the active participles have a sort of verbal quality to them, although 
they are clearly adjectives. In fact, sometimes active participles are referred to "verbal adjectives." 
Sentence two shows that an AP can even take a direct object in the accusative case, if the verb from 
which it is derived is transitive, as in the second sentence. 

AP' s often function as the. predicate of an equational sentence. Again, the AP will take a sound 
masculine or feminine plural if it refers to a human plural. Again, APs from transitive verbs can take 
direct objects. 

I am writing an article about the future of the . 
.LJ'i \ �ytll � '-F- 4Jt!A �1S ul . ' 

Middle East. 
They (f pl.) are working in the factory. 

.&-JI � �ll:. 04 . .,-

Some active participles, when used as adjectives with a verbal meaning, can have present progressive 
meaning; some will have present tense meaning; some may have future meaning; some will have present 
perfect meaning. You will have to learn the meaning( s) of each one. Again, more often than not the 

meaning will be clear from the context. 

Normally, verbs referring to motion, location, or the passage of time, have APs which are present 
progressive in meaning. These are verbs such as �' �' �' �j' and fol. See examples 1 -3 
below. 

APs with future meaning are rare, but they often refer to motion as well. The most common example 
is from .)l.... which is a Form III verb. See example 4 below. 

APs which refer to physical or mental states, sometimes called "stative" verbs, can often have normal 
present tense meaning. For example, the verb uj:.. has an AP of u .Jll:. which can mean simply "to 
know" and which will not be noticeably different in meaning from the verb used in the present tense. See 
example 5 below. 

A few APs !lave present perfect meaning; most commonly �6. and �u are used as examples. 
Also the verb �� when used to mean "to pay" has an AP which is used in the present perfect. See 
example 6 below. 

Below are more examples of how APs are used as adjectives with a verbal meaning. 

I I . We are going to the library. 
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2. They (t) live in Amman. . w� � u\JSL... W4 · " 

3 .  I have been waiting here for an hour. (The AP -· 

.�L... o.l.J 1..1\ I:_,J;;;'<I � . r'  
-· 

� is from a Form VIII verb meaning "to wait.") 
4. We are traveling to Sudan next week. · r�lill t�YI wb.,...JI �I �.J_j� � • £ 
5 .  Do you know that man? !�)I �m u.Jtc. �I � . o 
6. My daughter has obtained a degree and I have \Jt! � _,...., .J �b \JI.J o..)� � 4.1.-6. � . '\ 

. paid the tuition, so now I am broke. 
-wYI �  

APs can also be used as common nouns. Normally the AP then refers to the doer of the action 
meant by the verb. When this is the case, the AP of a Form I verb will have a broken plural most, but not 
all, ,of the time. If the AP is referring to hu:qtan beings, the broken plural pattern will be pattern will be 
J�. Examples of such APs are y}l.l:., y)l.b ,  0-SL... , wts:.a and ��' J�. However, some APs when 
used this way and which refer to human beings will not used the Jt:d pattern, but will instead use a sound 
plural. � .Jb is an example. 

Derived APs (active participles of verbs in Forms II-X), when referring to human beings, will usually 
have a sound plural regardless of whether they are being used as adjectives or nouns. 

Below is a brief list of examples of APs used as nouns for Forms I and II. 

Verb AP Singular AP Plural Meaning. 
- - ��  writer(s) � 1.:4\.S y� 

)j 'I . � .)  )j'j visitor(s) 
� resident( s) � 0-SL... wts:.. 

� - � ... ' � - ,  teacher(s) �.)..) �.)� W>'"".J� 

� �tc. J� worker(s) 

� �tc. �I -- .JC factor(s) 
' judge(s) � �\! OL.4i -

� builder(s) � · L 0� u . -
� � ·- singer(s) � -. . . , u� 

Sometimes an AP may have more than one meaning, as is the case with �tc. above. In such cases 
you will have to learn each plural as you learn each AP. Now do Dri11 30. 
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Dril1 30. Each sentence below contains at least one active participle. Translate each sentence and note 
how each participle is being used. Then rewrite each sentence below making the underlined word(s) 
plural. Make all other necessary changes. 

� .� 41JI 11\ • '\ 

This is a good time to stop and look at the key. So check your work now before you go on to finish the 
rest of the drill which is on the next page. 
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Passive Participles Form I 

The passive participle refers to something having undergone the action of the verb. Like the AP, it 
can be either a noun or an adjective, but it usually will not have the verbal meanings of the AP. If it refers 
to human beings, the passive participle will have a regular sound plural most (but not all) of the time. If it 
is used as a plural noun referring to non-human things (like graduate students), it will usually take a 
feminine sound plural. However, some of these will have broken plurals. You will have to learn the 
plurals of each passive participle as you would with any other noun or adjective in this language, 

• .... ... 0 

The Form I passi�e participle is of the pattern J�. Thus for � we get y.f£,A meaning "written" 
or "a letter." From � we get r� meaning "one who has been judged." 

For hollow verbs, if the middle radical is a .J, the .J will appear in the passive. For example, for :;1 j 
we get .J.JYa "visited." If the middle radical is a 1./ you will see it in the passive participle. Thus for t y 
we get � "sold." 

The passive participles of assimilated verbs are completely regular. �:, gives us J .P.-Y. . 
The passive participles of doubled verbs are also completely regular. j:; gives us J .JJ:Y. ("return" or 

"yield"). 

The passive participles of defectives are also easy to derive. If the verb belongs to the first category 
of defectives, such as \.c.J ,  _,c.� ,  then the passive participle is like �:loa "invited." Note the shadda over 

the final J. 

Verbs belonging to categories two and. three fot;,m their passive participles differently from $e fir�t !YP�· The passive participle of� , � is � "decreed." The passive participle for � , �is � "forgotten." Again, note the shadda over the final r.t on tl!ese passive participles. Also, again 
note that the third category here, for which we have used � ,  � as a model, can have either a .J or a 
I.S as its final radical. However, the passive participle will always show a f..S. Thus the mere presence of 

� � 

the 1./ in the passive participle does not necessarily indicate the identity of the third radical. 

The reason that I stress that the final .J or 1./ of the passive participles of these verbs has a shadda is 
because that shadda means that these final letters do not disappear when thes� words are made plural. 
The plural of the three verbs discussed above are b.J'*.Jc:l.. , 0� and <.:Jjj;,f • . 

Passive Participles Form II 

Passive participles of derived verbs take the r prefix just like the APs of these verbs. The prefix is 
then attached to the passive stem of the verb. The passive voice has not yet been covered, but another 
way to look at it is this: The active participle always has a kasra as a stem vowel. For the passive 
participle the kasra is always changed to a fatha. Thus the passive participle for o•t.)J is (.)MJ� "taught." 
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Or, you can say that to form the passive participle, you just add � to the verb in the past-tense stem. 
The only spelling difference between the AP and the passive participle ofthis verb is in the stem vowel. 
Consequently, the unvocalized active and passive participles of derived verbs look exactly the same. The 
meanings, of course, are very different. You will have to determine from context which participle is 
being used. 

The passive participles of derived verbs take regular sound plurals in the same way the active 
participles of these same verbs do. 

Passive Participles of Defective Verbs in Form II 

The passive participles of derived defective verbs always end in an alif maqsuura with two fathas 
written above it. These words are called "indeclinable" nouns or adjectives . An indeclinable does not 
show a case ending. For example, the passive participle of the verb � is � "named." The two 
fathas do not represent case. All they represent is that the word should be pronounced with nunation. So 
this word should be pronounced "musamman." In reality, the nunation on these words is almost never 
pronounced, and of course, the two fathas are seldom written. This word will appear the same no matter 
what case it is in. 

. 

When a Form II defective passive participle is made definite, as in �I the two fathas are dropped. 
Again, this word will appear the same for all three cases. 

Now gaze at the chart below showing the various manifestations of the defective passive participle of 
a Form II verb. 

Verb M. Sing. M. Plural F. Sing. F. Plural 
- - * � .... J ,.. 0 ;jji ... J :;� � � � w� w .. 

As I said above, the masculine singular � will not show a case ending. The plural is a sound 
plural and will show the case ending of a sound plural just as the ACTIVE PARTICIPLE ofthe defective 
will. Note, though, the diphthong which appears in the nominative plural due to the stem vowel being a 
fatha. The genitive/accusative, C.i';�o�n'4 ,  will also have a diphthong. 

The feminine singular shows all case endings and feminine plural is a regular feminine sound plural. 
Note that in the feminine singular, the alifmaqsuura becomes a regular alif 

That is it for passive participles for now. We will look at other uses for the passive participle in 
Chapter Four. Below are a few examples of how they are used according to what has been presented so 
far. Look at them and then do the drill which follows. 
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1 .  This letter is written in Arabic. 
2. You are not invited to this party. 
3 .  It was a matter so decreed. (Quran, S . 1 9, vs. 
2 1 )  
4 .  The students are not present in the class. 
5 .  These are the languages taught in this 
university. 
6. His daughter is named Samiira. 

Now do Drill 3 1 .  
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Drill 3 1 .  Each sentence below has a blank and is followed by a verb at the end. Put the correct form of 
the active or passive participle (whichever is appropriate) in the blank. You may have to make it definite, 
plural, feminine, etc. Make sure you give it the right case ending . 

tc.J • tli.:JI �I � �I . ' 
-

d_, �I ...)Aij.;JI �i � - · " 
� 

d_, . �I ,,:;I I _,ll.i . r  

t1o . .fi...a.a.JI JP,J U.O � . £  

.J� 
G.J. 

• �L�l'l �l.li . I � dl �I Ullc.i . 0 J ------
• I.:. u "' J  • 

� . 4.! . aill: _____ ul_;b"il ...)Aij.;JI y..:- . '\ 

� ·------ �_,b, ,) W.J.!;.!t,.,l;l\ J� . v  

.J� • ______ JI � �_,J y__p. �\.1\ . A  
;. 11..l=.ib - ,l- 11 

�II 0 ;. �ll.J II.J• G �II � 1\ • 
.)..,...._ c.j� ------ r=-- . _, .)..,...._ 

"' . ------ J..;.;;- -
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 7 

This exercise is going to take a little time. It will require a relatively fair amount of reading and some real 
thinking about what you are doing. Please do it, step by step, as described below. 

Below is an excerpt from another article from �.J'i l J�l . Read it, without a dictionary. As you 
read it, underline the following. 

1 .  Every Form I and II active participle 
2. Every Form I and II passive participle 
3 .  Active and passive participles from Forms III-X if you can. 

After you have read the article and underlined the words as requested in items 1 -3 above, you should 
have some idea of what the article is about. Write out a two or three sentence summary of the article in 
English. Do not use your dictionary. 

After you have done that, read the article a second time (without the dictionary) and underline the 
following: 

4. Every Form I and II verb and its subject. 
5. Every Form I and II verbal noun. 

Now, read the article again. This time, use your dictionary, but look up no more than 10 words and 
look up only those words you have underlined in items 1 -5 above. Then add to your summary some or 
all of the new information you learned during your second and third readings. Try and be as detailed as 
you can, but do not try to translate the article, or sections of it. 

Then, go to the answer key and look at the translation in order to verify the information you wrote down. 
The key will also give you all the words you should have underlined in items 1 -5 above. 

�\:ill �I � c:-�1 �� o uli:ic.l iJA�I i�l ul uul �I �;li\.lll i)j.J � .;.lt..AA J\! 
441 �..ll � u..i.J �I �.;\.:A � 'iy..=wll �)I J�l �.Jt.:- c) .b.;jWI i� � c.sib - 0 4  _,c...l.Jl 

u� .J . ' � � " rU=. � .Y-A c) �� rl.lc. )'4 w� � .;JL..oli.J ,�WI (wl y.....?) � � " '\ r � 
U...U �I '�..fo I.!:J� \19;;1 wl..l_,...JI iJA �_,_..JI �l.;''il lfo..l t.-i.ll �I wl" J.J�I .;� 
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Chapter 3 

A. Form ID Verbs 
B. The Passive Voice 

A. Form m Verbs 

Form m verbs are characterized by an alifplaced between the first two radicals. For example �\! , 
� � , and W.Jb. are all Form m verbs. In the past tense these verbs conjugate like all the other verbs you 
have seen. In the present tense they have a voweling pattern similar to that for Form II verbs. Below is 
the verb �\! , �� ("to meet," "to interview"), conjugated in the present tense. 

J �� 
, 

J 

'• �ti:j w .  
• J 

�ti:j 
, 

'· �l:tJ w . .. 
. 

�l:tJ . .. 

Plural 
J 

� �ti:j 
.. . , � �� 

� J 

�ti:j 
, , 

f"4 
(Jf4 

Dual Sin�;ular 
� �lif ui 

, 

J � (m) � �\.ij 
, 

J 

(f) � �ti:j � .. .  
, 

�� .JA 
, 

J �ti:j r.sA , 

You should see that the vowel on the prefix is always a dhamma and that the stem vowel is always a 
kasra. This is the same as for Form TI verbs. 

The jussive and the subjunctive are the same for Form m as for all other forms. Therefore I am not 
going to list them here. 

The command conjugations for Form m are also similar to those for Form m. We take the jussive 
and then drop the prefix. We are left with a word beginning with a consonant and followed by a vowel, 
so vye already have the command and do not need a command prefix. For example, for � the jussive is 
�\.i::i . We drop the b and are left with �\! which is the command. Here are the command conjugations 
for Form m. 

, 

Command 
�li 

, 

�li 
�li 

, 

l�li 
, 

. �li 
, 
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The active participle is of the pattern �t.L.. as in �\L .  The passive participle is JC.lL.. as in �\L . 
The primary verbal noun pattern is &t.L.. as in �\L . A secondary verbal noun pattern is discussed 
below. 

Hollow Verbs 

Hollow verbs in Form ill are regular just like those in Form II. If the middle radical is a .J , it will 
appear as a strong consonant. The verb J'.Jb. is an example. The same is true for the 'I , as in the verb 
�� . Just as in Form II, there is never any shortening of the middle radical. 

Assimilated Verbs 

Assimilated verbs in Form ill are regular in every way. The .J never disappears. For example J.-I.J , 
• I -\ • � � -

Doubled Verbs 

Doubled verbs are extremely rare in Form ill and will not be treated in this book. 

Defective Verbs 

Defective verbs in Form m work just as their counterparts do in Form II. There is only one way to 
conjugate them in the perfect, and only one way in each of the imperfect moods, just like Form II. Below 
is the verb '-',)\.j , '-'.)� meaning ''to call," conjugated for the past tense and the imperfect indicative. 

# 

Past Tense 

Plural Dual Sin��ar 

(m) \...\ , O ' \ • �u 
.. 
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J 

t.j�\.3.3 
J 

. L..l\.!i U -
J 

, . �\.!i � 
, lL . � . u .. 

' lL  � · .. 

Plural 

� 
.. . , � 

� 
f"4 
(.)A 

Present Tense 

Dual 
J � · Ld.jj '-' -, 

· L..l� '-' - .. (m) � , 
J 

. L..l\.!i '-' - (f) � , 

l t.j�UI 
J 

t.j�\:Jj 
J 

, . �\.!i u; 

(..5�� .. .. 
J 

t.j�\:Jj 

Sin� ;ular 
ul 

� 
� 
� 

� 
I hope you can discern from the conjugations above that defectives in Form m conjugate in both 

tenses just like the verb �.» , �J:H. . You will see in the next chapter that Form IV defectives also 
conjugate like � .» , c.j .):H. . .. 

As you might guess, the jussive ofF orm m defectives will be derived in the same way as the jussive 
of Form II defectives, as will the command conjugations. See below. 

Plural 
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L�� - .. 

The Jussive 

Dual 

(m) � 

Commands 

Command Pronoun 
�\.j .. . , l I....JJ 

t.j�\.j � 
�\.j � -

1�\..l .. . , � 
, 

• �\.j u; �I 
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The verbal noun of c.5JU is obt.L.. 

The active participle is �\.L. and the passive participle is �J\.L. . These are just the same as in Form II. 

Notes on Form ill 

Form m �erbs are transitive and often express the attempt to do the action described by the Form I 
root. Thus, Jj\! means ''to fight" from the root JJ! mean ''to kill." Note that the verb J_,b. means ''to 
attempt." 

Many Form �m verbs involve doing the action described by the Form I verb directly to some one else. 
For example, �1S means ''to correspond with someone," from the root � meaning ''to write." � .;� 
means ''to participate with someone" in the doing of something, from the root � � meaning ''to share" 
with someone or "to become a partner with someone." 

Form m verbs also have a secondary verbal noun pattern. The pattern is J� and sometimes exists 
side by side with the primary pattern given above. Sometimes this secondary pattern is preferred or even 
the only one used. Sometimes the two verbal nouns have different meanings, but usually this is not the 
case. Here are some common verbs for which the secondary pattern of the verbal noun is often used. 

Verbal Noun Meaning Verb 
\iS c: � 

to struggle �\S 
..)� to struggle �� 
Jt:ij to fight � 
l.ll � � 

to call c.SJU 

J� to struggle J.,aU 

t'Y-- to struggle tJl-
These verbs also have the primary pattern for their verbal nouns. You will see both patterns. In case 

you are interested, J� is the term you often hear translated as "holy war'' by the news media, and indeed 
it does sometimes have that meaning as a technical term in Islamic studies. However, since it is against 
Federal Communications Commission regulations for newscasters ever to pronounce an Arabic word 
correctly, you have probably heard the word pronounced something like ')eeehad," as in heehaw. 

You have now studied Forms l-ID. You are actually getting close to learning all l O  forms, since, as 
you see, the derived forms are much easier to master than Form I. The following exercise will drill you 
on Form m as well as on Forms I and TI. Pay careful attention to the context. Since nothing will be 
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voweled, Forms I and II will often look the same. Form m verbs, because of the alif, should stand out 
and be easily recognized. I will talk more about context in Chapter 4 and again later in this text. 

After you do drill 32, go on to the next section ofthis chapter. PAY CAREFUL ATTENTION TO 
THE NEXT SECTION. It will give you the only conjugations for Arabic verbs which you have not yet 
had, the conjugations for the passive voice. 
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Drill 32. Convert the following sentences into the present tense. Then negate them using the jussive. 
Fully vowel all verbs in your answers. 
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B. The Passive Voice 

The passive voice is widely used in Arabic without the negative associations regarding style that the 
passive voice has in English. American students are often uncomfortable with the passive voice when 
reading Arabic texts because the unvoweled passive conjugations often look exactly like active voice 
conjugations. Since many students often are horrified at the thought of reading for meaning and 
recognizing words in context, and since they are usually very weak in grammar, sentences in the passive 
often are totally misunderstood. 

- . 
Below are the passive voice conjugations for the verb � , � ("to examine") in the past tense. 

, 
\ .. . I � · ��� 

, , . ... . f' � · .::a�! 
, , 

� .,.0 • 

wl · ��� 
, 

I . 
� 

, 
� 

Plural 

� 
.. . 1 � 

Jlji 
rA 
� 

, , 
\ .. - . I 4 �� -=�� 

, 
� 

, 
, .. - . · l · ��� 

Dual 
� 

(m) � 
(f) � 

, 
' .. 0 • 

' ll .:::l_;t� l 
, - . . , .. h IIQ� 9  
, .. . . � h .::::�� ! 

, 
� 

, . - . , .. h .::a� I 

Sin��lar 
ui 

� 
� 
_,14 

� 
Passive conjugations are differentiated from active conjugations by internal vowel changes. You can 

see from the conjugations above that the vowel on the first consonant is always a dhamma and that the 
stem vowel is always a kasra. These are the only differences. The suffixes are exactly the same as for the 
active voice. If you write out these passive conjugations without the short vowels, they will look just like 
active conjugations. Therefore context is what will tell you what is going on. 

Now we will see how the passive is used and what it means. Let's use "I studied the book" as a 
model sentence. This sentence is in the active voice. It is also a very boring sentence. Anyway, if we 
wish to convert this sentence to the passive voice in English we would say, "This book was studied by 
me." (This is a gross barbarism in English, but such sentences do occur.) Now let' s look at the Arabic 
versions of these sentences. 

1 .  I studied the book. . y \:iS!\ : .. ,.,.'__;� . ' 
2. The book was studied. 

• y\:iSll � .)� . '\'  -

Look at the second Arabic sentence. The direct object of the first sentence is now the subject of the 
second sentence (just like English). Thus the verb is conjugated for the third person masculine singular in 
order to agree with the subject. The verb, of course, is conjugated in the passive voice. Notice that the 
Arabic sentence does not have the equivalent of "by me" included. This is because in Arabic the doer of 
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the action is supposed to go unmentioned. In fact, the Arabic word for the passive is J�l ''the 
unknown," in reference to the fact that the passive is used so the doer of the action will remain unknown. 
Here is another example. 

1 .  The student (f) studied this , 
.y\:iS.ll \� 4..:1�1 �.):J . ' 

book. 
2. This book was studied. 

• y\:iS.ll \� � j:J · "  -

See that the subject in the first sentence is removed and that the object of the first sentence becomes 
the subject in the next sentence. This is really not different from English. The only real difference is that 
in English we can mention who did the action in the passive, whereas in Arabic we cannot. 

Question: How would you say in Arabic: "These books were studied"? Think of the answer and 
then look below. 

I hope you got this right. The subject of the sentence is a non-human plural, so the verb must be 
feminine singular and the demonstrative must also be feminine singular. 

So far, you have only seen a sound From I verb conjugated in the past tense in the passive voice. 
Now I will show you the conjugations for a Sound Form IT verb and a sound Form m verb for the 
passive and in the past tense. Then I will give you the present tense conjugations for sound verbs Forms 
I-ll. Then we will examine the hollows, defectives, etc. It seems like a lot at first, but you will see that 
the passive conjugations are actually simpler than the active ones. 

Below are the passive past tense conjugations for the Form IT verb ��"j . Note that the voweling 
pattern is exactly the same as for Form I. 

Plural 

�';J � 
, 

0 ... '14 J ...  , �� � , 
�t ;; ... - J 

�.)� 

��� rA 
... 0 fJJ , �jl rj/4 
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Dual 
, LWi �� 

L:� (m) l.d. 

tr..:.)J (f) l.d. 
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, .., 0 " J. �� 
.... 0 " , �jl 

.. 0 '14 , �jl 
.. , (.)iol� 

• , IJ4 , �jl 

Sin�:ular 
ui 

� 
� �I 

� 

� 



Since the voweling pattern is the same for Forms I and II, these two forms will look alike when 
unvoweled in the passive. In fact, these verbs in the passive will look just the same as when written in the 
active. Thus, � .J.:l could represent W:.J� , �"..)..:� , � .J'.:l , or d.J'.:l . In fact, � .J.:l could also represent other 
things as well, such as �"..;� "lesson" or the co1Il1Il8.Iid W:.J� "teach." Thus, you must be aware of the 
context. 

Now let' s look at a Form III verb in the passive for the past tense. 

Plural Dual Sin��lar 

(m) � 

(f) � 

In Form m the alif is converted to a waaw which is the long counterpart of the dhamma, as you 
know. The stem vowe� as always, is a kasra. Since the waaw does stand out, you should have no 
trouble identifying a Form ill verb in the passive voice when it is in the past tense. 

Now we come to the present tense for the passive voice. First we will take the Form I verb, � ,  . , - -
� ·  

. , , - . � . , .... .... .,.,. W-JI �:. •� 

-
. , 

... . 0 ... ... w• ,0, , , 

. - ., W.J' �:a. IJ 
- . - . 

. 
, 

W' a:=.. IJ 

Plural . , 
� 

l - . .,. w , tO, , ,  -
• 

"' "\ � 
\ - .

, 
W• t G:III IJ 

w:ui . , \ - . .,. w · n,9 '  -
rA 
tJ. 

Dual 
� 

(m) � 

(f) � 

� . , , ... ... � . , ... .... ... WJt n> 9 2 
• , - ., � . , 

J 

....
... 

� 

Sin�(U}ar 
ui 

- ' u 

� 
.JA 

� 

For the present tense, the vowel on the prefix is always a dhamma (for all ten forms). The stem 
vowel is always a fatha (also for all ten forms). The suffixes are the same as for the active voice. Note 
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that it is the internal voweling which indicates the voice. Thus, unvoweled, the active and passive present 
look exactly the same. 

Form II verbs will be done exactly as Form I, as will Form III verbs. Here are the passive 
conjugations for Forms II and III in the present tense. 

J 
J � .... . (.)oil _).lJ 

J 'w�:JJ:J 
J �:JJ:J 

;;; ,. J CJ�_)� 
.... 0 ;;; ... J �_)� 

J �� 
J 

(J_,�L!i:j 
J (J"�L!i:j 

� � � 
. � .. '""-' .. 
� . �  � 

· � .. u .. 

Plural 

� 
.. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
0A 

Plural 

� 
.. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
0A 

J w�:iJ:J 
� 

w�:J� 
� 

J w�:JJ:J 
� 

J wi�L!i:j 
� 

· I�� u .. 
� 

J wi�L!i:j 
� 

Dual 
W3i 

(m) � 
(f) � 

Dual 
La:iii 

(m) � 
(f) � 

Singular 

��j 
J 

J � ...... .. (.)oil _).l.l 
J �..)J:J 

J ;;; ... J (.)oil� 
J �F 

Singular 
�uf 

J �L!i:j 
J 

'w=�L!i:j 
�� .. 

J �L!i:j 

ul 
. �I 

� 
� 

� 

ul 
. �I 
. �I 

� 

� 
You can see that the Form II pattern is just like the Form I pattern in that you begin with a dhamma 

and the stem vowel is a fatha. Note that the vowel over the first radical is also a fatha. This is because, 
in the present tense passive, all vowels after the dhamma on the prefiX are always fatha until you 
get to the suffiX. You will see more examples ofthis when we deal with other forms ofthe verb. Just 
remember that in the passive voice for the present tense, the prefix will always be a dhamma and all 
vowels after that (including the stem vowel) will always be a fatha until you get to the suffix at the end. 

Since Form II verbs have a dhamma on the prefix in both the active and passive voices, and since they 
all have a fatha on the first radical of the verb in both voices, it is only the stem vowel that tells you 
which voice is being used. Obviously, in writing, the active and passive will look alike when 
unvoweled. When listening you will have to focus on the stem vowel. 
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In Form m we have the same situation as in Form II. It is only the stem vowel which gives you the 
voice since the dhamma is used in the prefiXes in both voices. Again, when written, the active and 
passive present tense will look the same when unvoweled. 

Now I will discuss the various subcategories of verbs: hollow, defective, assimilated and doubled. I 
will treat each subcategory separately, but I will treat each one for all three forms of the verb which we 
have had so far. This is a slight deviation from the pattern in previous chapters. 

Hollow Verbs 

In the past tense, hollow verbs in Form I have only one pattern for conjugation in the passive voice. 
If you recall (you had better recall), that for the active voice we have three different categories of hollow 
verbs, you will see that the passive is much easier. No matter what the middle radical is, there is only one 
conjugation pattern. Here it is for the past tense using the verb ) j , �.J� . 

Plural 

I.J.>.d 

\:j' • .>.U 

Dual 

(m) � 

(t) � 

,.,. 0 • u_;_; 

.. 0 • �.).) 
-
.>.U 

Singular 

Because the stem vowel for the passive in the past tense is always a kasra, the middle radical of a 
Form I hollow verb must either appear as a kasra or a r.j ,  the long counterpart of the kasra. The rules for 
when shorten the r.j to a kasra are the same as the rules for shortening the middle radical in the active 
voice past tense. Exactly the same. Note that y..J is clearly in the passive voice, since the r.j will not 
appear in the active past tense for a Form I hollow verb. However, b:_,j , when unvoweled, will look 
just like the active. 

-

NOTE THAT ALL FORM I HOLLOW VERBS WILL CONJUGATE JUST LIKE THE 
VERB ABOVE IN THE PASSIVE FOR THE PAST TENSE. 

Moving right along to the present tense, the passive conjugation of �.J� is �I� . Thus, just as for a 
sound verb, the prefix vowel is a dhamma. The stem vowel will be either an alit: or its short counterpart, 
the fatha, which is the passive stem vowel for all sound verbs. Here is the complete conjugation. 

Plural Dual Singular 
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, , � l �lj.i � wl)y �ljl ui 
' , , �_,)y .. . 1 wi)J:. (m) � �ly � � 

, � , , 
' . ' wl)y (f) � -. I ... � w.JY U:U Y  

' 

�_,)J:. rA , I · '  
.) .J:l  _Jf4 

, .... 0 ... J �ly w.J..>.: � � 
Note that the principle of shortening applies here just as it does in the active voice. Note also that: 

ALL FORM I HOLLOW VERBS FOR THE PRESENT TENSE IN THE PASSIVE VOICE 
WILL CONJUGATE EXACTLY THE SAME WAY AS THE VERB IN THE CHART ABOVE. 

Form II hollow verbs are completely regular in both tenses and will conjugate just as �"_;'i does. 
For example, '.J�j is '.Jj'j in the past tense passive and '_;�J:. in the present tense passive. 

Form ill hollow verbs are also completely regular in the passive, as they are in the active. r.:,L! 
becomes r .J� in the past and r:,� in the present. Personally, I like the two waaws you get in r .J� . I 
have always felt it is too bad that there is not a verb J.JI.J . In the passive for the past tense it would look 
like this .J.J.J.J and would sound even more ridiculous than a network newscaster trying to pronoun such 
difficult Arabic names as .)� . 
Assimilated Verbs 

Assimilated verbs in Form I are perfectly regular in the past tense passive. Thus �:, becomes 
- . , 

�.J -

Furthermore, in the present tense these Form I verbs are also regular, unlike their condition in the 
present active voice. Remember that in the present active voice, these verbs lose the .J. Thus �.J 
becomes � . But in the passive the .J remains, giving �� .  So if you see the .J and you know that 
the verb is From I, you know that you have the passive. On the next page you will find the present tense 
passive conjugations for �:, , � . 
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J . � 

�_,3 
��_; 

. , 
�_; 

��.-'= 
. 

� .� �.-'= 

Plural 

� 
.. . , � 

� 
� 
r:y. 

c:_,�_; 
� 

· �  u .-'= 
� 

c:_,�_; 
� 

Dual 

LWi 
(m) � 
(f) � 

�) 
J . ... .. �y 
�_; 
, . � �.-'= 
, . � .. �y 

Sin��ar 

ui 
� l � 
� 
.JA 

� 
Assimilated verbs in Forms IT and m are completely regular in both tenses in the passive just as they 

., !!! ;;. 

are in the active. The Form IT r!.J is �� in the past passive and er � in the present passive. Similarly, 
the Form ill o-1.J is J,.-.J.J (there are those two waaws again) in the past passive and ��� in the 
present passive. 

Doubled Verbs 

Form I doubled verbs work the same way in the passive as they do in the active voice when it comes 
to breaking up the doubled consonant of the root. As I am totally certain you recall, � for example, 
when conjugated in the past tense, will have the two �· s separated whenever the suffix begins with a 
consonant. Thus "I counted" is b:i� . In the passive "I was counted" you would have bjfo._ I hope 
this is transparent. Now, whenever the doubled consonant is not broken up, there is no kasra. Thus 
"he was counted" is � . Here the dhamma of the passive appears but there is no place to put the kasra. 
Here is the complete passive past tense for �. 

Plural Dual Sin�· , LWi ui � � t ... J (:.,\� , AJ l ... lc 
, �l . ... , ... , I� (m) �  � . , 

��� � � 
, � � $ � J � (f) � �·::J)'c c.)l� 
l_fo ;S; J � .lC. .JA 

� . , t::J� � r:y. � 
In the present tense there is no problem at all. The passive of� is � .  Here you see the dhamma 

on the prefix of the passive, as always. The stem vowel of the present tense active has been replaced by 
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the fatha of the passive. Now, if the doubled consonant needs to be broken up, for the pronoun tJ> for 
example, you will see this: 0�� . Here, the stem vowel in the passive is moved over to its position 
between the second and third radicals just as the stem vowel of the active would be. 

Now without looking at the completed chart below, fill in the blank chart immediately underneath this 
paragraph with the passive present tense conjugations for � , � . Then check your work against the 
chart underneath it. 

Plural 

� 
.. . , � 

. �� 

f"6 
0f4 

Here is the completed chart. 

, 
" � .la,j 

, 
0J� 

, 
0"-i� 
� .. � , WJ� 
.... 0 ..... 0 J. 

• �..AJ u .. 

Plural 

� 
.. . , � 

� 
f"6 
0f4 

Dual 

Dual , 
w'� � 

r � , • ..AJ u .. � , 
r � w � � 

I hope you got most of the above conjugations right. 

Sin!;ular 

� wi 
(m) � � 
(f) � 

• 

�� 

� 

� 

Sin�;ular 

� �f wi 
(m) � 

� ... , 
� � 

, � (f) � 0;� 
" � , ..AJ � .. 

, � � .. .la:.l � 

Form II doubled verbs are totally regular. Thus the passive of �� is 1� in the past tense and j� in  
the present tense. 

Form m doubled verbs are extremely rare and are not taught in this book. 
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Defective Verbs 

Form I defective verbs, like hollow verbs, only have one set of conjugations for each of the two 
tenses. Do you remember the four kinds of defective verbs in Form I? If not, you should review them. 
In any event, all of the Form I defectives will conjugate in the same as t.c...:� , _,c.� is conjugated below. 
Here is that verb for both tenses in the passive voice. 

Past Tense 

J 
• .. J 

�� 

Plural Dual Singular 

ui 
(m) � 

(f) � 

The first thing to notice is that the final radical appears as a c.p. This is due to the influence of the 
stem vowel of kasra used in the passive voice in the past tense. This r..S will appear in the passive in the 

.. 

past tense for all defective verbs. Notice also that the final c.p remains for the conjugation for �- (This 
is because the pattern of kasra-yaa' -fatha is permissible.) _We ha�e seen this pattern in the active voice of 
the third categpry ofForm I defectives. For example � is '�"•J:ni for � in the active. In the passive it 
would be i",J: .. ; .  In any event, just remember that all Form I defectives have their passive past 
tense conjugations exactly like the verb in the chart above. So do all defectives in Forms II-X. 

Present Tense 

Plural 
J 

�� 
J 

;:.;:;c.� 
J 

..... .
.... 

� 
r:;p 

, 0 ... 0 ,. 
w.JC-� 
.... . ... 0 , 
r:>.JP-.l.l .. 
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� 
.. . I � 

� 
rA 
0f4 

J 
· LC.� 

u .. 
-

LC,o J . � u .. ..  
-

J LC. . .. • .l.l u .. 
-

Dual Singular 

� • l 
��I ui 

J . 

(m) � �� �I 
J 

(f) � 
.... . .... � �i r:;p 

• J 

�� _JI4 
J 

�� � 
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The stem vowel offatha turns the final radical into an alifmaqsuura. This will be the case for the 

passive voice in the present tense for all defective verbs. When the suffix {;\ is added for the dual, the 
alif maqsuura becomes a (,S and acts as a consonant. When the suffix 0 is added for the pronouns � and .. 

Ui3\ , the alifmaqsuura becomes a 1.5 with a fatha before it (the fatha is the stem vowel) and a sukuun after .. , -

it. (We have seen this before. For example � +  r5. = � .) For �I the � ending blends with the alif 
maqsuura resulting in the same conjugation as for Wlil. For rA the .J of the suffix replaces the alif 
maqsuura but the stem vowel offatha remains, giving you 0".Jc� .  The same thing happens with �-

Just remember that all Form I defectives wiD conjugate exactly the same way as the verb we 

have just treated here. So will all defectives in Forms II-X. 

Therefore, defectives in Forms II and ill will also conjugate exactly as the verb discussed above. For 
example, the verb � is � in the past passive and � in the present passive. The Form III verb 
1.5JU is �� _JJ in the past passive and 1.5J� in the present passive. 

Some Notes on the Passive 

I have stressed repeatedly that the passive conjugations often look like active conjugations. Now you 
see what I mean. You must always be aware ofthe context. Drills 33 and 34 will give you some practice 
at producing the passive. Authentic Arabic Exercise number 8 will give you some practice at recognizing 
the passive. Before you do those drills, read the following. 

I have given you examples of the passive voice for Forms l-ID using the past tense (the perfect) and 
the present tense (the imperfect indicative). Be aware that the passive exists in the other two moods of 
the imperfect, the jussive and the subjunctive. Keep in mind that the principles of shortening long vowels 
for hollow and defective verbs are the same in the passive as they are for the active. For example, to 
negate y..J ("he was visited") using r! + the jussive, you will write :;� r! ("he was not visited"). You 
may wish to refer to the verb charts, but it should be clear to you that the passive exists in both tenses and 
all moods. Thus it is all the more important that you read for context. 

As stated above, Drills 33 and 34 will help you in producing the passive. But make sure that you can 
generate the passive conjugations for any Form I, II, or m verb as well as you can generate the active 
voice conjugations. 

Authentic Arabic Exercise number 8 will give you an article and ask you to translate it. In the key I 
will have some comments on a couple of things in the passage that experience tells me will be problematic 
for the American student. Do not look at those comments or the translation in the key until after you 
have given the translation your best effort. When you read and translate the passage, you will need to 
have all of the material covered so far in this book available in your brain, sort of the way a computer 
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program sits in RAM. Your previous experiences with the language may come in handy as well, since 
things will appear in the text which have not yet been covered. 

Whenever you read an Arabic text, either for comprehension or in order to produce a good 
translation, always read the entire piece first, using a dictionary as little as possible. If the text is very 
long, read parts of it, say half a page, without a dictionary and see how much you understand. Then use a 
dictionary to look up a few key words if you need to. Then go on and read some more. When you have 
finished, read the entire text again using the same method. If you need to render a precise translation, 
look up the words you do not Plow after the second reading and then do your translation. There will be 
more on this later in the text. But try this method with Authentic Arabic Exercise number 8 even though 
the reading selection is not long. 

That is it for the passive for now. In Chapter Four I will cover two other brief items pertaining to the 
passive. One is easy. The second is often a problem for some students. However, if you understand the 
material in this chapter, then this second item will be easy for you. 
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Drill 33 .  Convert the following sentences into the passive voice (in the past tense). Then negate the new 
sentences using rJ + the jussive. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in your answers. 

· "rly\":ll" o�....r.J 4.lti.JI o1t. : ... ps . ' 

. �I r Yl �Jli · " 

·��� �.) �Liill J:ii .T'  

.4JWI �I �_,.JI Li_,c.J . t  

.�l � o� . o 

·Fi.ll� t) �I � _;Sj . '\ 

• .):!it..-....11 �I _,-I u-..u . v  

. (jii.J.J.lll I� . A 

, , .o.J�I �I �J\tl �..JA":ll 4.blyJI �\! • ' ' 
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Dril1 34. Negate each sentence below in an appropriate way. Be aware ofwhat you are doing. The 
sentences are in different tenses, voices, and moods. Fully vowel your answers . 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise #8. 

Below are excerpts from an interview conducted by the magazine � _,11 with Muhammad Husayn 
Fadl Allah, a leading figure in Hizbullah, published in November, 1 993 , pages 20-25. 

Read the entire selection all the way through without using a dictionary. Note any verbs used in 
the passive voice. Then look in the key to see if you have been able to determine correctly which verbs 
are passive. 

Now you have a much bigger task. Try to translate all of the questions and answers as well as you 
can. If the vocabulary barrier is too much for you to handle, try to gist each question and answer, using 
your dictionary just to look up a few words to help you do this. 

You will note that the questions and answers incorporate much ofthe grammar we have had so far, 
including hollow and defective verbs, active and passive participles, negation with � , the use of � , 
verbal nouns, the accusative predicate with the verb w\S , many idaafas and noun adjective phrases, the 
dual and plural, as well as grammar we have not covered yet, such as the conditional and verb forms 
beyond Form ill. All of this is there in addition to the passive voice. Look for all of these elements as 
you read and translate the material below. If you get stuck on something, don't spend too much time on 
it. Skip it and continue. When you are done, look at the translation and comments in the key. 

4j�.) �L.. 

!41�.; wlAL..a y� '4.u·t �tiS c;� Uli _,1 �Y� w� ljt.. • 

· .lll ..:WI . ..Aii. �I " · .lll .< :tl .ill' '-�tiS � �U. � · � · .=:<1 L:iS Ull · Uli .li1 � � " � ..>-"" • " .) u (,)A ..;- • '-"' � 
�'il �� � � 41�.; �t..- -� r'.le-4 t.Sfo .;� r!.J �u.. � w.J� Uli.J '-"'L..a'il � � � �;.oil\ �t:; r-3 ��.J �l.l:ll c} �'i\ ,:;c. �I �� 4/�.J �L.. y_,all �I J.i1 .y_,ali.J 
fo y\:iS � rl 'i�.J wt..J....a w' �.J t.S..P-' � �1.1\ -� � �'il we- � �� 4\::iS Ull 

4.S · WI lJA �l..a.li.. · L . :. · ·-'1 • .<.-: · I ....t..!l 'i tl · .. Ll � WI .. � .. ,'i\ .<.:tl � . ..:..ili ..P- u .J .. IJA � w_,..... u �'""""" .J � .. .J.J . .J �- ..>-"" .. � 

, � 

.fiill � c) 

i� ...,-"} �b�l � � '-"'L..a'JI 11\_ c.Jc. .u-i �IJ 0ts _,1 .�j c} l;•,; r-3 0'11 � -� m.J u� r-3 
11\ c} t.Sfo 41i .;� r!.J .l:lo.l �; r1 l..A.tt. t:i�b 0ts 4..ti 01 e51_,11 -�3 � 0J� � 4ii!Y� �4 

·t�_,.JI 

!� u-.11 tbl � t.. . 

-�j c)l t...J w��.J w.J�J14 ��I '-"'Ul\ o� � �I ol.waWI J� �I �I & 
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!�WI �_;ill o_jiill � ..ill�'i �'i.Jk-. uL-::.. Ja • 

�..,! 01 t.t.�ti.o.J �k. � U3ts 4..l.Jb..o �� . li.:·t � u_;c.l y ut;.:J.J ��.J �.J 0::: ��6.1 .J.J� 
�I L..J 1 .... � · I J 6. . � �.AI · � · \S ��I o� . ..! 41.:.. 1 .- .1 � U.l:. 

'->"' cs- . , (.) .J -'- ,. , _;::.. , (.) .J 
. 4.,11- c.r- � .J 

. l:�.ii'il 1 .� i',g.t!S\ 4JWI •.< 1 - . .  '- IC > .  �l.S..G . ..! I �- 'I � , .u . .ll� . � • .J • 
� 

-

u-w � � �.rr r ..r- Y.J .J-'-'O.J , . '-?_,.,., 
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A. The Comparative and Superlative 
B. Form IV Verbs_ • 

C. The Particles 0\ ,  0J and 0i 
D. The Impersonal Passive 

A. The Comparative and Superlative 

Chapter 4 

-

As you know, many adjectives have the � pattern. Among them are J/jS ,  _;#. , � , �J and jJ..._,b . For these adjectives there is a special pattern (called the elative in most textbooks) which 
provides both the comparative and superlative adjectives. This same pattern is also used for adjectives 
which vary slightly from the � pattern and which we will study below._ The pat):ern is not used for 
adjectives which are participles of derived verbs, words like � , i..>"� and � . These words 
require what is called a "tamyiiz" construction. The tamyiiz is discussed in Chapter Six. 

You have no doubt heard people chanting _;?I Ull when YO'! watch the news. �i Ull is an 
equational sentence meaning "God is most great." The word �i is derived form _;#. and is used here as 
a superlative. It can also be used as a comparative. Look at the following sentence. 

The Caliph Ali is greater than the Caliph Y azid. 

Thus, � :;.Si means "greater than." 

The el�tive of jJ� is J�. Thus, to say "The Nile is longer than the Tigris" we say 0-co U�l �I 
�� . jJ..._,b also means "tall", so to say that Samiira is taller than Husayn we say � 0-co U�l � �
To say that men are taller than women we say ��I 0-co U�l Ul.::o-)1 . 

The above examples indicate two things about the comparative. The first is that the comparative is 
composed of the elative pattern plus the word � . The second is that the comparative is always 
masculine and singular. You might also note from the voweling that the elative pattern is a diptotic 
pattern.*  That is, the elative never has nunation. When it is indefinite it has only two cases, nominative 
and accusative, with a fatha being used for the genitive case as well. 

Thus the comparative structure in Arabic is quite easy. The superlative structure is almost as simple. 
Look at the examples on the next page. 

· For a detailed discussion of diptotes, see Chapter Two of Part ill. For now, though, forget about it. 
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1 .  Jamaal Abd Al-Naasir is the most famous � �...;ti � �.) � .;-Ull � J4 . ' 
president in the contemporary history ofEgypt. 

..;-l.a.JI 
2. Cairo, Damascus, and Baghdad are the biggest 
cities in the Middle East. 

,.;_;.:11 � · � Y.Si Jl.li.l .. ..  ..) o_;A\.ill u • ..J � .J . · " 
-�.JYI 

3 .  Damascus is the most beautiful of the Arab -�.;all w..lAll � �..) .r  
cities. -
4. Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem are among the � �..lll 0..l.JI � 0!- (.)'1-lili.J �..l.JI.J � . £  
most famous religious cities in the world. 

.rJWI 

The above examples indicate the most common uses and meanings of the superlative in Arabic. 
Examine the first sentence. �.) � is an idaafa construction. Notice that the second term of that 
idaafa is indefinite but the English translation is definite. This is how you say "the most important 
(thing)" in Arabic. The noun is indefinite and is preceded by the elative pattern. The elative is always 
masculine singular. 

The second sentence is an example of the elative with the plural - "the most beautiful cities." Again 
the noun (now plural) has no definite article but the meaning is definite. The elative remains masculine 
singular. 

The third sentence shows that the plural noun can be made definite, but then you have a different 
shade of meaning. The elative followed by a definite plural means ''the most . . .  of the . . . .  " Often, the 
definite plural noun is preceded by t)!o plus the elative, as we see in sentence four. This gives the meaning 
"among the most . . .  of the . . . .  " 

Please note also in the fourth sentence that the elative word �I is in the genitive case. As I said 
above, the elative pattern is diptotic, that is, it usually only shows two cases. However, any elative word 
that is definite or is the first term of any idaafa (even an indefinite idaafa), will show regular case endings. 
(See the section on diptotes in Part m if you want more information and examples.) 

If you can handle all of the examples above, you will be able to deal with the comparative and 
superlative most of the times that you see them or need to use them. However, there a couple of more 
things which need to be mentioned to give a complete picture. One is the alternative forms of the elative, 
the other is the use of the elative in noun-adjective phrases. 

First, I will mention alternative spellings of the elative for two kinds of adjectives. An example of the 
first kind of adjective I want to taJ!c about is �� . If I asked you to form the elative of this word you 
would probably come up with ..l� , �hich does exist and is correct . .  However, 99% of the time in MSA, 
the elative for �� is written thus � . The second and third radicals are written as one with a shadda. 
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Similarly, the elative for f-lo\ is written �� , for which there is no alternative form. These two are the most 
common examples of this type of spelling, but there are others. 

The only other spelling issue of which you need to be aware is the elative pattern for defective active 
participles and for adjectives which end in a '-# .  For example �\:! means "distant." Its elative is �' 
which ends in an alifmaqsuura and is never declined for case. "This is the pattern for all defective active 
participles and it occurs frequently. You have probably heard of �""11 �I in Jerusalem. 

Adjectives which end in a '-#  take the same pattern. The elative of� "rich" is �� .  

Second you need to be aware that the superlative can also be expressed by a noun-adjective phrase. 
�.) �i can also be expressed as __,......:oyl �)I . In such a situation, all the rules governing noun
adjective agreement are in force. This means that the elative does have a feminine singular form and 
masculine and feminine plural forms,; Most of these seldom, if ever, occur. But here they are anyway. 
The feminine singular pattern is � . You may have seen, for example, the phrase �I � Lo.....a �I "tl].e, 
most beautiful names." The masculine plural form is usually J;;..t!i and the feminine plural form is �� . 
You will rarely see these plural forms. 

The superlative is sometimes expr,essed as a noun-adjective phrase, so you need to be aware of the 
above patterns. Also, the phrase (.Spl J_,.lll ("the great powers"), along with some others, occurs quite 
often. 

That is it for the elative. Drill 3 5 will give you some practice. 
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Drill 3 5 .  Each sentence below contains at least one blank and has an adjective in parentheses at the end. 
Put the correct form ofthe adjective in the blank. Often, but not always, you will need to use an elative 
form of the adjective. Make sure you can translate each sentence. 

.,. > � �,l.Q � .,. 

(f':!�) -�.JC �� ----- .,. > � �,l.Q � .,. 

(��) -�� � 0-" ___ _ �\ . .,. .J€-1 

(f':!�) . I� ----- �,l.Q .,. > � 
.,. � 

(�....,la) ·c.r.yr-11 �WI � � ___ _ �I 

(rtA) -�.JC 4.:· ;.," ____ _ � � .,. 

0� (�) .u-11 � �\.h ----- � � -�j_,i 0-" ----

(�) .�1 I� �...;ti � �.J ----- JA 

(_�) .ka_,Y I �y!ill � CJ.l4 ____ _ � 0� 

(..�) . 
__ _ 

J_,�l JS ��1 

. ' 
· " 

. f 

• £ 

. o 

. "\  

. v  

. A  

. '\  

. ' . 

( The root here is � _, W"') (��) ·�.F� � � ofo o� • ' " 

· (Y;.}) .cfo- d_, � Ul �JA ��;, .. .  ' r  
(The elative is derived from �) (.J�) ·.>-- � t.-ii.J "�.}' . ' £ 
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B. Form IV Verbs 

The following discussion ofForm IV is based largely on the active voice. For the passive 
conjugations, which you should be able to predict anyway once you know the active, see the charts at the 
end ofthis book. You need to familiarize yourselfwith the passive conjugations - the drills on Form IV 
in this chapter will include use of the passive voice. 

Form IV v�rbs ar� �haracter!z<?d by i prefixed to the root and a sukuun placed over the first radical. 
For example � , r fi , and � . Form IV verbs are almost al_W!lYS transitive and often have a 
causative meaning. For example, � means "to sit" whereas � means ''to seat (someone)." 

In the past tense they conjugate just like all verbs you have seen. You can refer to the charts at the 
end of this book if you need to. 

In the present tense, these verbs have a voweling pattern close to those ofForms II and III. The 
vowel on the prefix is a dhamma and the stem vowel is �-kasr�. The sukuun remains on the firs� radical. 
Here are the present-tense conjugations for the verb �� , � ("to complete"). Note that the i prefix 
for the past tense is dropped entirely in the present. 

Plural Dual Singular . , . , W3i � ui � � � -. , .. . i . . , . 
�� � (m) � � �I � .. . . , � . , . , 
� � (f) � � � .. -

-. . 
- � w - .. rA � - .. � 

. .  . , � - .. � � � 
These conjugations probably seem pretty easy to you by now, and I do not think you need me to go 

through an explanation ofthe conjugations above. You should note, however, that a present-tense Form 

IV verb, when it is unvocalized, will look like a Form I and a Form II. So, when you are reading a text 

and come across a new verb in the imperfect which has only three consonants after the prefix, you will 
have to decide what form it is by using your dictionary along with the context. For exampl

_
e �

�
can 

mean "to know," "to teach," or "to inform" depending on whether it is Form I, II, or IV (� , �,  or rr·j). There will be more on this after I have finished discussing Form IV verbs. 

The command conjugations are formed from the jussive, as is the case with }l}l verbs. � means ''to 
complete." To tell someone to complete a lesson, we first derive the jussive �- Then we drop the b 
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. 
prefix and are left with � . Thus, we have a word which begins with a consonant followed by a 
sukuun, so we n�ed to Jldd a prefix .• )n Form IV the prefix is a fatha over a hamza which is seated on an 
alif So we add i to � and get � . This hamza never elides. Form IV is the only form whose 

t 
commands begin with 1 • 

Below you will read discussions ofthe kinds ofForm IY verbs (hollow, defective, etc.). Note that 
for all of them, the command form always has the prefix of i added to it, even if the process by which the 
command is derived yields a consonant followed by a vowel. You will see what I mean below. 

The verbal n9'l!ll of � is Jt..'S} . All Form IV sound verbs will have the same pattern. Thus, the 
verbal noun of Fi ''to submit" is �J . 

The active participle of a Form IV is formed just as in Forms IT and Ill. Thus "one who submits" 
(from �) is a � which must always be mispronounced on the evening news. ("Moslem" is not an 
Arabic pronunciation; it should be "Muslim" with the u short and not ever pronounced with great stress 
as in "Moo slim." A "Moo slim" is a Muslim with antlers. )  

The passive participle is  formed by changing the stem vowel from a kasra to a fatha just as in Forms 
IT and Ill. The passive participle of (!.J� (''to include") is (!'..J"1.. ("included") . 

• l • 

The pattern for the passive voice in the past tense is �I , and in the present passive it is � . 
Hollow Verbs 

Form IT and ITI hollow verbs are completely regular. Form IV hollow verbs present some of the 
difficulties that their Form I counterparts do. However, Form IV hollow verbs all conjugate the same 
way regardless of whether the middle radical is a .J or a c.S. The principle of shortening the hollow radical .,. 
applies in Fonn IV for both tenses exactJy as it applies in Form I, so Form IV hollow verbs should not be 
too difficult to master. For example, f.t!l "to reside" and ''to build" is the form IV of the verb f.ll. For 
f.lli, we shorten its alifin the past tense whenever the Form I f.ll would shorten its alif However, in Fonn 
IV th��alif is always shortened tq a fatha regardless of the identity of the middle radical. Thus "I resided" 
is , .. ,..ii, whereas "I stood" is ::;.i. The latter word has a dhamma for the stem vowel because of the 
category to which the verb belongs. But the former, like all Form IV hollow verbs, will always have the 
alif replaced by a fatha whenever shortening is required. Remember that the middle radical is shortened 
in Form IV for the same conjugations and for the same reasons as Fonn I. 

In the imperfect, all Form IV verbs have as stem vowel of a 'i or a kasra if the 'i needs to be 
shortened. The 'i will be shortened exactly as the middle radicals are shortened in Fonn I. The present 
tense off.t!i is � for .JA but is � for �- This parallels the Form I situation precisely. The only 
difference is that in Form I the radical can be represented by a .J or a t.i or by an alif, depending on the 
category of the Form I verb. This is not the case in Fonn IV. 
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The shortening occurs in both tenses and in all moods, just as in Form I. Below are the past tense, 
imperfect indicative, and jussive conjugations for the Form IV rt!i , � 

Jussive Present Past Singular 
. �f � , 1 � :� l0oii ui , , ;� � � , "� � , , 

! � l·aii � � � 
. .. , , .. , � ai � � (" y. 

, , t::JA\.ii � , .. � � � 
Dual 

, , , � �  � � · � � � u .. � 
� · � �\11 (m) � .. � u .. ..  � , , �\11 � · � (f) � .. u � � 

Plural , , u:Ji � , .. . � � , , , � �  
I .... �.>4�� � � ·t � � , , , � �  • � � � �I 
I .. , .. , I .>4\.ii � w� ,.. 

""' • .-J ... 0 .. J � � � � 

Now try to derive the imperative for rtil for � , then read what follows to see if you did it correctly. 

To foQD. the imperative, we take the jussive for the second person (in this case masculine singular), 
and get � . When we drop the prefix we get � . This gives us a word which begins with a consonant 
followed by a vowel. Normally � would therefore be the command. However, ALL FORM IV 
VERBS HAVE THE SAME PREFIX IN THE COMMAND CONJUGATIONS NO MATTER 

WHAT. Thus we add i and get �i . The prefix avoids the possibility of mistaking the command of a 
Form IV hollow for a Form I hollow. For example, the command for r\.i is rs and when unvocalized it 
could otherwise be mistaken for a Form IV command. 

Now, try to derive the other commands for rt!i and then look at the answers on the next page. 
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Command Pronoun 

• 1  , � 

� � 
.. , � 

� � 
U\ "" Wl\ 
\ .. � .w � 
� � 

Make sure you understand why these commands are formed the way they are before you go on. 

The verbal noun of �t!'l is ���- All Form IV hollow verbs will have the same pattern. 

The active participle of this verb is � .. and the passive participle is r1L. 

In the passive voice, the verb becomes J in the past tense and f.� in the present. 

Assimilated Verbs 

Assimilated verbs in Form IV are regular with respect to their conjugations in both tenses. The only 
irregularity they have is with respect to the derivation of their verbal nouns. 

�") is the Form IV of�J and means "to create." In the past tense it conjugates like any verb. In 
the imperfect it is �� The .J of the root r�mains, as does the first radical in any Form IV, and is 
followed by a sukuun, just as the � is in � The remaining conjugations for Form IV assimilated verbs 
are in the charts. 

The active participle is �� and the passive participle is �� . The verbal noun is J� . The .J of 
the root and the kasra of the prefix do not go together in Arabic, and thus the verbal noun has a l.j where 
the .J would normally be. 

, 
The passive voice in the past tense is �) and in the present it is �� 

Doubled Verbs 

�j is a Form IV doubled verb meaning "to prepare." Note that the t' the first consonant of the root, 
is not followed by a sukuun as is normally the case in Form IV. 
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Form IV doubled verbs are like their Form I counterparts with respect to the breaking apart of the 
doubled radical for certain conjugations. Do you remember this from the discussion of Form I? 

In the past tense, certain conjugations begin with consonants. When�ver that is the case, the second 
and third radicals are separated. Thus, to say "I prepared," we say b�il::.i . Here we have a completely 
normal Form IV conjugation. All three radicals appear, and we even have a sukuun over the first radical. 
Whenever the suffix begins with a vo�el, the second and third radicals are written as one letter with a 
shadda. Thus, "they prepared" is I.J�i . 

In the imperfect there is also the issue of when to break up the last two radicals and when to write 
� ' 

them as one. Again, in Form IV the rules for writing the last two radicals are the same as for Form I. � 
is the imperfect for .JA. Note that the vowel of the prefix is a dhamma, as it is for all Form IV verbs. 
Note also that the stem vowel is a kasra and that it is written one space earlier than it would be if this 
were not a doubled verb. The two �'s  are written as one, since the suffix begins with a vowel. Ifwe 
conjugate the same verb for c)A, we will break up the last two radicals, since the suffix will begin with a 
consonant. Thus we get 0�� . Now the stem vowel is between the second and third radicals. 

In the jussive, the same rules apply as for Form I doubled verbs. You can either use the true jussive 
(which nobody does anymore - making you the only one· ), or you can use the subjunctive-like endings 
for the big five. If you use the jussive (don't), remember when to break up the last two radicals just as 
you would in Form I. Thus "he did not prepare" can be written two ways: �� rl : ( and � rl :) . The 
latter is much more common. 

Check your verb charts at the end of the text if you have any questions. 

The commands are formed along the same lines as they are for Form I_ doubled verbs. You can use 
either _the ju�sive or the subjunctive to form the command. You must add i as a prefix. Thus, "prepare" 
is ��i or �.i. 

The verbal noun is �lil::.j. 

The active participle is � and the passive participle is �-

The passive voice pattern in the past tense is �l, and in the present it is � . 
Defective Verbs 

Form IV defectives conjugate just like their Form II and III counterparts in both tenses. I.S fiJ "to 
hold or conduct (talks)" is a e,ommon such verb. For ui in the past tense, the verb is �_;.j and for the 
imperfect indicative it is l..j .;.J (t..j � for the pronoun .JA ) .  

• You may occasionally see the jussive used in poetry, but rarely if eveer in prose. 
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In the jussive do not forget to shorten the '-# to a kasra when necessary. The same is true for the 
commands. 

The verbal noun for � ...?.i is �I�} . 
The active participle is � and the passive participle is � �-

. 

, 

In the passive voice in the past tense is �J;..i, and in the present, �;H . 
.. _ 

Now do Drill 36.  Then ponder the announcement below. 
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Drill 36.  Read each sentence below carefully. Indicate all case endings in each sentence. Then translate 
each sentence into English. Then negate each sentence in an appropriate way. Be careful; different 
tenses and voices are used. Not all verbs are Form IV. 

Part II : 

-r+i�1....al I.JA fi\ . ' 
.� A;. ai y..j_,ll .;� • Y 

-� �� <}li . r 
. Jiy.a JS c)c. � . t 

-�� �\:i.j � l.!:lt!i.:.4.JI l.!:l�l • '\ 

-��� �i · ' .  

Give the meanings of each verb below. Then give its active participle and the participle' s meaning. Then 
give the verbal noun and its meaning for each verb. 

.;�1 

Give the meaning of each verb below. Then produce the passive participle of each verb and the 
participle' s meaning. 

�� 

Give the command conjugation for �� for the following verbs. 

�� �� 

Give the jussive conjugations for the following verbs in the passive voice for the pronouns � , � , rA 
and Ua\ .  

�� 
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elA @} An Important Announcement 

You have covered by now a considerable amount of the grammar which you need to know in order to 
be able to read, write, speak, and understand Arabic. This book, of course, will basically be of help to 
you in reading and to a lesser extent in writing the language. I would like to take some time at this point 
to highlight some points about reading Arabic based upon my experience as a student and teacher of the 
language. 

Most American students do not achieve real proficiency in reading Modem Standard Arabic. On a 
scale of 1 to 1 0, with 1 being inept and 1 0  being able to read literature for pleasure, most students of the 
language after three or four years of university study would be between 1 and 3 with respect to their 
ability to read. Even the front page of a newspaper is essentially beyond them. Of course, this is not true 
of all students, especially those who go off to Middlebury for intensive study in the summer or those who 
go to the Center for Arabic Study Abroad in Cairo, but it is true of the vast majority, even those who do 
very well in class. 

I believe that there are essentially three reasons for this problem. 

The first reason, as you must be aware, is that students are often notoriously weak in grammar and 
thus cannot even begin to deal with an authentic text. This book is aimed in large part at alleviating that 
particular problem. 

The second reason is technique. The typical American student, when confronted with a new text, 
reads each word as if he or she is terrified of the next word. Normally, the student will grab a dictionary 
and begin to read each word in isolation, and as soon as he sees a new word (that is, immediately), he 
rushes through the dictionary to find its meaning, write it down, either in list form, on flash cards, or on 
the text itself. Usually, he writes down the wrong definition. Then, after misunderstanding that word, he 
reads one word at a time until he finds another new word (usually the very next word) and proceeds to 
misunderstand it. Several hours later (if the student has not just given up and gone off to do something 
more rewarding and less painful) the student has a long list of words, or flash cards, or an Arabic text so 
filled with English that both the Arabic and English are illegible (which is a good thing, actually, since the 
English definitions are probably wrong anyway). 

The third reason is that Arabic has a very large lexicon. Therefore the student faced with an authentic 
text is often going to find new words even if he is at a relatively advanced level. 

Thus poor grammar, poor technique, and the fact that Arabic has a very large vocabulary, combine to 
kill the student' s  self confidence and his interest in the language. 

You, that means YOU, are now in the process of overcoming the first hurdle, the grammar. As you 
can see, it takes effort, but it is not beyond the capacity of the average congressman to learn the grammar 
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Qournalists maybe, but not congressmen). If, and only if, your grammar is strong, you can learn to over
come the other two hurdles. 

Reading for Comprehension 

In order to learn to read authentic Arabic texts you need to practice reading in a certain way. Let' s 
say that you are trying to read a two-paragraph article on the front page of a newspaper. What should 
you do first? 

First, read the headline even if you do not understand it. Read the headline and then go to the first 
paragraph. Usually most of the words in the headline will be repeated in the first paragraph, and often 
synonyms are giVen. 

So, now you have read the headline, you may not be sure what it says, but you have bravely gone on 
to the first paragraph without having used your dictionary. 

Read the entire first paragraph twice before you even think of using your dictionary. The first 
paragraph will be anywhere from one to three sentences long in most articles. After you have quickly 
read the paragraph twice, decide whether or not you understand it. If you do not (you probably won't), 
decide who or what is the subject of each sentence, what the verb is, and what the object is, if there is 
one. If you locate the subject, your grammar should give you a good idea of how to look it up in the 
dictionary if you need to. The same will be true for the verb. But if your grammar is weak, you will have 
a horrible time looking up the words you need to know. There will be much wailing and gnashing of 
teeth. (All to no avail, I might add.) 

Once you have identified the subject, verb, and object of each sentence and have looked them up if 
they are new words, skip the other new words in the first paragraph and go on to the second paragraph. 
Read the second paragraph exactly as you read the first. 

Then look at the headline again and see if it makes more sense to you now. By now you should have 
at least a good general understanding of what the article is about. 

Read the article again, this time all the way through, and see how much you now understand. Then, 
if you wish, look up some of the remaining words you do not know. Unless the number of new words in 
an article is very few - do not look up every single word you do not know. You will not remember them 
all anyway. Your time would be better spent doing more reading. 

The entire process should not take more than fifteen minutes. 

I strongly advise you never to make word lists or use flash cards, or write down the English 
meanings on the text. This takes a great deal of time. Furthermore, you will never sit down and try to 
memorize your lists of words in isolation, and if you did, you would not remember them very long (i.e. , 
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more than a day at most). Instead of trying to memorize the new words, your time would be better spent 
either rereading the same text for a third or fourth time or reading a new text using the same method. 
So as you go through a text in the manner I outlined above, do not write down the meanings of the 
words you look up and look up as few words as you possibly can. Instead of carrying flash cards with 
you on the bus or to meetings or whatever, take an Arabic newspaper and read something in it. 

This method will help you retain new words without the need for memorizing lists. Furthermore, 
since the vocabulary of newspapers is limited, you can teach yourself to read the front page of Arabic 
newspapers in three to six months if you follow this method and read at least one or two articles every 
day. Of course, there will always be some new words, but the essential vocabulary can be learned in 
three to six months. 

This method will not work if your grammar is weak. This is especially true due to the nature of the 
writing system which often spells very different words in the same way when these words are 
unvocalized. When you read the words in context, your knowledge of the grammar will greatly help you 
to decipher the text. For example, look at the sentences below. Read them and try to translate them. 
Then look at my discussion which follows. 

The verb in the first sentence is the jussive of j\.c.i, which is a Form IV hollow verb. The verb means 
''to return (something)" but when used with a verbal noun it means to redo whatever the verbal noun is. 
The verbal noun in question is � 1.) which means "reading." The subject of the sentence is �)I . The 
sentence reads: The president did not reread the report." You should have seen that Y..jtJ is a Form II 
verbal noun from J.) and means either "decision" or "report." Here it means report and it is the second 
term of an idaafa. 

You might ask, ''Now Jim, how do you know that the verb � is the jussive of the Form IV Jl.c.i and 
not something else"? I. would answer that no other rendering of � makes sense. It could not be � "he 
did not return," for example, because that reading does not make sense here even though it is a legitimate 
reading of the three letters. The same is true for any other possible reading of those letters. None of 
them makes sense in the sentence, so only one reading is possible. It is the context, THE CONTEXT, 
THE CONTEXT, THE CONTEXT which gives the word its meaning. 

Now let' s look at the second sentence. The typical student will read it and think that the only 
difference between it and the first sentence is the word 4....\A at the end. If that were the case, what would 
the sentence mean? 4....\A is an adjective (the active participle of the verb � "to be important") meaning 
"important. " What is it doing in the sentence? What is or is not important? You cannot just add 
"important" to your translation without making a significant change in your English sentence. Thus, 
maybe there just might be something different about sentence two in addition to the word 4...\A. Look at 
the verb. It is no longer � .  So what can it be? The answer is that the verb is the jussive of� which is 
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a Form I doubled verb meaning "to consider (something to be something)." Since the verb is doubled, 
the subjunctive is used with rJ in place ofthe actual jussive. The sentence is "The president did not 
consider the reading of the report important." 

Sentence two cannot be understood until the last word has been read. Therefore, if you do not read 
for context, you will not understand it. If you look up each word in isolation you will never figure it out. 
I hope I have made my point. 

Incidentally, here are some of the possible readings of � fully vocalized. � , � ,  � ,  � ,  � ,  � 
� ,  � ,  � ,  and � . All of these are actually words which have meaning. Other readings are possible 
but not all of them have meaning when applied to the combination � with the jussive. 

By the way, the two sentences above, with which you have just struggled, were given to two friends 
of mine, both of whom are native speakers of Arabic and both of whom teach Arabic for a living. Each 
of them had difficulty, especially with the second sentence, which they had to read two or three times. 
They both said that the word �\A in the second sentence is what clued them in on the meaning of the 
verb and thus gave them their proper understanding of the sentence. So even native speakers have to 
read for context. If even they have to do so, then what about you? 

If you adopt the method I outlined above, you will be forever free from memorizing lists of words. 
Read every day and your vocabulary will begin to stick with you. Many words you will only have to look 
up once or twice. Some words may have to be looked up on a number of occasions before the brain 
commits them to long-term memory, but these will only be about ten per cent of the new words you 
learn. But for this method to work you have to work. No language is learned overnight. You need to 
work on Arabic each day. Not for 12  hours, but for about an hour and sometimes less. In six months, if 
you do this, and if you learn the grammar, the front page of newspapers will be no big deal to you. You 
can speed up the process by working harder. Once you get comfortable with the descriptive front-page 
articles (or even before then), try your hand at editorials and opinion pieces. They will be more difficult, 
but in a relatively short time they will cease to be a problem if you follow the same method. 

More on the subject of learning to use Arabic is presented in Part ill of this book. 

;:; � 'I 0 'I 
C. The Particles ul , (J1 , and (J1 

This section is a bit long, but do not confuse length with difficulty. Read it carefully and then do the 
drills which follow. 

These three words cause more than their fair share of trouble. The following explanation will tty to 
avoid some of the pitfalls in other texts when they try to explain how these words are used. My 
explanation will be practical and not theoretical and it will cover all you need to know about these funny 
little words. 
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I will begin this discussion with�, which is the simplest of the three words. � has two major uses in 
this language. First, it is often used at the start of a sentence and has the meaniiig of"verily'' or 
"indeed. "  Often today we do not even translate the word. Often these sentences are equational 
sentences. 

(Verily) the reporter is a jerk. 

"Verily" is in parenthesis because it is not really necessary to translate. Sometimes it has the meaning 
of "indeed" but usually it too can be left out. 

Now look at the noun J.,.alyoll, which follows � . The noun is in the accusative case. � is often 
followed by a noun which must be in the accusative

-
case, or by a pronoun suffix. If the clauSe after 0J is 

an equational sentence, as is the case in the sentence above, the predicate will be in the nominative. Thus, 
Jiu is in the nominative case. 

In an early chapter of this book, I told you that the subject of a sentence is usually in the nominative 
and that if it is not nominative it will be clear as to why. Here is such an example. As soon as you see � 
followed by a noun, that noun must be accusative. 

-

0J can also be followed by a pronoun suffix. Look at the sentence below. 

You are a great student. 

Here again you have an equational sentence. This time the subject is the suffix 1!1 (which is 
understood to be accusative by Arab grammarians) followed by the predicate in the nominative case. 

Sometimes you will see �J followed by �U. , U. , or a prepositional phrase. Look at the sentences 
below. 

1 .  There is a book on the table. 
.4.l .,�, � �tiS � 0J 

2. There is a book on the table. 
• �tiS 4.l .,�, � 0J 

. \ 

· " 

0J is used in such a way when the subject of the following clause is indefinite. The subject comes 
after �U. or the preposition, but it remains accusative as if it had come immediately after 0}. The subject 
of the clause after 01 is known as 0J �I (the noun of� ) and the predicate is called � �-(the predicate 
of}). The �I of0! -is always accuSative. 

- -

� is never immediately followed by a verb. A noun or a pronoun suffix must come between it and a 
verb. 

-
You will see examples of this in the middle of the next page. 

� is also used to mean ''that" with the verb J\i . For example: 
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The minister said that the questions of the reporter 
were ridiculous. 

0J is always used with Jti to mean "that" as in "He said that such and such is the case." In English 
we sometimes leave the word "that" out. We cannot do so in Arabic. 0J must still be followed by a noun 
in the accusative or a pronoun suffix, or by a prepositional phrase or word such as &U. followed by an 
indefinite subject. In other words, 0J works the same way with Jli as it does when it is by itself and has 
the meaning of"verily" or "indeed." 

-
Note that 0J will be used with Jti no matter what form the verb 

takes, even if the active participle of the verb is used. See the example below. 

He stood up saying that Egypt is for the Egyptians. 

One last thing about 0J . Sometimes, for matters of style, an author may wish to have a verb 
immediately follow 0J . Since 0J cannot be followed by a verb, as I said above, the author will insert 
what is called a "duminy pronoun" (u�l �) between 0J and the verb. For example. 

I .  They said that the idols were smashed. , 

.t::J� r�YI 0� 1_,1\.i 
2. They said that the idols were smashed. , • 

- r�YI �� 4.j� 1_,1\i 

. ' 
· " 

The first sentence contains the normal syntax. The second sentence means the same thing, but the 
verb has been placed after 0J so a dummy pronoun must be attached to 01 so that 0J will not be followed 
immediately by a verb. The-dummy pronoun is always o . The use of the changed syntax and the 
dummy pronoun is a matter of style only. The dummy pronoun is not translated. 

Now a second-last thing about 0J . When pronoun suffixes are attached to it for the first person 
sivgular and plural, there are to. two possible renderings of each. For the first person singular� they are 
�J (pronounced "inni") ang �J (pronounced "innani"). For the first person plural they are llj 
(pronounced "inna") and lliJ (pronounced "blahyech;" just kidding, it is pronounced "innana"f You may 
use any of these you wish. You will see and hear all of them. 

The next word to be discussed is 0i . 0i also means "that" as a conjunction. It is used with verbs of 
cognition or which are used to state a fact. For example. 

1 .  He mentioned that the Arabic language is -� �yJI hlll ·· i .ft.� 
beautiful. .,. . .,.. (.) 
2. I heard that the reporter is from Beirut. 

• � .J� 0A J,..al yJI 0i � 
Note that in both sentences 01 _is followed by a noun in the accusative. It can also be followed by a 

pronoun s�ffix. In other words, 0i works the way 0J does. However, 0J is only used with the verb Jti 
whereas 01 is used with a number of verbs. 

- -
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Students are often confused about what verbs can use � . They are also often confused about the 
meaning of life. Here I can only deal with the former issue. Basically, any English verb which uses ''that" 
and is then followed by a noun and a non-subjunctive verb has an Arabic counterpart that uses �- "I 
heard that," "I learned that," "I believe that," etc. Here are more examples. 

1 .  The newspaper has learned that the president is 
traveling to Tunis. 
2. Official sources have confirmed that the talks 
have been postponed. 
3 .  We know that they lied. 

4. He insisted that the film was good. 

- , 
• � .fJ c)l .;!4 U.U..JI �i o.l.t..y.JI � 

.�.). u�4JI � �.J .J.:�L.- u.£\ 

. 1�� �i u_,u 
.� �\ �. j c)c. � i ... . "' u � 

. ' 

· " 
. T' 

. £  

The English sentences above all use ''that" as a conjunction. "That" is followed by a noun or a 
pronoun (just like the Arabic) and the noun or pronoun is followed by a verb in any tense or mood except 
the subjunctive. 

Notice the last sentence has � verb which requires a preposition. When that is the case, the 
preposition is_ written and then � is written after it. Ifthe preposition has only one letter, it will be 
attached to �i . On �orne occasions, the prepo§ition can be dropped without changing the meaning. For 
example I .:�C. _;it..- �4 c.; _,p.l and I .:�C. _,!!...- Vi c.; _;P.I both mean the same thing. 

Like 0} , �i .has two �pellings and pronunciations when the first person sJ!lgular pd plural pronouns 
are attached. c.;i and � ("anni" and annani"), are for the singular, while ui and wi ("anna' and 
annana"), are for the plural. 

The English and Arabic verbs are all verbs of cognition or relate to the _statement of fact. So, if you 
are trying to produce Arabic, and you are not sure whether or not to !!Se �i , think of the English. If it 
uses "that" as discussed above, then most likely the Arabic will use � . 

Now, when you are rea�ing an Arabic text (something you should do every day), there is no excuse 
for not being able to spot � . If it is used without J\.i and is followeg by a pronoun suffix or a noun, then 
it must be �- It cannot be the third word we are about to discuss, 0i , because that word is followed 
only by a verb and never by a pronoun or a noun. 

Now we come to � . 0i also means ''that"; it can also mean "to." � is used with verbs which imply 
doubt, desire, fear, or some other emotion, or even commands which must be carried out. Students often 
desire a list of these verbs. However, the best way is to learn them is through exposure to the language. 
Below are some examples. Look at them closely. 
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1 .  He wants to study Arabic. -4.::._>a.ll � .)� J .lJ...):t . ' 
2. They asked me to help them. 

- ��W J � I� · " 
3 .  You (pl) were able to understand this lesson. -�.J.lll I� I� J &o � .r 
4 .  We ordered him to fight in the path of God. ....UI � c) �� J oU _,.J . f  
5 .  We ordered that he fight in the path of God. ....UI � . � ·· i \.3 l ... t.F .. u ..)A . o 
6. The Mujahiduun demand �at the foreign forces • .�,11;.,. Yl �I _,ill � �4 w.J.l.\4--JI � .'\  
be withdrawn. 

The Arabic verbs all fall into the categories IJ:].entioned above. They all deal with something that has 
an element of doubt or emotion. They all take �' which is always followed by a verb in the subjunctive. 
Notice that the verbs in each clause need not have the same subject. 

� 

Look at the third sentence. The first verb is � which is a Form V verb meaning "to be able." This 
verb, like many other verbs, requires a preposition before its object. For this verb the preposition is '0ta . 
So in order to use this verb to say that someone is or was able to do something, the preposition '0ta must 
be included. Therefore � is written after � . Students often find the juxtaposition of a preposition and J to be strange. However, �y verb which has a preposition and requires � will usually have the 
prep9sition written before � . The sixth sentence is another example. Here the preposition � is attached 
to � since the prepo�ition consists of only one letter. With some verbs, the preposition can occasionally 
be dropped before (jl as is the case with � . 

Now look at sentences four and five. In sentence five, the direct object, �. is omitted from the verb 
_,.J . This is an alternative way of saying the same thing. It is very similar to what we sometimes do in 
English. So instead of saying that "We ordered him" to do something, we can say ''We ordered that he 
do something." Notice that "We ordered that he do something" has the verb "to do" in the subjunctive, 
just as the Arabic would. 

0 t $ t If you are producing Arabic and do not now whether to use wl or wl , ask yourself what would be the 
case in English. _If your English sentence uses ''that" as in "We discovered that the Emperor has no 
clothes," then � is called for in Arabic. If,_ on the other hand, the sentence calls for ''to" as in "We wish 
to give the Emperor some clothes," then � will most likely be called for in Arabic. Additionally, if the 
English sentences requires ')hat" followed by the subjunctive as in "We demand that she take off the 
Emperor's clothes," then � will once again be called for. The rules in this paragraph apply almost 
always. Seldom will this method ever fail you. 

One final note about (ji . � and the subjunctive verb which follows it can always be replaced by the 
verbal noun of that verb. For example: 

1 .  He intended to study Arabic. 
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2. He intended to study Arabic. 

We can replace U» .J� � with the verbal noun of � .J� which is ��.J� . The verbal noun will be in the 
accusative case in this sentence because it is the object of the verb. The meaning will stay the same. 

You should realize that this use of the verbal noun parallels the substitution of the verbal noun for the 
subjunctive used with J as was discussed in Chapter One ofPart II. The difference is that both C;,l and 
the subjunctive verb -are replaced by the verbal noun. In constructions using J and the subjunctive verb, 
the verb is replaced by its verbal noun, but the J remains. To clarify and refresh your memory, look at 
th I b l  

-
e exampJes e ow. 

1 .  He wants to go to Jordan. 

2. He wants to go to Jordan. 

3 .  He wants to read a newspaper every day. 

4. He studied the Quran in order to understand Islam. 

5 .  He studied the Quran to understand Islam. 

6. He studied the Quran to understand something 
about Islam. 

· w�]JI �I �� 01 �j . ' 

· w�]JI �I y\A�I .l.l� · "  
-

·r.J:. JS. �.l.l.....P.- �I .;I .l.l� . r'  

·?--�1 ?at' wi_,.ill u:;� . £ 
.��� � wi_,.ill �.)� . o 

.��� uc- :� � wi.;ill �.;� . "\  

Sentences one and two demonstrate again that the verbal noun replaces both 0\ and the subjunctive 
verb. Also, they show that the verbal noun is going to be definite when it replaces a verb, as was 
discussed in Chapter Two ofPart II. Sentence three shows an exception to the verbal noun's being made 
definite. Here it is used in an indefinite idaafa. This was also discussed in Chapter Two ofPart II. 

Sentences four, five, and six show J used with a subjunctive verb, and with the verbal noun of that 
verb. In sentence five, the verbal noun

-
is definite (in this case because it is in a definite idaafa). In 

sentence six, the verbal noun is indefinite because it is being used in an indefinite idaafa. Again, this was 
discussed in detail in Chapter Two ofPart II. 

The rule should be clear now. When a verbal noun is written in place of the subjunctive verb, 
that verbal noun will usually be made definite. It will only be indefinite when there is a need to 
put it into an indefinite idaafa. In addition, do not forget that both 01 and the verb are replaced by the 
verbal noun. However, in constructions using J plus a subjunctive verb, the subjunctive verb alone is 
replaced. The � remains. 

-

Also note that sometimes this substitution can be done with � but not always. For example, c.;� 
�tiS .lii �4 can be changed to �tiS �I .ill: c.; _,p.l . However, sometimes this cannot be done. Usually 
the context will tell you this. 

Now do Drills 37 and 38 .  
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Drill 3 7. Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with 0} , 0i or J as appropriate. Sometimes you may 
have to add a pronoun suffix to your answers, so be careful. 

Part II: Chapter Four 

· 0.J�...B LA 1_,1� y � � . £ 

. 0.JA � uJ.::...JI � ll;t.- 1.l.Jc • o 

· t..j..>-- UiA (a man's name) o¥- � � Jii rJ . V 
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Dril1 38 .  Read 3.I!d translate each sentence. Then rewrite each sentence replacing � + the verb in the 
subjunctive (or �i plus pronoun and the verb) with the verbal noun. Here is an example . 
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• u..-1\ U" �.Jy..l\ �fi 

.�yJ\ � (:,i W" ut.=.. . ' 

.�yr.ll WI .le.l_,i � I.Jjfi � \.J.).} . " 

• tl..aii\ ,y;. eJI.l3 � I.!J_,i • t 

·�...)4 �\ �\) � � \fo · 0 

.�\ .).l� � \� rl . '\ 
• (.)"1 .JJ.J)�\ � J_,..-ll J:d 4.J) �� _;iW � � fl '1 . V 
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D. The Impersonal Passive 

In Chapter Three of Part II, I mentioned that there were two other items concerning the passive 
which I wanted to mention. The first of these two is the impersonal use of the passive. It is often a 
problem for students, especially for students who do not have an understanding of the use of participles in 
Arabic, or who have trouble understanding that verbs sometimes require prepositions before their objects. 
Look at the sentence below, which is in the active voice. 

The sentences says "We looked for the books." Note that the verb in the sentence has a preposition 
before the object. The preposition is � and it puts �� in the genitive case. The preposition is really 
an integral part of the verb. If we removed the word � we would change the meaning of the sentence to 
"We discussed the books." �� would then be the direct object of the verb and would be in the 
accusative case. 

Now , let 's convert this sentence to the passive voice. We want to say "The books were looked for." 
Now, what most students will do is the following: �� � , .. ,j>i . TillS IS WRONG, WRONG, 
WRONG. It' s  just not right. Whenever the object of a passive verb is really the object of the 
preposition that goes _with that verb, the verb must always be masculine singular. Thus the correct 

. . .. .,.. ,\ .. , answer lS: � i)C � .  

No doubt you need more examples. Look at the next two sentences in the active voice. 

1 .  They criticized the recommendations. .wblji!Y4 1_,�7li 
2. We agreed on the changes. . 

. wl.J.u• -;1\ � Li.iil_, 

. ' 

· " 

The verb in the first sentence is � �7li which means "to criticize." Now we wish to say that the 
recommendations were criticized. Since wb.I..JS'il "the recommendations" remains the object of the 
preposition, instead of becoming the subject of the passive sentence as would otherwise be the case, the 
verb �.l3 must be conjugated for the masculine singular. So you get �b. I Ji!Y4 �� . 

The same thing goes for the second sentence. Now we wish to say "The changes were agreed on." 
Again, "changes" cannot become the subject of the passive verb in the sentence we wish to create since it 
must follow the preposition that goes with that verb. Therefore the verb is made masculine singular and 
you get wl �� � �-'-' . 

The impersonal passive is used whenever the word which would normally be the subject of the 
passive sentence is instead the object of the preposition that goes with the verb in the sentence. 
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Here is a simple example ofwhat I am not talking about. Look at this sentence . 

• �\ . ...i '-.J:iSJI U... .:� 
• 1.,? • .) 

This sentence means "We studied the books in the library." Now the passive should be "The books 
were studied in the library." In the Arabic sentence, the preposition � is not related to the verb or to the 
object of the verb. So when we convert the sentence to the passive y:iS!I will be the subject of the verb 
and not the object of a preposition. The sentence will be �\ � �\ � _;'.:� . The verb is feminine 
singular, since the subject is a non-human plural. -

This !!Se of the passive also occurs with the passive participles of verbs with prepositions. Let's take 
the verb , .. ,:,! as an example. The verb means "to discuss." However, � � means "to look for." The 
passive participle of � is w � . 

Now, ifwe want to say "the books which were discussed" we would say 4.:i_p..:.JI y:iS!I . Thus we 
have a nice noun-adjective phrase which follows all the rules you learned. But now we want to say "the 
books which were looked for," which requires the use of the preposition � . Because of this, the 
participle must be masculine singular. We get � w _p..:.JI y:iS!I. The suffix lA. referring to the books is 
attached to the preposition, but the participle must be masculine singular. How would you say "The men 
who were looked for?'' The answer is � w _p..:.JI J� )\ . Again, the pronoun suffix refers back to the 
noun, but the participle must be masculine singular. 

Drill 39 will give you practice at this. 

The other thing I would like to note about the passive is that in Form I the passive verb and the 
passive participle can also have the meaning of"able" as in "reasonable,". "acceptable," etc. Sometimes 
the meaning is "worth . . .  " as in "worth mentioning." For example: J� often has th� pteaning of 
"acceptable" and _;_,5.� often means "worth mentioning" in addition to "mentioned." ft� , which is the 
passive of the verb in the present tense, also is often used to mean "worth mentioning." Here is a short 
list of some common passive participles used in this way. 

edible Jfi.� 
permissible c� 
desirable � y_Ji;. .)A 
reliable .. .. y '-'.J-1-"" 
detestable 0 .J_;S.,. 
reasonable J.,i-

Do the drills on the following pages. 
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If you are comfortable with most of the material you have covered so far then you are well on your 
way to learning what you need to know in terms of grammar. The rest of the grammar presented in Part 
Two will be a piece of cake if you apply yourself 
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Drill 39 . A: Convert the sentences below into the passive voice. 

.�;. ail\ 01\ � p . r  
.�4JI �I �4 y.t. li  . T' 

.�.l.JI �I � � . £ 

.�L..JI rl.i! � �yJI �I twaiJ.l c)c. �1_, . o 

B. Each sentence below contains a verb in parenthesis. Replace the verb with the correct form of the 
passive participle of the verb in order to from a correct Arabic sentence. 

_____ (we- �) �I � o1\ • ' 

_____ (� � J) Jl-:.)1 rA �':I.)\ • r 

_____ (J:!} �I W\:i � ____ _ 
(�J.ll) � rAJL....al . £  

(c)c. Jil_,) �mll JS � . o 

! _____ 
(�)_, _____ __ (�) 11\ � - � � · ' 

( � �) � JL.c. ':II o1\ JS . v  

(u-AiJ) ).;ill 11\ . A  
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Authentic Arabic exercise #9. 

Read the excerpts from the interview below and do the following: 

I .  Every time you see wl identifiy it as 0i , 0! , or �i . 

2. Find every Form IV verb, verbal noun, or active or passive participle from Form IV. 

3 .  Find every defective verb of any Form and any active or passive participles from defective verbs. 

4. Find any verbs in the passive voice. 

5. Try to translate the excerpts. 

Below are excerpts from an interview with the Kuwaiti Minister of Defense, Shaykh Nawaf AI-Ahmad 
Al-Sabah which appeared in the magazine ..!J�I_p.ll for the week ofNovember 9, 1990 on pages 30 and 
3 1 .  

��� Jic. � � .JI � o .;� wl � 'J ..:J.A t..o wl ��� t \.i..lll Y..J.J .l.o.:l.. 'JI ul.fJ �� Jl! 
4..-WI.J �WI ��I.J �\Sl:i.-ll ..»'li.J �yJI.J r.ill .;I.�I.J � � .WI.; Lo .JI wi.J.lall i� � � 

.JiyJI �I uiD.J �� � �_,!1 �I ��I �I.J �'Sri ��I � _,J:..wa.J � Jl.oc.I.J 

. .  c.::.u..fill � .l:..J�I .>#- �1_,.11 yb.......J"'J4 'JI �WI �ftl J=. 'J 4_jl "..:J�I_p.li"J ul.fJ �� �.J 
.oljiJI �.)J y_,J....al c.ji.J �.J 'if..: JW:ai!I.J c:liS.ll � w.J� c.::.u�l J,\1 wl ��� �.J . 

Lo 4i;i, � Lo .c.::.u�l � .l.t..a Ui-11 �\.l:.UI � �1..\.;'JI ��.;t..-11 � J16. ,;:;c. �  : "..!J�Ip.ll" 

!�U. c.j.YH 

oW:� UM.J4J �\.w (J\ - �·  .;, .  GuUJ\ i� ot-.;l...AJ �� JJiJ "� � Q� 1.. (J\ :u\.fl �� 
. . .  �'W\ �\.;sl\ o\.jil\ Jfi u.- �.t= � c;nt ol..\�"1\J �.:�lA.;"liJ �:.:all �� JS u.-�1 �� 

ot.wa.w..)..l\ \Jj4JJ ,o\.-...3\J �.N\ I,JHJ -l...G:!I CJ:ii.J&AliJ t.;\.�1 � �"l\ \...tiliJ o';Pib.l\ \foJJ 

· · ·� 
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� �,J · · -� �'J t5J�' �� �.J*l' JJJl\ � u' �'J �.;..l' u.- :u\� �' 
J�\ &- �_,sJ\ � �"W..J ou� t.. � ep \�\:a: u\J �\_,.. � )ill\ \J� u\ ,)jJl\ o� iJli 

. . .  �yhjl\ &- �' � Jl...s:.\J 

� w....>A W1 o..;Ji:.J �1J� u�J . . .  �\..;\ &- ��1 i..;J� � �\ �i JiJ ..;\.,pl\ � . . .  

. 4- .r.1n �' �1..wa..;t...... J ul.w..a""i\ JJb. � ..;'�'J i��' t'.J:! �J �\_,..J\J �' t'.J:! 
lil � JA. · wl_,.lall o.l...:l �\.til �..fill �I l.J.4 �1�_,1 ��� �'i� we- I� ll-.... Jil : "��l_p.ll" 

! �\.i:J\ o1\ � J � 

, L,;;t �) ta� i�'Jl' �L..J' J �.,! ��..;�' f.J: �t....w �' �J �..; t..�J . . .  :u\� �' 
e�J ,.t.....;)\J �Jl..l' � �� J1l -�t..�' JS'JoAl' � �Jlwa' .iiJ �� �'.J*l' �'Jil' u4 (�' 

. . . .  zr.,Ji J$.1\J �� 
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Chapter S 

A. Form V and Form VI Verbs 
B. Relative Clauses 
C. The Cognate Accusative 

A. Form V and Form VI Verbs 

In this chapter we will treat Forms V and VI together because of the similarities in their structures. 

� is a Form V verb �eaning ''to learn." Form V is characterized by a prefix of � added to the 
Form IT stem, in this case � . Oft�n the Form V has a meaning related� t? the subject, a sort of reflexive 
quality. For example, the Form IT � means "t� teach." The Form V (l:.• means ''to learn" (to teach 
oneself). Sometimes the meaning is passive. � means "to realize" in the sense of ''to attain." The � -
Form V 2;9, i means ''to be realized." However, as with the other forms, you cannot be absolutely certain 
of the meaning of the word from the form. Therefore you should use the form as a guide to the meaning, 
but not as a gospel. 

Please be aware that Form V verbs always begin (in the past tense) with � and always keep the 
shadda over the middle radical. The shadda will not usually be written. The vowel on the shadda in the 
past tense is also always a fatha. 

� 

Form V verbs are often transitive but not always, as is the case with Jb:l .  Transitive Form V verbs 
can also be put in the passive, just like the previous forms. 

In the past tense, Form V verbs conjugate like all other verbs you have seen. I know this is a great 
surprise to you, so take a minute to calm down before you go on. 

Now that you have calmed down, I want you to know that the past-tense conjugations for Form V 
are in the charts at the end of this book. We move on to the imperfect. 

The imperfect will always have a fatha for the stem vowel and for the prefix vowel. F conjugated 
for � is rj-· � . you can see that the stem vowel is indeed a fatha and that the prefix vowel is also a fatha. 
As far as the prefix vowel is concerned, you should know that for Forms V through X the prefix vowel is 
always a fatha. (Except late on Thursday nights, when it is changed to something else for a brief period 
which is lengthened during the sacred month ofRamadan.) Thus, you now know that the prefix vowel 
for Form I and Forms V through X is a fatha. The imperfect prefix vowel for Forms IT, ill, IV is always 
a dhamma. 

As I said above, the imperfect stem vowel in Form V is always a fatha. This will also be the case for 
Form VI. Thus, you have now seen that in Form I, the stem vowel can be either a fatha, a kasra, or a 
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dhamma. In Forms TI, m, and IV the imperfect stem vowel is always a kasra. In Forms V and VI it will 
always be a fatha. We will worry about the other forms when we come to them. 

Needless to say, the suffixes added to Forms V al\(i_VI jn_the imperfect are the same as for all other 
verbs. Below are the present tense conjugations for � , (f-ij . 

Plural Dual Sin!�ar 
� ,..., :;. .... ... � � ui � � w� -;;; .... ... ,. - ;;; .... ... � �� .. . , - � (m) � � � u .. 
;;; , ... :;; ... ... ,. -

• 

04r.;; � w� (f) � � �I -,. - ,. -�� rA � y. 
,. - ;;;; ' "  

� c:_y. � � 
The jussive and the subjunctive for Form V are in the charts. Now try your hand at the command 

conjugations. Remember the rules we learned for the other forms. Produce the command conjugations 
on a separate sheet of paper and then look below. 

Command Pronoun 
,. -

F .. . - t I....JJ 
,. -

� � 
,. -

LJa:i � 
,. -I� .. . 1 � 
,. -

� �I 

As you can see from the conjugations above, there is no prefix added to Form V commands. When 
we drop the imperfect prefix, we are left with a consonant followed by a vowel, as I am sure you can see. 
Note that the command conjugations look exactly like past tense conjugations when they are unvoweled. 
They even sound very much like (and sometimes just like) past-tense conjugations, even when they are 
fully vocalized. How do you think you will be able to tell the difference? Do you think that maybe, just 
maybe, it will be the context? 

In the passive voice for the past tense, the pattern is f.l;y . The stem vowel is a kasra, just like all 
other verbs. The first vowel is a dhamma, just like all other verbs. Form V verbs have an extra syllable 
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compared to previous forms of the verb. In the passive voice in the past tense, all vowels before the stem 
vowel are changed to a dhamma. Thus, you have two dhammas in the verb conjugated above. The 
suffixes are the same as always. 

In the passive voice for the imperfect our model verb is (l7-:� . The stem vowel is, as always for the 
passive in the imperfect, a fatha. The prefix vowel is, as always for the passive in the imperfect, a 
dhamma. However, in the imperfect passive, any other vowel before the stem vowel is also a FATHA. 
So you only will have one dhamma in the imperfect passive. 

Some passive conjugations for Form V are in the charts. 
� -

The verbal noun for Form V is of the pattern F .  The stem vowel is always a dhamma. Notice that 
the verbal noun looks just like the verb when it is unvocalized. 

. -

The active participle is F and the passive participle is F . These should be obvious by now. 
But note that the active participle does take a kasra for the stem vowel even though the imperfect 
indicative does not. 

Hollow Verbs 

Hollow verbs in Form V are completely regular, il!st like their Form II counterparts. The identity of 
the middle radical will show up in the verb itself (Jfo and � are examples. 

Assimilated Verbs 
. -

Assimilated verbs are also completely regular in Form V. '_jy is a good example. 

Doubled Verbs 
. -

Doubled verbs in Form V are completely regular. � , which you have already seen above, is a 
good example. 

Defective Verbs 

Of course, I cannot let you get through Form V without some problems. Defective verbs in Form V 
are no more difficult than they are in Forms II-IV, but they tend to cause the unwary student some 
problems. 

-

..s� means "to challenge" and is a good example of a very commonly used Form V defective verb. 
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First of all, regardless of the identity of the last radical, it will always _appear as an a1if maqsuura in the 
past tense. This is just like Forms II through IV. "I challenged" is �� .  So the past tense is no big 
deal and offers nothing new. 

However, in the imperfect, Form V defective verbs do not conjugate like the verb � , � ,  or 
like the defectives in Forms IT through IV. Instead of having the last radical become a l.j ,  as is the case 
with the aforementioned verbs, Form V v�rbs k�ep it as an alifmaqsuura so that their present tense 
conjugations are like those of the verb � , � .  This is because the stem vowel in the imperfect in 
Form V is always a fatha and the fatha takes control over the last radical, changig.g it from a l.j to instead 
appearing as an a1if maqsuura, I.S . Thus, our model verb in t}le imperfect is I.Sy, iJ and will conjugate in 
the imperfect just like verbs belonging to the category of� , � .  

For the complete conjugations for Form V defectives, go to the charts at the end of the book. But 
you should be able to produce them completely on your own. You have all of the principles you need. 

-
In fact, try to produce the command conjugations for c..s� on another sheet of paper and then look 

below. 

Command Pronoun 
"':),; �i 

0 � ... .. c.S� "' � 
� �i "' 
lj"',:,; .. . , � 

, o :/i "" .,. w=� �I 
Man, this is fun. Let's g9_ through the steps. First, we need the jussive for the pronoun � . The 

present tense would be c..s\' .. ;,, but in the jussive we must shorten the fi.:t}al radical. Since the final radical 
is now an alif maqsuura, its short counterpart is a fatha. So we get \:..;, for the jussive. 

Now we drop off the prefix � which leaves us with � . Since we now have a word beginning with 
a consonant followed by a vowel, we have the command . 

• All of the suffixes on these commands are the same as for the command conjugations of the verb � 
� and are so for the same reasons._ If yop have problems, go back to the section of Chapter One in 
Part IT which deals with verbs like � ,  � .  

Notice that some of the unvoweled command forms can be interpreted in more than one way. 
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The verbal noun is a defective noun. For our model verb it is � . Like other defective nouns, it will 
show a c.S if it is made definite or if it is the first term of any idaafa. Thus "the challenge" is e,SWI . The 
plural is� feminine sound plural and is therefore regular �4..� . Defective nouns are all alike, so you 
may wish to review the section in Chapter One, Part II, which deals with them, or look at Part A of 
Chapter Two, Part III. 

The verbal nouns of Form V defectives sometimes appear without the definite article or are not in an 
idaafa and cause lots of trouble for students. So if you see anything that looks like .l::.:i , beware. 

The active and passive participles for Form V defectives are exactly like the active and passive _ 
participles of their cou!lterparts in Forms II through IV. The active participle of our model verb is #.)., ''" 

and the passive is c.Sy., !'e� . Needless to say, all defective participles cause trouble for the unwary student. 
-

Form VI works in a fashion very similar to Form V. A common Form VI verb is 0:.,w . Form VI is 
marked by a prefixed I.:J just as in F_orm V. However, in Form VI the I.:J prefix is added to Form III 
instead of Form II. Note that 0:.,w with the I.:J removed is 0:.,�.&., a Form ill verb. 

Usually, a Form VI is a reflexive ofForm III. For example, w.Jl.&. ,  a Form ill verb, means "to help 
(someone)." The Form VI means "to help each other" and is almost always translated as "to cooperate." 
Look at the two sentences below. 

The Form ill verb takes a direct object, the Form VI verb (usually) does not. The second 
sentence could be written simply as I y .JW if we were to drop out the subjects. Often the preposition t.ta 
is used as in w.u i.:! b ���!ill t.ta ..,..- � .JW . "Egypt cooperated with the Palestinians." 

You will see all of these uses and should be able to recognize them easily. Sometimes a Form VI 
verb can be transitive. For example, J.J\..il means "to deal with" or "to treat" as in a subject or an idea. 

The past tense conjugations should be obvious. They are in the charts. 

The imperfect conjugations are exactly like those in Form V. The prefix vowel is a (atha and so is the 
stem vowel. So the third person singular in the present tense for our model verb is �:_,14 . The 
remaining conjugations are in the charts. 

Now produce the command for the pronoun �I . The correct answer is 0:.,w . If you have a 
problem, look at the charts and at the explanation for Form V above. 

The verbal noun is w�la:i , just as in Form V. 
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The active participle is u.Jl .. 14 and the passive participle is uJ� . The passive participle is not used 
with most Form VI verbs, but it is used with some. 

The passive voice in Form VI is extremely rare. Its conjugations should be obvious to you. They 
are not in the charts. Just kidding, examples are in the charts. But do not worry about the passive voice 
for Form VI. 

Hollow Verbs 

· The same situation as for Form V applies. 0Jla:i is itself a hollow verb. 

Assimilated Verbs 

Again, no problem. These are regular. �I _jj is an example. 

Cancoctated Verbs 

There is no such thing as cancoctated verbs in Arabic or in any other language that I know of 

Doubled Verbs 

These are very rare in Form VI and will not be taught. �t..!i:i is an example and the conjugations are in 
the charts. 

Defective Verbs 

These work exactly like Form V defective verbs. �\J:i ("to charge") is an example._ In both tenses 
it conjugates just lik� a Form V defective. The participles work the sa.Il)e way also. �� is the active 
participle and �� is the passive participle. The verbal noun is �\J:i and it works just like the verbal 
noun for a Form V defective verb. 

• 

Now do Drill 40. Enjoy. 
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Dril1 40. Translate each sentence below. Then rewrite each sentence in the present tense. Then negate 
each sentence using � + the jussive. 
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- � u..... r:;ya w.ifii ��� ul_,ill . ' 

-� r • .J ' " � 'C..JIJl � � .h....jWI �� � dy.:i �_;ill ul_,ill . " 

. JI.�YI '-iJlJ:il �Li:lll t.;l:al�l r:;ya ylji!YI I� . r 
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• .  ...!1 ·- 11 ')I "I · ... I Ll.d.i:i t 

o..r
..r-

� 
.) � .. . 

·""'- 'a.i .Jw . v 

. triltiA � t�.;..JI I� Ul.J\.1i . A  

. I..#> u..J..:; .J r .J:. JS ��� u...JS:i • " 

. 1_,1....1 y . ' . 

. � th:.. �....)A'il �).:JI ..;;j.J �I . ' '  

.'-:JCL..a.JI � J.J4--J r:;ya �I � . ' "  



B. Relative Clauses 

There are two primary types of relative clauses in Arabic. You need to be completely familiar with 
both of them. In addition, there are a few other things you should be aware of These things will be 
mentioned at the end of this section. They are very easy. Do not worry about them now. Focus on the 
two main types of clauses and get that material down. 

The first type of relative clause which you must master is that which has an indefinite antecedent. 
Let's  take an English sentence as an example. "He is a man who works in the factory." In this sentence, 
"a man" is indefinite. The word "who" is a relative pronoun and refers to "a man". Now look at the 
Arabic equivalent: �1 � � � .).JA . In the Arabic sentence there is no word for "who" because 
the antecedent, �.) , is indefinite. 

English also uses ''which" and ''that" as relative pronouns. For example "This is an article which was 
published in the pfper." Here "which" is used as the relative pronoun. In Arabic, the sentence is o� 
o.lJ�l � � � � . Again, the Arabic sentence contains no relative pronoun. Whenever the 
antecedent is indefinite, there will be no relative pronoun in Arabic. This is the law. Here are a few 
more examples. Read the Arabic on the right and try to translate it. Then read the English translations 
on the left. 

1 .  They are students who studied in Morocco. 

2. Are there correspondents who know anything 
about the Middle East? 

• y _fo.Jl � 1 y.a .)..l � rA 
.. �1 ,jC- � • _,i • ..,L.-1 �\.i.\ JA � .. u � u  JA 

. ' 

. l  

!�.J�l 
3. I do not know an American reporter who speaks . 1* �yJl � �..JAI � u.;c-1 � . r  
Arabic well. 

Notice that none of the Arabic sentences has a relative pronoun since the antecedents are indefinite. 
Notice something else. Each of the examples so far has the antecedent as the subject of the verb. In an 
Arabic relative clause, the antecedent must be mentioned. So far, we see that the antecedent is mentioned 
in each clause by the conjugation of the verb. The conjugations agree with the antecedent. Now what 
happens if the antecedent is not the subject of the verb, but is the object instead? 

To illustrate what I m�an let' s  look at the sentence "This is an idea which I heard yesterday." The 
Arabic reads (..)MAl � 4S.;! o� . Now the antecedent in the Arabic sentence, o fo , is not the subject 
of the verb in the clause. It is instead the object. When this is the case, the antecedent is referred to by 
an object pronoun attached to the verb. Literally, the Arabic sentence is, "This is an idea I heard it 
yesterday." The object pronoun agrees with the antecedent in the usual ways. The pronoun is known as 
the �\.e. in Arabic. Literally Jj\.e. means "one that returns," since it refers back to the antecedent. 

Here are some more examples. Look at the Arabic on the right and translate it. Then look at the 
English on the left to check yourself 
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1 .  This is an article which I read in the newspaper. • 
.o.l;�l � �.) �\i. ��� . ' 

2. They are correspondents whom we saw in the 
• cJ.lli.ll � rA U.li\ Wi w�I.JA rA · " 

hotel. 
3 .  This is a degree which I obtained from Y armouk 

• � .JA j.!ll �4-. !.)A � hl. a:. o.l� ��� . r  
University. 

In the first two sentences the antecedents are referred to by direct object pronouns attached to the 
verbs. In the third sentence the verb has a preposition before its object. Therefore the pronoun referring 
to the antecedent is attached to the preposition. 

It may take you a while to become comfortable reading relative clauses in Arabic which do not have 
relative pronouns. The absence of relative pronouns is yet another reason for you to read things in 
context, because sometimes you need to see the bigger picture in order to understand the small parts 
which comprise it. 

Drill 42 will give you practice with this type of relative clause. 
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Drill 4 1 .  Translate the following sentences. 

-
-�_;all .le-1�1 JS J_,� �� �� li_,ilS . t 

-
• �\iiS. �I 4ill o � \+iS � .J-l • ' • 
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The second type of relative clause which you must master is one in which the ante<t�dent is definite. 
In such cases you will have a relative pronoun. The relative pronoun in this case is ":?� . The word is a 
composite of the definite article to which is adde.Q. J and then to which is added the word .J�, which 
means "possessing." The combin(\!ion yields ":?�' -which has masculil!�, feminine, dual and plural forms. 
The masculine singular form is ":?� itself The feminine singular is � . We will use the singular forms 
for the moment to illustrate the use of the relative pronoun. Look at the Arabic sentences below and 
their translations on the left. 

1 .  This is the man who traveled to Egypt. 
2. I met the writer who wrote about human rights. 
3 .  What are the foreign languages which you have 
studied? 

�-
-� �I .)L.... (.5� J::.)l .J4 11\ .. 

�-
. · L.....iYI "'"jb. CF U.US � tulS.ll �1.! u . '-' . . . 

!� � �I �YI ul.illl � LA .) ... .  

The first sentence has J::. )I as the antecedent. Since the antecedent is definite we must use ":?�1. 
Since ':?�I is the subject of the following verb, there is no pronoun needed as the �U:. . 

. ' 

_ .,.  

. '\" 

The second sentence is essentially a feminine version of the first sentence. Notice that �I is now the 
relative pronoun. 

The third sentence has ul.illl as the antecedent. The relative pronoun remains feminine singular due 
to the rules of agreement learned in Part I. However, the antecedent is the object of the verb in the next 
clause. Therefore we need an object pronoun (the �U:.). In this case that pronoun is feminine singular 
due to the rules referred to earlier in this paragraph. 

� � � 

The masculine plural of ':?�I is ��I . The feminine plural is usually �1_,111 (note that this word has 
two separate J's with a shadda over the second). The feminine plural has two other spellings which are 
less common, but they do appear. There are listed in the table below. 

The table also shows dual forms, masculine and feminine, for (.5�1. The dual forms also show case. 
Only the dual forms of ':?�I will show case. Study the table below� 

Singular Dual (Nom.) Dual (Acc./Gen.) Plural 
Masculine � � - - ·  • � wl:illi &:illi �� ":? 
Feminine ·- • ... � ... • 

�� wtilli J.::illl �_,lli 
More Feminine � and � 

Note that all of the dual forms and the feminine plural forms will show two J' s. The singular forms 
and the masculine plural forms show only one J with a shadda. The shadda, of course, is almost never 
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written. The existence of the two J' s can help you differentiate from the masculine dual and the plural if 
the dual is in the genitive or accusative case. 

The relative pronoun can be followed by the predicate of an equational sentence or even a 
prepositional phrase. For example, !W-Jfil ()A ':?�\ �Ll:JI ()A ends in a prepositional phrase. A pronoun 
of separation could be inserted in the clause after ':?�1, but it is optional. So you could have �Ll:JI ()A 
!W-Jfil ()A .JA ':?�\ . The point is that the clause does not have to contain a verb. 

Now, do you remember the superlative as we studied it in the last chapter? How do you say "the 
biggest building?" The answer is c:-U: Y.Si . Often constructions of this kind are the antecedent for 
relative clauses. If there is no definite article or pronoun suffix in the construction to make the 
construction grammatically definite, then no relative pronoun is used. For example. 

, 
This is the biggest building I saw in Cairo. .o_Ja\till � �.».Wi c:-U: .fi-1 1� 

Since c:-U: y.Si is not grammatically definite, it will not require a relative pronoun. However, the 
meaning of the phrase is definite and should be so expressed if translated into English. 

The words ':?�\ , � , and � can all be used as relative pronouns without antecedents. � only refers 
to people. � only refers to things. Here are some examples. 

1 .  Those who study Arabic obtain good jobs. .o* J�l � 0� �yJI w�J.l; ��� . ' 
2. Those whom I saw in the Mosque were , 

'i .J' J�.J w� �� � �J ��� · " 
Muslims and, believe it or not, many of them were 
American citizens. -� I �� · "_#. · ts .. � _. .. .)A .. .JA � .. u '-' 
3 .  Did the director mention who attended the !t � 'i\ � ()A .J:!.l.JI _§.� J,\ . T' 
meeting? 
4. I do not know whom the correspondent will ,:;c. .ulli. � J,...l yJI rA _§.� <.JA u ):.l 'i . £  
mention in his article on corruption in the 
government. -��� � .)\....d.1\ 
5 .  What was mentioned in the lecture is  true. , 

·� o�t..:-11 � J$� � 
6. What you mentioned in the lecture is true. 

- � 0 �\..:-11 � .u _§.� � 

When ()A and � are used in this way, the pronoun suffix referring to the antecedent (the .ll\.c.), is 
optional. It usually is used with ()A but less often with �- However, the .ll\.c. must be used if the 
following verb takes a preposition. For example: �I � � � "I understand what you are pointing 
to." 

()A can take singular, plural or dual agreement in any gender. � is always treated as masculine 
singular. 
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Now do Drill 42. 
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Drill 42. Part A. Put the correct form of '/�I in the blanks in the sentences below. Add a pronoun suffix 
to the appropriate word in each sentence if necessary. 

� 
-�.;all �__,ll� yl ___ t�' � � � lii� . o 

• .l:._,.b.... � .;.,...WI '/�I ':f.JI)I Ull ____ y:iS!I bi.) . '\ 
, . , 

· r�l cl.) ____ �l :_,sjj . v  

.4.-4-JI � �I ��\.:- � ,y:. d� ____ �)I �.; . A 

. u...a� �1_,1\ o.l.!.....r.J J:w.J"il ��� ,y:. t;ps ____ �lyJI �\! . � 

B. Put (:;. or l.. in the blanks as appropriate. 

.�r� 1_,1\! 
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. o.fot.A yiS..JI �m � � JS . f.  
, 

-�� � �_;c.  �� . o 

u _;aj .J 0 _,!\! u-...u .'\  

.o�l � �l)f J�l "i . v  

-� � .A 



C. The Cognate Accusative 

You no doubt have seen sentences such as the following: � t:.ol ftl � fi . This is usually 
referred to as the cognate accusative in English. It is generated by inserting the verbal noun of the verb in 
the sentence which is usually then modified by an adjective. The verbal noun is most often indefinite and 
accusative. The Arabic sentence above literally means "He honored me a great honoring. Normally it 
would be translated "He honored me greatly.'' 

We want to say "He studied Arabic for a long time," and use the_cognat� accusative in order to do 
so. The verb we will use is c.J'I.J.l, of course. "He studied Arabic" is �yJI �I c.J'I.J.l. Now we will add 
the verbal noun of c.J'I.J.l to the sentence. The verbal noun of c.J'I.JJ is 4.....1.J�. We will place 4.....1.)� at the 
end of the sentence. It will be indefinite and accusative. So now we have 4.....\.JJ �yJI �I c.J'I.J.l. Now 
we add 4L.._,h to the sentence. It will completely agree with 4.....1.)J . So now we have: 

:fll S' ... ... 

.4L.._,h 4.....1.JJ �yJI �I �:_,� 

This use of the verbal noun is quite common. It also has some variations. Sometimes the verbal noun 
is not modified. Thus you could have t:.ol ft} � fi. Here the verbal noun adds some emphasis, but not 
much. 

-

Sometimes the verbal noun is put into an idaafa as in � _,ll 'OJ4c- 4111 w.J� I _,3\S "They used to 
worship God like idolaters (the worship of idolaters)." 

There are other uses of the verbal noun along the these lines. They will be easy to spot when you 
come to them. 

Now do the following drills. 
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Drill 43 . Complete the following sentences using the cognate accusative based on the verb in the 
sentence. Here is an example. 
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.Ut.._,b ��I I_,....J..) 
. . 

• Ut.._,b 4.....1 .J..) ��I I_,.... .J..) 

. . � ----- t� _,.JI � .fo.JI fo . " 

. \* & .. u� � 'l  . r 

- �fi I <.r. �.) . £  

-\#-. �.) �..)\..j . o 

-�� lli_,.le� . '\  .,.. 

.Ut.._,b .ll.JI . � - � . v 

.�� �I , .... t!� .A 

-� �'11 � I_,.).) . <\  

. \�� 1:.,� �j y� . ' . 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 10 .  

The article below i s  from the front page of ..l::a...._,"'il J__,..!;ll from August 13 ,  1 995 . Read it and do the 
following. 

1 .  Identify every Form V and and Form VI verb and verbal noun used in the article and give the meaning 
in English. 
2. Identify every definite and indefinite relative clause. 
3 .  Find every passive and active participle for any form of the verb. 
4. Find any verbs used in the passive voice. 
5 .  Translate as much of the article as you can. 

yl .;C � .J 0A :o� 
uJ.J - "..l::a.....JYI Jy!ill" =u-a�JI 

��I � uk. _>fill F. !.:!WI �I � .J.J ua�)l � _»QI j;yJI � � ulAL..a _»Q":ll o\c-i 
� (:11 .JA� j;yJI � 0: ¥ �I �__,..!;.11 ��I r�l:i.. � 1 g'iil! �I uk. _»ill � ul & �I.J 

_Y.C Uo..:...ll �4-JI �I �� � .cll�.J 1..;�� ":ll..;.J '\ AV .J WI '\ '\ A.J �� ffA � ��I.J ��I 

� J.J":ll (.)'WI (".J:. � .A: .J.4 oAI_,ll 4.cL.JI .J.4 4.k:Jl � i� ':?�1 ��_,._11 �yr.ll �I u.J:..Jit 
ul : . · - ''1 tul�l �� - - '1 �>: .� •II �� uk. · ·''I · '-l3b 'I ,UJ..JI 1 ...... i · )I �t:ill 4.cLJI � .J � _,..... � (,?  � �  ..fi""' � • •  f.S • (..)'W ._r.- (...)-4 � .J 

• · · ."\1 - 11 �':II tu.l.:JI � .J � .J �· 

rti} �":l ..::.li.J � � ul e!..,:WI .JA.J �.JI u�t..-::..1 �..>?-A u�t...-.:..":11 ��� ul" ulAL..a _»Q":ll Jti.J 
."eJ)I I� �I u\...4i o�� 

�I � U!�l �I �I �lg.:UI yl ��y..oJI ��"':II �\S_,l ulAL..a _»Q":ll 4..: ��I c:=_,.._:i � �� �1.:;.. 
·'::?�.,....JI uy..Jil:ill r:..a u.Jta:Jl4 t;WI 

� .fo. ult:. _»ill yy �I.J �__,..!;.11 ��I r�l:.. �y .J�Y �I �I ��� ul" : ulAL..a _;;..o ':II Jti .J 
���� �..�' J: &�I.J ��� � �� ul�t....ua � o�":ll th:...o..ll ufo ul Jl.;..) u� � � 

. "&�I.J ��� � �..;--:JI <"'� �.J":l\ u�l � lg..ilc.l �� .lg.! �� us\� 
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Chapter 6 

A Forms vn and VIII 
B. The Haal Construction 
C. The Tamyiiz Construction 

A: Forms VII and VIll 

I will treat Forms Vll and VIII together due to some important similarities between the two forms 
with respect to hollow and doubled verbs. Additionally, the end of the section will deal with a special 
feature concerning the spelling of certain Form VIII verbs. 

. 

Form Vll verbs are characterized by a prefix of';:,j placed before the triliteral root. For example �j 
"to be opened" is a typical Form VII. The Form VII verb is always intransitive and often is, in effect, a 
passive version of the Form I. In fact, it is often used in place of the passive voice of the Form I. The 
hamza of the prefix is always elided* if it is not the first letter in a sentence. 

Some Form VII verbs are not passive, but they will not be transitive. u�j "to go away" is an 
example which is usually cited in textbooks as a Form Vll verb. I believe this is so because it is one of 
the few Form VII' s which make sense when conjugated for all persons. This verb can also mean "to be 
spent," referring to money. 

The past-tense conjugations shoulg be obvious. In the present tense, the prefix vowel is a fatha and 
the stem vowel is a kasra. Thus w � is the conjugation for _y. in the present tense. The jussive and 
the subjunctive conjugations should be evident by now. 

Now, what about the command? Stop for a moment and try to Pt:<Jduce the command for � and 
then continue readipg. I hope you got u �! . The jussive is Li � . When you drop the prefix, you 
are left with Li � . Thus you need a coinmand prefix. Since the stem vow�l is a kasra, you add a 
prefix of a kasra on an elidable hamzajust as you do for Form I. Thus Li�j is the command. Note 
that for Forms VII through X, the commands will always have the same prefiX: 

The verbal noun is ul�j . The active participle is u� . Form Vll verbs do not have a passive 
participle. 

Form VITI verbs are characterized by a prefix of j (the hamza is elidable, just as in Fonn VTI) and a u 
infixed between the first and second radicals. A suktiun is then placed over the first radical. For example, 

-· 

1 ;�ti<j ("to discover'') is a Form VIII verb. Often the meaning ofForm VITI verbs is reflexive. The 

· The elidable hamza with a kasra is used as part of the prefix for Forms VII-X. Often, the elidability of the hamza is 

indicated in text books by writing the prefix using only the alif and the kasra like this - ! instead of writing out the whole 

thing - 1 ·  You will see both renderings in this text. 
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Form I �  means "to disclose" something to someone else. The Form vm refers to one's discovering 
something for oneself 

Not all Form VITI verbs are reflexive in meaning. Their range of meanings is broad, so you will need 
to learn the meaning of each one as you come to it. Many Form vm verbs are transitive. 

As usual, the past-tense conjugations should be obvious. If they are not, you know where to look. 
The present t�nse conjugations have exactly the same pattern as Form vn. Thus, the y. conjugation of 
�1 is � e;t;s:; . You should see the similarity to Form VII. Th�. command conjugations also take the 
same patterns as the commands for Form VII. "Discover'' is i •;ti<l . 

. 

The verbal noun pattern is also the same as for Form vn. ul .tj<J is "discovery." 

The active participle is ' •}i�(·4 and the passive is ' e�i.(•4 . 
Some Form vm verbs occur in the passive VP.\ce. A verb commonly used in t:Jl�. passive is ; . ,; ii} 

which means "to elect." "He was elected" is ; . •fo ;;i and "He is being elected" is �. ,; 'iij . So the passive 
voice here follows the same patterns as those of the verbs you have studied earlier in this book. Note that 
in the past, every vowel before the stem vowel becomes a dhamma, and that in the present, you start with 
a dhamma, but everything else is a jatha until you get to the mood marker. This is the same as in Forms 
V and VI, which we studied in the previous chapter and will be the case with Form X as well. 

Hollow Verbs 

Hollow verbs in Forms vn and VITI conjugate exactly the same way. We will look at an example of 
each. -l\.ij} is a Form Vll hollow verb meaning ''to be led." In !!te past tense the alif is shortened to a 
fatha whenever shortening is required. Thus "I was led" is b�� . The rules for shortening are the same 
as always. 

Now in the imperfect, the alifREMAINS an alifwhen it is long, and is shortened to a FATHA when 
it is short. Thus, although a sound Form vn verb has a stem vowel ofkasra in the imperfect, a hollow 
Form VII WILL NEVER HAVE A KASRA IN THE IMPERFECT. The middle radical will be either 
an alif or � fatha depending on whether or not shortening is required. Thus "He is being led" is �� . )f 
we put �� into the jussive, what do you think will happen? The theoretical conjugation would be ':l� . 
As you know from previous sections in this book, you now actually have two sukuuns in a r.ow. Thus the 
first sukuun and its alif are dropped. A fatha is put in their place. So "He was not led" is � rJ . Notice 
that without vowels the conjugations could be for a F onn I, IT, or IV sound verb, among other things. So 
be careful. 

You might wish to try to produce the jussive conjugations for the above verb and then refer to the 
charts at the end of the book. 
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. 
The verbal noun is .)�} . Note the '-i . The '-i will always be there, even if the middle radical is in 

reality a .J (which it is in this case) . 
. 

The active participle is .)\.ito . Note that you have an alifhere. The active participle of a Form VII 
hollow will always have the middle radical represented by an alif This is different from the pattern you 
have seen for all other active participles. Be sure to remember this. 

There is no passive participle since there is no passive in Form VII at all. 

Form VIII hollo"":, verbs behave in all ways just the same as Form VII hollow verbs. For example, the 
Form VIII of �1.:! is �tii} , which can mean the same thing as the Form VII but can also mean "to lead 
someone." In the past tense, !lte alif is shortened to a fatha whenever shortening is required, just like 
Form VII. Thus "I led" is b"�} . 

In the imperfecta _Form VIII hollow verbs -�so behave exactly as their Form VII counterparts. Thus, 
"I am leading" is �tiii and "I did not lead" is � rJ. The middle radical is always represented by an alif or 
by a fatha . 

• The verbal noun also has the same pattern as Form VII. Thus, the verbal noun for our model verb is 
,)L,U!\ 

- . . 

Now hear, read, and note this. Form VIll verbs have both active and passive participles. I showed 
you this above using the verb �\ . Form VIll hollow verbs, however, �ve active and passive 
participles which look exactly the same. The active participle.of .)t;i\ is .)� . This is just like Form 
VII hollow verbs. The passive participle of the same verb is .)� , the same word. It is context that will 
tell you which one is being used. 

• t 
Form Vlll .hollow verbs can occur in the passive. The pattern in the past tense is �I and in the 

imperfect is �try . The passive voice in the past tense follows the same pattern as the other verbs we have 
seen. Note also that the passive in the imperfect looks just like the active when it is not voweled. 

Assimilated Verbs 

Form VII assimilated verbs are extremely rare and will not be taught in this book. They are regular in 
all ways. 

-· 

Form VIll assimilated verbs are very common. A typical such verb is �} "to agree." Hey, what 
happened to the .J ? The .J assimilates into the infixed u . This assimilation is indicated by the shadda 
written on the u . pther than that, Form VIII assimilated verbs are completely regular in every respect. 
The imperfect is � . 
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� d 

�The passive voice pattern in \he past tense is �1. �t the present tense it is � The verbal noun is <..5\li} . The active participle is � and the passive is � . 

Doubled Verbs 
. 

�� (� a;} "to join" is a typical Form Vll doubled verb. In the past tense, th� verb is conjugated just 
like any other doubled verb you have seen in Form I. Thus "I joined" is : ... ,

.
4

-
4

-
. a i} . Do not forget when to 

break up the doubled second and third radicals. -

Now pay attention to the imperfect. "He joins" is r� a;J .  Note that the "stem vowel" comes before 
the doubled consonant, just as would be the case with any Form I doubled verb. For example, �� . Note 
that in the Form I verb, the stem vowel is a dhamma for this verb and that it too is written before the 
doubled consonant. Now, in Form I, if the doubled consonant in broken up, what happens to the stem 
vowel? Remember that the stem vowel is moved to its proper place between the second and third 
radicals. So "they (fern. Plural) are answering" is 'w'J�J:_ . The dhamma is merely moved over to its 
proper place. 

Now we come back to Form Vll . The doubled radical will be broken up for the same conjugations 
and for the same reasons as in Form I. However, WHENEVER THE DOUBLED RADICAL IS 
BROKEN UP IN FORM VII, THE STEM VOWEL IS CONVERTED TO A KA�RA. Thus, to say 
"They (fern. plural) are joining the Army" you recite melodiously �� �� 0\4� a;j . The doubled 
radical is separated and the stem vowel is now a kasra. 

In the jussive, Form Vll doubled verbs are conjugated the way Form I and Form IV doubled verbs 
are. You will recall tl].a.t Form I and Form IV verbs take the endings for the subjunctive when tp.ese verbs 
are conjugated with rJ for any of the "big five" pronouns. So, fot: example, our model verb, (� a i�, 
conjugated with rJ for the third person masculine singular, is (-· a;; rJ . 

. 
The verbal noun is r�� . 

The active participle always will have a fatha for the stem vowel. The active participle of our model 
verb is � . 

Form VIII doubled verbs work exactly the same way as Form Vll doubled verbs. �} (to occupy) is 
a good and a very common example. For \.il in the past tense, the conjugation is ; ... ,;t;-.,J . in the imperfect 
for .JA it is �., J and for WA it is ;:_,jjf., J . In the jussive for .JA the conjugation is � rJ� 

The verbal noun is �� . 
_ Form VIII doubled active and passive participles both have fatha for the stem vowel. So the word 

� can mean both "occupier" and "occupied." 
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Some Form VII! dpubled verbs occur in the passive voice. �} is itself a good example. "It (fern) 
was qc<;upied" is � .  Note that the stem vowel is not indicated. - "They (fern. plural) were occupied" 
is � . Here yo!! see the .!!�ual stem vowel of kasra in the passive past tense. The imperfect 
counterparts are � and � respectively. See the charts if you have questions. 

You should now be able to see that Form VII doubled and hollow verbs and Form VIII doubled and 
hollow verbs parallel each other closely. That is, Form VII and Form VIII doubled verbs tend to work 
the same way in terms of their conjugations and the patterns for their participles and verbal nouns. Also, 
Form VII and Form VIII hollow verbs also work the same way with respect to conjugations and the 
production of participles and verbal nouns. I have found it convenient to group them together in my own 
mind as an aid in remembering how to derive the conjugations, participles, and verbal nouns. 

Defective Verbs 
- -

These are easy. Our Form VII example in �} and our Form VIII example is �} . (Note that the 
u is part of the root in our Form VIII example and does not represent a Form VII prefix.) 

These defectives work just like defectives in Forms II, ill, and IV. That is, in both ten�s they -· 
conjugate just like the verb �.» , )j.i:H. . Thus, for \.31 in the past tense, the verbs are : .. . y. oi;J and h�ii} . 
For .JA in the present they are � and '-'"siij .  You should be able to predict the subjunctive, jussivi, 
and command forms. Check the charts at the end. 

You should also be able to predict the passive voice conjugations for Form VIII defectives (the Form 
VII's don't have a passive voice). You know where to look. 

. . 
The verbal nouns are c:-1 . oj;J and c:.�} . - -

The active participles are w.,i";•. and � . 
. 

The Form VIII passive participle is � . 
This is a lot of material. You should take a pencil and some paper and see if you can produce the 

correct conjugations of various Form VII and Form VIII verbs. Then, read the next section and do the 
drills dealing with Forms VII and VIII . 

Assimilation Of The Infixed � In Form VIII 
- $ -

Since you have had Arabic before, you have probably seen verbs like �b)} , �} , �} , and r�} . 
These are all examples of Form VIII verbs that have assimilated the infixed � . Students are usually not 
pleased when they first see this phenomenon. I am sure you are not any more pleased now than you were 
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then. At least this time around, I hope, you are less intimidated by the language and realize that many 
things are no where near as difficult as they seem. 

What is happening with the above verbs is that the first radical of each of them is affecting the � 
which is infixed in order to form Form VITI. There are actually nine offending letters which cause 
changes to the � . You do not need to memorize them, although I will list them below. All you need to 
be aware of is the kind of changes they make to the � so that you will be able to identify the roots of 
words which incorporate these changes. For example, you see the word �'jj (which will not have the 
shadda in most texts) and wonder what the hell it is. Well, IF you know that ihe letter ..) assimilates the � 
completely (I know that it is a big "if'), you will be able to guess that the word you are looking at is the 
Form VIII of the verb \.c..) ,  _,c.� with which you fell in love some chapters ago. 

The offending letters are all produced near the front of the mouth. They are either dental or 
emphatic. They are: 

Whenever any of these letters is the first radical in a Form VIII verb, the � will undergo some kind of 
change. Volume I of EMSA gives good examples. I will use them here. 

� . 
The � ,  � , and ..) all completely assimilate the infixed � . For example, the Form I � is �l in Form 

VIII. Thus, this type of Form VIII resembles the assimilated Form VIII verbs mentioned 8.bove. 
� 

The Form I }� becomes )�l in Form VIII and the Form I \.c..) becomes �j} in Form VIII . When 
these Form VIII words are written without the shaddas (do you think that will happen very often?) they 
look just like Form IV verbs in the past tense. In the imperfect, they look just like Forms I, II, and IV. I 
wonder if context will help you decide? 

The .l::. and the .l:. also completely assimilate the infixed � . �or example � is a Form I meaning, 
among other things, ''to appear." )'he Form IV of this verb is � meaning ''to inform (someone of 
something)." The Form VIII is �} meaning ''to inform oneself' or ''to be informed." All three verbs in 
the imperfect look like this: � .  � 

The .l:. works just like the .l::. . Fortunately, there is only one worq in the language that I know of that 
has .l:. for its first radical and also exists in Form VIII. That verb is fJl=a! . Look it up. I hope its meaning 
does not describe the way you feel. 

The � and the � conv� the infixed � into a .l::. . For example, the Form VIII of r.l.!.4 is r�J 
and the Form VIII of Jw:. is �} . 

� 

The .3 combJnes with the infixed � to form a ..) with a shadda. Thus, the Form VIII of _1..3 "to 
remember'' is fol ''to remember." Why bother to make the Form VIII for this verb? 
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The j turns the infixed � into a J also. The Form VITI of Jl j is �b)} . This is a verb which you may 
have seen many times. 

If you wish, you may memorize the changes I have just outlined above. That is, if you have nothing 
else better to do. I recommend, instead, that you simply be aware of a J or .1. appearing in a word where 
a � should be, and that you keep in mind the Form VITI potential of roots that start with .1. , .l:. , � , I!! , J 
and � .  Experience with the language will familiarize you with the very limited number of verbs in Form 
VITI which pull this sort of thing on you. The more common ones are included in your drills on Form 
VIII. 

Now do Dril1 44. 
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Drill 44. Negate each sentence in an appropriate way. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in 
your answers. 
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-�jj � t\4'JI �J · ' • 

-�� o.lc-1...- �I �I . ' ' 

. ' - ��� • � • t ... 4.J.il -- '1 � l.a..JI �I • n ·  "t"' �- � cs- .. ...;- .) . 

• �.Jill �I � � _,11 c)c. �)I y..j_,ll �I . ' t 
-�y!i}l �� � �_,II c)c. tt..ll:al • ' 0  

·'* ..)#. �I � � _,11 1:;1 Wl- .J.lt.-.. I!Jl\i • ' "\ 
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Now give the command conjugations for � and � for the verbs below. 

• - . ·I � 
.. I � 

Now for the same verbs give the verbal nouns and active participles. 
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B: The Baal Construction 

Now we come to a very common construction in Arabic which students often fail to recognize when 
they are reading due to the problem of not reading in context. The haal clause (from the word Jb. 
meaning "condition" or "circumstance," as in the question ! JWI '4 ) is a clause which modifies the 
subject of a sentence by using :, as a subordinating conjunction. This is a fancy way of saying that :, is 
used sometimes in Arabic to mean ''while," as in, "He entered the room while firing his machine gun." 
The clause after ''while" can have a verb, a participle, or it can be an equational sentence. First, we will 
look at examples using equational sentences. Study the sentences below, then read the commentary 
which follows. 

I .  He traveled to Kuwait while he was a student 
.YJ\.1. _,..J Ul_,sJI �I _;it- . ' 

(as a student). 
2. She traveled to Kuwait while she was a student .. 
(as a student). 

.� �.J Ul_,s.ll �� u_;il- . Y 

3 .  He traveled to Kuwait while he was a student . 4l\.1. Ul_,sJI �I _;it- . r'  
(as a studentl 
4. She traveled to Kuwait while she was a student . 

.4.:11.1. Ul_,sJI �� u_;il- . t 
. (as a student). 

In the first Arabic sentence you have the :, followed by the pronoun _,. . A subject pronoun must be 
used with :, and it must agree with the subject of the sentence. In the second sentence the subject is "she" 
so the subject pronoun which is used is � . 

The :, and the pronoun can be omitted if the predicate is indefinite. When this is done the predicate is 
put into the accusative. So in sentence three we now have �1.1. instead of Y1t1. . Sentence four is the 
feminine equivalent of sentence three. Now, how would you say "They (masc. plural) went to Kuwait 
while they were students" using either of the two methods? The answers are below . 

• � (A.J �...JSll � I,J.Jil.w. 
.� �...JSll �� I,J.Jil.w. 

You should be able to see that the plurals work just like the singular forms. What would the feminine 
plural versions of the two sentences above be? See below for the answers to this ineffable mystery. 
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If, for the second feminine plural sentence, you did not put the word �4lll=. into the accusative in THE 
CORRECT WAY , then all I can say is • rl...? . Also, you should make sure you know the 
accusative of a feminine sound plural. 

The predicate can also be an adjective, such as � or �i!, or a prepositional phrase. You will see 
more examples in the drills. 

Now we come to haal clauses using verbs. Cogitate on the examples below and then look at the 
explanation which follows. 

1 .  The student smiled while reading the . .::....� �1_,11 f� _,._, yl�l F.} 
Washington Post. 
2. The student (feminine) smiled while reading the . .::....� �1_,11 i� �-' �Ll:JI �} 
Washinf?{on Post. 
3 .  The student smiled while reading the 

. .::.... � �I _,II i .fo.. YJ�I F.} 
Washington Post. 
4. The student (feminine) smiled while reading the . .::....� �1_,11 i� �Ll:JI �} 
Washington Post. 
5 .  The student laughed while reading about the . 

�I � .k..._,'il t.5ytll (.)C U.J\! YJ�I � 
Middle East in the New York Times. 

. ' 

· " 

. '\" 

. £  

. o 

• _)4.;\:i � .).J:. 
6. The student (feminine) laughed while reading 
about the Middle East in the New York Times. 

. 
�I � .k... _,'JI t.5ytll (.)C 4,j .J\! �Ll:JI , , ,s ., . a . '\ 

• _)4.;\:i � .).J:. 
7. The student (feminine) laughed while reading 
the newspaper. 

- . ' 
.o.ll....r.JI 4,j.J\! �Ll:JI ' 'lS::. . � . v  

Sentences one and two use -_, + the appropriate subject pronoun, just as you would if the clause had 
no verb. Sentences three and four show that the -_, and the subject pronoun can be dropped. Again, this 
also can be done in clauses with no verb, as we have seen. 

Sentences five and six show another variation. The verb itself can be replaced by its own active 
participle. The participle must be indefinite, accusative, and agree with the subject in gender and number. 
If the verb which is being replaced is transitive, the active participle can take a direct object as you see in 
example seven. Do not be put off by the fact that i.) is a verb with a hamza as a final radical. The hamza 
will work just like any other consonant. I know that the active participle t.s .)\! looks strange, but it is 
exactly the same pattern as �t.... . -

Sentences five, six, and seven could be modified by the return of the -_, + subject pronoun. The active 
participles would then be in the nominative case. So sentence five would be (.)C ts .)\! y\ _, yl�l � 
• \:i � - -�'1 . � .h...a 'il , . >-II -� .).J;. � I.,? -' (j...)"""'" . 
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The sentences below use the verb �l and its active participle to show you again the possible 
variations of a haal clause. 

1 .  The student studied Arabic while smiling. 

2. The student studied Arabic while smiling. 

3 .  The student studied Arabic while smiling. 

4.  (What do you think this sentence means?) 

5 .  The students studied Arabic while smiling. 

6. The students studied Arabic while smiling. 

- -
. r: ,,.:; .Jk> .J �yJI YJUall (.)'!.)� 

-� �yJI ylU:JI U'I.J� 

. r: .. 1z'4 .Jk> .J �yJI ylU:JI U'I.J� 

. � � yJI t....JU:JI � - • ... • (.)'1.) 

· 0� eA.J �yJI �� U'I.J� 

-� �yJI �� U'I.J� 

. ' 

· " 

. 1  

. £  

. o 

. '\  

Sentences five and six are included to show the agreement and case of the active participle when the 
subject is plural. 

Haal clauses with an imperfect verb can also be negated. They are negated either with l...A� or with 'i 
by itself Thus, sentence one above could be negated as follows: 

• � 1...A .J �yJI ylU:JI U'I.J� • ' 
-� 'i �yJI ylU:JI U'I.J� • " 

Both sentences mean "He studied Arabic while not smiling." (A most unlikely situation.) 

Sometimes the subject ofthe haal clause can be different from the subject of the main clause, so you 
may occasionally see sentences such as the following. 

1 .  I delivered a lecture while my students slept. . 0�� � .J 0 _,...;.:.b.A : .. ·;ill . ' 
2. I delivered a lecture while they slept. . 0�u eA.J o_,...;.:.b.A , .. ,;ill · " 

Haal clauses can also contain past-tense verbs. In such cases .l!.J is placed before the verb. It is 
usually translated as "having (done something)." These sentences are negated by dropping � and adding 
1...A or by using rJ + the jussive. Here are a few examples. 

I .  The correspondent traveled to Damascus, 
.�yJI U'I.J� � .J �� �I J,..,l yJI _;!\.... . ' having studied Arabic. 

2. The correspondent traveled to Damascus, not .�yJI U'I.J� l...A.J �� �I J,..,lyJI _;!\.... · " 
having studied Arabic. 
3 .  The correspondent traveled to Damascus, not .�yJI U'I.J� rJ.J �� �I J,..,l yJI _;!\.... .1 
having studied Arabic. 
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In my experience, students often have trouble recognizing a haal clause when it is composed of J + 
pronoun + present tense verb. Then tend to translate the J as "and" therefore giving a very awkward 
translation of the sentence. Recently, a student I have been working with translated an opinion piece 
from an Arabic newspaper. The item contained several haal clauses using J + pronoun + verb. He 
missed every one. Everything else in his translation was correct. So be careful. 

That does it for the haal clause. You are now ready to do Drill 45 . 
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Drill 45 . 
Part A. Combine each pair or sentences below using a haal clause as in the example below. 

-�.l...:l �)I �) ·t.J�I � �)I U.S_, • ' 

. "�� yJl Jl _;a.JI" y1:ill Jti . �� _;a.11 y1:ill rti . " 

• 

-�1 J..:.... � 1_,.». � . I  _,ti . £ 

-�) �.lA � �-l) � �"YI �:_,..l - w-l.JY I r:,c. I� �.....,..YI t...a.;.l.JI u..Lu . o 

-w� � l..wii .o� � � US.).lM . '\ 
-�1 �1 �1 -�� � � . v  

·'-.S�I �I (.)MUll rl-JI tYI �..l  -wlS.. �I wlS.. &o rl-JI tYI �.J . A 

.o� JSWW &o �I ..ll...a:iil �� -�1 -ll...a:iil .;l.e-3) • '\ 

.lAy.....,p:j �.J I# .�_,YI Jy:ll r:,c. t...ay..JI �.....,..Yi o.lJ..._r.JI .J4-i-l l_,iji • ' • 
Part B. Rewrite your answers above using the active participles in the haal clause instead of the verbs in 
the imperfect. 

Part C. Rewrite sentences 8,9, and 1 0  using the past tense for the haal clause. Then negate the haal 
clauses in the three new sentences. 
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C: The Tamyiiz Construction 

You have already studied (and mastered) the elative. The elative is quite flexible and can be used for 
a great number of adjectives as you are aware. However, many adjectives do nq� easily fit the elative 
pattern. This is especially true for participles of derived verbs. For example, /�il"o means "advanced." If 
you want to say that the United States is more advanced t¥-n Chad with respect to the production of 
nuclear weapons, you have a problem because the word r·�i"io does not lend itself to the elative form (as 
you can see, I hope). How will you say "more advanced"? What is usually done in such a case is that the 
verbal noun from the form of the verb from which the participle i.� derived is combined with an 
appropriate elative. ?'� is from Form V. The verbal noun is ?'� . "More" in Arabic is JiSi . So we 
will use JiSi and ?'� in our sentence. 

Remember, we want to say the United States is more advanced than Chad in the production of 
nuclear weapons. So we get: 

The verbal noun is placed in the accusative case. Note that the elative is used with the word (>-.o, just as it 
is with the comparative. 

. 

Now here is another example. The word � means "sincere." We want to say that Samiira is 
more sincere than Samiir. The word � is the active participle of the Form IV verb � . The 
verbal noun of � is �} . Can you do it now? The answer is below. 

Thus we have "Samiira is more sincere than Samiir." Literally we have something like "Samiira is 
more than S�ir with respect to sincerity." This is what is meant by a tamyiiz construction. The word 
tamyiiz (Ji.U ) is a Form II verbal noun meaning "specification" or "discrimination." We use the tamyiiz 
when we want to say that something is different from something else with respect to a certain 
characteristic. 

Often the tamyiiz is used with the verbal noun of derived verbs. This is because the adjectives 
derived from derived verbs do not fit the elative pattern. You have just seen two examples. However, 
often the_tap�yiiz is used with Form I verbal nouns as well. For example � means "to know" or ''to 
learn." rfci is the elative (from �) meaning "more knowing." It is used for example, in the often
repeated phrase cJc i 4.ll\ "God knows best." 

However, if we want to say "He knows Arabic better than I do" the word cJci do�s not necessarily 
provide us with the best way to say what we want. We could say �yJ\ �\ �'..:! � cJci y. "He 
knows more than me with respect to Arabic" but we could also choose another elative and use the verbal 
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noun of fJC- . In t}lis �e we will take the elative � "better'' and the verbal noun � . We can then 
say �yJI �4 t:Jc. � �I .JA . 

Note that in the last Arabic sentence above I have used the preposition '-:J . You will use whatever 
preposition the verb would normally take. If the verb does not normally take a preposition, then J is 
used. Here are a few more examples. 

-

1 .  They participate in the program more than we 
. �UJ:ll � is.Ju.. � _;si rA 

do. 
2. The issue of Palestine has a greater impact on l�t (,S__,:a..l �;· "' t.ii c.JA .,.,PI � �;· ai 
the political situation in Jordan than does any other 

. ' 

. Y  

issue. ·wJ}il � �t.;..JI 4.lbll � 
3 .  He understands Arabic better than she does. .�yrll r...s � �I .JA . T'  

In the first sentence, the verb � .)Wi would normally use the preposition � meaning ''to participate in 
something." Thus, we use � after the verbal noun � .)t..:. in our tamyiiz construction. 

In the second sentence, the preposition � is us¢ with �b for the same reason. In the third 
sentence we are using the verbal noun of the verb � which does not take a preposition. So when we use 
the verbal noun of this verb in a tamyiiz we attach J to what would normally be the object of the verb. 

Now do Drill 46. 

You are almost done with Part TI of this book. The next chapter will discuss Forms IX and X as well 
as some other things. You will then have the vast majority of the verb system down. The same chapter 
will also discuss quadraliteral verbs (it will be a snap). You will then have completed the core ofthis 
book. You have come a long way. 
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Drill 46. 
Fill in the blanks in the sentences below in a way which gives a correct tamyiiz construction. Then 
translate each item. Here is an example. 

(� '�) · ---- � .JA 

He is older than I am (greater than me with respect to age). . �  � y.SI .JA 

(Y=J ,_#.) ·� _____ ..;ft'i y�l cJA yyJI 

(r�l '.J�) .)_,jll rA ______ Y �.)ll :JA _____ _ _,,¥1 
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(�I , . f':<) • �I · tilL , ...lA , -< ...;;:-- r:. �.) . ------ "ii' ------

(� ,�U) .4wU_;iU L\ ----- � � ----

(� 'u.-) .4wU_;iU ----- � -----

�� 
�_,j 

�.Jj 

------ � ------ � 

(�Y- ,� ) . ----- rfoS. � :JA ----- "j_,_;#" 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 1 1 . 

The article below is from the front page of J-...J':/ 1 J�l on August 13 ,  1 995 .  Read it while looking for 
the following. 

1 .  Haal Clauses 
2. Every verbal noun and its form. 
3. Every hollow, defective, �r assifl!ilated verb of any form or tense. 
4. Each occurrence of 0} , 0i , or 0i . 
5 .  Translate the article itito Moroccan Arabic. 
6 . Ignore item number 5 .  
7. All indefinite relative clauses and any relative clauses using \.... . 
8. Every dual verb, noun, or pronoun. 

Now that you have found and idenitifed the items above, summarize the article in English in about 75 
words. 

� f'� :J,..l.S � 1!1� .11�\ �Jt., 
�,_;, �.Jl' � 

"J-...J':/1 1.5�1· :wt...c. 

"� JA u. -»'I UA : w.lll 
�l_,.b...a':/1 r.S.,b UA :�.l 

� 4s "::I � ':1\S _, : .ll.li.: 

�1)1 �_,11 � .J.J 4.J-'J JlyJI UA �_rio. �I JlyJI � �\:ill J::.-)1 J,.\S � J.J\ �I �i 
W"'...rJI.J �� .1.� �\S. w� �I wl��l � o.lic. �1.:::-.ta �.).o � lc..l_, 'rU:ull ..k.�I.J �yJI 

� �l l.lS.).o ,Ulc. .US �j \tiiil �� �_M 1� �I .lS1.J ,� .ll� �l:JI W"'...rJI.J (.j.J�I 
� 6� wl �u rJWI.J yyJ4 ��.., �':1\..w:UI 1� �� .lS1_, ,w:.- rl� t)lyJI �)I rll:a.i .1.�':1 � 

_,1 �I r.S.fo- � � 1_,..., o.». �_,c..l �� w..,S.;a: w#ilyJI wl UA Jil_, �I J\,i_, 'wY\ � �':1\..w:UI r.Sfi"l 
·r.S.J� w.J.l �.J ,J:.-1�1 � c�':ll I.J/iS J.Jb. �� u�l_, • •  y�l _,1 �' 
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Cbapter 7 

A. Forms IX and X 
B .  Quadriliteral Verbs 
C. The Future 
D. The Conditional 

A. Forms IX and X 

Form IX verbs are extremely rare and are used only in reference to colors and to physical and mental, 
defects. The complete conjugations are in the charts at the end of this book. The Form IX pattern is �} 
(the hamza on the prefix is elidable just as in Forms VII and VIII). A commonly used Form IX is �} 

-

which means "to turn red" and ''to blush." The present tense conjugation is �: ... ; (the stem vowel 
-

becomes a kasra whenever the suffix begins with a consonant or a sukuun, just as with other doubled 
verbs you have seen in Forms VII and VIII). 

The same pattern works for other colors as well. Thus � ;J becomes � _;..,} and _,.i.....ai becomes �;. n} . - -

On the other hand, Form X verbs are extremely common and occur in all types (i.e. hollow, defective, 
impossible, doubled, etc.) . We will examine them carefully here. After you have covered Form X you 
will only need to study the quadriliteral verbs and you will have covered all you need to know about the 
verb system. In fact, if all you get out of this book is a mastery of the verb system, you will still have 
gained a great deal. 

r� is a Form I verb meaning ''to serve." r�J is a Form X verb meaning ''to use" or ''to employ." 
The Form X is derived by prefixing �} (the ha.tnziis elidable, in case you were wondering) to the three 
letters which comprise the Form I verb. ·  The prefix tends to affect the meaning of the verb in two basic 
ways. First, it can refer to the seeking or putting to use of the meaning of the Form I. Thus, the Form X 
of r� refers to the seeking of the service of �mething or to putting something into service. Another 
example is �\.c., which means ''to return." ��} means "to get back" or ''to reclaim." Tha� !s, the Form 
X refers to the se�king of what the Form I means. Along the same lines is the Form X ��} ''to 
extract" from �J=.. "to exit." 

-

A second way the prefix can influence the meaning is that it denotes $� deeming of something to 
have the C)H�lities implied by the three letters of the root. For example, JSJ II)eanS ''to disavow." The 
Form X �J means ''to disapprove." � means "to be faulty," while �?ei"·nl means "to condemn" or 
"to reject." � means ''to be true" or even ''to be suitable or appropriate." �, z;. u} means ''to be worthy" 
and ''to merit." 

-

While all Form X verbs will not fit easily into the two categories above, most of them fit in reasonably 
well. As with the other forms, the patterns can be used to help predict meaning and to lessen reliance on 
the dictionary, but you cannot always rely on the general tendencies toward meaning associated with any 
given form. Sometimes you will have to pick up the dictionary. 
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Sound Form X verbs conjugate exactly like their Form VITI counterparts in the imperfect. l,'�e prefix 
vq�el is always a fatha and the stem vowel is always a kasra. Thus, in the imperfect the verb r�J is rY·l"·"J . Note also the sukuun over the '-"" ofthe prefix in both tenses. 

-

The command conjugations and the jussive conjugations should all be obvious by now. Try to 
generate some of these and then check the charts at the end of the book. 

The verbal noun is rl ;.;, )u·�· The active participle is f'-;:.1. n'o and the passive participle is r<:.1u·'<� . 
Form X verbs also occqr ,in, the passive and conjugate jy.s! as they do in Form VIIT. In the past tense, 

our model verb becomes r� and in the imperfect it is r':. "j" ... j .  The complete conjugations are in the 
charts. 

Hollow Verbs 

Form X hollow verbs behave (with rare exceptions, to be noted below) just like Form IV hollow 
verbs with respect to their conjugations in both tenses. In the past tense, the alif is shortened to a fatha. 
In the present tense, the alifbecomes a yaa' which is in tum shortened to a kasra when necessary. For 
example, ��J ("to reclaim") will _have its alif shortened to a fatha whenever any Form IV hollow verb 
would. Thus ''I reclaimed" is �.::.t� �J . The reasons for the shortening should be clear by now. 

_ In the imperfect indicative, the alifbecomes a yaa' , just as is the case in Form IV. "He reclaims" is 
�x:l"·"J . The yaa' shortens to a kasra whenever shortening is required. Thus, "He did not reclaim" is rJ o),.'f·nJ • 

The verbal noun is very similar to that for Form IV in that it ends in o also. The verbal noun for our 
model verb is o��J . 

- -
The active participle is � and the passive participle is �� . 

,. 1 ... 
The passive pattern is �I in the past tense and Jl .. 1"· ,; in the imperfect indicative. 

Before I show you a couple of exceptions to Form X hollow verb conjugations, let's review derived 
hollow verbs for a minute. Experience tells me that students get confused easily by these verbs but that a 
simple classification scheme can usually remove the difficulties. 

Hollow verbs pose conjugation problems in Forms I, IV, VIT, VITI, and X. Form I hollow verbs are 
in a class by themselves. You should review them separately by going over the material in Chapter One 
of Part IT. For now we will look at only the four derived forms which pose problems. 

In the past tense, the four derived forms all, all, !!!!, ALL, ALL, ALL have the alif shortened to a 
LITTLE TINY ITTY DITTY FA THA whenever shortening is required. 
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In the imperfect, keep together in your mind Forms IV and X on the one hand, and Forms Vll and 
VITI together on the other. Forms IV and X convert the alifinto a yaa' in the present. When the yaa' 
needs to be shortened it becomes a kasra. 

Forms VII and VITI keep the alif in the present tense. When the alif needs to be shortened, it is 
shortened to a fatha. 

ALWAYS KEEP IN MINI) THE SPELLING AMBIGUITIES THAT TAKE PLACE WHENEVER THE 
SHORTENING IS DONE. If you neglect these ambiguities, you will always have a hard time with the 
language. 

Now J want to bring up a couple of exceptions that occur in hollow ve£9s in Form X. The Form X 
verb y�J means "to respond." It conjugates just like our model verb �l.at....J in every single way. The 
root of the verb has a waaw as the middle radical. With a few :t:orm X hollow verbs, the middle radical 
can sometimes be kept. In thi_.s case, there is also the verb ""y�? ;". u} which means "to interrogate." In the 
present tense the verb is y J=: -;,; . Whenever a Form X keeps the

-
waaw, the verb will conjugate just like 

a sound verb. The �aaw Win neyer disappear, never. It even remains in the verbal noun, 1.:-li.J"-:J"'}, and in 
the participles 1.:-l .j"-: ;",'. and yJ=: -;,,'• . -

There are only a very few Form X hollow verbs which will keep the waaw. Most of them, unlike 
1.:-l�}, will not also_ha�e a Form X conjugation which uses an alifin the past tense and a yaa' in the 
present tense. Thus ��·, ;". � exists only as � _p:i.wa} and does not have a regular Form X hollow 
manifestation of �b.:i...,.,} . When such manifestations exist, they will have different meanings. 

Assimilated Verbs 

Form X assimilated verbs are regular in their conjugations. The verb ��} means "to settle." In 
the present tense it is 6,b:,i" .. � . Note that the waaw remains and acts as a regular consonant. 

The verbal noun for this verb is w\¥»} . Note that in the Form X verbal noun, the waaw changes 
into a yaa' just as is the case in Form IV <&:a) becomes C� ,  for example). 

- - -
The active participle is �� and the passive participle is � � . 

Doubled Verbs 

Doubled verbs in Form X work just as their counterparts do in �qrm IV (what a surprise). Thus the 
stem vowel in the imperfect is always a kasra, just as in Form IV. tJ;.'f,,J means ''to exploit." In the 
present tense it is �.; ;". ·� . So for doubled verbs, like hollow verbs, you Should group Forms IV and X 
together, and group Forms Vll and VITI together. 
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In Form X, the rules for breaking up...,t!J.e doubled radical are exactly the sa.I!l� _as they are for all 
doubled verbs. Thus "I exploited" is : .. ,U;."j" ... � and "they (feminine) exploit" is 0lj;."j" ... j .  

When the jussive is used, you have the usual options. _You can eiJ!J.er use the subjunctive, or you can 
use the actual jussive. So "He did not exploit" is either Uf."i" ... j � or UJ;."i"-uj � . The former, as usual, is 
more common than the latter . 

. 
The verb noun is �1 - The active participle is '-JJ:"i" .. �4. The passive participle is � .  

Defective Verbs 

Form X defective verbs are just like defective verbs in Forms II, ill, IV, VII, and VIII. Or, to put.�t 
more simply, Form X defective verbs conjugate in both tenses just likeJP,e Form I verb � ,  � .  �1 
is a Form X defective verb meaning "to lie down." "I lay down" is : .. ,jiti".uJ . ("I lay down," is past tense
in English. If yo!! do not know this, you probably have not taught English as a foreign language). "He 
lies down," is '.?il"j" . .. j .  The �arne principles of shortening apply here as with all other defective verbs. So, 
"He did not lie down," is � � . 

The verbal noun is � �� . The active participle is � and the passive participle is � . 
You have now completed the ten forms ofthe triliteral Arabic verb. Practice the conjugations ofthe 

various forms and the subcategories of each form. Make sure you can do the passive voice as well. All 
of the material presented so far in this book must become second nature to you if you ever want to have 
any success in this language. This does not mean that you have to automatically know where every fatha 
and kasra has to be placed. But you do need to get to the point where the verb business is not 
intimidating you and you can produce it correctly at least eighty percent of the time. The best way for 
you to make this material become second nature is for you is to practice. Write out the conjugations, 
think about the conjugations, review the drills you have done so far. Reread sections of this book. Do 
not feel you are an idiot if you do not remember everything you have read up until now. Review. 
Review. Review. 

Additionally, read new material. Listen to Arabic. Speak Arabic. Read the section in this book (in 
Part Til) entitled "How To Be A Good Arabic Student." And know this: Ifyou master even just the 
material so far presented in this text, you will have made a great stride toward becoming proficient in this 
language in terms of reading. If you do not master the material presented so far in this text, you will 
never be able to do anything in Arabic. If you do not have the will to learn the material, which is fine, as 
one's individual worth should not be based on whether one wants to be good at any one particular thing, 
then forget about it and go do something else. I just hope that I will not one day see you on Ted 
Koppel' s  Nightline in the role of"The Middle East Expert" who is illiterate and unable to communicate 
in the language of the people on which the expert is supposedly so knowledgeable. 
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Drill 47 reviews Form X verbs. Do that drill now. Then read the sections below on quadriliteral 
verbs and the future and then do Drills 48-52, which review all the kinds of verbs you have had so far 
(that is, all the kinds of verbs in Arabic with which you will ever have to deal). 
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Drill 47. Negate the sentences below using � + the jussive. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case 
endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers. 
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. � ·-'1 WI t...l ..l • w�l . ' ,.� � � . 

• o yUJI o � uli:i...al . V 

• ()1...)�1 w �I • ' • 

- � �� · ' '  ...---- # • 

• �t.s; ��I o�l �'il yl� �I �lyJI �)I ��I . ' t  

·� �� ��� ��� , , 0  
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B. Quadriliteral Verbs 

Quadriliteral verbs have roots made of four consonants instead of the usual three. They exist in four 
forms, only two of which occur with any frequency. Once you master these verbs, you will be finished 
with your review and mastery of the Arabic verb system. The quads (as the quadriliterals are called) are 
very easy and we will not need to worry about things like hollow and defective verbs when we deal with 
them. 

Some q1;:1adriliterals are clearly words which have been adapted from other languages. For example, 
the verb 0ilJ means "to telephone" someone. I wonder what word it was borrowed from? Others have 
been in the language for a long time and their origins are unc�rtain, w.bj.Je still others which have been in 
the lexicon for centuries are clearly of foreign origin like �".; and � . 

Often quads are onomatopoeic in nature. � means "to mumble" and ;_;..y..J means "to whisper." 
Many of these words, as you can see, are formed by repeating two consonants twice in a row in a way 
which yields the onomatopoeic effect. 

0ilJ is a Form I quad. The � in this verb is part of the root. The second radical in Form I quads 
al�!i.YS has a sukuun. In the past tense, these verbs conjugate like any other verb. Thus "I telephoned" is 
: .. ';ill . In the present tense, these verbs have a pattern similar to Form II triliteral verbs. "He whispers" is 
U.,;...� .  The prefix vowel is always a dhamma, the sukuun remains over the second radical (unlike Form 
II iriliteral verbs) and the stem vowel is a kasra. The complete conjugations are in the charts. 

The passive is also regular. _  You should be able to generate it in both tenses on Y,Our own._ Try to do 
so now for .Jk> for the verb �Y "to translate." You should have come up with ?7"Y and �� . 

Now derive the command conjugations using the rules you h�ye seeq_ for all other verbs. Then 
compare your answers to the charts. (For � the command of0ilJ is ';j1:i .) If you are wrong, review the 
section on commands in Chapter Two ofPart II. 

The active participle is � and the passive participle is wit', . 
The verbal noun is tilli. 

Form II quads tend to be the intransitive counterparts of the Form I version, but not always. They 
are psl!allY said to be related to Form I quads the way Form V triliteral verbs are related to Form II. 
uj:..y is a typical Form II qua_d meaning "to be decorated." The � here is the Form II quad prefix. The 
Form I quad of this verb is u�j , meaning "to decorate" something. 

In the past tense, these verbs conjugaJe ijke all other verbs. In the present tense, they conjugate just 
like Form V triliterals. For example ��� , "it is decorated," maintains a stem vowel offatha just like 
a regular Form V. Likewise, the prefix vowel is a fatha. 
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. .- . .-
The active participle is u�fo . The passive participle would be u_;i:.�,but this particular verb 

does not have one. 
� 

Sometipl�s Form II quads are used to mean the imitation of the quality indicated by the root. For 
example ��� means "to act like a Baghdadi." We see this even in Form V triliterals in words such as 
� "to act like an Egyptian." 

Occasionally, Form II quads are formed frol!l place nouns. For example Y: .)AJ means "to be located 
or centered" somewhere, from the place noun JS"j.. meaning "center." 

Form ill quads are quite rare, so we will skip them. 

For IV quads are also quite rare but 9I!e of them, �JJ:.J , occurs frequently. The verb means "to be 
calm, tranquil, or secure." The root is 0t:..Ja, which is the Form I version of this quad, which means ''to 
calm" someone. 

The Form IV quad 0t:�l has, as you can see, a doubled final radical•� T}le final radical is separated 
into two, just as is done f9r doubled verbs. Thus, "I calmed down" is :"•ii�} .  In the imperfect 
indicative, the verb is �-0�; . The stem vowel is a kasra (and the seat of the liamza is now a yaa'), and 
the prefix vowel is a fatha. 

• 0 • 

The active participle is ��.. . The passive participle does not exist. The verbal noun is w�J . 
You will see this verb often, so you should be aware of it. You will rarely, if ever, see other Form tv 
quads. 

That, lady or gentleman, is it for the verb system of this language. Read section C and do the drills 
which follow. 

C. The Future 

The future in Arabic is very easy. In fact, it is so easy that I am not even going to provide a drill on 
it. If you cannot understand the future, then run for Congress. 

The future particle in Arabic is u� . It is placed before the imperfect verb. So "I will go to the 
library in order to study Arabic" is �yJI Ua .).::::'J �I �I �jj u� . 

To negate the future, place 'i between u-""" and the imperfect verb. Our sentence above is negated 
like this �yJI Ua .J�'i �I �I �jj 'i u-""" . 
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Never write anything between u� and the imperfect verb except Y .  For example, if you wish to 
include the subject in your sentence, place it after the verb or before u � . For example u � �U:JI 
�� or �U:JI �� u� .  

uY,.. Cat]._be abbreviated to � . When the abbreviation is used, it is written as part ofthe verb. For 
example ��t.. "I will go." When the abbreviation is used, the sentence cannot be negated. If you need 
to negate a sentence with �. change the � to uY,.. and then add 'i. . 

-

There is another way to negate the future using the particte 0} .  When this particle is used, u � is 
dropped completely from the sentence. The verb following 01 must be written in the subjunctive. The 
resulting negation is stronger than using Y u� .  For example, �\!_;c. � �� � Y u� means 
"Shamir will not meet with Arafat." This sentence means that there was probably a meeting set up which 
Shamir will not attend or cannot attend. On the other hand �lj _;c. � �� � wl means "Shamir will 
not (ever) meet with Arafat." Here the meaning is much stronger and suggests that he will not meet with 
Arafat under any circumstances. 

Note that the future is often used in the passive. Beware of that fact. 
example.) 

As I said above, there is no separate drill on the future. However, drills 48-52 will include the future. 
These drills will review all of the verb business you have covered so far and will include other things from 
the book as well. Do them now. Then read the last part of this chapter, which deals with the conditional, 
and do drill 53 . You will then have completed the core of this book. �.Jfo. . 

Then go on to Part III. You can cover Part ill in any order that you like. In fact, I hope that by now 
you have already read at least the sections on using the Hans Wehr dictionary and on how to be a good 
student of Arabic. Most of the grammar-related material in Part ill is largely secondary, and one section 
rarely presupposes having mastered a previous section. These can be studied at your leisure. 
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Drill 48. Review exercise. Identify the form of each verb in each sentence. Then convert each sentence 
to a negative command. Make sure you can translate each sentence. 
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• �J..JI t"' �I . ' 

.� �I - U;c-.ll . £  

.�1 �I l"'J oo ·  oj\ . '\  
.�1 �I �_j=..jl . v  

.�_;&11 �I �I . A 

.�yJI t..al.;� �I . '\  

� 

• y:iS!I o� � �.::Jail:.} · " 

·rSjti..al � .;Si · " '  

·4\:iS �i . ' ,.. 



Drill 49. Review exercise. Negate each sentence using rJ + the jussive. Fully vowel all verbs and give all 
case endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers. 
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. Lll �I ��Jc.i . ' 
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Drill 50. Review exercise. Negate each sentence in an appropriate way. In your answers, fully vowel all 
verbs and give all case endings. Pay attention to what you are doing since different tenses, voices, and 
moods appear. Translate your answers. 

.�yJI WI �_;-l . ' 
.�I I� �Wi . Y  

. wli.:l r.i .J.JJ . T' 

.y\:iSll I� <otUac.i . f  

.�_,":/1 L§�l 0-t U.le. . o 

·� �� � ..>- �ttil Jii .J � _;l:a:WI 0=-l _)4WI � � 0-t _;ll-11 � �I �I . '\ 
.o� JI.Y ":l �..foil A..W:JI � Jb,ll wl WJ- _;-lt...- ��� • v 

.llbll � � U_,c.-l . A  
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.o y\lill � �yJI '-"" _;� . '\ 

.�\.l.JI ��":a'l J� oyb � . ' • 

. w.lil �I � .J� 0-t y\S )I Ji:i,..a o yUJI . ' ' 
• Ul f.WJI .le-i • ' Y 

.oul� r.�lll �I � . ' 0 

.4..i.l:alJI ��� � l.!iS y!i � u .J-'"1 • ' '\ 
.�":/1 '"\ull � llbll ��·;il . ' v  

.�_,ill � �.l::- 4. � . ' A 



Drill 5 1 .  Identify the form of each verb below. Then derive the verbal noun and the active participle for 
each verb. Then write each verb in the present tense for the third person masculine plural. 

Present Tense for Active Participle Verbal Noun Verb Form Verb 

� 
.l:?-_,I 

, 

�..) 
�b 

.)�I 
'"I �. 

� 
r'i 

�� 

�� 

'-'..>?-1 

�� 

�\.!1 

� 
�_,....._, 

wh_,J...al 

'-'� 
• • .. I � 

.. I � 
�� 

y�l 

� 

�� 

�� 
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Jc.l 

_;!I� 
- :; -

� 
t.r'.J 

��I 
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Drill 52. Convert each sentence below to the present tense. Then negate each sentence below using the 
jussive. Then turn each sentence into a positive command. 
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D: The Conditional 

The conditional is a very important item in Arabic, as it is in other languages. I consider it to be an 
essential item to be mastered by the non-native student of the language, which is why I have included it in 
Part II of this book and not Part m, which contains elements of lesser priority. 

One quick tip before we begin. lfyou ever need to impress someone with your spoken (or written) 
Arabic, use a conditional sentence in your conversation. It will give the impression that you have more 
control over the language than you may actually have. This is particularly helpful if you are being tested 
orally. Arabic conditional sentences are very easy to produce, yet they sound more complicated that they 
are and give the illusion of conveying complex meanings. 

If you were to pick up an English grammar book and study the conditional sentence in English, you 
would find that there are essentially three kinds of conditional sentences in English and that differentiating 
between them and their meanings is not very difficult. However, if you continued reading the rest of the 
section on the conditional, you would find that there are approximately one billion variations of the use of 
the conditional in English based on those three basic types. The variations can be very subtle and can be 
very difficult for natives, never mind non-natives, to grasp. 

In Arabic too, there are three basic types of conditional sentences. They do not quite correspond to 
the ones in English, but they are even easier to grasp than the English models. The three basic types of 
conditional sentences have only about two hundred and fifty thousand variations, so again, the Arabic is 
easier than the English. However, despite this relative ease, the conditional in Arabic can appear to be 
quite complex to the poor shell-shocked American student. Furthermore, if you were to compare the 
explanations of the conditional in the most commonly available texts, you would find that they often 
contradict one another and stress different aspects of the conditional. Some texts leave out things which 
are very important, while other texts place great emphasis on things which rarely, if ever, occur these 
days. 

The following explanation is based in large part on my own personal experience in learning the 
language and teaching it. I am going to divide the conditional into three categories. The first is what you 
absolutely must know. The second is what you should know in addition, but which you could (possibly) 
figure out for yourself when you come across it (some of which is not included in other texts). The third 
category includes things which are rarer but which I am including for the sake of pseudo completeness. I 
am indebted to EMSA and to Haywood!Nahmad, as will be clear from what is below. However I am 
going to present things in a manner different from both in some respects. I am also going to leave out 
some things which they do cover, but which you will never see. Here goes. 

There are thr� words in Arabic which are equivalent to the English word "if" These three words 
are \�} ,  � ,  and :,1 .  \�} is the most common of the three and will be dealt with first. After that I will treat 
0l, which

-is the least common of the thr�. However, its use is not very different from \�} , so it is 
cOnvenient to group the two together. :,1 will be treated last, but it is a very important word. 
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I �J means "if' in sentences such as "If you read the Washington Post, you will learn (very little) about 
the Middle East." Often, I �J implies some note of expectancy, as if the speaker of the sentence is 
anticipating that the action Win take place. Sometimes the note of expectancy is strong and I �J can be 
translated as "when." You will see below. First, look at the following sentence and its translation. 

If you go to that restaurant, you will eat superb 
Arabic food. 

Both sentences above have two clauses. The first is the conditional clause (the clause with the "if' 
word). The second is the result clause (the clause that tells you what will happen when something is 
done). Notice that the conditional clause in Arabic is written in the past tense. In Arabic the conditional 
clause is almost always in the past tense even though the meaning is usually present tense. You will have 
to know from context - sometimes the meaning is indeed past tense. 

Notice also that the result clause in the Arabic sentence is also in the past tense, but that the English 
result clause is in the future. Again, the Arabic result clause is often in the past tense but the meaning will 
not be past tense. The example above is a typical conditional sentence in Arabic using the word I�J . 

Now we come to a major variation. While the conditional clause with I �J is virtually always in the 
past tense, the result clause may be written in any tense or mood that makes -sense and conveys the 
meaning you want to convey. Whenever the result clause is not in the past tense, the result clause is 
preceded by the particle u . Thus, if we rewrite our Arabic sentence putting the result clause in the 
future, we will have: 

The translation of the sentence will remain the same. Below are some more examples of what can be 
done with the result clause and the effect that it will have on the meaning. Look at the sentences and then 
at their translations. Then look at my comments. 

1 .  If you go to that restaurant, you will eat superb �_,c. t..ta.l:. �h� .. � �I �m �I 4� I�} . ' 
Arabic food. 

. ljti.-

2. If you go to that restaurant, you will never eat �_,c. t..ta.l:. JSb 0ii �I �� �I 4� I�J · "  
superb Arabic food. 

. ljti.-

3 .  If you go to that restaurant, eat superb Arabic , -. ljti.- �_,c. l.ta.l:. ($! F-!1 �� �I 4� ��� . r 
food. 

The result clauses of each of the three Arabic sentences above all use verbs which are not in the past 
tense. Each of those clauses begins with u . The third sentence has a command in its result clause. This 
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is very common. (I hope you remember how to form the commands for verbs such as � and � . ) The 
point is that the result clause can have anything that makes sense as long as it conveys the meaning you 
wish it to convey. When that clause does not use a simple past tense verb, the clause must begin with u .  

Now for another important variation. How would you say, "If you do not go to that restaurant you 
will not eat superb Arabic food"? Look at the answer below. 

The verb with I�J must be negated with rl and the jussive. There is no other way. The verb in the 
result clause may be negated in any appropriate way. For example, we can negate the result clause as 
well using rl and the jussive and have the sentence mean the same thing. However, such usage of rl in the 
result clause is extremely rare. 

As I noted above, I �J can sometimes even be translated as ''when," depending on the strength of the 
expectancy involved. Thus, it could be possible to translate our model conditional sentence as "When 
you go to the restaurant . . . " In fact, I�J is often used used to mean "when" or ''whenever'' in both 
classical and modem literature. When used this way, the result clause often does not begin with a u even 
when a non-perfect tense verb is used. 

� also means "if' .  It does not imply any likelihood that the condition will happen. It is used exactly 
like I�} . It is usually followed by a past tense verb. When negated, the conditional verb is negated with rl 
and the jussive. The result clause is usually in the past tense as well. If the result is not in the past tense, 
then u must precede the result clause as is the case with I�J . * Therefore, we could replace I�} with � in 
every single illustration above with no important change in meaning. So you can mentally do so now if 
you need to in order to ingrain this in your mind. 

� 

Now we come to :.,1 .  :.,1 also means "if' but is only used for contrary to fact conditions. Look at the 
sentence below. 

If you had read that book you would have 
understood the issue of Palestine. 

The result clause is also always in the past tense. Normally the result clause is preceded by J . The 
function of the J is just to tell you that the result clause is coming. Some texts say that the J is 
mandatory, but that is not the case. However, the J is almost always used these days. 

The clause with __,! is negated with rl and the jussive. The result clause is negated only with L. to 
which the J is usually attached. Thus, our model sentence above would be negated as follows. 

• Actually with regard to D}, there are some instances when the u does not have to be attached. If the result clause begins 

with an imperfect indicative verb, the u is not required 
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If you had not read that book you would not have 
understood the issue ofPalestine. 

- -

Do not confuse W used here in the result clause with the word r:J, which means "when." Also, 
remember that the J used here in the result clause can be dropped before the negative �' so the sentence 
could simply be � .d,:. a! � � '-:-1\:JSll �� i_fo � _,1 . 

These are the bare bones basics of the conditional. You absolutely must know at least this much. As 
you can see, the material presented above is not very difficult. Unfortunately, most students never even 
master this much. The next section will give you additional information about the conditional which you 
will find very helpful if you understand the material above. So forge on. 

Additional On The Conditional 

The following information concerns items that you will come across from time to time if you read 
newspapers, academic articles, or fiction in Modem Standard Arabic. While you could probably figure 
out a fair amount of the items below using your dictionary and working from context, I am including 
them here for your convenience. Most general grammars cover some, but not all, of these items. 

The first item is � I �J . � I �J means "when" or ''whenever" but it also can just mean "if' .  You will 
see it often in the papers -in sentences such as the following. 

There will be a comprehensive and just peace in the 
Middle East when (if) Israel and the PLO agree to 
negotiate. 

� I�J �J'J.I ,_;_�1 c) J�lc.J �Wi � u� - . u:=a J\.SJ!I � �I J �I ..)"''I �I J 

Note that it really does not make a difference whether you use "when" or "if' to translate � I �J in the 
sentence above. Usually that will be the case. What I am concerned about is that students, when they see 
the word � after I�J , tend to translate the � as a negative particle - and therefore completely 
misunderstand the sentence. 

The second item is I �J �' which means "whether." For example: 

This depends on whether the two sides agree . 
. 

A third item is ��� '1� which means "unless." For example: 

We will not see progress unless the two sides sit ·ut!I.):JI uJ� I�J 'l.J �� �Y ul 
together. 
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:, and � are used with both � and � to mean "even if" � is also used with l .l! to mean the 
same thing. Here are examples. 

1 .  I will not speak with him, even ifhe pleads with .:;1 cJ..a ji l .l! � � �I uJ 
me. 
2. I will not speak with him, even if he pleads with .�1 J:,aji (:,}.., � � ul me. 
3 .  I will not speak with him, even if he pleads with 

·�} �ji ..,t.., � � ul 
me. 

'i ..,1 means "if not for" and is followed by a noun in the nominative case. For example: 

If not for Islam, the Arabic language would not 
have spread. 

Sometimes the verb w\S is used along with the past tense of a verb in the conditional clause if the 
meaning is in the past tense and the speaker or writer wishes to remove any element of doubt about the 
tense of that clause. For example, let' s look at the model sentence with which we began this enterprise. 
This time, our meaning is in the past tense. 

. ' 

· " 

. r 

1 .  If you have gone to that restaurant, then you �y:. 1...\al:. � �I �.l �I �.l (�) l.l} . ' 
. 1 )\:i-have eaten good Arabic food. 

2. If you have gone to that restaurant, then you 1...\al:. � �I �.l �I �.l � (�) l.l} . " 
have eaten good Arabic food. . l jti- �y:. 

Sometimes you will see w\S used as it is in the second sentence above to avoid �y ambiguity. Also, 
if the subject is before the main verb, w\S will be used immediately after l .l} , � or � . Thus w\S (:,} 
y.t..l �.l.JI "If the director has gone . . .  " Sometimes .li may be added as well y.t..l .li �.l.JI wi.S (:,} .  

There is one other thing about which you should be aware. There are a number of little words in 
Arabic which have conditional force. These words, like the actual conditional particles, are followed by 
the verb in the past tense but the meaning is almost always present tense. \.4"-o means "whatever'' and is a 
good example. Look at the sentence below. 

I will finish this book no matter what happens (may 
happen). 

. , 
. �.l:l. � y�l I� �La 

There are quite a number of words that work like � . Among the most common and the most 
likely you will see are those below. 
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Who (whoever) 0 -
w.o 

whatever � 
whenever (and "the more . .  

� 

I..JS. 
. ) 
perhaps 

, 

�-
.. .) 

where (wherever) � 
wherever t.4 
wherever 

, 1 /j; .. 

There are others, but these are enough to get the point across. So do not be confused when you 
see these little words followed by a verb in the past tense. The little word itself will be in the dictionary 
(usually), so you can look it up if it is new to you. The verb after it should be translated in the present 
tense. 

Rare Conditions 

Now we come to elements of the conditional which you will not see very often. These are included 
for the sake of completeness and because it is certainly possible that you may see them. Even so, I am 
still leaving out a few things that you will almost certainly never see. 

The first thing is that the particle 0J can sometimes be followed by a verb in the jussive instead of in 
the past tense. In fact, of all things presented under this section, this is the item you are most likely to 
see. When the jussive is used in the conditional clause, it must also be used in the result clause. For 
example: 

If you go to that restaurant, you will eat superb 
Arabic food. 

Another rare item (it occurs mainly in proverbs and classical works) is for the conditional clause to be 
a command. When that is the case no conditional particle is used. Furthermore, the result clause must 
then be jussive. For example. 

Study this language and you will be successful. 
, - , 

. �Li � WI 6� U.,�jj 
-:,1 is sometimes used with a following present tense verb with the sense of "if only" or ''would that 

such and such were so." Usually this use of ) comes after a verb such as �.J "to wish" or "to desire." 
For example. 
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I wished (would have liked) that the reporter could 
understand one Arabic word. 

That does it for the conditional. Do Drill 53 . 

Congratulations. You have accomplished a great deal if you have mastered most of the material in 
the book up until now. Essentially, if you are comfortable with the material covered so far, you are ready 
to begin seriously reading Arabic newspaper articles, editorials, academic articles, short stories and 
novels. You cannot read those things without knowing what is in Parts I and II of this book. If you 
know those things, you can now begin to deal with almost any Arabic texts written by Arabs for Arabs. 
Advice on how to do this is in Part ID ofthis book. �-'-»' �� . 
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Drill 53 . Conditional Puzzles 

Study and translate the sentences below. Be aware of all the grammar you have previously covered. This 
is a somewhat difficult drill. 

Part II: Chapter Seven 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise #12  

The following i s  an excerpt from a column in the magazine �JI�I from February 2 ,  1990. The 
author is wl....JI oJ\.c. who writes a regular feature for the magazine called � U:a:J . In my humble 
opinion, she writes very well and is very thoughtful in her comments. Her language is often very 
complicated; the novice American may have some trouble following her. 

The excerpt below is the most difficult such item included in this book. Read it. Yes, I said read it. 
Use the method I outlined in Chapter Four of Part II. Do not translate it. Do not even summarize it. 
Try to comprehend it as well as you can. When you are done, you can refer to the translation in the key 
to verify how much you understood. 

· Also, you might want to make some mental notes regarding how many of the grammar points 
covered in this book appear in the excerpt. 

' 

'� ';'ii; �y!i � � �1,¥1 � �� � o�l � �lj t.o.J ,JI_;i.ll � rl_,c.i oy!ic. 
.li �I r:;\S 1 �\.c. �.J o�l �\:i.J \_;jWI �I \A�.J \.;3�.;: �I o� � �\! � 

��.J o"J� 4 0 0  O.J� oi.JAI ul" :�.J � tY...::. \� I.J.Jb:i f)pt..J 4b �bjl 
"J . .  tt  \ ' "' � . L n • 0 .Jt""' � 0 � J-l '-R-.) =� .J � 

� Jl=.j.J � �.J ��I �\.::..11 �j � �.JJ:Ul \_;jWI �I U-l\.c..J o\i.foi.J 
I . . .. _ .  • • LJ ,- . -�11 .tJ\.1:. \ \ .-: ::< LoS "4.,j lill" � �L 0� O J  �1 1 - · · ·- 'I � � r �- . "'" �  .J .. .J • .J � �  

� t6 .... . -4 � !� J_,il 1�\..o 0 0 \�.J � �� rl o 0 .o_;:\.c. �U:a:J � rl_,c.i oy!ic..J 

Jy!i _,A r=.illl �I �I � J �J.JA � � c.:.Jc.i � !�L.4ill � � c_,k:i � 
Lo r:;'i ��.)� �I 46..: o � � c.JA "o .J�I" �yJI oi _;.JI � I.Jj J .J 'ob _,11 �I 'i jA.) 
� 0 0! .)_p.:WI �.A �.;: Lo.o �i .J .fi.l w.fo= .li "� y!ill � _;11" e:o �'+ill � ta-- -�; 

� \6;,.. • oil � c.JA �.)�� ).J \J, <'; •t \A� ':J 0� � � ��.Jjll r:JI � J_,il 
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��.JA.J � � fi:Z �_;c. � 41�1 J � �� 4 ... J. o;ll � ���� � �.Jy' 

� �� �iyl - �\.! � - � � '+il �li �_Ji;. c.)4 �I.Jjll � � J:JI wl �I.J 

.!. tl - ��� '--l\:JS.ll _ ,n _� · t .: t .-:L .� �w t .-:1� ul · ' ·  · - 'i . . u:-: Jl ... Lo ,  . L-: 4.b. �_J"W I.,F - • ("'::""- � � .J "f!-' • _;.:::. � .J � y _)� _)A 

o o�.J�I �I ��� � �  .U �y:;JI 41:?-.J � oly �"'liJ �.J • o�i_;.JI .>.L� 
J.JW '-::1 _;.J �1�1 �I �I �1-l: � J: ,�1 � 'i �I �� � J_,ijll �..lie .J 
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Part m 

Introduction 

Parts I and IT have given you the bases upon which you can attain a considerable measure of 
ability in Arabic, especially as far as reading in concerned. The items in those two parts are absolutely 
essential and must become ingrained in your mind. Part m of this book complements Parts I and IT in 
several ways. First it will discuss some Arabic words and phrases which appear fairly often in Modern 
Standard Arabic, but not all of which are discussed in the standard introductory texts. Many of these 
words and phrases are also found in the Hans Wehr dictionary, but students do not feel comfortable 
relying on the dictionary for the definitions and uses of many of these words. Therefore, I am including 
them in Chapter One of this part ofthe book for the student 's  reference. You may wish, from time to 
time, to just sit down and read parts of this chapter. In future editions of this book, Chapter One ofPart 
m may be greatly expanded. 

Part ITI also includes presentations of a few significant grammar items deliberately not presented in 
Parts I and IT. Although these items are important, total mastery of them is not necessary in order to be 
able to read Arabic effectively. For example, there is a chapter on cardinal and ordinal numbers. Most 
students reading this book already know the numbers, but will be very weak in the grammar related to the 
numbers. However, even if your grammar is weak, you can usually understand the difference between 
three airplanes and thirty-three airplanes. Thus, I did not want to bog you down in previous parts of the 
book with the grammar of numbers when there were so many other grammar-related times which needed 
to be covered which directly relate to understanding the language. For the same reasons, other items 
such as colors and telling time are discussed in this part of the book. 

A third item in this part of the book is the discussion of several issues related to efficient learning of 
Arabic. For example, there is a discussion of the mechanics of using the Hans Wehr dictionary. When 
you finish Parts I and IT and your grammar is up to par, you can read anything you like. However you are 
going to need your dictionary. I recommended at the start of this book that the chapter on the dictionary 
be read shortly after you start working with this book. If you have not read that chapter yet, you might 
want to do it now. 

Chapter Six is a discussion of how to be a good Arabic student along with comments on how to 
better read and listen to the language. Chapter Six also presents some comments on learning colloquial 
Arabic. I also recommended at the start of this book that you look at this chapter as soon as possible. So 
you may want to take the time to read it now, if you have not already done so. 

Chapter Seven is comprised of verb charts for the various categories of Arabic verbs, with a focus on 
verb types which are problematic in various forms. For example, while sound verbs in Forms I-X are 
presented, hollow verbs are presented only for those forms in which the student is likely to have 
difficulty. 

The last chapter in the book is the annotated key. If you have done any of the exercises in the book, 
you are probably already familiar with the key. 





Chapter 1 

The Little Words No One Ever Learns But Which Are Verv Important 

This section is intended for use as a reference and for occasional perusal. The number of words and 
phrases included below could easily be expanded considerably. As you read the language more you will 
come across many items similar to those below. Little words and phrases such as these are a key 
ingredient in developing fluency. Here is a list of the items discussed in this chapter along with the page 
numbers. 

1 .  The Uses of Lo 

2. y 

3 ·· 1 S!i d •. f � · '-' . an u .  

� 1 ,... 
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The Uses of l..o 

loA is a very commonly used word in MSA and has a multitude of meanings. Unless you are familiar 
with the variety of the meanings and uses of this word, you are apt to err in your comprehension from 
time to time. First, I will review the uses of loA you have already seen in this text. Then, I will take you 
through the word' s  other meanings. 

loA is used as a question word meaning "what" in equational sentences. You saw this in Part I of this 
text in sentences such as I� loA , &...I loA , etc. 

On the other hand, l �l.A is used as a question word in sentences using verbs such as � �� l �l.A 
F-JI .  

You have also seen that loA can be used to negate the past tense. So you will see � .)..) loA "I did not 
study." loA is _also used to negate the result clause of conditional sentences which use _,l as in 0i t.::J! y:. _,l 
4.AA � W �I �lyJI . 

In Chapter Five of Part II, you saw that loA can be used as a relative pronoun wh�n ttte antecedent is 
not mentioned. For example, the well-known novel by Ghassan Kanafani entitled rSI � loA uses loA in 
this way. The title ofthe book mean§ "What You Ha'!e Left" (literally "What Remains To You"). How 
would you translate the following: � r! l-A  0L ... iYI � ?  See the Quran, Sura 96, v. 5 .  

Now we come to uses of LA which have not been covered in this text. 

loA can be written after a noun to give the noun the meaning of"some" as in "some house" or "some 
person." The former is LA �� .!� the latter is loA � . The noun will always be indefinite with nunation 
and can be in any case required by the sentence. See below . .  

1 .  Some professor addressed u s  about the Middle 
.� .J Yl �y!ill wc \.l:1al:.. LA 1\:i...J 

East. 
2. I read that piece of news in some book. . loA �tiS � _;PJI �� bi.) 

So beware of loA coming right after a noun. 

. ' 

. Y  

loA often combines with other little words to form idiomatic expressions. For example J loA is used to 
mean "no sooner . . .  than . . .  " .  Look at the sentence below. 

No sooner had Samiir sat down in his chair than the 
police entered and took him to prison. 
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Notice that 01 is followed by a past tense verb and that the sentence is completed with a clause using 
� also followed by the past tense. If0i is followed by a subjunctive verb the phrase means "as soon as 
. . . .  " For example: 

As soon as the professor enters the class, he writes 
words ofwisdom on the board. 

�I �LJS � � u....:JI �t::i...."il J=a.� 0i 1.. 

·r.J" c)c. 

t.. can be followed by the word � with the meaning ''there is no" or there is not." For example: 

I There is no language more beautiful than Arabic. -� -- '1 • J L- I 4al . 1.. I -·.J""" 0.0 � • 0.0 

u-- 1.. is often replaced by �\.1\ � or �� "i , both of which mean the same thing. 

The word 1.. is also used with � in a different way and with a very different meaning. Scrutinize the 

What I have read of his books has benefited me a 
great deal. 

In the Arabic sentence above, 1.. is being used as a relative pronoun just as we have seen before. The 
word � here means "with respect to" and is often used this way with 1.. . Usually when 1.. is used with 
� in this way you will find the pronoun suffix � (the �� used with L. if you recall from Chapter Five of 
Part IT) attached to the verb. 

1.. can have the word � written before it but attached to it. The result is � . � means ''which" 
and can refer to one or more things which are not specifically spelled out by the speaker or writer. 
Usually � has  an entire sentence or clause as its antecedent, or one or more things from that sentence. 
For example: 

Indeed there are dangers which threaten the basis 
upon which the United Nations stands which 
imposes upon all those who believe in this 
organization to come together to defend it. 

J 

�"il � r� '=-'�1 UOtt...a"il 1¥ 1_;\ . .l:t.:i..l � 0!! 
o ' -

. • ·. • • �I t.... • • C'.w o�l � u� :J:. U:! � 4r"' � � -
. � tli.ill w'il l� 0i . . .  �� 

The sentence above is taken from Gama1 Abd Al-Nasir's  address before the United Nations in 1 960. I 
have given you a literal translation so that you can follow easily. In fact, this sentence has a lot of 
grammar in it. But the point I want you to see here is that � refers to the existence of .)ll=..l and to the 
fact that these .)ll=..l are a threat to the United Nations. The verb U:::.� has �  as its subject. The verb 
is masculine singular because the word I.. used as a relative pronoun is always considered to be masculine 
singular. � is referring to the entire clause which precedes it and not to any (one) particular word. 
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You will see � used a great deal, especially in editorials and opinion pieces. It just means "which." 
By the way, do you understand the rest of the grammar (you can, of course, look up the words, but that 
is not important here) ofthe sentence taken from President Nasir' s speech? You have had all ofthe 
grammar that is in the sentence. 

� can be replaced by the phrase ':?ill ��1, which has the same meaning and the same usage. 

The phrase .:11� � LA: occurs very often in newspaper Arabic. It means "including" and appears in 
sentences such as the following: 

We support the idea of holding an international 
conference which all the parties concerned with the 
issue will attend, including the Palestine Liberation 
Organization. 

In the sentence above, the word .:11� is replaced with the pronoun suffix I.A. which refers to ul��� . 
Often, .:11� will be replaced with an appropriate pronoun suffix. 

Another great combination using '..A is � '..A which means "as long as not." For example: 

You will never understand Arabic as long as you 
do not study every day. 

Students seem to have trouble understanding � '..A even though it is in the Hans Wehr dictionary. 

rb '..A means "as long as." The verb rb , r .J.l:. means "to last." When combined with '..A we get "as 
long as" in sentences such as the following: 

He has enjoined on me prayer and charity as long 
as I am alive. (Quran, 19 :3 1 )  

In the section on the conditional (Chapter Seven of Part II), I mentioned a fe'¥ words to which '..A is 
added which then_work as conditional particles. For example � "whatever", LJS ''whenever'' and "the 
more . . .  ," and � "wherever." Whenever you see such a word with '..A attached, the '..A will usually add 
"ever" to the word's meaning. Usually, the fourth edition of Wehr will list this meaning under the 
meaning for the word to which '..A is attached. The third edition does sometimes, but as not as much. 

'..A is often combined with an elative adjective which is used as if it were a verb. Such an elative 
turned verb is called in some texts a "verb of wonder" or an "adjectival verb." Go into rapture over the 
sentences below. 

1 .  How noble this student is! 
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2. How beautiful Fairuz's voice is ! . J.JJ# � _,_ �i L. 
3 .  How stupid this correspondent is! 

. ll.al yJI o1\ �I L. 
4. How noble they are! -�:foi L. 

The adjective turned verb is always masculine singular and the noun after them is always accusative. 
You can create such a construction using the elative of just about any adjective for which there is an 
elative form. 

· " 

_,.. 

. £  

There are other uses of L. . In my opinion, these are the main ones. The entry in Wehr under L. will 
give a few others, so if you see L. being used and you do not understand the sentence or the clause, check 
here and in Wehr and you should be able to figure out the meaning. 

Y means ·�no" ancJ is used to answer a yes or no question. It is also used to negate the present tense. 
For example, �yJI WI �.Jlj Y, "You do not study Arabic." 

- -

Y is used with the jussive to give negative commands. So �yJI A..zlll W,U _;lj Y J:!leans "Do not study 
tuabic." Y can also be used with u.J-'-11 and the present tense to negate the future. WI �.Jlj Y u.J-'-11 
�yJI means "You will not study Arabic." 

Y is also used with nouns, as in the following: u....cJI 11\ � '-:,J� Y "There are no students in this 
classroom." The noun after Y is singular, indefinite, and accusative. You no doubt have heard the 
expression .uti YJ 4.1J Y "There is no god but God." This used of Y is called absolute negation. 

Lately, Y has been put into compound form with various nouns, usually to produce a term for a 
concept, often with philosophical meaning. For example, �� Y can just mean "nothing" or it can 
meaning "nothingness" as a concept. You will find a number of these sorts ofterms under Y in Hans 
Wehr. (Although, Wehr uses �;i;·� Y for "nothingness.") When used in this way, Y can itself be made 
definite as in c.r-jill ''the unconscious." Usually students miss what is going on the first time they see 
such a construction. 

You will also see Y used in a number of set phrases such as �t Y ("no doubt"), U"" � Y 
("inevitable, necessary"), and 1 ·i:: .. 'J ("especially'') . Many of these phrases can be found in Wehr under 
the entry for 'J. 
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0i � can be followed either by a verb in the subjunctive or by a verb in the past tense. Note the 
difference in meaning between the two sentences below. 

1 .  After he learns Arabic, he will go to the Middle 
East. 
2. After learning (having learned) Arabic, he went 
to the Middle East. 

..h..._,�l L;�l �I YA� A..;:yJI � 0i .A: 

..h... _,�1 L;�l �I yo\� A..;:yJI F 0i .A: 

When 0i � is followed by the past tense, the meaning is usually "after having done" something. 
When followed by the subjunctive, it has present or future meaning. 

0i � works a bit differently. It is always followed by the subjunctive. The meaning can be past or 
future depending on context. For example: 

1 .  He went to Cairo before studying (before he . A..;:yJI U"l.J� 0i J.:! o .JA lill � Y'\ � 
studied) Arabic. 
2. He is going to Cairo before studying (before he .A..;:yJI � .J� 0i J.:! o _JAtill �I Y'\� 
studies) Arabic. 

The key to the difference in meaning of the two Arabic sentences is the tense used in the first clause 
of each sentence. The verb after 0i J.:! must always be in the subjunctive. 

Sometimes you will see 1.A used instead of:Ji for both J.:! and .A: . However, the same rules will 
apply to both words when used with 1.A as are applied to them when they use 0i . 
�-.\ � ... ... 

� � means "although" or "however" as in the sentence below. 

The parliament drew up the new constitution; 
however, the King has said that it is not practical. 

. ' 

· " 

. ' 

· " 

· � 

The phrase literally means "There is no escape from (something)." It is normally translated as 
"inevitable" or by "must" . For example: 
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1 .  Arabic must be studied. 

2. Appreciation ofFayruz's talent is inevitable. 
-�.;all t..ul.)� u.o � '1 

.u. � '1 .. ;. • . .;::!" � .,Uj • 
• t;. � .).J .. • .JA ..>:. 

Sometimes U.O � '1 is combined with 0i and a verb following in the subjunctive to give the meaning 
of"it was inevitable that" or "he had to" as in: 

He had to complete all of his lessons. 

, ,$,o,;.. .. 
, 

The word , ;.,y, means ''where" as a relative adverb. 

We traveled to Lebanon where we studied religious 
toleration, and then to the former Yugoslavia 
where we witnessed its application in a western 
environment. 

, 

. ' 
· "  

' ;.  'J" is used in combination with the prepositions ):-! and � and also with �i . These combinations 
affect the meaning and are quite common. ' ;..y, 1 means "in such a manner that" or "so that." Below is a 
typical example. 

-

The king tyrannized the people in such a manner 
that they rebelled against him. 

, , 
� is a very common combination, so be on the look out for it. Note that the dhamma on � 

remains even when it is preceded by a preposition. 
, , 
� � means ''with respect to" or ''with regard to" in phrases such as �yJI t..ul.;� � � ''with 

regard to the study of Arabic." 
, 
� � can also mean "from where" or ''whence." 

, -
� � means "because," "since," or "due to the fact that." It can usually be replaced by �� . 

Due to the fact that the mayor of the city is an 
idiot, the ci has become a lau · stock. 
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. �� 
�'..; means :'despite" and comes in various forms such as �..;: , � � )4 ,  01 � � )4 , �)I c)c. 

� and 01 0A �)I c)c. . All of these essentially mean the same ihing. There are a couple of differences 
in usage which should be made clear by what is below. 

1 .  Despite the beauty of the Arabic language, some 
students say that it is hard. 

2. Despite the fact that the Arabic language is 
beautiful, some students say that it is hard. 

�yJI � J4 (0A � )4) (� ..>:) � .J · ' 

-� �l w_,l.,!; �� � 
� �yJI �I 0i (0A � )4) (� ..;:) � .J · " 

.� �I · _,l_,i; �I � . . u .. . . 

Normally, when � is used with these phrases, the phrases are translated as "despite the fact that" 
such and such is the case. When � is not used the phrases are translated as "despite." Whether or not 01 
is used affects the word choice and syntax of the Arabic sentence, just as would be the case in English. 
When � is not used, we get a sentence which tells us "despite the something of something," as in �.) 
�I J4 "despite the beauty of the language." When 01 is used we get a sentence that tells us "despite 
the fact that something is something," as in � �yJI tall\ 01 �.) "despite the fact that the Arabic 
language is beautiful." 

The second clause of such sentences is usually preceded by u . 

This phrase means "whether . . . or." 

The study of foreign languages is beneficial, 
whether in high school or in university. 

t...a .J.l.JI t} u.i\S �I� o� � .1: ;? "il �Wll t...ai.J.l 
-��� t} r' ��� 

When w\S is used with �I� it can be translated as either past tense or present depending on the 
context ,since the verb is being used as if it were in a conditional sentence. 

01 c)c. means "on the condition that" or "provided that." 

I You will understand Arabic provided that you 
study every day. 
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This little phrase occurs surprisingly often and is usually misunderstood by students. It is in the Hans 
Wehr under c)c. . 

� And Its Uses 

. 
� means "like" or "as." Often it can be used just as the noun � ,  but it has other uses. � works as 

a preposition so any noun following it must be in the genitive. 

Studying here is like studying in any large 
university. 

� can also mean "as" in the sense of"in the capacity of" 

As an expert on the Middle East, he was invited to 
talk to the resident. 

� is often combined with lA means "as" in the sense of "likewise." In can also mean ')ust as," 
depending on the context. 

1 .  He talked about his love for Arabic and likewise ��L:JI � "4.;� .ft.� LAS �yJl .t..p. ,y:. � 
mentioned his experiences in the Arab universities 

. ' 

in which he studied. . y ua .;.l �I �yJI 
2. We read the Quran just as the ancients read it. . c:.lA.lill oi.} l.S wl _;ill i .;13 · " 

Notice that l.S is always followed by a verb. If it is to be followed by a noun or pronoun, it must be 
followed by 01 . 
We read the Quranjust as the ancients read it. 

Finally, � can be combined with 01 with the meaning of"as if" 

I She sings as if she were an angel. 

The usage of � with 01 is very common. 

The hollow verb �l.S , j� means ''to be on the verge of' something. Look at the sentence below. 

I We almost went to the Gulf 
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Normally, .:�ts is used in the past tense with a following verb in_ the imperfect, as you see above. In 
such sentences .:�ts is usually translated as "almost." Sometimes 'J is inserted between .:�ts and the 
imperfect verb. The imperfect verb will then be in the subjunctive. There is no change in meaning. 

When negated in the past tense with � , or in the jussive with rl , the meaning is something like 
"barely to have done something," "almost not to have done something," or "scarcely to have been able to 
do something." 

I I almost did not do it . 

.:�ts is sometimes used in the imperfect tense as in the sentences below. 

She (or you) almost understands the subject. 

She (or you) scarcely understands the subject. 

-.:�ts is also used idiomatically when negated with � or with rl ·  .:�ts � and � rl mean "no sooner . . .  
than." Examine the sentence below. 

No sooner had the correspondent arrived in 
Kuwait, than Iraq launched an attack against her. 

L;l _;zll � � U-�..fill �� � J..,l yJI .:�ts Lo 
·� �.J?A 

In the sentence above, .:�ts � is followed by the subject and then by a verb in the imperfect indicative. 
The second clause is preceded by �' which i� then followed by a verb in the past tense. This is the 
usual arrangeiJlent. .:�ts � can be replaced by � rl with no change in meaning. .:�ts � can even be 
replaced by 'J � with no change in meaning. However 'J � must be followed by a verb. 

Do not confuse .:�ts , �� with the verb Jl.S , \a') which means "to deceive." 

The discussion below is an abridgment of the presentation presented in Wright, Volume II, pages 
125-1 27. 

rS is most often used with the meaning of"how much?" or "how matty?'' . It is followed by a 
singular noun in the accusative with nunation. For example, �r..,&l �_;..:� �\..... rS "How many hours did 
you study today?" If the noun is question is followed by a verb or an adjective, the verb will be singular 
and the adjective will be singular and accusative with nunation. For example, � �y:. 4.J� rS 
��)All "How many Arab delegates attended the conference?" 
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The accusative used with � in the examples above is considered to be a form of the accusative of 
specification, the .Y.J•i. (The accusative of specification is treated in Chapter 6 ofPart IT.) So the first 
question above really means "How long, with respect to hours, did you study today?" The second 
question is "How many, with respect to Arab delegates, attended the conference?" . 

� 

You will also see � used in sentences such as the following: !�� � and !�Y. � . The first 
question means "How old are you?" The second is "How much is your salary?" Here the noun following 
� is in the nominative instead of the �ccusative. The acs:usative noun, called the � has peen omitted 
from these sentences. Sentence one is short for !�J..c. tl..a � . Sentence two is short for 1.; 'J .J.l � 
!� _y.. In a similar vein, � may be followed by a verb, as in !�.) � "How much did you read?" . 

� can also be used in an exclamatory way, as in "How many books I have read!" . When used this 
way, � is often followed by � . For example: bi.) �tiS ()A �- The � can  be left out, but the noun 
after � will remain genitive, as in bi.) �tiS � . When � is used this way, the plural of the noun is 
sometimes used instead of the singular . 

.li has two basic uses. The first is with a verb in the imperfect. When followed by an imperfect verb, 
.li means "may" or "might." 

The teacher might kill his students if he discovers 
that they are not prepared for class. 

0;� I� �I �I 1:�} � �\lwa'JI � .li 

. u...:Jl 

To negate such a sentence, insert "i between Ji and the verb . 

.li is also used with the perfect. When followed by a perfect tense verb, .li can mean "already," "had," 
or merely be an intensifier which is best left untranslated. Look at the sentence below. 

Mahmoud had (has) studied in Cairo. 

In the above sentence, the translation depends on the context in which the sentence occurs. If we 
want to say that Mahmoud does not want to return to Cairo because he has studied there, we would say: 

But if we want to say that he did not want to return to Cairo because he had (already) studied there, 
we would change the verb in the first clause to the perfect tense (or use rl and the jussive ). .li would then 
be translated as "had." 
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Often .l! can start a sentence which has a direct connection to the preceding sentence. When this is 
the case, .l! is usually preceded by u .  For example: 

Mahmoud did not want to return to Cairo. He had 
studied there before. �\.1\ U"'.)� � ·�y\t.ill �\ C?-Y.. J �� �..>:. rl 

·� I)A 

.l! is also used in compound tenses after .:,ts . This use of .l! is mentioned in the section on .:,ts in 
Chapter One of Part I. 

The verb �lc. , � yc.; "to return" is used idiomatically with the negative particle rJ to mean "no longer." 
The combination � rJ is usually followed by a verb in the imperfect. For example: 

1 .  He was surprised and could no longer say 
anything. 
2. She no longer went to school. 

.twi J_,i; · I  � .&.� rJ �.l.il .. .. u .,. .,. .,. � � 

.to.._)�\ �\ �� � rl 
This idiomatic usage occurs frequently in media Arabic - so look out for it. 

The verb � means "to hesitate." It is used idiomatically with lA and rJ to mean "it was not long 
before." The verb � is conjugated for the appropriate person. See the example below. 

. ' 

. Y  

Suzanne studied Arabic and it was not long before 
she spoke it fluently. 

·· i (>·,-,t - ') ; .. ,�.\ lA � ·- '1 WI · I · u... � u . r . ..J ... ..;- u .J� .J 
·� � u.JS:i 

In the Arabic sentence above, J is followed by a verb in the past tense. J can be replaced by � 
with no change in meaning . 

. 'il 
• 

- . 
Y} is a combination ofY and 01 . It means "except" in sentences such as "I understand everything 

about-Arabic except the grammar, vocabulary, and syntax . .  " Normally YJ is used in a negative sentence. 
Study the example below. 
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No one reads this paper except for young people. 

Look at the case on the word y4.!ill . The word is in the nominative, since it would have been the 
subject ofthe verb if not for the construction using ":/}. In a negative sentence, the word after ":/} takes 
whatever case it would have had otherwise. Here is another example: 

1 .  I did not desire anything except the study of 
Arabic. 
2. I did not desire (anything) except the study of 
Arabic. 

.�yJI �I.;J ":/} :� � ye. .;I rl 
.�yJI �I.;J � ":/} yC..;I rl 

. ' 

- �  

The two sentences above are different versions of the same thing. The object of the preposition � is 
in the genitive case. Therefore, t...I.;J is genitive when coming after ":/} in the first sentence, because � is 
implied again in the sentence after ":/} and because without ":/} (and �� in the sentence, t...I.;J would be 
the object of the preposition � . (Some texts will tell you that you have the option of making the noun 
after ":/} accusative in sentences such as the one above irrespective of what case the word would be in 
otherwise. You will see this variation occasionally.) 

When ":/} is used in positive sentences, the word after ":/} (the thing being excepted) is put into the 
accusative. For example: 

Everyone reads this paper except young people. 

I�} ":/} means "unless" and is followed by a verb in the past tense. 

You will not understand Arabic unless you study a 
eat deal. 

, . .it. 
• •  

� is a contraction of� and .J� . It is usually translated as "since" or "ago." When followed by a 
noun, the noun is in the genitive case. 

1 .  He studied Arabic a year ago. 
·� � �yJI uoa.;J 

2. I have not read my Arabic book since Thursday � Ji.J �I f'� � �yJI �\:lS 1� r! 
and I have forgotten everything. 

· ' 

- �  
-�� JS 

� can also be used with the meaning of"for'' as in "for a certain period of time." 
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I know that he has been studying Arabic for six 
years and he does not know the difference between 
an alif and a minaret. 

u _;a.; 'i .J ul _,lw. u.... � �yJI (.)II.J� .�..JI u _;ci 
.4..3�1 0-o "�I" 

� is often followed by a past tense verb and has the meaning of "since." 

Samiir has loved Arabic since he heard recitation of 
the Quran for the first time. 

. . 
In classical Arabic � is often shortened to � . Occasionally you will see � in Modem Standard 

Arabic, but not often. 

6i � 
�) � means "although" and is used virtually synonymously with � -;c'.J and its variations. The 

second clause is preceded by u . 
Although Arabic is the most beautiful language in 
the world, some students think it is very difficult. 

u . . .  t:.i 

. � -'WI . w I . - I � ·- 11 WI •. i � .. � �  � ... ..J- u � 
. 1� � � �1 

The u . . . t:.J construction is very common in newspaper Arabic. This type of construction is also 
called a "topic - comment" construction for reasons which will become clear presently. Frolic with the 
following example. 

As for the Arabic language, it is considered the 
most beautiful Ian a e in the world. 

t:.J does not affect the case of the noun which follows. In Modem Standard Arabic that noun will be 
nominative. The u is usually left untranslated. 

It is also common for both t:oi and u to be dropped. For example: 

This man we consider as a wager of corruption on 
Earth. 

C. I . 
. 

. 
·�.;'il � I� �� J;..)l I� 

�} (not to be confused with t:oi), is used for "either . . .  or" constructions in Arabic. It can be 
followed by a verb in the indicative, or it can be followed by a noun in the nominative. �J can also be 
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followed by � plus a verb in the subjunctive, or by 01 plus a noun in the a�cusative. None of these 
variations will affect the meaning. The second clause is preceded I.:Gl.J or ") . Look at the sentences 
below. 

I .  Either you study Arabic every day, or you will � � (_,i) L.J.J r.,;. � �yJI hlll w., .;� t::GJ . ' 
forget everything. ,. ·9-� 
2. Either you study Arabic every day, or you will � (� "}) � t::GJ.J r.,;. � �yJI � .;� � t::GJ · "  
forget everything. 

·9-� � 
Both sentences mean the same thing. The second clause in each sentence can be rendered in two 

different ways, as you can see by the words I have put in parenthesis. In the second sentence, � ") is in 
parenthesis. Sometimes the � will be dropped, leaving just ") . 

l..l can also be used with 01 as indicated above. See the sentence below. 

Either the reporter is lying or he is crazy. 

The word � will not disappear from the second clause, unlike �. which sometimes does when used 
"th . t WI .J . 

'i.lll JA'il means ''which" when referring to a preceding clause. 

This decision involves (great) danger which makes 
the search for a solution to the issue a necessity. 

This phrase is used much the way � is. 
� � , � , 

CF )ill\ ��,� and CF �\ � 

�I � 'i.lll JA'll � � ':?� .;l_;il1 11\ 
.bl � � .·.e. • •  .J � fwr" 

Both of these phrases mean "irrespective of' or "regardless of" They are very common in editorials 
and opinion pieces. 

Irrespective of the importance of Islam in uniting 
the Arabs, there are other bonds which unite them. 
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� is a suffix attached to words pertaining to time such as f'..J:. , �� , and �.J . When such a word is 
attached to � the word is put into the accusative. The meaning is "at that (time)." For example: 

I remember the announcement of the assassination 
ofPresident John Kennedy. I was in the library of 
my primary school on that day. 

. t' , , u � 

� �.,; UiS ·'/� w� �)I �I �} ft� 
.�l.lll'il .,. .lA � 

.,. . �.) . 

The phrase � � is invariably in the masculine singular. It means literally "It is necessary that" but 
is usually translated by "must." � � is followed by a verb in the subjunctive conjugated for the 
appropriate person. �j\ � � means "I must go." 

The phrase is negated with Yi which is a combination of� and 'i . "I must not go" is Y.�i Yi � . 

If'i is placed before � as in �� wl � 'i, the meaning should be "it is not necessary that you 
go" ("You do not have to go"). However, sometimes this use of'i is intended to mean "You must not 
go." Good luck. 

With ,j.S in the masculine singular, � � is placed in the past tense. "I had to go" is 01 � ,:;�£ 
Y.�l . If w\S is negated with rl or Lo the meaning i� "did not have to" do something. �� wi � (fo.. rl 
means "You did not have to go." .  However Y.� 'ii � w\S means "It was necessary that you not go." 
In other words "You should not have gone." 

The preposition � is often used with � . Look at the following sentence. 

The student must go to school. 

Often � has a pronoun suffix attached to it instead of a noun following in the genitive. "You must 
go to school" is La ,;.lAII �I Y.� �I � � . 

� can even be used without � but � will be understood. "You must go to school" can be 
rendered La ,;.lAII �I �� �I � . 

As you may know, �i and the following subjunctive verb can always be replaced by the verbal noun 
of that verb. (See the section on �i in Chapter Four of Part ll.) Therefore, ''you must go to school" can 
be rendered by either La ,;.lAII �I y\.A�I � � or just by La ,;.l.c.ll �I y\.A�I � . Note that the 
verbal noun is in the nominative case. It is considered to be the subject of the sentence. 
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Chapter 2 

A. Defective Nouns and Adjectives 
B .  Diptotes 
C. Indeclinable Nouns and Adjectives 
D. Doubly Transitive Verbs 
E. False Idaafas 

A: Defective Nouns and Adjectives 

In Part II of this book defective verbs are discussed throughout. In Chapter Two ofPart II under the 
discussion of active participles there is some discussion of defective nouns and adjectives. In this section 
we will review the whole issue. However, I am only going to give what you absolutely need to know 
about these words in order to understand them and use them properly. I am not going to go into the 
theory behind these derivations, nor will I bog you down with other details. I will try to give examples of 
what you will actually come across. There will be a number of examples below. Take your time with this 
section. You will no doubt have to return to it many times before you are fully comfortable dealing with 
defective words. 

Any word whose root includes either a waaw or a yaa' as its final radical is said to come from a 
defective root. When a noun or an adjective is derived from such a root, that noun or adjective may be 
defective. If the final waaw or yaa appears and is written with a shadda, the word will not be defective. 
For example, the noun �� "enemy" is not defective, because the final waaw is doubled. Therefore, this 
word will behave just like a regular noun. Also, sometimes the final waaw or yaa' is written without a 
shadda but is followed by another letter (usually a o ) . Such a word is not defective. For example ��� or 
o _,I� . Sometimes the word will be written without the final waaw or yaa' , and an a1if will be written 
instead. Usually the alifwill be followed by a hamza. Such a word is not defective. For example, ��� 
and �U: .  

A word derived from a defective root will be defective if the final waaw or yaa' is replaced by two 
kasras when the word is indefinite. For example, the word �1.! means "a judge." It is derived from 
the verb � which has a yaa' as the final radical of the root.' The two kasras under the � in �1.! do 
not represent the genitive case. They represent a vowel-consonant combination which does not exist in 
the language. The result of this combination always yields a defective noun or adjective. 

The two kasras under the � in �1.! will appear in both the nominative and the genitive cases as 
long as the word is indefinite. In the accusative case, the word is lj.: olj . Now the yaa' of the final radical 
has come back and a regular case ending is applied. If the final radical is a waaw, it will still appear 
as a yaa' . For example, �I.e. is from the root .J .:l t . In the accusative it will be �I.e. . Masculine 
singular defective nouns and adjectives have regular case endings in the accusative only. 

When the word is made definite with a definite article or a pronoun suffix, the yaa' (whether or not 
the final radical is a yaa' or a waaw) is also written, for example �\ill and �1.! . In the nominative 
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case and in the genitive case no case marker is applied to the yaa' . (That is why the � in the second 
example becomes � even if the word is nominative, since �\! is not a possibility.) However, if the word 
is in the accusative case, a fatha will be placed over the yaa' - �\ill and d l: a\! . 

The yaa' will also be written ifthe word is the first term of an idaafa, or any term ofthe idaafa except 
the last, whether or not that idaafa is definite or indefinite. For example: � �\! and �\! 
��- The case endings (or lack ofthem) on the defective word in any idaafa will be the same as if 
the word were made definite by use of the definite article or a pronoun suffix. 

If the defective word is the last term of the idat}fa, the yaa' will ]:>e written ifthe word is definite, but 
not if the word is indefinite. For example: �\ill � and �\! � . 

If a word is defective in the singular and if it has a broken plural, the broken plural will not be 
defective. If the word has a masculine sound plural, the defectiveness of the singular will affect how the 
plural is written. For example, �\! can take a sound plural. (The meaning will not be ')udges" but rather 
an adjective meaning "deciding.�' Also, for a discussion of the sound and broken plurals ofForm I active 
participles, see Part E of Chapter Two ofPart II.) The nominative ending 0.J will be attached to the � .  
So you have 0�\! and 0�\ill . The two kasras and the yaa' disappear completely in the nominative 
plural. In the genitive and accusative the ending � is also attached directly to the � as in �\!, and 
�\ill . Again the two kasras and the yaa are dropped before the plural suffix is added. T�e w of the 
plural will be droppe.Q if the word is any term but the last J�rm in an idaafa. For example, � "a singer" 
is made plural by 0� . In an idaafa it becomes '#�uti � or '#�uti � if  the word is genitive or 
accusative. ('#�uti "the club," is itself a defective word. In the indefinite it is ;lW .) 

If the q�fective word can appear in the feminine singular, the yaa' will return. For example, a female 
singer is A;;;'o .  Since the��ord now ends in o, it will have regular case endings. This word will take a 
feminine sound plural �l;j;'4 . 

So far, we have seen words which are defective when they are singular and what happens to them 
when they are made plural if they have masculine feminine or sound plurals. Below are two charts 
summarizing the above. The first deals with masculine and feminine singular defectives; the second deals 
with these same defectives when they have sound plurals. In the first chart, note that the feminine 
singular forms behave as any feminine singular word. In the second chart, the feminine sound plural 
forms behave as any feminine sound plural would. The charts are on the following page. 
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Masculine Singular Defectives and Their Feminine Singular Forms 

Any ldaafa 
Ace. 

.. � � 
. . ' � 

�JGll 
� 

� 
�JGll 

Any Idaafa 
Nom./ Gen. 

.._ 

�JGll � 
J JGll� � .. 

JGll � � � .. 

Def Ace. 

.. � �I 
� �I 

Def Sing. Ace. Sing. Gender 
Nom./Gen Nom./ Gen. 

.. � "'� Masculine �I � ::: . . ' .. w-

' � '!!. ..... ,. '!!-.... Feminine �I � �'Q .. .. 
� JI � . .. 

Masculine Singular Defectives With Sound Plurals and Their Feminine Counterparts With Sound Plurals 

Any Idaafa 
Acc./Gen. 

Any ldaafa 
Nominative 

Def 
Acc./Gen 

Def Nom. 

,.. • . Jl ' , , ,. (t. .. 

Acc./Gen. Nominative Gender 

Masculine 

Feminine 

Singular defectives can be made dual in both genders. When _this is done, these words are all regular 
and will behave as any dual word would. Here is a chart using � in the dual for both the masculine and 
feminine. 

Any ldaafa 
Acc./Gen 

"'� 

�JGll �Jii'o 
..... � .... c.SJ\.lll � 

.. .. 

Any Idaafa Nom. 

"'� 

Jtlll � � .. 
"'� JGll � � .. 

Acc./Gen. Nominative Gender 

"'� "� Masculine . o .... . . , · �  � u .. � � 
.... '!t,... "� Feminine . o  .. · · ' · 1 .. 1.;a'o � u .. 

Some worsfs are regular in their singular forms but are defective in their broken plural forms. For 
exatl}ple, �JS is regular in its singular form (note the shadda over the yaa').  However, its plural is 
'-""'.ft. , a defective word. In the nominative and genitive cases, broken plural defectives behave just like 
singular defectives. The two kasras are found in the nominative case and the genitive case when the word 
is indefinite. They are replaced by a yaa' when the word is definite (�I .fill ) or the first term of any 
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idaafa (....a-ll t.r"'l.ft. ). This yaa' will show no case ifthe word is nominative or genitive, but will show a 
fatha if it is accusative. 

The one difference between a broken plural defective and a singular defective is that the indefinite 
plural accusative will not have nunation - �.J\S. because (and you are going to love this) such words are 
all diptotes (see the next section in this chapter). So, for example, "I smashed chairs" is rendered in 
Arabic as �1ft � ;..s . 

� 4 t D 1 
Two other common broken plural defectives are wl.ol (plural of�\ "desire") and wU:..I (plural of�\ 

"song') . 
� � 

Below is a chart summarizing broken plural defectives. 

Any Idaafa Any idaafa Definite Ace. Definite Indefinite Ace. 
Ace. Nom./ Gen. Nom/Gen. - - - - -� .).lA �\ .fi 

� .).lA �\ .fi - I _fiji � �I _fiji - l.fi � 

Indefinite 
Nom./Gen 

-

(..)ollJS 
' 

The main source of defective nouns and adjectives are defective verbs in Forms I-X. The active 
participles ofthese verbs are all defective. In <!-ddition the verbal nouns of all defective Fogn V and Form 
VI verbs are also defective. For example �� means "to challenge. Its verbaJ. noun is � .  The plurals 
of these verbal nouns are feminine sound plurals and all show the yaa' - �t;� . 

You might ask "Do I really need to know all this stuff about defective nouns and adjectives?" In my 
opinion, the answer is no. That is one reason why I have included this discussion in Part III of the book 
and not in Part I or Part II. The main things you need to remember are: 

1 .  Defective nouns and adjectives are usually either the active participles of defective verbs from Forms 
I-X ,or are the verbal nouns of defective Form V and Form VI verbs. 

2. The masculine singular indefinite defectives and the broken plural defectives end with two kasras as in 
u-4\! and U"ll ft . 
. . 

3 .  The two kasras in item 2 above are not usually written, so you will see only u-4\! and U"ll ft . So be 
careful when you look these guys up in Hans Wehr, since he too leaves the kasras out in the Arabic. 

4. When definite or in any idaafa, the words in item 3 will show a yaa' - �till and t.....J.l.JI t.r"'l.fi .  
(But in Hans Wehr these words will only appear as they do in item 3 .) 

5 .  The way things usually work, the forms of these words referred to in item 4 are much more commonly 
seen that the forms referred to in item 3 .  
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As far as I am concerned, the business above about case endings you can pretty much forget. The 
feminine singulars and plurals are all regular, so they are no problem. There is some problem with 
masculine sound plurals, especially in idaafas, but not enough of a problem to be a continuous concern. 
Just remember that due to the nature of indefinite defectives, you may end up getting confused about the 
root of a word you are looking at. uQ\l could theoretically be a Form I hollow verb, for example. 
Another example is one I have used in a reading comprehension exercise that I have given students in the 
past, taken from a newspaper editorial. The first line of the editorial began something like this: 

Students had a problem deciding what to do with the second word. Some of them thought is was a 
verb, although it is clearly followed by an adjective. Even most of those who recognized it as a noun 
thought that the root was a doubled one. Very rarely did I ever have � intermediate level student get 
this first line correct. The second word is � , the verbal noun of (,S� "to challenge," and which I 
used as an example above. The first line begins "In another challenge to the United Nations. . . .  " 

B: Diptotes 

The term "diptote" is composed of"di" meaning "two" (and sometimes a "princess") and ''tote" 
which I believe is a kind of umbrella. Diptotes have long posed a problem for the student whose teacher 
insists on correct vocalization of every word in a text. The problem arises both because diptotes only 
show two cases when they are indefinite and because students do not know how to spot a diptote. * 

Here is everything you will ever need to know about them. 

When a diptote is indefinite it will not have nunation. :_,.:�� "sources" is a diptote. It will only 
have one dhamma even when indefinite. If the word is accusative it will have one fatha as in :;.:�t...- . If 
the word is genitive it will not have a kasra. It will still take a FATHA. For example :;.:�t...- � "from 
sources." Do you like this? It gets better. 

If a diptote is made definite, it will show aU three cases in a regular way: .J.:�t...-.JI , :;.:�t...-.JI , 
:_,.:�t...-.JI. So a diptote is regular when it is definite. (That is, it becomes a triptote - I am not kidding.) 

In addition, when a diptote is any term except the last term of any idaafa it will always have regular 
case endings. It does not matter whether or not the idaafa is definite or indefinite. For example 4� is 
a diptote meaning "offices." Look at its case in the two sentences below. 

1 .  We were in the offices of the big shots. 

· Throughout this chapter, I am relying on the definitions of terms such as "diptote" and "indeclinable" as they are used in EMSA, volumes I and II. EMSA 's definition of these terms is not always standard, but it does impress me as the most 
accessible. To see a more classical-based set of definitions and descriptions of these terms, see Chapter 44 of 
Haywood/Nahmad, entitled "Declension of the Noun." 
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2. We were in offices of big shots. 

In both sentences �ts... has a kasra since it is in an idaafa but it is not the last term of the idaafa. 

If the diptote is the last term in the idaafa it will have regular case endings if it is definite. What 
"regular case endings" means is that the diptote }Vill have a kasra, since the only case for the last term of 
an idaafa is the genitive. For example, _;�L...:-11 W\! ''the list of sources." 

However, if the diptote is the last 'term of an indefinite idaafa then it will behave just as it does when it 
is in4efinite and n,ot in an idaafa - it will have one fatha to show that it is in the genitive case. For 
example, ��� W\! "a list of sources." 

Here is the run down once more: 
1 .  Whenever a diptote is definite, it takes regular case endings. 
2. When a diptote is in a definite or indefinite idaafa, but is not the last term of the idaafa, it takes 
regular case endings. 
3. When a diptote is the last term of idaafa, it will be regular if it is definite (it will take a kasra), but it 
will take a fatha if it is indefinite. 
4. When a diptote is indefinite and not in an idaafa, it never has nunation. It takes one dhamma for 
nominative and one fatha for both the accusative and genitive cases. 

The next issue you must face with respect to these words is: Would you know a diptote if it walked up 
and introduced itself? The answer is no. So how do you know a diptote when you see one? There are a 
number of categories of words which are diptotes. I will talk about the major ones here. 

Broken Plurals 

There are certain pattel}}S ofbrq,ken plurals w .. hich are diptotic patterns. The chief one is the plural 
pattern for place nouns. � , � , and even 4-.;_;"i.A are place nouns. Their plurals are �"'ts:o. ,  �\.f. 
and �_;liA . All place-noun plurals are diptotes. 

Another pattern which is diptotic is represented by the plural of�� ("factor"). The plural is �I _is:.. 
Here you have the long vowel alifbefore the second radical and a kasra on the second radical (just as you 
do with place noun plurals). Usually this pattern of alifbefore the second radical and a kasra underneath 
the second radical gives a diptote. 

- -

The plural of�_,! ("obligation") is �l.;i . Here a hamza is inserted between the alif and the last 
radical. When this happens you have a diptote. 

1 
�l..al , the plural ofE:_�I is a diptote. Here we have a pattern of ant: second radical, and a yaa' 

(instead of a kasra). This pattern is also diptotic. 
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Another diptotic pattern occurs when an alif and a hamza are added to the end of the plural form. 
For example, the plural of �.) is � t.....j:_, . Here the alif comes after the last radical of the word and is 
followed by a hamza with no seat. Note that neither the alifnor the final hamza represent one of the 
radicals of the word �.) . When this happens you have a diptote. 

On the other_ hand, the singular noun ;. � is not a diptote. The alif represents the weak final radical. 
The plurals ;.�i and ;.� are also not diptotes. The alif at the end of these two plural words represents a 
final weak radical in the root of each word. 

The masculine plural of the elative is also a diptote. The pattern is �\.!i . For example, the plural 
of Y.Si is Y.tsi . Note that the plural has the pattern of alif , second radical, and kasra. 

These are the most common broken plural patterns which result in diptotes. 

Singular Nouns and Adjectives 

The most common diptotic pattern for singular words in the elative pattern - Y.Si , r fii etc. Of 
course, since the elative often occurs at the beginning of an idaafa, you will often see it taking regular 
case endings. 

Some adjectives end in w\ as in �� ("thirsty") and t� ("angry") . These words are diptotes. 

Proper Nouns 
, 

All feminine ,.Personal names are diptotes. Therefore even if a woman's name is �...;S the word will 
be a diptote. If �...;S is used as a regular adjective, it will take are regular case endings. 

All place names are diptotes unless they have the definite article or end in the feminine sound plural 
�\. Thus J..- and �.l are diptotes. However, �.l.)"¥\ and 0\.l_,..J\ will take case endings the way any 
definite word does. 

Masculine personal names are usually diptotes. However, if the name happens to be a regular noun 
or ¥fjective it will be regular with respect to case (unlike the situation for feminine names). For example, 
�.;! is a common man's name. It is also a regular adjectival pattern. Therefore, it takes normal case 
endings. (Note that the rule here is the opposite from the rule for feminine personal names, since all 
feminine personal names are diptotes no matter what.) 

Masculine personal names with only three letters and which have a sukuun on the second letter take 
regular case endings. Thus � and t_,3 are regular nouns with respect to case. However, �i , �\ Y.} , 
and L£:..a � are diptotes. 
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Many teachers do not lay stress on the case endings for proper names due to the difficulty of 
remembering all the rules regarding them. Personally, I agree with that policy. However, you should be 
aware of the rules regarding common nouns and adjectives which are diptotes. 

C: Indeclinable Nouns and Adjectives 

Indec�le nouns and adjectives end in alifmaqsuura with two fathas representing nunation. For 
example, u;;.� ... ',. . Often the nunation is not pronounced, but it will be written in a fully-vocalized text. 
Indeclinables do not show case, so the two fathas do not represent a case ending. If the word is made 
definite, the two fathas disappear - u;i.ti,.,.l\ . Again, no case marker will be added. 

Therefore, an indeclinable is either indefinite with nunation (indicated by two fathas) or definite 
without nunation (no fathas). No case marker will ever be put on a masculine singular indeclinable. 

All defective verbs in Forms II-X have p�sive participles which are indeclinables. In fact, u;;,ir.n',. is 
the passive participle of the Form X verb �J . Since they can be used as nouns and adjectives, 
indeclinables can be made feminine and can take sound human plurals, masculine and feminine. We will 
use the passive participle of the verb � "to name" in the examples below. 

The passive participle of� is � "named." "The boy is named Sami" is �l...a � �)I . 
Here � is the predicate of an equational sentence. Therefore, it should be in the nominative case. 
However, indeclinables do not show case. The two fathas indicate only the presence ofnunation because 
the word is indefinite. (By the way, very, very often, the nunation is not pronounced in these words. So 
what you will usually hear is "musamma" instead of "mussamman. ") 

"The boy named Sami is here" is liA j � _,.. �l...a �I �)I . Now �I does not have nunation 
because it is definite. It will show no case marker at all. 

"The girl named Samiira" is o.J:!A"'I i� ; .. . ;zl\ . The alifmaqsuura is changed to an alif in the 
feminine. The a1if is followed by a o . Since words that end in o have regular � endings, the two 
dhammas appear over the o in our sentence. "The girl named Samiira" is o� or.....a.JI ; ... ;zll . 

The masculine sound plural of� is bY.�.:.. in the nominative and '&�,.�a',. in the 
genitive/accusative. The plurals keep a fatha as a stem vowel and thus they are pronounced with 
diphthongs. 

The feminine sound plural is �I;,.�,",. and will take the case endings of any sound feminine plural. 
Many indeclinables which are passive participles of derived verbs will have femininy sound pl�s, 
whether they are referring to human beings or not. For example, the plural of� is ��;i'-�.:,. . 

Indeclinables can be made dual. They are all regular in the dual. For � the nominatiye dual form 
is ,;;t;.��·,. and the genitive/accusative is ,;;Jt,.�a',. . In the feminine the forms are ,;;�,.�.·,. and ,;;";;;,.� .. ·,. . 
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When a masculine singular indeclinable has a pronoun suffix attached, the alif maqsuura becomes an 
alif as in "his hospital" �� . 

0 

Some indeclinables are not passive participles of derived verbs. � and � are examples. These 
two nouns happen to be place nouns. Their plurals are w� and �ti.a, respectively. These two plurals are 
defectives. 

. 

A very small number ofindeclinables end in an alif instead of an alifmaqsuura ifthe last radical ofthe 
word is a waaw and the word has only the three letters of its root. � "stick" is the most common 
example. 

· -

Not all words that end in alifmaqsuura are indeclinables. For example, c.S.# and c.S.fi. .  These words 
differ from indeclinables only in that they never take the two fathas. They never show case or nunation. 

So Why Is This Important? 

Since the two fathas so frequently referred to above are usually never pronounced anyway, you can 
pretty much forget them. However, you need to be aware of the following: 

1 .  Passive participles of defective verbs in Forms II-X are indeclinables. 
2. The feminine singular form of these indeclinables looks funny - as in '0� . 
3 .  When these words (and any other noun ending in alifmaqsuura) have a possessive pronoun attached, 
the alif maqsuura becomes an alif- �� . 

Item 3 above also applies to words like c.S.Yi which are not indeclinables. So you may see �\_;! "his 
fatwa". (A fatwa is a legal opinion delivered concerning a point oflslamic law.) 

D: Doubly Transitive Verbs 

The material below is based largely on material dealing with the same subject in Chapters 34 and 44 
of EMSA, Vol. II. Look there for more examples. 

Some verbs in Arabic will have two accusative objects. The verb "to give" �i is perhaps the most 
commonly used example. In English we understand that one of the objects is the direct object and the 
other the indirect object. In the sentence "I gave the student the dead fish," ''the fish" is the direct object 
and "the student" is the indirect object. Now look at the ways this can be said in Arabic and see the 
comments which follow. 

1 .  I gave the student the dead fish. 
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2. I gave the dead fish to the student. 

3 .  I gave it to the student. 

4. I gave it to him. 

5 .  I gave him the dead fish. 

6. I gave him it. 

.�UJl �i . f  - , .4J �i . £  

In Arabic we would say �JI -�1 '-:-J\..l:JI �i , which is what we said in sentence one. In such 
a construction the first object (the indirect object) can also be placed after the seco!J.d object (the direct 
object). The preposition J is then added to the indirect object. Thus �UJl 4.J.;JI �\ �i "I gave 
the dead fish to the student" which is what we have in sentence two. 

We can now also replace both (�1) �\ and �\..l:JI with object pronouns. This is what we have 
done in sentences three and four. 

These transformations often occur with verbs of giving such as � .J ,  �i and � . 
Now going back to our original sentence �"1;"11 �\ '-:-JUJI �i , we �an ml!ke other changes. 

First, we can replace the indirect object, '-:-JllJI , with an object pronoun and get �i;"ll �\ �i,"I 
gave him the dead fish." This is what we have in sentence five. Now we can take this sentence and 
replace the direct object with an object pronoun too. However, when we do this, y.re must precede that 
pronoun with the particle � . Thus, we get what we wrote in sentence six - \A� �j . This use of� 
is rare today in journalistic Arabic, but is commonly used in some of the dialects� -

Other verbs such as rfi ("to make someone understand"), _;..! ("to explain"), and IJ"'".J� ("to teach") 
can behave like verbs of giving. 

Verbs of considering are another category of doubly transitive verbs. Included among such verbs are 
� ("to c9unt,"_ "to consider"), _;.::ic} ("to consider") and �.J ("to find" something to be something). For 
example � �yJI c.?"L.. �.J, "Sami found Arabic (to be) a beautiful language." This category of 
verbs does not allow the transformations using J and � which we saw above. - -

The third group of doubly transitive verbs consists of verbs of transformation such as i):p. ("to • 
appoint"), �} ("to elect"), and � ("to make"). You have most likely seen sentences such as : .. ,ijc 
l�j.J �)\ \� "I appointed this man as a minister." Here, the subject transforms the first object into the 
second object. 

All of these doubly transitive verbs can be made into the passive. Here are some examples - they 
should be self explanatory. 
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1 .  I gave the student the book. 

The student was given the book. 

2. They gave the book to the student. 

The book was given to the student. 

3 .  We considered him a great man . 

He was considered a great man. 

4. The American people elected the Democratic 
candidate president. 

.y\:iSJI Y3UJI �i 
J 

. ytiSJI �UJI �i 
. �U:Jl y\:iSJI �i 

J .�U:Jl y\:iSJI �i 

-� � �'W .. I .. . .)  �. 
J J 

-� �.J foi 

����� - > _,..JI � �I �I � -- �  :.)A • •  

. ' 

- �  

. r  

. i  

-�.) 
The Democratic candidate was elected president. . W  ����� ' >_,..JI � .. .) .. � · -

E. False ldaafas 

Idaafas are treated in detail in Part I. However, in Part I, the focus is on idaafas composed of two or 
more nouns in a row and there is considerable stress on the fact that only nouns are used in an idaafa 
construction. There is another type of idaafa which does not occur any where near as often, but of which 
you should be aware. Its first term is an adjective and its second term is a noun. Look at the examples 

below. 

1 .  This man talks a great deal. .�1 '_#. �)I I� . ' 
2. This woman talks a great deal. J J 

.�1 -o� oi_,..JI ,� - �  
3 .  We are participating in multilateral negotiations. .ul��� o.:�.AW ul...o:a u.. � � \...ii 

- - • .J .) . r  
4. We are participating in the multilateral .�1�\11 9-:��l �l...o:a.Jl.iJI � �.J\...ii . i  
negotiations. 

The underlined elements in the sentences above are known as false idaafas or adjectival idaafas. The 
first term is an adjective which agrees in case, number, and gender with the preceding noun . .  The second 
term will be a noun which will always be definite and in the genitive case. 

In sentences one and two above, the false idaafas are indefinite, even though the last term of each 
idaafa has the definite article. The same is true for sentence number three. The only difference in 
sentence three is that oJ..:a.. ("multi") is feminine singular because it is modifying a noun-human plural. 
In each of the first three sentences, the false idaafa is acting as the predicate of an equational sentence. 

Sentence four is a definite version of sentence three. Now the adjective oJ..:a.. has the definite article 
and the false idaafa is functioning as an adjective modifying the noun ��Jl.i..ll. Even though iJJLWlt is 
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definite, it is still considered to be the first term of an idaafa and it puts the second term in the genitive 
case. 

You will come across false idaafas from time to time in media Arabic and in literature. I deliberately 
did not mention them in Part I because of the importance of your mastering regular idaafas. 
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Chapter 3 

ARABIC NUMBERS 

The following is a review of the number system in Modem Standard Arabic and how it is used 
grammatically. The discussion below will cover both cardinal and ordinal numbers as well as a few other 
details. Most of what is below can be found in chapters 1 5  and 21  of volume one of EMSA but the 
information is included here for the sake of completeness. 

Generally the grammar related to the numbers in Arabic is considered to be the most complicated 
thing about the language. In fact, it is considered so complicated that many teachers argue that not even 
Arabs use it correctly, so Americans should not have to learn it properly. This is true. It is also false. 

When someone is speaking Modem Standard Arabic and starts to use numbers, there is a tendency 
for the speaker to slip into colloquial usage and pronunciation. However, in written Arabic only the 
standard is used. So if you want to be able to read the numbers correctly (and write them correctly), you 
need to be familiar with the material below. Furthermore, since you may not know any colloquial Arabic, 
you will need the rules and pronunciation from the standard when you wish to use numbers in speech. 
Therefore you really do need to know this material. 

It is also important to note that the number system, while it does present its difficulties, is in essence 
not too difficult. A handful of rules will cover virtually everything you will need to know in using the 
numbers. Once you get used to the rules, you will have little or no difficulty. Getting used to the rules 
requires about one hour of practice (once you have already learned to count), and an occasional review. 

The treatment below will alternate between the cardinal numbers (one, two, three) and the ordinal 
numbers (first, second, third). For example, I will first discuss the cardinals from 1 to 1 0  and then give 
the ordinal version. Try to absorb this entire section bit by bit. If you go step by step, you will not have 
much trouble. 

Cardinal Numbers: 1 - 10  

Here are the numbers from 1 to 1 0  in Arabic. The numbers are written out fully next to the symbol 
for each number. 

1 �1_, ' 
2 . 

. ttil " u .  
3 ,. _ 

� f 
4 .. -

�") t 
5 .. -� 0 
6 .. � 

� '\ 
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7 .. :la+au v 
8 .. �w A 
9 .. A, •o·nj � 
1 0  .. 

�� ' . 

First of all, you need to be able to recite these numbers in order without hesitation. Teach them to 
yourself now before you go on. You also need to be able to recognize the symbols immediately, so teach 
them to yourself right now too. Then continue. 

I said that you must be able to recite the numbers above easily and recognize their symbols. So go 
back and do it. 

Okay - now we will discuss these numbers further. We will start with the number 1 .  The number 1 in 
Arabic is �1_, and ' is its symbol. If you want to say "one book" in Arabic you have two choices. The 
first is just to say "book," y� . This means both "a book" and "one book." However, �1_, can follow 
the noun for emphasis. Thus "one book" can be rendered �1_, y\:iS. . Since AI_, is an adjective it will 
have the §arne q,ase as the noun it modifies. If the noun is feminine then AI_, is made feminine. "One 
letter" is �AI_, 4...\L....a .J . 

. 

To say "two books" you can either put the poun in the dual by itself, or you al§.O add u�J for 
ell!phasis. Thus you can say either u�tiS. or u�J u�tiS. . "I read two books" is � �\:JS �.) . (The 
�I is optional, of course.) - - - - -

o � �o 
u�J become�

-
�\:itij in the f�minine. Therefore to say "two letters" you get utitil utill....a .J . "I read 

two-letters" is �I �l....a.J bi_j . 

So remember, numbers 1 and 2 in Arabic follow the noun they modify and agree with it in case and 
gender. 

Now we come to the fun part, the numbers 3-10 .  Although the numbers are adjectives, 3-10 are 
always placed in an idaafa with the counted noun following the number. The counted noun will b� in_ the 
plural. For example, the plural of (.)o'I.J.l.o is u_,.....J.l.o . We want to say ''three teachers," so we get � 
�.J.l.o .  Since we have an idaafa, the second term is in the genitive case. Notice that the number � 
is feminine. Here is the fun part. The number is feminine whenever the singular of the counted noun is 
masculine. Since the singular of u_,.... .J.l.o is (.)o'l..).l.o which is a masculine word, any cardinal number from 3 
to 1 0  used with it must be feminine. The principle is known as "reverse agreement." Some students of 
Arabic have other names for it. 
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Now, let' s take the word 4...:.)� "a female teacher." We now want to say "three female teacherfo." 
The singular word is feminine, so we will use the MASCULINE form of the number. The result is � 
�\.....,.)� . 

This principle of reverse agreement hold for all nouns (that means all, not most of, or the majority of, 
or just about all). It does not matter whether the noun refers to a human or a non-human thing. Just 
remember, the number has the opposite gender of the singular noun. 

This principle holds for the numbers 3 through 10. Here are some more examples of numbers 
between 1 and 1 0  used with nouns. Look at the English first and try to predict the Arabic. Then look at 
the Arabic answers. By the way, the numbers 3- 10 are made masculine by just dropping the o . For (� 
the masculine form not only drops the o but requires putting a sukuun over the �' so you get � . 

four students (masculine) 

five students (feminine) 

ten cars 

six fanatics 

two pens 

eight silly reporters (masculine) 

eight superb reports (feminine) 

' 
� �) 
�\..J\.1. ' -· I 
• . t:j.) 

� I h... ' ·�-
� .) � � 

' �  

�"'fo � 
0 

wl.til wW! 
, 

� �� �w � � .)A � 

�I ·ti..- �I ·w • .) • .)A � 

Pay attention to the word for "eight" in Arabic. It comes from a defective root. When the number is 
feminine it is regular. However when it is masculine (as is the case for the last example above), it will 
work like any defective word used in an idaafa or made definite. That is, it will not have any case marker 
for the nominative or the genitive, but it will show a fatha for the accusative. Thus "I read eight boring 
articles about numbers" is rl! .)'11 ,:;c. � �'iliA �W 6i.} . 

The numbers 3 through 10  are often used in noun adjective phrases ''the three books," "these four 
tanks," etc. The principle of reverse agreement '¢ll still apply, but now the number will follow the noun 
just as any adjective does. "The three books" is �I Y:iSll . "These four tanks" is �".;'1\ bl.:l.:.ll\ \1\ . 

' 
A rarer usage of numbers with nouns in order to express "the three books" etc. is as follows: 4.001 

� . Here the number is made definite and shows reverse agreement. However, the counted noun is 
without the definite article, is genitive, and has nunation. This usage, minus the case endings, is what is 
commonly done in colloquial Arabic, but is rare in MSA. 

You will find that most of the time you use numbers you will be using the numbers 1 through 10. So 
if you know the material above you know much of what you will be using on a regular basis. 
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The next section will treat the ordinal numbers 1 - 10. lfyou wish to stay with the cardinals, skip the 
following section and go on to the section after it which treats the cardinal numbers 1 1 - 1 9. 

Ordinal Numbers: 1 - 10  

The ordinal numbers are adjectives which follow the noun they modifY. Since they are usually 
definite, the list below gives them with the definite article attached. Memorize the list below and then 
read the comments which follow. 

first , 'J}J\ (feminine � )) 
second � 

·�\ � 
third , � 

�\ 
fourth , \jl\ t! 
fifth 0 , W\ � 
sixth Ua�r..J\ 
seventh , \....J\ t! 
eighth � 

'· �\ (.)!A 
ninth � 

, \:i!\ � 
tenth , ''lal\ � 

The ordinal for "first" is not related to .l:l..\ .J but comes from another root. Its feminine is the same , . .  
pattern as that for the feminine elative; � Y.S from (JP\) is an example. 

The ordinal for "second" is a defective adjective. Without the definite article it is w� . This word has 
the same characteristics as the defectjve words you studied in Chapter Two of Part I( words like �\i . 
When made definite w� becomes ��\ just like �\i becomes �lil\ . In the nominative and genitive 
this word will not show case, but it will have a tatha in the accusative. This is just as is the case for 
words like �lil\ . Note also that �\i is an active participle. w� is also an active participle. - . 

When made feminine w� becomes �� and always will have regular case endings . . 
To say ''the first book" you will get 'J}J \ y�\ . Th'S ordinal follows the noun and agrees with it in 

definiteness, gender, and case. "The first letter'' is � }i \ 4.1\....a )\ . ¥ you know, words that end in alif 
maqsuura do not show case, so there is never a case marker on �) . 
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"The ,secon� book" is ��I y\:JS.ll (no case on the cardinal because it is defective). "The second 
lett r'' . ��I �� .ll e 1s .. y .  

The ordinals for 3 through 1 0  are all active participle patterns. Note that the ordinal for "sixth" is 
U"'::ll..JI . This word is the only one of the ordinals from 3- 10 which significantly deviates from the 
cardinal number. 

Note also that the ordinal for "eight" is not defective, unliky the cardinal. Therefore the feminine 
form also will not have the defective '-i . The feminine form is ��I . 

Normally, all of the ordinals follow the noun they modify and agree with it in definiteness, case, and 
gender. Below are a few examples. Cover up the Arabic and read the English and try to generate the 
Arabic. 

The fourth building 

the ninth car 

the tenth day 

the sixth page 

' 1)1 ' \.WI (::! � . 
J J 

�\:illo L...JI - .) .. 
' "WI �I � r .. 

J , 

t...a;:ll..Jiw.-11 

Sometimes these ordinals ar� placed before the noun in ap. idaafa construction with the same meaning. 
Thus ''the first book" is �\:JS U"} and ''the third time" is f.JA I!.J\!i . Note that the noun has no definite 
article but the translation is definite. This is just like the situation using the elative followed by the noun 
as in � J_,jJ ''the longest river." 

These ordinals take sound plurals in noun-adjective phrases. Thus ''the first students" is �I 
w)}JI . 

The next section will treat the cardinal numbers from 1 1  to 1 9. If you wish to continue with just the 
ordinals, skip the next section and go to the section which follows it. That section will deal with the 
ordinals from 1 1  to 1 9. 

Cardinal Numbers: 1 1 - 19  

Below are the cardinal numbers from 1 1  to 1 9  along with the Arabic symbols. Memorize them and 
then read the comments which follow. 
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Cardinal Number 
1 1  

1 2  Nominative 

12 Acc./Gen. 

1 3  

14 

1 5  

1 6  

1 7  

1 8  

1 9  

Masculine 

� � 
. - -;.- \til � . -· - -;.- • .;.I � �� 

� � 
� �".)  
fo �  

_ ,.  
... ... 

, 
... ., .,. � � 

... ... �... .,. . ... � � 
fo �� 
... ... ,.... .,. 0 .,. � � 

Feminine 

ofo ��l - -· 0� titi} 
--· ofo �  - -ofo �  

�� �".) 
-

.,. ... . ,
... 

... 

. . 0� � 
�fo h)n 
.,. ... · �... ... . ... 0� � 
ofo �� 

., ... · �... ... . .,. 0� � 

Symbol 

" 

' .,.  

' .,.  

' '"'  

' t  
' 0 
, ,  

' v  

' "  

' "  

First look at the symbols for the numbers. Although Arabic goes from right to left, the numbers are 
arranged in the same order as in English, the tens column is to the left of the single digits column. 

Now for even more fun. We will start with the numbers I I  and I2 since they present the most 
exciting challenge. 

When the number I I  modifies a masculine word both the unit number .l:l..l and the tens number � 
are masculine. However, they are both IN THE ACCUSATIVE WITHOUT NUNATION just as they 
are presented in the list above. The counted noun will follow the number and will be SINGULAR AND 
IN THE ACCUSATIVE CASE WITH NUNATION. For example, "eleven books" is 4� fo � .  
Remember that the noun is always singular, accusative and has nunation. 

If the counted noun is feminine then both parts of the number 1 1  are converted to the feminine. The 
feminine of .l=o.l is (.5�} . Since �.l:l..} ends in an alif maqsuura it will not show case. However, the 
feminine of � will show the accusative case without having nunation. ThE; fem.iJ!ine of � is ofo . 
Note that a sukuun is placed over the c.,; in the feminine. "Eleven letters" is �\....u .J ofo �.l:l..} . Since 
�l.....u .J is feminine, both words used in the number are also feminine. 

Again, both elements of the number will be in the accusative (except for (.$�} which cannot show 
case) and will not have nunation. Both elements of the number will agree with the counted noun in 
gender. The counted noun will always be singular, accusative, and will have nunation. 

If you think 1 1  was fun, now we come to 12 .  Look at the examples below and then see my 
comments. 
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twelve books 

I read twelve books. 

twelve letters 

I read twelve letters. 

. 

�tiS - '>' \.til . � . 

-· 
�tiS - '>' • ->1 . � t.r� 

-; .. ..o 
4..1\....a.) 0 � �) 

il�....a.) � � � bi _,i 

Essentially, 12  works just like 1 1  but with a unique twist. First, the similarities. The counted noun is 
always singular and accusative with nunation. The two elements of the number twelve both agree with 
the noun in gender. The second term of the number, � or '0�, is always accusative without 
nunation. 

. 

The difference between 1 1  an4_12 1ies in the first element ofthe number. The first element in 12 is ltiJ 
for masculine nominative, but is �) for the accusative and genitive. Thus, the fj,rst element does decline 
for case. The same is true when the first element is feminine. The feminine is �I for the nominative and 

-- �  # �� for the accusative. 

Now we come to the numbers 13 - 19  and things become much simpler. For 1 3- 19 the rules are as 
follows: 

1 .  The second element (� or o �) agrees with the counted noun in gender. 
2. The first element (� , �) etc.) shows the reverse agreement that we saw for the numbers 3-10. 
3 .  Both elements of the number are always accusative without nunation. 
4. The counted noun is singular, accusative, and has nunation. 
5 .  Baseball has too many divisions and should get rid of the wild card. 

Below are some examples. Cover up the Arabic and try to produce it by looking at the English. 
Then look at the Arabic to check yourself When you do so, review the four rules above one at a time 
and see how they apply to each example below. 

Fifteen professors (masculine) 

sixteen professors (feminine) 

nineteen morons (masculine) 

eighteen windows 

seventeen airplanes 

fourteen soldiers (masculine) 
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If you got all of these right, you have mastered most of the grammar associated with Arabic numbers. 
As always, there is more. Keep smiling. 

How would you say "fourteen great students?" "Fourteen students (masc.)': is 41\...l:. � �") .  The 
word "great" j� will be used to modify 41\...l:. . Thus we get I jti- 41\...l:. � �) . The adjective 
remains singular and agrees with the noun in case. 

How would you say "Fourteen great students went to the library?" If the verb comes first it will be 
singular, as usual. However, if the fouf!een students come before the verb then the verb will be plural. 
Thus �\ �� ��� ljti- 41\...l:. � �) . 

I love this. 

"The fourteen students" is fo �.J'i \ �\ . Now the noun is plural. The unit number shows 
reverse agreement, is accusative and has the definite article. The tens number shows true agreement, is 
accusative, and does not have the definite article. 

Now we come to the ordinal numbers from 1 1 - 19. Ifyou wish to skip them, go to the section which 
follows. 

Ordinal Numbers: 1 1 - 19  

Below i s  a list of the ordinal numbers from 1 1 - 19. Enjoy them and then read the comments which 
follow. 

Ordinal Number Masculine 
eleventh fo ��WI 
twelfth fo �ill\ 
thirteenth -fo �ill\ 
fourteenth - -;.- - l_,ll � � 
fifteenth - -;.- - WI � � 
sixteenth fo ��UI 

seventeenth - -;.- - Ul � � 
eighteenth - -;.- -. ill\ � � 
nineteenth - -;.- - till � � 
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Feminine 
- -o� �JWI 
- -0� �ill\ 
- -0� �ill\ 
- -
0� �l_,ll -
0� �\..:J\ 
-o� ��UI 

- -0� ��1 
- -0� �ill\ 

-0� �till 



The ordinals from 1 1  to 19  are always in the accusative case, just as are the cardinals. The ordinals 
work as regular adjectives in terms of gender agreement. Therefore, if the noun is masculine, both parts 
of the ordinal will be masculine. If the noun is feminine, both parts will be feminine. Only the first 
element will take the definite article. The second element never does. Note also that the �ord for 
"eleventh" is from a different root that the word for "one" .l:..I.J ,  or the word for "first" J) . 

For "the seventeenth book" you say � �L..JI yl$JI . No!e that_the ordjnal is in the accusative 
while the noun is in the nominative. "The seventeenth letter" is -;.-..;:;c. �L..JI �\....,)I . 

The ordinals from 1 - 12  are used for telling time. See the section on telling time in the next chapter. 

Now we come to the cardinal numbers from 20-99. Ifyou wish to skip them, go to the next section 
to continue with the ordinals. 

Cardinal Numbers: 20-99 

Below are the numbers in Arabic for the tens. Memorize them now. 

Cardinal Number 
20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

Nominative 
- .,. 0.J� 

-
(.;� 
(.;�") -- . .  0� 

. 
0� 

- . -0� 
-

(.;�W 
(.;� 

Acc./Gen. 
- . ,. 0:� 

� 
-. -· i �.) -
� 

. - .,. � 
- · -

� 
--. ·w U::J 

�J'o' "j 

" . 

r' ·  

t • 
o . 

'\ • 
y .  

A ·  

� . 

These numbers are easy to memorize as they are essentially the numbers 3 through 10  made plural. 
These numbers decline for case, just as masculine sound plurals do. The nouns they modify are singular, 
accusative, and have nunation. These numbers have no feminine versions. Thus "50 male students" is - . -
41\..b (.;� and 50 female students is �\..b (.;� . 

In order to produce numbers such as 21 ,  22, 23, 98, etc. ,  you use the numbers 1 through 9 along with 
the tens number. Loot at the examples below. 
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twenty-one 

twenty-two 

thirty-six 

ninety-eight 

'l:J or 'w.J�.J ��.J 
. 

- " >  l.til w.J�.J w • 

.. .  
'w�.J � 

.. ; . . .,. �w u�.J ., 

Notice that "j is used to connect the unit number with the tens number. Notice also that the number 
for 1 can either be .l::..l .J and its feminine counterpart o.l::..l .J. or .l:l.i and its feminine counterpart ��! . 

Now the issue is agreement. The unit numbers for one and two agree with the noun just as they do 
on their own. for example "nyenty on� books" is 4\:JS c.J.J� .J 'l:...I.J or 4\:iS c.J.J� .J 'l:J .  "Twenty 
one letters" is .4..1\....u.) 'w.J� .J o.l::..l .J or .tll....u.) 'w.J� .J ��} . The same agreement takes place whenever 
two is combined with one of the tens. The unit element will show regular case endings except for �.l::..J , 
which, as you know, does not show case. The tens unit shows the cases just as a masculine sound plur8l 
would. 

For the numbers 3-9, when used in combination with the tens, the principal of reverse agreement 
applies just as it does when these numbers are used by t�emselves. The unit numbers will show regq}ar 
case endings. Thus "forty-three books" is 4\:iS c.Jy-ui.J � . "Forty-three letters" is 4\:iS c.J�).J � 

The counted noun for all numbers from 1 1 - 19  is always singular, indefinite, and accusative with 
nunation. 

Below are examples using numbers from 1 -99 with counted nouns. Look at the English on the left 
and translate it into Arabic. Then check your work by looking at the Arabic on the right. 

seventy-two books 

thirty-eight morons 

I read twenty-three letters. 

I saw six teachers. 

nineteen offices 

seventy-two words 
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�� -- � �� ., . (.) .J ., 
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�l....u .lA � b.l6\Wi - .) 
l.US,. ... ... ,.... .,. • .,. . � �  

. . 
� c.Jyc+wa.J c.J� 



forty-eight hours ·�� W.Y'-:.}.J wW 
eleven cars . -

0 .)� 0 _;:;;c. (.$-A} 
four days , 

r� �J 
eight schools � _;\.l.o <.tW 

I hope you got all of these correct. If not, make sure you understand why you made the mistakes you 
did. There will be more opportunities for you to redeem yourself below. 

These qompound numbers can also be made definite, as in "the twenty-three books" which is �I 
w.JytJI.J '�I . Both elements are made definite. The first element takes the agreement characteristic 
of it, regular for I and 2, reverse for 3 through 9. 

The next section treats the ordinals from 20-99. You may skip it if you wish to remain working with 
the cardinals. 

Ordinal Numbers: 20-99 

The ordinal numbers for the even tens are the same as the cardinals with the addition of the definite 
article. Thus b.J�I is ''the twentieth" and 0�1 is "the ninetieth." These ordinals will not decline for 
gender but will decline for case. 

The compound ordinals used the same ordinals for the singles digits as you have seen before. Both 
the singles element and the tens element will have the definite article. The singles element will agree in 
gender and case. The tens element will agree only in case. Note that for "first," 'i.lb.ll is used here just 
as is the case with "eleventh." Here are some examples. 

the twenty-first day 

the twenty-first hour 

the fifty-sixth page 

the forty-fifth minute 

�.J��.J �j.lb.ll r �� 
, , 

w.JytJI.J �.lb.ll �\...JI 
, , 

(J_,....:JI.J t.a.ll..JI �I 
, , 

(.)_p.:}ii.J tw.t:JI U;§.lll 
I read the thirty-ninth page. �I.J �\:ill �I bi� 

• Remember that the word for "eight," �l....:;t ,;;W is a defective word. Therefore, the final e.;  will only appear if the word is 
. � 

in an idaafa, as in the last example above, or is used with the definite article or with a pronoun suffix. (This does not apply 

to the ordinal "eighth," ��II , as I have indicated in a previous section.) 
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We will now proceed to the last section on cardinal numbers. The final section on ordinal numbers 
will immediately follow it. 

Cardinal Numbers: From 100 To As Close To Infinity As I Am Willing To Get 
.. 

The word for "one hundred" is � . Sometimes it is spelled differently - 4,jt...:. . However, both 
spellings are pronounced "mi, ah." The word is a noun and js used in an idaafa with the counted noun 
following in the singular. Thus "one hundred men" is �.J � .  Since � is a noun we don't have to 
worry about reverse agreement. It will always be femfnine even when followed by a feminine noun. Thus 
"one hundred women" is � JA\ � . 

"Two hundred" is w� . The dual ending j is simply added to � . This word is declined for case 
like any dual noun and-will drop the w yvhen used in an idaafa. "Two hundred men" is � .J � . In the 
accusative/genitive it would be �.J � .  • 

The rest of the hundreds are themselves idaafas consisting of the numbers 3 through 9 written before 
� . Since � i� a noun, the numbers will be masculine. However, � will remain singular. "Three 
hundred" is � � . Often, the numbers 3 throush 9 are attached to � but you will still have an 
idaafa. So ''three hundred" can also be written � . Note that � is still inflected for case. TJlis 
latter way of doing the hundreds seems to be more common. "Three hundred men" is written � 
� .J . Here are all of the hundreds . . 

one hundred 

two hundred 

three hundred 

four hundred 

five hundred 

six hundred 

seven hundred 

eight hundred 

nine hundred 

(both pronounced "mi" ah") 4,jt...:. or � 
(in gen./ace. �·) w� , , 

� � or � . 
� 'rj") or � i .�::) 

- -.. ..  ' 0 • .. _ , 0 • � � Of ; �GUIG:IIr! 
.,. - �.. .,. - ! � � or � 

, /11. , ,.� .,. - , . ... � � or �  
- -� -� �� • � or . ..  

.. . , . .,. .. ., , . , � � or �  

' . . 
y • • 

,.. . .  
£ • •  

0 • •  

'\ . .  
v • •  

A • • 

C\ • • 

Recall that the word for "eight" is defective. Therefore the l.j on �� will show no case for 
nominative and genitive, but will show a fatha in the accusative. 
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To say "one qundred one" y,ou use .l::..l_,_, � (or o.l::..I.J for feminine). The same is true for "one 
hundred two" ulii}_, � (or utifi} for feminine). How�ver, if you mention the counted noun you do qot 
use .l::..l_, or uliil . -"One hundred men" is D;...J.J J::...J � .  "One hundred two men" is �.J.J J::...J � .  

� :;: 

1 03- 109 all have � preceding the singles number. "One hundred five" is �.J � .  

For all numbers from 1 03 to 999, the case and number of the counted noun foll,ow th� rules 
governing the last numeral in the numb_er. .. Thus ';one hundred three men" is J�.) � _, � but "one 
hundred fifty three men" is �.) u� .J � .J � . In the first example, � was the last numeral. 
Since three through nine are always in an idaafa, show reverse agreement, and are followed by the plural 
noun, the word J::...) is made plural and is in the genitive, while the number � is feminine. 

-In the second example, the word "fifty" is the last numeral. Since u� is always followed by a 
singular, indefinite, accusative noun, J::...) is written �.) . 

Below are more examples. Look at the English on the left and see if you can produce the Arabic on 
the right. Then look at the Arabic to check yourself 

two hundred five books 

four hundred forty-four days 

five hundred seventeen men 

eight hundred twenty-one students (masc.) 

six hundred eight teachers (fern.) 

' 
.....iiS � - �  
•

. .J u 

�� u�·)_, �)_, �..l4:.u1 

� ,... ... ;.. ... .,. .,. "  ' . 
. .) � �.J :u4.1114.:11. 

Yl� b.J� _, '1:..1_,_, � l4;;W 
' u� .lA ·w � • .) � .J . 

The word for "thousand" is t.ill . Like � it is a noun. Unlike �  it is masculine. When it is 
preceded by the numbers three through ten, in order to say "three thousand" etc. , the number is ,feminine 
and the plural of -...ill , uYT is used. Thus to say "three thousand men" you produce J::.,.) �YT � . 
You can see that what you have is a three-term idaafa. 

• 

When uJi is preceded by a number greater .than ten, it remains singular and is put into the accusative, 
just like any noun. Thus "twenty thousand" is lili u.J� . If uli is then followed by the counted noun, 
-...ill will be in an idaafa with that noun. "Twenty thousand men" is J::...) � u.J� . 

. 

When uli is singul� or dual, it works just like � . "One thousand nights" is � �I . "One 
thousand one ni_ghts" is tl& .J � L..All . "One thousand two nights" is u� _, � L..A11 . "Two thousand 
nights" is � lili .  

. 

The word for "million" is u� . It works exactly as does -...ill . Its plural is � . The word for 
billion is .J14 . Do not confuse this word with u� . .J14 takes a feminine sound plural, but works in 
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all ways just like �..-ill and ,)� . Nqw, just so that you will not think this has all been too easy - be aware 
that "billion" is also rendered by u� which has � as its plural. It too works like �..-ill and u� . 

, , , 
"Three million men" is �.) � � and "three billion men" is �.) �� .)� � or � � 

�.) . 
. . 

. 
Ordinal Numbers From 1 00 To As Close To Infinity As I Am Willing To Get 

, The words � , Jl , u� , .)� and u� are also used as ordinals. "The one hundredth book" is 
WI ytsll . "The one millionth 2_oof" is u�l ytsll . These words do not change for the feminine. 
"The one thousandth night" is L..il\11 �� . 

If you can do the ordinals from 1 1 -99, you will be able to do the ordinals from 101  to 1 less than 
infinity. Since � ,  Uli , etc., do not change, all you need to remember are the rules for 1 1 -99. 

If you will remember, "the thirty-seventh lesson" is u�l_, �WI (.)"'.).lll . "The thirty seventh 
letter" is u�l_, �WI 4.1L...)I . To say "the one hundred thirty-sev(jnth book" you say WI ytsll 
u�l_, �WI_, .  For "the letter" you will say u�l_, �WI_, WI 4.1L...)I . 

The only gender agreement you need to worry about is for the ones unit. The other units agree only 
in case. If the ordinal you are using contains something in the teens, then you do have to worry about it a 
bit more since the word 6_;.&c. will also agree in gender, but it, won't take the definite article. For example 
"the one million seventeenth mistake" is � t:WI_, u.#l t..b.:JI . 
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Chapter 4 

A. How to Tell Time 
B. Colors 
C. The Verb 1..5i.) , 1..5 � 

A: How to Tell Time 

In Modem Standard Arabic the ordinal numbers are used to tell time. Although in colloquial Arabic, 
the cardinal numbers are usually used, in the media, the MSA forms are used so it is good to know them. 
Below is a review of telling time using MSA. The review is brief: but it should give all you will really 
need to know on the subject. 

one o'clock 

two o'clock 

three " 

four " 

five " 

six " 

seven " 

eight " 

nine " 

ten " 

eleven " 

twelve " 

, , 
o�l..,ll �L..JI 

, , 
��I �L..JI 
, , 
��I �L..JI 

, , 
�1)1 �L..JI 

, , 
t..a..W\ �L..JI 
, , 
t...�L..JI � L..J\ 

, , 
�L..JI �L..JI 

, , 
4..1.�1 �L..JI 

, , 
A.a...al.:ill �L..J\ 

, , 
o�W\ �L..J\ 

� � , 0 _;;;;r;. ��bl\ �L.J\ 
� � , 

o� ��� �L..JI 

• l 
Note that instead of using the ordinal for �1_, which is J.JI in the masculine and �.JI in the feminine, 

the feminine form of �� .J is used. Other than that, the ordinals are used. If you need to review the 
ordinals, go to the section in this book on the numbers in Arabic. 

Below are a couple of examples showing how these ordinals are used in telling time. 
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What time is it? Two o'clock. • • 
��I �L..JI !�L..JI r5 

We arrived at the city at 8 o'clock. -��� �L..JI � �.l.JI �I l..i1...:::. _, 

• •  

The words �/.) quarter, � third, and � half,  are commonly used in telling time. 
Normally they are made definite. 

Nine thirty. 

One fifteen. 

I study the Arabic language every day from five 
o'clock to seven o'clock in the evening because I 
love this language the way correspondents love 
truth. 

� . .  

• 
�I 6ti.ll �L..JI - -' 

• 

t:JI_, o-AI_,ll �L..JI 
�I �WI �L..JI 0A �yJI WI (.)II.JJI r� '-lS 

� WI ��� �I !.F"'i �l..o&A �L..JI �L..JI 
.� i;i, n �I _>JI 

Y} is used before f!/.J and � to express the equivalent of"quarter to" the hour or ''twenty minutes" 
to the hour. When preceded by Y} these words are in the indefinite accusative. 

What time is it , my dear? It' s  quarter to three • • 
�� Y\ �I �L..JI !� � �L..JI r5 

(two fortv-five) . 
When did the mail arrive? It arrived at twenty -·· 

.\!it Y} o�WI �L..JI � J,-_, !.l.l�l J,-_, � 
minutes to ten. 

The word �J (plural �t!J ) means "minute" . For "one minute" and ''two minutes" after the hour, 
the singular and dual are used respectively. After that, the ordinal numbers are used with �J. 

One minute after twelve. 

Two minutes after twelve. 

We arrived at the director' s  office at five minutes 
after twelve. 

The director kicked us out of his office at twelve 
twenty-five because we made fun of him. 

� 

• 
4.¥J_, �� ��I �L..JI 

. wlii;iJ _, � � ��I �L..JI 
w.lll ��I �L..JI . .l.JI � �I l..i1...:::. .. -' .. - � .;:. . -' 

.�WI 

w.lll ��I �L..JI . � · ' .l.JI \f.. · I - .. -' .. � - · U" Y.. 
. _;:=.. 

.� � �"'1 UJ�I_, �WI 

Jj\.iJ is used with Y} for constructions such as "five minutes to three". See the following page. 
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The director contacted us at five minutes to one 
and apologized to us and invited us to his office 
agam. 
We arrived at his office at two forty-five but he 
kicked us out again at ten minutes to three. 

. 'n\!� - · Yl o-AI_,ll �WI � UJ �I �I � � . . .;:. 
. .lol-A . � �I \..j�� Ul �I , .  (.)A , . .J ..) .J 

�l:JI ��1_, �\:ill �WI � � �I � .J 
. 

J.!ic. Yl lli\:ill �WI � lb. · 1 4.Al · Yl 
• • _;::. .J �..) J 

.�\!� 

While there are other features related to telling time, the above should suffice for almost all situations 
you are likely to encounter listening to or reading MSA. In colloquial Arabic, the situation is a bit 
different. The cardinals are used for the hour (with the corresponding dialect' s pronunciation), and the 
ordinals are not used with tl;i�. For example 3 :25 would be tl;i� �_y!ic._, �.J � �WI 
pronounced somewhat differently from dialect to dialect. In fact, tl;i� is itself usually dropped. 
Furthermore, usually time is given for the hour, the quarter hour, the half hour, and a quarter till the hour. 
So time in colloquial is considerably easier and is what you will actually find more practical in day to day 
life in the Arab world. 

B: Colors 

Below is a list in Arabic of some of the more common colors. 

Color Plural (M. and F.) Feminine Masculine 
Black .. �bY., , .... 0 t 

�_,..... �_,....I 
White .. . ' I . - , . .. 0, � � � � 
Red .. .  , ��� ' ... 0 \ yo::. yo::. 
Green , . "" 0 • • ��� � � 
Blue !111 .,0 ' · �\i'jj �:.,:;1 {.j.).) 
Yellow . . 

' 
... 

-o t .. . , ��� ...>L- ..)l-1 

The masculine singular forms of the colors above have the same pattern as elatives and are diptotes. 
However, they are not used as elatives, but as regular adjectives. The feminine forms are also diptotes 
and are also u�ed as regular adjectives. Note that the feminine pattern differs from the feminine elative 
(compare � jp ,  the feminine form of :;.S\, to any of the feminine adjectives above). The plural forms are 
all triptotes. Below are examples of these colors used in sentences. 
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. 1 .  I bought a red car. ' I • - h... ' ... >1 ·� � 0.) .. �.J-1-"" . ' 
2. His house is green. 

3 .  We live in the yellow house at the end of the 
street. 
4. We all live in the yellow submarine. 

5 .  The government is trying to solve the problems 
between blacks and whites. 

. ' ' . . I 4.::w � ... 
·t.J�I y;.l � j-YI 4.1 � � 

. 
. �1_;1.-11 �l__pjl � U1S � 

� _,...JI � JSW"..JI '(j:.:i wl J_,b:i:i 4.-a .fi:JI 

· " 

. r 

. i  

. o 

. �I_, 

In sentence one, the feminine form for "red" is used to modifY the feminine noun. Since the 
masculine and feminine forms of these adjectives are diptotes, the adjective for red in the sentence does 
not have nunation. 

In sentence two, the masculine form for "green" is the predicate of the equational sentence. Again, 
since it is a diptote, it does not take nunation even though it is indefinite. 

The third sentence uses the masculine form for "yellow" in a definite noun-adjective phrase. Since 
the adjective is now definite, it will show a regular genitive case ending, as is the case with all diptotes 
when they are made definite (or are the first term of any idaafa, even an indefinite idaafa). 

The fourth sentence shows the feminine form for "yellow" used in a definite noun-adjective phrase. 
Again, although the adjective is a diptote, it will show a regular genitive ending because it is definite. 
Now I know the song goes "We all live in a yellow submarine." How would you produce that sentence 
and what case endings would you put on "yellow?" The answer is below . 

. 
• � I_,L=a �I _,c. � U1S � 

The word for yellow in the sentence above shows a fatha instead of two kasras - as would any 
indefinite diptote put into the genitive case. 

The fifth sentence shows the use of the masculine plurals for "black" and ''white." Keep in mind that 
the masculine and feminine plurals for the colors will only be used when referring to human beings, so 
you won't see them too much. 

As you might suspect, adjectives of color also have dual forms. For example, the dual of � _,....1 is 
wb_,....\ and the dual of �b� is wl_,l��- You won't see the dual forms too often. 
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Arabic also has nouns for colors equivalent to English terms such as "blueness," "greenness," and 
"blackness." These words are listed below. 

blackness ��� 
whiteness · � U"=' ,. 

redness , . ' 
r.� 

' greenness .,. 0 • .. r.� 
blueness " <1'0 ' · "-! .).) 
yellowness . , ., 

r....>l-

These nouns are used in y..;<�."i constructions in order to indicate that something is "redder" or 
"greener'' than something else. For example: 

The waters of the Nile are bluer than the waters of 
the Potomac. 

Other colors 

Not all colors have the pattern of the colors discussed above. Most commonly you will see: 

Orange ' 

�\i:i ' Y. 
Brown , ·' 

� 
rose-colored, pink . -

'-!� .J.J 

These are made feminine by adding a o. 

In addition, there are two colors usually used to refer only to human beings. They have the same pattern 
as the majority of colors we have discussed: 

Color Plural Fern. Plural Masc. Fern. Sing. Masc. Sing. 
blond, fair- . . . �i �\.Jifo 

Ill .. ,:. �lfo skinned ..JW 
brown-skinned �\.JI_;;.... "' . ' ��� � � 

For these two colors, the feminine plurals are sometimes used, referring, of course, to human beings. 
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C: The Verb (.Si.; , (.S.i:J 

The verb (.$i _; , (.$� is perhaps the only truly irregular verb in the language. In the past tense it 
conjugates exactly like the verb � , � . However, in the present tense this verb has two peculiarities. 
The first is that the middle radical, the hamza, disappears completely. The second is that it ends in an alif 
maqsuura instead of in a 'i the way � , � does, as do all verbs belonging to that particular class of 
defective verbs. Whenever this alifmaqsuura has to be shortened, it is shortened to a fatha, which is what 
we would expect. Below are the complete conjugations for (.$i _; , (.$ _j . 

Jussive 

') 
� 

� , y 
� 

. � . 1./Y 
� � 

� 
� . y 

� 

\£>i 
L� � 

� 
� 

\£>i 
� 

� . y 
� 

l:_,y 
� 

(;:.Y ,. � � 

.J� 

�.,._j 

Present 

(.$) 
� 
. (.$..)J 

0i.Y 
� 

(.$� 
� 
. (.$..)J 

w\i.>i 
· L� � 

u �  
� 

wl..i..; 
� 

(.$y 
... . ... .,. 

W.JY 

�...Y 
... 0 ... ... 

W.J� 
... . ... ... 0-t� 

Past Singular 

d).; ui 
�.) � 

.. . 

, 
� .)  �i 
(.$i� _,. 
t::J� � 

Dual 
�' 

. .) LWi 
�i.) (m) lAA. 

�� (t) lAA. 
Plural 

tj{ 
.,. .) � 

�'.) ... , � 

�.) �i 
loj� rA 

� 
.

. 

, 
� .)  � 

Here are the command conjugations for (.$\_; ,  (.$_j . I know they look funny, but we have seen the 
same kind of thing before in Part II with verbs like � .J , � . 
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� .) 

. � 

l.j.) 
\i; 

Pronoun 

�i 
� 
� 
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��.) , .
1 � 

- ·- �I �.) 

There is another similar verb, -s� , � meaning "to be quiet" or "to be calm". It can also mean "to 
disappear." It also loses the middle radical ofhamza in the imperfect as well as ending in an alif 
maqsuura instead of a -s . However, unlike most verbs whose first radical is a yaa', it loses that yaa' in 
the imperfect as well. * This is analogous to verbs we saw in Chapter One of Part I such as �:., , � and 
.r-.J , � For the sake of completeness, below are the complete conjugations for the verb -s� :S:. .  

Jussive Present Past Singular 

i -si , ·t � � ui 

� � �� 63i - - ·t � . , -. a .-, c..r � � --
- t t..j � -s , .JA 

� � . t � , � 
Dual - - �� � l;J · t.u  (..) , 

-

LU · LU �� (m) � - '-' --- - \:j� l;J · t.u  (f) � (..) , 

Plural 
- � �� � w 

- - , -I� - . , .... t '·i WY � ,  � - - , -- ., � • . .... t; � 0;-1 � ,  
r -� 

- . -w� I" t .J , rA - · - - · - -. ·t W# W# uL � 

• This is to avoid conjugations yielding unacceptable vowel-consonant patters. For example, the theoretical conjugation for 

the third person masculine singular in present tense would be � . Here the suffix, a long vowel, would be starting a 

syllable. As you know, this is not allowed in Arabic. So the first first radical is dropped, and the correct conjugation 

becomes los:! ,  which gives us an acceptable vowel-consonant combination. 
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Here are the command conjugations for 1.5� , 4$. . 

Command Pronoun 
d 
� 

4 LWi 

...  , � 
� �I 

, � IJ. IJ. 

The command conju_gations for l..:UI and W:UI are quite regular. For example, for \..WI in the jussive, 
the verb is conjugated � . First, we drop off the jussive prefix of� and we are left with 4 . This gives 
us a consonant (for here the t.S is clearly working as a consonant) followed by a vowel. For � when we 
remove the � prefix we are l�ft with � which does not give us the proper consonant-vowel pattern. So 
we add a helping vowel, as we would with any Form I sound verb. Here the helping vowel is J since the 
'-i is in effect the stem vowel (just as we do for the verb �:,; ' �� because its stem vowel is a kasra - so 
we get �:;J ) .  Thus, our command is � . Since all long vowels automatically have a sukuun (see 
Chapter One of Part II where this was diScussed}, it does not matter if you include the sukuun or not. 

However, with the other conjugations we come up with what are, in effect, irregular command 
conjugations. The command for d is a good example. In the jussive we have � . Here you cannot 
separate the prefix from the suffix. So when the � is taken away there is nothing left. You do not have a 
consonant vowel combination, which would give you the command, nor do you have a consonant with a 
sukuun followed by a stem vowel, as would be the case with Form I sound verbs. So you cannot add a 
prefix since there is no stem vowel there for the prefix to be in harmony with. So nothing is written at all. 

The pronoun � poses a similar problem. When we take the prefix away we are left with ';,? . Since 
the 'i is followed immediately by a sukuun and there is nothing else following the sukuun, we do not 
know if the 'i is acting as a vowel or as a consonant. Since it is not clear what the r.j' s role is, Arab 
grammarians have preferred not to add a helping vowel to give the command conjugation. Also, since no 
Arabic word or syllable can begin with a vowel, the 'i cannot be written by itself. So, the consensus was 
to leave the command for � blank as well. The conjugation for � leaves us with a similar quandary 
regarding the .J and the same conclusion was reached. 

Some of you reading this book have probably lived in Cairo and you know how loud it is there. 
Others of you will, I hope, get a chance to study and live there someday. When you do, you will see how 
loud it is. I have always thought that part of the reason was that despite government efforts to get people 
to stop blowing their horns and yelling all the time, the problem was really a grammatical one. You see, 
the Egyptian government put up big signs all over the city telling people to be quiet. However, they used 
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the verb '-.51 .J , � since it really is more commonly used in Egypt than elsewhere. So they put up these big 
signs all over town - big rectangular signs like this: 

and wrote "be quiet" in them. However, since Arabic grammar requires that the command form be blank 
for the pronoun � (which is what would have to be used to address a group of people including at least 
one male), Egyptians have only noticed that there are these blank signs posted all over town. 

I understand that school teachers and even university professors have this problem too when they try 
to quiet down their classes by writing "be quiet" on the blackboard. The problem does not seem to exist, 
however, in all-girls schools. 
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Chapter S 

HOW TO USE THE "HANS WEHR'' DICTIONARY 

In Part II Chapter 4, I discussed the use of a dictionary in a manner designed to increase reading 
effectiveness. I discussed the necessity of not looking up every new word, of reading blocks of text 
before resorting to the dictionary in the first place, and of not writing down the meanings ofwords you 
have looked up. In this section I want to talk about the mechanics of using a dictionary - how to look up 
words and what to look for when doing so. 

First of all, you need to know which Arabic-English dictionary to use. If you have had Arabic before, 
you probably know that the dictionary used by university students is A Dictionary of Modem Written 
Arabic by Hans Wehr and edited by J. Milton Cowan. For all of the problems associated with this 
dictionary, it is by far the best general Arabic-English dictionary available. Forget the others (with the 
possible exception of one which I will discuss below). 

The Hans Wehr dictionary (it is known as "the Hans Wehr dictionary" by students of Arabic) comes in 
two editions: the third edition and the fourth edition. The third edition came out in 196 1  and is available 
primarily in paperback and is green in color. If you have had Arabic before and had to buy an Arabic 
dictionary, this is probably the edition which you have. This edition has been reprinted several times, 
including reprintings in the mid 1970's, but no actual changes to the dictionary were made. Thus, ifyou 
are using the third edition you are using a dictionary that is over thirty years old. The third edition is also 
available in a green hard cover, but it is very expensive in the United States. If you buy the third edition, 
buy the paperback. It should cost under $20.00 .  

The fourth edition was issued in 1 979. It is, at this point, available in hard cover (blue in color) and 
in an over-sized paper back edition (also blue in color). The cost of the hard cover in the United States is 
about $ 1 50.00. The paperback runs about $45 .00. The fourth edition contains two hundred more pages 
with about 1 3 ,000 new entries and about 3, 000 updates and corrections. While this sounds impressive, 
the fourth edition is not really all that much better than the third. Since the third edition paperback is less 
than $20.00 you should opt for it unless you have a few more bucks than I did when I was in school. 
Remember, too, that the fourth edition is itself well past the age of puberty: 

Both editions of the Hans Wehr dictionary have the same structure and organization of contents. 
What I have to say below applies to both editions unless otherwise specified. I will use the term "Hans 
Wehr" to refer to both editions unless I say otherwise. 

-· 

The Hans Wehr dictionary arranges its entries alphabetically by root. For example, � will be 
found under the root y u �- So, the first thing you must do is memorize the Arabic alphabet. Here it 
is, going from right to left, in case you have not already done so. 

· A fifth edition of the dictionary has recently appeared. It is in hardcover and costs a mere $300.00. 
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Note, first of all, that the harnza is not included here as a letter of the alphabet. The harnza is, of 
course, one of the radicals in a number of words. The alif, strictly speaking, is never a radical in a word. 
For the p1!f1>oses of looking up � word by its root, the hamza. is the first letter of the alphabet. For 
example, i:.,S is listed before y'j! . 

However, foreign words and other words not directly linked to an Arabic root, are listed in strict 
alphabetical order. See, for example, <J"U.J4 ("Paris") and _;.l\5. ("cadre"). For such words, the alif is the 
first letter of the alphabet. 

Of course, you will find foreign words containing an alif, and Arabic roots containing a harnza, on the 
same page. When this occurs, the alifs and the harnza's are essentially equivalent and the Hans Wehr is 
not entirely consistent in giving priority to one or the other.

· 

Do not be fooled by hollow verbs. Their medial alif is either a yvaaw or a yaa' . For example, Jl..a 
("to flow") is under J 'i (.)M and is not under J I (JM. (However, J� (''to ask"), is one of the early entries 
under the (.)M • 

The alifmaqsuura is also not a letter of the alphabet. As you should know by now (if you have read 
most of this book), it represents either a .J or a 'i· Thus you will have to look such a word up under both 
roots. 

The taa' marbuuta is also not a letter of the alphabet. It is not part of the root of any word. 

Note also that the arrangement of the letters of the alphabet is done according to the shape of the 
letter. This will aid your memorization of the order. 

How to look up a word 

In order to use your Hans Wehr effectively, you must know two things in addition to the order of the 
Arabic alphabet. First you must know the root-pattern system of the language and secondly you must 
know how the words are arranged in Hans Wehr under each root. This book has taught you all you need 
to know about the root-pattern system of the language. But you still need to know how the words are 
arranged under each root. Additionally, there are some quirks regarding the dictionary of which you 
should be aware. I will mention them as we go along. 

• For example, .J4 meaning "bar'' is listed before j� meaning "to dig a well" and 44 "father," is listed before �� , which 
means "to say poppa." But this precedence for the alif over the hamza usually occurs in words such as those above where 
the spellings are otherwise the same. For example, after j� , Hans Wehr lists a number of foreign words beginning with 4 
such as .2JJ4 , �...;4 and .J\J4 . 
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We will use the verb �Y.. as an example of how the Hans Wehr dictionary works. Let's say you are 
reading a text and you come across the word (ZY..- You decide it is probably a Form I verb (but it could 
be, of course, a Form II verb) and you look for it in your dictionary. So get your dictionary and open it 
up to the root (Z .J t. 

When you find it you will see the three letters of the root followed by the Form I verb transliterated, 
with the vowels, into English. Next to that you will find the letter "u" written. The u stands for the 
dhamma used as the stem vowel for the imperfect. Thus, for any Form I verb, the Hans Wehr dictionary 
will give you its voweling for the perfect by transcribing the whole verb and it will give you the imperfect 
stem vowel. 

You will then find the verbal noun or nouns for the Form I along with the transcription( s) in 
parenthses (often the verbal nouns will be noted only in transcription). After that you will find the 
various meanings of the verb along with the prepositions that go with it. 

Many roots exist in more than one form. Thus, as you go down the main entry you will come across 
Roman numerals indicating the forms in which the root exists and giving the meanings. However, the 
verb itself will not be written. In our example, the root (Z .) t is found in Forms II, IV, V, VI, and X. 
You will find these Roman numerals in th_e colupm under the main entry along with the meanings for each 
form. But you will not see the words ��. �y..i etc., actually written. (One student of mine says she 
feels that omitting the Arabic words themselves is extremely mean-spirited.) 

Immediately after the listing of the verb forms will be nouns and adjectives derived from or related to 
the Form I verb. You can see this under the current example (no adjectives are lis\ed under this one). 
Usually this section ends with nouns of place, as is the case here with the word (Z�-

Then the verbal nouns will be listed in numerical order starting with Form II. (This time, you'll 
actually get the Arabic words, but you won't see the Roman numerals.) You can see this easily here. In 
fact, under the entry we are using as an example, the dictionary gives the verbal noun for each of the 
derived forms in which the root exists. This will not always be the case. Occasionally, derived verbal 
nouns will not be listed as separate entries and you will have to derive the meaning of the verbal nouns 
from the meanings given under the form of the verb itself That is, you will have to go back to the entry 
for the root and find the appropriate Roman numeral and derive the meaning of the verbal noun from the 
meanings given for the verb in that form. 

After the verbal nouns, the dictionary will give you some of the active and then some of the passive 
participles in order from Forms I through X. Be careful here. Often, active and passive participles are 
deliberately not listed because their meanings can be derived from looking at the meanings given for the 
appropriate verb form. Wehr says this himself in the introduction to the dictionary - which you should 
also read. 
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You will notice that some entries contain a large number of definitions - �J:.. is a good example. 
Often, the most common meaning of the word will not be the first one given, nor among the first ones 
given. In fact, often the first meanings given are rarely used. For example, look up the verb U: .).l right 
now as if it were a new verb to you. None of the first six meanings of the verb indicates that it means "to 
study. " This kind of problem exists in the meanings of the derived forms of various verbs as well. Thus, 
you will have to use the context in which you have the word as an aid in deciding which meaning is the 
correct one. You will find this particular problem for a surprising number of verbs in all of the forms. 
Often the best meanings are near the middle of the list of the meanings given for any particular verb under 
a particular form. Just be careful. 

This particular peculiarity of the Hans Wehr makes it all the more important that you read for context 
when you are reading Arabic texts. You may have to look up a number of words and choose from a 
variety of meanings. The more you know about the context, the more easily you will be able to select the 
correct meanings when you use the dictionary. 

That, in essence, is how the dictionary works. The Hans Wehr third edition should be adequate for 
your needs for quite some time. But do not forget its limitations - especially the fact that it is very dated 
and many new items have entered the lexicon of Arabic over the past thirty years. 

You may not be too thrilled about having to use a dictionary organized by root - however, most 
western Arabic dictionaries do so. The system has several advantages over a purely alphabetical 
arrangement. For one thing, it gives you the meanings of words from the same root whenever you look 
up a word. Thus you can get a good sense of the range of meanings one root can convey. Also, since 
Arabic texts are almost never vocalized, you cannot always be sure that you have the correct spelling in 
mind when you look up a word. The root arrangement allows you to look at several possibilities at the 
same time. Here is an example of what I mean. 

Let us say that you need to look up the verb in the sentence above. You do not know from looking 
at it whether it is Form I, Form TI, or Form IV. In an alphabetical dictionary, the Form IV would be 
under \ so you would have to first look up the word und�r (! ..; t, then (! :., t (which will be very close 
by), and then under a completely different listing (! ..; t 1 . However, the root arrangement allows you to 
see the meanings for all three possibilities on the same page. It can save you a lot of time. 

Another advantage of the root system is that it takes less time to look up long words if you know the 
root. Since you usually only have to worry about three letters to find the main entry it, takes less time to 
get to the appropriate page than it would if you had to be concerned about every letter that actually 
appears in the word. For example, rl�lcan be quickly looked up under r .l t followed by a glance at 
the Form X meanings if you use Wehr. But in an alphabetical dictionary you need to use each letter in 
the word to find its location. If you know the root-pattern system of Arabic, you will be able to find 
Arabic words in the Hans Wehr more quickly than you are able to look up English words using an 
English dictionary. 
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The major drawback to a dictionary based on the root system is that if you are not certain of the root, 
you may have to look up a word under two or more different roots. This is often a problem with hollow 
and defective verbs, and also with doubled verbs. If you have already worked through the first chapters 
of Part II, you should be familiar by now with the kinds of ambiguities that can arise. I will omit giving 
examples of this particular problem. 

I indicated above that there is a dearth of decent Arabic-English dictionaries of a general nature 
available. (There are quite a f�w technical dictionaries in a number fields on the market. They are 
beyond the scope ofthis book.) The Hans Wehr is the best of the lot - despite its age. Recently a new 
dictionary has been published which you may wish to use as a supplement to the Hans Wehr if you are a 
serious Arabic student. 

The dictionary is authored by Dr. Rohi Baalbaki and is called Al-Mawrid. Many Arabic students are 
familiar with a different dictionary by the same name which is an English-Arabic dictionary put together 
by a Munir Baalbaki, a relative ofRohi. I am not talking here about Munir Baalbaki's dictionary - so do 
not confuse the two dictionaries merely because they have the same name and their authors are relatives 
with the same last name. How could you possibly do such a thing? I am talking here about Dr. Rohi 
Baalbaki's Arabic-English dictionary called Al-Mawrid. Its full name in Arabic is - <.,F.JC U"' -""'\.! � .J_,.JI : .1< :\ '-#�.· 

The dictionary was first issued in 1 988. Its strong point is that it i s  more up-to-date and thus contains 
many words not found in even the fourth edition of the Hans Wehr. (It is my impression that the Hans 
Wehr was a major source in the compiling ofthis dictionary.) Unfortunately, the dictionary is organized 
alphabetically and not by root. This is a major drawback and in and of itself makes the dictionary as a 
whole greatly inferior to the Hans Wehr with respect to the foreign student of Arabic. However, as a 
supplement to the Hans Wehr it is very suitable. In defense ofDr. Baalbaki, I must say that the 
dictionary was not designed for non-native speakers of the language. It may interest you to note that 
native speakers of Arabic are often unfamiliar with the root-pattern system of the language as it is taught 
in western universities. Unfortunately, many American students are also unfamiliar with the root-pattern 
system as well, even though it is taught to them. 

Another strong point of the dictionary is its inclusion of expressions - many of them idiomatic - in 
which a word may be used. In this respect, the dictionary is superior to Hans Wehr. Dr. Baalbaki's 
dictionary is available only in hard cover and it may be hard to obtain in the United States. It is published 
by Dar el-Ilm Lilmalayin in Beirut, Lebanon. P. 0. Box 1 085 .  Telex: 23 166 LE. 
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Chapter 6 

HOW TO BE A GOOD ARABIC STUDENT 

With the exception ofParts I and TI, this may be the most important part of this book. Read it and 
think about it. 

Foreigners coming to America have often commented on the industriousness and ingenuity of the 
people they have found here. You have no doubt had quotes from Arnold Toynbee to this effect read to 
you while you were in high school. Not surprisingly, many Arabs who have come to America have 
noticed the same thing and have commented on it on many occasions. Even Canadians have noted the 
creativeness used by Americans - especially with respect to Americans' ability to survive the damage 
inflicted upon them by the American health care system. 

Unfortunately, this industriousness and ingenuity disappear from the American student as soon as he 
or she crosses the threshold of an Arabic classroom in an American university. I think there are several 
reasons for this - the results are obvious. Why, after all, are you reading this book? 

Americans study Arabic for a variety of reasons, and most of them are excellent reasons as far as I am 
concerned. Unfortunately, as soon as they discover that the process oflearning the language is going to 
take some time, their enthusiasm wanes and they confuse the time element with the difficulty of the 
language. Eventually most of them drop out, convinced that the language is too difficult to learn. Many 
of these people later appear as experts on Lehrer News Hour and Nightline. Just remember, when you 
see a Middle East "expert" on these programs, that there is a good chance that he or she is actually a 
person who was insufficiently motivated to learn Arabic. It makes me wonder about the rest of their 
knowledge about the Middle East. I guess that if you want to appear on Nightline then you should not 
read this book. 

In any event, the majority of American students who study Arabic never achieve proficiency in any of 
the four skills: reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Even those who stay in Arabic classes for 
several years and obtain graduate degrees in one aspect or another ofMiddle Eastern studies often are 
barely able to use the language in their research. Even many of the few who do attain any real proficiency 
in language eventually lose it because they do not use it. 

- -

It is a pretty bleak picture, is it not? However, there is .J,jl at the end of the �- There are many 

Americans who have learned Arabic well. Most of them have learned Arabic as a direct result of their 
own motivation. They are highly motivated and they translated that motivation into action. They are not 
any more intelligent (some would say less) than those who do not master even elementary Arabic. You 
can learn the Arabic language too. 

If you ever want to be good at this language you will have to do more than take one course a 
semester at a university. But first of all, if you are right now taking a course at a university, make sure 
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that you do the work for that course. Come to class prepared and be ready to contribute to the class that 
day. I am going to let you in on a little secret: Arabic teachers like it when their students are prepared 
and show enthusiasm for the language. Your teacher will teach you better if you do the homework. So 
do the homework, and pay attention to what you are doing. Study the lessons to be covered in each class 
before the class meets. Just doing this will greatly improve your Arabic. Alas, this is not enough, but it is 
essential. 

In addition to taking an Arabic class, you need to like this language enough to do something extra. 
Try to read a little Arabic from the newspaper, speak Arabic whenever you run into an Arab, anything. 
Do anything that requires your use of the language. Try to do a little bit each day. Any exposure to the 
language is beneficial. If you have a short wave, tune in to an Arabic station. In several American cities, 
for example Washington, DC., Detroit, Chicago, and Los Angeles, the Arab Network of America (ANA) 
broadcasts on AM radio and in some places on cable TV. Their varied programming is excellent for the 
language learner, and you do not even need a short wave. Try to obtain tapes of Arabic programming 
and listen to them. Do something every day. 

Do not try to do too much additional work each day. If you do too much, you will wake up each 
morning dreading your long Arabic session that day. Soon you will quit. Do just enough extra each day 
that you look forward to doing it again the next day. Even fifteen minutes a day will be beneficial - and it 
is much better than doing one three-hour session and then never picking up an Arabic book again. 

No matter how good your teacher is (and there are some very good teachers of Arabic in this 
country), your teacher cannot learn for you. The things you will learn the best are the things you will 
teach yoursel( either through reading your text books, or by expQsure to the language in a natural 
context such as a newspaper, book, or a radio or television program. You are the one responsible for 
your learning of the language, so teach yourself something every day. It is not easy, at times it will be 
discouraging, but you are more than capable of doing it if you want to. So you must do something in 
addition to any class that you may be taking, and you should do that something, at least a little bit, every 
day. 

You will find, I am sure, that the hardest thing about Arabic is not the grammar. All the grammar 
you will ever need is in this book, and as you can see, it is not intellectually difficult. The hard part, you 
will find, is the large vocabulary of the Arabic language. This is what everybody finds out who actually 
learns the grammar part. Thus, when you start looking at "uncontrolled" texts (texts not designed for 
learners of the language), you will be struck by the sheer number of new words you will be encountering. 
Do not worry about it. The words will come. 

Another thing you should do, if it is at all possible, is enroll in one of the many summer Arabic 
language programs conducted either in the United States or abroad. These programs are usually 
intensive and can accelerate your learning considerably if you apply yourself You can inquire with your 
professor, if you have one, about these programs. 
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Strive to be good enough to get into the Center for Arabic Study Abroad (CASA) program at the 
American University in Cairo. CASA is a great opportunity. You have to be good just to be admitted. 

As you know, there are four skills to be mastered for you to be considered fluent in any language: 
reading, writing, speaking, and listening. This book is designed in large part to help most with your 
reading comprehension. In Chapter 4 ofPart II there is a section on tips on how to teach yourself to read 
better. You should reread that section. If you are interested in politics, newspapers are a good place to 
start. But you may well have totally different interests such as religion, literature, history, philosophy, 
and the like. You will find these things in newspapers as well. In fact, you should browse through any 
newspaper you get your hands on and look for things that interest you. But you should also read other 
things related to your area( s) of interest. It is possible in the United States to order books in Arabic of all 
kinds; some places even have academic and popular periodicals. You can find where to order these 
materials by browsing through the Internet. If you are studying Arabic at a university, check out your 
library's Arabic language holdings. The important thing is to try to work with things that interest you, 
because that will help keep you going. 

I have had many students who have had an interest in reading the Qur'an, even though their primary 
interests in Arabic were not directly related to Islam or to religion in general. If you have such an 
interest, then read the Qur'an. It is easy to get a translation of the Qur'an which also includes the Arabic -
and you can teach yourself a lot that way. Obviously, the language ofthe Qur'an is of a very different 
caliber from that of a modem Arabic newspaper, but many of the words in the Qur'an are in common use 
today, and the Qur'an is a major source for the grammar of Modem Standard Arabic. 

As for speaking Arabic, the best way is to practice. Speaking is a difficult skill to master and requires 
some courage and effort on your part. It is important to take advantage of opportunities to speak Arabic 
outside the classroom. These opportunities may not be as difficult to come by as you might think. You 
can, of course, start with your own Arabic teacher, if you have one. Make up your mind to speak only 
Arabic with him or her whenever the two of you come in contact. I am sure that your teacher will be 
delighted. 

You should also avail yourself of any opportunities that contact with native speakers may provide. If 
you live in a major US city there is a superb chance that there will be an Arab community there. 
Obviously, if you live in places such as Detroit or Washington, you do not even have to look. But there 
are many Arabs in other cities as well. Look in the phone book for any organizations for Arab Americans 
and give them a call. If you are in a store and someone there, perhaps an employee, may be of Arab 
origin, lay a big 4:.. ..JA on him and see what happens. If the person is an Arab, he will be delighted. Any 
opportunity is a good one. 

If you are a student at a university, there is a good chance that there are Arab students there. Try to 
locate them. Often there are student clubs which have something to do with the Middle East - check 
them out. 
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You will find, if you have not done so already, that most Arabs are flattered when Americans take the 
time to learn their language. In general, they will be quite pleased to talk to you. Many will even offer to 
give you lessons. This is a good way to make friends from Arab countries. I have even had one student 
who worked as a bouncer in a Washington, D.C. ,  restaurant. He would address all of the Arabic 
customers in Arabic and often had interesting conversations and some great practice. After working, he 
would cross the street and enter a very nice Lebanese restaurant and speak with the employees and 
customers there. 

I know it is hard to open your mouth and speak in a foreign language. Look at it as an adventure - it 
often will be. Do it a few times and you will lose your bashfulness - and your Arabic will improve. 
Remember, most Arabs will be pleased, very pleased (and probably very surprised), that you are trying to 
learn Arabic. Almost never will you find anyone who will be impatient, rude, or will make fun of you. 
Usually the opposite will be the case and your confidence will build - as will your enjoyment of the 
language. 

There are a few caveats which I feel I should take the time to mention. 

1 .  The first is that some Arabs may at first answer you in English. Do not feel embarrassed. Usually 
they are doing so for one or more of the following reasons: 

- It is quite possible that the person did not understand what you said, not because your pronunciation 
was too far from the mark, but because he or she just was not expecting you to address them in Arabic. 
Therefore your Arabic was interpreted as some sort of English that they did not quite understand. Keep 
speaking Arabic with the person and see what happens. 

- It is also possible that the person may think you are speaking Arabic because of some deficiency in 
their English. Therefore they want to keep the conversation in English to show you that they do know 
the language. Remember, language insecurity goes both ways. Many Arabs are immigrants to this 
country and they will have accents and they will be sensitive. Tell this person (in Arabic) that his or her 
English is very good, and that you are the one who needs to practice, since he or she can practice with 
anyone. 

- It is possible that the person you have addressed really does want to practice English, but usually 
this situation arises when you are in the Arab world, not here in the US. Explain your interest in learning 
Arabic and desire to practice. 

2. Be wary of getting involved in a language exchange situation where you help the other person with 
English if he or she helps you with Arabic. The tendency is for their English to be better than your Arabic 
and you will end up only speaking English with this person. But, if you have the self-discipline to make 
sure that you use Arabic with this person, then go ahead and try. You may well become friends and get 
to meet other Arabic speakers as well. 
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3 .  Since your spoken Arabic is no doubt pretty limited it is most likely that any conversation you will 
have will soon exceed the level of your Arabic. Many people find this very frustrating. Just try to learn 
one or two things from each encounter and then use them the next time. 

4. Do not be surprised if many native Arabic speakers you encounter in this country are weak with 
respect to the grammar you have learned, especially when it comes to their explaining it to non-native 
speakers. You had best rely on professionals when it comes to grammatical questions. 

5 .  You will discover that not all people you will encounter will be comfortable speaking with you in 
Modern Standard Arabic. They will instead use at least some of their own dialect mixed with the 
standard when they talk to you. Welcome to the real world. Read the section below on colloquial 
Arabic. 

Listening is a skill in which virtually all American students of the language are very weak. Even after 
three or four years of university study, most students of Arabic cannot understand anything spoken by 
someone other than their teacher. Obviously, one way to work on your listening is to speak with Arabs. 
You should also get your hands on audio and video tapes. Most films in Arabic are not in MSA, so the 
tapes you will need to get will be of news programs and interviews. As stated above, the Arab Network 
of America broadcasts in several major American cities on AM and numerous short-wave broadcasts can 
be heard here as well. These would be good sources for taping. In addition, see the section at the end of 
this book which gives addresses for acquiring books, it will give you information on how to acquire audio 
and video tapes as well. 

In any event, once you have access to live or recorded video or audio material in Arabic, you should 
try to listen at least for a few minutes each day. Do not listen with the intent of decoding every word you 
hear. If you do that you will spend hours upon hours trying to decipher what you are hearing and will 
attain little or no benefit. Instead, listen to a portion of the programming all the way through (even a 
segment one minute long could be plenty to work with) without stopping your recorder. Do not focus on 
each word. Just listen. Your brain will start to work on its own. Just see what it understands. Play the 
segment over a couple of times. In the beginning, you will not understand much at all. But even on the 
first day after you have been listening just a few minutes you will be able to make out some words more 
clearly. See if you can tell what the item you are listening to is about in the most general sense. Forget 
the details. Just ask yourself if the piece is about cooking or space exploration or whatever. Do this 
some each day. After a while you will find yourself able to make out more and more words. You will 
even be able to correctly spell some words that you have never seen before. If any word or words seem 
to be important and you do not know the meaning, try to find them in your dictionary while still listening 
to the tape. Just try to learn one or two things a day this way. You will probably learn much more than 
that. In a few months you will be surprised at how much more you are able to understand. The key thing 
is not to be put off by your first experience listening because you will most probably not understand 
anything at all at first. Do not worry, the person you are listening to will definitely be speaking the 
language you have been learning and will be using many words that you do know. Your brain just has 
not yet learned to separate the words. It will learn. 
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The best way to improve your writing is to write. Write summaries and commentaries on things you 
are reading and show them to your teacher. Try to establish pen pals overseas. Many Arabs correspond 
with pen pals in the United States. You should have little trouble hooking up with one. Any Arab friend 
or associate you have should be able to help you arrange something like this. 

When you write, try to write about some of the things you are currently reading about (especially in 
Arabic publications) and try to use some of the new vocabulary you are learning. This is a good way to 
work on vocabulary. 

One thing which I feel compelled to mention again is the subject of using word lists or flash cards for 
vocabulary memorization. My advice is never to use such devices. They teach you the words out of 
context and will not help you commit the words to long-term memory. Instead of sitting down with a list 
of words in a vain effort to memorize them, get on the phone with an Arab and speak Arabic, or sit down 
and write that person a letter in Arabic. or read something new in Arabic, or reread an article your have 
previously read, or listen to something in Arabic. These activities will help you commit new items to 
long-term memory and are not sheer drudgery. I cannot emphasize this enough. Instead of spending 
time memorizing words, spend that time using the language actively. Avoid word lists and flash cards the 
way a· good Muslim avoids pork. 

One last thing I wish to bring up the is subject of colloquial Arabic. As you are probably aware, the 
Arabic spoken by people throughout the Arab world differs in many respects from the Arabic normally 
taught in university classrooms. I am going to outline the situation for you and then tell you what you 
should do about it. 

The Arabic you are learning in this book is known as Modem Standard Arabic. This is the language 
used in writing, news reporting on television and radio, and on formal occasions. It is closely related to 
the classical language which is based on the Qur'an and on other classical sources such as the hadith, 
works on history and law, etc. ,  which were written in the early years oflslam. This classical language is 
known as �\ (short for �\ �yJ\) meaning the "eloquent" language. Often the term �\ is 
applied to Modem Standard Arabic due to a lack of a better term. The two are not quite the same, but 
they are close enough that �\ has come to represent both. 

In daily life in the Arab world, people do not speak �\. They speak their ,own Arabic dialect. 
The dialects are known collectively as �W\. An individual dialect is called a tHJ . The individual 
dialects differ not just from country to country, but from city to city, and village to village. The 
differences are also based on class, education, and gender. There are also differences based on urban 
versus rural and on religion. 

The dialects are used as the sole means of communication on a daily basis. Thus, in the home, in the 
market, or anywhere else, the colloquial language is used exclusively when speaking. 
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The presence of two languages, �\ on the one hand, and �WI (referring to all ofthe dialects 
collectively) on the other, has caused considerable trouble for both teachers and students of the language. 
If your personal goal is just to be able to read Arabic, then you do not have to worry about the problem 
of "diglossia" as this phenomenon is known. But, ifyou wish to be able to speak colloquial Arabic, then 
you have entered into a realm of considerable debate. 

My personal advice to those who do wish to learn Arabic well is for them to actively pursue learning 
a dialect. Here are some points, based on my own experience, which I feel are important to keep in mind 
if you wish to study colloquial. 

The Four Noble Truths About Studying Colloquial Arabic 

1 .  Do not study colloquial Arabic until you have a foundation in MSA. 

2. Once you begin to learn a dialect continue to study your MSA. Never, ever, abandon your study of 
MSA. 

3 .  Do not study a dialect before studying MSA. 

4. Egyptian (Cairene) colloquial is probably the most widely understood Arabic dialect in the Arab 
world. That consideration aside, it is irrelevant which dialect you study. So pick a dialect that for some 
reason or other interests you. 

An Explanation of the Four Noble Truths 

It is best to wait to study a dialect until you have a good grasp of the basics ofMSA. Look at MSA 
as the foundation. Once you know its structure, the changes in the dialect you are studying become much 
more comprehensible and can even be predicted. Furthermore, the vocabulary ofMSA and of the 
dialects overlap tremendously, so the larger your MSA vocabulary, the larger dialect vocabulary you have 
before you even begin to study a dialect. 

Always continue to study MSA. If you stick with a dialect only, you will not maintain the MSA 
grammar you have learned and you will lose your skills in reading since almost nothing is written in the 
dialects. Furthermore, unless you are in an Arab country, you will have difficulty studying and practicing 
colloquial Arabic at home due to the lack of readily available authentic materials (films, TV shows, radio 
shows, scripts for plays) whereas there is an unlimited amount of written material in MSA. In addition, 
any new vocabulary you acquire through your continued study of MSA can usually be applied directly in 
your use of a dialect. 

Never study a dialect before you study MSA. This is basically a restatement ofNoble Truth number 
one. The vast majority of Americans who have really learned Arabic started with MSA and then worked 
on learning a dialect. It does not work the other way around for a number reasons. Students who say "I 
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want to be able to talk to the people" never learn to "talk to the people" and they remain illiterate in 
Arabic. They fail to learn anything of value. As I said, there are a number of reasons for this fact. Here 
are some of them: 

1 .  Arabic colloquial textbooks are on the whole very, very poor. Their presentation of grammar is weak 
so you do not get a good overview of how Arabic works. Furthennore, they usually do not use the 
Arabic script, opting instead for some system of transliteration. Thus, the switch to MSA is even more 
difficult and the students cannot see the relationships between colloquial vocabulary and pronunciation on 
the one hand, and the standard language on the other. 

2. Most colloquial textbooks go only so far into the language. Thus, even if you mastered your book, 
you would only be at a very low level of ability. So then you start the MSA and run into problems 
discussed in item 1 above. 

3 .  Americans who opt for colloquial first tend not to be as serious about learning the language as those 
who desire to learn MSA - since they think they are taking the easy way out. 

There are other reasons as well, but these three should make the point clear. 

As far as deciding what dialect to study goes, you may well be limited by what is available at your 
school, or what textbooks can be found in your city. Within these limitations, it is best to pick whatever 
dialect interests you the most. If you have an interest in Lebanon, then go ahead and work on Lebanese 
colloquial. The only caveat to keep in mind is that Cairene colloquial is certainly the most widely 
understood of the dialects due to Egypt's historical, intellectual, and cultural leadership in the Arab world 
and the sheer number of Egyptians living in other Arab countries. So if it is a toss up between Cairene 
and another dialect that does not particularly interest you, then go with the Cairene. 

One thing you will learn if you have a good base in MSA and begin to study one dialect and then 
another, is that many of the dialects are really not all that different from one another and that a strong 
base in MSA makes it easier to learn them. Thus, if your base in MSA is strong and you are studying say 
a dialect used in Jordan, you will see that a person from Lebanon is relatively easy to understand -
especially once you learn two or three patterned differences between the Lebanese person's speech and 
the dialect you are learning. Those differences are easier to discern if you know the standard language. 

For the most part, the dialects are extremely mutually comprehensible even for non-native speakers. 
If you are strong in MSA you should be able to rapidly get the basics of a number of dialects if you so 
desire, and you should be able to go as far in any particular dialect as you want to go, provided you have 
access to the proper materials. 

One advantage to knowing at least some colloquial ON ADDITION TO YOUR FIRM 
KNOWLEDGE OF MSA) is that there is a sort of middle language which incorporates both MSA and 
colloquial. This middle language is often used in lectures in the university classroom and in radio and 
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television interviews. An elementary knowledge of the major features of colloquial Arabic is all that is 
needed to follow what is being said - if your standard is strong. 

It should be clear to you that if you have to choose between learning MSA and learning colloquial 
Arabic, then you should unhesitatingly opt for MSA. It is the universal language and is a must for an 
educated person. 

If you wish, you can use MSA in speaking wherever you go in the Arab world. Since you are a 
foreigner, you will not be expected to speak the local dialect. Most people will understand why you are 
speaking the standard. I had one friend :from Bangladesh who was getting his master's degree in Arabic 
at Yarmouk University in Jordan who only spoke MSA all of the time. He was highly respected by his 
Arab classmates and professors. His Arabic was outstanding and he picked up whatever colloquial he 
needed to know (but which he generally refrained from using because of his devotion to the classical 
language) with great ease. 

In any event, I hope that this book has been (or will be) of value to you and that the comments above 
will assist you in pursuing your study of the language on a regular basis. 
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Chapter 7 

Verb Charts 

A: Sound Verbs 

In this section you will find conjugation charts for sound verbs in Forms 1-X. For all forms, a chart 
for the active voice is presented first. Underneath that chart is a small chart showing the active and 
passive particples, the verbal noun, and a sample conjugation in passive voice for the past and present 
tenses. Then, for most of the forms, a fully conjugated passive voice chart is presented. 

In my opinion, you should make yourself cable of producing, entirely on your own, every conjugation 
presented in every section of the Chart Chapter. Being able to do so does not mean that you "know" 
Arabic, but it does mean that verbs should not be a problem for you in reading or writing Arabic. 
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Command 

� ��� 
� 

� 0 � 

�.JJI 

� 

���i 

� 

���� 
� 

��� 

Passive Past 

� J 

(..)1-l_JJ 
� 

.... .... ... , , 0 ... * 

Form I Sound Verbs: Active Voice: OM.;J , u--.;� 

Jussive Subjunctive Present 

��� ��� ��� 
0 J 0 .. l).ll .J.l.l ,. J 0 .. l).ll .J.l.l J J 0 .. l).ll .J.l.l 

J 0 .. 

�.J.l.l 
J 0 .. 

�_JJJ 
,.. J 0 .. �.J.l.l 

0 J 0 � � J 0 � J J 0 � l).ll.)� l).ll.)� l).ll.)� 
0 J 0 ... l).ll .J.l.l .... J 0 .. l).ll .J.l.l 

J J 0 .. l).ll .J.l.l 
� � 

��� ��� 0��� 
� 

w.J� ��� 0��� 
� 

��� ��� 0��� 
� 

0 J 0 • l).ll.)� 
,.. J 0 • l).ll.)� 

J J 0 • l).ll.)� 

���� ���� ,. J 0 .. 

O�.J.l.l 
� � 

,. 0 J 0 .. �.J.l.l ,.. 0 J 0 .. �.J.l.l .... 0 J 0 .. �.J.l.l 
���� ���� 

J 0 � 

O�.J� 
.... 0 J 0 ,.. ,.. 0 J 0 .... .... 0 J 0 ,.. 

�.)� �.)� �.)� 

Passive Active Active Passive 
Present Participle Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine Masculine 
J � 0 J (..)1-l.Jb �)J 0 � 

(..)1-l.J� (..)1-l-' .J.l4 
� � 

Past 
J 0 ,.. ,. 

�_JJ 
�.)J 

;.;..;;J 
� � � 

l).ll_JJ 
�.)J 

� 

�.)J 

L.:_)J 

t:l::_)J 

t.f..:.)J 
J 

0 ..,0 ,.. ,.. 

�_JJ 
� 

� ..0  � �  

�_JJ 
I_,.;.)J 
.... 0 .... .... 

�_JJ 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 
.. o � 

�.J.J.l4 

Singular 

ui 
;.:J 

� 
�.dj\ 

_,. 

� 
Dual 

� 

(m) \.d 

(r) \.d 
Plural 

� 
� 

.. . , � 
� CJlll 

rA 
(.)\ 

Verbal Noun 

��.)� 

· Remember that some Form I sound verbs have a present-tense stern vowel of dharnrna, some have a fatha, while others 
have a kasra. You will need to learn the stern vowel for each verb. 
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, , ,  , , . , 
Form I Sound Verbs: Passive Voice (.JM.JJ , (.)M.JJ:f 

All Form I sound verbs in the passive voice will conjugate in the same way as the verb in the chart below. 

Jussive 
J 

U:.J� 
J 

0 , 0 .. �.)J:1 
J 

, 0 .. 

�.)J:1 
0 , 0 J �.)� 

J 
0 , 0 .. �.).ll 

J 

L.:.)� 
L.:.)� 

J 

L.:.)� 
J 

0 , 0 • �.).lJ 
J 

'Y:.J� 
J 

, 0 , 0 .. �.)J:1 
'Y:.J� 
, 0 , 0 � �.)� 

Subjunctive 
J 

W:.J� 
J 

W:3� 
J 

, 0 .. �.)J:1 
, , 0 J �.)� 

J 
, , 0 .. �.)J:1 

J 

L.:.)� 
L.:.)� 

J 

L.:.)� 
J 

, , 0 • �.).lJ 
J 

'Y:.J� 
J ;:;.;.)� 

'Y:.J� 
, 0 , 0 J. �.)� 
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Present 
J 

u;.)jl 
J 

� , 0 .. �.)J:1 
J 

, , 0 . 
� �.) 

J , 0 J �.)� 
J 

J. , 0 .. �.).ll 
J 

wL.:.J� 

wL.:.J� 
, 

J 

wL.:.J� 
, 

J J , 0 • �.).lJ 
J 

, , 0 .. w�.J.ll 
J 

""' 0 , 0 .. �.)J:1 
, , 0 J w�.J� 

, 0 ""' 0 J. �.)� 
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Past 
, .. 0 J 
�.)� 

, 0 J 
�.)� 

.. 0 J 
�.)� 

, J �.)� 
0 , J 
�.)� 

J 

� J 
.)� 

h.,.)� 
�.)� 

, 

� J .)� , 
J J o _.o 

�}
� 

J 
ill _.o J 
�.)� 

'.Jo"''l .)� , 
, 0 J �.)� 

Singular 

u\ 
;:J 

" : .. ll' 

� 

� 
Dual 

" 
\.Ai.l\ 

(m) ld. 
(r) ld. 
Plural 

� 
" 

.. . , � 
" 

�' 

rA 
� 



Command 

0 oJI , 

c..)il.)
� 

oJI , 

�.)� 

�:;� 

'�:;� 
.... 0 '/J .... 

�.)� 

Passive Past 

, oJI � 

c..)il.)� 

• • .... ;;:; ... , 1J .... , 
Form ll Sound Verbs: Active V 01ce OM..;J , OM..J� 

Jussive Subjunctive Present 
� � � W:_i� U:_i� �:;� 
� � � 

0 o!J .... .. 

c..)il.)� 
.... '!J .... .. 

c..)il.)� 
J. o!J .... .. 

c..)il.)� � � � 
o!J .... .. 

�.)� 
'!J .... .. . �.)� 

.... '!J .... .. 

�.)� oJI , J , o!J .... ,. J oJI , J 

c..)il.)� c..)il.)� c..)il.)� � � � 
.... '!J .... .. 

c..)il.)� 
.... o!J .... .. 

c..)il.)� 
J. o!J .... .. 

c..)il.)� 
� � � 

�:;� �:;
Jj 

�!!1 ,  cj 
.)Jj , 

Ld_i� Ld_i� cj�:J� 
J � � 

�:;� 
�:;Jj 

cjld_)J:i 

� � � 
0 o!J .... . 

c..)ii.J.ll .... o!J .... . 

c..)il.)� 
J. 'IJ .... . 

c..)ii.J.ll 
� � � 

'�:;� '�:iJ:i 'cj�:JJ:i 
� � � 

.... 0 o!J .... .. 

�.)� 
.... 0 'Ill .... .. �.)� 

.... 0 '!J .... .. �.)� 

'�:i� '�:i� 
, !!I , � cj�.)� 

.... 0 o!J .... J. .... 0 tJJ .... J. .... 0 tJJ .... J. �.)� �.)� �.)� 

Passive Active Active Passive 
Present Participle Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine Masculine 
J � .... J. !!I , J .. !!I , � ill , � 

c..)il.)� c..)il.)-lA �.)-lA c..)il.)-lA 
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Past 
J. 0 ((I .... 

�.)
� 

.... 0 ((I .... 

�.)
� 

0 ill , 

�
� 

, .) 
, ill , 

c..)il.)� 
0 .... ((I .... 

�.)
� 

� 

�

:;� 
�:;� 

�:.,J 

�:;� 
� 

0 .,0 rl .... 

�.)� 
� 

ill ..0 ill , 

�.)� 

'�:;� 
.... 0 rl .... �.)� 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 
.. ill , J 

�.)-lA 

Singular 

ut 
, .. 
Wj\ 

.. 
: .. li\ 

� 

� 
Dual 

� 
(m) Ld 

(r) Ld 
Plural 

� 
" .. . , 

� 
� 
rA 
c.)\ 

Verbal Noun 

, 
o .. 

c..)oll:!.)� 



,_. ;; ... ' � , , 
Form ll Sound Verbs: Passive Voice t..JM.J� , t..JM.JJ:! 

Jussive Subjunctive 
J J 

�:;� �:;� 
J J 

�:;� .... � .... .,. '-.)-'l _JJ:l 
J J 

c;; , .. �_).l.l c;; , 
.. �_).l.l 

0 

c;; 
, J , c;; , 

J '-.)-'l _)� '-.)-'l _)� 
J J 

0 w:; .... .,. '-.)-'l _J.l.l 
.... " .... .,. '-.)-'l _J.l.l 

J J 

�:;� �:;� 

�:;� �:;� 
J J 

�:.,� �:;� 

J J 
0 � .... . 

, 
c;; 

, '-.)-'l _)� '-.)-'l _).lj 
J J 

'�:;� '�:;� 
J J 

.... 0 " .... .,. �.J.l.l 
.... 0 " .... .,. �_).l.l 

'�:;� '�:;� 
.... 0 rtJ .... J. .... 0 � .... J �_)� �_)� 
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Present 
J J � .... � 

'-.)-'l _JJ I 
J J � .... .,. '-.)-'l _JJ:l 

J 

, c;; , . � �_) 
J � .... J '-.)-'l _)� 

J J w:; .... .. '-.)-'l _J.l.l 
J 

�c;; , 0 _)� 
, 

u�:J� , 
J 

u�:J� 

J J c;; , '-.)-'l _).lj 
J 

0�:;� 
J 

.... 0 " .... .,. �_).l.l 
" .... J 

0�.)� 
.... 0 i/J .... J. �_)� 
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Past 
J .,. 0 � J 
�_JJ 
.... 0 tJJ J �_JJ 

.,. 0 tJJ J. 
�_JJ 

� J '-.)-'l_)J 
0 .... � J �_JJ 

J �� J _JJ 

�:;� 

�:;� 

�:;� 
J 

0 .,.0 � J 
F_JJ 

J 
c;; .,.0 � J �_JJ 

'�:;� 
, 0 '!4 J. �_JJ 

Singular 

Li\ 
, i .. . 
'--lJ 

�� 
� 

� 
Dual 

� 
\...a:lj\ 

{m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

� 
.. . , 

� 
� 
rA 
� 



Command 

Passive Past 

,. :... . �_JJ 

Form ID Sound Verbs: Active Voice �U ,  �� 
Jussive 

I =-� � .. 

Passive 
Present 

J :.� Jil! .. 

Subjunctive 

I =-� � .. 

Active Active 
Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine 

=-ilt.o � � .t;tt,. 

Present Past 

-1�1.3 

Passive Passive 
Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine 

�"1.it. � .til.ia 

Singular 

Dual 
.. LU31 

{m) lAA 

(r) lAA 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

• �Ui \ u.1t.. 1.)11 -

• Most Form m veibs have a veibal noun pattern like that of U.Lt. . However, the verb in this chart and some other Form 
Illi veibs will also have a second veibal noun pattern, represented here by U"� . 
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Form ill Sound Verbs: Passive Voice �U ,  �� 

Jussive Subjunctive 
� � � .. �--u\ �l_j\ 

� � � � 

�l!j �l!j 
� � � � 

'-§ .
tst.n 

'-§ .tQln 
0 :.� � .. � :.� � .. 

� � � � 

�l!j �l!j 
� � � � �l!j �l!j 

�� l .ti\.L .. .. 
� � � � �l!j �l!j 
� � � � 

�1.ll �1.ll 
� � � � 

,_, .tst.n \ _,.tQln 
� � � � 

�l!j �l!j 
' :.� � .. ' :.� � .. 
�� �� 

Present 
� 

�--u\ 
� � 

�l!j 
� � 

�l!j 
J :.� � .. 

� � 

�l!j 
� � 

o�l!; 
� � 
- �� u .. 

� � � 

o�l!; 
� 

� 

�1.ll 
� � 

2J_,.tst.n 
� J 

�l!j 
.... . :.� u� .. 
�� 
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Past 
� 

J. ... 0 :... • �.J-l 
� 

.... .. 0 :... • �.J-l 
� � .. ,",t,;� 

� 

�� 
� 

0 .. ... :... • �.J-l 
� � 

1 A;''.ti • �.J-l 
� ' .ti . �.J-l 
� 

\; .... � . . �.J-l 
� 1 ;".t,i . �.J-l 

� � 
0 ..,0 :... • 

�.J-l 
� � 

liiii ..,o :... • �.J-l 
� 

' :... . �.J-l 
� 

�� 

Singular 

u\ 
;.::J 

.. 
:�i\ 

_,. 

� 
Dual 

Lo:i3l 

{m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

� 
" 

.. . , � 
� 
rA 
rJ. 



Form IV Sound Verbs: Active Voice �j ,  �z?j 

Command 

,_,_mJ 

Passive Past 

J 
, 0 1 � , 

Jussive 

J 
0 0 .. 

� 
J 

0 .. 

c.j� 
0 0 J 
� , 

J 
0 0 .. 

� 
J \ 0 .. � 

I 0 ' 

� 
J \ 0 .. � 

J 
0 0 • 

� 
J \ 0 .. -'� 

J 
""" 0 0 .. 0� 
\ 0 J 
-'� 

Passive 
Present 

J .... 0 , 

� 

Subjunctive Present 

J 
, 0 .. 

� 
J 

0 .. 

c.j� 
, 0 J 
� 

J 
, 0 .. � 

J 

\ 0 .. � 
I 0 ' 

� 
J \ 0 .. 

� 
J 

, 0 • � 
J \ 0 .. -'� 
J 

.... 0 0 .. 0� 
\ 0 J -'� 
.... 0 0 J 0� 

Active Active 

J 
J 0 .. 

� 

J 0 J 
� 

J J 0 .. 

� 
J 

• ' 0 .. 

u �  

J 
• \ 0 .. 

u �  
J J 0 • � 

J 
""' . 0 .. 

u.J� 

""" . 0 J 

u.J� 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

0 J .. 0 J 'O J 

� 0� � 
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Past 

" . 0 ..... 1 u� 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 
.. 'O J 0� 

Singular 

Dual 
" Uij\ 

(m) Ld 
(r) Ld 
Plural 

" 

�\ 

Verbal Noun 

�I ..) . . � 



Form IV Sound Verbs: Passive Voice ,k.i ,  �i'ti 

Jussive Subjunctive Present Past Singular 
� � � � 

0 .... 0 l .... .... 0 ' J .... 0 l J. .,. 0 0 1 u\ _m. _m. _m. '-l_m. 
� 

� � � � 
0 � 0 .. � � o .. � � o .. .... 0 0 l � � � � w_m. 

� 

� � � � .. � o �o � � o .. .. .. 0.t� .. 0 0 \ :. .. 'i\ l..j� l..j� �_m. 
� 

� 
0 � o � � � o � � �o , � 0 i � � � _m. � 

� 

� � , , 
0 � o .. � � o .. J. .... 0 .. 0 .... 0 l � _»?-l _»?-l w_m. � � 

Dual 
� � � � � .. 

\ 
� o .. \ 

�o .. • ' .... 0 .. 

w-
0 i tAjj\ � _»?-l u � _m. 

� � 
� 

\ 
�0 � 

� \ 
�o � 

� 
• 

\ � o � 

u �  \ 0 i _m. (m) � 
� � � � \ � o .. \ �o .. • \ 

� o .. 

\f 
0 i (r) � � _»?-l u � _m. 

� 

Plural 
� � � � 

0 � 0 . � � o . � � 0 . lS 0 i � � ...»?-J � _m. 
� 

� � � � � 

\ 
� o .. \ 

�o .. � � 0 0 ..,0 0 l .. 
.. .. . , .J� .J� 0.J� �->f?' � 

� � � � � .. .... 0 .... 0 ,.... 0 "'O .... 0 .... 0 � • .,.0 0 ' 
0� 0� 0� 1..)-2 _m. �\ 

� 

� 

\ 
� o � \ 

� o � � � o J 0 .. 

.J� .J� 0.J� l_,_m.\ rA 
� 

.... 0 .... 0 , .... 0 .... 0 � .... 0 .... 0 , ... . 0 0 ' 
0� 0� 0� u_m. (.)\ 

� 
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,, , ,, , 
Form V Sound Verbs: Active Voice � ,  � 

The passive ofF orm V verbs is relatively rare and no separate passive voice chart for Form V is included. 

Command Jussive 
r/1 ... """'£ 

�' 
�, , �, ,, � � 

�, , 
"'" ..... .... 

� '§" .1s-n 
�, , r's-s 
(;Iii .... ..... .... 

� 

�, , 
r/1,.. ......... 

LJSj LJS:ij 
�, , ws:r; .. 
�, ,, LJS:ij 

�, ,, � 
�, , 

r/1 ..... .......... 

\_,.JS:j '� 
�, , �, , ,  � � 

� 
..... ""' 

'� 
�, , �JS .. � 

Passive Past Passive 
Present 

�� .J. 
�, , � r's;; 

Subjunctive Present 
�, , ,  � 
�, , ,  � 

�, ,, Ats-;; 'F'" 
�, , r's .. � 
�, , ,  � 

r/1.,; , ..... 

\...JS!; 
�, , � .. 
�, , ,  \...JS!; 

�, , ,  � 
�, , ,  '� 
r/1, 

..... 
, � 

�, , '� 
{fl ..... ..... 0·ts;:a 

Active 
Participle 
Masculine 

t!J ..... ... 

� 

�, ,, � 
,:, .....

..... 
,. 

� 
�, ,, �lS-n 

�, , � 
�, ,, � 

�, ,, uLJS:ij 
, 

�, , · �  u .. , 

�, , ,  uLJS:ij 
, 

�, ,, � 
�, ,, 

0� 
�, ,, � 

�, , 
0� 

�, , 0AlS .. � 

Active Passive 
Participle Participle 
Feminine Masculine 

t!J .... ..... 
�, , � "'1S-t"' � 
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Past 
�, , J .. o lS .. <--3.4 l 

�, , �lS3 
�, , .. o lS .. �-- 3 

�, , � 
�, , o ' lS .. '�-- 3 

J 
�, , \ .,:t.JS; 

�, , LJSj 
�, , \i.JSj 

�, , lf.JSj 
J 

�, , � 
J 

�, , � 
�, , \_,.JS:j 
�, , � 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

�, , � .-ls.-t .. 

Singular 
,. 

U\ 

.. . , t '--lJ 

" : .. ,;, 

.JA 
� 
Dual 

,. 
\..:ij\ 

(m) \..d. 

{f) \..d. 
Plural 

� 
" .. . , � 
" 

�' 
rA 
U" 

Verbal Noun 

;1.
, 

J 
rlS:i 



Form VI Sound Verbs: Active Voice '-HW ,  �� 
The passive ofF onn VI verbs is relatively rare and no separate passive voice chart for F onn VI is 
included. 

Command 

� 

�1.:9:; 
� 

�1.:9:; 

� �1.:9:; 

, 

1�1.:9:; 
0 � 

�lij 

Passive Past 

Jussive 

�til 
, ,  

�\.i:G 
� �  

�\.i:G 
, �� . .. 
, ,  

�\.i:G 
, � �\.i:G 
� , �\.i:G 
, 

)Gt.s.f, . .. 
� �  

�li:i3 
, ,  

1�\.i:G 
0 � �  

�\.i:G 
� 

��� 
0 � 

�t.s.f, . .. 

Passive 

Subjunctive 

J}w 
� �  

�\.i:G 
, � 

�\.i:G 
, (1� . .. 
, � 

�\.i:G 
, � �\.i:G 
� , 

�\.i:G 
, 

)Gt.s.f, . .. 
� �  

�li:i3 ,, 
1�\.i:G 

0 � �  

�\.i:G 
, 

��� 
0 , 

�� . .. 

Active Active 

Present 

�til 
�tl!; 

� , 

�tl!; .. . 

�� . .. 
�tl!; 

, � 

�tl!; , 
� , 

�tl!; , 
, 

�� .. , 
� � 

�lijj 
, � 

�
. �tl!; u . 

0 � �  

�\.i:G 
� 

�
- �� u . .. 

0 � 

�� . .. 

Passive 
Present Participle Participle Participle 

, 
J.:.fo , 

� �� . .. 
Masculine Feminine 

�� �� , � 
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Masculine 

&.� 

Past Sin_g1.1lar 
0 , 

ui �1.:9:; 
0 , 

'cltl; 2:J . 
0 � 

�1.:9:; : .. ,� 
, (1t,ij . � 

� � �1.:9:; � 
Dual ,. , � \.AlLtl; �I . , 

�lij (m) La. 
, , 

�1.:9:; {f) La. 
Plural 

0 � 

�lij � 
}o � � �1.:9:; .. . , 

� 
Jo 

�lij p 

Ul3' 
, 

l�lij rA 
0 , 

�1.:9:; rjA 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

�llt.o &lij 



Form Vll Sound Verbs: Active Voice u.Jc�·� , ujca.ij 
Form Vll Verbs have no passive. 

Command 

0 

I . , · I .J!� .. , , 
0 0 

: ·.i , "I t._r� .. , , 

Passive Past 

None 

Jussive 

0 • ""' ... WI� 

Passive 
Present 

None 

Subjunctive 

0 ' . ,. ..... .J!� 

Active Active 

Present 

0 J • ,. _.,. WI� 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine 

0 
. , .J WI� 

Feminine 
0 

.. .  , J. A.!� , 

Masculine 
None 
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Past 
0 0 

, ..... .... I � . �-

0 • 

., , I � . 
, �-

, . 
0 ..... , I � . �-

0 

tf , "I �-

0 0 Uf , 
., �-

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

None 

Singular 

" 

: .. , ;1 

Dual 
" Ui31 

(m} W. 

(r) w. 
Plural 

" �I 

Verbal Noun 

0 

ul ·1 �-



Command 

0 • :-... , 4 t · n '.' � .. 

Passive Past 

Jo J � .. • =-<\ L ly u l  ... 

Form Vlli Sound Verbs: Active Voice 

Jussive 

�o � 
0 • :.,..,-.. ' IJ n '' '  

\ . :-, .. 9J " ' ' 
�· 

\ j ,�S ... , � .. 

�· � 
0 • :..,.,- .  ' '...! " '" '  

Passive 
Present 

�o J - �:-,J 
L l t u l- 3  .. 

Subjunctive 

�o � ..... . :..,.,-.. ' 'J " '' '  

�o � ..... . :,....., .. l 'J , ,  , 

\ . :-, .. 9; , ,  , 
�· 

' i ,=:;;
s 

..... , � .. 
\ . :-, .. 9) U L ' 

�o � ..... . :;...,- . 
L fJ U '' ' 

\ . :-, .. -''J " ' , 

Active Active 

Present 

�o � J • :;...,.. .. ' '; n '' ' 

�o � J • :..,.,-.. ' l} n '' ' 

\ . :-, .. u ': " ' '  
t • :-c:::� 

I 
• 

� 9 ' I) l l 
'-" � .. 

�o � l .  :-..... u ': " '' ' � 
�· � J • ;...., . ' 0} 11 '  , 

0 .... o .... 
os1=:;;<; 

0 �o 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine �· �o �o 

L 
• :-c:::J , .... � 1- 4 .. . =--s' � IJ U 1  ... 4 4 

•
"":..-<:· 1 • � 1  ... 4 
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Past 

0 �o � -�:-,, , .. ,9 • n ' .. 
0 �o 

� . � . ... , ' , ,u;, 

0 �o 

.. 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine �o 
.. ..... :..-s' 4 • · u ' 4 

Singular 

Dual 

{m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

.. 

�\ 

Verbal Noun 

0 

ul ·::C.S\ 
� 



Jussive 
. ... :::.0 � 0 ' 1 a a� 2S\ 

�o , 0 i�=n-6-; � 

�o , •"".;...( .. !I a u 3- 3 � .. 
�o 0 ..... :;.,..., .. ' l u� 1... 3 .. 

�o , 0 .... ,..., .. ' · · ·� 3  ... 3 

�o , 

\ i�:P6; 
�o , .�=-<' , l a .a 2  ... 3 .. 
�o , 

\ 9.=;-6;  

�o , 0 • "'=--( . ' 1 1 11 1... 3 
�o , 

1 .�:-( .. .Jia aa1... 2 
0 �o , 

... •"" :..-< .. LJ1 a al 3  ... 3 
�o 

1 -�=-<' _,. 1 11 3  ... .! 
0 �o 

.... •":.,..(J LJ1a aa 3  ... j 

... . .... . 
· • ; ;: tiS\ • 

• 

:-<: Form VITI Sound Verbs· Passwe Votce ' •· " "  . � '  ... -

Subjunctive 
� . ... ,:,o : 
' • • •� 2S\ 

�o , � a;=;;s-; ' 
�o , 

..... :..-( .. 3l ua 3  ... 3 � .. 
�o � • '=--( .. 4 · · ·� 3  ... 3 .. 
�o , 

� i�=;;s-; ' 

�o , 

' a.=;;s; 
�o , .�=-<, 

, ,, , , .. 
�o , 

' r.=;;;s; 

�o , � a.=;;s3 ' 
�o , 

1 .�:-( .. .JI I II S.. 3 
0 �o , 

... •"":...( .. LJ1a al 1- 3 
�o 

1 -�=-<' .JI UI 3  ... J 
0 �o .... .... :.,..,J LJ1 a n 1-J 

Present 
, ' . ... :::,.o � 

l ua 2S\ 
�o , , ..... ,..., .. � l u� 3  ... 3 
�o , .... •';...( .. lJJi a u 3  ... 3 
�o , • ':...(J ' lu� l  .... 3 .. 
�o , , ..... ,..., .. � l ua 3  .... 3 

�o , 
t •':...( .. LJ ' "' '  ' 

� 
�o , .�=-<, 

LJ t · n '  J 
� 

�· , t •":..,.( .. LJ 9 a n ' 2 
� 

�o , , la�S3 ' 
�o , ... •":...( .. lJ.Ji a &� 3  ... 3 

0 �o , 

�9.=;-6; 
�o ,. •""';...(J lJ.Jia aa 3  ... J 

0 �o ,. •"':...(J: LJSh u 2-J 

Past 
o J.o � , .. • :-<1 ' 31) 1� 3  ... 
o J.o J. 

� .. . =-<t ' ll} •� l-
0 ,0  l .. • =-(\ � 3IJ •� 3  ... 

J.o l � . =-<\ ' ....... � 3 ... 
.... J.o � 

o .. . =-(\ ' 21.J aa 3  ... 

.J.o Jo J. " 
' .,;;;'»61 

,0 l 
l i};61 

.... .1-o l , .. . =-<1 ''J , ,  

0 .. 0 J " , • . =-<1 ' 21) 11 1... 
.J.o .J.o 1 

0 .. . =-<1 (' 31) 11 1... 
Jo Jo l 

ill .. . =-<1 LJ UA} &J l... 

1__,;Ji.S1 
o .J.o J. 

��J�<t 
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Singular 

ul 
.. . � 

t <...l.l 
" 

! .. , ;, 

JA 

� 
Dual 

" 
\..Aij\ 

(m) \A. 

(r) \A. 
Plural 

� 
" 

.. .1 � 
.. 

6ll1 

rA 
U'\ 



Form IX Sound Verbs: Active Voice �! , �'.;.) 
Form IX verbs are very rare. The conjugate the the way doubled verbs do in Forms VII and VIII. They 
have no passive. 

Command Jussive 
0 

... 
0 t _)� , 

, 
• , . 1 " ' • I 0 , 0 .. 

.)�. \ �. _)� , , , , 

, 
.. 

, 0 I ..- ..... 0 .. 

'-i�� '-i� 
0 , 0 , 

_)� 
, 

, 
0 , 0 .. 

_)� 

, I .. 
, 0 I .J�� 

, ... ... 0 .. 

� 

I "' , 0 , 

� 
, 

�� 
, 

0 , 0 . 
_)� 

, I .. 
, 0 I .J�� 

' ... ..... 0 .. 

.J� 
, 

, '. o ' O I , 0 , 0 .. 

u.J�� 0.J� 
, , 

' "" ..,. 0 .... 
.J� 

, 0 , 0 , 

0.J� 

Passive Past Passive 
Present 

None None 

Subjunctive 

� 
, 

� .... 0 .. 

� 
, 

"" ...... 0 .. 

'-i� 
IIi .... 0 .... 

� 
� .... 0 .. 

� 
, 

�� 
1"*' .... 0 ... 

� 
, 

�� 

, 
� , 0 . � 

, ' "" ... 0 .. 

.J� 
, 

.... 0 ,.. 0 

0.J� 
, 

1 Ill .... 0 ... 

.J� 

Present 
� , 0 t � 
� 

... 0 : 
� 

, 
..... - .... 0 .. 

U;� 
/, ... 0 ... 

� 
� ... 0 : 
� 

, 
o'� 

• , ... ... 0 .... 

u �  
, . ,.,., .... 0 .. 

u �  
, 

, � , 0 . 
� 

, 
, Ill .... 0 .. 

0.J� 
, 

, 0 , 0 .. 

0.J� 
, 

, Ill ... 0 , 

0.J� 
.... 0 .... 0 ... , 0 , 0 , 

0.J� 0.J� , , 

Active Active Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

VI , 0 J .. IIJ ... 0 J None 
� 0� 
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Past Singular 

���l � Ul 

2:J��l , � �I 
, o , , o I �_)�� 

� 
� .. lll 

, 

� , 0 I �� y. 
, 

��l � , 

Dual 
J � � , ' O I lA:ill _)�� 

I"' , 0 I �� (m) � \1 
, 0 I �� (r) � 

Plural 

\..jo ' ' o l _)�� � 
J 

0 .,.0 .... ... 0 ' 
�_)�� 

.. . i � 
J 

� • .,.0 ... .... 0 1 
UJ.J�� 

� �I 
, 

I .. ' "  I .J_y.:::..� 
, rA ..... o .,.. .... 0 ' 

u.J�� � 
, 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

None )�l 



Command 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

Passive Past 

0 ... 0 , 
, ,_.  . ... ' , . ... ... 

Form X Sound Verbs: Active Voice t"�� , t"� 

Jussive 

D , , 

D , , 
• .,.0 .. �)' ' ' " '  

D , 
0 • .,.0 ,.. � ,.,. , . ., , , , .. 

D , , 

D , , 
t • .,.0 .. \.A,' "' , • " ,  

D , , 
t • .,.0 .. \.A,' ' , . ., , 

D , , 
0 • .,.0 • 

r,'"' , ' n , 
D , , 

' • .,.0 .. 
..JA,'' ' ' " '  

D , , 
, 
• 0 • .,.0 .. (..)4,'"' , ' " , 

D , 

D , 
'• o • ..0 ,.. (..)4,'' , ' ".l  

Passive 
Present 

D 
J. ,.. • .,.0 J 

r 
,.,. 

, ,  ".l 

Subjunctive 

D , , 
,.. • .,.0 .. r,'' , . ., , 

D , , 

D , 
, • .,.0 ,.. 
� ,.,. ' "' ' , , .. 

D , , 
,.. • .,0 .. (' ,'-" , I!' , 

D , 
t .,.0 , \.A ,., , • " ,  , .. 

D , , 
t • .,.0 .. \.A,' "' , ' " , 

D , , 
,.. • .,.0 • 

r,'"' , , " , 
D , , 

' • .,.0 .. 
..JA,'' , , , ,  

D , , 
,.. 0 • .,.0 .. (.)A,', ' •  n '  

D , 

' .,.0 , a..4 ,.; , • " ,  ..T-, .. 
D , 

,.. • 0 • .,0 , (.)A,'"' , ' »J  

Present 

D , , 
J • .,0 .. (','' , . ., , 

D , 
J • .,.0 ,.. � ,.,. ' ' " '  , , .. 

D , , 
J • .,0 .. (','' ' ' " ' 

D , 
• t 'I • .,.0 , 

I 'LA , ' ' " '  v , .. 

D , , 
• t ' • .,.0 .. (JLA...: .,. l & n ' 

, 

D , , 
J • ..0 • 

r,'' , , ., , 

D , , 
,.. • 0 • .,.0 .. (..)4,'' ' . " , 

D , 
,.. • • .,.0 , 
U..JA,'' ' • ".l 

D , 
,.. 
• 0 • ..0 ,.. (.)A,'' ' ' ".!  

Active 
Participle 
Masculine 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

D , 
• .,.0 J. 

r�'"' ' ' "" 
D , 

.. • .,0 J. .:lA,', 1 a n  4 
D , 

., • .,0 J. 

r ,.., ' , , " 

Past 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

D , 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

D , 
.. "' • .,0 J .:lA ,.,. ' ' " " 
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Singular 

Dual 

(m) Leu\ 

(r) Leu\ 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

D 

' �' r , � 



0 _. 0 _. ... , . 
., , ' 

. 
., 

... 
Form X Sound Verbs: Passive Voice t'�! , t'� 

Jussive 

0 � J 

0 � J ... • .,.0 .. � ,.,. , , , ,  
0 � 0 ... • .,.0 J. r ,.,. ' "'J 
0 � J 

0 ..... . ..,0 .. r ,.,., , . " ' 

0 � J 
t � • ..., .. 
\.A ,.,., ' ' " ' 

0 � 
t � ..., J 
\.A ,; ' ' " '  .. 

0 � J 
t � • ..., .. 
\.A ,.,, ' ' " ' 

0 � J 
0 ..... . .,.0 • r ,.,. ' . " ' 

0 � J I � . ..., .. � ,.,. , .,, , 
0 � J ... • 0 ... . .,.0 .. lJA ,.,. , ' " , 

0 � ..... . 0 ... • .,.0 J lJA '" ' '"l 

Subjunctive 

0 � J ... ... . .,.0 .. r '"' , . ., , 
0 � J ... • .,.0 .. � ,.,. ' ' " ' 

0 � ... .... . .,.0 J r ,.,., 
' "'.2 

... ... . ..,0 .. r ,.,., ' .,, , 

0 � J 
t � • ..., .. \.4 ,.,., , . " , 

0 � J 
t � • ..., .. 
\.A \:' ' ' " ' 

0 � J 
..... ...... . .,.0 • r '' ' ' " ' 

0 � J I � . ..., .. � ,.,. ' ' " ' 

0 � J 
.... 0 ... . ..0 .. lJA '.,. ' ' " ' 

0 � 
' � ..., J � ,.; ' ' ".2  

0 � ...... . 0 ..... . .,.0 J lJA ,.,., ' • ".2 
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Present 
0 � J 

J �i f' 
0 � J 

0 � J ... • ... • .,.0 .. � ,.,. ' ' " '  

0 � J 
J ... . .,.0 .. r ,.,., , , " , 

0 � J 
• t \ • ..., .. U\.A ' ' ' " '  

0 � J 
• t \ • ..., .. c.J'-4 "> ' ' " ' 

0 � J 
...... ...... • .,.0 .. u� '' ' '*' '  

0 � J 
... . 0 ... . .,.0 .. lJA ,.,., ' t al l 

0 � 
' 

� ..., J � ,;, ' ' "l 
0 � ...... 0 ...... . .,.0 J. lJA ,., ' '*'J 

353 

Past 

0 J J 
Lo�i 

J 0 J J 
o _.o � �� 

0 J J 
' �  �� 

Singular 
• 

Ul 

Dual 

(m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 



B: Assimilated Verbs 

Assimilated verbs are problematic primarily in Form I. However, you should also keep in mind that 
Form IV assimilated verbs in the present passive look exactly the same as Form I assimilated verbs in the 
present passive. 

In addition, keep in mind that the verbal nouns ofForm IV and Form X assimilated verbs transform 
the waaw ofthe root into a yaa' . 

In Form VIII, the waaw of the root is assimilated into the infixed � which is then written with a 
shadda. Otherwise, Form VIII assimilated verbs are regular. 

In the charts below you will find conjugations for Forms I, IV, VIII, and X. Also, since assimilated 
verbs can also be defective, I have included a chart for Form I assimilated-defective verbs. Be aware that 
this type of verb can occur in other forms as well. 
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Form I Assimilated Verbs: Active Voice �J , � 

Command Jussive Subjunctive 

�l � �I 
- -

• ·� � 
- .. � 

- -

(.j� � (..5 _ .. � (..5 _ .. 

� - -J.a.l - .. - .. 

- -
·� -� 

- -
I� I� I� 

�� �� - .. - .. 

- -
I� I� 

- -
� � 

- -
I.J� \ � .J - I �  .J -

- -- . ..... � 
-. � . .X. U - U - U -

I.J� \.J� 
..... � - . • J.a.l u - .. u - .. 

Passive Past Passive Active Active 
Present Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine 
J , _  J �I.J o�\.J �.J .X..J:i 
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Present 

�l 
-¥ 
--. 

.a:; '-..B -
J � - .. 

-
J� 

-
· \.a:; u -

-

· I� u - .. 
- -
· I  ..a:; u -

-

-¥ 
-.... . 

.a:; u.J -
--. ':la:; U -

- -
. � u.J - .. 
- . · � u - .. 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

0 -J_y.:.� 

Past 
J. 0 .... .... w.X..J 
.... 0 .... .... w.X..J 
6:k.:, 

- - -
.X._J 

�JC.:, 
J 

W"JC.:, 

\JC.J 
tfJC.:, 

t.rJC.:, 
J 

0 .,.0 .... .... 
�.X..J 

J 
,;jj .,.0 .... .... l)J.X. .J 

\ _JJC:, 
,. 0 ... .... CJ.X..J 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

oJ_,c"_Y. 

Singular 

ui 
;.d� 
id� 
.JA 

� 
Dual 

" \.Aij\ 

(m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

� 
... i � 

" CJ131 

� 
UA 

Verbal Noun 

. -
.X._J 



Form I Assimilated Verbs: Passive Voice JS:.j , � 

Jussive 
./. 

�) 
./. 

0 � 

�_; 
./. 

(.$�_; .. 

0 � ./. �--'= 
./. 

0 � 

�_; 

./. 

\�_fJ 

\�� 
./. 

\�_fJ 

./. 
0 � �__,3 

./. 

\..J� _fJ 
./. 

� 0 � 

o� _; 

\.J�� 
� 0 � , • �--'= c.J .. 

Subjunctive 
./. 

�) 
./. 

�_; 
./. 

(.$�_; .. 

./. �--'= 
./. 

�_; 

./. 

\�_fJ 

\�� 
./. 

\�_fJ 

./. 

�__,3 
./. 

\..J�.fJ 
./. 

..,- 0 .... .. o� _JJ 
\.J�� 
� 0 � , 0�.-'= 
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Present 
./. 

�) 
./. 

.�- � .. �_JJ 
./. 

�
. � .. u= _JJ 

.�- � ./. �--'= 
./. 

, � .. �_JJ 
./. 

o'� _; 
� 

· \�� c.J .. 
� 

./. 

o'� _; 
� 

./. 
.�- � �__,3 

./. 

�:u� _; 
./. 

, 0 .... .. o� _JJ 
� � , lJ.J�--'= 

""' 0 ... J · �--'= c.J .. 

356 

Past 
.�- .. 0 , ��.J 
� 0 , w�.J 

.. 0 , !-l�..J 
� , �..J 

0 � , w�..J 
./. 

lAj" '  �..J 

\�� 

\f�� 

\.f '  �..J 
./. 

0 ..0 , ��..J 
, 

ill ..0 , UJ� � .J 

\.J�� 
� 0 , lJ�.J 

Singular 

ul 
.. 

. 
� l '-lJ 

" 

:"' , ;\ 

_y. 
� 
Dual 

,. \.AU\ 

(m) La.\ 
(r) La.\ 

Plural 

� 
.. 

..
. , � 

" 

cJij\ 

rA 
� 



Command 

�0 1 
� _, 

, 0 0 1 �_, 

Passive Past 

J 
� " 
�_,1 

Form IV Assimilated Verbs: Active Voice �:,\ , �J:f 
Jussive 

J 
0 • l �_, 

J 
0 • .. 
�� 

0 • J 
�_,; 

J 
0 • .. 
�� 

J 

J 0 • • 

�� 
J 

\ . .. �� 
J 

� 0 .. �� 
\ • J 
�_,; 

Passive 
Present 

• J ... . J 

�_,; 

Subjunctive 

J 

J 

Present 

J • .. 
�� 

J • J 

�_,; 
J 

J • .. 
�� 

J 

· � .. u � � 

J 

· � .. u � � 

J 

J 
� 0 .. �� 
I . , �_,; 

Active Active 
Participle Participle 
Masculine 

J �.JA 
Feminine 
.. • J �.JA 

J 
J • • 

�� 
J 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

� J �.JA 

Past 
J .. o ' . o -;.\ ' ,., ' 0-' 

0 .. .... .... . 0 ;.\ ' '' • tO.J 

J � \ ... � 0 " 
A , .,., '  o_,l 

J � 0 ,..0 .... 0 �, r , .,. . ;, -' 

, 0 , 0 1 �_, 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 
.. � J �.JA 

Singular 

Dual 

(m) \.Aa\ 

(r) \.Aa\ 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

�I c ..., 
· For the passive for all the present. subjunctive andjussive conjugations, merely change the stem vowel from a kasm to a 
fatha in each conjugation in the chart above. For the passive in the past tense, just change the stem vowel from a fatha to a 
kasm. 
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� � 

Form VIll Assimlated Verbs: Active Voice: � , �! niJ 
Command Jussive 

"� � 
" "� 

�J � 
" "� 

�� � 

1 , <';; � -
" � � .. 

"� � 
" "� 

�\ . � )\)a), 
" 

� � .. 
"� 

� 
"� � 

" "� 

��� �� 
0 " 0 "� 

�� � � � 
" I� 

0 " 

� . .. 
� .. 

Passive Past Passive 
Present 

JJ o!j .. 

� 

Subjunctive 
"� � 
"� � 

"� 

' · <', � � 

" � � .. 

"� � 
"� 

)\) a), 
" 

� � .. 

"� 

� 
"� � 

"� 

\_,l) �7l 
0 "� 

� 
" 

\ JJ t <' .. ,, 
� .. 

0 " 

� � .. 

Active Active 

Present 
"� � 
"� � 

"� 
� ' 

-

w' • tO ' '  
.. � 

" � � .. 

"� � 
"� 

� 
� 

" 

� .. � 
"� 

� 
� 

"� � 
"� 

0� 
0 "-� 

" 

- �  . .. u � .. 

0 " 

� . .. 
� .. 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

" " " � .. ' .., "' J  ,0 ) 4 � 
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Past 
0 " , .. r. .. , ' ' ' tO ' 

� 
0 " 

; .. ,t <2;, 
� 

0 " 

: .. ,r, tO;' 
� 

" 

�� � 

� " 
o .. r. .. , ( , tO ,  

� 

,0 " 

' A;r, a;\ 
� 

" 

�� � 
� " 

t:iL..di\ 
� 

0 " 

�� � 
,0  " 

�� 
,0  " 

�J 
" 

��� 
0 " 

�� 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

" .. r. 
.., 41 0 ) 4 

Singular 
� \..j\ 

2:J 
� .. ,� 
� 

� 
Dual 

.. 
\.Ail\ 

{m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

� 
� .. . , 

� 
� 
rA 
� 

Verbal Noun 

'II 

�� � 
� 



Form X Assimilated Verbs: Active Voice �ir·,! , �·.j'f . .; 
These verbs are regular in all of their conjugations. An abbreviated chart is given below. Note the form 
of the verbal noun. 

Command Jussive Subjunctive Present Past Singular 
"' \..j\ 

, 
0 0 � \ ��"' 

, "' �\ 
" 

613' 
, \ , 0 � \ .J:C-�,. 

Passive Past Passive Active Active Passive Passive Verbal Noun 
Present Participle Participle Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
, , , , 

, � l , � 0 .,.0 J 0 � , "' 0 � , � 0 .,.0 J .. ,. 0 .,.0 J '-l�\ '-1a ' ' "  '-:-lC' � �� �� '-:-lC'� �� . , . "' "' , 
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Form I Assimilated and Defective Verbs: Active Voice J.J , � 
Command 

. 

� 

� 

Li -

\_,! 

� 

Passive Past 

� . , 

�.J 

Jussive 

� 
� 

... � 
� 

� 
. � 

'--'l.J � .. 
� 

... � 
� 

Ljj -

w:; _ .. 

� 

Ljj -

� 
. . � 

� 

'__,i:i 
� 

� 
' .� 

� 
� 

Passive 
Present 

• J �.J:i 

Subjunctive 
� ·t � 

� 

� 
� 

� 
� .� 

� 
� 

� 
� 

Ljj -

w:; -.. 
� 

Ljj -

� 

� 
� 

'
__,i:i 

� 

� ' 
.� 

� 
� 

Active Active 
Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine 

�,., �,., 
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Present 

� 
� 

� 
� 

� 
.� 

� ·  
� 

� 
� 

· Lij U -
� 

- w:; u -.. 
� 

� 

· Lij U -
� 

� 

� 
� 

0..,i:i 
� 

� ... � 
� .� 

e,j� 
� 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

"' oo � 

�� 

Past 
J. 0 •" 
� .. .J 

� 

; .. ,
o
,f .. .J 

� 

, .. ,o,r 
� .. .J 

. � 

�.J 
� 

, .. , . ., 
, � 

� .. .J 
� 

Lf .. .J 
� tif_, 

� 

� .. .J 
, � 0 .,.0 ..... 

�.J 
, � 

til ..,0 •' �.J 
� '0 . � .J!.J 
� 

.... 0 ..... (.»!.J 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

oU� 

Singular 

ut 
.. . � 

t '-lJ 

� 

i .. 
, ;, 

.J'4 

� 
Dual 

"' 
l4i3\ 

(m) \..\ 

(r) \..\ 
Plural 

� 
.. . t � 

" 

Uil' 

� 
cJ4 

Verbal Noun 

�\.!_, 



C: Defective Verbs 

On the following pages you will find verb charts for defective verbs in Forms 1-VIII and X. Four 
different categories of Form I defectives are presented (there is actually a fifth category, but you will 
probably never see it) in the active voice. They are followed by a representative Form I defective verb in 
the passive. The passive chart for Form I can be used as a model for the passive conjugations of all 
defective verbs, regardless of form. 

Because defective verbs are so problematic, one example of each of the derived defective forms is 
then presented. Nonetheless, the student should associate defectives in Forms IT, ill, and IV together, 
Forms V and VI together, and Forms Vll, VIII, and X together. 

Forms IT, ill, and IV all conjugate the way the Form I verb 1.5 y:.. , l..j J:H does in both tenses. In 
addition, in the imperfect, they all have a prefix vowel of dhamma, and a stem vowel of kasra. If you can 
conjugate one Form IT defective verb correctly, you should be able to conjugate any Form IT, ill, or IV 
defective verb. 

F o�s V ap.d VI conjugate the way 1.5 y:.. does in the past, but in the present, they conjugate like the 
verb � ,  � . In the imperfect they all have a prefix vowel of fatha and a stem vowel of fatha. If you 
can conjugate one Form V defective verb correctly, you should be able to conjugate any Form V or Form 
VI defective verb. 

Forms vn. VITI, and X conjugate in both tenses in the same way as 1.5..>?- , r.jYH . In addition, in the 
imperfect, they all have a prefix vowel of fatha and a stem vowel of kasra. If you can conjugate one Form 
VITI defective verb correctly, you should be able to conjugate any Form VII, VIII, or X defective verb. 
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Form I Defective Verbs: Final Radical Waaw Active Voice t.s:.!i, .,S:·�� 
Command Jussive Subjunctive 

� J 

� :.5r.t\ 
J J -:.5t�j :.5r.t; J(o,t"; 

J - -
y;so.tl y;so.t; y;so.t; 

J :.5r.t-, J(o,=:,J .. 
J -:.5r.t; J(o,t"; 

J , J - J -,p \'jSo,t"; \fio,t"; 
, J 

\'jSo.t� \'jSo.t� 
J - J -

\po,t,"; \'jSo,t"; 

J -:.5r.t; :,so.t; 
J J - -,p \.,P \.JSo,t"; 

J - -
��l �.P �.Jso.t; 

\.JSo.t� \.JSo.t� 

�.Jso.t� �po•'::;. 

Passive Past Passive Active Active 
Present Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine 

�),.t '-Sso.tj � �� .. -

*This verb has several verbal nouns. 
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Present 

� 
-

.Jso.=:;, 
-

� .. 60.� 

Jso,=:,J 
-

.Jso.:;;; 
J -

w'ft.t; -
J 

. ,M c..J .. -
J -

u\.JSo.t; -
-

.P 
-

�.Jso.t; 
-

�.Jso.t; 

�.J<.a. '::;. 
- M . .. 
c..J .. 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

J 

-po.t;A 

Past 

�p�t 
-

"ujS�t -
�JS�t 

� 
-, .. ,(�� 

J -wo� -
'� -
t;s�=u 

-
\.t� 

J -
rtfi-.t 

J 
Gl ..a.Js�t e,jJ -
'� 

-- � . .. 
c..J 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

J o�So.t:,. 

Singular 
" U\ 

.. . - l (,JJ 

" .\. .. , ;, 
� 

� 
Dual 

" W3\ 

(m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

� 
" .. .  , 

� 
" 

U:U' 

rA 
� 

Verbal Noun 

0 '� 
·�� 



Command 

tAl\ - ... 

'
· . • <"·1 �� 

Passive Past 

• 

None 

Form I Defective Verbs: Final Radical Yaa' Active Voice � �<-J 

Jussive 
;; 

�� 

& , ... 

'
· . . <·:. � 

Passive 
Present 

None 

Subjunctive 

Active 

, 
LSjj - . 

, 
'

· . •  <".": � 

'• . .  <·:. � 

Participle 
Masculine 

� ., . 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

�L - . 

Present 

, 
'

· . • <".": � 

· � u , ... 

, 
'

· . • <".": � 

'• . . <·:. � 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

• •  

None 

Past 

� .. . 

, 

� .. . 

J , 
r; • • .-:.<'. � 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

None 

Singular 

Dual 

(m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

� � . 
• This verb has no passive. However, the pattern for all Form I defective verbs is exactlyt the same. The pattern is � in  
the past and � in  the present. 

•• This verb has no passive participle. The passive participle for this type of defective ar of the following pattern: 

Masculine � . Feminine � . This is same pattern as that for the third category of defective verbs 
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Form I Defective Verbs: Schizophrenic Active Voice 

Command 

0 , . , � .. 

0 

�' "' .. , 

Passive Past 

J , . 
� 

Jussive 

0 

0 
� "' "' 

. .  

� 

'� 
0 '0 , •"' 

� 

Passive 
Present 

0 
.J � 

Subj_unctive 

0 , -
� 

0 

0 
� "' "' 

'� 

Active Active 
Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine 

(YI\..j �\..j -.. 
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Present 

0 

0 
� w .. · .. 

· � u .. 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

0 .. •' 

� 

Past 
J .,. • '-lJ..\.IU "' 
"' . '-lJ..\.IU "' 
"' . '-lJ..\.IU , "' 

. 

� 

J , 

' .; , , .,; "' 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

0 
� -

Singular 
.. 

\..j\ 

" 
5o
"' ,;\ 

Dual 
.. 

\..Aij\ 

(m) Ld 

(r) Ld 
Plural 

" �' 

Verbal Noun 

- �  u .. , 



Form I Defective Verbs: Active Voice � ,  � 
(This is a fourth category of defective verbs referred to on page 9 1 .) 

Command Jussive Subjunctive Present Past , 0 1 0 1 0 1 J .,_ O ' " 

� � � ' , ,. ' \l  .. 

� � , , 0 \ , 0 .. 0 .. 0 .. � .. O " .,.. 

� � � ( l �:It • � �� .. , � , 0 , 0 \ 0 , 0 .. 0 � 0 .. ..... 0 ... 0 .. 0 ... .... � � � ' , 'a...a..u �� , .. 
� , 0 , 0 , 0 , , 

� � � � , , � , 0 .. 0 .. 0 .. 0 � , 
� � � � 

, � , J �\ � � · � \ ..0 '  � 
u .. ,QJJJt \ u .. � .. .. .. , 

� � · � � .. .. .. .. u .. ..  .. , , , , 
� � �� � 

� 

, � , , 0 . 0 . 0 � � � � .. 

� , , J \0 , 0 \ \� \� ..... 0 ... 0 0 .,0 ... .... 

.J'LUl� �� � � , , , J "'. o .... o \ " O ' 0 ..... 0 .... 0 " O ' 0 Gil ,�) .... ... 

�� � � � � 
� 

r , 0 , r � 0 , .... 0 .... 0 , 'P � � �� 
' O ""' 0 .... 0 .... 0 , .... 0 .... 0 , ... 0 .... ... � � � � 

Passive Past Passive Active Active Passive Passive 
Present Participle Participle Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
� J 0 J 

t� �� 
None None 

� � -; 
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Singt!lar 

ui 
, � w_j\ 
('� 
� 
� 
Dual 

LU3i 

(m) LaA 

{f) LaA 
Plural 

� 
� .. . , 

� 
� �\ 

rA 
� 

Verbal Noun 

0 , 
� 



� . 
Form I Defective Verbs: All Types Passive Voice � ,  � 

All Form I defective verbs in the passive voice will conjugate in the same way as the verb below. 

Jussive 

0 � -

� 

o J 

� .,. 
0 

� .,. .,. 

. .  � 

Subjunctive 

0 

� .,. .,. 

. .  � 

0 
,. 0 ..... J u� 
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Present 

o J 

- �  u ... 
0 

� u .. · .. 

. .  � 

0 
.... 0 .... J u� 

366 

Past 

.,. 
. � -

.,. 
. � , -

J . 
� 

J 
o .. .... . � -

' .; , .. ,; -

Singular 

.. 
5o.,. ,;\ 

Dual 
.. 

\.Aij\ 

(m) L.A 

(r) L.A 
Plural 



Command 

'� 

Passive Past 

, '14 J 

� 

.- ... 1/1 ,  , 
Form ll Defective Verbs: Active Voice � ,  � 

Jussive 

� .. .. 
, 

� .. 

, 
'� 

' .. , , 
� 

Passive 
Present 

.. , J � 

Subjunctive 

, 
.. , .. � 

, 
' :; ..  ,; .. 
� .. .. 

, 
� .. 

, 
'� 

' .. , , 
� 

Present 

, 
· � u .. 
· � u ..  .. 

, 
· � u .. 

.. , J � 

AP AP Feminine Passive 
Masculine Participle 

Masculine 
'� '  J .. 'Ill , J � Ill .... J 

F .t...1A • Ilo4  � .. 

Past 
J _.  o eii , 
' , ,  4 '  y .. 

.... .,. o eii "' 
' , ,  • .  v .. 

.. , 

, 
\ ,..0 � , � .. 

'� 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

0� 
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Singu_lar 

.. 
� .. , ;, 

Dual 
.. lA:i3\ 

(m) � 
(r) � 
Plural 

.. �' 

Verbal Noun 

, 
� -



Form ill Defective Verbs: Active Voice �JU ,  'iJ� 

Command 

Passive Past 

'-s�_iJ .. 

Jussive 

� ' .J · �UJ U:! .. 

Passive 
Present 

(,5�� 

Subjunctive 

� ' .J · �UJ U:! .. 

Active 
Participle 
Masculine 

�� 
.. 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

��� -
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Present 

� 
' .J . �UJ u.J .. 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

(£�� 

Past 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

ob� 

Singular 

,. 

�� 

Dual 

(m) Lu\ 

(r) Lu\ 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

ob\.t.o 



0 t 0 , 
Form IV Defective Verbs: Active Voice ($,P.-l , c$� 

Command 

0 \ ..» 
, 

0 ;: 

(,5_.»1 .. 

L 0 \ .. ..» 
-

0 � 
1_,_.»1 

- . 0 \ c...B..» 

Passive Past 

,. 0 � 
(,5_.»1 .. 

Jussive 
J 0 i ..» 

, 

J 0 .. .._»-l 
, 

J 0 .. f..j� 
0 J � 

, 

J 0 .. .._»-l 
-

J 

L 0 .. 
.. .._»-l 

-

L 0 J .. � 
-

J 

L 0 .. .. .._»-l 
-

J 0 . .._»-l 
-

J 

I 0 .. .J...»-J 
J 

,. 
• 0 .. u=...»-J 
\ 0 J _,� 
, 0 J U=� 

Passive 
Present 

0 J '-.S� 

Subjunctive 
J , 0 i '-.S..» .. 
J , 0 .. 

f..j.._»-l 
J 0 .. 

f..j� 
, 0 J 

f..j� 
J , 0 .. f..j...»-J 

J 

L 0 .. .. ...»-J 
-

L 0 J .. � 
-

J 

L 0 .. 
.. � 

-

J , 0 
f..j_;:::.J 

J 

I 0 .. .J...»-J 
J '· 0 .. c...B...»-J 

\ 
0 J _,� 

, 0 J U=� 

Active 
Participle 
Masculine 

0 J 

..»A 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 
.. 0 J �..»A 

-
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Present 
J 0 � 

(,5_.»1 .. 
J 0 .. '-.S .._»-l .. 
J , 

• 0 .. w=...»-J 
0 J '-.S� .. 

J 0 .. '-.S .._»-l .. 
J 

· L 0 .. u .. ...»-J 
- -

· L 0 J 

u .. � 
- -

J 

· L 0 .. u .. .._»-l 
- -

J 0 
f..j_;:::.J 

J , 0 .. U.J...»-J 
J 

,. 
• 0 .. c...B...»-J 

- 0 J e;_,� 
0 J U=� 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

"' 0 J '-.S..P.-A 

Past 
J. .. 0 0 \ 
�..» 
-' O ' 0 \ UJ_.» .. . � 0 t , .. ..» 

0 � 

(,5_.»1 

�» 
J � 0 \ .. ..» 

\.,; 0 \ .. ..» 
\f 0 \ ..» 

u:; 0 \ .. ..» 
J 0 ,-�> " 0 l f'"Y..» 
J , 

�. ,-�> " 0 l �..» 
r , 0 i .J..» 
-' • O ' 0 l c...B..» 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

��� 

Singular 
� \JI 

� ; .. ,;1 

i 
.. ,;i 

.,. 

� 
Dual 

� �I 

{m) Lo. 

(r) t.o. 
Plural 

� 
... i � 

� 
Ui31 

rA 
01\ 

Verbal Noun 

� '-»1 



� 
F.l 
(") f 
Si 
00 
� g 
I 

� 
[ 
I'll 

VJ � 

� 
'
(h 

\ � 
�

\
\ 

<!' 

"' n 
' "' "tt I» l4 

(h "tt "tt 

�\ 
(il 

� 

\ � I'll 

' '- ,  a �· 

�� f i > 
'- ' a o: �· S" 'E.. n n n 

�' I'Tj "tt 
\L "- n e > � \ l . ::t. g. \. \ . .S· < ' n (D' n 

(h \\ 

8::: "tt "tt 

�
\ 

f: . e �» 
\ ::;t. I'll 

\. ' ��  �· n n 

0\ I'Tj "tt ..... 
- n a . ... 
�
\ I I» 
\ • • I'll 
\. \ . .S· �· n (D' n 

� 
�.... a-\ e. 

, ,  z 
§ 

�·� 
�,\ 
\ \ 

�·� 
�,� . 

\ \ 

�·� 
�,� . 
\ \ 

�·� 
t� . 

C5: 

� 
�\� \ \ \ 

� 
�,� , 

\ \ 

C· ' \, D 

�\
� \ 

\ \ 

\, 0  
t� . 

"1. 

�·� 
t� . 

�\ 

�,\ 

�·� � 
�,� . 

\r:: 

�: � �: � ��
'

: 

. 
\ 

�·� � (h \r:: 

�: � �: � �,\ ��
'

: 
. 
\ 

�·� E·� (h 
' C· 

��� � �,\ 
,c:, 

��� � ��· � 
. 
\ 

�� .... "1\ "' \� 1:\ 
�,� . �; , �\� \ t·

, 

-. 
�! "1! ce·

. 
"tt � � 

r _, _, e. 

\r:: 

t\ 

\r:: 

,�,
' \ 

\r:: 

��
'

: 

\r:: 

,�,
' 
\ 

\r:: 

�
�'

: 

' C· ' C· ,r:-:, ,c:, 
,�,

' 
\ ��

'

: 

\r:: 

t- , 
� .... 
'
t� . 

-. 
a 

b ._ 

r _.,. 

��\ 

(h 

��\ 

(h 

��\ 

F 
t� . 

� ·� 

�,\ \ \ 

(h 
�,\ 
\ \ 

(h 

�,\ 
\ \ 
(h 

t\ 

� 

\(h 
D 

�� 
�,\ \ \ 

\(h 
D 

��\ ��\ 

\(h 
D (h 

��\ ��\ 

�·� (h 

��\ ��\ 

��'o 

t� . 

J'� 
t� . 

1� _ .. ��
· 

_.,. 

(") 
0 

§ 8. 

��
� 

� 
I'll 
!"!! . � 

00 

(h 5-
t\ l _,, 

(h "tt 

�L 
(il a ..... 

\�� 
"tt 

�\� \ 
� 

00 

�� $'  � 

i 
< 
1::1 � a �· 
� � 
� ct. � 
� 
.... � 
"' 
�,� . 

.. 

"' 
J�. 



Command 

� 

�\lj 
-

�\lj 

-�\lj .. 

� 

\�\lj 
� ..... 0 .... . \lj 

� 

Passive Past 

, 

�);.,� 

- -

Form VI Defective Verbs: Active Voice �W , �� 

Jussive 
�;; �tlll 
� �  

�lUj 
� �  

�\9;; 
-

- � . .. � .. 
- -�lUj 
- � �lUj .. 

-

�� 
.. .. 

- � �\lj:; .. 

� �  

�t£ij 
� -1�\..i:j:; 
� �  

"• O ' • l i), � 
� 10 �

. � � .. 
� 

"• o " • \ g .. ;, � .. 

Passive 
Present 

. 19;', � .. 

Subjunctive 
�;; �li:;l 
� -

�lUj 
� -�\9;; 
� 

- �  � .. 

� �  

�lUj 
� �  �lUj .. 
� 

�� .. .. 
� -�\lj:; .. 
� -

�t£ij 
� �  1�\..i:j:; 
-� 

". o ' • \Q), � 
-10 �

. � � .. 
� 

". o " • , , .. ;, � .. 

Active Active 

Present 

�tit 
- -

�lUj 
� -..... o ' . 1 9), � 

� 

. l g .. ;, � .. 

- � 

�lUj 
� �  · �lUj (..) .. 

� 

� - �� (..) .. .. 
� 

� -· �\lj:; u .. 
-

� �  

�t£ij 
-� 

0�\..i:j:; 
� -

..... 0 .... • ' ,, � 
� 

'. o " • \ Q;", (..)� .. 
� 

". o " • \ ;i .. ;, � .. 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

�lit.a �tli'4 �lit.a -.,. 

Past 
J _, o " • \.i:j ' l S • II:::I 

.. 

-
.,... _, O ' • \.i:j ' l l  a .::::1 

.. 

-

.. O ""' • \lj ' l l • -:::1 
� .. 

� 

�\lj 
� 

�\lj 
, -\ ... � . \lj " ' ' • tO  

.. 

� �\lj .. 
� 

�\lj 
� 

�\lj .. 
, � 0 ,.. " • li:l � 
, 

� • .,.0 " • \lj � 
� 

\�ti:i 
-

�\.i:j 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

��lit.a 
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Singular 
.. ul 

; .. ,� 
) .. '� 
� 

� 
Dual 

� 

(m) lAA 

(r) lAA 
Plural 

� 
.. .. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
� 

Verbal Noun 

� 

�\lj 



. 

Form Vll Defective Verbs: Active Voice �1 , � · 0i ij 
(Most Form VII defective verbs are usually only conjugated for the third person masculine or feminine 
singular. In addition, there is no passsive in Form VII) 

Jussive Subjunctive , 0  , 0  uoi;J , 
. .. . ""' t 4, , ,  �, .. 

, 

, o ,  , o ,  

� , 
. .. 

_ 

t ,0. , , 
, �, 

Passive Past Passive Active 
Present Participle 

Masculine 
None None , o  

. ..
. , � 
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Present 
, o  

.. . 
' ' n, , ,  � .. 

, o ,  

. .. 
_ 

� . �. , ,  

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

, o 
.. • .. . 

J. "' , . �· ' " 
-

372 

Past 
0 

. .. . , �� 
, o 

.. 
.,. . ..

. , l , t 49 '  
! 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

None 

Singular 

.JA 

� 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

None 

Verbal Noun 

0 

�' y , � 



Form VIll Defective Verbs: Active Voice �! , 41ft:) 
Command Jussive 

� - . 

� 

� - ... 

� - .  

� • . • t-:".-: � 

Passive Past Passive 
Present 

J J 

� � 

Subjunctive 

Active 

� t-:".-: � 

� t-:".-: � 

� - .  

� 

� - ... 

� - . 

� • . • t-:".-: � 

� 
� • . . t-:":. � 

Participle 
Masculine 

� 
" 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

� - .  
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Present 

� • . • t-:".-: � 

· � (..) ..... . 

� • . • t-:".-: � 

� 
� • . • t-:" :. � 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

� 

Past 

�I 
.. ·� 

J �� 

�I 
.. ·� 

�I 
.. ·� 

�I 
.. ... 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

0� 

Singular 

Dual 

(m) � 

Plural 

.. Ui-31 

Verbal Noun 

�I y � ·� 



Form X Defective Verbs: Active Voice �·;:.: . •  ! , "'·;:.: . .. ; 

Command Jussive 

Passive Past Passive 
Present 

� � 

�o,-;,,j D �  J �� 

Subjunctive 

Active 
Participle 
Masculine 

D �  J 

t� 
� 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 
"' D �  J �� -
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Present 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 
"' D �  J �� 

Past 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 
"'lc.D � J 0 � 

Singular 

.. 

!. .. ,;, 

Dual 

(m) Ld. 

(r) Lw\ 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

lc.�\ � � .. 



D: Doubled Verbs 

Doubled verbs are problematic in Forms I, IV, VII, VIII and X. Here you will find charts for all of 
these forms with the exception ofForm VII. 

One Form I doubled verb is presented in the charts. Other Form I doubled verbs may have different 
stem vowels in the past or present tenses, otherwise they will be exactly the same. However, most 
doubled verbs will have the same stem vowels in the past tense and present tense as does the verb in the 
charts. 

You should associate Form IV doubled verbs and Form X doubled verbs. lfyou can conjugate one 
Form IV doubled verb, you should be able to conjugate any Form IV doubled verb and any Form X 
doubled verb. 

You should also associate Form VII and Form VIII doubled verbs. Their conjugation patterns in the 
active voice are exactly the same. So if you can do one Form VIII doubled verb, then you can 
conjugate any Form VII or VIII doubled verb. Remember too, that Form VII verbs do not exist in the 
pass1ve. 
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;:; ... l- , , 
Form I Doubled Verbs: Active Voice �.; , �� 

The verb in the chart below is representative of most Form I doubled verbs. Remember, however, that 
some Form I doubled verbs have an imperfect stem vowel ofkasra, while others might have a fatha. 
Also, in the perfect, there is a small number of verbs with a stem vowel ofkasra. 

Command 

J 

��o_} \ �� 
.. , 

I..S� .J .. 

��� 

,_,�� 
J 

0��") 

Passive Past 

" J 
�.J 

Jussive 

��� 
0 J 0 .. 
��y 

.. J .. 

I..S�Y .. 

0 J 0 .... 
��..); 

0 J. 0 .. 

��y 

\�y 

��� 

\�y 

0 J. 0 • 

��y 

,_,�y 
, 

.... 0 J. 0 .. 

u��Y 

,_,�� 
.... 0 J 0 .... 

· ��..); (..) .. 

Passive 
Present 

� , J 
�..); 

Subjunctive 

�� 
" J  .. 
�y 

.. , .. 
I..S�Y .. 

" J  , 

�..); 

" J  .. 
�y 

\�y 

��� 

\�y 

" J  • 

�y 

,_,�y 
.... 0 J 0 .. 
o��Y 

,_,�� 
.... 0 J 0 .... · ��..); (..) .. 

Active 
Participle 
Masculine 

�'.J 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

o�\.J 
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Present 

�� 
� J :: 
�y 

.... 1/11 J .. 

LB�Y 

� J , 

�..); 

� J :: 
�y 

ul�y 
, 

· \�� (..) .. 
, 

u'�Y 
, 

� J. : 
�y 

.... 1/11 J .. 

UJ�Y 

.... 0 J 0 .. 

u��Y 
, .. J , 

UJ�..;; 

.... 0 J. 0 .... · ��..); (..) .. 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

. , 

�_,�_)A 

Past Singular 
J 0 .... .... 
w��.J ul 
"'w"i�j 

, .. �I 

�"ii.J ;. .. ,� 
" ' 

�.J � 
. " , 
w�.J � 

Dual 
J 

W"i�j LU3i 

\J'.J (m) \..\ 

\ti.J (r) \..\ 
Plural 

u"i�j � 
J .. 0 ,.0 .... .... .. ., ���.J r-u 
J 

� ,.0 .... .... 
(.)J��.J 

.. 
Ui3' 

l_,J'.J rA 
.... 0 .... .... 

o��.J CJA 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

0�..,�� 
.. , 

�.J 



Form I Doubled Verbs: Passive Voice jJ , j� 
Jussive 

J 

:{�� 

J 
0 ...... 0 .. 
��y 

J 

c..S"'.iy .. 

0 .... 0 J 
��� 

J 
0 ...... 0 .. 
��y 

J 

1-:iy 
1-:iJ 

J 

1-:iy 
J 

:i'�y 

J 

1__,-:i_y 
J 

0:i'�y 

1_,-:iJ 
...... 0 .... 0 J 

o��� 

Subjunctive 
J 

Jj 
J 

r:. � .. 
�y 

J 

c..S"'iy .. 

r;. � J 
�� 

J 

r:. � .. 
�y 

J ljy 
1-:iJ 

J 

1-:iy 

J 

Jy 

J 

1_,-:i_y 
J 

.... 0 .... 0 .. 
o��Y 

1_,-:iJ 
..... 0 ..... 0 J. 
- ��

� u .. 
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Present 
J 

�) 
J 

rt. � .. 
�y 

J 

0:-:i.Y 

rt. � J 
�� 

J 
rt. � .. 
�y 

J 

r � . � 
.. 

u Y  
� 

wl-rJ 
J 

ol-r_y 
J � � 

�y 

J 

0_,-:i_y 
J 

0:i'�y 

� 
.. � 

J 

0.J�� 

.... 0 ..... 0 J. 
o��� 

377 

Past 
J. _.  0 J. 
'-l��_) 

� 0 J 
w��.J 

.. 0 J 
So--l��_) 

t:. J  
�_) 

o .,.  c;; J 

'-l� _) 

J 

w-��

J 

�
.J 

lj� 
\1 '  �_) 

u��� 

J 
0 ... J 
���_) 

J 

r:. . ... ��

J (.)J � _) 

l__,j� 
� 0 J 

0��_) 

Singular 

ui 
� � w.ll 
�.:.J 
.JA 

� 
Dual 

� \..4i.31 

{m) lAa\ 

(r) lAa\ 
Plural 

� 
� .. . 1 � 

� 
rA 
� 



Form IV Doubled Verbs: Active Voice �� ,  �.!4j 
Command 

- . t t..$...)!-4 .. 

Passive Past 

J 

� 
. 1 ...)!-4 

Jussive 
J 

0 0 • 1 
..)� 

J 
0 0 . .. ..)� 

0 0 • J 

..)� 
J 

0 0 . .. ..)� 
J , .,., . .. � 

r . , 
� 

J ,.., . .. � 
J 

0 0 • • ..)� 
J ' .., . .. .J� 

' .. • J 

.J� 

Passive 
Present 

� ,. . , 
� 

Subjunctive 

J 
- . .. · c.$� .. 

J 

r . .. � 
,- • J 

� 
J ,... . .. � 

J ' Ill . ..  .J� 

' - . , 
.J� 

, 0 0 J w..J� 

Active Active 
Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine 

- • J .. - • J 

� 0� 
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Present 

• ,... • J 

u � 
J 

. \ '"' . ..  u � 
J 

' . . � 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

Ill ,. • J � 

Past 

""' O ' O P' W..J� 

\y..:J 

J 0 ""' 0 ... , .. . 
'-J ..).J-f2 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

.. - ,. • J 0� 

Singular 
.. li\ 

Dual 

(m) l46\ 
(r) l46\ 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

' 0 • ' 
..) .J-f2 .. , 



Form IV Doubled Verbs: Passive Voice :.;.;;, , �!� 
Jussive Subjunctive 

J J 

-;�\ �\ 
J J 

0 .... 0 . .. � .... . .. 

.)� � 
J J 

I#J .,... . .. 'i� 'i� 
0 ...... 0 • J � ..... . J. 

.)� � 
J J 

0 .... 0 . .. � .... . .. 

.)� � 
J J 

�� �� 
\"" .... . J. 

� 
, ... ,.. • J 

� 
J J 

I� �� 
J J 

0 .... 0 • • flj .... • • 

.)� � 
J J \ ... ...... . ..  

J� ' .,; .... . .. 

J� 
J J 

.... 0 .,.. 0 

0.J� 
.... 0 .... 0 
0.J� 

I .. - . , 

J� I .. -
. 

, 

J� 
...... 0 .... 0 J 

0.J� 
..... 0 .... 0 J 

0.J� 
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Present 
J 

� 
J 

,!; - . .. � 
J 

- .. -0:� 
,!; - • ' 

� 
J � .... . ..  � 

J 
. . .. I"' -I..J � -

I"' - J 

0 �  
J 

I"' -0 �  
J � .... . . � 

J 
- .,., , . .. 

0J� 
J .... 0 ... 0 

0.J� 
- .,., .... . J 

0J� 
.... 0 .... 0 J 

0.J� 

379 

Past 
J 

b�� 
-

J 

-w�� 
-

J 

���\ 
-

J 

" . \ � 
J 

b� 
J J 

W".)� 
-

J I"' 
• \ � 

J \1 
. \ � 

J 

lf 0 • \ .)� -
J J 

�.)r 
J J 

c;.)� -
J 
� ' .. . ' 

J� 
J 

.... 0 0 l 
0.J� -

Singular 
� \JI 

� 
i.::.ui 
� 

� 
Dual 

� LU3\ 

(m) � 
{f) � 
Plural 

� 
� 

..
. 1 � 

" 

�I 

rA 
0A 



Form VIII Doubled Verbs: Active Voice ��! , �·�(aj 
(This particular verb has an infixed J::a instead of a u because of the presence of the � which is part of 
the root. Otherwise, this verb is exactly the same as any Form VITI doubled verb.) 

Form VII Doubled Verbs will conjugate the same as the Form VITI doubled verb below. Remember that 
h I I l fi F VII t ere ts no passtve votce or orm 

Command 

\ �}  
� 

·

�\ _) -
� � 

� 

�\ 'i � 

\�j 
� 

� 

\ �\ .J -
� . . 

�

\ W.) -
� � 

Jussive 

�� 
� �� 

� 

'i� 
� �� 
� � �� 

\� 
\� 

� � 

\� 

�� 
� � 

\.J

� 

� � ��� 
\ �  .J .. 

� .

� 
W.) . .. 

Subjunctive 

� 
. .. � 

� � 

'i� 
:_,1.:. nj 

. .. � 
� � 

\� 
� 

\� 
� 

\� 

� 
� � 

\.J

� 

��� 
� 

\ �  .J .. 
� .

� 
W.) . .. 

Present 

� 
�1.:. ;..; 

� �� 
�1.:. ;..; 
:_,i:. ;..; 

� � 

w'� 
� 

· \� u .. 

w'� 

� 
�.J� 

� � ��� 
� � W.J . .. 
� .

� 
W.) . .. 

Passive Past Passive AP AP Feminine Pass. Part. 
Present Masculine Masculine 

� �L,·. ;..j ·� 0� � 

Past 

b��J 
� 

���J 

�·

�
\ 

� _) -
� 

�J 
t::J�j 

J � 

W" �\ _) -
� 

\�} 
\1 _;l:.:.;::aJ 

u· �, _) -
J . ... �, �_) � 
J �..i�J 
\ �\ .J -

�
�

�

J 
Pass. Part. 
Feminine 

0� 

Singular 

ui 
� i � 

� 
.JA 

� 
Dual 
� 

(m) \...\ 

(f) \...\ 
Plural 

� 
-.. . , � -

�\ 
rA 
(.)16 

Verbal Noun 

\�\ _) � -

• Remember that Form VIII doubled verbs have active and passive participles which look alike. Form VII doubled verbs 
will have active participles of the same pattern as Form VIII. However, Form VII verbs will not have a passive participle. 
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Form VIII Doubled Verbs: Passive Voice �! , �·� 
(Remember that Form VII verbs do not have a passive voice.)  

Jussive Subjunctive , 
�� 

, 
�i 

� , , 
�� � 

� , � , 
I#J �0 . ..  '-i� {.S.) , a l .. 

0 � t...• , _)_)- • �; � 
� , , 0 .... \...0 . ..  .)_)-• 

.a � � 
� , � , 

r t...· · .. J b tO \ '� 
� 

r b" · , 
.J · �J  �� 

� , � , I"' b" . .. _) a .:::1 � �� 

� , , 0 ... �0 • • .).)- • .::Il l � 
� , � , I .. t...· .. .J.J- · � 3 I.J� 

� , � , .... 0 .... 1...0 . .. (..).).) 1 a l 0�� 
I ... t...• , .J_)- • �J I � .J .. 

� .
� LJ.J . ..  ,.. o ,.. l,...o .J. LJ.).J-• :aJ 
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Present , 
� 

� , � bo • .. j . � : 
� , 

0:=� 
� �t... • •  , .J-•  .QJ , 
� 

� , 
ol� 
� 

· I� (..) .. 
� , 

ol� 
, 

� 
� , 

0.J� 
� , 

0�� 
0.J� 
� . � LJ.) · .. 

38 1  

Past , , 
��� , , � � w� 

. . \ , , 
��� 

� , , �i , , 
::.:� 
, , , 

wo.J� 
� , , 

'� , , 
\1� 

, , 
ll�� , , , 
�.)?' , , , 
c;.)� 

� , , I.J� , , 
0�� 

Singular .. 
U\ 

� .. 
W,j\ 

� .. J ;i 

.JA 

� 
Dual .. LU3\ 

(m) � 

(r) � 

Plural 

� 
.. . i � .. �I 
rA 
(.)\ 



Command 

�1 \ �1 
• : � • .. !. 

.. ... \ ,...,., , "' '4' ·.... ! 

� 0 0 ... \ I 
• 1 l l > ) 1 0 "-"'• •  � 

� � 

Passive Past 

� � ,;, ..,0 � ' • '.? , .. �1 

Form X Doubled Verbs: Active Voice 
� , ;.. � ;.. . �\ l ,, , , ,, ,  

. � '  . .... .. 

Jussive 
o o ::O 'i  ' . ' 2' ' "'' 
0 0 .,.0 .. 
' ' ' ""' ' •  n '  

. 

.. ... .. , ..,.. , ' " , '-:? ..... 
0 0 ..,0 .... 
' ' ,., ' ' n ' . . .. 

0 0 .,.0 .. ' • , !"' , ) ,, ' 

\ "'  ..,0 .. ];> ' l  u '  

\ "'  ..,0 � ,.,. , t " , 
.� .. 

0 0 .,.0 • 
l l ' "" ' P' '  

. 

\ .. ... .. .J '"" , ' " , 
-� 

... 0 0 ..,0 .. 
U ' '' , , ., ,  . . 
\ .. ..,0 � 
-' ,..,. , ' n , 

-� .. 

.... • 0 0 ..,0 .... 

u , ,.,. ' l  " ' 
. . .. 

Passive 
Present 

� /; � ..,0 � ' �:=til � . u � . .. 

Subjunctive 

,;, ..,0 .. ' • '.? ' t tl , 

� .,.0 .... 
' '"" ' •  n '  

. � .. 

,;, ..,0 .. 
' . '? ' • n ' 

\ "' ..,0 .. 1.5' , ' u ,  

,
.. ..,0 .. .;;> , ,  " ' 

,;, ..,0 • 
' . '.? ' . !l ,  

\ .. ..,0 .. 

J ,.,. ' . " , .� 

..... 0 0 ..,0 .. u , ,.,.. ' "' , 
. . 

\ .. ..,0 � _, ,.,., , , ., ,  
.� .. 

...... 0 0 .,.0 ..... 

U ' '' , , , ,  . . .. 

Active Active 

Present 

/; ... .. ' . '.? ' ' *' '  

.... 1,11 ..,0 .. u , ,.,. , l " ' 
... � 

/; ... � 

l , ..., ' l  tl '  
. � .. 

/; ... .. ( . '> ' l " '  

1 "'  ... .. 
, · � , ..., , , , , '-' -� 

1 "'  ... � 
I 
• 

\ )"'> 1 ' !l 1 
"-"' ..... .. 

\ "'  ..,0 .. 
I 

• ' ,.,., 1 t !)  l '-' - � 

� � /; ..,0 • 
' • '.3' ' . " ,  

.... Ill ..,0 .. 
UJ!J' , , " , 

..... . "' 0 ..,0 .. u , ,., , ' " , . . 

.... • 0 0 ..,0 .... '-' , , ., , l " , . . .. 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

� � � 
.. ..,0 � .. .. ..,0 J .. � ..,0 J ' �::.. � .. � 4 4\ :;.  � .. � 4  ' �� � uhQ . � . 

Past 
J. 

.. 0 .... 0 ..,0 \ ' , , ,., ' ) ll . . � 

..... 0 .... 0 ,..> \ , .. , , ,.,. ' "' . .  � 

0 .... 0 .,.0 \ l .. , , , ..,.. , ' " . . � 

� 
" � ... \ ' , ., , l » 

. � 

� 
0 .. �0 ..,0 \ 
l ' ,.,. ' H' 

. � 

\ ..,o �o ... \ A l 1 l "> 1 t !)  
. .  � 

�\ . 

� 

,
..,.,� ... \ ' ' "' ' ' tl  

. .. 
� l .o �o ... \ , , ,.,. , . ., . . .. 

o ..,o �o ... \ r ' ' '"' , , ,  . .  � 

\ .. � ... \ � .. 
.... 0 .... 0 ,.0 \ , · , , , , ' "' '-"'• •  � 

� 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

� 
.. til .... .,.0 J 4\ }:=til � · 11) 4  
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Singular 

Dual 

(m) � 

(r) � 

Plural 

.. 
�\ 

Verbal Noun 

��\ . . � � 



, �, ,

, 
\ 

"' 
. 

... 

·�� · 

J 
� 
� 
.� 
I'll 

� 
! 
� 
= 0 = 

� 
! 
r: 

i s:: 
· -v.l 

� cd 
� 

= � £ 

Q,) . �  0 .� .g v.l 

·� 
rll .Q 

";:J 

. \ :1 0 • ' "' 

] 

1. 
,, 

:·�� \ . . 
0 

:� 

. \ 1 0 • ' 
\ 

'

·� , , 
\ 

. 
"\\ 

'

·� , , 
\ . 
\l 

, , 
0 

'

·� \ . . 
0 

-�. 

:1 . \ 0 • 
' 

\ 

' 't , , 
\ ' . 

\ 
. \ 

-

-

� , , 
\ . 

- -� 
\ '\ 

\ . 

I 

I 

� 

1: 

] , , 
\ . 

"\\ 

] , , 
\ 

. 
\l 

] , , 
0 
\ . . 
0 

'I 

:1, \l • 
' 

0 

' ·� , , 
\ 

. 
"\\ 

- -� , , 
\ 

. 
\l 

, , 
0 

' ·� \ . . 
0 

8 -3 

. \ :� "' '\ . 

- � , , 
\ ' . 

•:) , 

- �  , , 
\ ' . 

- �  , , 
\ ' . 

j 
-

,..§.. 

1· ' . 

J , , 
\ . 

·'J , 

�· , , 
\ . 

�· , , 
\ ' . 

j 
-e--
-

1· '\ . 

- �  , , 
\ ' . 

·'J , 

- �  , , 
\ ' . 

- �  , , 
\ ' . 

"2 .a 
� :� 

. \ 1 '\ . 

j 
j 
: �� \ . 

. 
0 

-r-i. 

:l . \ 

"' '\ . 
0 

' l \ '\ 
\ . 
\J 

' l \ '\ 
\ ' . 

-

' l \ '\ 
\ ' . 
-

-� 

1 . \ 

"' '\ . 
\\. 

' 't , , 
0 
\ . 
0 • . 
\ 

' 't , , 
0 \ . 
0 • . 
\ 

' 't , , 
0 \ . 
0 • 

. \ 

't. 

1 ' . 

-

- � , , 
\ ' . 
,

•:) 

'I , , 
\ . 
-

' I , , 
\ . 
-

� 

:l . \ 0 • 
. 

\ 

'l , , 
0 
\ . 
0 • . 
\ 

'l , , 
0 \ . 
0 • 

. 
\ 

' l , , 
0 \ . 
0 • 

. \ 

M 00 
M 

� 
� 

I 

� 
v.l 

� ]" u 
s 
� 



E: BoUow Verbs 

Hollow verbs are problematic in Forms I, IV, VII, VIII, and X. In this section you will find charts for 
all three types ofForm I hollow verbs in the active voice, followed by a representative Form I verb in the 
pasSive. 

You will also find charts for a Form IV hollow and a Form X hollow in both the active and passive 
voices. . Forms IV and X hollow verbs should be associated together since their conjugations are 
basically the same pattern. If you can conjugate one Form IV hollow, you should be able to conjugate 
any Form IV hollow and any Form X hollow. 

A chart for a Form VIII hollow verb in both voices is also included. Form VII hollow verbs follow 
exactly the same pattern as Form VIII. No Form VII chart is provided. Remember also, that Form VII 
verbs do not exist in the passive voice. 
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Form I Hollow Verbs: Middle Radical Waaw Active Voice jlj, JJJ.i 

Command Jussive 
0 J ·l .).) 

0 J . 0 J ... 
.).) .JY 

� 
... f..j.JJJ f..j.JJY 

0 J •" 
.)...);. 
0 J ... 
.JY 

� 

'.JJJ '.J-'Y 
,.)_,:;; 

� 

'.J-'Y 

0 J • •  

.JY 
� 

\J.JJJ '-'.J-'Y 
� 0 J 

u..;J 
..... 0 J. ... 

I.J.JY 

,_,.)_,;; 
..... 0 J .,. 

u..;J= 

Passive Past Passive 
Present 

� . J \ . J 

...);..) .) ...);. 

Subjunctive 

j_,j 
� 

� ... .JJY 
� 

... f..j.JJY 
� � . .)J..); 

� 
� ... .JJY 

� 

'.J-'Y 

, .)_,;; 
� 

'.J-'Y 

� 
� . . .JJY 

� 

'-'.J-'Y 
, 

• 0 J ... 

I.J.JY 

,_,.)_,;; 
,.. 0 J .... 

u.JJ; 

Active Active 

Present 

� 

J � 
.JJJ' 

� J ... .JJY 
� 

CJ=.JJY 
J � 

.)J..); 
� J ... 

.JJY 

� 

u'.J-'Y 
� 

u'.J-'5; 
� 

u'.J-'Y 
� 

� 
J . .  .JJY 

� 
� ... UJ.JJY 

,.. • 0 J ... 

I.J.JY 
� � 

LJJ.)Jj; 
.... 0 J .... 
u..;J; 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

" \ . :;y\j 
. � 

Y .J  .)J_)A 
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Past 
'J _.  0 J. • '-l.).) 
.... .. 0 J . '-l.).) 
.. J . �.).) 
j\j 

�)j 
J 

L.,:;.J) 
\)j 
t;j\j 

t.;;.J) 
J 

0 .. 0 J . 
� .).) J 
:Y.J) 

\_,)j 
..... 0 J . 

I.J.).) 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

� � 

:;..;_,_)A 

Singular 

u\ 
� .. �' 

�.::J 
� 

� 
Dual .. LU3\ 

(m) � 

(r) � 
Plural 

� 
.. . , 

� 
�l 

rA 
� 

Verbal Noun 

:;..;4J 
� 



Form I Hollow Verbs: Middle Radical Yaa' Active Voice E,4, � 
Command 

• C! 
� 

b ... 

'� , . � , 

Passive Past 

, 

� 

Jussive 
. ' C! 

, 
• .. � 

, 
.. 

� 
• , 
C!= 

, 
• .. � 

, 
� 

.. . 

� 
.. ... 

, 
� ... 

, 
0 . � , ' .. � , , . � , 

' , 
� , . , � 

Passive 
Present 

J � t ... 

Subjunctive , ' c::: , , .. � 
, .. 

� 

Active 

, , 
t:.ll.l 

, , .. � 
, 

� .. . 

� ..... , 
� .. . 

, , . 
� 

, ' .. � , , . . .. � , 

' , 
� 
, 0 , � , 

Participle 
Masculine 

"L tf . 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

WL , . 
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Present 
J ' c::: 

, J .. � 
, , .. � 

J , 
t:.lJ.l 

, 
J .. � 

, · l,_W u ... , 

· �  u ..... , , · l,_W u ... , 

, 
J . 

� 
, , .. w� 

, 
, 0 . .. � , , , 

w� 
, 0 � , 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine , � 

Past 
J .. . 
<.......Ja.J . , 

� , 

.. o 

"--la.J , . , 
, L t . 

• , L <.:Jc. • 

J 

� . 
, 

l.c.L . 
tiC.� 

U'a.: , 
J 

. ... 

� 
J 

"' ... � , 

'.JC-� 
, 0 � , 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

� 
.. . 

Singular 

ul 
.. . , l <......l.l 

.. 

! .. , ;, 

� 
� 
Dual 

.. 
\...o13\ 

(m) tM\ 

(r) tM\ 
Plural 

� 
.. .. . , � 
.. 

UU' 
� 
� 

Verbal Noun 

O ' 

c::: 



Command 

� 
0 • 

� 
�\.j 

l..Gu 

l __,.o\J 
� � 0 UA3 

Passive Past 

None for 
this verb 

Fonn I Hollow Verbs: Schizophrenic Active Voice �U, �� 
Jussive Subjunctive �� 

0 ·1 � 
� ut r �� � 

0 - � l.!j � r � � 
�\.jj �\.jj 

� 
0 .� � UJ � r .,. �� � 
0 - � l,jj � r 

� � 
l.Al!l l.Al!l 
l.Alli l.Alli 

"' "' 

� � 
l.Al!l l.Al!l 

�� � 
0 • •  � \.jj � r � � 

'__,.ol!l '__,.ol!l 
�� �� � 0 -� � 0 -� 

l lli __,.o "' l UJ __,.o 
"' � � � 0 � � � 0 � � 

Passive Active Active 
Present Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine 
None for 

"\.j A..4\J this verb � 

Present 
J ut r 
J l.!j r � �. 

1,jj U;:A 
J UJ r .,. 
J l,jj r 

� 
c.:,l.Al!l � 
· LG\.jJ u "' � � 

c.:,l.Al!l � 
J \.jj r � 

�__,.ol!l 
�� � 0 -� 

� 1,jJ u__,.o ·.,. 
� � 0 � � 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 
None for 

this verb· 

Past 
J _. 0 • 

� 
.... .. 0 • 

� 
"' 0  • 

� 
� ll r 

7�u 
J 

� 
l..Gu 
ti.Gu 

lfAJ 
J 0 .,.0 • 

� 
J 

If, .,.0 • � 
l__,.ou 
� 0 � 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 
None for 
this verb 

Singular 

ui 
� .. �' 

.. 
i"' ';\ 

.,. 

� 
Dual .. 
La:i3\ 

{m) ld 

(r) ld 
Plural 

� 
" .,. ., � 
.. 

6i3' 

rA 
� 

Verbal Noun 

� 
0 • 

r.JJ 

· Many hollow verbs in this category will have passive participles. If their middle radical is a waaw, then the participle will 
have the same pattern as ...JJjA. If the middle radical is a yaa', then the participle will have the same pattern as �-
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Form I Hollow Verbs: All Types Passive Voice :;1J, jJ..J.! 
All Form I hollow verbs in the passive voice will conjugate the same was as the verb below. 

Jussive 

J 
0 .... .... .JY 

J 
0 .... ... .JY 

J 
0 ..... . .  .JY 

J 
J 0 ... .. U.JY 
'.J.J.JJ: 

Subjunctive 

J 
� ' . .. .J Y  

J 

(.S)y .. 

J 

\)y 

J 

\)y 

J 
� ' . . .J Y  

Present 

J 
� . ' ... '-..B.J Y  

J 
J ' ... .J Y  
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Past 
J .. 0 • 
'-...J .J.J 
.... ... 0 • 
'-...J .J.J 

. ...);.J 

\_;;j 

l.f
• ...);.J 

J 
0 .. 0 • 

� .J) 

Singular 

ui 

Dual 

(m) � 

(r) � 

Plural 



Form IV Hollow Verbs: Active Voice �t:i\, ?.zij 
All Form IV hollow verbs in the active voice conjugation in the same was as the verb below. 

Command 

Passive Past 

, 

, 4 � 

Jussive 

, 

0 .. J 

� 

J 

� .. 

� .. .. 

, 
LuS:i .. 

, 

\ .... 
� 

Passive 
Present 

J � r .. 

Subjunctive 

, 

, 

� .. 

� .. .. 

, 

� .. 

J 

, \ .... 
� 

Active Active 
Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine 

.. , .. .. , 
� 4..A..l.U .. 
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Present 

, 
J .... � 

J .. , 
� 

, 
J .... � 

, · Luij L) .. 
- � L) .. ..  

, 

· � L) .. 
, J .. . � 

J 
"· 

.... L)� 
J 

.... 0 .... � 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

lf.o r 

Past 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

4Alf.o 

Singular 

Dual 

(m) lAA 

(r) � 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

4...a\l\ 
� 



Form IV Hollow Verbs: Passive Voice �tit, �;ij 
All Form IV hollow verbs in the passive voice will conjugate in the same way as the verb below. Note 
that a Form IV hollow verb in any of the imperfect passive conjugations has the exact same pattern as 
Form I hollow verbs have in the imperfect passive. 

(Not all of the conjugations for this model verb make sense in actual usage.) 

Jussive Subjunctive 
_ .,.  .,. 0 .. t -

ut rs r 
_ .,.  .,. 

� - lll r 
.,. .,. 

�lll �\ij 
0 .. J - �  r-= r .. 

_ ,  J 
� ' \.ij  r 

.,. .,. 
\,.Qli,j \,.Qli,j 

lo� lo� .. .. 
.,. J 

loli:3 lAli:3 
_ .,.  J 

0 .. . - w  � r 
.,. J 

'.JAli,j \.JA\i:l 
_ .,. _ .,.  

.... 0 .... � , 0 .... � 
' � .JA .. ' �  .JA .. 
.... 0 .. , .... 0 .. , � � 
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Present 
.,. 

-" ul  r 
.,. -" lll r 

.,. .... . 1ll (.);A 
J � r .. J J lll r 

.,. wtALi:3 -

· l.A� (J .. - J 
wlALi:3 -

.,. , w r 
.,. 

0.JA\i:l 
_ .,.  

, 0 .... � 
-. � (J.JA .. 

-
,. 0 .. , � 

390 

Past 
.,. :� 
.,. , 0 .. 1 � 
.,. ,. 

5:�, 
.,. - 4 � 

.,. 0 .... 1 Ud .. 

'� J 
u .. J 
�1 .. 

.,. 04 J J 
o _.o  1 � .,. .,. 

Q .... 4 � 
.,. ' .. 1 � 

.,. 04 

Singular 

ul 
.. . - 1 '--l.J 

,. 
�.::.,j\ 

.JA 

� 
Dual 

.. 
\.AU\ 

(m) \.At\ 

(r) \.At\ 
Plural 

� 
,. .. . , � 
.. 

Ul3' 
rA 
WA 



Form VIll Hollow Verbs: Active Voice ��} , �1;';;; 
All Form VIII hollow verbs will conjugate in the active voice in the same way as as the verb below. 

Add. . all all F VII h 11 b will al th Itt on .Iy, orm o ow ver s so con ugate e same way . 
Command 

,o 
0 .. . I �� 

0 

�I 'i.J : 

0 

I �I .) � , 

0 

I �I J.J � 
,o 

'
. 0 .. . I U�� 

, 

Passive Past 

0 J 

, .. . t � 

Jussive 
..... o ;. 

�I 
,0 , 

0 .. . .. � 
0 , 'i_);.;; 

, 0 
0 .. . , � 

, 0 , 
0 ... . .. � 

0 , l)i>i 
0 

I �  .) .. 

0 , l)i>i 
,0 , 

0 .. . . � 
0 , 

I \;.;; J.J 
,o , 

0� 
0 

I � J.J .. ,o 
.... . 0 .. . , u� 

Passive 
Present 

• 

J �  .) .. 

Subjunctive 
0 , 

j� 
0 , 

jl;.;-; 
0 , tS)i>i 

.. 

0 , � .) .. 

0 , 

jl;.;; 

0 , l)i>i 
0 

I �  .) .. 
0 , l)i>i 

0 , 

j� 
0 , 

I 1;.;; J.) 
,o , , 0� 

0 

I � J.) .. 
,o 

, 0 , 0� 

Active Active 

Present 
0 � 

��I 
0 , �}i>; 

0 , 

..... . \;;; �...);.) 
0 

J � .) .. 

0 , �\;.;; 
0 , 

01);.;; , 
0 

· I � u .J  .. , 
0 , 

01);.;; , 

0 , 

�� 
0 , 

�_,_);.;; 
,o , 

�� 
0 

, � . .. . uJ.J .. 
,o 

..... 0 .. "" 0� 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

• 0 0 0 

.)� 0.)� .)� 

Past Singular 
,o 

��J ul 
, ,o 

��J �l 
, 

,o 
.. 0 .. . 1 So-l�� �.:J , 

0 

, �I .) � .JA , 
0 �.J�J � , 

Dual 
J , 0 � W" .. • I  W,jl �� , 

0 

I �I .) � (m) � 
0 t' �l .) � (r) � 

Plural ,o \..jo .. • I �� � , 
J ,o � 

0 ..,0 .. . ' .. .  1 ��: � 
J ,o � 

� • .,-1) .. .  ' '->'�� �I 
, 

0 

I �� J.) � rA ,o uo .. • 1 �� � 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

0 0 

0.)� L:i-;.1 .) - � 
• Remember, hollow verbs in Form VDI have passive and active particples that are identical. In addition, a Form VII 
hollow verb will have an active participle of the very same pattern. It will not have a passive participle. 
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. . 
Form VIll Hollow Verbs: Passive Voice J\A} , �t;;j 

All Form VITI verbs in the passive voice will conjugate in the same way as the verb below. Note that 
Form VII hollow verbs do not exist in the passive voice. 

Jussive Subjunctive 
.... o l 

:fo\ jl;
o
;t 

�o , 0 , 
0 .. . .. jt;;; � 

0 , 0 , 

(.j)iii (.j)iii 
�o 0 

0 .. .  J. .... � � ..) .. 
�o , 0 , 

0 .. . .. jt;;..; � 
0 , 0 , 

\_};;..; \_};;..; 
0 0 

' �  ..) .. 
' �  ..) .. 

0 , 0 , 

\)i=>i \_};;..; 

�o , 0 , 
0 .. . .  j� � 

0 , 0 , ,__,_};;..; ,__,_};;..; 
�o , �o , 

.... . 0 .. . .. u� 
"" •  0 .. . .. u� 

0 0 ' � .J..) .. ' � .J..) .. 
�o �o 

.... . 0 .. . , 

u� 
.... . 0 .. .  J. 

u� 
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Present 
0 � 

��' 
0 , 

�\;;..; 
0 , ..... \;;; '-.);..) 

0 

, �  ..) .. 

0 , 

�\;;..; 
0 , 

u'J;;..; 
0 . , � (.) ..) .. 

0 , 

u'J;;..; 

0 , 

�� 
0 , �:u)iii 

�o , 
-'· 0 .. . .. u� 

0 ..... � (.).J..) .. �o 
.... . 0 .. . J 

u� 

392 

Past 
0 � 

��' 
0 , � 0 " w.fo\ 
0 l 

.. 0 .. . ' �_r. 
� .. o. t � 

0 , � " w�\ 
, 0 � W" .. .  ' _r. 

0 l ' .. . ' � 
0 � tf .. . ' � 

0 � \..j" .. .  ' _r. 
0 � o _.o  .. . , �_r. 

, 0 � "· .,.0 .. .  ' c..J-1 _r. 
0 � ' .. . ' .J� 

�. o .. o· t 
u_r. 

Singular 
.. 

\..j\ 

.. . � l '--lJ 

.. : .. , ;, 

� 

� 
Dual 

" 

\.Aij\ 

(m) \..d 

(r) \..d 
Plural 

� 
" 

.. . , � 
" 

Ul3' 
� 
� 



Form X Hollow Verbs: Active Voice j�! , \.asi·re; 
All Form X hollow verbs will conjugate in the active voice in the same way as as the verb below. 

Command 

, 
�' !. 

, 

�' r..S .. p .. , 

, ' �' 
.. !. 

, 
\ �' ..J .. 

p , 
, 0 _.o ' · � u , " 

Passive Past 

J J 

� .. 

Jussive 
0.lijl!J 

, , 0.l;e"i·ni 
, , 
.. .. l..S ).J,.• , ' " , .. .. , 

0 _.o , � , .. , , 0),!'-j,,j 
, , ' _.o .. all• 1 P' 1 

.. 

, ' _.o , -ll:- , , , , .. .. , , 
\ ..o .. all.• , ' " , .. 

, , 
� 

, , 
\ _.o .. _,� , . .  � ,  

, , 
�. � L) ,  , 
\ _.o , _,all. .. , t ll , 

.. .. , "'·
� 

L) ,  .. 

Passive 
Present 

�� .. 

Subjunctive 

, :0 ' � l a u  .. 

, , 
�-r���� .. , , 

.. .. (.S.ll.• ' • n ' 
.. .. , 

, _.o , -lla l a u l  .. .. 

, , 
, _.o .. -lla l na l  .. 

, , ' _.o .. J.l.• 1 H' ' 
.. 

, 

\ _.o , 

.ll.• , , , , 
.. .. 

, , ' _.o .. �· ' "' '  
.. 

, , 
, _.o • -llz l t lJ l  .. , , ' _.o .. ..J�a 1 a 11 1  

, , 
�. � L) , 

, ' _.o , _,ella , , , ,  .. .. , 
""' 0 .,P "' · �  u ,  .. 

Present 

� .. , , 
J _.o .. -llz l a � l  .. , , , .. ..  ��· • a n ' 

.. 

, 
J _.o , 
� l u� 2  .. .. , , 
J _.o .. -lla 2 ��� l .. 

, , 
• \ .l.l _.o .. u �· , , , ,  

, , ' _.o , U .ll• ' • n ' 
.. .. , , , . ' .ll: _.o .. 

U �· · · n ' 
, 

, , 
J _.o • .lJ.a 1 U1J 1 .. 

, , 
, _.o .. u�� '' '1 ' 

, , 
-'· � L) , 

, 
, _.o , 

U-'� 1 1 UJ  
, '·

� 

L) ,  .. 

Active Active Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

_.o J � 1 a ll 4 .. 

Participle 
Feminine 
.. _.o J b.l.la 1 1 11 4 .. 

Participle 
Masculine 

.)� 
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Past 

��' 
!. , 

, O ' _.G ' w� p , , 
O ' _.G ' 

�� 
!. , 

��\ 
!. , 

b'.)�\ 
! 

J , 
l4;�\ 

! , 
\ .)�\ 

!. , 
\.f.)�\ 

!. 

, 

lf�\ 
!. 

J , 
�i·"i·n� 

J �
..0 ' ..0 ' 0J�p 

, 

'..J.)�J , 
' O ' _.G \ · �  u " , 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

.. � o.) 

Singular p 
u\ 

.. . , 1 '--lJ 

.. � .. .13\ 

� 
� 
Dual 

" 
\.Aij\ 

(m) l.A.\ 

(r) l.A.\ 
Plural 

� 
.. ..

., � 
" 

�' 
rA 
0" 

Verbal Noun 

o.)�\ 
!. 



Form X Hollow Verbs: Passive Voice J�}, \..9 '  .... 1 . ..  ; 
All Form X hollow verbs in the passive voice will conjugage in the same was as the verb below. 

Jussive 
J 

".{.:r . .  J 
# J 

·�') . .,; 
# J 

(.5�� 
.. 

0 ... .,.0 J. � .. 
# J 

".{.'). ,; 
# J 

b� 

b� .. 
# J 

b� 

# J 

� 
# J 

1__,�� 

# J 

0".{.') . .,; 
# 

1__,�� 

... 0 ... ..,0 J 
- � u .. 

Subjunctive 
J 

�W:.J 

# J 

�� 

# J 

(.5�� 
.. 

�� .. 
# J 

�� 

# J 

b� 

b� 
.. 

# J 

b� 

# J 

�� 

# J 

,..,�� 

# J o·;; . ., . .. ; 

l__,�l .') . .. j 
.... 0 .... ..,0 J · � u .. 
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Present 
J 

JW:.J 

# J 

J� 

# J #. �� u= 
J� .. 

# J 

J� 

# J 

o�J� 
# 

· I J� u .. 
# # J 

o�J� 
# 

J 

J� 

# J 

�.:u�� 

# J 

0".{.') . .. ; 

# � O.J� .. 

# • # ... J · � u .. 

394 

Past Singular 
J J 

J. .. 0 ,.,0 1 '-l� ui 
J J 

,. 0 ,.0 l # .. w� W31 

J J 

��1 �:.,ii 
J J 

� .JA .. 
J J 0 ,. ,.,0 1 w� � .. 

Dual 
J J J 

W"� .. \..4ill 
J J 

I� (m) � .. 
J J 

\f� (r) � 
.. 

Plural 
J J 

u�i � 
J J J 

��' .. . , 
� 

J J J 
Ill . ... � UJ # 

.. �I 
J J 

� �  .J .. rA 
J J 

... 0 ,.,0 1 - � u # CJA 



F: Quadriliteral Verbs 

Form I Quadriliteral Verbs: Active Voice u�J ,  u�� 
Command 

0 
0 • • ... . �..,.?-.) 

0 0 

Passive Past 

0 
, . • J . �Y::...J , 

Jussive 

0 � 

�y:y - , 

0 J 
0 • • ... . ... �y::..y 

0 � uy:_y 
0 � uy:_y 

0 � 
0 • • ... . . �y::..y 

0 0 � 

Passive 
Present 

0 , • ' • ,.; . J �Y::...J:i 

Subjunctive 
0 � 

, 

. . 
, ... , �..,.?-.) 

0 � 

�y:y - , 

0 � uy:_y 
0 � uy:_y 

0 � u_;=:_y 

Active 

0 0 � 

Active 

Present 
0 J 

J , " u_?.j\ 
0 J 

J . ... ... �...?-Y 

0 � 
J • • ... �y::..y 

0 � 
J • • .... . .  

�y::..y 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

0 0 0 
. . ... . J ... • • ... . J • ' . .... • J 

�Y::....)A 4l..!_;::.y �...?-..)A , 
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Past 
0 0 

J ,. ...... • .... . �..,.?-.) 
0 0 

0 0 

, 0 

0 0 

� 0 0 

�Y:J 
0 l_,f_p:j 

0 0 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

0 
.. ..... ... J 4l..!_?.� 

Singular 

Dual 
.. 

\Aij\ 

(m) lA.\ 

(r) lA.\ 
Plural 

.. 
�� 

Verbal Noun 

0 

4.!_p:j 



Form I Quadriliteral Verbs: Passive Voice u�) ,  u�:lf 
Jussive 

0 , 
0 • ""' • ,. ... ��y 

0 , 
0 . ... • , ... ��y 

0 J 
0 . .... • , • •  ��y 

, 0 

1 ..... • .... _ ,  

.J!�� 

Subjunctive 

0 0 
.... ..... .... J U!..?J.: 

Present 

0 , 
J • ""' • ,. ... ��y 

0 , 
J •""' . .... ... ��y 

0 , 
J • "" . ... . .  ��y 

0 0 
"' .... ""' J U!..?J.: 
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Past 
0 0 

, .. • • J . ��_) 
Singular 

, .. �� 
.. 

.: .. 131 

Dual 

(m) l.d 
(r) l.d 
Plural 



Form II Quadriliteral Verbs: Active Voice u).;j ,  u).,� 
The passives of these verbs are rare and are not included. 

Command 

0 � 
0 . .... • .... ... �y:.y 

Passive Past 

Rare 

Jussive 

0 � �  
0 . .... . ... . .... �Y:.r 

0 � �  
0 . ..... • .... ... . �Y:.r 

0 0 .... .... 

0 0 � 

2j_p:� 
Passive 
Present 

Rare 

Subjunctive Present 

0 � �  
J . ..... . .... . .... �Y:.r 

0 � 
J . ..... • ... �_;::.� 

0 � �  
J . .... . ..... �Y:.r 

0 � �  
J . .... • ... . �Y:.r 

0 0 ..... .... 

0 0 � 0 0 � 

2j_p:� 2j_p:� 
Active 

Participle 
Masculine 

0 
. . .... ... J �Y:.YA 

� 

Active 
Participle 
Feminine 

0 .. • • .... • ..,J .U_y:._y.A 
� 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

Rare 
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Past 
0 0 

J _. .... • ..... ... W!_y:.y 

0 0 � 
.� � u . ... � y:.y 

� 0 � 
o .,. ..... • ... ... W!_y:.y 

J.o o .... 
'{/1. .. ..... • .... ... �y:.y 

0 � 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

Rare 

Singular 

ui 

Dual 

(m) � 

(r) � 

Plural 

Verbal Noun 

0 
. J 

� 

. ... �y:.y 



� . . 

Fonn IV Quadriliteral Verbs: Active Voice "�! , (Jf·h4 
This is one of the great verbs of Arabic. Students usually have a very difficult time remembering how to 
conjugate it and how to pronounce it. 

Command 

.. 0 

.. 0 

.. 0 

'�� 

Passive Past 

None 

Jussive 
- 0 -

�� 
- 0 -o . ·t.b:i � 

0 J-j;, . . .. � 
.. 0 -

\ - �- 1, .. �· , 
.. 0 

, . j;� 
1; 

J1A , 
- .. 

.. 0 -

\ - �� 1, .. 
� ,  

.. 0 -

' · "- 1, .. �· , 

.. 0 

' · "-
1; 

�· , - .. 

Passive 
Present 

None 

Subjunctive 
0 -

� 
.. 0 -;f.t,; '# -

.. 0 -

\ - �- 1, .. 
MY' , .. 0 

.. 0 -\ - �- 1, .. 
MY' , 

.. 0 -' ... - 1, .. � ,  

.. 0 

' - �-
1; 

� ,  - .. 

Active Active 

Present 
0 -

�\ 
0 -

� 
.. 0 -

0 -

� 

.. 0 

.. 0 -

· t · �" 1, .. 
u� , 

0 -

tJ.ot,; 
.. 0 -

Ill ,.�0 -. . .. (..)} 
.. 0 

Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

0 .. 0 None � .. · �" t,J .vy. 4 
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Past 

Jo _,_ o0 o .. . . IG..b\ r-w !  

-- 0 

' ·LJ::a\ _JJ " 

Passive 
Participle 
Feminine 

None 

Singular 

Dual 
.. 

\...W\ 

(m) Ld 
(r) w 
Plural 

Verbal Noun 

0 0 

· �\ u - " -



G: A Few Oddball Verbs 

Command 

Passive Past 

J 

� .. , � 

Jussive 

0 wt � .. 

Passive 
Present 

_.o J �J= 

� l� 
The Form I Verb � , t.r� Active Voice 

Subjunctive Present 

Active Active Passive 
Participle Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine Masculine 

0 w1 �1 ;;to " -
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Past Singular 

� 
i.::.UI 

Dual 

tll .. (m) � 

(r) � 

Plural 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

413L 0 
• L:;l - u .. � 



The Form IV Verb ul1 , t.}:iJ 
Command Jussive Subjunctive 

J J .. 

�_,1 � .. t t.F-' 
J J 

�1 .. o .. �_).2 
� ..0 .. 

t.F..)J 
J J �1 ..o., .. �:JJ ..o., .. �:JJ 

.. 0 J �.); � ..0 J t.F.3: 
J J 

.. 0 .. �_).2 � ..0 .. 

t.F..)J 
J J 

L:i1 Ltt:, .. Lt .... - _:JJ -:JJ 
l.Jt"J _.); l.Jt"J _.); 

J J Lt� .. -:JJ Lt,. .. _:JJ 
J J 

.. 0 • .... ..,0� • �_).2 t.F:JJ 
J. J ljj1 1_,1y 1_,1y 
J J 

�1 ' • ..o#. .. �:JJ 
..... ..,os.. .. (...):iJ :JJ 

I ..o , 

..)J.); 
' ..0 J ..)J.); 

� ..0 J. �.); 
� ..0 J �.); 

Passive Past Passive Active Active 
Present Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine 
J 

� .. t _.o J .. 0 J. .. ..0 J t.F-' �.); �)A �)A 
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Present 
J 

�) 
J 

..o,. .. 

t.r:JJ 
J 

...-• ..,OA .. �:JJ 
_.o J t.r.3: 

J 

..o., .. 

t.r:JJ 
J · Lt  .... U -:JJ 

� 

• Lj"t:. J (...) _.); 
� 

J · Lt  .... U -:JJ 
� 

J. 

..o., . t.r:JJ 
J 

..... .,.0�·· u..)J:JJ 
J 

.... • ..of;, .. �:JJ 
� ..0 J. �..)J.); 
� ..0 J �.); 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

.. ..0 J �)A 

Past Singular 

: .. ,o,11 .. 
\..j\ .. 

; .. ,o,;1 � .. 

Uj\ .. 
� 

' .. ,o,j\ 
.. 

! .. .Ji\ � .. 
.. , � .Jib 
� 

£:.u1 � 
Dual 

J � 

t A-;,;1 .. Ui31 .. 
� 

L:i1 (m) Ld .. 

� 

tti1 (r) Ld 
Plural 

� 

tt�1 � .. 
J � 

..o .. , � ... l � 
J � 

� ..o .. 1 .. 

� 613' 
� lj:i1 rA 
� 

�1 UA 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

.. \1 J , )A  tiJ\ � ., 



The Form I Verb �� , �� 
This is absolutely one of my favorite verbs in the language. 

Command 

' .. or -'-� 

' .. � 

Passive Past 

� 

;.� 

Jussive 
0 ;; tr.' 

0 • � 
or l_,j;?J 

' .. � 

or -'� 

I .. � 

� 

Passive 
Present 

J b:, ;. . .. 

Subjunctive 

or l_,j;?J 

or l_,j;?J 

Active Active 
Participle Participle 
Masculine Feminine 

;.� �� .. 
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Present 

· � u ... . .... 

J • ;.� 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

� 

;.� 

Past Singular 

.. 
i .. li\ 

Dual 

{m) � 

{f) � 

Plural 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

� � .. . ;.� 



The Form I Verb '-Ui , �� 
Another classic. 

Command Jussive Subjunctive 

, , 

or I.Jjl .t'i or I.Jjl .t'i 

or I.Jjl .t.J or I .Jjl . tJ 
' � ,. .. 

Passive Past Passive Active Active 
Present Participle Participle 

Masculine Feminine 
, :. J \ .=:/, �Wi �Wi �� � .. -
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Present 

Passive 
Participle 
Masculine 

:.' �� 

Past Singular 

" 5o .. ,;, 

Dual 
" lA:i.il 

(m) lA6\ 

(r) lA6\ 
Plural 

" .. . , � 

" Ui31 

Passive Verbal Noun 
Participle 
Feminine 

� ; , ,:;4  � ; , ,:;.  .. .. 



Chapter S 

The Key 

Drill 1 .  Special Drill on the Definite Article. Below are the words from the drill made definite . 

., 0 �  4..il]\ y\$.11 
0 

UJ� .) .. yL:l\ 
� 

.. 

4J_,lbl\ 
� 

�\ 
.. � 

0 � k� . 
� " .)�\ �� 

� 
0 

�5) .. 

�y\ 
�
).\ 

'i! 0 � ��� 
�\.7;J\ y� 

'i! 

t'.J� .. •yi � 
0 � 0 

y� �_?..1\ 
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.. 
�� '-'� 

�.)l;)ll 
" 

u�Lt:;l\ 
�J:JI 
s �  -' · 

u_,� 

��\ 
0 

y� 
., 

�Jill 
.. �1.hll 

u�Jli 
" ( all.• ' tO  ' .. 

" ;; �I 
0 'i! ';; .)' III.A 1!1 I 

��� " 
'-llAjj\ 

� 
0 � 

jA'll 
YI.Ji 
y� 
�\.:� 

" 
AlJl\ 

.. 

� .. 
� 



Dril1 2 :  Below is a table with the answers to Dril1 2. Each question is translated, answered, and the 
answer is then translated. The answers are examples, yours will probably differ. Case endings have been 
included on the questions and answers. 

Translation Answer Translation 
I am K.halid. . � u\ Who are you (m.)? 

I am from Sudan. Where are you (m.) · w'�y.JI � u\ from ? 
Saliim is from Beirut. 

� . � Where is Saliim from? 
• .J.J::: UA "' 

Nabila is from Tunis. . .. . � Where is Nabila from? 
· �-"' UA .... 

The book is here. .� y�l Where is the book? 

The teacher is in the ' Where is the teacher 
house. (The gentive • i"' '.!!'' � � .).l.J\ 

(f)? 
case is taught in Chapter 
Two.) 
The student is from . �I . L.J\.J:JI Where is the student 
Yemen. "' UA . from? 
The student is from ' Where is the student 
Oman. - w� � �� from? 
Samir is the director -� �.l.JI y. � Who is the director 
here. (The y. is called here? 
a pronoun of separation. 
See Chapter Three.) 
This teach is from Abu ' Where is this teacher 
Dhabi. 

�� � ��� 0� 
from? 

-� 
That professor i s  from J Where is that professor -� � ��'il � 
Dubai. from? 
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Question 

!ul � . ' 
. 

!� �\ � · " 

!� � �  . r  
!4';:; 1):.1 � . t  

,, tiSll · I o . y (.):! • 

' . !��� ,j;l · ' 

!�\ 1):.1 � 
' . !�I 1):.1 � 

!� �� �  

0� ,j;l � 

. v  

. A 

. '\ 

. ' . 

'"' .. .l.JI - �.) 

� ,j;l � . ' ' 
!��\71 



Drill 3 .  Part I: Read sentences 1 and 2 below. Why are they marked for case the way they are? Now 
write in the case endings for the remaining sentences in this part and make sure you can translate them. 
All case endings are included below and each sentence is translated. 

The student is new. �I is in the nominative 
case because it is the subject ofthe sentence. It has .. 
only one dhamma because it is definite. �� is in 
the nominative case because it is the predicate of an 
equational sentence. It has nunation because it is 
indefinite. The same explanation holds for sentence 
number 2. 
The student (f.) is new. 

The director is new. 

The director (f.) is new. 

This teacher is excellent. 

This book is excellent. 

This director (f.) is new. 

That teacher is good. 

That teacher (f.) is good. 

This teacher (f.) is good. 
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-�� �� . ' 

.. ' 
.o..l.l� UUJI · " .. . . 

-�� �� . r  
.. ' 

.o�� o�l . t  
. :J� � .J.l.JI I� . o 

. :J� y\.:iSll I� . \ 
.. ' 

. o�� o _.>;.l.JI �� 

-� ��� � 
.. , 

. V 

. A  
.o* t...a:_,.lAll � . I\  

.. , .o* t...a .J�I o� . ' . 



Drill 3 - Continued 
Part IT: Answer the sentences below in the affirmative. Provide all case endings in your answers. 
Each question is answered below. The chart also includes translations of each question and of each 
answer. 

Translation Answer Translation 
Yes, the book is .. • , tiS!\ '� Is the book beneficial? 
beneficial. · ¥A Y 
Yes, the newspaper is 

.. , 
Is the newspaper good? .o* o�_r.JI '� good. 

Yes, I am the professor. 
, 

Are you the professor? , ��·�n u1 '� 
Yes, I am the professor 

, 
Are you (f) the ,o��YI ui '� (f) . professor? 

Yes, I am a professor. 
... Are you a professor? ' ��� \.il '� 

Yes, I am a professor .. Are you (f) a professor? ,0��1 \.il '� (f) .  
Yes. He is a director. ... '� Is he a director? '�.lA .JA 
Yes. She is a teacher. .. Is she a teacher? '�.J.lA � '� 
Yes. She is the teacher. 

, 
Is she the teacher? '�.)�\ � '� 

Yes. This teacher (f) is .. , 
Is this teacher (f) new? 'o�� � .;�1 o1\ '� new. 
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Question 

!¥Q ytiSll JA . ' 
.. , 

!o* o-li....;::JI JA · " 
, 

!��\tl �I JA . T'  
, 

!o��\tl �I JA . £  

.. 
!��� �I JA . o 
... 

!o��l �I JA . "\ 

!�.lA .JA JA . v 
.. 

!�:_,.lA � JA .A  
, 

!� .;.lAll � JA . � 
, 
� .;.lAll o1\ JA . ' • 

.. 
! .o.ll� "' . 



Drill 4. Part I :  Provide all case endings for the sentences below. Make sure that you can translate each 
sentence. The case endings have been included and translations provided for each sentence below . 

I am a student (f) in this .. 
��u � L:JU:a Lil . o 

university. 
.;-4JI 

I am the director in this lu � �.l.JI u1 . "\  
office. 

.�1 
He is the president in ��u � �)I .J-A . v 
this company. 

.;s�l 
She the director in 

, 
IS �� � o ..H.l.JI � . A  

that officce. 
.�1 

The student IS in an 
office. 

The director is in the 
office. 

The library is far from 
the university. 

The library is near the 
school. 

. � . Wlt.l:JI 
- · � . 

.I...US.JI . ' .l.JI - · � Y.. 
.. , 

c.)--C 0� �I 

. ' 

. '1'  

. r  
.;-4JI .. , 

. � ' �I � .,.)! . 
. t  

.;....,.)�1 

Part II: Provide all case endings for the sentences below. Then underline all of the idaafas. Make sure 
that you can translate each sentence. (The sentences are translated in the key.) 

The case endings have been included below, all idaafas have been underlined and the translations have 
been provided The translations are done in "normal" English, i. e. "the professor's house " instead of 
"the house of the professor. " 

This is the professor's .�l.:i.waYI y\:iS I� . "\  The professor's house is 
book. near the university. 

What is the title ofthe The university library is 9�'l.::..A 01 � LA . v  
professor's lecture? near the museum. 

!�l.:i....YI 

What is the capital of 
, 

This is a teacher's pen. !�I I� �lc LA .A 
this country? 
Where is the president This is a university 4.S > ' . · I · . �  
of the oil 

- ..Y-' U":!-1.) u= c.JA 
library. company 

from? !�I 

Studying this book is 
, 

This is the library of �\:iSll 11t. 4.....al.).:l . ' • 
enjoyable. .. Cairo University . 

, ""' , ·� 
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Drill 4 - Part ill : Write out answers to the following questions. Provide all case endings in your answers. 
Sample answers are provided in the key. Case endings, translations, and sample answers are provided 
below. 

The name of the 
president of America is 
"Bill Clinton. "  

The name of the vice-
president of America is 
A1 Gore. 

Michael Jackson is the 
Minister ofDefense in 
America. 

Howard Stern is the 
Minister ofForeign 
Affairs here. 

The University of Cairo 
is in Cairo. 

Yes, the study of this 
language is enjoyable. 

Yes, the letters of the 
Arabic language are 
beautiful. 

Yes, the professor's 
lecture is long. It is also 
very boring and at the 
same time is superficial 
and comical and proves 
that he does not know a 
thing about the subject. 
Yes, the president of the 
state oflraq is crazy. 

Yes, I am a seeker of 
knowledge. 

�" 1.SJ I • ' I ,. ,.)A �.) � 

" · � · u , 
Jl" 1.SJ I • uj\J ' i ,.)A �.) - · � 

II • 
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. �Y'I � t 1.!�1 J;j.J 
J;J.J .JA u.fo... �} .Jl.A 
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;.&lll 0� t...l.)� '� 

.. 
. 14 w..-

�yJI �� L..i .J� '� 
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�.pi)\ � �.J �� 
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·t�_,.JI 

�lyJI ;l.J� �.J ,� 
.. ·u� 

·� Yl� \JI '� 

• Treat �.)WI �j.J as a two-term idaafa. 

What is the name of the 
president of America? 

What is the name of the 
vice-president of 
America? 

Who is the Minister of 
Defense in America? 

Who is the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs here? 

Where is Cairo 
University? 

Is the study of this 
language enjoyable? 

Are the letters of the 
Arabic language 
beautiful? 

Is the professor's lecture 
long? 

Is the president of the 
state of Iraq crazy? 

Are you a seeker of 

knowledge? (yl� literally 

means "a seeker.") 
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Drill S .  Provide all case endings in the sentences below. Then underline the words in each noun
adjective phrase. Make sure you can translate each sentence. 

Case endings are indicated below and all noun-adjective phrases are underlined Each sentence is also 
translated. 

This is a new door. 

This is a long visit. 

He is an excellent president. 

Cairo is a famous Arab city. 

The director of the new company is a good 
director. (I hate sentences like this.) 
The president of Iraq is a strange man. 

This is the new student. 

This is the new student (f) .  

The city ofBaghdad is the famous capital oflraq. 
(Here the noun-adjective phrase is split because the 
noun is the first term of an idaafa. Note that the 
adjective is definite because the noun is definite.) 
What is the name of the new director in this 
abominable office? 
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Drill 6. In each question below, circle every noun-adjective phrase and underline each idaafa. Then 
indicate all of the case endings. Then answer each question, including the case endings in your answers. 
(Starting with this drill, more and more vocabulary is going to be used. Do not worry about new words 
you encounter in the drills. Ifyou know how to use a dictionary, look them up ifyou want. You can 
also refer to the key, which will include translations of most of the questions used in the drills.) 

Each idaafa below is underlined Noun-adjective phrases are in bold type. All case endings are 
indicated and translations are provided 

Are you the new director? 

Are you a Kuwaiti student (f)? 

Is Salim a famous Lebanese artist? 

Who is the new president in this company? 

Where is the office of the president of the American 
University? 
Is Sunday a work day in the state of Kuwait? 

What is the name of the Moroccan correspondent? 

What is the name ofthe new director (f) of the 
World Bank? (Note that 9.>.!-lA and 9��1 are in a 
noun-adjective relationship with each other. They 
are separated by �WI �sl;l!l which are also in a 
noun-adjective relationship. Furthermore, �sl;1ll is 
the last term of the idaafa.) 
When is the time of the arrival of the American 
airplane? 
Is the study of the Arabic language a difficult 
matter? (Note that yJ is the predicate of an 
equational sentence, so it is nominative.) 
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Drill 7. Provide the indefinite masculine and feminine nisba adjective of each word below. Then take 5 
of them and use them in equational sentences. Provide case endings in your sentences. Below are the 
masculine and feminine indefinite nisba adjectives. 

.. ... � t! 4...;.� .. �..fi 
.. .. . 4...;..)_,..... 
.. 
�J I .. .) 

.. 
t;�L-:J!I .. . 

.. 
�I.JJ 
.. 
.,.,. .. "' 

�_;c. 

� 1.! l..j� 
�..fi 

� 

l..j.)_,..... 
�J_JI 

�JL-::i!l .. . 
:s-I.JJ 

!ll - -

�_;c. 

o�WI 
�_,sll 
l:.JJ-W� 
(JJ.;'JI 
J�l 
t..I.;J 

'-:1-.P 
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Drill 8 .  Part I :  Combine the words in parentheses using the correct pronoun suffixes and write the 
answers in the blanks provided. The answers are in the blanks. 

Is this your book? 

The university library is in front of his house. 

Their school is far from the university. 

Our car is very new. 

Your president is very famous but (he is) crazy. 

Your (f.p.) book is a very boring one. 

Her idea is a good one. 
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Drill 8 - Part II : Answer the questions below. Indicate all case endings in your answers. Pay attention. 
Remember that you are answering the questions, and that you may have to use different pronoun suffixes 
in your answers than the ones used in some of the questions. Sample answers are provided below and all 
case endings are indicated 

Our professor's name is 
Haamid. 
Our president is from 
Washington. 

Yes, my house is near a 
large famous city, its 
name is Baltimore, hon. 

Yes, our book is a good 
one. 

Her Arab friend is 
Samiir. (For reasons of 
style, a pronoun of 
separation is preferable 
here.) 

Yes, my wife is an Arab. 
(In Egyptian colloquial, 
this sentence could 
mean "My wife is a 
car''.) 
Yes, their house is on 
Liberation street. 

Yes, our director is a 
good man. 

Yes, he is a moron. 

Her new American 
secretary (m.) is in the 
kitchen preparing 
coffee. 

. �b. Li�\l....l �I 
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�� · � - � cJA �.J 
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What is the name of 
your (fp�ofessor? 
Where is your president 
(f) from? 

Is your house near a 
large famous city? 

Is our Arabic book a 
good one? 

Who is her Arab friend? 

Is your wife an Arab? 

Is their house on 
Liberation street? 

Is your director a good 
man? 

Is the president of the 
Nationalist Progressive 
Company a moron? 
Where is her new 
American (m.) 
secretary? 
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Drill 9. Write in the case endings for the sentences below. Then circle each noun-adjective phrase and 
underline each idaafa. Make sure you can translate the sentences. 

The case endings are written-in below, noun-adjective phrases are in bold type, idaafas are 
underlined, and the sentences are translated. 

The student studied her Arabic book. (Arabic 
grammarians consider a noun with a possessive 
pronoun suffix to be an idaafa, so technically, 
�US is an idaafa. But for our purposes, idaafas 
consist of two or more nouns in a row. 
I studied my Arabic book. 

The correspondent met the minister is his official 
office. 
Did you transfer to Cairo University (lit. "The 
Universitv of Cairo) Samiira? 
They read all of the "Al-Ahram" newspaper. 
(e"\�'i\) is in the nominative because it is in 
quotes. 
They (f pl.) finished studying the Arabic language. 

They visited a famous historic city in Iraq. 

We met our friend at the international airport. 

We read a long book about the Middle East. 

I wrote a long letter to my mother in Kuwait City. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise. 

For the first three chapters you have worked pretty basic drills designed to get you back into the 
language. Most of the vocabulary was kept very simple until the past couple of drills where a few more 
vocabulary items were included. There are many more drills in this text. But now it is time to get back 
into dealing with what is called "authentic" Arabic. An authentic text is a text created in a particular 
language by a native speaker for other native speakers. The item below is an example. Since it is 
authentic, it will include a great deal of grammar that you have not reviewed at this point. (It contains no 
grammar at all that is not covered in detail throughout this book.) It will no doubt also contain many 
vocabulary items that you have never seen or have long since forgotten. Do not worry about all the 
grammar and vocabulary. Instead, follow the directions below. 

1 .  Scan the article and look for anything you can recognize - such as personal names, place names, job 
titles, and any other vocabulary that you can recognize right away without a dictionary. 

2. Now look for the structures you have studied in this text so far. First, find all of the idaafas you can. 
Remember, you may not know the meanings of the words, but you can probably recognize what words 
are nouns and tell if they are in idaafas. Circle the idaafas or make a note of them some other way. Then 
look for noun adjective phrases (which may well overlap with some of the idaafas) and study the 
agreement and see if it matches what you have learned so far. You may find one or two items that don't 
yet match. This is because we have not yet covered all of the rules of agreement in Arabic. 

3 .  Now write in all the case endings on the nouns and adjectives - except for personal and place names. 

4. Write a two-sentence summary ofwhat you think the article is about. 

5 .  Now go to the key and see how much you got correct. The key will also include a translation of the 
passage. 

The passage below is a partial transcript of a Voice of America Arabic Broadcast on June 9, 1995 

The case endings are indicated in the passage. All noun-adjective phrases are in bold type and all 
idaafas are underlined 

Warren �,JA'i\ �J.�I �.J.JJ �1�\.J � �lAc.j iy\till � r�l � �\ }_;WI (.)4 
�)\ t, ; , :.,J  �\ �ji.JI �J -�,J'i\ �\ � �\ �\ � � Christopher 

�\,_.:il\ ' . '  .... "'.2 � �\.J �\ �'.:i\.J-W��\ � I.Jj_,JI c.H.; � �.J4-c � ��\ 
� � � 

4.J.J-Wl �J -�..,>il\ � i·dl\ � �JJ\zh 111191\ �l.l.o J �'}.�\ �\...d:j_)-Q � 4;';�,)-'M'i\ 
J� � �\�\ � �I JL.,I �� �'J�I �W:i.)-Q � J..LS �J-"11\ ��� 

� r 
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� �I � � � �t...\ �J �,;il\ � � �JoWl�\ ���\ � WJ.2;.2]., . .,lill 
�;';11��\-�.).J-wll\ �UJ� wl �I �1�1 � �...>'�\ � .a=:-J�I �.JJ J\i_, ·�� 

- * 

=:.. =:.. �� �.J � �1_, � w:.ll:ll � �.fo..al\ 9Jlill jl.p � uY"l_, .�\A �.>A J;.. 'i"· 
" -

· w'i�l �W:i..JA � �';M.)oWl�' ���' .la.: �·"i' ��Jill �U.al �' � � 

Here are a few comments on the noun-adjective phrases and the idaafas in the paragraph above. 

1 .  In line one, �.)WI y..J.J is an idaafa. The term is the commonly used short form for W.J�I y..J.J 
�.)WI, meaning literally, "minister offoreign affairs." The noun w.J�I ,  "affairs," is actuany the last 
term ofthe idaafa and �.)WI is modifying W.J�I. However, W.J�i is usually dropped; �.)WI takes 
its place and is treated as if it were a noun and the second term of an idaafa. 

2. On line five is the phrase �I J')b.j J:\L . Technically �\£.. "in exchange for," is the first term of 
the idaafa. However, in text' books these days, words which act like prepositions such as � and � are 
treated like prepositions and are not taught as being the first terms of an idaafa, which technically they 
often are. 

3 .  In line eight there is the phrase o.ltill .J� . .)� is the plural of the adjective _;#. and it is the first 
term of what is called an "adjectival idaafa" by FMSA and a "false idaafa" by other texts. Such an idaafa 
has an adjective as its first term instead of noun. This type ofidaafa is treated in Chapter Two ofPart ill. 

4. You may have noticed some case endings which appear to be unusual. For example, in line three, 
�I _,ill has a kasra but the adjective which modifies it, �I y..a 'il has a fatha. This is discussed in the next 
chapter. Also, you may have noted that nouns after � and �i are in the accusative. This is discussed in 
Chapter Four of Part II. 

� 

Below is a translation of the passage. 

The leaders of Egypt and Israe� along with the American Secretary of State, Warren Christopher, are 
scheduled to meet today in Cairo to give a boost to the Middle East peace process (literally, ''to push the 
process of establishing peace in the Middle East.) It is expected that Egyptian President Husni Mubarak 
will pressure Israeli Prime Minister Ishaq Rabin to withdraw Israeli forces from the Golan Heights and 
Palestinian areas in the West Bank. Syria is demanding complete Israeli withdrawal from the Golan 
Heights in exchange for making peace with Israel. Likewise, the Palestinians say that Israeli withdrawal 
from the West Bank is a fundamental sign that the peace process is succeeding. The American Secretary 
of State said yesterday in Israel that the Syrian-Israeli talks are entering an important stage. Senior 
military leaders from the two countries will meet in Washington later this month to discuss security 
arrangements after the Israeli withdrawal from the Golan Heights. 
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Drill lO .  Rewrite each sentence making the underline words plural. Make all other necessary changes. 
Give all case endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers. 

The answers and their translations are below. For one or two questions, you may have made some 
words plural in your answers which I left singular in mine and vice-versa. It will depend on how you 
viewed the sentence. Sentence 10 is a good example. 

The teachers are Lebanese. 

The professors are Egyptian. 

The Kuwaiti students saw a 
foreign film. 

The new directors spoke with the 
new employees. (�.l.4 also has a 
broken plural � I.J�. ) 
Jordanian students attended. 

The teachers of the secondary 
school went to Beirut. 

The teachers of the Islamic 
school went to Beirut. 

Your secretaries (m. pl. )  saw 
their female friends in Cairo. 

The director talked to his 
employees at the bank. 

The teachers returned to their 
houses. 
The directors of the bank are 
present in her office. (You could 
also have written �ts.o � "in 
their offices".) - -
My Tunisian friends studied 
foreign languages in a western 
country. 
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The reporters of the American 
newspaper obtained a journalistic 
award. (You could also have 
said �� yl � ''journalistic 
awards" .) 
My teachers are Syrian. 
(Remember, when a sound plural 
has the suffix for Ul attached to 
it, it loses the 0.J or � endings 
and has only � for all three 
cases.} 
Our daughters talked to their 
teachers. 
These students are from Kuwait. 

These directors are Lebanese. 
(The word �� also has a broken 
plural � 1.;� which is used more 
often than W.J...>=� . If you used 
� 1.;� then your answer is also 
correct.) 

I__,L.- �...JAYI i�y:..ll �IJA 
-�� o -·6. � '/$ ,.  .,Y . 
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Drill 1 1 . Rewrite each sentence making the underlined word ( s) plural. Make all other necessary 
changes. Give all case endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers. 

The answers are presented below along with their translations . 

I read all of the books in the 
university library. (Remember, 
that a plural noun after JS is 
going to be definite.) 
Samiira finished all of the lessons 
in her Arabic book. (Again, the 
plural noun after JS is definite.) 
The directors spoke with all of 
the new employees in the bank. 

All of the Arab countries sent a 
delegation to the conference. 
(Again, not only is the plural 
noun after JS definite, but so is 
the feminine singular adjective 
which modifies that noun. That 
adjective must be made feminine 
singular in this case because 
m1 is a non-human noun. See . . 

Chapter Five, Part A. Also, ul� 
is another plural of .ll:. You 
could have used it instead of �--
Also, it is better to make .li .J 
plural as well. Leaving it singular 
implies that only one delegation 
was sent.) 
All of the delegates attended the 
whole meeting. 
We listened to all of the lectures. 

The drank coffee in all of the 
Arab restaurants in the city. 

I read some of the Arabic books. 

. , ! .�WI � . �I WS bl "" - . - .  � - · .)! 

�� • .lll WS o  � - � �.J.) � 

.:r.yJ\ 

�_,.JI � �\ ��� �.J..->=.l.JI 

.�\ · ::J�\ - . � - . 
�\ i.l!.J �.li.JI �yJI �\ � 

• .J..j).JI 

·t \...:fa. Yl WS -. .li.JI � • . �.J � 
� .� �l�b..JI �I �I 

rc-Ua.JI � i} ;_,.ill I�� 

.�.l.JI i} �yJI 

.�yJI �\ � i.::J.} 
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Drill I I  - Part IT: Translate the sentences below. 

The translations are below. 

Did you read all of the book, Samiir? No. I read � d� .'J !.):!A-- y y�l JS d.) JA 
only some of it. 

Some of them went to the party. 

Widad finished all of her lessons. 

Samiir only finished some of them. 

All of them understood the lesson. 

All of them understood the lesson. 

Some of them understood the lesson. 

All of the employees attended some of the 
meetings. 
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Drill 12 .  Each sentence below has a least one word in parentheses followed by a blank space. Put the 
correct form of the word in parentheses in the blank. Then give all case endings for each word in each 
sentence. 

The blanks are filled in below and all case endings are provided 

The Egyptian women worked in the bank. 

The Arabic magazines were published in Paris. 
(The verb J� means "to be published." The 
adjective �yJ\ must be definite because �\ is 
definite. �yJ\ must also be feminine singular 
since it is modifying a non-human noun. The two 
words are also in the same case.) 
The president discussed important ideas with the 
ministers. 
We saw new cars in the exhibit. (Note the case 
marker on �\ .;� . It is a feminine sound p!ural, so 
it takes two kasras in the accusative. Also, o�� is 
in full agreement with �\ .;� , according to the 
rules of agreement in Arabic. It is feminine 
singular, indefinite, and it is in the accusative case. )  
We bought many Arabic books at the book warket 
in Cairo (Remember, broken plurals like y:iS and 
� will take the alif and two fathas when they 
are accusative and indefinite.) .  
The French engineers supervised the building of 
these Egyptian dams. (You must have o1\ in this 
sentence because it is connected to � _,.l..J\ which is 
a noun-human noun. The adjective �,._,-.J\ is 
feminine singular for the same reason.) 
The teachers set the educational programs in their 
country. 

The new university teachers attended the reception 
party. (Note that ��\ is nominative because it is 
modifying � J.l.A, the first term of the idaafa.) 
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Drill 1 3 .  Rewrite each sentence below making the underlined word( s) dual. Make all other necessary 
changes. 

The answers are below and are also translated 

The two students left the office. 

The two ministers met with the 
two presidents. (Don't you 
sometimes hate having two of 
everything? Don't you 
sometimes hate having two of 
everythin_g_?) 
You (two) transferred to the 
University of Texas. 
These two books are present in 
the university library. 

The two Iraqi students studied 
their two books. 
The two newspaper reporters 
attended the two meetings. 

The two correspondents listened 
to these two lectures. 

The two main parties held their 
two conferences in two American 
cities. 

The two professors lived in this 
city for two years. 

I read your (dual) two famous 
books. 
I talked with the two presidents 
of the two countries. 

- �' � u .;-31 w4lUJI 
·fJY, .. ;i)l � fJiy.J_,JI F.J 

lo I � 
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Dril1 14. In the sentences below, replace the underlined words with the correct pronoun suffix. Be sure 
to attach the suffix to the correct verb or preposition. Give all case endings in your answers. 

The answers are below and are translated 
We studied it a long time. 

We studied in it all day. (� is in 
the accusative because it is an 
adverbial of time. )  
I went to it and spoke with him. 

Ahmad is not a student in it. 

He left them in it. (Normally, I 
would translate this one as "He 
left them there.) 
Did you talk to him in Cairo? 

This airplane belongs to it. 

He has no new students. 

They have a private plane. 

They met them at the Cairo 
airport. 

We read them at home. (Note 
that although �I is modified by 
an adjective, that adjective is also 
dropped in our answer. Note 
also that tA is here translated as 
"them" since it is referring to 
more than one thing.) 
We saw them at the movie 
theater. 
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-
We listened to it. 

. �1 �1 
I received a letter from him. 

. .. .� 4.1L.J �-' ( J.,.:. _, is a transitive verb in this 
case. Literally, the sentence 
begins "Reached me a letter . . 1 . 
They looked for them. .� I� 
You (pl.) studied it for a long .�..._,b �.l.J 1..\�.)� 
time. (Note the _, placed 
between the pronoun suffix and 
the verb. This is only done for 
tl}e conjugation that ends with 

�-) 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 2 

It' s  time for more authentic Arabic. Below is a descriptive passage with some fairly complicated 
grammar and vocabulary. As I said regarding the previous authentic exercise, don't worry about 
grammar and vocabulary that you do not know. Instead, do the following: (The passage is translated in 
the answer key. So, if you wish, you can use that to figure out what you do not understand after you do 
the items below.) 

1 .  Find all of the pronoun suffixes attached to verbs, nouns, or prepositions. 

2. Find all of the idaafas. 

3 .  Find any masculine and feminine sound plurals. 

4. Find any adjectives modifying non-human plurals. 

5 .  Write in all case endings on nouns and adjectives. 

6. Write a two sentence summary in English of the paragraph based on what you can understand . 

..p -"  
All words with pronoun suffixes are written in a 16 point kufic font. For example: ..:i.:!-! 
All idaafas are underlined (Remember we are only concerned with idaafas made up of regular nouns. 
Phrases such as ,t.::Jl.c.l...u �are idaafas, but we are treating such items as prepositional phrases.) 
Sound Plurals are in brackets [ ] . 
Adjectives modifying non-human plurals are in funny brackets {} 
All case endings on nouns and adjectives are included below, with the exception of foreign words and 
place names . 

.&Jlt .S.:.9_, �.J-:11 � {�.J..JA} �1..;1 � � �I '#�I �..JA'l.l .J\.:l::Jl.: w§#. �)I JWil 
· ------ - -

'-.5.l:..l � � ��_,.JI Scott O'Grady �ts.\4 �)I �I .l!_, -�'1.1 (·.!111 �I •k..i_, �..JAI � 
fo.fi.&A [�ly\.1a:] �.J-:11 (.)A ��11J1 (.)A .l:ai! [�'ic�] � �f'\.;.).l'l.l �I � {�....JA'l.l} �I 

, 

t-'.Jl.-: �I .l! Fl6  jl...,.b (.)A �-' O'Grady �tsll oy� Wjts_, -�..JA'J.I ��I ;� C:� {�\:i} 

wl [w).J�] Jt!_, -�'1.1 JW � �.).J� la,1.!i �\.til �WI �I r� �.J-:11 Y.>- dL1 
Jj; .l!_, • .l:ai! �I �\.til ��1_, )�I �\.til ��'1.1 �..._>1, we- ?'1.1 � .&�9 '-.5-lts:i O'Grady �ts.\1 

.jJ-'1.1 �� ��-' [�1�1]_, �L.h.ll JS4 9JiS!I ll� JI_,J:. ��\ � � 

Note the phrase ��I 9� C � . This is a three-term idaafa. The J is a preposition. C: � is the first 
term. Here it means "force" as in �I C. :::i.... , "air force." The seconl term is oU:. , the plural of tY'v.. 
By itselfO� can mean "infantry.'' The last term is ��I which is actually an adjective, but here is an 
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abbreviation for �I �I _,ill, so it is treated as the last term of the idaafa. The entire idaafa means "the 
marines." 

�YI JW Ub. is a three term idaafa for the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance (NATO), although the 
Arabic phrase does not include a word for "treaty." �YI is the name for the Atlantic ocean and it is 
always definite. Ub. is "alliance" and JW is "north" used as a noun. 

�I yt:.li.J ��I JS4 is an example of two idaafas being combined into one, JSi being omitted from 
the seconrl' idaafa �I yt:.ll JSi . This is common in modem prose. Another example of this is with 
��I.J .;\.e.ill �ltil �\k;..YI -�� ,:;c. .  Here �� ,:;c. is implied right before ��1 . .;\.e.ill �ltii is 
technically an idaafa itself, although I usually don't call phrases using � ,  � , and the like, idaafas. So 
.;\.e.ill � ltil is actually interposed between two idaafas here. 

Below is a translation of the passage. 

President Clinton has praised the American pilot who was rescued after six terrifying days in Bosnia. 
He described him as an "American hero" and invited him to the White House. The president contacted 
Captain Scott O'Grady, who was on board one of the American ships in the Adriatic sea, just a few hours 
after his rescue from Bosnia by helicopters belonging to the American marines. Captain O'Grady' s plane, 
an F l6, had been shot down by a rocket launched by the Bosnian Serbs last Friday while performing a 
patrol for NATO. Officials said that Captain O'Grady avoided falling captive by hiding during the 
daytime and moving only at night. He remained alive during this period by eating grass and insects, and 
drinking rainwater. 
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Drill 1 5 . Transform the sentences below from the perfect into the imperfect indicative (translation: from 
the past tense to the present tense). In your answers, fully vowel all verbs and provide all case endings. 
Make sure you can translate each sentence. As always, the sentences are translated for you in the answer 
key. Also, if you are unsure of the imperfect stem vowels and are not sure how to find them using your 
dictionary, make a guess and then check with the key. 

Did you remember to fully vowel all verbs and include all case endings in your answers? 

Translation of the Present Tense 
We study Arabic every day. 

They are writing a book about 
life in Palestine. 

I am reading about the Muslims 
of America. 
You (dual) understand your 
lessons well. 
She lives in Egypt in order to 
study Arabic. 
I mention in my article that the 
issue is_ very important. (Nouns 
after 0i are in the accusative.) 
They (f pl.) know this from an 
official source. 
The West Bank is witnessing a 
general strike. 

You (f sing.) are eating kibbeh in 
a Lebanese restaurant. 
You (f pl. )  are going to the 
university library. 
Samiira works in the factory. 

I am leaving them at the airport. 

You (m.pl .) are studying it at 
Cairo University. 
They ( m. dual) are attending the 
boring meeting. 
You (f dual) are obtaining a 
degree in economics. 

Present Tense - - -
·r".i:. :JS �yJI WI 0..'.;� 

' · -.�.)A' � we i:_,!i 
� o ,  

. 1* �.,.)� 0� 
' 

.�yJI �I.J.ll .J-"4A � � 

. 

. I� -
·�.) J� 0A 11\ d�J 

,;:; ,:;:: , J. .... 
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Drill l6 .  Negate the sentences below using rJ plus the jussive while at the same time making the 
underlined words plural. Make any necessary changes to the sentence as a result of the underlined word 
being made plural. In your answers, fully vowel all verbs and include all case endings. Below is an 
example: 

I d;id not begin studying these 
foreign languages in secondary 
school. 

Informed sources did not disclose the reality of the 

situation in the White House. (.)J� 
"sources," is considered a non-human plural even 

when it does refer 10 human beings. So it will 

always have feminine singular agreement This 

word also belongs 10 a category of DOWIS and 
IUljectives known as "diptotes." These words never 

have nunation. See Cbaptgr Two of Part m for a 

discussion of diptotes. F is t1.!f active 

participle ofthe Fonn VIn verb eu=-1 "to infonn 
oneself'.) 
The directors (fern.) did not read 
the report about their new female 
employees. 

The correspondents of these 
newspapers did not obtain all of 
the details. (Did you remember 
to drop the w from w�IJA due 
to the idaafa?) 
The Iraqi students (f. pl.) did not 
drink all of the coffee. 

We did not return to our 
countries of origin. 

.�6.11 � . 
· - '1 �\:iSJI 11\ I.....I!UJI i -. . tF �JW _. - • .)! 

- ! • 
. �6.11 � . � ·- '1 �I o1\ UlUJI r - - ' . - . tF --JW • • � i' 

�.l!i?\1\ �Wll o1\ LI..)J 14 rJ 
-��� ;_..)�' � 

� • � • J� i ;.t.S1 _, 
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-�'il �-'.1!" � �_,11 

we- y...):ill J� rl bl ��' 
-����� ��-"" 

.�ti:ill JS - -
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· y � rl is the correct conjugation here. However, note that the very next word, b41UJI, begins with a definite article. 
Since the hamza of the definite article is supposed to be elided, a helping vowel of kasra should be placed on the last letter 

of the preceding word. Technically, the key should read as follows: • • •  b4lll=JI �� rl ·  I tend not to do that in this 

book because it confuses the students. 
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Your new teachers did not go to 
their offices. 
They did not live in all of the 
Arabic countries. 
Samiira did not eat in all of the 
Arab restaurants in Washington. 

We did not lose (have not lost) 
our confidence in these men. 
They (m. dual) did not write a 
long letter to their Lebanese 
friends. 

. 
· �� �\ ��\ �� �� rl 

, 
.�yJI ill\ � . I� rl , ... - . t.F .. 
rcu-I' � � o � (JSb r1 

.�\ � �yJI J - ... - · -

·�4--)\ �'1� � � � rl 
. . ,. 

�\!�\ �\ 4-L.._,b 4.lt.....) 1 fi<j rl 
. . 

•lli!ll (..)::!:J • 
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Drill 1 7. Put the correct past-tense conjugation of the verbs in parentheses in the blanks. Fully vowel the 
conjugations. 

I visited Egypt a month ago. 

Samiira said that she is happy. 

The minister returned to his country. 

You (m. pl.) undertook this mission. (rt! by itself 
means "to stand up." � rl! means "to perform 
something." The entry under rl! is the longest one 
in the Hans Wehr dictionary.) 
We became teachers in the school. 

They (f pl.) swam in the sea. 

The people walked through the streets of the city. 

They arrived here. (You may also see I.JJ'+ . ) 
The boy was afraid of the foreigner. 

We slept in the Nile hotel in Cairo. 

The ministers returned to their county after a visit 
to America at the expense of the citizenry. 

I said that to the director yesterday. 

You drove the car. 

You (f sing.) took a nap under the tree. (The 
middle radical of this verb is a 'i ,  not a waaw. It 
means ''to take a nap.") 
She visited the Middle East. 
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.o�l � � (Jli) �� . ' t 

. ..t-.,'il J�l b:_,lj ()J) � . ' 0  
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Drill 1 8 . Convert the sentences below to the present tense. Then negate them using rl plus the jussive. 
In your answers, fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings. 

The answers are below, along with translations of the model sentences. 

Translation ofModel 
Setence 

I visited Egypt every 
year. 

They returned to their 
country after visiting the 
Middle East. 

He got up at 8 :00. 

We said that to him. 

You (m. pl.)  slept in the 
Hilton hotel. 

She was very afraid of 
him. 

The people walked in 
the streets amidst the 
cars. (This happens a 
lot in Cairo.) 
The husband was 
jealous of his wife . 

They sold me this car 
for one thousand dinars. 

You (f sing.) visited all 
of the major Arab cities. 

They arrived in America 
in the sixties. 

Jussive 

·� � Y-A "J) rl 

.A:! �� �\ l_;.:l� rl 
.J=,-.. .J 'i\ Jytll ; )�j 

, 
� L..JI . _,ill · • - rl - � f c..JA � 

.�\!ill 
, _ 

A.l �� '-.}ij rl 

-
�� � I.JAU:i rl 

" . .fo:.A" . w , - -
. \_»iS � � rl 

\...!ill . , l.ll\ • -
rl e.) � (.)"' � 

• �I.)�\ .h.... .J 

� , jll " • ' rl �.J � 
� . • - - • .J.) 

i.)�\ �1\ J 1.;·;� rl 
·.)�.;) �4 

u.lAil � I.S.J.JY rl - , 

, • )\ , _;a-ll ·� � 
. tiJ \ �\ \ ' 

' rl � ,JA � 
·��\ 
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Present Tense 

·� � � �.;) 

.A:! �� �\ 0.J.:l � 
.J=,-.. _;'i\ Jytll ;j�j 

�WI � f_,ill 0A r� 
.�\!ill 

..u �� (j_,ij 

-
· "u.fo:.A" �� � 0.JAU:i 

. 1 _;;;s � ut.:.:i 

\...!ill . , l.ll\ , -e..) � (.)"' .»""':! 
. �I.)�\ .h.... .J 

·� _;j � �_;jll )i� 

i.)�\ �1\ � 0� 
·.)�.;) �4 

�_;a.11 0�1 � �,.J.JY 
.�)\ - ,  , 

. tiJ I �\ -. • -� ,.JA w� 
·��\ 

Model Sentence 

.4...i...., JS � �.)j . ' 

.A:! �.:ll: �\ l_;.:lk. . r  
• .h.... .J 'i\ Jytll i .)�j 
� r _,ill 0A rti . r  

.�\!ill �\...JI 

. .u �� Ul! . t 

J� � F . o 

" · �" · w , 
. \_»iS .u.o �\.:.. . "\  

t.JL.tll � U"'l.lll .)l..w. .v  
• �I.)�\ .h.... .J 

� �_;jll .)\i;. .A 

·4.Jj 
i_;�l �1\ J l_,c.4 . C\ 

· .)�.;) Ul4 
u�l JS �.JJ . ' . 

.�.!"'.!; )\ �_;a-ll 

tiJ...JA\ �� ��� · " 

.��� � 



We returned to our 
house at 1 0 :00 at night. 

They (f pl.) did all of 
the work in the office. 

You lived in Baghdad in 
the summer and 
returned in the fall. 

They (m. dual) feared 
fQr their parents. 
He flew from Amman to 
London. 

Calm prevailed over the 
area, and suddenly, 
Superman appeared in 
the sky. 

You (f sing.) sold it to 
them. 
She lived in Tunis for 20 
years. 

They (f dual) became 
teachers in the 
university. 

�L..JI . \.!W �I � r! - � _.,.. 

.J:!lly i�WI 
J 

c} �� � � rl 
.�1 

-
11\ Jl.li..l � • • "' rl . � 
� � rl .J �I 

.�_.yi.ll 

. ��I.J c)c lJ� rl 

�� ul..ot:. &- � rl 
·u.lll 

c)c � .J�I � r! 
:Ja "1;,; r1 ib! Ula1JI "' . .J -
.�L:.....JI c} "uL:.Y...J"'!" 

-
·� � rl 

�_,.:c. �.; � � rl 
. .ti...u 
-

c} �".J� I� r! 
.;.-�n 
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�L..JI � � �I �� 
.J:!lly i�WI 

J 
c} J-ll � � 

.�1 

11\ Jl.li..l � J 
=- "' 

. � 
� �� .J �I 

.�_.yi.ll 
��I c)c · lJ� . "' .J u "' -

· u.lll �� ul..ot:. &- �.lt,; 

UlaWI c)c ' �I � -
- �.J � . . " • L:. II � "'b! u Y...J"'' .,. o • .J 

.�L:.....JI � 
- -

·� ' aiJ·� 
,. . ., . ..  ,. ., 

�� (.)'JJ_JJ � � . .ti...u 
-

<} �� � · I� "' .) u "' 
.;._�1 

� � �l l..i.le. . " '  

. J.!U4 o �WI �L..JI 

c} J-ll � � · ""' 

.y:iS.JI 

11\ Jl� � � . ' t 
� �ole. .J �I 

.�...;:JI 

.�..lli.J c)c 1Jt=.. . ' 0  
�� ul..ot:. &- .)� . ' "\ 

·u.lll 
c)c �.J�I J� . ' v  

. � i4J.J mu.JI 

. �L:.....JI � "uL:.Y...J"''" 

·� � . ' A  

�.; <} u..:� . ' C\ 

.ti...u � 
<} �"_;� \:i _;\.wa . " . 

.�4JI 



Drill 19 .  Rewrite the sentences below making the underlined words plural. Make all other necessary 
changes. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in your answers. 

The answers are provided below. The translations provided are for the answers. 

All of the students returned to 
their countries after the trip. 
(Remember that when JS is 
placed before the verb, the verb 
will agree with the noun or 
pronoun following JS.) 
The professors did not say 
anything about that in their 
lectures. 

The men are visiting their female 
fiiends in a month. (Remember 
that the accusative marker for a 
feminine sound plural is a kasra, 
not a fatha.) 
All of the teachers in this school 
are Lebanese. (In an equational 
sentence, the predicate will agree 
in number and gender with the 
noun or pronoun following JS. 
That is why �U:l is masculine 
plural in the answer. 
Furthermore, since ��U:l is the 
predicate of the equational 
sentence, it is in the nominative 
case.) 
Muslims seek refuge in God from 
Satan, the cursed. (You may 
sometimes hear someone say, for 
short, .u14 � _,c.i when they hear 
or see something awful. I find 
myself saying it when I watch the 
Orioles play.) 
I saw the new Syrian directors in 
the office. (You can also use the 
plural ��;� and say ��Wi 
. • . � I.J.l.JI . ) 

� �� �I l_,�t.c. �I tJS 
-�)1 

< ' ' 
� �� uc- 'i.:-t o�L..a�l � r3 

-�1�1.:-
.AI .. tit� . � .. �='-'.J-'� 0� )I 

� 
• ..Jf-'-'1 

< 

;,.....J.l.JI o1\ � �.J.l.JI tJS 
• •Li.J ·U.J:J . 

0�1 W.O �4 �-'�� ��I 

-�)1 

. �.l::JI -· _,...JI -· .l.JI �� Wi � • U:::,.) u;� 
.�1 
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� o.ll: �� �\.c. �\.1, JS . ' - --
.4.h)l 

� �� 0C \i.!'t, �ti....�l � rl · " 
• .6.:i�l:-

-� � �� .J-'� �)I . r  --

t.., .).l.JI o1\ � (.)"' .)� JS . £ 

-�U:l 

0�1 W.O .ul4 �� �I . o 

·�)I 

��I � .J_,...JI �.l.JI �� Wi .. -- . '\ 

- �� � 



The Kuwaiti female students 
became excellent directors. (I 
know this is a stupid sounding 
sentence. However, did you 
remember the correct case 
endings for ul j\:i- ul �� ?) 
All of the soldiers did not sleep in 
the tent. (The plural of�� is 
.:� � . Usually, a nisba will take a 
sound plural, but there are a few 
exceptions. ��1, the plural of �, is the most common one.) 
You (m. pl. )  did not live in these 
cities a long time. 

We did not visit them in their 
new houses. 

��.>.!� 0� b�fil b4IUJI 

.�ljt:i-

.�1 . .:��1 � . :, r-1 , .. � , . � 

�� ��� o1\ 4} I.J .tz.l-� r-1 rrl 
. 

.�� 
.. .l:JI .. . • ' · · r-1 · 9� • �� � rA.JY 
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o.>.!� u.;l......o �_,s.!l �� . v  
.ojt:i-

J ... y�l 4} '-1� JS � r-1 . A  

o� ��� o1\ 4} � r-1 � . '\ 

.�� 

·��� rci.u 4} rA.JY r-1 . ' . 



Drill 20. Put the correct conjugation of the verb at the end of each sentence in the blank. Use the past 
tense. Fully vowel the verb conjugations. 

The answers are below and the sentences have been translated 

I built a new house in Washington. 

The professor invited her students to the party. 

The students forgot their Arabic books. 

We remained in Jordan for one year. 

You recited the Quran every day. 

The professor was pleased with her students. 

The employees met the director. 

Important talks took place between the two 
presidents. 

The government was harsh on the people. 

They built this university in five years. 

The professors threw their lazy students into the 
sea. (Do not confuse o��YI with o�l:l....\11 .) 
We invited them to the wedding. 

The teachers met the new director of the school. 

They forgot everything. 

The girl cried because she forgot to study Arabic. 
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(�) .�_,.JI � 1� �� . r 

(�) . ..B�I I _,il u� _,.JI . V 

-(�) . ul� � � �4JI 61\ I� rA · '  • 

-(�) ·�� JS I� rA . \ £ 
- -

.�_,.JI WI 4.-..ai.J� , ... ;; .. ; �"Y �I , .. ,<} • \ o 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 3 

The article below is an abridged version of an article that appeared in the newspaper ,h..; jill Jy!ill on 
July 28, 1 995 . Go through the article and find every hollow and defective verb you can. If you can, 
include hollow and defective verbs in Forms II-X in addition to those in Form I. 

Then identify the subject of each of these verbs and the direct object if there is one. 

What percentage of total verbs in the article are hollow and defective? 

Write a two-sentence English summary of the passage. As usual, do not worry about new 
vocabulary. The passage below is translated in its entirety in the key, so you can always look there. 

All hollow and defective verbs are underlined Subjects of these verbs are in bold type. Their objects 
(there is only one) are in a larger type than the rest of the article 

If you count every instance of every verb that appears in the article, the total number of verbs in the 
article is 23. The total number of hollow verbs in the article is seven. Again, this number includes 
each instance of the appearence of each hollow verb. The number of defective verbs is six. None of 
these six appears more than one time. So, more than fifty per cent of the verbs in this article are either 
hollow or defective. You will probably find that this percentage is typical. These verbs cannot be 
avoided These figures do not take into account active participles, passive participles, or verbal nouns 
derived from hollow and defective roots. If you were to look for these words, you might find that almost 
half the article is composed of words from hollow or defective roots. 

The passage is translated below. 

�.J.:l ('.z<"';l _,c.� '#\2b. ,l9 J� 

(.»lJ-.;1 r .J:. �� Ji 0A y .;il4 u.a.S _, �� 4..:).:: .. :i.iYl �� � :-.fii r-41 � fol J.l-:i A: Jt. A: �� 

ul..4_,ti.Jl wl.J o�l �l.- J..? �_,� ' 4Js.,.; W.J�� w.ui;k"'lill wl y;i;ik·"'• JJ.;-. Jt!_, -�WI 

• · t .�l 1 u · . ..! "�\" . ..! ....&j� U:!"' ..>"" • -""'?- 1.,? , 1.,? 

-�.J.J.JYI r--1�1 ��� � � ul..4_,ti.Jl o1\ w4 u� 1� � J_,�l 11\ �L2..1� �fu_, 

�_, .�_,tj:Wl we- ..k�l , i;i=>it .Ja,..;_,"':/1 Jy!ill [.JG.. ul..4_,ti.Jl u�l �fll � J=.UJ'W'\ �ts_, 
l_,...;,aj.�. w.ui;k".t;tl � �.J.J"':/1 F-'Wl ��� � '-#� ��Jl.i..l\ wl "iy.-.Jl �.;W\ �.JJ u-1 Jt! 

-�� 
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. �\.::JI � 4�1 _j w�l � � .JA _j Uot..!i wfi:i.... �� .J\.i.JI wl ""';).,W\ J.J.;-..1\ u�l _j 
'i �I �;i;b"·'ill '='foJI � � � �� o�" wl �� �� o�l �;. ni J� ��.J\.i.JI �\:; �.J 

tnl.bl I .  � ... · .,. · I  · .< - · . -e-- c:� _).lJ u � 

�� e,ti�' (.S . . .. u .�� .t�'il c) �� � ""';;t; ". J.,i_,l\ JS 01 ��y.81 �,;W\ ,;.a.J.J Jt!_j 
1\ ��\ d .. ��.�� � �I � .:. 11 �I . � ! .�\ 'il .>. ·- 'I Wi:i.il o�k. L 'ti.J"i 1 - .-:11 1.5" , , _j , • ._r- I.,? � ->"" � _) • "' u.-. Y' 

.�1�1 rS-=JI uJ;-.1 �4\.:.:UI �ly.o.}.J w.:.:i;\, . ..1911 

Palestinian Official Calls for International Arbitration 

The Palestinian-Israeli negotiations regarding the redeployment of the Israeli army in the occupied 
West Bank will be resumed the day after tomorrow, after an interruption which lasted several days as a 
result of the suicide operation which took place near Tel Aviv last Monday. A Palestinian official said 
that the Palestinians want international arbitration regarding the issue of water and that the talks will 
resume in Eilat in northern Israel. 

The statements of this official came to put an end to predictions that the negotiations will be held in 
one of the European capitals. Israel had recommended that the talks be resumed outside of the Middle 
East in order to lessen the pressure on the negotiators, and the Egyptian foreign minister had said that the 
talks will be conducted in one of the European capitals. However the Palestinians opposed this. 

The Palestinian official added that the negotiations will be comprehensive and expanded (to include) 
all of the committees and all of the issues between the two sides. He denied that the negotiations on the 
issue of water had been postponed, pointing out that "this issue falls within the rubric of Palestinian rights 
from which we cannot waver at all." 

The Israeli foreign minister said that all of the delegations will meet again during the coming week. 
The two sides are striving to arrive at an agreement for the redeployment of the Israeli army in the 
occupied West Bank, transferring civil authority to the Palestinians, and the holding of elections for the 
self-rule council. 
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Drill 2 1 .  Each sentence below contains one or two blanks. At the end of each sentence there is either 
one verb or two which have been taken from the sentences. Put the correct conjugations of the verb(s) in 
the blank(s) for the past tense, the present tense, and for the jussive with rl -

In the center column in the chart below are the appropriate conjugations. In the left column each 
sentence is translated based on the past tense being used in the blank . .  

An Arab diplomatic source 
mentioned that secret contacts 
took place (have taken place) 
between Libya and Tunisia. 

Egypt prevented the taking place 
of any rapprochement between 
Algeria and Libya. 

The Tunisian president invited 
the Egyptian president to the 
summit conference. 

Prominent French officials 
complained about activities the 
Israeli ambassador undertook. 

Reliable sources said that the 
Egyptian government intended to 
improve relations between itself 
and Libya. 

The United Nations tried to help 
the developing countries. 

- -

� rl ' '#� ' �:?.-

- - -

w ,"\.1.! ---·--- � ------

� rl ' '-3� ' i.::Jb. w.J� y..oA · " 

, 

� r1 , r � , rl.! 

, _  

ylj;JI � y)li � �_,� 
( Jb.) • 4::!l.J 

y..J_,ll i ' 

�I 'iy.-JI �)I �jill 
(l.c�) .�1 _;Ai _)A 

u� . t  
u\..b� 0A -o jJ� �.) 

�� � ----
(r-1.! - �) .�I_,....YI 

Ui:i rl ' '-J_,i:i ' i.::Jl.§ .J�L.-.o . 0 
o ... o - ... 

� rl ' 'i.JZ ' �� �y.-JI ��I j t:ila)'l ti;i_, 

- -
� rl ' � ' � 

(This verb belongs to the fairly 
rare category of verbs which 
have an alif maqsuura in both 
tenses.) 

� ------
- Jl.!) . W  · , . :  . .  u�l "'""' �.J � 

�YI _____ _ . '\  
.�llll �� o.le.L- �� -o�l 

(�) 
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Congress approved a plan which 
called for producing a large 
number of military tanks. 

The American administration 
intended to inform Kuwaiti 
officials that America was afraid 
of the occurrence of any 
rapprochement between Russia 
and Iran. 

The book entitled "The Days" 
narrated (told) the story of the 
life of Taha Hussein. 

Arabic sources confirmed that 
the foreign minister's plan had 
died. 

The students forgot to complete 
all of the homework. 

The delegates remained in Cairo 
three days. 

� r! ' � .aiJ '� 

;z rl ' 'i;z ' -w; - - - -
� rl ' �t=.:i ' i.::.l!� 

}'Y.. rl ' -i-'Y.. ' �.J.) 

- - -
o ' .,.  ,,.,.. .,. o .,.. � 
� '  W_JAJ ' l,;,lJ 

D 0 ' 
lj� .. ;j r! ' 0j� .. ;j ' I� 

-r ... , � , · ... , 1 -_,s.:.; ' l)_,s.:.; ' _,s.: 
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�..JA':il -o)�'il . A  

. �I t .. 
tsJ..JAI w4 �..fill (.).!1.,�1 

� 
01 Y-.1 � Y .)\.i:i 'ii �_,-A 

(u� - ��) ·�.J.J-' 
" \}'il" · I · ul:iSll r �  u � . . '\  

.U:. -o� �  
(�.J.J) ·� 

� 0i �_;c. .J�t...- u� . ' . 

� )..:..11 y.J., 
(uLA) 

�I · " 

(�) .u�l_,ll JS I� 0i 

w.J-u.ll.JI . n  

oy\till � 

(�) ·r41 � 



Drill 22. Convert the sentences below into the present tense, then negate them using the jussive. Fully 
vowel all verbs in your answers and include all case endings. 

The answers are in the chart below along with a translation for each model sentence. 

We had full trust in our 
mend. 

They promised to go 
with him to the police 
station. 

I gave a book to her. 

Israel invaded Lebanon. 
(The verb in this 
sentence is not an 
assimilated verb. It is 
I jC. , .J� and is 
defective.) 
The man fulfilled his 
promise to her. 

Nancy found Arabic 
difficult. 

You (m. pl. )  described 
Egypt as being very 
beautiful. 

The minister arrived at 
Cairo. 

.�\ :JS ti.J.l.o..a.l . .. >: rl - ...  . � 

�\ � !-;-!tAil4 �.J� rl 
.;,l:a�lfo.. 

Remember that the alif 
is dropped in the jussive 
when a pronoun suffix is 
attached. You do not 
write oi.J� rl - You do 
write � .J� .J . 

-� ytiS �\ rl 
. -. · llJ �\ \ . . . .. rl u . .. � ..)fi'-J 

-� ��� �)\ � rl 

-
�yJI �li ¥ r!  

. .. 
- � -

�4 y.- l� rl  .. - �� � 
y.J_,ll � rl  

.oytatill �� 

.�\ :JS ti.J� ·-· - ... . � 

�\ � �\Ai14 �.J� 
.;,l:a�l fo 

-� ytiS �\ 
. 
-· llJ �\ I . . .. · u . .. � .J..)fi'-J 

-� ��� �)1 �  

. - -
-� �yJI �li ¥ 
.. 
� �L - . .. .. . . Y- w� 

. 1� 
.oyta\£11 �� y.J_,ll �: ..:;  

JS ti.J.l.o..a.l � .. • .J . ' 
.�\ 

""- y\Ai14 0 .J� .J · " 

.tk.�\ fo.. �l 

-� LtiS ba • • .J 
. · llJ �I I �je. u . .. � 

o�� �)I �.J 

tuyJI ·u �.A ... � • .J 
.. 

. r  

. £  

. o 

-4l 
.'\  

-� 
· �L � . y.- .J . v  

. 1� � 
�I y.J_,ll J-.J . A  

.oytalill 

• In sentence seven, note that the verb U.....:..., is often accompanied by 0� meaning here "as." The y is the preposition 

which often goes with the verb and 0i is a particle which is always followed by an accusative noun or pronoun. For more on 

0i see Part IT, Chapter Four. 
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War broke out between 
Iran and Iraq. 

He inherited a great deal 
of money from his 
paternal uncle. 

• Remember that y"j:.. is feminine. 

I I 
" • � .. rJ u .):! 0:: y y::a. � 

.�lyJIJI 
� ::;:; 0 U.o I� YlA �; rJ 

• -� 
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Drill 23 . Put the correct past tense conjugation of each verb in parentheses in the blanks provided. Then 
give the verb in the present tense and then in the jussive. Fully vowel the verbs used in your answers. 

The conjugations are in the center column and translations for each sentence for the past tense are in 
the left column. 

The people doubted the veracity 
of their president. 

This expert solved all of our 
problems. 

We wanted to say something. 

I considered this man among the 
most important men in our 
country. 

The Arab armies fled from the 
enemy. 

This indicated the depth of his 
understanding of the subject. 

You (m. pl.)  dissolved parliament 
without reason. 

I wanted to know who took his 
place. 

The advanced countries furnished 
Iran and Iraq with modem 
weaponry. 

�st'.t� rl ' �sn·. ' � .. .. 

� rl ' � ' a:.. 

j; rl ' j; ' \t��:, 

�i rl ' jC,i ' b:i'� 

� rl ' � ' �Ji 

tl� ri ' �� , �� .. .. 

.. - .. - ··-

l� rl , ;::,� , � 

�) rl ' j) ' b�j., 
� 

� rl ' � ' a:.. 
The phrase � � means "He 
took his place." When the verb 
has this meaning, the imperfect 
stem vowel is a kasra. See Hans 
Wehr. 

� . :; rl ., , :; ... � -
..w ' ..w I,;,J.l.Q 
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(�) . ' 

·�.) J.l.w:a � (.)Olllll 

(�) .J:!P.ll 11\ · " 

. UlSU.. JS 

(�.,) � . T' 

. I  ;.!.t J_,ij ;) 
(.le.) 1.31 . t  

. 1.3� � Jl.?,)l �i (jA �)1 11\ 

(.J!) .o  
. _,�1 Woo �yJI u!i �I 

(J�) 11\ . '\  
·t.,...a.,.Jl � � � 

(J:..) �i . v 
• y.:...a ,:.,_,� wW y.ll 

(�.,) ui . A  

(J:..) (jA u.;c-1 ,:.,1 
� 

.� 

( .l.o) ��I .l)411 . '\ 

Jl yJI_, ,:.,1 �I 

.�.A �L .. . 



The p�oject was approved. (The ri � ' � ' , .. t4; 
verb � means literally "to be 
completed" and "to take place." 
It is usually followed by a verbal 
noun. The verbal noun should be 
translfited in the passive voice 
and � itself should be left 
untranslated.) 
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Drill 24. Worksheet on u4. Negate each sentence below using the appropriate form of �. Fully 
vowel � in your answers and include all case endings. 

The answers are in the central column below. The answers are also translated in the left-hand column. 

Fariid is not a student. 

I am not a student. 

I am not the student. 

Fariid is not an Iraqi student. 

We are not Iraqi students. 

They (f pl.) are not Iraqi 
students. (Remember the correct 
case marker for the accusative of 
feminine sound plurals.) 
I am not the director of the 
office. 
We are not the directors of the 
office. 
You (m. pl.) are not famous 
directors. 
Your office is not far from here. 

The university library is not far 
from here. 
Kuwaiti actors are not very 
famous in the Arabic world. 

His teachers are not from 
Lebanon. 
My teachers are not Lebanese. 
(Remember that the sound plural 
endings when combined with the 
possessive suffix '-i become � for 
all casesl 
You (f pl.) are professors of 
Cairo University. 
You (m. pl.) are not the famous 
directors. 
The artists (f pl.) are not famous. 

You (f pl.) are not the famous 
artists. 

. -
. LJ\..b .l.t • � • .,.....)! .. 

. -
.41\..b � 

. '-:.Jlbll � 
. . -. t:;!l LJ\..b .l.t • � , _;c. . :!..)! , 

. -:· �'I � tt...J 0:# _;c. • 

-. �t;:!l_;c. �41\..b � 

, --. .. -. � -":" . .. 1 . (..);.)� (..);� r--

-

.�\..b �_,! . ' 
.�\..b ul · " 

.�lhll ui .r  
. �I _;c. �\..b .l.t,_,! . £  

· w�l_;c. � � .o 
. u\#l_;c. u41\..b 0A . '\  

• yjS.JI �� ul . V 

. UA. • o� 4..-WI � . ' ' UA , • • • 

�.)� 0�_,s..!l ,:.;_,l:i-11 � w.J.J� w�_,s..ll w�l . ' " 
.�yJI r!WI � I� -�yJI r!WI � I� 

, -
·9y\lill ;.-� ����� � 

, -

� --��.)� bulilll ,<,jt 
� , -

. ��.J�I �U\.illl � 

·W.J.J�I W.J��I �I . ' '\  
� 

. ui.J� uulilll . ' v 
. 

. ui.J�I uU\.ill\ CJlil . ' A 
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Drill 25. Negate the sentences below using the correct form of �- Then put the sentences into the past 
tense using the correct form of b\S. Then negate each sentence using rJ plus the jussive. In all of your 
answers fully vowel the verbs and give all case endings. For example: 

J -UJ.JI • • · .<-. - t UJ.JI . -• \S UJ.JI • -
· .. •.t • ' .. 

• 
.. 

· .·11 . � U4.o.u.,. • - ... � � � I · - ... � � W · - ... � � U"':f:' '-r ...pc -

The answers are below. All of the answers are translated in the left-hand column. 

They (f. pl. ) are not students in 
this school. 
They were students in this 
school. 
They were not students in this 
school. 
Samiir is not a poor (unfortunate) 
prisoner. 
Samir was a poor prisoner. 

Samir was not a poor prisoner. 
You (m. pl.) are not teachers 
here. 
You were teachers here. 

You were not teachers here. 
The teachers are not present in 
the office. 

The teachers were present in the 
office. 

The teachers were not present in 
the office. 

The professors (f) are not in the 
university library. 
The professors were in the 
university library. 
The professors were not in the 
university library. 

.;..,.;.l.JI 41\ � �41� � 
J 

.;..,.;.l.JI 41\ � �� � 
J 

.;..,.;.l.JI 41\ � �41� � rJ 
. . -

- � � .,. .,. . � � 
. . 

- � � -. \S .. .. . � w . . J 
� �  � rl . .,. .,. . � .,. 

J .1.1t. � .).l.6 � 
Jo J .1.1t. � .).l.6 � 

.1.1t. � .;.l.6 I _,3 p rJ 
� 0;.:� �.,.. u� .;.l.611 � 

-�' 
� 0;.:� �.,.. u� .;.l.JI bts 

-�' 
J 

� �.:� �.,.. u� .;.l.JI � rl 
-�' 

.4.-t.:JI � · bl�\:a...aY\ •<u•J - . - · � .. 
.;_4J1 �ps4 � bl�t:a...aYI �\S 

J -
.;_4JI � ps o � bl�t:a...a Yl USJ � 
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-�.;.l.JI 41\ � �� WI\  . ' 

-� � � . Y  

.1.1t. u� .;.l.6 �\ . f 

� u_,o:� �.,.. u� .;.l.611 . £ 

.y:iS..JI 

.4.-4-JI � � �1�\:a...aYI . o 



Her husband is not a 
correspondent for the "Al-Sha'b" 
newspaper. 

Her husband was a 
correspondent for the "Al-Sha'b" 
newspaper. 
Her husband was not a 
correspondent for the "Al-Sha'b" 
newspaper. 
The religious centers are not in 
this area. 

The religious centers were in this 
area. 

The religious centers were not in 
this area. 

You (£ pl.) are not nurses in the 
hospital. 
You were nurses in the hospital. 
You were not nurses in the 
hospital. 
We are not important officials in 
the government. 
We were important officials in 
the government. 
We were not important officials 
in the government. 

You (£ sing.) are not a new 
employee. 
You were a new employee. 
You were not a new employee. 

. -
9.l.l.....r.J �I ..)A � .JJ � 

".ya..!ill" 
. 

9.l.l.....r.J �I ..)A � .JJ �\S 
" .ya..!ill" 

. , 
9�..r.J �I ..)A � .JJ � rl 

" .ya..!ill" 

,;; , , ... 
� oJ � .JA �.lll �I yJI � r! 

.�l o1\ 

� ·  

·��� � � �.J� us 
, -

t.} � �.J� � rl 
.��� 

. . -
.o�� Ul:._,.. � 

'$ - . , 
.o�� Ul:. _,.. � 

. . -
.o�� 4..i.l:. _,.. � fo rl 
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Drill 26. Review. Negate each sentence below in an appropriate way. Fully vowel all verbs and give all 
case endings in your answers. Examples : 

.�yJI �:_,jf 'J ul .�yJI u.a .;.ll ui 

.�yJI IF"'_;� r.1 .�yJI �.;.l 
--�1 � ���.,.. � � -�1 � .l�yt ..»-

The answers are below. The model sentences have been translated 

I understood all of the lessons 
which I have studied up until 
now. 

I spent a week in Morocco. 

We were in the embassy when 
the news reached us. 

They promised him that they 
would travel with him to India. 
I understand all of my lessons. 

Samiir visits his friends in the 
Middle East every year. * 

The husband fulfilled his promise 
to his wife. 
Freedom of the press is a 
fundamental right. (Literally, 
"among the fundamental rights.") 
We said that he is crazy. 

The Arab delegate is present in 
his office. 

� .;.l �I � _,.;.lll � rJ r.l 
.,:}il � 

. � _,a.JI � \.c. -*"I � r.l 
, 

-
-tir..a:, I..� 9_;\i • .JI � � � 

.:.,�'11 
- 4!1 �I � f-all: �.,� rl 

-� .J.).l � rJ 'J 
��I � ��ti.l...al � '_;_,� 'J 

-� � �_,'}1 

.,. j1 , jll 
.

- rl -�.J 9�� �_, � 

, J.,WI � �� �  , *",� ,jt 
.�\...a'JI 

, _ 

-�� �I Ui3 r.l 
� i��_,.. �yJI y_,J.l.JI 

-

� 
·� -
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� .;.l �I '-"' _,.;.lll JS � . ' 
-dil � 

_,a.JI � tc. I � .y -*" .,. 
lii1..-_, I..� o .;li...JI � US 

· " 
.r  

- .;�'11 
• .litll �I � _;i..J4 o .J.k. _, . t 

. IF" .J.J� JS �I . o 
J�l � 0� ti.l...al � .).J.J= . '\  

. � JS .l::a.wa _, 'JI 
.4 .JY o.k. � �_,jll �-' .v 

J.,WI � ��I �� . A  

.�L..a'JI 
· w� �� Uli . '\  

� ��_,.. <.FyJI y_,J.l.JI . ' . 

-� 



You (fs.) write many letters. 
( Jjt.... .J is a diptote so it has only 
one fatha and will not have 
nunation.) 
The ministry denied the news 
about the hostage. 

. 
.-o__#. Jjt.... � Y  .,. ..) .,.. 

, · -.�)\ uc )�YI o)j_,ll :. a;; rl 

.-o__#. Jjt.... � .,. ..) .,.. 

uc .J\..:,:. Yl o) j_,ll .:ill 

· " 

. n  

.�)\ 
* Words such as � t.!�l and � U: which end with an alif and a hamza show the following seats for the final 
hamza when a pronoun suffix is attached. "His friends" in the nominative is �jt.!�l , in the genitive it is 
�t.!�l and in the accusative, the hamza has no seat, �� t.!�l . If these words do not have a pronoun 
suffix attached, no seat is given to the hamza. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 4. Below is another article taken from .J.:,...J';/1 Jytll from July 1 0, 1995, 
page 4. Go through this article and find every Form I verb and identify it as sound, hollow, defective, 
assimilated or doubled. Then identify the subjects of these Form I verbs and identify the direct objects if 
they have one. Then write up in English a two or three sentence summary of what the article is about. 
Don't worry about new vocabulary. If you wish to use your dictionary you may do so, but I would 
recommend using it little or not at all. The passage is translated in the key. 

Each Form I verb in the passage appears in order in the chart below. The verb is displayed in the chart 
as it appears in the text. The chart also identifies the type of each Form I verb and gives its subject and 
direct object (if any). Following the chart, the passage is translated in .full. 

Direct Object (if any) Type 
y�l sound 

sound 

defective 

hollow 

hollow 

sound 

sound 

hollow 

doubled 

sound 

defective (see special 
section on this verb in 
Part III) 
assimilated 

doubled 

hollow 

doubled 

defective 

hollow 
. defective \.j � 
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Subiect 
:;.:�L...:...c. 

�m 
�\ill\ 

:;.:�t....-.11 � 

�\ill\ 
� �I 

, 
0.)�"11 

�\ill\ 

��"":/\ 
("It" is implied.) 

.:�fi:alll yp. 

("It" is implied) 

'-f=JI 
.J"43lli 
�� 

�\£1 
("It" is implied) 

�\£1 

Verb - -
, .. ,;:t,( 

(passive voice) - .. , � 

I.S.Y!-
-

t::J\.i 
�L;.. 

... ., ...... � 
J , . ..  .)� 
�L;.. 

� .. � 
- ·  

(passive) JS� 
-

I.S.); 

, -
� 

� .... � 
b\S 

� .. � 
I.S.Y!-
b\S 

(A sister of b\S) � 



sound 

defective 

�t.... hollow 

hollow 

�_;\.�\ Y..J.J � sound 

("It" is implied) 

� �� W:H l,?..)oWI tW.:..J 
w.lll � .::. #' �..:-� y.. r:P-J.J 

��.::.b.J\ 
��.::.b.J\ 

� �Ul\ 
� �Ul\ 

, 

fi� 

�_?.. 
�b 
b\S 
, 

'-J;·.�:: 

W:H �WI t�Y\ 0""' .l=..YI r.J:. w.lll � .lie.  l,?..)oWI �til uc- y\ijl\ A.#l..)oWI\ �J;, . a .;.::.� � 
�..)' .;--ill � �\ill\ �..>?--' .�.;t-11 �� .::.� �.:-�Y.. r:P-J .JA� ��_, w.::..;YI J,\� � �� 

. � w: � .J::AY\ �� J_, .. '.:'·t .;� w.lll �lb •. .;:n �w1 �..:-�� e:i')' � � 

_,..� ul....Ai...a\ J J.:...a ��� �� �� W""' �\.:.. y11. � �� �� �\ill\ w' .;.::.L.-1\ & �_, 
�l+i.J �WI rWI � �\..J""'\.J w.::..;YI W:H �� Jti:il �jJ � �\.:.. � 0�,.,.r;. �.::..;Y\ �WI � 

� w.::..;YI_, �\..)oWl\ W:H �y...!W\ J-,1\ �_, ..l::.....a_,YI Jy:ll � � WjW\ �l.:....J\ J� c:Jti_,J:J\ 
• �l.:....J\ & ��� 

o4\ �4 �� wl �Y...J �_,all �� ()A �\..)oWlY\ �� y�\ �.J� .::.#\ yj=.. wl .fi'.::.J...J 
·w.::..;YI t:" � � �� � w' � m:wJI 

� ��..)oWlY\ wW.;:ll � .::.#1 �..:-�'� t:" �_,.__, ��..)oWlY\ c,;.::..;YI Jli..l""i\ � .::.! _,..� wts_, 
t.. fo.. 4=11 d.-jJ �� �tili..l""i\ �Y., y\ � _, .::. #I r:P' j u.Q .;� W:!=- � Jli..l""i\ � �jt.a.ll\ U.::.L.-1\ 

·wW.;:l\ � \A� \_fJ_,.-_, wJJ;.:k·ulil\ t:" W:HI.; J-1 o.l� J-,l\ �.:-�Y.. 

1.:-1 y.. r:P' j �� ()A � �� .J y\� W:H ':iy..J\ �\ill\ uc- �� r:i .;.::.L.-11 & � ��.J 
�.::..;YI J,\WI W:H � � wl u.Q.Jjl.JI ()A w\S ,�WI ��I r.J:. �..>?- __,:..i �til uc- �I .;} .::.#1 

.�WI _,..tll � .::.;� yj=.. � JJ!i.ti) w!c-i ':1�1_, .::.� yY., � �l..J\ r:P-Jll � �.::._, 
�t.... �\.::. .::.! �W\ t�Y\ � c,;.::.}J\ J,\WI_, .JA� W:H �..>?- �� ��.::.b.J\ wl .fi�.J 

W:H t'�' �9.:9, � �..:-�.) uc- uyU14 � �� �� � ,��� ��� W""' .::..lc. J� �_JS_;_, 
• .J::AWi J-1 4..afo.. � �.;WI y..J.J � �W\ � � w\S ':;?�\ � �Ull_, .::.#1 yj=.. r:P' j 
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A Secret Meeting Between King Hussein and the Head of the Likud Party in London 

Israeli journalistic sources have disclosed a secret meeting held in London Sunday of last week 
between King Hussein, the monarch of Jordan, and Benjamin Netanyahu, the head of the rightist 
opposition Likud party. The meeting took place in the country palace located south of the British capital, 
London. The king' s brother, Crown Prince Hasan Bin Talal also attended the meeting. 

These sources said that the meeting came about on the basis of a special request on the part of King 
Hussein, who had previously hosted Netanyahu in particular, in the Jordanian capital, Amman, after the 
signing of the peace accord between Jordan and Israel last year. The two sides discussed (at that time) 
the dangers expected in the Middle East region and means for joint action between Israel and Jordan in 
confronting these dangers. 

It should be pointed out that this meeting took place in the aftermath of the agreement between the 
Palestinian president Y asir Arafat and Shimon Peres, the Israeli foreign minister, regarding setting the 
date of the 25th of the current month of July for the withdrawal of the Israeli Army from the West Bank. 

It is (also) worth noting that the Likud party opposes withdrawal of the Israeli army from the West 
Bank and believes that the solution with respect to this area must take place on the basis of a settlement 
with Jordan. 

Netanyahu supported the Jordanian-Israeli agreement and voted with the Likud representatives in the 
Israeli Parliament in favor of the agreement's formal (literally "constitutional") ratification. At the same 
time, the Likud leader and his party's delegates opposed the agreements which the Labor government, 
under the leadership of Rabin, concluded with the Palestinians and voted against them in the Parliament. 

According to these sources, the secret meeting between King Hussein and Netanyahu was disclosed 
by the Likud party leader after the disclosure of another meeting, which took place last Monday (and) 
which was supposed to have remained secret, between the Jordanian monarch and David Levy, the 
former leader ofthe Likud party who announced last month his splitting off(from the Likud) to form a 
new party. 

It was mentioned that the talks which took place between Netanyahu and the Jordanian monarch last 
week lasted two hours and focused on a number of political issues, as King Hussein was concerned with 
familiarizing himself at close hand with the nature of the struggle between the leader of the Likud party 
and representative Levy who in the past occupied the position of foreign minister in the government of 
Yitzhaq Shamir. 
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Drill 27. Change each sentence from the past tense to the present and then to the jussive. If a word in 
the sentence is underlined, make it plural in your answers and make all other necessary changes. As 
usual, fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in your answers. 

The answers are in the chart below. The model sentences are also translated 

The president appointed 
his new minister. 

The committee decided 
to ·look into the matter. 

We prayed in every 
important mosque in the 
city. 

An informed Arab 
diplomatic source 
confirmed that the 
minister's plan has 
failed. 
A major Arab country 
has renewed its efforts 
in this sphere. 

I distinguished between 
the teacher and the 
university professor. 

The father named his 
boy "Samiir." 

You reconciled the two 
parties. 
We taught them Islamic 
history. 

.. 

· - 1 - . • , ')1 "· -- · � 0� .).).J (.)o'I:1J � 
.J�I 

, _ ,  - �� �� - - �., � � . .)� 
·t�_,.JI 

, 

�t..-11 � � � � 
.tl.J.l.JI . �I - .,  � -

� , �L. �.) �.)1....- �ji rl 

.. 

Ua:J1 · i tJ:j_ �_;e. u -

.. 

- - -
• 't::Mi t& �I -

., 
i.JA 

.. , 0 .>.!P �_;e. � _,.) j� � 
-�� �� � \i.!c-L.-

, 
.lA • • .... i � �.) � .):]:A 

.;_4JI i� _, ;...a .;.lAll 
" n 'Jl j}l_,ll - - , � · � O .J � 

- , · ·· ·w1 · • ., .- ., � ·c.J*2 
• � �.>J 

, 
�.,.;till �.;JJ � 

-�YI 
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, - I - ·' , ·)I , • -- , 0� .).).J � � --
.J�I 

, _ ,  

� �� �� '.;�  
·t�_,.JI 

� , 

�t...-11 � � � 
.tl.J.lAll . �I - .,  � -

� , �L. �.) �.)1....- jS' ji 
Ua:J1 · i tJ:j_ �_;e. u -

.. 

- - -
.i" ,!.ti t& �I -

., 
i.JA 

.. .. , o.J:!P �_;c. �.,.) j� 
-��� I� � \i.!c-L.-

, ;...a .;.lAll � _;.lA � :»J 
.;_4JI g:l,'1...J_, 

· "�" �Jl_, jll_,ll � 

- , . · - ·l:JI . , ., .- ., ·c.J*2 • � �.>J 
, 

-�YI �.,.;till �_;.)j 

�y..J., �)I � . ' --

, 

.is.l:JI ., . 
�� �� �.)� · " 

·t�_,.JI � 

� � <} � . r'  

.�.lAll � � 
(The verb in this 
sentence is a Form II, 
even though I did not 
write in the shadda. The 
same is true for other 
sentences below.) 

�\..�.) :,� £1 . t  

Ua:J1 · i � � u c,F-.JC-

.. 
.'hl.ti t& �I - ., i.)A 
.. �_;e. � _,.) �.)� . c 

.. 
I� � \i.!c-1...... o .J:!P 

.J4..JI -
.lA • ,. • (.)>I.) � �.):]:A . '\  -

.;_4J1 �\lwal _, � .;.lAll 

�Jl_, jll_,ll � .v  
• " · � 

-�4-JI � c",ii_, . A  

�.,.;till rA u...a:,.) . 4\  

.�YI 



Fairuz sang about her 
love ofher country. 

I remained in the city of 
Basra a long time. 

We entered our names 
in the register. 

- , � we "j.J�" � rl 
.LA.� 

;�� �� � � rl  . . 
-�....,b :;� 

, 
� �bl � rl 

.ji!Jl\ 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 5 .  We tum now to the world of sports to practice some of what we have 
learned so far. The article is from ..l::....a_,YI J�l from July 10, 1 995, page 16. Peruse the article below 
and do the following: 

1 .  Find all dual nouns and adjectives and all dual pronouns and pronoun suffixes. Also find any verbs in 
the dual. 

2. Find all Form I and Form ll verbs and identifY them as to Form and whether they are sound, hollow, 
etc. 

3 .  Find any other defective and hollow verbs from Forms ill-X if you can. 

4. Tell me who won and who were the heroes of the game. 

One caveat. This article is :filled, filled, :filled, with all sorts offoreign (that is, non-Arabic) names. Often 
the presence of non-Arabic names and words in an article confuses students. However, many articles 
include such names. So be careful. 

All dual nouns, adjectives, pronouns, pronoun suffixes, and verbs in the dual are underlined below. All 
Form I and Form II verbs are identified in the chart below. That chart also identifies any defective or 
hollow verbs in Forms III-X The passage is also translated below. 

ts � - L .  ll=.l . ...i ' - · ' • � t.w J i .  ...i • . : 11 o�l wlN ·'I ,uilll t .t.:." ' · ... :'il � . :h.. 
cJ"l � .)  • '£ .......... � .) . .J '£ .).:J- .. J' .J • U"' �.) • � - --

• ' " " o rW r.lill o .fi1 "\S.s....,.J 4.P' \S.s..Y'I 

y t:� u�l l� c:.;IS. �...., 'u.:;;,yu j_,ill u� .J-:14 �� � �ll.l � ii.J4.JI "'�I �.J 
.c;�l ��I � wl.fi o.le. :ilii 'i.lll_, L.� T'V _,_11 W.O �I �.J: t.rY. c.J"l.J'..::. _,s._,_; cJ"l.JJJSl 
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�� o�l u\-:.'i_,ll u...li::i ,� � �I n" o�l u\-:.'i _,11 uj\i 4JI:� � �� uaii � 
c.JA C;l4ll �I �'+JI t �I oA �.lll � .J . r '\ .J ' o Jl �.lll � l.lll.l.t.J �...;1 �'+JI � 
e!l.l.JI .l_;.b .A: u-l¥ J.ll.a:Jll � � Jt..i �-' ,o� u� � Jtw.J.J.J wl;:i-4-wa t..U:. ' A _,_.11 

. v; �.lll � (.)"1 _,..I.; y\:i �...>' 'il ..:Ui yJ (.)"14-.;1.... �l.i... 

The Verb Chart is on the next page. 
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The chart below lists all the verbs you were asked to pick out from the text. The verbs are listed in the 
order in which they appear in the text, and are written as they are in the text but with the addition of the 
short vowels. If a verb appears more than once in the text, it will appear more than once in the chart. 

Category Form 
sound I 

doubled n 

hollow I 

sound n 

hollow X 

sound n 

hollow I 

defective (this verb is I 
I - · -�,  .J�. It means "to 
appear." Do not confuse it 
with the verb "to begin" 

which has a hamza as its 
final radical.) 

hollow I 

sound I 

hollow n 

sound n 

hollow X 

defective VITI 

defective VITI 

The translation of the article is on the next page. 
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The America's Cup for Soccer 
Argentina Begins Defense of its Title with a Victory over Bolivia 

The Argentinean team, the title holder, and the United States team achieved victory today in their first 
matches in the America's  Cup (then in Arabic "Kuba America") in soccer for the year 1 995 . 

(The Arabic of the preceding paragraph begins literally with "The two teams of Argentina, the title 
holder, and the United States of America, achieved . . .  " Also, literally, the text says that these two teams 
won "their first two matches." However, the meaning here is that each team won its first match not that 
each team has won two matches.) 

Argentina was victorious over Bolivia 2- 1 it its first match in group three. Argentina went ahead on a 
goal Gabriel Batistota (I have no clue how to spell some of these names in the Latin alphabet) scored in 
the 68th minute of the contest. However Dimitri Angola was able to tie for Bolivia in the 78th minute. 
Then the crowd fell asleep. (Just kidding about that last sentence. It' s  not in the Arabic.)  

Seven minutes before the end of the match Abel Balbu scored the winning goal for Argentina. The 
goal was a strong blow to Karzus Truku, the Bolivian goalie, who is 3 7 years old and who had saved a 
number of balls in the second half 

However, Bolivia, which appeared more dangerous than Argentina, created a number of 
opportunities in the tough match which were (the meaning here is ''would have been") adequate for 
deciding the match in her favor. The Bolivian attacker Mijeal Mircado wasted an excellent opportunity to 
score at the start of the second half when he waited longer than necessary to kick the ball and so the 
Argentinean Javier Waniti was able to knock it out of play at the last the last minute. 

In the very same group, the United States was victorious over Chile, also 2- 1 .  The United States 
took the lead by two goals scored by forward Eric Winalda at the 1 5th and 27th minutes. In the 58th 
minute, Chilean forward, 1 8  year old Sebastian Rosenthal, was able to score a goal for his country. 
However, Chile' s  hopes for a tie were shattered after defender Javier MaJ.jas was expelled for interfering 
with the American Tab Ramos in the 73rd minute. 

So Argentina and the United States now lead the group with a total of three points each with zero 
points for the teams of Bolivia and Chile. Bolivia meets the United States in its next match while 
Argentina meets Chile. 
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Drill 28. Each sentence below contains a verb in the past tense conjugation for the second person 
singular or plural, masculine or feminine. Convert each sentence into the appropriate positive and 
negative command conjugations. Fully vowel all verbs in your answers. 

Translation of Model 
Sentence 

you said that. 

You (fs.) studied 
Arabic. 
You (m. pl. )  visited 
your friends. 
You (m. pl.) fasted 
Ramadan. 
You answered him . 

You (fs.) counted the 
students in the bus. 

You taught Arabic. 

You (fs.) made an 
appointment with him. 
You (m. pl.) believed 
the politicians. 
You appointed that man 
as a minister. 

You (fs.) exerted many 
efforts. 

You promised him that. 

You fulfilled your 
promise. 

You invited him to the 
party. 
You (m. pl.)  invited her 
to the party. 

Negative Command 

� 

.�t!.l.w::IYI I.J.J.JY Y 

� �� 'i� y 

-�411 

• 
.�l;..JI 1;� Y 

* • 
. ly..J.J �)I I� �  Y 

Positive Command 

" * J ... * "" J J  
.oJ!6 1..l� �� Y .o.>f6 l..l� �i 

You can also have �"# Y . You can also have ��-
� 

-�_,14 � y -�_,14 � 
(I love this one almost (I love this one.) 
as much as the positive 
command) 

• 
.;!WI �I L\_,e.jj Y .;li:JI �I Lt._,e.� 
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You built this building. 

You (fs.) built this 
building. 
You prayed in this 
mosque. 

You (fs.) visited Egypt 
last year. (Note that in 
the answers, the time 
reference has been 
changed to refer to 
"next year" since the 
commands would not 
make sense otherwise.) 
You gave your life for 
you homeland. 

You named your boy 
Samiir. 
You (f pl. )  sang about 
Lebanon. 
You ( m. pl. )  falsified the 
results of the election. 

You ( f s.) opened the 
door. 
You ate the bread. 

You (m. pl.)  took him 
to orison. 
You (f pl.) understood 
all of the lessons. 
You read the newspaper 
every day. 

You (m. pl.) wrote a 
letter to your mother. 

You (m. pl.) slept in this 
hotel . 

-
-�U:ll I� r:)[J "'i 

' 
-���� � � "'i  

-WI � '-:i.J.JY "'i 
.�WI 

' 
-� ��J � "'i 

� ... , . \lJ . -. . . .. "'i · u .  we �  
' �ti.i IJ.JJY 'i 

. �4t.:..:iJ"YI 

. Y.=JI (.)Sb 'i 

-

WI � '-:i.J.JJ 

.�WI 

• �4t.:..:iJ""'il �ti.i I J.JJ'".J 
This has to be a Form II verb. 
Otherwise, you would not see the 
waaw in the verb in the model 
sentence. 

-· 
.�LJI ... 1 . .  �� 

, 
.�I DS 

' 

I� � � . , A 
.�1 

WI � �.Jj • ' 'l 
.�WI 

�ti.i � .JJJ • " r 
.w4�""'il 

.�1 �I 6J� .�1 �I 6_,Ai� • Y '\ 

JS o.ll....r.JI I.::.J.) • Y A 
·r .J:. 

�I 4J�.J � • y 'l 

.�1 

.L§.lilll I� � lya1.!i "'i .J.lilll I� � lyaU .J.lilll 1� � r=w . r · 

This conjugation looks and sounds 
like the past tense conjugation for this 
verb for the masculine third person 
plural. 
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Drill 29. Write in the case endings and then translate each item below. Then rewrite each item using J 
with the correct form of the subjunctive. 

The answers are all in the chart below. 

Same Sentence Using the 
Subjunctive 

��� u�.J'il �I _;!L . ' 
.�yJI 

(Note the accusative case here 
and in other sentences below.) 

' 
�.JiiJ u�.J'il �I U_;!L . Y  

. �yJI 
- A · UJ �I 0 �_;!L r - u . � . r  

.tul.\ I �  � �· j r$ � . 
<.5�1 we �� �� .)� . t  

. 
.wyJI I� .h....a 'JI . - - .J 

�:a� �� y...JI �I b _;!L . o 

.�U. u�.J � 
� .h....a 'JI .,. �I · U.le-· - - .J '-' UA . '\  

-�� . 
_.,. c.P 

� �\1 r;;�.)'JI � � .v 

-

. �u. 4...-L:.. 4.S > 
• • ...)*»-

(.j.J.JYJ �_;i.JI �I �_;!L . A  

. . -

.�t.iJ� - - .,. 

. I.;:::S l.lwl �z�;J ��� � us.  . '\  

o \.ill t-6. �\ U "L _ y. - . _;! . ' . 

' 

-��"'}I ' - • :ill .,. .,. �.) -

Model Sentence Translated 

He traveled to Jordan to study 
Arabic. 

We traveled to Jordan to teach 
Arabic . 

Samiira traveled to Lebanon to 
carry out a terrorist operation. 

They studied a lot about the 
Middle East in order to 
understand the Arabs. 

I traveled to Saudi Arabia to 
spend the month ofRamadan 
there. 

We returned from the Middle 
East to look for our friend. 

I lived in Jordan in order to work 
for a private company there . 

You (fs.) traveled to Morocco to 
visit your friends. 

We were in Baghdad in order to 
build a large dam. 
We traveled to Cairo University 
to teach them English. 
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Endings. 

��.J� u�.J'il �I _;!L . ' 
.�yJI 

�.J� r;;�.J'il �I U_;!L . Y  

.�yJI 

.r4i!l u� �I o � � _;!L . r  
.tul.\ I �  

:# .,.. 
.) :; .,. • 

l5�l we �I I.J-Wl.J� . t  
.!-:JyJI � �.J'JI 

�� �� y...JI �I b _;!L . o 

.�U. u�.J � 
� .h....a 'JI .,. �I · U.le-- . , .J '-' UA . '\  

.l..iiJ� we _.,. 

� � r;;�.)'JI � � . v  
.�D.\ t.-L:.. 4.S > 

• • ...)*»-
9 .J4Jl � _;i.JI �I � _;!L .A 

-�\i;� 
• .;:::S .lwl UJ �I .li-1 � us .,.. :# � • • 

. -

o \.ill t-6. �I U "L _y. - . _)! 

. '\  

. ' . 

-��"'}\ �.,..)� 
Note the accusative case in this 
sentence. The verbal noun is taking a 
direct object. 



Part B:  Identify the verbal nouns in the sentences below. Then translate each sentence. 

The verbal nouns are underlined and each sentence is translated. 

I wrote a study about 
the future of culture in 
America. 

That study was very 
short. 

I intend to go to the 
theater. 

Drinking the water in 
some American cities is 
a bad idea. 

� � ,:;, : : .. ,r.s . o 

. lSJ...JAI � �llill 
, 
�I �� · ts . w -- . '\  

. 1� 1� 

�I ylA�I �) . v  
__ .. 

·c�� 
· . WI ' • '> � t..r � '-:-�..>"" .. 

. A 
ofo � )tl · �I - .. ..  JA w - .. 

·� 

Studying the Arabic 
language is a very good 
idea. 

Appointing the ministers 
is among the duties of 
the president. 

Reading the newpaper 
every day is very 
important. 

Reading the newspaper 
ever day is not very 
important. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 6. 

Below is an excerpt from an article in .h....a.JYI <.i�l dated July 9, 1 995, on page 4. The article 
discusses the area of � located on the Egyptian and Sudanese border. Both countries claim the area 
as their own, so � has been a matter of dispute between the two countries for some time. 

Read the article all the way through one time, without using a dictionary. Then read it a second 
time. This time, use your dictionary, but limit yourself to looking up only two words in each paragraph. 
(There are three paragraphs, so no more than six words.) 

Then write a two-sentence summary ofthe paragraph in English. You can check yourselfby looking 
at the translation of the article in the answer key. 

After you have done the above, do the following: 

The article is filled with verbal nouns, many of them from Forms I and II. Identify each Form I and 
Form II verbal noun in the article. Then see how many of them are in definite or indefinite idaafas and 
how many are not in an idaafa at all. How many of the ones not in idaafas are definite? How many ofthe 
ones in idaafas are definite? 

If you can, then look for verbal nouns from other forms and ask yourself the same questions as in the 
paragraph above. Then check the answer key and see for yourself 

The chart below lists every verbal noun in the passage in order of occurrence. It will also tell you what 
form of the verb the verbal noun is from and whether it is in a definite idaafa, an indefinite one, or not 
in one at all. All idaafas are underlined in the copy of the passage which appears below the chart. 

ldaafa Verb Form 
Definite idaafa (� is the last II defective 
term. It is the name of a place, 
so it is definite) 
Definite idaafa ill sound 

Last term of a definite idaafa II sound (word is given in the 
plural) 

Followed by a pronoun suffix Vlli sound 

Not in an idaafa. The word is I sound 
indefinite. 
Definite idaafa IV hollow 

Not in an idaafa The word is II sound 
definite in the passage. 
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Indefinite idaafa II sound 
. -

� 
Indefinite idaafa I sound 

. 

� 
First term of a definite three-term I hollow o.)4j 
idaafa 
Last term of a definite three-term VIII defective 

. \...WI 
idaafa 

� - .  

Definite idaafa. I sound k.) 
Last term of a definite three-term VIII sound (word is given in the ubi..A:ic.J 
idaafa plural) 
Last term of a definite idaafa. II sound 

-
. , .J:1:U-l 

Definite idaafa. II hollow 
-

�.J':l:i 
Definite idaafa. IV sound 

. 

U!l t . 
Last term of a definite three-term I sound $1 
idaafa 
Not in an idaafa. The word is V sound 

� -

J:.,:lJ 
definite in the text. 
Definite idaafa. II sound (this is the rarely used 

. -

)fo 
alternative pattern) 

Third term of a definite four-term IV sound 
. 

1)1 
idaafa r . 
Definite idaafa. I sound �"_F. 
Last term of a definite idaafa. m sound (Form m verbs can t' . .  � 

sometimes use the J� pattern 

for their verbal nouns.) 
Definite idaafa. I sound J� 
Not in an idaafa. The word is II sound 

-

� definite in the text. 

r§.,.;ll �� � � 4.bl: ���� � �.J � o�Ull �\S_, ."\.:� �)" o.J'-:£4 
-��� 
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* La  J..b\ � � � � ·t ,,::.(;.43.)A � � \.Jj_,l\ � � � �fi.=J\ f'�.J 

JS .lw:I.J ��� � fo:J\ � .J_j .J • ��� �All � _,ll � \.Ai.i�\ �\.c.� oJ\.;Jl u.a .J 

. �\.W\ o1\ � �� �\.c..Jfo �\A:j �� �I �\J\...ajc.�l 

� e_UI"'i � Ji r�.PJI uts ,� �jl �.J� �IJy.JI �I u..ay.��·U 
J.All � � 'iJ.J..l:JI ¥1y �_;a.: ��I.J � rljll .J-l...J� )fl � w-o�l 

*Note that \..a when used as a relative pronoun meaning "what" can be the last term of an idaafa. 

Below is a translation of the passage. 

Egyptian Cabinet To Hold A Special Session on the Development of the Halaib Triangle 

The Egyptian cabinet is dedicating its session tomorrow for discussion of the arrangements pertaining 
to the development of the Halaib triangle, viewing it as "Egyptian territory." Cairo has already rejected a 
Sudanese request that the issue be referred to international arbitration. 

The government is determined to task a number of ministers with the holding of popular conferences 
in Halaib under the rubric of "increasing feelings of national belonging among the residents there" 
(literally the text says ''to increase the dosages of belonging to the nation of the residents there"). The 
government has decided to earmark all of the funds which the development projects in this area need. 
(Literally in these areas.") 

With regard to the Sudanese effort to internationalize the Halaib crisis, Khartoum has attempted to 
convince the Security Council to intervene in order to repeat the scenario in which Qatar and Bahrain 
were required to submit their border dispute to the World Court for arbitration. 
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Drill 30 . Each sentence below contains at least one active participle. Translate each sentence and note 
how each participle is being used. Then rewrite each sentence below making the underlined word( s) 
plural. Make all other necessary changes. 

Each model sentence is translated in the central column below. The sentence is rewritten in the plural 
in the left column. 

-�  � � -· �L.a � .J .,. u -
. &-JI 11\ � �_,1..\.c. rA 

If J,.\.c. is used as noun meaning 
''worker, " as in the alternative 
translation, then the sentence 
could be 

�I 11\ � ZjW:. fAA 
- ��� �\..JU. bllill �ts . ., . . . . 

, -� .J.l.JI � 'bt.J.... � 
� ,. , 

-�.Jti- � � �I 
.. .... 

• 
� b�l o1\ 

_, ,,  
� yJI �\:iSll � bi.} 

· 0J.,.J�I 
(If you have .)� agree with 
� then you would have .... .,, , ,  

.o.J�I �yJI �l:iSll � bi.} 
This would be translated as "I 
read the famous books of the 
Arab writer.) . . 

,jC- 4L...,k 4.1\i.. �.Jf-1"\.S � 
.�yJI WI �.J� 

(If you made �t!A plural, then 
. 

you should have 4L...,k �"iliA.) 

I am living in Beirut. 

He is working in this factory. 
(Or, "He is a worker in this 
factory.") 

The girl was a good student. 

You (fs.) are a teacher in the 
school. 
You were a fine actor. 

This alarm clock is broken . 

I read the book of the famous 
Arab writer. 
(I am making both .)� and 
�..;c. agree with �"ts ) 

I am writing a long article about 
the teachers of the Arabic 
language. 
(Note the nunation on �ts. This 
means that it is not in an idaafa 
with 4.1\i.. and that �t!A is in the 
accusative case. If the sentence 
had �"ts instead, then there 
would be an idaafa. When 
unvoweled, the sentence is 
ambiguous.) 
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.�1 � i� rA He is a judge in the court . 

. �Jill �ts �t.S..JI o� 
Note that �ts in the model 
sentence is �he agtive participle of 
the verb � ,  � .  Also note 
that c..>'I.Jb only takes a sound 
plural . 

This office is sufficient for the 
student. 

• 
I.!:J..)\.:JI . -. u �tSJll -. ts The passenger was rescued from .I.!:J..)\.:JI U.o '*U ySI)I ul.S . , , 

• 

(.)A � • u 
the accident. --

Note that '*U in the model 
sentence is the active participle of 
h b w · y bU t e ver . , .J-?-1:! . ou see .. .  

instead of� U in the model 
sentence because the word is in 
the indefinite accusative. And, of 
course, in the plural, you do not 
have �U but instead �U . 

' 

• .ull �I �\..ill �_,c.� o�..)}l �;. '1 � This Muslim missionary calls the 
people to God. 

rA .J ��.)� �4-lt.l:l �� 0'\ She is a famous Lebanese singer 
and he is a well-known American 

. u� .JJ- u�yl u_,1i:.A smger. 

�4- � �.J.)I j ��L.ul rA He is a visiting professor at the 
University ofKuwait. 

-�..fill 
(.}I j is here used as an adjective. 
When used to mean "visitor'' its 
plural is .I.D.) 

.J:a....._j'il J�l � 6.� 1JS 
(�L.u is "a tourist." It can take 
either a sound plural or the 
broken plural used above. It is 
almost always used as a noun. 
Even though its middle radical is 
a waaw, the broken plural uses a 
yaa' . This will happen 
sometimes. 

I was a tourist in the Middle 
East. 
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Drill 3 1 .  Each sentence below has a blank and is followed by a verb at the end. Put the correct form of 
the active or passive participle (whichever is appropriate) in the blank. You may have to make it definite, 
plural, feminine, etc. Make sure you give it the right case ending. 

The answers are filled in below and each completed sentence is translated 

You (m. pl.) are not invited to the party. 

We postponed the conference until a later time. 

They said �t the problem is temporary. (Usually, 
instead of �� a hamza is placed of the waaw for 
this passive participle. Both ways are correct.) 
We are forbidden from entering the fort. (But who 
wants to go there anyway.) 
The international committee announced that the 
results of the election were falsified. 

The parties concerned with the issue attended the 
conference. 
The Palestinians say that their rights have been 
usurped. 
There is an international war against drugs. 

Fairuz is a famous Lebanese singer (f) and Abd AI-
A1im Hafez is a famous Egyptian singer. 

This correspondent is known for her love of the 
Arabic l3.I!�ge. 
Saddam Hussein is loathsome. (You could have 
used the active participle o .Jts meaning "reluctant." 
Or you could have said something like """'Ull : .Jts . 
But somehow, it doesn't seem as appropriate as the 
passive particm_le.) 
Actually, Saddam Hussein is crazy. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 7 

This exercise is going to take a little time. It will require a relatively fair amount of reading and some real 
thinking about what you are doing. Please do it, step by step, as described below. 

Below is an excerpt from another article from �J"il �� . Read it, without a dictionary. As you 
read it, underline the following. 

1 .  Every Form I and II active participle 
2. Every Form I and II passive participle 
3 .  Active and passive participles from Forms ID-X if you can. 

After you have read the article and underlined the words as requested in items 1-3 above, you should 
have some idea of what the article is about. Write out a two or three sentence summary of the article in 
English. Do not use your dictionary. 

After you have done that, read the article a second time (without the dictionary) and underline the 
following: 

4. Every Form I and II verb and its subject. 
5 .  Every Form I and II verbal noun. 

Now, read the article again. This time, use your dictionary, but look up no more than 10 words and 
look up only those words you have underlined in items 1 -5 above. Then add to your summary some or 
all of the new information you learned during your second and third readings. Try and be as detailed as 
you can, but do not try to translate the article, or sections of it. 

Then, go to the answer key and look at the translation in order to verify the information your wrote 
down. The key will also give you all the words you should have underlined in items 1 -5 above. 

Below is chart indicating, in order of appearance, every active and passive participle in the article. 
Each participle appears in the chart exactly as it does in the article. Definite articles are not included 
in the chart. 

Passive Active Form Participle 
A v �"_):.:.:4 
A 

A 

p 
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v 

I 

I 

�� 
t! \:i 

"' , 0 .... _,colA 



p 

A 

p 

A 

A 

p 

p 

p 

p 

p 

A 

A 

p 

A 

p 

A 

A 
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VIII 

v 

m 

I 

I 

I 

vm 

IT 

IV 

vm 

v 

v 

m 

I 

I 

I 

I 

.�\... , 
1..5 1-• a • 

l:.;Jt,. 
$ �  .) . 

(�WI) �t.. 
.;�t..-11 
J.J� 

�;li-;.,. 
;;, , , � 

. ui'.tro 
The word above is a plural 

of the feminine singular 

noun ott·� which is in turn 
derived from the passive 

participle h"r. which you 

probably will never see. 

• t.• , � 
W:Sfo 
W:Sfo 
uuaib:. 

The singular is Wb:. 
which is derived from the 

passive participle .J:.ib:. . 
�6. 
J.,.)..a.o 

This is the pa_ssive participle 

of the verb JL. The seat of 

the hamza becomes a waaw 

because of the presence of 

the waaw used in forming 

the participle. 
. 

4.;\A 

�}� 



p 

A 

A 

A 

A 

p 

p 

A 

A 

A 

p 

A 

A 

p 

p 

A 

A 

p 

A 

p 
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II 

I 

IV 

v 

I 

VIII 

VIII 
I 

v 

II 

I 

I 

v 

VIII 
II 

v 

VIII 
m 
v 

I 

�'_) 

The above word is a noun. It is 

derived from the active participle �· This word can also be voweled 

��and would then not be a 

participle. The two different 
vowelings are sometimes said to 

indicated different meanings, but 
these days the two are 

interchangeable. However, the plural 

of the latter voweling is ��. 

. . ., 
U O '  e., ' 4  



A I 

Note: You may be asking yourselfwhy I have you do some ofthese exercises and then give you charts 
such as the one above. One thing I am trying to show you through these exercises is that if you can 
identify certain grammatical structures and morphological forms, you can account for almost every word 
in any passage. If you can identify every idaafa, noun-adjective phrase, verb and its form, verbal nouns, 
the subject and object of each sentence, and can identify active and passive participles, you have 
accounted for almost every word in any passage. If you can identify these structures and forms, you have 
a certain control over the language which will make reading much easier. 

I also think that it is vitaly important that you read, read, and read. The more control you learn to have 
over the language, the more likely you are to read new things that will have lots of new vocabulary. Do 
not be put offby the fact that what you are reading may contain a lot of new words. Learn just a few 
from each article and forget about the rest. Then go read some more. 

Below is a chart listing every Form I and Form II verb and that verb 's subject. 

Subject 

&.!i _,l:.:l. 
�� 
, 

• )I JL:ie.l t1 6... � .. . .J 
�I 

��I 

.;�1 
&.!i.;laWI � �I 

, 
tl__,.lll u-ol �4-o 

l.j�� � �� � 
��I 

��J 
:.,�1 

is implied .;�1 
• 
��I 

: i:ll 1 aJ\ 

Form 
n 

I 

I 

I 

n 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I (assimilated) 

I 

n 

I 

I 

I 
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Verb . � 

I� 

Jl.! 

, .. ��-.., 
lfo� 

· �� b:ili 
� � 

jS.j 
. .. � 

� c� , ;�� 
b\S 

� 
... ., ...... � 
� 
Jl.! 

. t:� 
, ... J-:• ;:. 

� b� 



is implied �I I I � I  I lfo 

All Form I and Form II verbal nouns (and words closely derived from them) are underlined in the text 
below. 

till _ .\:.�11 . ....! �I .· .• oi . L-: .  0 �I . Yl 0 . I · I I 4..J . - · '1 �1�1 0 I . .  ....! .lw:aA Jl! t: r::-- � � v:;:-� u-o � u � :..;--" , .) .).J 1£ .) 
441 �JI � �.J �I �.J� � '#�I �)I Jt.;:iel 4..1.Jb.A � .h.Jji.JI o� � (.5ib· oo  _,c.� 

u�.J . ' �  � " r� � � � �yc rbc.)l4 0� � .JJL.:JI.J ,�WI (wly�) �� " 1 ("� 
u..,.u 1 . ... 1 ,� " ' u� �  · b . .ll · 4..J . .  - .II · 1 �1 1 -I .:. J �I · . .  t::-:_ . 11 · I" J .. . . . 11 �I 
--� ,.,.,?-J , -'- u _,_.. u-o ,.._r-- � .) � � u _J_,....-. .) 
. "o� (.59b. ·u (.).4 ' e;ls-;1 � � �YI u"l.!WI (.).4 _;.i.l JJc..J 'Y�I wl.� � ��I �I � 

. �I u-1 �.)aWl (.).4 �I � r1Jc. )[I � ��I u\.b.L..JI u.lii � 

,4,c�l we �I J.Jj-.JI.J ,�l.l..-11 �I �I r_,l:J � J..-6. - 'i.;p-:11 � �� � • 

.�_,.b oJiil � �.Jli:.. 4)• wts '��' 
· Jb�l ' -

• .  t:.�ll . ....! 4� ..... .... "Lb . . II" o l..:....iJ . t �-: > .  ,�JIJc.l '-l.l.ul - \! · �11 t ... _ ! ... _ � • � �.!II' 21 _r::--_ "£ ----cr-.J ,._yw __:}__;__ • � ' • _) (jJ ..)"- � � 
.4..;11 J-,.:ii �� u�l y...=. �Y.J �.JGJI 0A JWI re-�1 �.J ,ul�l JIJc.}.J ,4,c�l Jl_,!l 
,4..:c.l.l..-1\ ��� (.)"'_JI.l.JI ("_,l:J � J..-6, '� � ..Jk>.J - �� (.5ib. ao �� � (.5ib· oo  • 

.�.All �.J�I o��l � u n · ,=>!o 

• 1,;1;;;11 � Jl..-.!�1 ulfo J .. l�.J ���� U".J.l.o - .di;l.; �� � ¥- �.J • 

.�_,:.:ill ��I (.).4 �Jc. � �l&=il �.J ,�)1 u� � u n· a;!o - �lyJI � �\! � • 

� �_,ill ��� �� oJ4! <l ; . o-;.,-; '#�I r.:t;;;n �Uc. (.).4" �� �� wl .J�I .lSi.J 
.J��� o�.l..t.\1 ' - u t_,.; 0A � l1i!.J �.J �� JJ\..i: r �j� , ' ,b1 . o 4..b�l wY' Jti.J ,"r_,.byJI 
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� �I.)JI �I 4j�l ,�lhl..JI ()A YJ�I � �...,.h:WI 4-o� �I O.)J.>JI Yl �1.!\.h: ()A l �.le.J 

��I �� �I ,  b . oll � 0A �J 'r.i� � --all ' o � ()A  �Lo �4-o.J ' .J.n· iill �\.&-1 Cy!i.J 
-� lw ')I Jl.UC.I tl b.-a .) • (.)'I:!J , J 

Egypt Detains Five Extremists Who Planned Acts of Sabotage 

A source in the Egyptian Interior Ministry said yesterday that security forces detained 5 extremist 
members of the organization belonging to a person named Mustafa Hasan Hamza, who has been 
implicated in the assassination attempt on Egyptian President Husni Mubarak which took place in Addis 
Ababa June 26. Two death sentences have been issued in absentia against him in Egypt since 1992. The 
official source added "The five detainees entered Egyptian territory from the Sudan in order to carry out 
sabotage operations, the most important of which was the blowing up of the government complex in 
Tahrir Square (literally "Liberation Square"), along with a number of other security facilities in Egypt, on 
the orders ofMustafa Hamza." Also yesterday, the Egyptian authorities carried out death sentences on 
two extremists. 
(Note: In Arabic, the term �means complex. However, in this context, the reforence is to a particular building in Tahrir Square reforred to as "Al

Mugamma " by everyone.) 

The source mentioned that "the arrest of the five extremists occurred after a campaign launched by 
the state security investigative offices during which they raided the organization's safe houses in the 
governorates of Cairo, Giza, and Al-Qalyubiya." The five men are: 

• Husni Al-Sayyid Husayn Al-Buharyi - holder of (literally: "having obtained") a diploma from the 
Technical Industrial Institute and the one responsible for the group's organization. He had been a 
fugitive outside ofEgypt for a long time. 

• Muhammad Ali Ali Al-Sharqawi - failed in preparatory school. Works in furniture carpentry. His task 
in the organization is the coordination of communications between members of the group, preparing 
explosives, and receiving financial support from abroad and distributing it according to instructions he 
receives (literally "instructions coming to him") . .  

• Mustafa Abd Al-Hamid Mustafa Al-Sayyid - an active element (in the group). He holds a secondary 
trade school diploma and is a specialist in modem electronic equipment. 

• Rabia Abd Al-Ghani Khalifa - a primary school teacher and responsible for communications codes 
within the organization. 

• Ali Qasim Sayf Al-Murakabi - a specialist in surveillance operations and who has been previously 
accused of numerous sabotage operations. 
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The source confirmed that the five detainees are from the elements (..>"-Uc. :y. "from the elements" 
here really just means "members") of the organization which is supported by the leadership of the Islamic 
National Front in Khartoum (literally "which the leadership of the Islamic National Front in Khartoum 
embraces") . He said that "the police seized in their possession three automatic rifles, two pistols, and a 
high explosive Fl  bomb, along with a number of counterfeit identity cards that the extremists use to get 
away from the authorities. In addition (they seized) organizational documents, instructions for bombing 
operations, cash (literally "monetary funds") including 1 5  thousand Egyptian pounds, and copies of 
various newspapers which published reports on the attempt to assassinate President Mubarak. 

He said that "the arrested extremists received military training last year in Sudanese camps under the 
supervision of a commander (literally "of one of the commanders") who assumes a nom de guerre 
(literally "an organizational name") of Abu Bakr Al-Sudani. They remained in contact with him after 
entering Egyptian territory until their arrest." 
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Drill 32. Convert the following sentences into the present tense. Then negate them using the jussive. 
Fully vowel all verbs in your answers. 

You know the routine by now. The answers are below. The model sentences have been translated 

Model Sentence 
Translated. 

The program helped the 
progress of the country. 

The great powers 
participated in the 
building of the new 
dam. 
Egypt continued its 
efforts in this sphere. 

Israel exchanged land 
for peace. 

Egypt suffered from 
poverty. 

We called on him to 
meet with us. 
His emotions boiled 
over and his tears 
flowed. 

The earthquake shook 
every building in the 
city. 

We agreed to the five 
points. 

The government 
falsified the results of 
the elections. 

Jussive 

r-lii � �' �� rl 
.�1 
, 

�fi.' u..,�, ��� r1 

.�.l;JI �I �� � 

, 
\..\�� Y- �lji rl 

-�4-JI I� � 

, 
. )ill 6A __,._... �kj rl 

, 
·� t� 9�t.u r1 

� , � • . . ., -' �I • • ., - ' � r-' ..J&- � r 

, , 
�\:i3 ��I "J_,y rl 

.�y�"Y I 
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Present Tense 

, 

Model Sentence 

� �I .leo\- • ' 
• -l4JI r.li:i 

� �fi.l u..,�� ��� (Sfi.l J..,�� �.)Wi . " 

, 
� \..\�� Y- �lji 

. J4-JI I� 

·� 

, 
·� e� ��t.u 

� , � , . . ., �I , • ., �_, _,s;. � 

, , 
�\:i3 ��I 'Jjy 

.�yl ;;j"il 

.>-A cl.al _, . T' 
. J4---JI I� c) \..\� � 

1 .�1 I �l! . f � ..J-"11 " 

..foll 

�l_,s;. �4- . v 
.4\.c. ..,..� u...:::a\.i _, 

JS �jljll �jA . A  
.�.l.JI c) o .JL.c. 

.1.\illl � Uiil _, • '\ 

.u-=JI 

��I �.J-'j • ' • 
.uy�"YI �\:i3 



Drill 33 .  Convert the following sentences into the passive voice (in the past tense). Then negate the new 
sentences using eJ + the jussive. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in your answers. 

Translation ofPassive 
Past-Tense Sentence. 

This article was written 
for the "Al-Ahram" 
newspaper. 

Her son was called. 

The president of the 
republic was killed. 

The employees were 
invited to the party. 

He was named 
Abdallah. 
His name was 
mentioned in your 
newspaper. 

The voices of the birds 
were heard. 

The lessons were 
studied. 
These books were 
published this year. 

The tanks of the Syrian 
army were destroyed. 

The famous Egyptian 
writer (f) was 
interviewed. 

Passive Jussive 

' -o ' 
4J\i.J1 .,1\ < .  ,;s; r-1 

." 1 .b. Y1" o.lJ · - ' r _J- - .. ._fiW 

-· .. . • .  - '1 ' • • !-:"::'. - '  ·�.)� (.)":!J.) '->'-":! (""' 

�1 0� .,.J1 t � rl 
.�1 

- · 

� �1 �� rl 
·��.» 

' 
b1_,..-1 � rl 

• j:!9L...-.11 

.,1\ � �1 .,1\ � rl 
.�1 

' 
�1 b44� Y,"S:J r-1 

• (.5 .)_,...J1 
_ .. 

Passive Past Tense 

' ' 
9�� 4J\.i.J1 .,1\ 'i--.}JS 

· "r1y.Y1" 

' .. · · · - '1 ' .  � 1-:::: ·�.)� (.)":!J.) � 

�1 0� _,.J1 �� 
.�1 

, 
·��.» � �1 �� 

' 
.,1\ � �1 .,1\ t::� 

Model Sentences 

4Jli.J1 .,1\ :--,ps . ' 

· "r1y.Y1" 9.l.l....r.J 

- · ' Uil1 �-:::: r (.)":!J.) � '->"' • 

.;.;.)�1 
�1 � _,.J1 lf _,c.� . £ 

.;lhl1 

.�11 i:c- ��� . o 

� �1 f'fi� . '\ 
.�.lJ...» 

.j:!9t..-l1 

� �1 .,1\ 1.J� . '\  

.�1 ��� 

' ' ... , 
�y..--11 ��\71 t::.J:..,i �1 yJ1 �\.i . ' ' 

.i.J�1 �1 ��\71 �..YIY1 

·0.)�1 

• The verb ._;;.., , �belongs to a cagetory of verbs that take two objects. If you are unclear as to why .lp is in the 

accusative, see Section D of Chapter Two, Part III where these types of verbs are discussed. The end of Section D gives 

examples of these verbs being used in the passive voice. 

•• The �� at the end of �� _,...,..l does not represent a feminine sound plural ending. d _,...,..1 is the broken plural of �� . 
As such, it will show completely regular case endings. 
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He was considered a 
great leader. 
It was said that he was 
an expert on this 
subject. 

It (fs.) was built in six 
days. 
The director was found 
in his office. 

. l.ul:ac. I ,lj\l � rl .. .. 

I� . " · .t...il � rl t..r � . ..  

·e�.,.JI 
J ·r�1 � � � rl 

-� • J �I �· J rl � ; t..r .;:. . .J:. 
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11\ � � .t...i} '-l:!i 
·e�.,.JI 

· r�l � � '"'·J.i! 
-� � J:�� �� 

. l.ul:ac. l,lj\l ol.iJ.lc. .. . n ·  

• .. • 4..il bli t..r � • 
. "'' 

·t�_,.JI I� 
. I.JI � . L\l.i.W r .. � t..r .. . 

� fi�l ��_, 
• ' £ 

. ' 0  

-� -



Drill 34. Negate each sentence below in an appropriate way. Be aware of what you are doing. The 
sentences are in dtfferent tenses, voices, and moods. Fully vowel your answers. 

Translation ofModel Sentence 
The hero of the novel is called 
Nadia Abd Al-Rahman. 

These cars were sold to the 
directors of the World Bank. 

The American ambassador 
discussed this matter with the 
Israeli ambassador. 

We threatened to stop financial 
participation in the budget of the 
United Nations. 

The Palestinian representative 
said that to the American 
representative. 

The book was published at the 
beginning of the month. 
The famous artist "Fairuz" was 
seen in Studio 54. 

She sang songs about Lebanon. 
(N9ty: wlel is the defective plural of 
� i . ·When it is accusative it will 
show the yaa'. When it is in the 
indefinite nominative or genitive, it 
will have two kasras instead. See the 
section in Part ill for a review of 
defective nouns and adjectives.) 

We are leaving Cairo tomorrow. 

Beautiful songs were sung about 
love of country. (The verb in the 
model sentence must be passive 
since wlel does not show a yaa' 0) 

. 

Negation 
' , 

.l:C- �.:�u �I.J)I � �jj 'i 

- �)\ 
, 

�I .lAl bl L...JI • -.,. r! - • t..j Y.. .) .,. t:-s 
.;; .J.lll 

. 
- �� �� � 'il �l � rl  .JA VA .,. . .,. 

· .�1 'il �I .,. ..>"'� 
-

.,. � 
, � �WI �Ldl..-11 � � :{� rl 

.o�l 'il �l · - � - .,. .J::A 
• Jt-11 c.!m � ; . t. ,.1;11 �� i.li:! r1 

, l.,il ,. ., 

�.,.JA'il 
. 

. �I ��� -� y\:iSJI � rl 
, , , II J.J�II 0.)�� tiUill jAL!U rl 

. "o t ,;.-:��1" � 
- , • \.lJ • - "lei ... . ... rl · u . wr:- � � 

, 
. I  .:�C. 0 .)'\till �.:�t&j 'i 

- - ,  -�.,1 � � � · lei � . . ... rl - · .,. . u � 
- . 

Model Sentence 

.l:C- �.:�u �I.J)I � �� . ' 

- �)\ 

�I t..JY...l.J ��.)�1 � - � 
-j.J.lll 

I� �.JA'il �I � .T' 
.�l..>"'''il �I � .JA'i\ 

�WI �Ldl..-11 us� Uo:�.». . £  

.o�l r--'il �1_». � 
c.!llj i • lmlil\ �� J\! '.? .,. 

. o  
-�.,.JA'il � 

. �I ��� � y\:iSJI � .'\  
0 .)�1 tiUill �.». _,.t . v  

. " o  t .:1 "' I" � " · _;;i" .J:. � .).J .,. 

· wU:l we- �lei UjC. 

. I.:�C. oy\till .).:�t&j 

� . � · lei u.uc. . 4T .,. . � .,. 

. A  

- � 

. ' . 

-�.,11 

• Note the sukuun on ' .. ,;, :J rl ·  Because the following word begins with a definite article, technically I should have voweled 
it as follows j,!l..JI � .. : ... ":J iJ . The kasra replaces the sukuun and is the helping vowel which will elide the hamza on the 

definite article. You may see this sort of voweling in other books. I tend not to do it in this text as it confuses the students. 
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Egypt is called ''the mother of the 
world." 
The explosions shook the 
buildings at the American 
University. 

• • ll�.lll �II .;-- � '1 
. - ·k.JI bl b.ii'll � -· : rl 

� � - .) . -*' 
-�..JA'll ;,_4--11 
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• H�.lll �II .;-- � · " 

� �4-JI �1).�"'11 �_;. . " '  

.�'11 4.-4-JI 



Authentic Arabic Exercise #8. 

Below are excerpts from an interview conducted by the magazine k _,11 with Muhammad Husayn 
Fadl Allah, a leading figure in Hizbullah, published in November, 1 993 , pages 20-25 . 

Read the entire selection all the way through without using a dictionary. Note any verbs used in 
the passive voice. Then look in the key to see if you have been able to determine correctly which verbs 
are passive. 

Now you have a much bigger task. Try to translate all of the questions and answers as well as you 
can. If the vocabulary barrier is too much for you to handle, try to gist each question and answer, using 
your dictionary just to look up a few words to help you do this. 

You will note that the questions and answers incorporate much of the grammar we have had so far, 
including hollow and defective verbs, active and passive participles, negation with � , the use of � , 
verbal nouns, the accusative predicate with the verb wlS , many idaafas and noun adjective phrases, the 
dual and plural, as well as grammar we have not covered yet, such as the conditional and verb forms 
beyond Form ill. All of this is there in addition to the passive voice. Look for all of these elements as 
you read and translate the material below. If you get stuck on something, don't spend too much time on 
it. Skip it and continue. When you are done, look at the translation and comments in the key. 

All passive-voice verbs in the passage are underlined below. 

ci�.J �  
Y"i�.J 0w.... �tiS.: ''6.11 ·� �tiS �� Uli _,1 �.JA 0� lj�A . 

WI\ ' � ll\ II • Jl\ .�:t' Jil' �o..�US � � � · L-1.... • .::�, w Ul\ • u.tl Jil � c� � J- • c1 :.; u  OI J- . ua � 
� � lfl c��.; 4.lt..ww -�� �'�4 IS.;;! .;� �J �t..i. l+iS w.# UJ\J ual..a'i\ &o �Jl\ 

1.z·"'" �u � �llJ �'�' � �'i' � �' �Jall c��.; 4.lt..ww �.;il' Jil...' Jil -�.;il'J �'i' 

·:i<.z � c� �.; ut...l.w. u' �J IS�' � � ·� � �'i' � � �� 4US u.t\ � � 
.;� �l..a.li.. u.o �' � u' �' 'i la1J � �'J.J � �,J �'i\ fol' � u"ii.z _p �us 

.fol\ � J �� 6�1 
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, � ���� � t� u-t •• i�' �� � � ,.j,� uu. _,1 • .&j t.J '�'.i � u�' � . J:ai ljL&S u-� � -- - - --
�, .)� �J �� !i';s=; � 1..4.� �Jta uu. � u' �'..tl' ·4:uil ta... � � �,,.. �4 t� 4A� 

·e�,..l' �� J IS� 

.. . .,, - � . 'I -: I· I .,. .,. l� • O, t p  � � �� ·  

4na. *' t..� Jl ��� Jiit t..� � .� JJi �J a .. •.z:h �� 4na. *' � 
.� J:.W *' ut.w.a1 � �� u.J ,J,.U .;� 

�� l_;lj �_,.):!: � 4wU.)ll o.l:l._,ll_, Jl.I-JWI 'i� � �..l�"J\ �l:!l-ll 'i� c:;\ �l..JI � '-l:!i • 

!\!i;;tl � 

I Past tense of the Form vm hollow vern Jtic.J ' � . In the passive voice, this vern becomes �f ' � See Chapter 
Six of Part II for a discussion of Form VTII hollow veibs. See also the vern chart for Form VTII hollow veibs in the passive 
voice. 
2 This is an example of what is called the "impersonal passive." The impersonal passive is discussed in Chapter Four of 

Part II. 
3 This is the present-tense passive of the Form IVhollow vern �I) , � .  In the passive, this verb becomes �f , �I]:.. Note 
that a passive Form IV hollow verb in the present looks exactly the same as a passive Form I hollow vern does in the 
present. 
4 The '-J attached to � is used to introduce the result clause of a conditional sentence introduced by ").  . See Chapter Seven 
of Part II for a discussion of the conditional. 
5 Another example of the impersonal passive. This time with a Form I doubled vern in the subjunctive. 
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'I� ,.� (p � \�ts �l:f\.J)\ ol. \�J U:!ll\ . � \� o.iS Jl l..SJ �\ � Jla...Jl..l\ 
-�' \l. Uo- � �� '-oiJ!:! �ll\ USlJ (#f.}J\ �'I' 

\L..) (J\ \AJti..J �� � �ts 4.1J� �1 J S.zct � '-oi_p\ "i La�iJ �lJ �J U:H �J�\ ..JJ.!i 

.ut U"'l.wd � • •  , . .. ;; "' JJ�J .� t..\� � uUJ ��' ·� � � � � uaJ 
- - -

The Rushdi Issue 

"" ,. l ,. 
·,J�"'i\ � �' �' USl � � 4.tts.. � �'�' f4l.JJ ��J �� �.Jl: 

• What would your position be if a Lebanese were to write a book similar to Salman Rushdi' s book? 

Some people have already written more books than Sal man Rushdi. For example, there is the book The 
Critique of Religious Thought which refutes religious knowledge in its entirety (literally: "demolishes 
religious knowledge from its foundation"). Many (others) have written similar books and no fatwa has 
been issued with respect to executing anyone. The Rushdi issue is related to the issue of Islam and the 
West. In the beginning the West exploited the Rushdi issue in order to talk negatively about Islam. 
Therefore the issue did not take on the dimension of a person who wrote a book in which he talked about 
Islam in a negative manner. There is another point which is that Salman Rushdi did not write an 
intellectual work in which he refutes Islamic thought. Instead, he wrote a novel which mocks (Islam). 
And I don't think that mockery of things held sacred by a billion people is a movement related to freedom 
of thought. 

• There is a Lebanese writer named Mustafa Juha who was assassinated? 

It is (literally "it was") not known why he was killed. Until now it has not been investigated. If his killing 
had been planned on this basis he would have been killed right from the beginning because he began 
announcing his positions about 20 years ago. In reality, his killing was a mysterious incident which no 
one advocated and no fatwa was issued on this matter. 

• What is a moment of weakness for you? 

That which I experience in the face of tragedy which befalls the lives of people who are made homeless 
and who are injured, etc. 

• I meant a moment of personal weakness. 
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I live a normal human life, not a supernatural one. For example, when I lose one who is dear to me or 
when I feel completely besieged. It is natural that I am a human being who experiences moments of 
weakness. 

• It has been said previously that those (dual) who carried out the suicide operations against the 
headquarters of the Marines and the French unit in Beirut visited your headquarters before carrying them 
out? 

And I said at that time that this talk is too ridiculous to be responded to. Why? This talk seduces the 
western reader. They tell him that there is person sitting down and convincing someone (that he will go 
to) paradise, then he gives him his blessing. There is someone who wrote that I went out to inspect the 
Marines' locations after the explosion as ifl were a military commander. Those who wrote up these 
stories were searching for something with which to entice the western media. However, he who knows 
my position scoffs at this talk. 

• Have attempts to assassinate you taken place recently? 

Talk circulates from time to time and sometimes I do not know anything about it. The last attempt was 
two years ago. The crux of it was that a group hired someone to pray behind me during the Friday 
prayer wearing a booby-trapped belt. He tried to leave on the basis that he had to renew his ablution and 
left the belt in his place in normal fashion. However, the matter was discovered before the explosion. 
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Drill 3 5 .  Each sentence below contains at least one blank and has an adjective in parentheses at the end. 
Put the correct form of the adjective in the blank. Often, but not always, you will need to use an elative 
form ofthe adjective. Make sure you can translate each sentence. 

The city of Damascus is older than the city of Tel 
Aviv. 
The city ofDamascus is the oldest Arab capital. 

The Nile River is longer than the Euphrates. 

Damascus is a very old city. 

The Nile is the longest river in the Arab world. 

The issue of Palestine is the most important Arab 
issue. 
Samira is pretty than F awzia. In fact, she is the 
prettiest student in the class. 

He is the stupidest president in the history of this 
country. 
These are the largest cities in the Middle East. 

Mention all of the great powers. (The phrase 
'-.5 ...>Pll J.J.lll is a standard phrase in Arabic. J.J.lll 
:; �I would mean "the large countries.") 
There are many problems in central America. 
(Again, ��I \S;.)AI is a standard phrase. J.J.lll 
� _,ll means "the intermediary countries.") 
This is the worst idea I have heard in my life. 

The summit conference will be held at the soonest 
possible time. 

Lucy is the most famous dancer in Egypt. 

The media in America are more modem than the 
media in Russia. 

• The plural word �� is a diptote, so it will not take nunation. 
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(�Ji) . � Ji �.lA 0A r:?� �J �.lA . ' 

(�Ji) -�.JC �� f:.?l �J �.lA · " 
(�...,b) � . . 0)J J,;lll . • • J ..* UA  , ..* . r 

.. 
(r:!Ji) • 1-l?- �Ji �.lA �J . i 

(�...,b) � _;all r!WI . · 0)J J.;lll ·�..F - � � , . o 

f l.\) .� � � - 1 � � r . , . .JC . , rA ,  , . '\  

. tJ� � J.? -�j� 0A � :;� . v � - · _. � . --
(�) .�1 

(�) • • .�ll I� �.Jt:i � �.J �I .JA 

(.�) -� .J'il �y!ill � �.lA �� � ��� 

(._�) ' J o J ·'-.SJ.Sll J.J.lll JS ��I -- -

.. . . ��I \S;.JAI � :; _#. �� �UA 

. A 

. '\  

. ' . 

· " 

(�.J) 
(��> 

, -
-�� � � ;fo i_;J ��� . ' " 

( The root here is � .J U'!) 
.[fi- �.J �ji � ;.dll �jA ·�y ... 
. -- . ' ""  

· (Y-�J) 
(.J�) ·� � � . oil.) � ���_;· . H  

(The elative is derived from �) , -Jjt.... .J c.)A �� I.SJ,..JAI � � 'j\ '-Jjt.... J . ' 0 
- -

(�-A) -�.J.J � �'jl 



Drill 36 .  Read each sentence below carefully. Indicate all case endings in each sentence. Then translate 
each sentence into English. Then negate each sentence in an appropriate way. Be careful; different 
tenses and voices are used. Not all verbs are Form IV. 

The answers are in the chart below. 

Negation of Each Model 
Sentence . 

.�:l:iL...I I_,..fo r! 
. .  

��"1....1 1_,.. � '1 
If you read the model sentence as 
a command, then the second 
sentence is your answer. 

-� � • 

")I 
• ,.. r! .,. .,. jJ...) Y-:. 
. 

-� �� � rl 
• 

. JI� � � ' · '?' '1 
• 

• _,iill &o >-- �W r! 

��I . � j.le. � 
_ _  (.)A .,.. • .,. rl 

·c '� 
!Ul f.l.a.hll � '1 U.o 

• 

L\ � . �I ��I - \..U � '1 _r..! - - � . ..  
. w_,;;il � '11 

• 
. �b.JI - '\:i.i • b��� �i·u'i rl · - - ... � we- . -

• 

-��� �  '1 

Translation of Model Sentence 

They honored their professor�-
(If you read the verb as 1_,.. _,sl , 
then the translation would be 
''Honor their professors.") 

The minister brought up the issue 
of Palestine . 
He was arrested. 

Answer every question. 

Egypt suffered from poverty . 
(The verb is a Form ill 
defective.) 
A large number of the soldiers 
were wounded. 

Who is preparing the food for us? 

We are rebuilding the houses that 
the Israelis blew up . 

The talks yielded positive results . 

(Note that �\:i.i is a diptote.)  

Give me your address. 
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Model Sentence with Case 
Endings 

. �:l:iL...I I_,.; ftl 

-� � ·  ·_,11 �I .,. .,. �.) .) 

-� �I <}Ji 

.JI� � � � 

. _,iill &o >-- �\.c. 
-

��I &o � j.le. �i 

. ' 

_ .,.  

. T'  

. £  

. o 

. '\  
·cl� 

!Ul f.Wall � &- . v  
• 

L\ � . �I ��1 - \..U � _r..! - ... � . ..  . A 

. w�l _)lJl '11 

�\:i.i ,:;c. b�\.:,JI � _;i.al . '\  

.�b.JI 
� ... . .. 

-��� �{ . ' . 



Part II: 

Give the meanings of each verb below. Then give its active participle and verbal noun. 

� ..)\.!1 .)� 
to submit to benefit, to to provoke, to 

report raise (a 
question) 

� ., .., � � 

�� o..)\.!} oJ:i} -

�) 
to clarify 

, �.JA 
l...:::t.JI r � 

�i 
to give 

� . 

lhe.l � . 

Give the meaning of each verb below. Then produce the passive participle of each verb. 

�I �i .)I) 
to cancel to prepare to want 

. 

� _ _ , .)I� � 

Give the command conjugation for �I for the following verbs. 

� yl;..l �I 

�i � �i 
-

yl-1 
to afflict, to wound 

y� 

.le-i 

�i 

Meaning 

Active Part. 

Verbal Noun 

Verb 

Meaning 
Passive Part. 

Verb 

Command 

Give the jussive conjugations for the following verbs in the passive voice for the pronouns JA , � , (A 
and � .  

,.. 0 ' A  J. • ..).AJ u , -. ·. L�'. � 
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Verb 

. - , 
� 



Drill 3 7. Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with "! , "l or C:,l as appropriate. Sometimes you may 
have to add a pronoun suffix to your answers, so be careful. 

The co"ect words are entered below and translations are provided. 

Official sources have confirmed that the American 
minister' s plan has failed. 

We demand that the government release the 
prisoners. (Note that in Arabic we actually say 
"We demand the government to release the 
prisoners.") 
They wanted to attend the press conference. 

We allow them to say what they want. 

We learned that our representatives in the council 
were criminals. 
They informed me that they are returning. 

We did not say to them that Muhammad Abduh is 
an Egyptian singer. 

(Indeed) The Arabic language is the most beautiful 
language in the world. 
I am thinking of traveling to Kuwait. 

We reject the view that the issue of Palestine is the 
most important issue in the Middle East region. 
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�..JA"il ;Y.J_,ll � "' �.J .J.ll.-..- u.lSi . ' 

. UWi! 

• �t...-11 C I y.a � <:,4 t. foJI yltl,.j - -

-�1 J..Li.)All l_,� <:,t l_,.ll} 

. Y  

. T' 

. w.J.lJ->.! L. I _,l � <:,4 � � • t 
� ' 

· w.JA� �� � � "' \t..fc. . o 

· w.J.l.J&:. �-4 <.t..,y.i.i . '\  
,_  � (a man's name) o� � � � � rl . v 

If ·'I� 

r!WI . � �� tuyJI �� �. , . A  . c.F .  • - "· - -
' � 

• Uo�.._,sll c)l :_,i�l "' to} fol . I\ 

to} � �� � �.!. ;.,i "� J_,ill �y . ' . 
.1- �� '�I � ·- .J "' 

-



Drill 38 .  Read at!d translate each sentence. Then rewrite each sentence replacing 0\ + the verb in the 
subjunctive (or 0i plus pronoun and the verb) with the verbal noun. Here is an example. 

The sentences are translated and then rewritten below. 

.t.u �� . h...j • uG.. 
' �· '-' � ' I..)A ' 

tiJ.II .lei � � �jill I � ' ' � 
� 

.J.J..>! 
-��� 

-��� t...ai.J� � 
.t.u �I �.J� � ,. , . 

· �1 we t 1.!�1 l..lJ..Y 
' � 

·u••:u4 �� ��>" � I� 

.�1 "O.J�� \� rl 
� 

� L I �I _;i...JI . _;S.kJ 'i . ..J.J 
' t..F 

-��.J.JltS.-:11 � J�l 

- � �� 9� r-Auy.:..i 

. � )( .� ..Jl � y.J_,ll £1 
This answer has a slightly different 
meaning than that of the the model 
sentence. "The minister confirmed his 
understanding of the problem." 

.Jtml � �I �\A�L ' - i � - · . rAY' 
. Jtml � �I �\A� yJ 

There is more than one way to 
convert the model sentence since 
the clause after 0i has a different 
subject than the main clause. 

He was afraid to forget Arabic. 
(He must have had a mean 
teacher.) 
They decided to focus on the 
grammar of the Arabic language. 

We love to study Arabic. (If you 
read the verb as a Form II, then 
the sentence is "We love to teach 
Arabic.") 
We intended to defend ourselves. 

They asked me to accompany 
them to Paris. 

He did not want to leave the 
countrY. 
Do not think of traveling to 
Europe before you obtain your 
bachelor's  degree. 

We told them that he traveled to 
Egypt . 
The minister confirmed that he 
understood the problem. 

He ordered them to go to the 
battle front. (Literally, "He 
ordered that they go to the battle 
front.") 
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-��� � 0i 0A uL:.. . ' 

.lei_,! �  I.Jj� J I.J.J.) · " 

-��� tiJ.II 
-��� �.).li 0i � . r  

.u....i31 we t!l.li J l..lJ� . £  

�I �IJ J � l.;:lb . o 

-�.J4 

-�1 .J�� J j� rl . "\ 

4.J} �I _;!L..a:i J <} fo 'i . v  

. � .JJ�)l.S.:ll � J.,-:JI J:! 
• �� __,st-.. �L r-Au · i .Y-A . y.::. 

-�1 � 4..3i �j_,ll £1 

� �I � ��� �� yJ 

. A 

- �  

. ' . 

. J\:Jill 



Drill 39 . A: Convert the sentences below into the passive voice. 

The answers are in the chart below. Both the model sentences and the answers are translated. 

Translation of Answer 

The books were looked 
for. 
This issue is being 
looked into. 
The students are being 
taken to the university. 

She was brought to the 
entrance. 
The studying of Arabic 
until the day of 
resurrection was agreed 
upon. 

The chairs were sat on. 

Saving the country from 
the Christian 
fundamentalists was 
called for. 
("Called for'' in the 
sense that someone 
wanted something done 
and called for it to be 
done.) 
An article is being 
written for the 
Washington Post. (This 
is the only sentence that 
is not in the impersonal 
Q_assive.) 

Answer 

-.�1 uc , >,,.) 
- . 

.�l o1\ � � - .. .. 
. 

�� �4 �� 
.�4JI 

. Ji.,..l.JI �I � �� 

�I �\.)..) � �.JJ 
.�u1 r!.# � �_y.11 

·�\.fill � �  

· � .lll j\.iil �I - � IJA - -' - . � 
·W.lJ.,.!"'o\1 tj;:)y..:a'J\ � 

.. -· , 

9�..r.J �� : . . ;s; 

• w....a � �1_,11 

Translation ofModel 
Sentence 

We looked for the 
books. 
We are looking into this 
issue. 
We are taking the 
students to the 
university. 
We brought her to the 
entrance. 
You ( m. pl. )  agreed to 
study the Arabic 
language until the day of 
resurrection. 

The students (f pl.) sat 
on the chairs. 

We called for saving the 
country from the 
Christian 
fundamentalists. 

We are writing an article 
for the Washington 
Post. 
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Model Sentence 

·�' uc � . ' 

.�l o1\ � p · " 

�� �4 �jj . r'  

.�4JI 

. Ji.,..l.JI �I � � . £  
�\.)..) � �1_, . o 

L! .. 4..JJ _y.ll �I 
r' .. � ... 

.�L..JI 

� �4llhll � . '\  
.�\.fill 

� _,.lll j\.iil �I u _,c..) . v  

0;:) '1\  > • � ..>"" (..)A 
·U"' , . ,J\ - .. 

o.ll....r.J �� � .A 

. w....a � �1_,11 



B. Each sentence below contains a verb in parenthesis. Replace the verb with the correct form of the 
passive participle of the verb in order to from a correct Arabic sentence. 

The answers and their translations are below. 

These are the magazines being looked for. , . � l.!J�I (we- �) �I � o� . ' 
These are the men who are desirable. (That is .� y.,C.j:JI (� �.J) JL;..)I rA �'iJA . r  
"persona grata" as opposed to "persona non-grata" 
which in Arabic is � y .,C. JA J#.) 
Y asser Arafat says that the rights of the (y6) u.ui.:k·"'ill �_,h ul ut!_;c. _,.....t.; J..,i; .r 
Palestinians have been usurped. .. 

-�� 
Their names are not included in the list of . 

�I Wt! � ��� (�.J�I) � rAJ�I . £  
acceptable representatives. -0::1�1 (�) 
We recorded all of the agreed upon points. .4:tlc J!I_,.JI (� J!l_,) .l...lilll JS � . o 

Students - is this understood and reasonable? . 
!J� (Jic.)_, r� (�) �� JA - � t.; . '\  

All of these activities are not permitted. . � 6. � ( '-:J �) � JlAc. 'il 0� JS .v  
This decision is rejected. .;_,:.:a_,!"..).a (�.J) )_,ill I� .A  
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Authentic Arabic exercise #9. 

Read the excerpts from the interview below and do the following: 

1 .  Every time you see (.)1 indentifiy it as 6i , 6! , or Di . 
2. Find every Form IV verb, verbal noun, or active or passive participle from Form IV. 

3 .  Find every defective verb of any Form and any active or passive participles from defective verbs. 

4. Find any verbs in the passive voice. 

5 .  Try to translate the excerpts. 

Below are excerpts from an interview with the Kuwaiti Minister of Defense, Shaykh Nawaf Al-Ahmad 
Al-Sabah which appeared in the magazine !.!:JJI_p..ll for the week ofNovember 9, 1 990 on pages 30 and 
3 1 .  

All the words that look like ul are fully vocalized and are underlined in the passage below. All Form IV 
verbs, verbal nouns, and participles are underlined and vocalized below as well. Defective verbs and 
participles are vocalized, underlined, and in bold type. All verbs in the passive voice are in large bold 
type. 

� I� Jic. .t..:c-_Y-:. .JI yt: o .J� �) � "i .!:J.A LA 0J �..fill t t!.lll .Y.J.J � "il ul � �I Jli 
(from -oh.;'A )�.t.�tJI.J .::,tst-11 _»oJJ.J ��I.J r.ill _J!JA.}.J � (.)o .WI.) LA .JI ui.J.la.ll i� � (.)o 

" o J. 

, ' ,lii.J �� (.)o C" .)\) �I �.)�1 <.::..Ub..JI.J 4..l.o'il .:,�I � _,h..,.J yt.3 J�I.J t-WI.J 4-oWI 
.JI�I �I 

. .  UJ...,s.ll (.)o ..b.J�I _;#- �1�1 yh .•••. i"i4 "il 46.11 4-opu � "i �� ".!:JJI_p..li"J ul� �I JSi.J 
' -.iljiJI J� y�l 'ii.J �.J 'if..: JW:illi.J c:liS.ll � u.J� UJ...,s.ll J,\1 0i bJ::..-6 JSi.J . 

' . (The word ol jC is the plural of jl.C which is an active participle of the Form I verb I jC , .J� ) 
. 

LA .UJ..fi.ll � � �I .::,lhl..JI (.)o (from yl.A.JJ ) �l.A"..J'/1 .::,L).�I (.)o J!6 we �  :\�JI_p..ll" 
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• 

� U"'.J\..y rl� 0J ·0-.+u'i? . �...J\:ill �til:. ��).-.J J�..Ac.i J� c.j� � a.A; L. 0} :ul_,.i �I 
J � - J 

. . • 4JWI �lyJI �\_,ill � c.JA �.J:! ;9;; �I �L.I.le.)'I.J '::-:JI.A"..J)'I.J �1Ull JI..Ac.l JS c.JAYI �I 

,�1�\.J 4..:.JJ'il I� .�1 w=i_,_.!I.J t)_,..iill � Jlil:a'ilfrom (� ,�) 1_,iif.J ot.ii"·tf . ..'.Jt l_,l:i..J.J 
. . .  �1 �b.)Ali i.JY'J.J 

. . 
(The word o� is the plural of� lh which is the active participle of the Form I verb � ,  � ) 

.�...,s.ll �I J.?-1 c.JA �� JS.: t:,;-:;,.J �� J4-.J �...,s.ll �ll:l 04 Jl� rSb. �ul .JI � � - - - -
!a-A I�L. �..>: .�yJI ut:..l � wi.J.All �!Jj � 4JC..J \!� rJWI � : "aJI_,:JI" 

yll.hi ;J.J . . ·c:lt...-14 �I.J tsJ4-JI WS.y �yJI J.J.lll � 0f w�I.J rf.}JI c.JA :ul_,.i �I 
J�l (.)A �...,s.ll � ��.J olk. L. � � ��� �.J �1_,... � pi i.J� ,j J.J.lll o.». oJ\.i 

. • .� _,11 c.JA �I � JI..Ac.I.J 

(The Form m verb �� , �� is the verb underlined in the second line of the above paragraph. The 
past tense occurrence of the verb above is written with a alif at the end due to the presence of the 
pronoun � which refers back to the word l.) 

!.._ _;l_p.ll c.JA .l: 'i.J �yJI �I �SJ �'il �I�IJ?.j 0i �I (S.)J "aJI_,:JI" 
(The verb underlined above is '-.51 .J ,  '-.5.;;. . For conjugations of this verb, see Part m, Chapter Four.) 

r1 ta.J� wT O.)Jt. .J .ui.J.le. wts.J . . • �1.;1 c.JA �b....v..il O.J.J� � rJWI �;:?i .l!.J .;I.,:JI � . . .  
. �1 �I �""\..a}.- � w�"i l J_,b � J�I.J o_,:..'il e'� r!.J �I_,.JI.J �I e'� 

lll � JA · wi.J.lall o� �lfjl �...,s.ll �I c.JA �1-A_,l �l.l! �'i� � I� �  � : "aJI_,:JI" 
! Jj\.bll o.l. � J � 

, i ·a'ii4 �) 6.� o.AI_,ll �L.JI � �,S ��.J'il r.J:! �t..- .lfall �.J C!".J L..lic..J . • •  :ul_,.i � 
t.li..J ��j)I.J �.,WI � �� �  .�L.'il jSI�I � i:af�! .l!.J �� �yJI �1_,!11 04 (�1 

. . • •  zr.._,i JSJI.J .UI� 
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Below is a translation of the passage. 

Shaykh Nawwaf AI-Ahmad, the Kuwaiti defense minister, said that no one can imagine, nor can any mind 
fully comprehend (literally "absorb"), what is happening in Kuwait, either with respect to the principle of 
aggression or the accompanying oppression, shedding ofblood and ofhonor, destruction of property and 
public and private facilities, acts of plundering and looting ofpeaceful homes and places ofbusiness 
which have been emptied of their contents. Their contents have been shipped to Iraq. 

Shaykh Nawwaf stressed to Al-Hawadeth that there is no solution to the crisis other than Iraq's  
unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait . . .  He stressed again that the people ofKuwait will continue in 
their struggle through any means to expel the invaders. 

Al-Hawadeth: We hear of many terrorist practices on the part ofthe occupying authorities against the 
people ofKuwait. What is really going on there? (Literally: "What is the reality ofwhat is happening 
there?") 

Shaykh Nawwaf: What is happening in my country surpasses the acts of all ofthe tyrants in history. 
(Unsolicited translator's comment: Nothing like just a little teeny, tiny bit of exaggeration.) Saddam is 
employing against a peaceful people all forms of torture, terrorism, and executions which are being 
carried out daily by the invading Iraqi forces . . .  The have entered the hospitals and thrown the children 
into the streets, invalids too. They plundered medicines and supplies and destroyed vital institutions. 

The ruler of Baghdad has forgotten, or pretended to forget, that the people of Kuwait are men who are 
heroes and have sacrificed everything for the independence of Kuwait. 

Al-Hawadeth: The whole word (literally, "East and West") is unanimous in condemning the aggression 
while the Arabs have differed. In your opinion, what happened? 

It is painful and saddening that some Arab countries have forsaken principle and are concerned with self 
interest . . .  I demand that the leaders of these countries reexamine their positions and follow closely what 
the people of Kuwait have suffered and continue to suffer with respect to oppression and very barbaric 
acts. 

Al-Hawadeth: Some believe that the occupation' s  measures are moving in the direction of war (literally: 
"pushing toward war'') and that dialogue with the occupation is a must . 

. . . What is there to dialogue about? (Note: the Arabic � is a contraction of � and lA with lA used as a 
question word.) The world is unanimous on the necessity of his withdrawal from our territory . . .  His 
aggression and treachery were evil and frightening, with no regard for values and treaties and no regard 
for brotherhood or neighborliness or even human rights (as evidenced by) his barbaric behavior. 

Al-Hawadeth: We have heard much about acts of heroism on the part ofKuwaiti army units during their 
resistance to the aggression. Would you permit us to enumerate some of these facts? 
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Shayk:h Nawwaf: . . .  And when the crown prince returned on Wednesday evening, we were surprised at 
one in the morning (after midnight) that the Iraqi forces were moving and had captured the forward 
positions. He had lied to the kings and the presidents and deceived his neighbors. Everyone was 
surprised . . .  
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Drill 40. Translate each sentence below. Then rewrite each sentence in the present tense. Then negate 
each sentence using � + the jussive. 
Th t m L t d b t  and e sen ences are uns a e e ow  l t . th are a so pu m e presen t t  ense and th . e]USSlVe. 

- - -'(_,� r1 �_HI �1�1 

·� � 0A 
�� � �_;ill �1�1 

� .1-jWI _HI i.} 
; .  .J ' "  � C.J1Y � 

·� 
� -· '-JI_f£11 I .- ,- � UA .  � 

Jti:il 4w.illilll �I �I l..j , 
• 

. ji�YI 
--

�)I jl �I Jl.(ij r1 

.�lyJI . 
t l!.lll y.-J.J � t ij � 

· ��"YI 
. "li::JI �I � ;:..;; � � r.Y • � 

· w� 
--

·""'- �Jla.:i:i � 
--

t�yJI 11\ '-f.JLW r1 

• �l.iA � 
� .... ........ 

r� JS �yJI � � 

. 1� �� �.J 
-. 1_,61� � 

�}�I Y.-J.J � � 

• � � � Yl , ,..)A 
� --· b:i · �I �4i:i � .J.J . UA • 

. yc.t....:-11 � 

0A 'w� �I �1�1 

. � � , 

i.} �� �_;ill �\_,ill 
� � .1-jWI _HI 

; . .J ' " � 'C.Jifo 
·� 

� -
· '-JI_f£11 -. .- ,-WA .  u� 

J\li.l 4w.illilll �I �I l..j 
, 

• 

. ji�YI 
--�)I jlfol (.SJL(ij 

.�lyJI . 
. ��"YI t l!.lll y.-J.J � 

-
-
-. "li::JI �I � � .... � r.Y • � 

· w� 

·""'- 'wJla.:i:i 
� t�.,.J1 11\ �:,t.w 

.� 
r� JS �yJI � 

� ....... 

. I� �.J 
-·w.,LI� 

" WI · � . �.) .);..).J � 

.� � �  Yl , - ,..)A 
� --

· b:i · �I �-4;; .J.J . UA • 

.yc.t....:-11 � 

The naval forces were 
composed of six units. 

The French forces moved 
through the Mediterranean 
at a distance that varied 
between 12 and 30 miles. 

They steered clear of 
approaching the Lebanese 
shores in order to avoid 
provocation. 

We avoided provoking the 
Iraqi president. 

The minister of defense 
denied the news. 

The delegation investigated 
the facts in Lebanon. 

She cooperated with him. 

We dealt with this subject in 
our article . 

I spoke Arabic every day and 
I learned a lot. 

They corresponded. 

The American foreign 
minister prepared a peace 
plan . 

The committee was able to 
overcome all of the 
difficulties . 
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Drill 4 1 .  Translate the following sentences. 

The sentences are translated below. 

The Arabic language is a beautiful language which 
all students love. 
Is there a religion which calls for racial 
discrimination? 
We looked into a request which the employee 
submitted. 
They tasked us with writing a book treating all of 
the granunar of Arabic. 
We are in need of a spokesman who will express 
our views. 
Samiira is a Lebanese student I got to know during 
my stay in Beirut. 

Samiir is a lazy student whom his teacher killed. 

A joint committee was formed which will look into 
the issue of the homeless. 
Ghassan Kanafani is a Palestinian novelist who 
participated in the Palestinian nationalist 
movement. 
We studied many books which Mr. Kanafani wrote. 
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Drill 42. Part A Put the correct form of '��' in the blanks in the sentences below. Add a pronoun suffix 
to the appropriate word in each sentence if necessary. 

The sentences are completed and translated below. 

The Israeli minister said: "I am the sole obstacle 
which stands in the way of the establishment of a 
Palestinian state." 
These are the forces which Israel supports in 
Lebanon. 

The aid did not reach the residents who are 
suffering from hunger in the Sudan. 

The Arab delegation expressed its apprehension 
about news which was leaked surrounding the 
government oflran's  conclusion of a military deal 
with Libya. 

We became acquainted with the senators whom the 
Arab lobby influenced. (If you read � as dual, 
then the blanks would be filled with ��I and 
�-) 
I read the books which the famous Egyptian 
novelist Naguib Mahfouz wrote. 

Mention the magazines you read today. 

We saw the two men about whom you talked in 
your lecture yesterday at the university. 

I met the two reporters (f.) who wrote about the 
Middle East for the Washington Post. 

The two reporters (f.) spoke about the women they 
became acquainted with in the region. 

B. Put 0.o or Lo in the blanks as appropriate. 

I do not know who will attend the meeting. 
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�I � _,11 • l:JI ul" �I �I · _,11 Jti I.S .. ...>?- .. ..J-Wl Y...J 
_ .. _ 

. ' 

. �;i;l:.u1li �.J..l ?'� c.:uJ J..P:! 

� J:tji..)-Wll t,..� �Jj �I �1_,411 � o1\ · " 
·w� 

w.J.J� w=�l c.:,li...JI �I �u _,_11 J.-:j r-1 .r' -
.c.:,IJ_,..JI � �� 

0� �_,..11 J.J.lll Jli we- �_,..11 .li _,11 _;c. . t  

tii...:J wi.Y-.1 t...� rly.l Jp. �� �� �t:.u"YI 
·� � �  

� 

rule .fl w=�l t�l � � � us _,.:i . o 

·�_,..11 �_,111 

_;�I I.S__,_..JI I.S.JI)I �� �� y:iS!I �__,! .. .. - - . '\  
.l;. • • . .JI:- � 

·r�l l.J__,! �� �� 
• • I :fiji . v  

e;$�\.- � ' ·a ic d� c.i�l �)\ ll;i _; . A 
.�4JI � u-1 

.h.... �I .. y:ll • � �I �lyJI bL\i .J "" we- . ....::..._ . . '\  

. �� �1_,11 i.ll....p.J 

t:i! _,.:i �� _,111 � l. •• u.ll we- c.:,t:il..al yJI d� . ' . 

.maw1 � �ulc 



$0 According to what I have read, your idea is sound. 
·� �_,! �_,! L.} wJ · " 

We want to acquire what will help us realize our 
. Uil.li\ 1 J;i.,; � u�� \... � J�l .ll.._;.i . f  

obiectives. 
Every one who works in that office is an imbecile. . o_jj- �� �j � � ()A JS  . t  

• 
This is who I introduced you to yesterday. 

· �' � �y:. ()A \� . o 

We heard what they said and we know who said it. .�j I _,1\! ()A u _;aj J o _,1\! Lo U......... . '\  
. · -I do not believe what I read in the newspaper. .o.ll...;.:JI � �l:.,sl Lo J�l 'J . v  

We love who loves us. ·� ()A � . A  
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Drill 43 . Complete the following sentences using the cognate accusative based on the verb in the 
sentence. Here is an example. 

The Arab countries coperated greatly in the area of 
economics. 

The intellectual thought deeply about the matter. 

You do not understand you lessons well. 

The welcomed me generously. 

He called his lord secretly. (Quran, 19 :3) 

You (pl.) are helping us a lot. 

We resided in the country for a long time. 

The problem was discussed painstakingly. 

They answered the questions in detail. 

Zayd hit Amr very hard. 

. -

. �_,J:a ------ �yJI I-""'.;.l 
. . 

.�_,J:a t.al.;.l �yJI 1-""'.;.l 

u:,w .l�l w'� � �yJI J.J.lll u.i.Jta::i . ' 
·� 

. · - .. 
. li.w:. I� · _,.JI . .fo.JI fo ... ... t_,_ � 

. -· '* � � .J.).l � "i 
. -. �...fi �y I.F I.JP-.; 

• .� �l.lJ �.; (.5-lU 
. 

.o ..)#. o.lC.t...:.c. lli .J.lc.t...u 

.�_,J:a Ltij .l4JI � u.di 

).i;iJ (Wit.tJ) � �I , ... . .  t.a� 
. .� r�:., 4.ll..a"il � I.JJ.; 

. 

. l.l:,� 4J.w:a lj_;.c. .ll.J y � 

. Y  

. T' 

. t  

. o 

. '\ 

. v  

. A 

. '\  

. ' . 

• Remember that some Form m verbs have a second veibal noun pattern. The normal pattern is 4.!C.\.L. , but � is often the 

pattern used with some verbs. The verb in this sentence, �.lU , �.l� , has both patterns for its veibal noun. Since the verb 
is defective, the � pattern will end in a hamza, �l.lj . If you use the other veibal noun pattern, you would have to change 
� �.; .�. _ to �  
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 10. 

The article below is from the front page of .h...a_j"'11 ��I from August 13 ,  1 995. Read it and do the 
following. 

I .  Identify every Form V and and Form VI verb and verbal noun used in the article and give the meaning 
in English. 

2. Identify every definite and indefinite relative clause. 

3 .  Find every passive and active participle for any form ofthe verb. 

4. Find any verbs used in the passive voice. 

5 .  Translate as much of the article as you can. 

Form V and Form VI verbs are in bold type below. Verbal nouns from Forms V and VI are also in bold 
type. Definite relative clauses also underlined Indefinite ones are in parentheses. Active and passive 
participles and passive verbs are fully voweled (The active participles will be in bold type, the passives 
will not be.) The voweling should tell you the form of the verb or the form from which the participles are 
derived 

yl _y:. � .J w-- :o� 
(.)M\ J - ".h...a }'11 J�l" : u-G\.VI 

4.l....�l c#J �\£:..»ill F. 4laJI �I �.J.J u-G4)1 � .J:lAI y..Jall � !):  w� .J:1A'il wlc-l 

� � u.-� y..Jall � !): .lfi �I ��I �_;:JI ��� u-_ � <?I �\£:.�1 � wl �.;tli.J 
y.c. U-.11 J!!oll:.�ll �I �4.3 � �� .J 4� _,...... ':14_; '\ A  V .J \.ill '\ '\ A  .J � � Y'Y' A � � _;e.li.J Uo.a �I 

� J.J'il u-1 f'.14 � .&: ()A  i�\_,11 �t...JI 0A U-.11 � \� 'i�l ���� �yJI A.Sl..JI uY..Jit 
�1�1 �I_,.JI � <?I �I �\£:..»ill � �� �I ,�1 u-1 � ()A  �)I.J �I �U 

. - - ·""' - '1 �':II �I ul � - - - -='1 � .J "' .J - � .J 
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rt!) �'J �.J � � wl �..,:t.JI 0A.J �.JI u�t..-:.1 .:J� u�t..-:."11 o� wl" wW-.a J::A"11 Jt!.J 
' 

· "r!)l I� �I (this is the only passive verb) wl.....Ai o�� 

� ��I �I U-..11 ��I yl �.:J�I ��""11 4.1\.S) (wW-.a J::A"11 4.-: �.:JI e;�) � �� �1.;.. 

·'::?.:J�I L,�jitll C;A U,J�l: 4iall �I 

4&-� ���� yl: �I.J ��I W:!A...r=JI ��� �l: ..J.:Jl: �I tkJI o� wl" : wW-.a J::A"11 Jt!.J 
.:JI�I � J: ���.J ��� � 4..S.L-ll ul.lc.t..- � o»"11 4..b..JI w� w1 Jl=..J w� � F.  

. "��I.J ��I � I.F-_,.....JI f'� �.J"11 d�l � 4-llc.l �I ¥ �1 1.-i!I_,.J 

Below is a translation of the passage. 

339 Million Riyals are the Total Contributions for the Muslims of Bosnia 

Jeddah: Wahib Ghurab 
Riyadh: Al-Sharq Al-Awsat - Saudi News Agency 

Prince Salman Bin Abd Al-Aziz, the prince of the Riyadh region and the head of the Supreme 
Council for the Collection of Donations for the Muslims of Bosnia-Herzegovina, has announced that the 
total contributions which the Campaign in Solidarity With the People ofBosnia-Herzegovina (under the 
tutelage of) the Custodian of The Two Holy Sites, King Fahd Abd Al-Aziz, has received has reached 
338,998,997 Saudi Riyals. This (figure) is as of the end of the satellite broadcast ofthe campaign via 
Saudi television which began its broadcast of the campaign at 1 :00 p.m. the day before yesterday (and 
continued) unti1 3 :  1 5  a.m. yesterday, Saturday, morning. (This figure) is in addition to some 
contributions in kind in the form of foodstuffs, medical supplies, blankets, and clothing. 

Prince Salman said that "these statistics are merely preliminary and it is expected that later on figures 
will appear which will be added to this number." 

This came in a statement Prince Salman delivered to the Saudi News Agency after the end of the 
campaign which the Supreme Council supervised in conjunction with Saudi Television. 

Prince Salman said that " this campaign, which the Custodian of the Two Holy Sites initiated, and 
opened the donations for, by his donating an amount of 50  thousand Riyals, will not be the last stop in the 
Kingdom's help for the Muslims ofBosnia-Herzegovina. Rather it is an continuation of the King's 
positions which he declared from the very first moments of the Serbian attack on Bosnia-Herzegovina." 

Translation Notes: 
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Line 3: uJ.J is an abbreviation for �..l�l "�"YI 4.1\S.J . 

Paragraph One: This paragraph is a classic example of a run-on style common in journalistic Arabic. 
I have tried to render it so you can match up the English to the Arabic easily. If I were translating the 
paragraph professionally, and for people who do not know Arabic, my English version would really be a 
complete rewriting of the paragraph instead of a translation. 

y!i4-JI 41 is literally "direct broadcasting" and is a term used to refer to broadcasts via satellite. 

Paragraph Two: ..ly;.. is a Form 11 passive participle. When it is used as the first term of an idaafa, as 
is the case here, it means "merely" or "only. " � �....P.-A 11\ means "This is just talk. " 

Paragraph Three: The verb "� is commonly used in journalistic Arabic in phrases such as � "� 

0i w�l. Literally, this means, "It arrived in the statement that. " Normally, I would translate it as "It 
was mentioned in the statement that, " or "It was reported that. " 
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Drill 44. Negate each sentence in an appropriate way. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case endings in 
your answers. 

The model sentences are translated below. Each sentence is then negated in an appropriate way . 

.AJ i . . .  c i l .ti;l '.."'I . .  ,y1 • ,;:- _ t Islam spread greatly after the 
• � .J • ,- . � r d h f h P h eat o t e rop et. 

• .l .:�tl . .l.l • 11 • � y You need more money. 
- y- c.Jo4 • :!.)A IS" t.J::?-

-�.J"il _J�I ��.)� lj�J rJ They were interested in studying 
the Middle East. 

'):J\.:."i_,n � �� �.lc. ��� rl The number ofMuslims in the 
• • United States increased greatly. 
. I..)#. b\.:..l j} 9�1 

• � � ·- II • 1 .lll • •tiAj "i - • .,.yw U.J .) 
� 

-�� 
- - , , 
I_;#. 1-l.lc. 4;Ji?"i l bts�l f4i rJ 

.�yJI ti-Jll � e;-it....-11 1.)4 
• 

o1\ �.l:i "i u.J-"11 �I � 
. Lt.i. �ts y!i �t..-.JI 

The Arab countries are 
distinguished by the wisdom of 
their leaders. (And the Cubs are 
going to win the World Series.) 
Foreign companies have 
established a large number of 
factories in the Arab countries . 

In the future, private firms will 
manage these factories . 

i.lA Wl.J....al • . . L .  'I � �- -. _ t The Muslims occupied Spain for 
., . u..r--w � r l . 

• a ong tune. 
-�_,1. 

� � �� � '-f.,j; rJ This organization was dissolved 
in 1979. 

• ., • 
• t...w.. "il • - ·.- _ t The meeting was held in Tunis. 

• c.JI'U .JJ c.F t · � r 
.tw .c _ o.lc.l....- tl • ::. : _ t We needed governmental 

• " � • IS" � r assistance. 

� Ul _;all L ta..JI � ::. :: rJ The Iraqi opposition protested " .) � the imprisonment of some of its 
members. 

The university was distinguished 
by its professors who specialized 

-��� ��� � w;· a .  a.; ;.11 in nuclear engineering. 
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� I..)#. 1_;\.�1 �"il �} . ' 
.�1 �..,.. 

� �I -l.lc. -ll-ljl • £ 

. 1  _;#. b\.:.jl o.l:I.:WI �1.:. "i )I 
� � ·-'I J .lll •tiAj • 0 

• ...yw .J .) 

·(l+"� 

b.lc. 4.11;?�1 �\S�I w..\!i . '\ 
.�yJI �I � �t....-11 1.)4 I� 

o.lA ��� w_,.l.-11 JAl .A 
.�_,.b 

� � �� � �} . 'l 

. ' 'l V 'l  

�ia1....4 t....4JI � j\:WI • ' T' 
., -�'1 " -� - 11 . . ., ll -�..,-. 4\..u.J ........ � W.!' O a  02 ' 4  



. . _,11 � - • .)1 ' "_,11 � r-3 � � ..J:..) - , 

.�.ftll u....:JI . _

,
. - � 

� -

The minister informed the 
president of the situation in the 
West Bank. 

� • .)1 ' · _,11 �I � ..J:..) . H  

. 4..:J.ftll u....:JI � � _,11 
We informed ourselves about the �I � �_,11 � F r-3 u....:JI � �_,11 � �I . ' 0  
situation in the East Bank. 

.U�I _ ,  
' � , _  

� � _,11 ()I � ��1....-A (Ji:i rJ 
.l.l::.. ' .  �I • 
� " • ...>::C- " 

.�.JAI CJA �i t� rJ 
(This is the Form VIII from \.c.� ,  
_,c.� and is one of my favorite 
verbs in the language.) .. "' � 

.i� �I 01 c: o!j r-3 
' -

th�w i u1 · � r-3 - . .) , r--
·��� 

-·-

Informed sources said that the 
situation on the two banks is not 
good . 

He claimed that he was from 
America. 

It became clear that the problem 
was complicated. 
The car struck the large truck. 

.4.;!�1 
()I WJ- .J�I.......::a.A .:.Jt! . ' '\ 
· * _;:P. �I � �_,11 

. �.J.41 CJA .wl ��} 

.i� �I ()I �J 

th�w i Ul WA�I . .) , . 

. ' v  

. ' A  

• ' C! 

.i�l 

WI � t...l .l!l · d rJ - - .) IJA - I finished my studies last year. WI � t...I.J.l!l CJA :'•;a!il . " . 

.�;· oWl 

Now give the command conjugations for � and �i for the verbs below. 

The commands are in the chart below. 

�! 
�! 

-�I l.j -

. "' - I �-
0 "' - I �-
0 .. - . • I �-

- lfl r 
0 1  � 

.. , � 
N f4 h b . h bal ow or t e same ver s gtve t e ver nouns an 

�1 
1�1 .) - . 

-

� 

0 "' - I �-
. �I r - ; 

0 

� .... .
. J � 

- lfl r 
4..-o\!1 ; 

.. J � 

- - · - - ""' I �-
( - ) ... 1 (.)'Q �-

- -o 0 ""' I �- �! 
- - o  ""' I  �- ... 1 �-

d 
. . I active partiCiples. 

- - · - - ..,. I �-
( - ) ... 1 (.)'Q �-

. 
t�! "-�l 

- o  

""' 
J � ��• n 4  

� 
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�j! Pronoun 

ejl . �I 
�jl � 

�jl 
""h:.�l Verbal Noun 

; 
Active :> J  �.l.cl Participle 



Drill 45. 
Part A. Combine each pair of sentences below using a haal clause as in done in the example below . 

• o_,..ill �\:l....�l yyt .o.l.l.....r.JI �\:l....�l iji 
.o _,.ill y � y. .J o.l.l.....r.JI �\:l.... � I i ji 

The sentences are combined below using a haal clause. The answers are then translated {The answers 
for Part B are inserted in parentheses.) 

The man stood in the street 
waiting for his friend. 

The Iraqi revolutionary stood up 
saying "Iraq for the Iraqis." 

We entered the room laughing. 

They were killed fighting in the 
path ofGod. 

The American teacher learned a 
lot about Jordan while teaching 
English in the city of Irbid. 

We participated in many parties 
while living in Amman. 

They (fpl.) sat in the mosque 
listening to the sermon. 

� JA.J t.;Will � �)I U! .J 

.�� (i .)_l;;·;·.) 
. (�t!) J-* y. .J � yJI y�l rti 

. "�lyrll JlyJI" 
� .J �I llti.� 

· (�L..4)� 
• (���) w.J�� rA.J l):i! . £  

..ull � � 

we- I� �...JA�I �.;.l.JI u..l.a:i 

(Lj:l.) (JM".;� �.J w�.;�l 

�.lA � ��.;I � ��I 
.�.;1 

� · · o� � � us � �.J � .) 

� 
• Lac • r· ... > ·u � � 

�.J �� � � 

.�1 �1 (��) 
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·t.;Will � �)I U!.J . ' 

.�� �_,li p} 
y�l Jti .� yJI y�l rti · " 

. "� yJl Jl yJI" 
. �  .�1 � 

, 
. .ull � � I.J.lA� . l):i! 

1.;/6 t& �I � .l.JI u..l.a:i 
� � :!.)A .) 

. r  

. £  

. o 

��l u...a"_;� ·w�.;� l we-

. �.;1 �.lA � ��.;1 � 

tl.!l .o� � � us.;� . '\  
·wL.c � 

�1 �1 .�� � � . v  

.�1 



The Muslim brother journeyed 
from place to place calling the 
people to righteousness. 

The economy of the country 
collapsed while suffering from 
many problems. 

They read the biased news of the 
American paper about the Middle 
East while insulting its editor-in-
chief 

�I ui.S.... 0.o �I t ':II � .J 
. 

�� (.)'�WI (�b)_,c� .JA.J uts.... 
• (,$ _,i:ill 

.JA.J �I .:�1....-:i!l .J4J} 
. . -o.Jt:S. JS� . (1..13�) ·� .. (.)A 

... c.r .. 
�..)oil Yi o�..r.JI .J4i-l I).) 

rA .J .h.... .J ':II J�l we t...o:. .ft.JI 
lA .. • r· .. �> . .. .. . y� (.)"l:!J.) � (,)� 

�I ui.S.... 0.o �I t':ll �.J . A 

�I (.)'lUll �I t ':II \.c..:� ·uts.... 

�\.c. 
• (,$ _,i:ill 

.J)LJI .:�1....-:i!l �I . .) . . � 

.'0 .Jt:S. JS� 0.o �I .:��1 

�..)oil Yi o�..r.JI .J4i-l I.Ji.) . ' . 

• .h.... .J ':II J�l we t...o:. .ft.JI 
.lA...);!� �.) 1_# 

Part B. Rewrite your answers above using the active participles in the haal clause instead of the verbs in 
the imperfect. 

This could be done in two ways. One way is to use J plus the proper pronoun and then the active 
participle in the nominative case. The other way is to drop the j plus pronoun and use the active 
participle in the accusative case. The participle will show appropriate number and gender. The second 
of the two alternatives is what is included here. It has been inserted in parenthesis in the appropriate 
place in the chart above. 

Part C. Rewrite sentences 8,9, and 1 0  using the past tense for the haal clause. Then negate the haal 
clauses in the three new sentences. 

The answers are below. 

�I 0ts.... 0.o �I t':ll �.J 
�� (.)'�WI (t � rl.J) \.c..:� lA .J uts.... 

• (,$ _,i:ill 

rl.J) �\.c. lA .J �� .:�1....-:i!l .J4J} 
. -o.Jt:S. JS� 0.o (9� 

�....)oil Yi o�..r.JI .J4i-l I}.) 

lA.J .h.....JYI J�l we t...o:....fo.JI 
.lA...J:!� cA.J (1.J4·tj rJ.J) I_# 

�I ui.S.... 0.o �I t ':II � .J 
• (,$ _,i:i!l �� '-.)'lw1 \.c..:� ..l! .J 0ts.... 

• ·1..c. ..l! J)LJI .:�1....-:i!l 431 UA IS .J . .J • 

.'0_;/:JS JS� 
�....)ollyi o�..r.JI .J4i-l I.Ji.J 

..l! .J .h.... .J ':II J�l we t...o:. .ft.JI 
.lA...J:!� cA.J I_# 
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�I (.)'lUll �� t ':II \.c..:� ·uts.... 

�\.c. 
• (,$ _,i:ill 

. �1 .:��1 431 . .) . . �  

.-o.Jt:S. JS� 0.o .ll:JI .:��1 

�....)oil Yi o-ll....r.JI .J4i-l I.Ji.) . ' . 
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Drill 46. 
Fill in the blanks in the sentences below in a way which gives a correct tamyiiz construction. Then 
translate each item. Here is an example. 

(� '�) . ---- � ______ .JA 

. h ) I • • • •  <1 .a. He is older than I am (greater than me Wit respect to age . · u..... � ...J"!"'" .r-
The Arabs love their language more than other 
peoples do. 

The Bedouins are more famous than the French 
with respect to honoring visitors. 

My friend in more interested in ancient history than 
l am. 

My wife is more successful in her understanding of 
French than I am. 
My wife understands French better than I do. 

We are more strident than they are in defense of 
our rights. 
Fayruz has a more beautiful voice than Umm 
Kulthum. 

� � · "1 �I · :fo\ '-J _;&ll 

• 

• 
c.S� y U"" • - - . ' 

(� ,_#.) 
For the Form IV verb � , the Form I verbal 
noun, � is used instead of y��.) 

. ) _,jll �l.fo� �_;ill 0A � _,-¥1 · " 
(��J '.J.�) 

_#.) .lill · tilL �LS.t.l · :fo\ �� ' ·r:. �..) . _-_- � - # 
. r'  

(�J 
(� ,�u) -�.;ill 1 4_0� � � � �_,j 

(� '_#.) -�.;ill � � � �.Jj 

(�b '��) . U! _,b. (jC ic.l!� � � � 

� ) t ;IS � f  • � II • ��� ' # 
• • � � � U"" _._ ..).J 

# 

. £ 

. o 

. "\ 

. V  

(!::J� 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise # 1 1 . 

The article below is from the front page of � .. i''11 �ytll on August 13 , 1995 . Read it while looking for 
the following. 

I .  Haal Clauses 
2. Every verbal noun and its Form. 
3 .  Every hollow, defective, qr assmylated verb of any Form or tense. 
4. Each occurrence of �l , �1 , or � . 
5 .  Translate the article into Moroccan Arabic. 
6. Ignore item number 5 .  
7 .  All indefinite relative clauses and any relative clauses using 1A . 
8. Every dual verb, noun, or pronoun. 

The haal clauses are listed in order below. 

In the chart below, verbal nouns and hollow, defective, and assimilated verbs are listed in the order they 
appear in the article. They are included in the chart, fully voweled, exactly as they are written in the 
passage. If a verbal noun appears more than once, it will still appear in the chart only one time. 

Assimilated Verbs Defective Verbs Hollow Verbs Verbal Nouns 

(��) �� � 

\.c..) 0� v 4� 
• t u1...41 

. -

�...?.-' n � -

� '-f.Jb I �_,ll 

Jti N ��I . 
, t::Wli m ll:ull r 

. � X .)\� .... .... - , 
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�t...ti 
� .-� 

5 1 0  

I (�Y..) �� 
· -

II );i;;j 
. 

I (�) � 
• • 

VIII (JL.ai!) �YL.ai! 

I 

IV 

I 

(o Jc.�) �Jc.� 

IV c�YI 
. 

III .. >� 0� .  
v 

I 

�y 
tiW.. . -

. 

VIII u�l . -

(� ���) ���}! 
(u�) �� 

I � 
-

. 

IV U�} 

V u�� 
. 

I 4..Jkll - -- - -

II .lJSb - --
-

II �� 
IV �Y I 

X I • "" �I .) �  
.. -

� 
III � . 

. -

II ��� 
I ' f'� 

-

I .J1-w' 
(used for Form III) 

I ( tiJ) tiJ1 � ; � ; -

III � � 
• .J 



-

II � 
-

I C�:,11 
-

I J� 
-

I �\..j.) 

I � 

v (J�) j� 
VIII ( ..)\.4c-1) ��\.4c-l 

lhe words ';,:,i , 0i and 0J are fully voweled in the text below. All indefinite relative clauses and relative 
clauses using l.A are underlined in the text. Anything that is dual, is in bold type. 

Now that you have found and idenitifed the items above, summarize the article in English in about 75 
words. 

lhe article is translated below. 

�� rl� :j.Gts � 
� __p:ill .b�l _,c...)i .J 
�I _;11 � _,ll J.!i;jj 

".b.JYI J�l" :wl.Ac. 

':? y\ \.b ..)::41 0A : w.lll 

�l__,h....YI c.S� 0A :�..) 
��"'11 uYts.J : .)I� 

�1_;11 �_,ll .J.U;-; .J.J �� JlyJI 0A �_F.. Vl JlyJI � �\:ill �_;11 j.Gts � J.JI �.._,ill �i 
U"..rJI.J �� .b� 4..!ts 0t-.: �� 01�.lll � .,� �6.....- �)A � \.c...).J 'rlt.ill .bti..ai.J c}lyJI 

� J I�.)A ,lllc. .US �� \:iii! �� �_M i� J JSi.J ,� .)I� �WI U"_,.:JI.J c.S.J�I 
- - .. 

i! w.fo.. 0{ \#Li r!WI.J yyJ4 �I.J uYl......:a:ll i� J JSi.J , � rl� <}lyJI �yl r� .bl.i..aY :i.d 

.JI �I c.S.fo.- � � 1_,.... o1\ �_,c..) �.l?- w..,!� �lyJI 0\ 0A &I.J �J J\.!.J 'w'il � uYl......:a:ll c.Sy:o-1 
- -

·c.S.J.l?- w.J..) WS!.J ,Ji_l.l\1 � c:�YI I� J.Jb J ul...:.:ai.J . • y_p.ll .JI �I 
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�.) ,�-y4 �_,s 4.; t" o Y:4-- �� }'i\ u�..J.il:il' ..m '� u� J..ts � �' J .A:.J 
� '� C.,) Jw ��'.J �� � � �'� �\yJ\ �)\ .uc. .Ul:i t... \..l.l!A �t.:....-1\ 4.ll..a\ � 

.�"'ll.. 

�b� � �li � �.J �\.J � �I� 9-1_;.:..4 u-1 J.JI.J u-1 �lyJI �U:J...JI �l:i.J 
4.!L....o::al o� .)#;- j..l.S � �)I J.JI �...;ill �.ll �L.. _,1.- c.�i Ja.::.. u� �� .J �l.foa .J �1_,.. .J �\.c.Ud .J 

- u�.J'il .l:i� l&-!\.l.\1 � � 4] �b t" ,�loll\ �t-..11 �I � �\.S� �I 

��� �� .A: � 1-l:iJ.=o.:j J..l.S � 4� )�'il � u-1 �lyJI �'jl Jjl..a.J u-�.J 
��� �\ � �I �I yJI u�..J.il:ill .)Wii.J 'y..Jc. �.)� � fi:JI � .J �U �� .J u-1 J.JI � � - -
4.l.Jt.:- � ��.J 'u�.J'il � 9-\¥1 �.J �� .JA �.)- c_,l tilt. �I � �J.Jto,..J\ (U.J.J o.lC..J) 

� �I .,;c. .)��....- J.,i � ,  1.4f- c_,..;::a_,ll rJt:. �.Jj.wl J..ts ��� "''.1i.t..J J..ts � �JJ � 
·u� 

. . • �lyJI �_;ll .#')l �'il c.jJt:. t..a\.jY. � �\.j.J �l_,c. tl::J C.,f u-1 ��� 9-\.:,il ��.J 

�lyJi l.A� Uoa. �.JI �4 u�I_;.JI '+i-.J �lyJI 4.l.J.lll � o� ��� �� 9-l_;.:..) �I d�.J 
0-o .ll..J= u,.... � ��� �)I c.,i JS� c.jJt:. �4- � �\.j.J �_Jj.J . • ·� �\� �)\ � � 

.�1 o�l �'Y.J.).wl � j5.y.,.J � ��L.Uc.\ 

On the following page is a translation of the passage. 
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Hussein Kamil : Saddam is Finished 
I Call on the Officers to Move to Change the 

Status Quo 

�: A�Smuq A�Aw�t 
London: From Amir Tahiri 
Damascus: From Salwa Al-Ustuwani 
Baghdad: News Agencies 

General Hussein Kamil, the number two man in Iraq, has announced that he left Iraq because he had 
decided to change the Iraqi status quo and to bring down the regime. In a press conference which he held 
at the Royal Court in Amman, he called on military officers, the Republican Guard, and the special forces 
to be prepared for change. He confirmed publicly that he has begun moving quickly to implement all of 
this, stressing that he is indeed working to bring down the regime of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. He 
confirmed that he will begin wide-ranging contacts within the Arab world and in the world at large, while 
denying that he had conducted such contacts yet. He said that he is confident that the Iraqis know the 
seriousness of this call of his, whether at the level of the people, the army or the (Ba'th) party. He added 
that he had often attempted reform from within to no avail. 

After giving a short statement, which Jordanian television broadcast directly ("directly" here meaning 
"via satellite"), along with a simultaneous translation in English, he answered reporters' questions while 
refuting what Iraqi President Saddam Hussein had said about his (having committed) treason and (about) 
differences (between Kamil and the regime.) He called (Saddam's) talk contradictory. 

The Iraqi authorities yesterday undertook wide-scale and extraordinarily rapid military changes 
involving leadership, sectors, positions, and headquarters, with the goal of making general Hussein 
Kamil' s  information valueless. In addition actions (were undertaken) for internal protection (related to) 
military security, along with assurance that these did not have threatening Jordan as one of their goals. 

The Iraqi media yesterday kept up its violent attack on Hussein Kamil in particular, after Saddam 
Hussein' s attack on him and that ofVice-President Tariq Aziz . Iraqi television reported (literally 
"pointed out") that Saddam' s two daughters, Raghda and Rana, who are among the asylum seekers 
(literally: ''the refugees"), thought that their trip was to Bulgaria and not to Jordan. This (report) was an 
effort to charge their husbands, Hussein Kamil and his brother Saddam Kamil, with responsibility for 
being unclear with them (note: The meaning here is that the husbands are accused of deceiving their 
wives.), according to Iraqi sources in Amman. 

Baghdad news yesterday confirmed that a presidential Iraqi committee has been formed under the 
leadership ofUdai, the eldest son of the Iraqi President. . .  The committee has begun making major 
changes in the Iraqi state which observers described as the largest (such) campaign Iraq has witnessed 
during the Saddam Hussein era . . .  The assumption of the leadership of this committee on the part ofUdai 
confirms that Saddam Hussein will increase his reliance upon him and underscores his upcoming major 
responsibilities. 
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Drill 4 7 .  Negate the sentences below using � + the jussive. Fully vowel all verbs and give all case 
endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers. 

The answers, and their translations, are provided below. 

We did not benefit from studying 
Arabic. 
They did not deduce that from 
the available evidence. 
The president was not 
assassinated in the theater. 
We were not able to benefit from 
our knowledge of Arabic. 

The immigrants did not settle in 
the settlements. 

Egypt did not become 
independent in 1952. 
Samiira did not board the plane. 
(Note that the verb in this sentence is 
the same as in the previous sentence. 
The meaning is entirely different here.) 

Samiira did not resign from the 
company. (The verb in this sentence 
is a different verb than the one used in 
the previous two sentences.) 

We did not buy it. 

We did not seek the advice to the 
advisors. 
We were not able to do without 
them. 
The professor's book did not 
benefit us a lot. 
He did not fall in love with her 
when he saw her for the first 
time. 
The Iraqi president did not 
comply completely with the 
demands of the United Nations. 

The policeman did not 
interrogate the suspect. 

- -
.�yJI WI t...l ..) · \if,.; � - .,.. - - _, (.)A -

· -.�_,!ji.JI ;.bYI 0.0 �j l_,l::a!ii""'J � 

• y.-11 . ' ')I � � c � � "' 
- - - -

1..i..Jc. • � · I � � - (.)"' .,.  W -

-�yJ4 
. J�l · +JI �· .,.- - � <F . u.J.» - � 

.�llla�l 

. ' � o " � yo- wfr ... � � 
- -

.o_)U:JI o� wjf,,; � 

- -
• 4.S �I · o (Jif,,; � - (.)"' � -

- -
.tAp � 

- -
- �� - - � · �.) � 

. - --� �;'j",,; � 
. . 
.o� o..)t!l �ti....YI y\:iS lf� � 
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Drill 48. Review exercise. IdentifY the form of each verb in each sentence. Then convert each sentence 
to a negative command. Make sure you can translate each sentence. 

The verb forms are indicated for each model sentence in the chart below. The model sentences are 
translated and the negative commands are provided 

Negative Command Translation 
You met with the director. 

You (fs.) contacted the 
professor. 

�.J �I U.O l__,!i.,·;; y You (m. pl.)  left the office angry. 

-� �I � � y You claimed that you were 
\.- sincere. 

9.le. �I � .;�1 � �:fo y You translated his famous books 
into several languages. 

• -� ·- '1 11 , _ · ·.; y You joined the army. � IS �  
.�1 �I � y You were partial towards the 

organization . 

• �_,all �I � y You occupied the West Bank. 

.�_;all ;_..al.;� � y You (fs.) were interested in 
studying Arabic . 

• �1 01\ � �.{1,� y You studied these books. 

·rSj\:i...ul lyo� y You (m. pl.) honored your 
professor . 

. \.:tlS � _1,".� y You gave him a book . 

. ui �.le. � y You fulfilled your promise to us. - -'= -
.�1 .l.l.a.l -<� . .  l ..i •. - .� y You (m. pl.) decorated your 

"' - "'  r-:= .r _;::. Y house for Christmas. 
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Drill 49. Review exercise. Negate each sentence using eJ + the jussive. Fully vowel all verbs and give all 
case endings in your answers. Make sure you can translate your answers. 

The sentences are negated below. The negated sentences are then translated. 

You (f.s.) did not prepare the 
kibbe for us. 
The revolutionary was not forced 
to leave the country. 

This woman did not renounce 
Islam. 
They did not regain their land. 

The singer did not sing. 

The Intifada did not last a long 
time. 
Iraq did not hasten to rebuild the 
nuclear reactor. 

A prominent Arab capital did not 
receive important information 
from its embassy. 

I did not finish my studies in 
1 995. 

He did not throw light on the 
subject. 
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Drill 50. Review exercise. Negate each sentence in an appropriate way. In your answers, fully vowel all 
verbs and give all case endings. Pay attention to what you are doing since different tenses, voices, and 
moods appear. Translate your answers. 

Each sentence is negated and the negated sentences are translated 

You (or "she") did not study 
Arabic. (You could also read the 

verb as W..�J . ) 
Do not see this film. 

Do not visit (fs.) Lebanon. 

He did not give me this book. 

We did not return from the 
Middle East. 
The King was not met at the 
airport by some extremist rebels 
and was not killed during a 
vicious battle with them. 

Informed sources added that the 
situation in the West Bank is still 
senous. 

We did not invite all of them to 
the oartv. 
You (or "she") will not teach 
Arabic in Cairo. 
(You could use wl instead. The 

meaning will be stronger and the 
subjunctive verb must be used. Also, 
you could have read the verb as a Form 
1.) 

Do not put a circle around the 
appropriate answer. 

The airplane will not transport 
the passengers from Beirut to 
London. 

The food was not prepared for 
us. 
They did not name him Umar. 
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Do not benefit from the book. 

We are not completing the job 
which we started. 
We will not build our company in 
this region. 

The party was not held in the 
White House. 

A new house was not built in the 
village. 
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Drill 5 1 .  Identify the form of each verb below. Then derive the verbal noun and the active participle for 
each verb. Then write each verb in the present tense for the third person masculine plural. 

Present Tense for 

rA 

-

w.J�.J:. 
� - , 

w.J:Y.. 
·· _,sw u .,. 

- -

w.J� 
� 

- .,.-
w� 

- -

;:;� 
'wY'� 

--. 

� 
u.J - .,. 

-· 

'w.JiilJ 
- . , 
w.J� 

-
- -

w.Jlfii; 

., • .lW u.J .,. .,.  

- � W.J - .,. .,. 
- . - , 
w��.J:. 

'w�".J"i· ,; 

-

� . ;;;; ; , ... 
w.J� 

. -
""• . . � ... u� 

- ... -
w� 

. 
- ., w� 

... -
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� · -
w.J� 

-· 

'w.J· ai;; 
-· 

w� 

Active Participle 
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�� 
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., ... :: � 
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�I � - -
t�! 

. 

�W:a!J 
�1,),! 

:l. 
. 

�I � - -
. 

�I � -

Verb Form Verb 

IV �.JI 

II � 

�.) 
m �b 
X .;�1 

vm ""I �. 
VI � 
I rY 
X .l!U.wal 

vm �I 

IV �»I 

vm y:.:lil 
IV .)\.!1 

I (Quad) � 
I (Quad) ��.J 

X �ji.wal 
v �� 

X �I 

vm .,. I � 
IV �I 

X y�l 
I .lA 

VII �I 

vm �I 



- . , • .AJ u.J - ,  
. , � 

'!) - ' 

.)\�I . , -

. -
�.J 

'I - I '-' �-

IV 

IV 

VI 

II 

I 

X 

• This verb was invented by an administrator whom I knew at AUC. It means ''to die from speaking Arabic." I will not 
reveal this person's name. 
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Drill 52. Convert each sentence below to the present tense. Then negate each sentence below using the 
jussive. Then turn each sentence into a positive command. 

Each model sentence is translated below. Then each sentence is negated using the jussive. Then each 
t ad · t ·r and sen ence zs m e m o a posz zve comm 
Positive Command 

" £ " ) _,! 0} I _,l __,! 
.:,}� 

. -

.�yJI � 
- ' 

·�.) 0S 
-

• .J4=--Yl �I I �1 
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·��\ �)4 \.J� 
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�.J�' � � 1�:,w 
. �yJI 

All\ I _,!1..:.. 

. j.All �.;l ifo! 
� . 

� �t!�\ � 1�! 
-�_.>tl\J ��\ 

Negated with the 
Jussive 

" £ " ) _,! 0} I _,l _,9:; r! 
.:,}� 
;;; ....... 

.�yJI � rl 
. ' -

-�.) � rl 
- -

. W..YI �\ I ""' .,. rl .) . � 
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-� �l l# rl 
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· ��\ �)4 '.J '.!'t! rl 
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-
• ;5LiJ"'"Y4 � rl 

·-
• :Y..J_,l4 � rl 

- ' . ; !s .t� � I.J�Y rl 
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�.J�\ � � I _,fJk:i:i rl 
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. .ull I_,! t.i,:j r! 
�- -

• j.Atl �.;I I� r! 
� . -

�t!�l � l� rl 
-�.;tli.J ��\ � 

Translation 

You (m. plural) said 
resolution 242 was 
acceptable. 

You (f s.) learned 
Arabic. 
You were a man. 

You (m. pl.)  listened to 
the news. 
You (m. pl.) declared 
the independence of 
Palestine. 

You (m. pl.) praised the 
new president. 
You complied with the 
director' s  request. 
You fulfilled the 
agreement. 
You (f s.) contacted the 
minister. 
You (m. pl.) found a 
solution to the problem. 

You ( m. pl.) fired the 
employees. 
You ( m. pl.) cooperated 
with the Arab countries . 

You (m. pl.) feared 
God . 
You ( m. pl.) occupied 
the land of the enemy. 
You (m. pl.) were 
reassured about your 
friends in Bosnia-
Herzegovina. 
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Drill 53 . Conditional puzzles. Study and translate the sentences below. Be aware of all the grammar 
you have previously covered. This is a somewhat difficult drill . 

The sentences are translated below. 

If your lord had so willed, he would have made the 
people one nation. 

If you live in the Middle East, you will understand 
the importance of the Arabic language. 

If you do not want to speak Arabic, then do not 
visit the Middle East. 

If Iraq had withdrawn from Kuwait, American 
forces would not have attacked Iraq. 

Live contentedly and you will be a king. 

If you go to his house you will eat the best Arabic 
food in America. 

If not for Islam, the Arabic language would have 
disapl!_eared. 
Give me the gold and I will give you one thousand 
dinars. 
If I give you the sun and the moon, you will (still) 
never be satisfied. 
He who tries, succeeds. 
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Authentic Arabic Exercise #12 

The following i s  an excerpt from a column in the magazine l.!l.ll_p.ll from February 2 ,  1990. The 
author is wlA....ll o.l\.C. who writes a regular feature for the magazine called � � . In my humble 
opinion, she writes very well and is very thoughtful in her comments. Her language is often very 
complicated; the novice American may have some trouble following her. 

The excerpt below is the most difficult such item included in this book. Read it. Yes, I said read it. 
Use the method I outlined in Chapter Four of Part II. Do not translate it. Do not even summarize it. 
Try to comprehend it as well as you can. When you are done, you can refer to the translation in the key 
to verify how much you understood. 

Also, you might want to make some mental notes regarding how many of the grammar points 
covered in this book appear in the excerpt. 

! J� y . . .  !<)�I �)I 
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Below is a translation of the passage. 

An Eastern Man? . . .  Oh No ! 

1 

Ten years of separation and still she longed for him. What pulled her toward him was a traditional 
eastern love story, interrupted by his travel to Britain and her travel to Germany to pursue her studies. 
(Lit: ''to pursue knowledge" .) When they returned, their love had increased in intensity, but when they 
talked to one another again he shouted in her face, "You are a liberated woman . . .  Oh no" ! And she 
shouted into his face, "An eastern man? Oh no" ! 

They parted. She returned to Germany to marry her university colleague, and to give birth to two 
children, while still longing for her first love. 

This, in short, is the story of "a reader", as she wrote it to me, requesting advice in the face of a 
longing (still) torturing her, and (after) ten years, ten years which she perceived as a few passing minutes . 
. . I did not write her an answer . . .  What do I say to her? Do I advise her to divorce so she can leave two 
children in limbo? Do I announce to her unequivocally that her longing for her old lover is a symbolic 
desire for her homeland? (Should I also say) that the marriage of a "liberated Arab woman" to a 
foreigner is a step which requires reflection, because, in the end, what unites her with ''the eastern man" 
might be greater and deeper than what links her to the western liberal man . . .  Do I tell her that marriage 
to a foreigner is a step I personally do not applaud, and if she had sought my advice beforehand I would 
have counseled her with the advice of my Bedouin ancestor, Athma Bint Matroud Al-Bajaliyyah, when 
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she said to her sister Khoud: "Oh, young men are like palm trees. How do you know what is inside? 
The bad of the woman who is an outsider is proclaimed while her good is defamed. Marry within your 
own people, and don't let appearances deceive you". 

"Marry within your own people" is the advice I would like to relate to every Arab woman 
complaining to me about her beloved and her compatriot, imagining that the solution lies in marriage to a 
westerner and forgetting that she, herself, in her (very) core, is an eastern woman in a developmental 
stage. The experiences ofher female forebears and of the women ofher tribe still dwell in her 
unconscious, before the teachings of the golden western book of women's liberation. Every 
contradiction which she sees in her eastern man has its counterpart in her liberated psychological veins. 
A superiority complex over her life partner will not solve the problem. Rather, this complex is the 
beginning of the internal psychological breakdown of mirrors trying in vain to reflect what they do not 
contain. 
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